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Abstract(Australia! is! one! of! the! most! urbanised! countries! in! the! world.! Cities! are! the! epicentres! of!economic! activity! and!home! to! the! vast!majority! of!Australians.! The!design,! development! and!functioning!of!cities!therefore!has!critical!significance!to!the!social,!economic!and!environmental!wellbeing!of!the!nation.!As!is!the!case!internationally,!significant!longLterm!challenges!confront!Australian! cities,! including! climate! change,! population! growth,! increasing! fuel! costs! and!reducing! resource! availability,! and! the! accelerating! processes! of! globalisation.! The! scale! of!change! needed! to! respond! to! such! challenges,! and! the! timeframe! available! in!which! to!make!such!change,!is!unprecedented.!
Biophilic!urbanism!is!an!emerging!design!principle!that!directs!the!integration!of!nature!into!the!built!environment! to!meet!society’s! inherent!need! for!contact!with!nature.!The!context! for! the!consideration! of! biophilic! urbanism! in! this! dissertation! is! that! rapid! population! growth! in!Australia’s!major!cities!over!the!coming!decades!will!require!significant!urban!infill! in!order!to!limit!greenfield!expansion,!putting!pressure!on! the!predominate! forms!of!nature! in!Australian!cities! such! as! parks,! reserves! and! backyards.! At! the! same! time,! cities! will! need! to! become!resilient!to!the!impacts!of!climate!change!and!resource!shortages!whilst!remaining!competitive!for! internationally!mobile! capital! and! labour.! This! dissertation! considers! the! role! of! biophilic!urbanism! as! part! of! the! response! to! these! challenges,! and! what! factors! create! conditions!conducive! to!mainstreaming!biophilic!urbanism,!particularly! in!urban! infill! areas!experiencing!higher!densities.!!
Whilst! the! potential! for! integrated! urban! nature! to! provide! benefits! to! Australian! cities! is!recognised!in!policy!rhetoric!to!varying!extents!in!Australia,! its!use!remains!ad#hoc!and!varied.!Commentators!suggest!this!is!due!to!a!number!of!technical!and!institutional!barriers!that!restrict!the!use!of!biophilic!urbanism!from!becoming!a!mainstream!practice.!A!growing!number!of!cities!around!the!world!are!developing!and!implementing!mechanisms!to!encourage!and!require!the!use! of! integrated! urban! nature.! There! is! consequently! an! opportunity! to! learn! from! this!emerging! and! asLlived! experience! to! inform! efforts! in!Australia! and! elsewhere! to!mainstream!biophilic!urbanism.!
This! research!draws!on! international!experience! through!an! integrative! literature! review,!and!through!a!qualitative! case! study! investigation,! to! contribute! to! the!emerging!understanding!of!biophilic!urbanism!in!three!key!ways.!Firstly,!a!categorisation!of!forms!of!urban!nature!that!have!the! potential! to! assist! in! responding! to! challenges! facing! Australian! cities! is! created! with!consideration!of!the!functionality,!benefits!and!considerations!of!each!form!of!urban!nature.!The!
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research!secondly!develops!an!understanding!of!what!mainstreamed!biophilic!urbanism!could!look!like,!including!policy,!governance!and!practice!structures!and!norms.!Thirdly,!insights!into!the!processes!that!assist!in!mainstreaming!biophilic!urbanism!are!developed,!including!fourteen!factors!that!are!found!to!be!conducive!to!this!mainstreaming!process.!
Several! opportunities! for! future! research! are! evident! from! the! research,! including! the!development!of!pilot!projects!in!Australia!to!test!the!research!findings!in!practice!and!to!develop!experience!with! the!design,! implementation!and!maintenance!of!biophilic!elements.!Efforts!by!several! local! governments! in! Australia! to! encourage! the! use! of! biophilic! elements! may! also!provide!an!opportunity!to!develop!Australian!case!studies!to!further!refine!and!contextualise!the!research! findings.!Further,! case! studies!may!be!developed!of!other! cities!around! the!world,! to!provide!a!broader!evidence!base!of!the!mainstreaming!process,!and!to!enquire!more!deeply!into!various! aspects! and! implications! of! the! research! findings.! Theoretical! frameworks! that! were!found! to!be! relevant! to! the!mainstreaming!of! biophilic! urbanism! in! this!dissertation!might!be!used!in!future,!deductive!research!to!further!inquire!into!biophilic!urbanism.!
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previously!thought!of!as!disconnected!aspects!of!life!and!the!urban!landscape,!and!realised!how!positive!and!sustainable!behaviour!in!one!regard!led!to!changes!in!others.!
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1 Introduction(This!opening!Chapter!provides!an!introduction!to,!and!overview!of,!the!dissertation.!The!Chapter!begins!by!presenting!the!primary!research!focus!of!the!dissertation!and!the!research!questions,!before! discussing! the! significance! of,! and! innovation! emerging! from,! the! research.! This! is!followed!by!a!summary!of!the!thesis!Chapters.!
1.1 Presentation(of(the(study(
This!dissertation! is! concerned!with! the! emerging!urban!design! concept!of! biophilic! urbanism,!and! the!potential! for! this! to! respond! to!multiple!complex!and!converging!challenges!currently!facing!Australian!cities.!Whilst!the!research!considers!cities!as!a!whole!–!including!for!example!high!density!CBD!areas;!higher!density! innerLcity! suburbs;! industrial!areas;!and! lower!density!outer!suburbs,!the!research!is!based!on!the!assumption!that!as!urban!populations!grow,!urban!consolidation!will!be!required!–!and!that!Australian!cities!will!become!denser.!Consequently,!the!thesis! has! a! strong! focus! on! the! challenge! of! integrating! nature! into! urban! areas! that! are!increasing!in!density,!where!there!is!strong!competition!for!land.!!
The! term! biophilic! urbanism! is! used! intentionally! in! the! dissertation,! to! describe! the! use! of!urban!nature!as!an!urban!design!principle!in!ways!that!provides!for!people’s!inherent!need!for!nature,!as!theorised!by!Wilson!(1984),!Kellert!and!Wilson!(1993),!and!Kellert,!Heerwagen,!and!Mador! (2008)! among! others,! while! also! responding! to! the! challenges! of! climate! change,!resources!shortages!and!population!pressures.!A!functional!definition!for!biophilic!urbanism!is!developed! in!Chapter!5!that!makes!this! focus!of! the!research!explicit,!and!provides!clarity!and!scope! for! the! research.! In! situating! this! research! within! the! field! of! biophilic! urbanism,! this!research! draws! upon,! and! subsequently! adds! to,! existing! research! including! notably! that! of!Beatley!(2009);!Beatley!(2011)!and!Kellert,!et!al.,!(2008).!!
This! dissertation! contributes! to! this! body! of! scholarly! work! by! considering! specifically! the!potential! for!biophilic!urbanism!to!assist! in! the!response!to!challenges! facing!Australian!cities,!and! establishes!what! biophilic! urbanism!might! look! like! in! the!Australian! context,! taking! into!consideration!the!strong!drivers!for!urban!consolidation!and!the!context!for!urban!development!in!Australia.!In!addition,!and!potentially!more!significantly,!the!research!also!considers!how!the!use! of! biophilic! urbanism! can! become! a! mainstreamed! (i.e.! an! intentional;! formalised;! and!consistently! and! comprehensively! applied)! component! of! urban! development,! in! recognition!that! there! are! significant,! systemic! barriers! that! limit! this! from! occurring.! In! this! regard,! a!distinction!is!made!between!ad#hoc,!championLled!examples!of!integrated!urban!nature,!such!as!might!occur!with!showcase,!highLend!developments;!and! the!establishment!of!norms! in!urban!
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development!such!that!nature!is! integrated!into!most!property!types!under!most!development!scenarios.!The!use!of!the!term!“mainstream”!is!not!intended!to!indicate!a!particular!amount!of!urban!nature!present,!or!the!use!of!particular!forms!of!urban!nature!–!rather,!the!focus!is!on!the!processes! of! development! and! the! consideration,! prioritisation! and! inclusion! of! integrated!nature!in!urban!areas.!The!term!“stakeholder”!is!used!throughout!this!dissertation!to!refer!to!the!multiple! parties!with! an! interest! or! concern! in! urban! development! in! various! capacities.! This!includes! both! parties! involved! in! the! development! of! urban! environments,! as! well! as! those!affected! by! this! development.! Whilst! the! set! of! stakeholders! differs! between! locations,! this!generally!includes!government!(including!multiple!levels!of!government!and!multiple!agencies,!including! those! with! responsibility! for! planning;! infrastructure! development;! transport;!housing;! economic! development;! environmental! management;! water! management;! electricity!supply;!and!public!health);!property!developers;!and!community!members.!
The!specific!research!questions!driving!the!dissertation!study!are!as!follows:!1. What! is! the! potential! of! biophilic! urbanism! to! respond! to! the! challenges! facing!Australian!cities!while!allowing!for!urban!consolidation?!2. What!can!be!learned!from!international!experience!to!inform!the!mainstreaming!of!biophilic!urbanism!in!Australian!cities,!within!the!context!of!the!urgent!challenges!faced?!
In!investigating!these!questions,!this!study!responds!to!a!need!identified!in!both!literature!and!through! workshops! with! industry,! government! and! academic! representatives! for! greater!understanding!and!guidance!in!the!mainstreaming!of!biophilic!urbanism.!
1.2 Significance(and(innovation(
This! dissertation! makes! several! significant! contributions.! This! includes! establishing! a!foundation!of!knowledge!regarding!factors!that!contribute!to!a!transition!process!from!current,!conventional! urban! development! policies! and! practices! incorporating! the!ad#hoc#and! variable!use! of! urban! nature;! to! the! mainstream! application! of! biophilic! urbanism! in! which! the!integration! of! nature! into! the! urban! environment! is! intentional,! strategic,! comprehensive! and!formalised.! This! new! knowledge! has! the! potential! to! assist! in! pragmatic! efforts! to! build!resilience! in! Australian! cities! to! future! challenges,! while! increasing! the! sustainability! and!liveability!of!these!cities.!The!research!also!contributes!to!scholarly!work!regarding!the!nature!of!biophilic! urbanism,! and! regarding! transition! processes! in! large,! complex! human! systems,!particularly! within! the! context! of! a! rapidly! changing! world! and! growing! imperative! for!sustainable! development.! To! the! best! of! the! author’s! knowledge,! the! emerging! concept! of!biophilic!urbanism!has!not!been!specifically!considered!with!the!context!of!Australian!cities!to!
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evaluate! its! potential! to! respond! to! the! challenges! facing! Australian! cities.! Similarly,! the!mechanisms!by!which!barriers! to! this!emerging!design!concept!can!be!addressed!to!enable! its!application!to!progress!beyond!isolated,!championLled!initiatives!to!mainstream!practice!remain!poorly!understood.!!
A!need!for!such!knowledge!is!evident!in!Australia,!where!multiple!critical!and!urgent!challenges!are! converging,! creating! unprecedented! circumstances! for! Australian! cities.! Many! of! the!assumptions!that!underpin!the!form!and!function!of!these!cities,!and!which!have!directed!urban!development! to! date! are! unlikely! to! remain! over! coming! years! (Garnaut,! 2008;! Meadows,!Meadows,!&!Randers,!1992;!Newman,!Beatley,!&!Boyer,!2009;!Stern,!2007;!Stocker!et!al.,!2013).!These! include! assumptions! regarding! climatic! conditions! and! weather! patterns,! resource!availability,! and! the! structure,! size!and!needs!of!urban!populations.!There!are! long! lead! times!associated!with! changing! the! form! and! function! of! urban! environments,! given! the! lifespan! of!infrastructure!and!the!manner!in!which!the!physical!form!of!cities!and!the!systems!that!support!the!people!who!live!there!become!embedded!and!difficult!to!change!(CorfeeLMorlot!et!al.,!2012;!European!Commission,!2013;!U.K.!Government,!2011).!Consequently,! there! is!an! imperative! to!ensure! that! urban! development! today! results! in! cities! that! are! resilient! and! adapted! to! these!multiple! challenges.! However,! remaining! uncertainty! regarding! the! scale! and! timing! of! these!challenges,! coupled! with! a! strong! neoliberal! agenda! and! embedded! policies,! practices! and!processes,! are! such! that! investment! in! such! futureLorientated! features! and! forms! of! urban!development! may! be! difficult! to! achieve! (Bulkeley,! 2001;! Garnaut,! 2011;! McClure,! Baker,! &!Sloan,!2013).!!
Within!this!context,!there!is!a!need!for!innovative!alternatives!to!the!business!as!usual!approach!to!urban!development!that!have!the!potential!to!provide!immediate!benefit!now!to!investors!and!decision!makers,!whilst!also!creating!urban!environments! likely! to!be!resilient!and!adapted!to!future!conditions.!There!is!also!a!need!for!insight!and!understanding!into!how!such!approaches!might!be!translated!from!conceptual!vision!and!ad#hoc!application,!to!mainstream!use.!
1.3 Chapter(outline(and(structure(of(thesis(
This!dissertation!uses!two!research!methods!to!address!each!of!the!two!research!questions,!with!the! structure! of! the! thesis! reflecting! this.! The! first! research! question! is! investigated! using! an!integrative!literature!review,!as!presented!in!Chapter!5,!whilst!the!second!research!question!is!investigated!using!an!inductive!case!study!approach.!!
With!this!in!mind,!the!structure!of!the!thesis!is!as!follows:!
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L Chapter# 2# considers! the! context! for! urban! development! in! Australia,! including! historical!influences!on!the!urban!form,!current!and!emerging!challenges!facing!Australian!cities,!and!current!potential!for!the!mainstream!use!of!integrated!nature!in!urban!development.!L Chapter#3#summarises! the! research!problem!and!presents! the! two!research!questions! that!have!underpinned! the! research.!Contextual! language!and! theory! are! introduced! to! ground!the!research!in!established!scholarly!work!and!two!key!theoretical!fields.!L Chapter# 4! outlines# the! overarching! research! design! and! research! methods! used! to!investigate! the!research!questions!and! locates! the!research!within! the!qualitative!research!paradigm.!L Chapter#5#responds!to!the!first!research!question!through!consideration!of!“what!is!currently!known”! regarding!ways! in!which! nature! can! be! integrated! into! cities,! that! are! compatible!with! urban! consolidation! and! which! have! the! potential! to! assist! in! the! response! to! the!challenges! facing! Australian! cities.! This! establishes! an! understanding! of! the! practical! and!technical! nature! of! biophilic! urbanism,! as! it! could! apply! to! the! Australian! context,! and!highlights!considerations!and!gaps!in!this!existing!knowledge!with!the!potential!to!impact!on!the!application!of!biophilic!urbanism.!L Chapter#6!provides!a!summary!of!the!key!findings!from!six!case!studies!that!were!developed!to! investigate! the! second! research! question.! These! case! studies! examine! pathways! and!processes!of!mainstreaming!biophilic!urbanism.!Full!case!studies!descriptions!are!provided!in!Appendix!D.!L Chapter# 7# presents! the! research! findings! in! response! to! the! second! research! question,!comprising! an! emergent! pattern! in! the! process! of! mainstreaming! biophilic! urbanism,! as!observed!across!the!six!case!studies.!This!pattern!comprises!14!factors!that!appear!to!create!conditions!conducive!to!the!mainstreaming!of!biophilic!urbanism,!which!are!categorised!into!three!broad!categories.!!L Chapter#8#considers!the!three!major!areas!of!new!knowledge!developed!in!the!research,!and!situates!these!within!the!broader!scholarly!work!and!theoretical!fields.!L Chapter#9#presents!the!overall!conclusions!and!recommendations!of!the!dissertation.!!
1.4 References(Beatley,! T.! (2009).! Biophilic! Urbanism:! Inviting! Nature! Back! to! Our! Communities! and! Into! Our! Lives.! William# and# Mary#
Environmental#Law#and#Policy#Review,#34(1).!Beatley,!T.!(2011).!Biophilic#cities:#integrating#nature#into#urban#design#and#planning:!Island!Press.!Bulkeley,! H.! (2001).! No! regrets?:! Economy! and! environment! in! Australia's! domestic! climate! change! policy! process.! Global#
Environmental#Change,#11(2),!155L169.!CorfeeLMorlot,! J.,! Marchal,! V.,! Kauffmann,! C.,! Christopher! Kennedy,! Stewart,! F.,! Kaminker,! C.,! &! Ang,! G.! (2012).! Towards# a# Green#
Investment# Policy# Framework,# The# Case# of# LowJCarbon,# ClimateJResilient# Infrastructure.! OECD! Retrieved! from!http://www.oecd.org/env/cc/Towards!a!Green!Investment!Policy!Framework_consultation!draft!18L06L2012.pdf.!
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2 A(case(for(action(–(challenges(for(Australian(cities(In!the!21st!century,!humanity!faces!a!range!of!challenges!that!are!unprecedented!for!our!species!in! scale! and! potential! consequence.! The! inherent! assumptions! that! have! underpinned! human!development,! particularly! over! the! last! two! centuries,! are! increasingly! called! into! doubt! as!science! demonstrates! that! we! are! unlikely! to! experience! the! same! climatic! conditions! or!resource! availabilities! that! have! influenced! the! form! and! function! of! our! cities! and! lifestyles!(Garnaut,!2008;!Meadows,!Meadows,!&!Randers,!1992;!Newman,!Beatley,!&!Boyer,!2009;!Stern,!2007;!Stocker!et!al.,!2013).!At!the!same!time,!a!rapidly!expanding!global!population!along!with!urbanisation!trends!are!putting! increasing!pressure!on!cities!and!the!systems!that!support!the!people! who! live! there! (Australian! Government,! 2010b;! Godfray! et! al.,! 2010;! Randolph,! 2004;!Vörösmarty,!Green,!Salisbury,!&!Lammers,!2000;!Williams!&!Maginn,!2012).!
These!trends! indicate!that!a!business!as!usual!approach!will!not!be!possible! in! the! future,!and!that!a!range!of!innovative!approaches!will!be!needed!to!ensure!human!settlements!are!resilient!and!well!adapted!to!emerging!circumstances.!There!is!a!need!for!adaptive!strategies!that!can!be!applied! to! Australian! cities,! which! consider! the! suite! of! imminent! challenges! faced! and! are!appropriate! to! the! economic! and! social! climate! within! which! investment! and! development!decisions!are!made.!This!will!likely!require!a!substantial!shift!in!urban!development!policy!and!practice.!!
This! Chapter! provides! the! foundation! for! this! dissertation! by! establishing! the! imperative,!context,! and!potential!barriers!and!opportunities! for!biophilic!urbanism! in!Australian! cities.!A!brief,! historical! overview! of! the! development! of! Australian! cities! is! given,! as! insight! into! the!influences! that! have! shaped! the! cities! into! the! structure! and! form! seen! today.! Some! critical!challenges!facing!Australian!cities!are!then!summarised,!highlighting!the!imperative!for!change!that! underpins! this! dissertation.! Urban! nature! is! presented! as! a! potential! response! to! such!challenges,! with! biophilic! urbanism! referring! to! a! smaller! subset! of! these! natural! features! as!described! in! Chapter! 5.! Current! commitment! to! developing! urban! nature! in! Australia! is!considered,!along!with!the!barriers!and!opportunities!to!expand!this!commitment.!
2.1 Historical(drivers(of(urban(development(
Australian! cities! have! developed! relatively! recently! from! an! international! perspective.!Consideration!of! the!dominant! trends!and! ideas!of! these! times! is! important! for!understanding!the! form! and! function! of! these! cities! today.! During! the! early! colonial! years! (1788L1901),!political,!military,! administrative! and! commercial! power!was! concentrated! into! one! key! town!within! each! colony,! resulting! in! the! rapid! growth! of! those! towns! into! cities! at! the! expense! of!
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other! towns.! This! legacy! remains! today,! with! the! dominance! of! the! capital! cities! in! size! and!power! (Troy,! 2004).! Early! planning! of! the! cities! commenced! during! this! period,! and! was!strongly! influenced! by! planning! trends! in! Britain,! as! well! as! the! U.S.A.! and!Western! Europe.!From!the!turn!of!the!century,!the!capital!cities!had!common!characteristics,!including!that!they!were!highly! centralised!with! regards! to!government,! civil! administration,!military!power,! law,!commerce,! finance,! healthcare,! higher! education! and! industry! being! located! in! the! inner! city!areas!with! residential! suburbs! in! surrounding!areas;!high! levels!of!urbanisation;!high! rates!of!home! ownership;! transportLled! development;! regional! export! transport! links;! and! population!increases,!primarily!from!immigration!(Australian!Government,!2011a).!
Federation! in! 1901! created! a! national! structure,! however! it! did! not! fundamentally! affect! the!governance! of! urban! development.! It! was! not! until! after! the! Second! World! War,! when! the!manufacturing! sector! rapidly! grew,! resulting! in! the! need! to! coordinate! domestic!markets! and!labour!supply,! that! the! importance!of! the!major!cities!became!evident.!People! flocked! to!cities!for! work,! which! rapidly! began! modernising! in! response.! Public! transportation! systems! were!expanded,!as!was!the!electricity!grid!(Australian!Government,!2010b;!Troy,!2004).!
Strong!population!and!economic!growth!in!the!postLwar!years,!coupled!with!rapidly!increasing!rates!of!car!ownership,!has!had!a!dramatic!influence!on!Australian!cities.!What!were!previously!relatively!contained!urban!areas,!well!serviced!by!public!transport!with!medium!density!cores,!rapidly! transformed! into! the! sprawling,! suburban,! car! dominated! cities! of! today.! Australians!sought! to! live! in! detached! houses! with! gardens! –! supported! by! federal! homeLownership!schemes! that! favoured! such! single! detached! homes,! resulting! in! widespread! “dormitory”!suburbs!where!people!lived!but!had!little!access!to!work!and!services!(Australian!Government,!2010b).! There! was! limited! strategic! planning! for! Australia’s! cities,! with! responsibilities! for!urban!development!falling!under!the!jurisdiction!of!the!state!governments!as!a!legacy!from!preLfederation!times!and!cemented!in!the!Australian!Constitution!(Australian!Government,!2011a).!
During!the!1970!and!1980s!the!Australian!economy!opened!to!the!global!market,!resulting!in!a!structural! shift! in! the! economy! away! from! manufacturing! towards! the! service! sector.! This!resulted!in!higher!unemployment!rates,!and!slowed!population!growth!in!cities.!Birth!rates!fell,!more! women! entered! the! workforce,! and! household! sizes! decreased.! The! decline! of! the!manufacturing! sector! resulted! in! abandoned! inner! city! factory! and! industrial! sites! becoming!available! for!redevelopment!as!residential!areas!(Australian!Government,!2010b).!At! the!same!time! the! impact! of! sprawling! cities,! and! the! benefits! of! compact! cities,! were! increasingly!acknowledged! and! efforts! were! expended! to! revitalise! the! inner! city! areas! (Australian!Government,!2010b).!
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The! pace! of! change! in! cities! intensified! from! the! 1990s,! as! technological! change,! economic!change,! globalisation,! market! forces,! growing! cultural! diversity! and! environmental! concerns!shaped!the!form!and!function!of!cities.!InnerLcity!residents!began!pushing!for!cycle!ways,!street!calming!and!closure,!green!spaces!and!noise!reduction,!while!the!outer!suburbs!and!new!coastal!developments! continued! to! expand! as! people! sought! alternatives! to! the! busy! urban! cores!(Australian! Government,! 2012a).! State! governments! continued! with! the! focus! on! urban!consolidation! that! had! begun! in! the! early! 1980s,! to! increase! density! as! a! means! of! reducing!infrastructure!service!costs,! to! reduce!environmental!pressures!by! increasing!public! transport!usage,! and! to! increase!housing!choice.!Allotment! sizes! in!both!new!and!redeveloped!areas! fell!(Troy,!2004).!
Today,!development! in!Australian!cities! is!shaped!by!strong! increasing!population!growth!and!housing! demand,! ongoing! changes! to! the! nature! and! distribution! of! work! in! cities,! and!demographic! changes! including! an! ageing! population! (Australian! Government,! 2011a).! The!costs!of! congestion,!housing! shortfall,! climate! change,! and! the! impact!of! a!globalised!economy!with!intense!competition!for!commerce!and!skilled!labour!are!all!key!considerations!for!urban!development!and!infrastructure!provision!(Australian!Government,!2011a).!
2.2 Governance(of(urban(development(
This!section!provides!an!overview!of!federalism!in!Australia,!the!policies!and!programs!of!each!level! of! government! and! the! consequences! of! federalism! in! planning! systems! throughout!Australia.! An! understanding! of! this! governance! structure! is! important! context! to! this!dissertation,! as! urban! policy! and! planning! outcomes! are! the! direct! result! of! both! governance!structures!and!urban!management!decisions!(Thompson!&!Maginn,!2012).!
In!Australia,!the!history!of!federalism!impacts!on!the!vast!majority!of!policies,!and!urban!policy!and! planning! is! not! immune.! Until! federation! in! 1901,! the! colonial! governments! directed! the!planning!and!development!of!the!emerging!cities.!When!the!colonies!were!brought!together!to!form! a! federation,! power!was! divided! between! the! federal! and! state! governments.! Under! the!Constitution,! the! Federal! Government! is! responsible! for! trade! and! commerce,! taxation,!communication!services,!foreign!affairs,! immigration!and!defence.!Their!powers!do!not!include!natural! resource!management,! planning,! environment! or! regulation! of! landLuse! development,!which!are!allocated!to!state!and!territory!governments,!except!where!matters!are!considered!of!national! environmental! significance.! Figure! 2.1! provides! an! overview! of! these!intergovernmental!roles!related!to!urban!planning!and!environmental!protection.!
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!Figure!2.1:!Intergovernmental!roles!for!the!environment!and!urban!planning!in!Australia.!!
Source:#(Gurran,#2011,#p.#86)#A!consequence!of!the!distribution!of!responsibilities!between!the!various!levels!of!governments!is! an! increasingly! complex! and! overlapping! system! of! governance! arrangements! for! city!development! and! management,! particularly! for! Australia’s! largest! cities! given! their! critical!importance! for! the! national! economy! and! wellbeing! (Gleeson,! Dodson,! &! Spiller,! 2012).! This!complexity! is! compounded!by! the!growing! influence!of!private! interests!on!urban!governance!(Gleeson,!et!al.,!2012),!which!has!influenced!both!priorities!for!urban!planning!and!development!as!well!as!the!processes!by!this!occurs!(Steele,!2009).!These!changing!roles!and!influences!are!discussed!in!the!following!subLsections.!
2.2.1 Federal(Government(roles(
A! primary! role! of! the! Australian! Government! is! to! ensure! economic! growth.! As! previously!highlighted,! Australian! cities! are! the! powerhouse! of! economic! activity! L! the! economic! hubs!where!businesses!compete!globally.!Although!the!Australian!Government!has!no!constitutional!role! in! urban! planning! and! development,! in! practice! its! role! as! economic! managers! and!economic!dominance!over! the!states!as!well!as! its! responsibility! for!environmental!protection!result!in!significant!influence!(Australian!Government,!2011a).!In!addition,!more!recent!policies!such! as! the! Sustainable! Population! Strategy! for! Australia! (Australian! Government,! 2011b),!various! climate! change! mitigation! and! adaptation! strategies! (DIICCSRTE,! 2013),! and! the!Liveable!Cities!Program!(Department!of!Infrastructure!and!Regional!Development,!2013a)!have!had!implications!for!urban!development.!!
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Major! infrastructure!projects!are! increasingly! seen!as!vital! to!ensuring!productivity!growth! in!Australia,!and!the!Australian!Government!considers!that!a!centralisation!of!planning,! financing!and! implementing! these! projects! is! necessary! to! ensure! optimal! outcomes! (Infrastructure!Australia,! 2013).! The!Australian!Government! directly! funds! some!urban! infrastructure,! and! is!responsible!(either!wholly,!or!in!part)!for!health,!housing,!employment,!education!and!training,!social!services!and!welfare!(Australian!Government,!2011a).!The!Federal!Government!has!also!provided!direct! funding! for!urban!development! initiatives,! such!as! infrastructure! and!housing!investment!programs!run!through!the!Department!of!Urban!and!Regional!Development!between!1972!and!1975,!and!the!Building!Better!Cities!program!in!the!midL1990s,!which!provided!$816!million! for! urban! development,! revitalisation,! environmental! or! employment! projects!(Thompson! &! Maginn,! 2012).! In! 2008! the! Australian! Government! established! Infrastructure!Australia!(IA).!As!a!statutory!body,!IA!examines!the!key!economic!infrastructure!sectors!(energy,!water,! transport! and! communication)! and! advises! Australian! governments! on:! Australia’s!infrastructure! needs;! mechanisms! for! financing! infrastructure! investments;! and! recommends!nationally! significant! economic! projects,! including! road! and! transport! projects! in! cities!(Australian!government,!2014).!
More! recently,! the!Planning! and!Analysis! branch! (formerly!Major!Cities!Unit)!was! established!within! the! Department! of! Infrastructure! and! Regional! Development! to! oversee! urban!development!and!the!development!of!the!2011!National!Urban!Policy.!The!National!Urban!Policy!seeks!to!address!the!poor!coordination!between!Federal!policies,!investments!and!activities!with!other! levels! of! government,! and! to! provide! a! national! strategy! to! increase! the! productivity,!sustainability! and! liveability! of! Australian! cities! (Australian! Government,! 2011a;! Sansom,!Dawkins,!&!Tan,!2012).!This!is!in!response!to!growing!concerns!about!the!potential!impact!of!the!ageing! population! on! productivity! (the! working! population! will! nearly! halve! by! 2050),! and!climate!change!impacts!on!Australia’s!food!supply,!water!availability,!infrastructure!and!energy!demand!(Infrastructure!Australia,!2013).!
2.2.2 State(and(territory(roles(
State!and!territory!governments!have!constitutional!power!for!most!planning!and!management!activities!related!to!urban!development!including!urban!planning,!major!infrastructure!(such!as!transport!and!utilities)!and!service!delivery!(such!as!health,!education!and!law!enforcement).!In!practice,! however,! the! planning! capacities! of! the! relevant! planning! agencies! within! state!governments!are!somewhat!diluted!by!the!strong! influence!of! infrastructure! funding!decisions!made!by!the!state!and!federal!agencies!responsible!for!transport,!roads!and!other!major!services!(Dodson,!2009;!Gurran,!2011;!Sansom,!et!al.,!2012).!
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Each! state! and! territory! government! has! developed! its! own! planning! system! with! statutory,!policy!and!procedural!frameworks.!This!includes!some!form!of!enabling!legislation!that!provides!the! source! of! power! for! the! bureaucracy! to! administer! the! planning! process,! including! to!prepare!plans!or!land!use!control!mechanisms,!and!to!regulate!development!proposals.!This!also!includes! a! policy! framework! or! range! of! policies! that! set! the! conditions! within! which! local!government! can! then! develop! local! land! use! and! development! plans.! State! governments! also!approve! more! detailed! landLuse! plans! developed! at! a! local! level! (Gurran,! 2011;! Williams! &!Maginn,!2012).!!
State! and! territory! governments! also! develop! regional! plans,! to! the! extent! that! this! occurs,!including! metropolitan! plans! for! urban! regions.! The! regional! planning! process! generally!involves! opportunities! for! stakeholder! involvement! from! different! levels! of! government,!industry! and! the! community,! particularly! where! the! regional! plan! includes! a! strategic! policy!development! component! (Gurran,! 2011).! In! all! states! and! territories! excepting! Tasmania,!government!land!development!or!redevelopment!authorities!have!been!established!to!facilitate!urban!renewal!and!development!and!to!meet!metropolitan!planning! targets.!These!authorities!generally!manage!and!develop!land!in!accordance!with!the!metropolitan!plan!(Gurran,!2011).!
State! and! territory! governments! also! have! responsibility! for! environmental! assessments,! for!matters! of! state! and! local! significance! that! can! have! an! impact! on! urban! development!(Australian! Government,! 2013).! The! relationship! between! the! state! and! territory,! and! federal!environmental!assessment!and!approval!processes! is! somewhat!complex,!and!currently!under!review.!Bilateral! agreements! currently! exist,! such! that! state!driven!environmental! assessment!processes! are! acknowledged! to! meet! Federal! requirements! by! way! of! a! bilateral! agreement.!Whilst!this!prevents!the!duplication!of!assessments,!approvals!are!still!required!from!both!levels!of! government! (Urban! Taskforce! Australia,! 2013).! The! current! Australian! Government! is!considering! whether! a! ‘oneLstopLshop’! approval! process! is! possible! (Australian! Government,!n.d.).! A! range! of! shortcomings! of! the! environmental! assessment! process! have! been! identified,!some! of! which! are! thought! to! be! addressed! in! part! by! the! use! of! strategic! assessments! that!consider! the!broader! impacts!of!a!proposed!development,! as!well! as! the!cumulative! impact!of!multiple,!similar!developments!(Gurran,!2011).!
2.2.3 Local(government(roles(
Local! governments! are! not! recognised! in! the! Constitution,! and! their! existence! and!responsibilities!are!established!under!Local!Government!Acts!in!each!state!and!territory.!Despite!the! lack!of! constitutional! recognition,! the!support! for! local!governments!has!grown!over! time,!
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with! the! Federal! Government! at! one! stage! considering! the! potential! for! a! referendum! to!recognise!local!government!in!the!Australian!Constitution!in!2013!(ALGA,!2013;!Lundie,!2013).!A! federal! minister! for! local! government! was! designated! in! the! early! 1980s,! and! a! system! of!intergovernmental! relations! was! established.! Subsequently! the! states! have! gradually!transferred! responsibility! for! basic! infrastructure! and! services! for! local! communities! to! local!councils! (Australian!Government,!2011a).!Local!governments! today!are!responsible! for!a!wide!range!of! functions! including! local! infrastructure! and!property! services! (e.g.! local! roads,!waste!management),!health!services!(e.g.!food!and!water!inspections,!animal!control),!welfare!services!(e.g.!aged!care!and!child!care),!recreation!facilities,!building!services,!cultural!amenities,!natural!resource! management,! and! planning! and! development! (Australian! Local! Government!Association;!Thompson!&!Maginn,!2012).!Revenue!is!principally!through!property!taxes,!service!fees! and! user! charges,! as! well! as! grants! from! the! Federal! Government! (indirectly! via! state!governments)!and!state!governments!(Australian!Local!Government!Association,!n.d.).!
Local! governments! prepare! a! range! of! statutory! planning! documents! that! reflect! the! policy!agendas! and! legislation! set! by! the! state! and! territory! governments.! These! include! planning!schemes,! byLlaws,! codes! and! regulations,! which! set! out! the! operational! rules! and! criteria! for!development.!They!vary!substantially!between!jurisdictions!in!terms!of!the!format!and!content!of!the!instruments,!as!well!as!the!level!of!authority!and!autonomy!given!to!local!government!to!regulate! these! (Australian! Local! Government! Association,! 2010).! Local! governments! have! the!power!to!grant!or!refuse!development!applications,!as!well!as!to!attach!conditions!to!approvals.!Some! local! governments! are! also! responsible! for! regulating! urban! density! and! open! space!provisions,! and! setting! conditions! for! building!height,! external! design! and! siting,! and!building!materials.! Local! governments! can! also! require! developers! provide! for! physical! and/or!community! infrastructure! requirements! as! part! of! their! development! proposal.! Control! over!land!release,!subdivisions!and!infrastructure!provisions!varies!between!jurisdictions!(Australian!Local!Government!Association,!2010).!
In!more!recent! times,! state!governments!have!sought! to!reLcentralise!planning!powers,!and! to!undertake!a! range!of!planning,!development!and!urban!renewal!projects! that!were!previously!the! privy! of! local! governments.! The! creation! of! state! level! development! corporations! and!redevelopment!authorities!is!a!common!mechanism!by!which!large!urban!areas!are!now!being!developed! or! redeveloped.! Such! authorities! may! include! local! government! representation,!however!in!general!these!are!mechanisms!for!the!state!to!manage!largeLscale!projects,!often!in!partnership!with!private!corporations!(Williams!&!Maginn,!2012).!
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2.2.4 Intergovernmental(processes(and(collaboration(
Given! the! distribution! and! overlap! in! the! roles! and! responsibilities! of! the! three! levels! of!government! for! urban! policy! and! development! (amongst! many! other! areas),! several!mechanisms!have!been!developed!to!enhance!coordination.!
The! Council! of! Australian! Governments! (COAG)! was! formed! in! 1992! to! facilitate!intergovernmental!cooperation,!policy!development!and!reform!in!Australia!(Gurran,!2011).!The!COAG!committee!includes!the!Prime!Minister,!Premiers,!Chief!Ministers!and!the!President!of!the!Australian!Local!Government!Association.!COAG! introduced! the!Capital!City!Strategic!Planning!Systems! Reform! in! 2009! to! achieve! the! objective! of! ensuring! ‘Australian! cities! are! globally!competitive,!productive,!sustainable,!liveable!and!socially!inclusive!and!are!well!placed!to!meet!future! challenges! and! growth.’! (COAG! Reform! Council,! 2009).! ! It! set! criteria! for! capital! city!planning,!upon!which!federal!infrastructure!funding!was!contingent.!These!criteria!include:!!L Integrated!land!use,!transport,!economic!and!infrastructure!development!planning;!L LongLterm,!and!nearLterm!land!use!planning;!L Plans! should! address! climate! change,! population! growth! and! change,! productivity! global!competitiveness,! social! inclusion,! housing! affordability,! and! matters! of! national!environmental!significance;!and!L Plans! should! include! provisions! for! nationally! significant! infrastructure,! such! as!transportation! corridors,! major! communication! and! utilities,! and! reservation! of! land! for!future!expansion!(COAG!Reform!Council,!2009).!
A! review!of! the! reform!efforts! in!2011!highlighted! that!while! governments!had! shown! strong!commitment! to! improving! their! capital! city! strategic! planning! systems,! none! were! wholly!consistent!with!the!criteria.!The!review!also!noted!that!the!criteria!alone!were!not!sufficient!to!deliver! on! the! reform’s! objective,! and! recommended! governments! focus! their! efforts! on!improved! integration!within! governments! and! between! governments! (COAG! Reform! Council,!2011).!
The! Intergovernmental# Agreement# on# Federal# Financial# Relations! (IGA)! establishes! the!framework!for!financial!transfers!from!the!Federal!Government,!which!controls!all!major!direct!and! indirect! taxes,! to! the! state! and! territory! governments! for! them! to! execute! their!responsibilities.! This! includes! for! urban! planning! and! infrastructure! development.! These!transfers!occur!in!several!forms,!including!as!untied!general!revenue!grants,!which!are!general!distributions! based! on! horizontal! fiscal! equalization! principles! (e.g.! Goods! and! Services! Tax);!
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National!Specific!Purpose!Payments,!which!are!distributions!tied!to!key!service!delivery!sectors!(e.g.! health,! education);! and! National! Partnerships! (NPs),! which! are! tied! grants! for! specific!initiatives! (e.g.!MurrayLDarling!Basin!NP)! (Council! of!Australian!Governments,!2008).!The! IGA!was! agreed! to! by! Australian! governments! through! the! Council! of! Australian! Governments!(COAG)! in! 2008,! and! aims! to! reduce! Commonwealth! prescriptions! on! service! delivery! and!provide! clearer! accountability! (Council! of! Australian! Governments,! 2008).! However,! a! review!noted! late! in!2013!that! there!had!been! insufficient!establishment!of!processes,!responsibilities!and! accountabilities! to! successfully! implement! the! reforms! agreed! to! in! the! IGA.! The! review!highlighted! that! the! Federal! Government! still! maintained! significant! control! over! inputs,!outputs,! timeframes! and! monitoring,! which! does! not! align! with! the! IGA’s! key! principle! of!outcomes!focused!reform!(COAG!Reform!Council,!2013).!
Other! intergovernmental!committees,!national!ministerial!councils!or!other!structures!that!are!relevant!to!environmental!or!urban!planning!in!Australia!include!(Updated!from!Gurran,!2011):!!
- The!National!Environment!Protection!Council!(NEPC);!
- The!Development!Assessment!Forum!(DAF);!
- The!Australian!Building!Codes!Board!(ABCB);!
- Standing!Council!on!Energy!and!Resources!(SCER);!
- Standing!Council!on!Federal!Financial!Relations!(SCFFR);!
- Standing!Council!on!Transport!and!Infrastructure!(SCOTI);!and!
- Built!Environment!Industry!Innovation!Council!(BEIIC).!
2.2.5 Key(nonLgovernment(stakeholder(roles((
NonLgovernment!stakeholders!play!an!important!role!in!urban!development,!alongside!the!three!levels!of!government.!The!following!paragraphs!highlight!the!role!of!community!representation!and!private!sector!influences.!!
NonLgovernment! influences! on! urban! development! are! evident! in! community! engagement! in!public!policy,!which!is!called!for!at!all!levels!of!government!in!Australia.!These!commitments!are!manifested!in!reality!to!varying!degrees.!A!reviews!of!public!policy!literature!find!that!in!general!local! and! state! governments! have! had! greater! success! in! engaging! citizens! in! both! the!development! and! implementation! of! policy,! and! in! service! delivery! than! the! Commonwealth!Government,! but! the! extent! to! which! genuine! engagement! occurs! depends! heavily! on!circumstances!(Holmes,!2011).!To!the!degree!that!this!does!occur,!citizens!therefore!play!a!role!in!directing!urban!planning!policy!and!development.!
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The!influence!of!private! interests!on!urban!development!have!grown!substantially! in!Australia!due!to!competition!between!cities!for! investment!capital!and!the!rise!of!the!neoliberal!agenda.!Keynesian!principles!dominated!postLwar!planning!and!urban!development!in!Australia!(Tonts!&! HaslamLMcKenzie,! 2005)! in! reaction! to! the! social! and! environmental! catastrophes! that!resulted! from! unconstrained! urban! development! during! the! Industrial! Revolution,! along!with!the! economic! upheaval! from! the! Great! Depression! and! world! wars! (Gleeson! &! Low,! 2000a).!Town! planning,!which! had! begun! in! the! 1920s,!was! strengthened! from!1944!with! a! focus! on!zoning! as! the! primary!mechanism! for! directing! urban! development! (Gleeson! &! Low,! 2000b).!With!pressure! from!citizens,!developers!and! the!planning!profession,! this!evolved! into!a!more!comprehensive!planning!process!that!was!goal!directed!and!future!orientated!(Gleeson!&!Low,!2000b).!!
From!the!late!1970s,!a!neoliberal!agenda!began!to!emerge!on!the!Australian!political!landscape,!mirroring! a! similar! shift! in! many! Western! nations! at! that! time.! The! neoliberal! agenda! is!suggested! to!have! risen! to! such!prominence! as! a! result! of! several! conditions,! including! firstly!that!modernisation! and! urbanisation! have! created! a! need! for! significant! investment! in! cities.!Secondly,!capital!has!become!highly!mobile!as!part!of!the!globalisation!process,!and!cities!now!compete! for! this! capital! to! fund! infrastructure,! commercial! buildings,! factories! and! renewed!housing! stock! (Sager,! 2011).! Williams! and! Maginn! (2012)! suggest! the! reliance! of! state!governments! on! the! private! sector! to! stimulate! economic! growth! and! employment! through!investment! and!development!has! caused! them! to!become! “entrepreneurial! states”,! acting! as! a!corporation!with! the! primary! purpose! of! attracting! business! to! the! state.! A! broad! consensus!between! political! parties! also! supported! the! embedding! of! neoliberal! values! of! trade!liberalisation,!public!fiscal!conservatism!and!deregulation!within!the!Australian!political!system.!From!a!planning!perspective,!parties!eschewed!the!regulatory!approach!and!use!of!spatial!plans,!in! favour! of! an! output! based! approach! with! performance! indicators! (Gleeson! &! Low,! 2000a;!Tonts!&!HaslamLMcKenzie,!2005)!that!were!often!vaguely!expressed!(Buxton!&!Tieman,!2005).!Planning! was! seen! as! a! distortion! of! market! mechanisms,! which! threatened! the! efficient!allocation!of! resources!and! the!motivations!of!private!entities! to! invest! in!urban!development!(Sager,!2011).!!
Such!neoliberal! influences!on!the!planning!systems!in!Australia!have!had! implications! for!how!cities! are! being! developed,! and! in! particular! for! the! inclusion! of! social! and! environmental!concerns! in! planning! and! development.! Competition! between! cities! and! states! for! investment!capital! has! resulted! in! state! governments! further! deregulating! the! planning! system,! removing!prescriptive! requirements,! privatising! services! and! infrastructure,! outsourcing! aspects! of! the!planning!and!seeking!to!minimise!development!application!‘red!tape’.! !The!influence!of!private!
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sector! interests! on! urban! development! is! significantly! increased! in! the! absence! of! clear! and!strong!planning!policy!(Gleeson!&!Low,!2000b;!Tonts!&!HaslamLMcKenzie,!2005).!!
There! is! significant! concern! expressed!within! the! literature! that! neoliberalism! is! eroding! the!ability!of!planners!–!and!society!as!a!whole!through!elected!officials!and!planning!professionals!–!to!direct!urban!development!in!a!way!that!recognises!a!range!social!and!environmental!values!that! are!otherwise!generally!market! externalities! (Gleeson!&!Low,!2000a).!The!outsourcing!of!planning! and! development! approval! to! private! consultancies!may! create! situations!where! the!public! interest! is! deprioritised! against! that! of! property!developers! (Steele,! 2009).!RiskLaverse!developers!have!historically!had!a!tendency!to!avoid!innovation!and!develop!properties!similar!to! those! already! in! existence! to! be! certain! of! their! market.! This! is! argued! to! have! typically!resulted! in! more! lowLdensity,! sprawling! development! that! is! poorly! connected! to! public!transport,!and!which!has!exacerbated!socioLeconomic!spatial!profiles!(Buxton!&!Tieman,!2005).!The! demise! of! social! and! environmental! considerations! in! urban! development! has! been!observed!by!many!others,!and!is!linked!to!the!rise!of!neoliberal!influences!on!Australian!politics!generally,! and! planning! more! specifically! (Gleeson! &! Low,! 2000a,! 2000b;! Tonts! &! HaslamLMcKenzie,!2005).!!
2.2.6 Summary(
Australian! cities! have! developed! rapidly! during! the! postLwar! years.! The! low! cost! of! fuel! and!availability! of! land! have! resulted! in! sprawling! and! automobileLdependent! cities,! however!recognition! of! the! negative! impacts! of! urban! sprawl! coupled! with! population! growth! and!urbanisation!trends!are!such!that!these!patterns!of!development!are!unlikely!to!continue!in!the!future.! Substantial! urban! infill! is! already! occurring! in! Australia’s!major! cities,! and! is! likely! to!continue,!to!accommodate!larger!urban!populations!and!their!demand!for!access!to!employment!and!services.!The!governance!of!urban!development! involves!all! three! levels!of!government! in!Australia! in! what! have! become! increasingly! fragmented! and! overlapping! roles! and!responsibilities.! In!addition,!private! interests!have!a!growing! influence!on!urban!development,!due!to!the!dominance!of!the!neoliberal!agenda!in!Australia!and!a!reliance!on!private!investment!to! fund! and! develop! urban! infrastructure.! Within! this! context,! the! management! of! urban!development!in!Australia!is!found!to!be!complex,!with!multiple!stakeholders!that!have!at!times!divergent!interests,!and!with!an!embedded!legacy!of!urban!form!and!function.!!
2.3 Pressures(affecting(cities(in(the(21st(Century((
In! this! section,! a! convergence! of! complex! and! rapidly! evolving! challenges! likely! to! have!significant! impacts!on!Australian!cities! is! considered.!As!highlighted! in! the! following!quote!by!
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the! former!Minister! for! Infrastructure!and!Transport,! it! is!critical! to! the!ongoing!prosperity!of!the! nation,! as! well! as! the! health,! wellbeing! and! quality! of! life! for! the! majority! of! Australian!residents!that!these!challenges!are!effectively!responded!to.#
As# is# the# case# internationally,# Australian# cities# are# confronted# by# significant# longJterm#
challenges#including#population#growth#and#demographic#change,#climate#change,#increasing#
fuel# costs# and# resource# limitations,# housing# affordability,# technological# change,# and# the#
accelerating#processes#of#globalisation.#As# concentrated#centres#of#people#and#activity,# cities#
also# provide# immense# social# and# economic# opportunity,# as# well# as# substantial# potential# to#
redress#environmental#pressures.#
The# way# in# which# governments# plan# and# manage# our# cities# therefore# needs# to# respond#
effectively# to# these# challenges# whilst# harnessing# opportunities.# This# will# be# critical# to#
maintaining#and#improving#the#quality#of#life#enjoyed#by#our#communities#and#to#help#secure#
the#nation’s#productivity#into#the#future.#(Australian#Government,#2011a,#p2)#
The!most!recent!Intergovernmental!Panel!on!Climate!Change!Assessment!Report!concludes!that!the! global! climate! is! warming,! and! that! the! anthropogenic! contribution! to! these! changes! is!virtually! undisputed! amongst! the! scientific! community! (Stocker,! et! al.,! 2013).! These! global!changes! can! be! seen!more! locally! in! Australia,! where! average! surface! air! temperatures! have!increased!by!0.9oC!since!1910,!and!seven!of!the!ten!hottest!years!on!record!have!occurred!since!1998!(Bureau!of!Meteorology!&!CSIRO,!2014).!Furthermore,!climatic!modelling!shows!that,!due!to! the! time! lag! between! greenhouse! gases! being! emitted! to! the! atmosphere! and! the! resultant!increase! in! temperatures,! there! is! an! estimated! 0.2oC! to! 1.0oC! of! additional! increase! in! the!average!global!temperature!locked!in!due!to!the!already!emitted!greenhouse!gases.!Additionally,!the! fossil! fuel! economy! is! so! embedded! globally! that! it! is! highly! unlikely! that! anthropogenic!greenhouse! gas! emissions! will! be! eliminated! in! the! near! future.! Consequently,! Australia’s!temperatures!are!projected!to!increase!by!between!0.4oC!and!2.0oC!by!2030!and!1.0oC!to!6.0oC!by!2070!(Preston!&!Jones,!2006).!!
Climate! change!has!already!begun! to!have! significant! impacts!on!Australian!cities.!Australia! is!one!of!the!most!urbanised!countries!in!the!world,!with!over!75!per!cent!of!the!population!living!in! cities! with! over! 100,000! residents! (Australian! Government,! 2012a),! and! over! 60! per! cent!living! in! the! five! largest! cities!of!Sydney,!Melbourne,!Brisbane,!Perth!and!Adelaide! (Australian!Government,!2010c).!The!changing!climate!affects!some!of!the!underlying!assumptions!that!have!shaped!the!development!of!these!cities,!including!the!temperature!range!for!which!buildings!are!designed,! the! likelihood! of! extreme! weather! events,! energy! and! water! demand! patterns,!
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precipitation!patterns,!and!the!need!for!emergency!services!(Revi!et!al.,!2014).!Whilst!cities!are!highly! adaptable! systems,! being! the! centres! of! innovation! and! creativity,! they! are! also! highly!complex!with!interrelated!political,!economic!and!social!systems!that!can!be!difficult!to!change!(Revi,!et!al.,!2014).!Further,!planning!and!development!timeframes!are!long,!as!are!the!lifespans!of! most! infrastructure.! Urban! design! therefore! needs! to! consider! now! the! climate! and!circumstances! that! each! city! is! likely! to! have! at! the! end! of! this! century! and! beyond! (CorfeeLMorlot!et!al.,!2012;!Giordano,!2012;!U.K.!Government,!2011).!This!complexity!combines!with!the!uncertain!and!unprecedented!nature!of!climate!change!to!create!a!challenge! for!policy!makers!for!which!they!have!little!prior!experience!to!draw!upon,!as!was!highlighted!by!Professor!Ross!Garnaut!in!his!inquiry!into!the!impacts!of!climate!change!on!the!Australian!economy:!
Climate# change# is# a# diabolical# policy# problem.# It# is# harder# than# any# other# issue# of# high#
importance#that#has#come#before#our#polity#in#living#memory.#Climate#change#presents#a#new#
kind#of#challenge.#It#is#uncertain#in#its#form#and#extent,#rather#than#drawn#in#clear#lines.#It#is#
insidious#rather#than#(as#yet)#directly#confrontational.#It#is#long#term#rather#than#immediate,#
in#both#its#impacts#and#its#remedies#(Garnaut,#2008,#pxviii)#
Further! complicating! the! task! of! responding! to! climate! change! are! the! significant! population!increases! predicted! for! Australia’s! cities,! and! declining! availability! of! resources! upon! which!cities!and!the!people!who!live!there!depend.!By!2035,!Australia’s!capital!cities!are!predicted!to!be! home! to! an! additional! four! million! people! (Department! of! Infrastructure! and! Regional!Development,! 2013b),! accommodating! a! disproportionate! share! of! Australia’s! population!growth!as!a!whole,!which!is!amongst!the!highest!of!developed!nations!and!is!expected!to!reach!35.9!million!by!2050!(Australian!Government,!2010a).!Significant!demographic!changes,!and!in!particular!an!ageing!population,!will!also!have!significant!impacts!on!demands!for!urban!design!and!function.!By!2050,!the!proportion!of!the!population!aged!65!and!over!is!expected!to!increase!by!23!per!cent,!up!from!13.3!per!cent!in!2006!(Australian!Government,!2010c).!The!average!size!of!households!is!anticipated!to!decline,!from!2.6!people!per!household!in!2001!to!2.3!people!per!household!in!2026!(Australian!Government,!2010c).!!
The!following!paragraphs!highlight!a!number!of!core!challenges!resulting!from!climate!change,!urban!population!growth,!and!global!and!local!resources!shortages,!including:!
- Heatwaves!and!the!urban!heat!island!effect;!
- Rainfall!patterns!and!water!availability;!
- Sea!level!rise,!cyclones!and!storm!surge;!
- Bushfires;!
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- Peak!power!demand;!
- Urban!water!and!air!quality;!
- Food!security!and!biodiversity;!
- Automobile!dependency,!congestion!and!oil!vulnerability;!
- Housing!supply!and!affordability;!
- Urban!liveability!and!global!competitiveness;!and!
- Infrastructure!deficit.!
It!is!acknowledged!that!the!challenges!considered!here!are!incomplete,!however!they!adequately!serve!the!purpose!of!setting!a!context!of!urgent!and!challenging!times!for!this!thesis.!#
2.3.1 Heatwaves(and(the(urban(heat(island(effect(
Heatwaves!are!Australia’s!most!deadly!natural!hazard.!More!people!have!died!from!heatwaves!since! 1890! than! in! bushfires,! cyclones,! earthquakes,! floods! and! severe! storms! combined!(Department!of!Infrastructure!and!Regional!Development,!2013b).!A!heatwave!that!occurred!in!the! last!week!of! January!2009! led! to!374!excess!deaths! (i.e.,!deaths! that!exceeded! the!average!expected!number)!in!Melbourne,!with!over!3,000!heat!related!illnesses!in!Adelaide!(Queensland!University! of! Technology,! 2010).! In! 2009,! new! daily! maximum! temperature! extremes! were!recorded!in!both!cities!(46.4oC!in!Melbourne!and!45.7oC!in!Adelaide),!with!temperatures!12.0oC!to! 15.0oC! above! than! the! seasonal! average! for! several! days! (Queensland! University! of!Technology,!2010).!Infrastructure!systems!were!strained.!TwentyLfour!per!cent!of!Melbourne’s!trains!stopped!due!to!buckling!train!tracks,!power!loss,!and!the!failure!of!components!such!as!air!conditioners.! Melbourne’s! electricity! network! was! also! compromised,! with! transmission! and!distribution!networks!heat!affected.!Five!hundred!thousands!residents!were!without!power!on!the!evening!of! January!30th.!A!consequential!review!of! the! impacts!of! the!heatwave! found!that!the! “[electricity]! sector! was! under! sever! stress! and! in! a! state! of! near! collapse”! (Queensland!University! of! Technology,! 2010,! pviii).! It! was! generally! felt! that! emergency! management!response! services!were!poorly!prepared! to!deal!with! the!heatwave,! and!would!not!have!been!able!to!manage!had!the!heatwave!lasted!longer!(Queensland!University!of!Technology,!2010).!!
More!recently,!the!2012L13!heatwave!affected!70!per!cent!of!Australia,!and!was!unprecedented!in! duration,! scope! and! intensity.! Significantly,! the! extreme! temperatures! and! weather! events!during!this!period!occurred! in!the!absence!of!El!Niño!conditions,!which!typically!precede!such!high! temperatures.! This! adds! weight! to! the! Climate! Commission’s! summary! that! the! basic!feature! of! the! climatic! system! have! shifted,! changing! the! conditions! for! weather! events,! and!
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making!the!kinds!of!extreme!weather!events!seen!in!Australia!over!the!2012L13!summer!period!increasingly!likely!and!severe!(Steffen,!2013):!#
It# is#highly# likely#that#extreme#hot#weather#will#become#even#more#frequent#and#severe#in#
Australia# and# around# the# globe# over# the# coming# decades.# The# decisions# we# make# this#
decade#will# largely#determine#the#severity#of#climate#change#and# its# influence#on#extreme#
events#for#our#grandchildren.!(Steffen,!2013,!p1)#
Heatwaves!are!predicted!to!become!more!frequent,!to!affect!larger!areas,!and!to!last!for!longer,!with!deaths!estimated!to!double! in! the!next!40!years!as!a!result!of!climate!change,!population!growth! and! an! ageing! population! (Department! of! Infrastructure! and! Regional! Development,!2013b).! People! living! in! cities! are! particularly! at! risk,! as! the! urban! heat! island! (UHI)! effect!exacerbates!the!high!temperatures,!especially!overnight,!and!are!more!susceptible!to!blackouts!(Department!of!Infrastructure!and!Regional!Development,!2013b).!!
The! UHI! effect! is! a! phenomenon! affecting! cities! worldwide,! whereby! urban! areas! can! be!significantly!warmer!than!surrounding!areas.!The!UHI!effect!is!the!product!of!several!aspects!of!conventional!urban!development,!including!(Rizwan,!Dennis,!&!Liu,!2008):!L Increases!in!built!surfaces!such!as!bitumen!roads,!concrete!pavements,!roof!tiles!and!bricks,!which! have! high! thermal! conductivity,! high! heat! storage! capacity! and! low! albedo! values.!These!materials! absorb! large! amounts! of! incoming! solar! radiation,! store! this! as! heat,! and!rerelease!it!during!the!night;!L Loss!of!vegetation!and!the!natural!cooling!effects!of!evapotranspiration!and!shading;!L Predominance! of! ‘urban! canyons’! between! buildings! and! other! infrastructure,!which! have!large! amounts! of! surface! area!but! little! sky! view,!which! reduces! the! amount!of! longLwave!radiation!lost!to!the!atmosphere!and!surface!cooling!effects;!and!!L Increases!in!anthropogenic!heat!sources,!such!as!cars,!air!conditioners!and!industry.!
In!the!CBD!of!Melbourne,!an!UHI!peak!of!7.1oC!was!observed!in!comparison!to!outerlying!rural!areas!(Torok,!Morris,!Skinner,!&!Plummer,!2001),!and!0.8oC!on!a!30!degree!day,!and!0.5oC!on!a!40!degree!day!in!comparison!to!nonLCDB!parts!of!the!city!(Raalte,!Nolan,!Thakur,!Xue,!&!Parker,!2012).!Combined!with!the!effects!of!climate!change,!modelling!predicts!that!the!Melbourne!CBD!will!experience!2.2!additional!days!per!year!that!are!greater!than!35oC!than!nonLCBD!areas,!and!an!additional!heatwave!(i.e.!three!sequential!days!over!35oC)!every!ten!years!compared!to!nonLCBD! areas.! The! UHI! effect! is! estimated! to! add! $300!million! to! the! already! substantial! costs!resulting!from!hot!weather,!with!impacts!that!include!impaired!health!and!morbidity,!transport!operation!and! infrastructure,!energy!demand!and! infrastructure,! trees!and!animals,! and!crime!
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rates!(Raalte,!et!al.,!2012).!In!Adelaide,!the!CBD!area!was!on!average!(throughout!the!year),!1.5oC!warmer! than! the! surrounding!parklands!during! the!night,! and!about!0.5oC!warmer!during! the!day!(Guan!et!al.,!2013).!!
Across! most! Australian! cities,! evidence! suggests! average! temperatures! have! increased! by!between!0.4oC!and!0.8oC!since!1960,!whilst!maximum!temperatures! in!Australia’s!major! cities!have! increased!by!up!to!2.0oC!since!1952!(Australian!Government,!2012a).!These!temperature!increases!are!likely!a!combination!of!general!climate!change!induced!temperature!increases!and!a!growing!UHI!effect!(Department!of!Infrastructure!and!Regional!Development,!2013b).!A!75!per!cent! increase! in!heatLrelated!premature!mortality! is!predicted!across!six! temperate!Australian!cities!by!2050!(McBride,!2007).!
2.3.2 Rainfall(patterns(and(water(availability(
Australia!has!amongst!the!most!variable!rainfall!climates!in!the!world.!This!results!in!periods!of!low! rainfall! and! drought,! as! well! as! extreme! flooding.! The! decadeLlong! Millennium! Drought!began! in! 1997! and! lasted! until! the! heavy! rains! of! 2009! and! 2010,! which! caused! significant!flooding!and!damage.!The!drought!profoundly!affected!Australia’s!environment,! economy,!and!the!national!mindset!regarding!water!use!(Heberger,!2011).!!
Climate!change!is!expected!to!exacerbate!this!natural!variation!in!climatic!conditions!(Australian!Government,! 2012b).! Australia’s! rainfall! and! cyclone! frequency! and! intensity! is! linked! to! a!number!of!largeLscale!patterns!including!'El!Niño–Southern!Oscillation'!(ENSO),!the!Hadley!Cell,!Indian!Ocean!Dipole,!Interdecadal!Pacific!Oscillation,!MaddenLJulian!Oscillation!(MJO),!Southern!Annular!Mode!(SAM)!and!the!subLtropical!ridge,!as!well!as!the!midLlatitude!jet!stream,!changes!in! sea! surface! temperature,! changes! in!deep! convection,! and!even! changes! in! the!ozone! layer.!Future! patterns! in! Australia! remain! uncertain! due! to! the! complex! interaction! between! those!influences,!which!can!be!affected!by! increased!greenhouse!gas!concentrations! in!various!ways!(Australian!Government,!2012a;!Holper,!2011).!
Nonetheless,! increasing! sophistication! of! climate! models! along! with! growing! data! of! actual!events! is! strengthening! predictions! that! existing! trends! will! continue! with! eastern,! southLeastern!and!southLwestern!Australia!becoming!dryer,!while!northLwestern!Australia!becoming!generally!wetter.! Trends! also! indicate! that,! even!where! annual! rainfall! is! decreasing,! a! larger!proportion!of!rainfall!stems!from!extreme!events! in!southLwestern,!eastern,!and!southLeastern!Australia.! Where! rainfall! is! increasing,! extreme! rainfall! events! are! increasing! at! a! faster! rate!(Holper,!2011).!Whilst!there!are!mixed!results!regarding!the!frequency!and!intensity!of!cyclones!
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in!the!future,!models!show!marked!increases!in!severe!Category!3!to!5!storms,!which!can!cause!extreme!flooding!(Australian!Government,!2012b).!
Overall,! predictions! are! for! an! increase! in! the! number! of! extremely! hot! and! dry! years,! with!higher! temperatures! increasing! evaporation! of! soil! moisture! and! decreasing! runoff.! The!increased! dryness! predicted! will! be! exacerbated! by! population! growth! and! the! associated!increased! demand! for! water.! The! 2013! State! of! Australian! Cities! report! highlights! that! any!worsening! of! drought! conditions! would! require! “radical! changes! to! buildings,! industry! and!urban! landscapes! in! order! to! maximise! water! capture,! reuse! and! efficiency! measures”!(Department!of!Infrastructure!and!Regional!Development,!2013b,!p194).!The!effects!of!climate!change!appear!to!be!variable!throughout!Australia’s!major!cities,!with!some!(such!as!Brisbane,!the! Gold! Coast! and! Toowoomba)! receiving! more! intense! precipitation,! others! (such! as!Melbourne,! Adelaide,! Perth! and! Hobart)! receiving! significantly! less! (Department! of!Infrastructure!and!Regional!Development,!2013b).!
Water! shortages! are! expected! to! be! a! significant! issue! in! the! future! as! climate! change! and!population!growth!progress.!For!example,!rainfall!in!southLwest!Western!Australia,!where!Perth!is! located,!has!declined!by!around!15!per!cent!since! the!midL1970s,! impacting!average!stream!flow! into! Perth’s! dams.! This! decline! is! attributed! at! least! in! part! to! climate! change,! and!significant!further!declines!are!predicted!(8!to!33!per!cent!by!midLcentury,!and!17!to!46!per!cent!by! the! end! of! the! century! compared! to! 1962L1999!models,! under! an! intermediate! emissions!model)! (National!Climate!Change!Adaptation!Research!Facility,! 2013).!Household!demand!has!decreased,!and!water!supply!has!diversified!with! the!construction!of!desalination!plants,!deep!groundwater!and!wastewater!recycling!However! there! is!a!considerable!risk! that!demand!will!exceed!supply!in!the!future,!with!current!projections!predicting!deficits!of!315!GL/year!by!2060!(National!Climate!Change!Adaptation!Research!Facility,!2013).!
2.3.3 Sea(level(rise,(cyclones(and(storm(surge(
Rising!sea!levels,!and!increasing!heavy!rainfall!and!intensity!of!storms!and!tropical!cyclones!are!expected! to! increase! erosion! and! inundation! along! Australia’s! coast,! and! cause! significant!damage!to!Australian!cities!and!infrastructure.!Globally,!sea!levels!have!risen!by!20!centimetres!on! average! since! preLindustrial! times! (Department! of! Climate! Change,! 2009).! The! rise! in!Australia!has!been!variable,!influenced!by!factors!including!frequent!and!severe!El!Niño!events!that!have!occurred!since!the!1990s.!The!IPCC!climate!change!projections!estimate!a!global!seaLlevel!rise!of!up!to!98!centimetres!by!2100!(upper!end!of!predicted!rises!under!various!modelling!scenarios)! (Church!et! al.,! 2013).!The!Australian!Climate!Commission! finds! three!main!ways! in!
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which! buildings! and! infrastructure! are! at! risk! from! seaLlevel! rise,! including:! storm! related!flooding! that! is! increased! with! even! small! levels! of! sea! level! rise;! permanent! flooding! from!higher!seas;!and!erosion!of!land!(Climate!Commission,!2013).!
The! impact! of! sea! level! rise! is! exacerbated!by! storm!surge,! cyclones! and!heavy! rain,! and!king!tides.!Climate!modelling!suggests! that!even! for!warming!of!1.0oC! to!2.0oC,!more! intense!storm!winds! and! sea! level! rise! would! result! in! higher! storm! surge! and! larger! flood! areas.! Tropical!cyclones!are!predicted!to!increase!in!intensity!whilst!occurring!at!a!similar!or!reduced!frequency!(Reisinger!et!al.,!2014).!Storm!damage,!which!tends!to!increase!with!the!square!of!wind!speed,!would! also! increase! and! coastal! inundation! and! beach! erosion! is! likely! to! have! impacts! on!tourism.! The! IPCC! anticipates! that! population! growth! and! ongoing! coastal! development! will!exacerbate!these!risks!(Preston!&!Jones,!2006).!!
The!potential!for!significant,!widespread!damage!from!storms!and!the!vulnerability!of!Australian!cities! is! evident! from! the! 2011! floods! in! Queensland.! These! caused! severe! damage! to!infrastructure! and! settlements,! leading! to! 35! deaths,! three! quarters! of! the! State! including!Brisbane!being!declared!a!disaster!zone,!and!damages!to!public!infrastructure!amounting!to!$5L6!billion!(Reisinger,!et!al.,!2014).!Under!climate!change!scenarios,!there!is!a!predicted!increase!in!the! frequency! and! intensity! of! flood! damage! to! Australian! settlements! and! infrastructure!(Reisinger,!et!al.,!2014).!
2.3.4 Bushfires(
The!risk!of!bushfires,!as!for!many!changes!predicted!with!climate!change,!increases!nonLlinearly!with! average! temperatures.! For! example,! the! risk! of! bushfires! increases! by! 5! per! cent!with! a!temperature!increase!of!1.5oC!above!preLindustrial!levels,!but!for!a!3.4oC!increase!the!risk!is!20!per!cent!higher.!The!bushfires!that!followed!the!January!2009!heatwave!resulted!in!173!deaths,!and! destroyed! 2030! homes! and! over! 3,500! structures! in! Victoria.! Several! towns! northeast! of!Melbourne!were!virtually!destroyed.!A!conservative!estimate!suggested!the!total!cost!of!the!fires!exceeded!$4!billion!(Victorian!Bushfires!Royal!Commission,!2009).!The!City!of!Melbourne! lists!the!risk!of!bushfires!as!one!of!the!key!threats!to!the!inner!city!LGA!as!climate!change!progresses,!driven!by!decreased!water!supply!and! increased! temperatures.!The!number!of!days!with!very!high!or!extreme!fire!danger!in!Melbourne!is!expected!to!increase!from!9!to!15!by!2070,!with!a!higher! frequency! and! intensity! of! bushfires! resulting.! Beyond! the! direct! impact! of! such! fires,!these! have! wider! impacts! due! to! ash! clogging! filter! systems! and! setting! off! fire! alarms! in!buildings,!and!building!management!will!need!to!prepare!for!such!changes!(City!of!Melbourne,!2009).!
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2.3.5 Peak(power(demand(
Peak!power!demand!in!Australia!has!risen!significantly!over!the!last!decade,!primarily!driven!by!increases!in!residential!air!conditioner!usage!(Productivity!Commission,!2013).!The!proportion!of! Australian! households! with! a! cooler! in! use! (either! a! refrigerated! air! conditioner! or! an!evaporative! cooler)! increased! from!59!per! cent! in!2005! to!73!per! cent! in!2011! (a! statistically!significant! increase! in! all! states! except! Northern! Territory)! (Australian! Bureau! of! Statistics,!2011).!This!rapid!growth!in!air!conditioner!possession!has!effectively!overshadowed!any!energy!consumption! reductions! gained! by! improved! efficiency! over! the! same! period! (Department! of!Infrastructure! and! Regional! Development,! 2013b).! Air! conditioner! usage! is! linked! to!weather!patterns,! with! heatwaves! and! other! often! shortLlived! and! infrequent! events! creating! major!spikes!in!electricity!usage!(Productivity!Commission,!2013).!!
Urban! development! impacts! on! air! conditioner! usage! and! power! demand! by! contributing! to!elevated! urban! temperatures.! For! example,! daily! electricity! demand! in! the! City! of!Melbourne!LGA! increases! by! 0.137GWh! LGA! in! summer! for! every! incremental! increase! in! daily! average!temperatures! above! 20oC,! driven! by! cooling! requirements! of! buildings.!With! regards! to! peak!power!demand,!the!maximum!demand!for!the!City!of!Melbourne!LGA!is!estimated!to!increase!by!approximately!22.0!MegaLVoltLAmpere!(MVA)!for!every!Celsius!degree!increase!in!summer!daily!temperature!(Raalte,!et!al.,!2012).!Hence,!urban!design!that!contributes!to!the!UHI!effect!has!an!effect!on!energy!demand!(Raalte,!et!al.,!2012).!
These!increases!have!financial!implications!for!all!Australians,!as!forecast!peak!demand!is!a!key!driver!of! investment! in!electricity!generation!and!network!capacity! in!Australia,! and! thus!also!the! cost! of! electricity,! despite! such! events! occurring! relatively! infrequently.! The! Productivity!Commission! cites! the! example! of! New! South!Wales,! where! peak! power! capacity! accounts! for!over!25!per!cent!of!electricity!costs!to!consumers,!however!it!is!needed!for!fewer!than!40!hours!each!year,!or!less!than!one!per!cent!of!the!time!(Productivity!Commission,!2013).!
2.3.6 Urban(water(and(air(quality(
Urban!water!and!air!quality!are!both!impacted!by!urban!development,!and!have!the!potential!to!be!exacerbated!by!climate!change.!Ozone!and!particulate!matter!are! the!main!air!pollutants!of!concern! in! Australia’s! cities.! Levels! have! remained! persistently! high,! at! or! above! national! air!quality! limits,! and! showed! no! evidence! of! decline.! However,! other! pollutants! have! shown!marked! decreases! over! recent! years,! including! lead,! carbon! monoxide,! sulphur! dioxide! and!
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nitrogen! dioxide.! Air! quality! is! a! significant! concern! for! people! living! in! cities! in! Australia.!Respiratory!conditions!were! the!most!commonly!reported!health!conditions!amongst! children!and!young!adults,!and!exposure! to!urban!air!pollution! in!Australia!now!accounting! for!2.3!per!cent! of! all! deaths! (Australian! Government,! 2010c).! High! particle!matter! levels! are! frequently!associated!with!bushfires!and!dust!storm!events.!High!ozone!concentrations!found!in!the!larger!urban! centres! (Sydney,!Melbourne,!Brisbane! and!Perth)! are!primarily! linked! to!motor! vehicle!exhaust!(Australian!Government,!2010c).!The!rate!of!production!of!ground!level!ozone!increases!with! temperature,! and! hence! the! UHI! effect! and! climate! change! both! have! the! potential! to!increase!ozone!concentrations!in!cities!(McBride,!2007).!
Urbanisation! has! been! found! to! significantly! impact! on! Australian! streams! and! receiving!waterbodies!(Harris,!2001;!Hatt,!Fletcher,!Walsh,!&!Taylor,!2004;!Taylor,!Roberts,!Walsh,!&!Hatt,!2004;! Walsh,! Fletcher,! &! Burns,! 2012;! Walsh,! Sharpe,! Breen,! &! Sonneman,! 2001).! Changes!typically! include!increased!frequency!and!intensity!of!runoff;! increased!flooding!events;!higher!runoff! volumes!and!peak! flow;!more! rapid!peaking! in! storm! flows;! and! reduced!base! flows! in!watercourses.!This!negatively!impacts!on!water!quality,!as!increased!overland!flow!and!velocity!collects! pollutants! and! sediment! that! result! in! elevated! levels! of! suspended! solids,! nutrients,!microorganisms,! heavy!metals! and! organic! materials.!Water! temperatures! in! receiving! water!bodies! are! often! higher,! due! to! heat! transfer! to! stormwater! from! urban! surfaces,! and! the!removal!of!shading!riparian!vegetation.!The!channel!form!of!waterbodies!is!often!changed!due!to!the!erosive!forces!of!increased!peak!flows.!The!removal!of!riparian!vegetation!by!humans!or!due!to!these!erosive!flows,!as!well!as!sedimentation,!also!affects!water!body!health!and!flow!patterns!(Brabec,!2002;!Ladson,!Walsh,!&!Fletcher,!2006;!Roy!et!al.,!2008).!This!alteration!of!stormwater!flows! has! impacts! for! ecosystem! health! (both! aquatic! and! terrestrial),! as! well! as! on! urban!flooding!and!drainage!control,!public!health!and!safety,!recreational!opportunities!and!aesthetic!quality! of! water! bodies,! social! considerations! and! economic! impacts! (Commonwealth!Government,!2000).!!
2.3.7 Food(security(and(biodiversity(
The! outward! expansion! of! cities! continues! to! consume! viable! agricultural! land! that! has! been!important! in!providing! fresh! food! to! the!cities,! and! food!security! is!a!growing!concern! (Prime!Minister’s! Science,! 2010).!Australia! is! generally! regarded! as! having! high! food! security! overall,!with!domestic!food!production!estimated!to!be!able!to!support!a!population!of!around!60!million!(Department!of!Agriculture,!2013).!This!food!security!is!threatened!by!natural!disasters,!adverse!weather!conditions!and!other!unexpected!events! (such!as!pandemics),!which!can!disrupt! food!production,! supply! and! distribution.! Vulnerability! to! such! events! is! exacerbated! by! an!
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increasingly! centralised! food! supply! chain,!which! utilises! ‘justLinLtime’!management! practices,!and! is!heavily!reliant!on!power,!water!and!transportation!systems!as!well!as!several! imported!ingredients! and! materials.! (Prime! Minister’s! Science,! 2010).! The! Department! of! Agriculture!highlights!how!the!food!industry!may!not!be!able!to!maintain!continuity!of!food!supply!during!a!national!emergency,!or!events!that!affect!multiple!regions!at!once.!(Department!of!Agriculture,!2013)!Population!growth,!combined!with!these!challenges,!is!anticipated!to!result!in!there!being!some!years!during!which!Australia!will!become!a!net! food! importer!(Prime!Minister’s!Science,!2010).!
Biodiversity! in! and! around! Australian! cities! is! also! under! significant! pressure! from! urban!expansion.! Biodiversity! decline! in! Australia! over! the! last! 200! years! is! the! most! significant!recorded!of!any!continent.!The!rate!of!species!decline!continues!to!be!among!the!world’s!highest,!and! is! the! highest! in! the! OECD.! While! total! open! space! in! and! around! Australian! cities! is!estimated!to!total!around!60!per!cent!of!the!urban!area,!cities!continue!to!place!high!pressure!on!the! biodiversity! in! urban! waterways! and! estuaries! (Australian! Government,! 2012a).! The!metropolitan!area!of!Melbourne,!as!with!most!Australian!cities,!has!a!high!percentage!of!green!space!as!a!consequence!of!development!patterns!that!favoured!urban!sprawl.!This!has!resulted!in! remnant! patches! of! native! vegetation,! public! parks,! residential! gardens,! and! recreational!spaces,!which!provide!habitat!to!support!biodiversity.!However,!these!spaces!are!dominated!by!certain!urban!tolerant!species,!and!the!introduction!of!many!exotic!species!and!fragmentation!of!these!green!spaces!has!put!pressure!on!native!flora!and!fauna!in!Melbourne.!Population!growth!has! more! recently! threatened! this! remnant! biodiversity.! Greenspace! developments! degrade!ecosystems!on!the!urban!fringe,!whilst! infill!development!constricts!and!degrades!green!space!and!habitat!patches,!leading!to!significant!extinction!of!Melbourne’s!indigenous!flora!(Ives!et!al.,!2013).!Climate!change!is!anticipated!to!further!impact!on!this!biodiversity!exacerbate!trends!of!species!loss!(Australian!Bureau!of!Statistics,!2010).!
2.3.8 Automobile(dependency,(congestion(and(oil(vulnerability(
Australian! cities! are! among! the! most! car! dependent! in! the! world,! largely! due! to! urban!development! in! the! later! half! of! the! last! century! that! saw! a! decline! in! public! transport! and!rapidly!growing!city!sprawl!(Forster,!2004;!Kenworthy!&!Laube,!1999).!In!this!context,!issues!of!congestion! and! oil! vulnerability! are! predicted! to! becoming! an! increasing! issue! for! Australian!cities!as!the!population!grows!and!oil!becomes!less!readily!readily!available.!!
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Avoidable!congestion1!was!estimated!to!cost!the!Australian!economy!over!$9.4!billion!annually!in! 2007! (Bureau! of! Transport! and! Regional! Economics,! 2007).! This! included! $3.5! billion! in!private!time!costs!(including!time!lost!due!to!trip!delays,!and!people!allowing!more!time!for!trips!due!to!time!travel!variability),!$3.6!billion!in!business!time!costs!(including!both!trip!delays!and!variability),!$1.2!billion!in!additional!operating!costs!for!vehicles,!and!$1.1!billion!in!additional!air!pollution!costs.!Although!the!number!of!kilometres!travelled!by!any!individual!has!begun!to!level!off,! and!even!begun! to!decline! (Department!of! Infrastructure!and!Transport,!2012),! total!kilometres! travelled! continues! to! increase! as! the! number! of! people! living! in! Australian! cities!grows!(Bureau!of!Transport!and!Regional!Economics,!2007).!Under!business!as!usual!scenarios,!total! kilometres! travelled! in! Australian! cities! is! expected! to! increase! 37! per! cent! from! 2005!levels! to! 2020,! with! avoidable! costs! of! congestion! predicted! to! reach! $20! billion! (Bureau! of!Transport!and!Regional!Economics,!2007).!
Global!oil!prices!have!risen!dramatically!the!last!decade.!This!resulted!in!large!increases!in!the!cost!of!fuel!in!Australia,!and!highlighted!the!vulnerability!of!a!large!proportion!of!the!population!to!such!fluctuations.!Australian!cities!are!highly!car!dependent,!with!approximately!80!per!cent!of!all!trips!made!in!private!automobiles.!Automobile!dependency!is,!however,!spatially!variable!throughout! cities.! Dodson! and! Sipe! (2008)! found! that! the! car! dependency! of! households!increased! with! distance! from! the! city! centre,! with! alternative! forms! of! transport! being! less!viable! than! in! innerLcity! areas,! and! trips! made! in! cars! being! longer.! In! inner! city! Sydney,!evidence!suggests!that!households!are!becoming!less!car!dependent,!whilst!in!the!outer!suburbs!this! trend! is! reversed! with! households! becoming! more! dependent! on! private! vehicles! (and!therefore!more!exposed!to!fuel!price!increases).!Compounding!this!vulnerability!are!patterns!of!socioLeconomic! distribution! in! cities.! Households! with! lower! incomes! typically! move! to! the!outer!suburbs!(where!housing!prices!are!lower)!and!hence!have!reduced!capacity!to!absorb!fuel!price!increases!(Dodson!&!Sipe,!2008).!
2.3.9 Housing(supply(and(affordability(
The! gap! between! housing! supply! and! demand! is! the! highest! it! has! been! for! a! century.! The!National! Housing! Supply! Council! estimated! that! the! national! housing! shortfall! of! 85,000!dwellings!was! likely! to! rise! to! 431,000! dwellings! by! 2028! (National! Housing! Supply! Council,!2009).! Over! the! last! ten! to! twenty! years,! there! has! been! an! increase! in! innerLcity! residential!developments.!This!reflects!a!growing!preference!to!live!in!closer!proximity!to!employment!and!innerLcity!attractions,!and!has!resulted! in!Australia’s!major!cities!becoming! increasingly!dense!(Australian!Government,!2010b).!Costs!of!such!innerLcity!housing!have!also,!however,!increased!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1!The!‘avoidable!cost!of!congestion’!is!a!measure!of!the!amount!by!which!the!costs!imposed!on!other!road!
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fiveLfold!since!1986!in!Sydney!and!Melbourne,!whilst!a!home!50!kilometres!from!the!city!centre!has!doubled!in!price!over!the!same!period.!The!number!and!size!of!housing!blocks!produced!per!capita!has!declined!across!all!capital!cities.!At!the!same!time,!average!dwelling!size!has!increased!to!be!potentially!the! largest! in!the!world,!(Department!of! Infrastructure!and!Transport,!2012),!whilst! the! average! number! of! occupants! per! household! decreased! (Australian! Bureau! of!Statistics,! 2013).! In! short,! there! are! more! people! living! in! cities,! building! bigger! houses! on!smaller!blocks!of!land!and!paying!considerably!more!to!do!so,!whilst!having!to!travel!further!and!longer!to!reach!employment.!!
The!fundamental!shifts!in!the!labour!market,!demographics!and!population!growth!in!Australian!cities! are! providing! both! opportunities! and! challenges! to! employment! opportunities.! The!disparity!between!where!people!are!living!and!where!jobs!are!located!within!cities!has!resulted!in! long!commute!times!in!most!Australian!cities,!which!raises!concerns!over!social!and!gender!equity,! and! increasing! congestion! (Department! of! Infrastructure! and! Regional! Development,!2013b).! Increasing! access! to! housing! in! innerL! and! middleL! city! areas,! enhancing! mobility!throughout!cities,!enabling!greater!distribution!of,!and!access!to,!employment!are!all!key!goals!to!ensure! that! Australian! cities! remain! liveable,! equitable! and! functional! (Department! of!Infrastructure!and!Regional!Development,!2013b).!
2.3.10 Urban(liveability(and(global(competitiveness(
Cities!compete!on!a!global!scale!to!attract!globally!mobile!skilled!labour,!to!stimulate!creativity!and! innovation,! and! to! attract! people! to! visit,! live! and!do!business!within! the! city! (Australian!Government,! 2010c).! Australian! cities,! and! in! particular! Sydney! and!Melbourne,! have! ranked!highly!on!indices!that!provide!international!comparisons!between!cities,!including!for!quality!of!life,! global! competitiveness,! liveability! and!measures! related! to! the! social! condition! of! people!(Australian!Government,!2010c).!However,!Australian!cities!are!slipping!in!these!rankings,!due!to!issues!of!housing!affordability,!availability!of!and!access!to!local!employment,!access!to!public!transport,! and! congestion! (Australian! Government,! 2010c;! Department! of! Infrastructure! and!Transport,!2012).!
The!quality!and!design!of!urban!environments!also!has!the!potential!to!impact!on!the!health!and!wellbeing!of!urban!residents!(Frumkin,!Frank,!&!Jackson,!2004;!Jackson,!2003a;!Jackson,!2003b;!Northridge,!Sclar,!&!Biswas,!2003).! In!particular,!research!has!highlighted!how!the!urban!form!and!structure!can!impact!on!children,!including!with!regards!to!their!development,!educational!outcomes,! health! and! wellLbeing! (Frumkin,! et! al.,! 2004;! Louv,! 2008;! Woolcock,! Gleeson,! &!Randolph,!2010).!!
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A! decline! in! liveability! and! loss! of! global! competitiveness! has! the! potential! to! significantly!impact!on!the!productivity!of!Australian!cities.!Consequently,!addressing!this!decline!is!a!priority!within! many! plans! for! Australian! cities,! including:! the! Federal! Government’s! National! Urban!Policy! (Australian! Government,! 2011a);! Infrastructure! Australia’s!National# Infrastructure#Plan#(Infrastructure! Australia,! 2013);! the! New! South! Wales! Government’s! Metropolitan# Plan# for#
Sydney# 2036# (NSW! Government,! 2010);! the! Victorian! Government’s! Plan# Melbourne#
Metropolitan#Planning#Strategy#(Government!of!Victoria,!2013);!the!Brisbane!City!Council’s!Draft#
City#Centre#Masterplan#2013!(Brisbane!City!Council,!2013b);!the!South!Australian!Government’s!
Our#Vision! (Government!of! South!Australia,!2013a);#and! the!Western!Australian!Government’s!
Directions#2031#and#Beyond#for#Perth#(Government!of!Western!Australia,!2010).!
2.3.11 Infrastructure(deficit(
The! rapidly! growing! populations! in! Australian! cities! are! contributing! to! an! AustraliaLwide!infrastructure! backlog! estimated! to! exceed! $770! billion! within! several! decades.! This! is!exacerbated!by!an!ageing!infrastructure!stock!and!made!more!complex!by!fiscal!constraints.!The!liveability! and! international! competitiveness! of! Australian! cities! is! reliant! on! the! timely!provision!of!effective!infrastructure!(Brian!Howe,!2011).!State!and!territory!governments!have!historically! been! the! main! funders! of! infrastructure! in! Australia,! however! demand! is! now!exceeding! their! fiscal! capacity,! and! there! are! concerns! that! this! level! of! government! does! not!have!the!longLterm!perspective!necessary!to!ensure!that! infrastructure!investments!contribute!to! national! productivity.! Consequently,! the! Federal! Government! is! becoming! increasingly!involved!in!infrastructure!development!–!including!in!cities!–!and!there!is!also!a!strong!emphasis!on!private!sector!involvement!in!social!and!economic!infrastructure!(Brian!Howe,!2011).!
2.3.12 Summary(
A!number!of!significant,!converging!challenges!face!Australian!cities.!These!challenges!have!the!potential!to!dramatically!impact!on!the!health!and!wellbeing!of!Australians!living!in!these!cities,!and! on! the! economy! and! future! prosperity! of! the! nation.! Whilst! it! is! evident! that! these!challenges!are!significant,! impending,!and! in!many!cases!already!occurring,! the!eventual!scale,!scope!and!timing!of!their!impacts!remain!uncertain.!These!challenges!are!furthermore!complex!in! terms! of! the! interactions! between! them,! as! well! as! in! the! range! of! public! and! private!stakeholders!implicated.!!
In!considering!the!predicted!population!increases!and!challenges!facing!Australian!cities,!there!is! a! clear! imperative! for! increased! density! in! Australian! cities! to! accommodate! larger!populations! to! minimise! urban! sprawl! and! the! associated! environment,! social! and! economic!
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impacts.!A!need!for!innovative!approaches!to!urban!development!is!clear,!to!build!resilience!to!these!challenges,!whilst!also!responding!to!current!imperatives!for!economic!development!and!for!substantial!investment!in!infrastructure.!!
2.4 Urban(greening(as(a(response(to(urban(challenges(
In!many!cities!around!the!world,!urban!nature!is!increasingly!recognised!as!a!viable!strategy!to!address! many! of! the! challenges! discussed! in! the! previous! section! (Australian! Government,!2010b;!Beatley,!Newman,!&!Boyer,!2009;!Satterthwaite,!2011).!For!example,! the!United!States!Environmental!Protection!Agency!(EPA)!strongly!advocates! the!use!of!green! infrastructure! for!stormwater! management! (United! States! Environmental! Protection! Agency,! 2010,! 2014a,!2014b),!and!mitigating!the!UHI!effect!(United!States!Environmental!Protection!Agency,!2008).!In!Japan,!new!buildings!in!the!capital!city!of!Tokyo!are!required!to!have!green!roofs!to!reduce!the!UHI! effect! (Bertram,! 2007;! Green! Roofs! for! Healthy! Cities,! 2001).! Green! roofs! are! also! now!mandatory! in!Toronto,!Canada,!primarily!as!a!stormwater!runoff!mitigation!measure,!however!also! to!mitigate! the! UHI! effect! and! increase! urban! amenity! (City! of! Toronto,! n.d.).! Shade! tree!planting!programs!have!been!used! in! the!United!States! for!many!years,! to! reduce!peak!power!demand!and!increase!energy!efficiency!(Little,!2009).!Cities!such!as!Chicago!and!Singapore!have!used! urban! nature! as! a! central! component! of! strategies! to! increase! international!competitiveness! and! to! attract! foreign! investment! (Daley,! 2001;! Kass,! 1996;! Lian,! 2000;!Schneider,! 2005;! Tan,! Lee,! &! Tan,! 2009;! Wiedel,! 2012).! The! importance! of! urban! nature! in!enhancing!the!health,!wellbeing!and!social!connection!of!urban!residents!is!a!prominent!driver!for! urban! greening! in! Bristol,! UK! (Bristol! City! Council,! 2008)! and! Auckland,! New! Zealand!(Auckland!Council,!2013).!In!Cuba,!urban!food!production!has!been!a!strategy!for!many!years!to!secure! the! nation’s! food! security! (Murphy,! 1999).! Implications! of! the! financial! crises! and!declining!populations!in!some!cities!have!resulted!in!largeLscale!urban!agriculture!in!U.S.!cities!such!as!Detroit!(Heckler,!2012;!Kaufman!&!Bailkey,!2000;!Macmillan,!2012).!Urban!nature!also!features!as!a!central!strategy!in!climate!change!adaptation!and!mitigation!strategies,!such!as!in!Chicago!(City!of!Chicago,!2008)!and!Berlin!(Berlin!Senate,!2011).!
These! examples! are! by!no!means! exhaustive,! however!provide! an! indication! into! some!of! the!reasons!for!which!urban!nature!is!currently!encouraged!in!cities!around!the!world,!and!some!of!the!forms!this!can!take.!The!opportunity!to!investigate!the!potential!for!various!forms!of!urban!nature! to! assist! in! the! response! to! the! challenges! facing! Australian! cities! is! evident,! as! is! the!potential!for!synergies!in!the!development!of!natureLbased!strategies!designed!to!address!these!challenges.!
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Embedded! within! such! opportunities! is! a! need! to! simultaneously! consider! other! key!determinants! of! urban! development! investment,! including! in! particular! (as! discussed! above)!issues!of!population!growth!and!housing!shortages!and!affordability,!economic!development!and!global! competitiveness,! and! the! funding! of! urban! infrastructure! and! development! within! a!context! of! federalism! and! neoliberal! governments! and! constrained! public! spending.! These!considerations!highlight! that!urban!greening!must!occur! today!within!a!dramatically!different!context!to!that!which!has!historically!occurred.!Former!traditions!of!publicly!funded!large!urban!parks,! private! backyard! green! space,! and! urban! nature,! which! have! been! designed! for! single!purposes,!are!likely!to!be!less!viable!under!emerging!circumstances.!
Australia’s!achievements!in!having!green!and!liveable!cities!are!valued!highly!by!Australians!and!recognised! internationally! (for! example,! Beatley,! 2011;! Beatley! &! Newman,! 2008).! However,!going!forward!within!the!context!of!population!growth!and!imperatives!for!higher!densities,!the!challenge!for!the!future!development!of!Australian!cities!will!be!how!to!maintain!this!regard!for!the!liveability!and!green!quality!of!Australian!cities.!
Urban! greening! within! the! current! context,! therefore,! may! require! the! development! of!innovative!approaches!to!integrating!nature!into!cities!in!a!way!that!balances!land!use!demands!and! the! social,! economic! and! environmental! imperatives! for! cities,! particularly! within! urban!infill!areas.!In!this!regard,!there!may!be!a!significant!opportunity!to!learn!from!cities!elsewhere,!particularly!where! cities! have! already! faced! challenges! of! land! availability,! increasing! density!and!environmental!pressures.!
2.4.1 Potential(barriers(to(urban(greening(
Taking! the! premise! that! urban! greening! may! be! a! viable! response! to! the! challenges! facing!Australian! cities,! a! preliminary! review! of! literature! provides! insight! into! several! potential!challenges! preventing! the! adoption! of! such! a! strategy! in! Australia.! These! challenges! are!subsequently! confirmed! in! stakeholder! workshops! with! government,! industry! and! academic!workshops!in!Perth!and!Brisbane,!and!discussed!in!the!following!paragraphs.!
In! the! literature,! several! potential! challenges! to! urban! greening! are! evident.! These! include! a!tension! between! increasing! urban! densities,! and! providing! adequate! greenspace;! technical!barriers! relating! to!a! lack!of! local! experience!and!knowledge;! and! institutional!barriers! to! the!adoption!of!policies!and!practices! that!would!enable! the!use!of!urban!nature!as!a! response! to!urban!challenges.!
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Gleeson!(2008)!argues!against!the!prevailing!yet!overLsimplified!notion!that!dense!development!is!more!sustainable.!HighLdensity!areas!can!be!highly!unsustainable!and!exacerbate!challenges!faces!if!they!are!carLdependent,!do!not!foster!social!connection,!and!are!polluted.!To!this,!could!be!added!if!there!is!an!absence!of!nature!(Pauleit,!Ennos,!&!Golding,!2005)!and!a!high!proportion!of! impervious!surface!(Arnold!&!Gibbons,!1996).! Indeed,!compact!urban!areas!can!become!the!antithesis! of! a! sustainable! city,! where! this! results! in! the! loss! of! urban! nature! and! a! lack! of!adequate! space! where! vegetation! can! grow! with! a! consequential! negative! impact! on!environmental!quality,!human!health!and! liveability! (Jim,!2004).!Dense!areas!characterised!by!the!close!alignment!of!buildings,!roads!and!other!built!surfaces!are!a!challenging!environment!in!which! to!grow!greenery,!and!require!a!multiLdisciplinary!approach! that! recognises! the!unique!characteristics!of!such!settings!and!the!need!for!adapted!practices.!Such!an!approach!engenders!the! consideration! of! new! forms! of! urban! nature! and! new! techniques! for! integrating! into! the!complex!urban!environment.!Such!an!approach!has,!however,!been!limited!in!reality!(Jim,!2004).!The!application!of!such!an!approach!requires!assiduous!efforts!by!many!different!stakeholders!including!developers,!government!and!citizens!and!the!development!of!new!mindsets!regarding!urban!development!as!well!as!new!technologies!and!techniques!(Jim,!2004).!
This! tension! between! density! and! greenspace! is! currently! evident! in! Brisbane,! Queensland.!Brisbane!City!Council!acknowledged!that!it!is!unlikely!that!standards!for!local!parks!will!be!met!in!the!innerLcity!area!of!West!End!in!Brisbane,!which!has!been!recently!rezoned!for!highLdensity!redevelopment!in!accordance!with!the!South!East!Queensland!Plan!and!the!draft!City!Plan,!due!to! high! land! values! and! elevated! demand! for! available! land! (Brisbane! City! Council,! cited! in!Byrne,!Sipe,!&!Searle,!2010).!The!dual!issues!of!financing!parks,!and!physically!allocating!land!for!parks!within!an!area!already!largely!developed!with!high!demand!for!housing,!may!be!relevant!to!other!cities!in!Australia!also.!Further,!with!regards!to!directing!the!inclusion!of!green!space!in!urban! development,! Byrne,! et! al.! (2010)! find! that! the! standards! based! approach! (i.e.! a!prescribed! quantity! of! greenspace! per! resident,! or! proportion! of! developed! land! allocated! to!greenspace)! that! has! largely! been! adopted! in! Australia! is! criticised! for! frequently! delivering!poor!quality!parks!and!open! space! that! are!not!widely!used! (Byrne!&!Sipe,!2010;!Byrne!et! al,!2010).!
Considering!one!particular!form!of!urban!nature!that!could!compliment!high!density,!Williams,!Rayner,!and!Raynor!(2010)!find!that!extensive!green!roofs!are!not!widely!used!in!Australia.!They!note! persistent! barriers! including! a! lack! of! Australian! data! regarding! the! economic! and!environmental!benefits,! as!well! as!a! lack!of! standards,!high!costs,! and! few! local!examples! that!local!developers!can!look!to.!The!climatic!differences!between!Australia,!and!North!America!and!Europe!where! the!majority! of! green! roofs! have! been! built! and! the! vast!majority! of! data! and!
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research! conducted,! limit! the! transferability! of! this! information! to! Australia! (with! notable!exceptions,!such!as!the!work!of!Simmons,!Gardiner,!Windhager!and!Tinsley!(2008).!!
The!challenge!of! integrating!nature! into!cities!has!been!experienced! in! related!efforts,! such!as!the!use!of!water!sensitive!urban!design!(WSUD)!and!the!transition!to!water!sensitive!cities!and!sustainable!urban!water!management!(SUWM).!These!efforts!are!considered!to!provide!insight!to! the! current! discussion! regarding! integrated! urban! nature! as!many!WSUD! features! include!natural! features! and! are! integrated! into! urban! areas! (Wong,! 2006),! and! as! the! transition! to!water! sensitive! cities! and! SUWM! is! proposed! as! a! strategy! to! assist! in! the! response! to!water!management! implications! of! population! growth,! climate! change! and! urbanisation! (van! de!Meene,!Brown,!&!Farrelly,!2011).!!
Roy,! et! al.! (2008)! found! that! the! use! of!watershedLscale!WSUD! in! Australia! has! not! achieved!widespread! implementation,! despite! numerous! demonstrations,! due! to! persistent! barriers.!These! include! 1)! a! lack! of! performance! and! cost! data,! 2)! insufficient! technical! standards! and!guidelines,! 3)! fragmented! government! responsibilities! for! catchment! areas,! 4)! inadequate!institutional! capacity! (i.e.! funding,! personnel,! guidelines,! and! other! resources),! 5)! limited!legislative!requirements,!6)!inadequate!economic!motivations,!and!7)!resistance!to!change.!The!authors! described! seven! opportunities! with! the! potential! to! enable! greater! uptake! of! WSUD!based!on!their!case!study!research,!including!1)!conducting!research!into!the!costs!and!benefits!of!watershed!scale!WSUD!performance;!2)!developing!model!policies!and!standards!that!support!WSUD!as!a!stormwater!management! technique! that!can!be!adapted! to!various! jurisdictions!as!well!as!technical!guidelines;!3)!overcoming!fragmented!responsibilities!with!crossLjurisdictional!collaboration!mechanisms;! 4)! building! industry! professional! capacity;! 5)! fostering! grassroots!efforts! to! build! public! support! for! requirements! for! WSUD! features! on! private! property;! 6)!addressing!market! barriers! to! funding!mechanisms! and! economic! approaches! to! encouraging!WSUD;! and! 7)! conducting! education! and! community! engagement! through! demonstration!projects.!!
Brown!(2012)!and!van!de!Meene,!et!al.!(2011)!also!considered!the!transition!to!water!sensitive!cities!(incorporating!adaptive!water!management,!and!SUWM)!in!Australia.!Brown!(2012)!found!that!progress!towards!water!sensitive!cities!has!been!slow!despite!strong!policy!rhetoric,!proven!technologies! and! strong! evidence! of! the! need! for! such! a! transition.! Brown! suggested! that!barriers! to! the! transition! are! more! complex! than! a! need! for! technical! knowledge! of! WSUD!features,! and! relate! more! to! a! lack! of! understanding! of! the! socioLtechnical! attributes! and!institutional! arrangements! that! are! needed! to! support! a! shift! to! water! sensitive! cities.!Developing! water! sensitive! cities! requires! a! paradigm! shift! in! urban! water! management! and!
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governance,!rather!than!simply!the!application!of!new!technologies!within!existing!systems.!In!this!regard,!Brown!reported!that!a!significant!lack!of!insight!exists!into!what!factors!can!assist!in!overcoming! ingrained! institutional! and! path! dependent! factors.! Brown! concluded! that! the!challenge!for!researchers!in!this!regard!is!to!provide!such!insight!and!knowledge!in!forms!that!are!accessible!and!understandable!within!the!context!of!urban!water!professionals!implicated!in!the!implementation!of!such!a!paradigm!shift.!
Van! de!Meene,! et! al.! (2011)! also! considered! the! implications! of! institutional! and! governance!arrangements!for!the!transition!to!SUWM!in!Australia.!They!found!that!barriers!to!the!transition!from!existing! technical,! reductionist! and! linear!management! approaches! to!urban!water! to! an!integrated,! adaptive,! coordinated! and! participatory! approach! are! limiting! the! translation! of!policy!rhetoric!supporting!SUWM!(and!ad#hoc!project! interventions)! into!mainstream!practice.!Van!de!Meene,!et!al.!(2011)!summarised!systemic!and!interrelated!socioLinstitutional!barriers!to!the! mainstream! uptake! of! SUWM! discussed! in! the! literature,! including! (among! others)!institutional! fragmentation;! poor! political! leadership;! unproductive! intergovernmental!relations;! limited! longLterm! strategic! planning;! and! inadequate! community! participation.! The!authors! found!that!a! lack!of! insight! into!governance!approaches! to!address! these!barriers!and!support! SUWM! practices! is! limiting! a! transition! to! SUWM,! and! their! research! investigated!potential!governance!characteristics!of!SUWM!to!inform!this!knowledge!gap.!Their!research!also!uncovered!further!questions!to!be!addressed!in!future!research,!including!the!critical!question!of!“how! to! effectively! inform! SUWM! practice! and! transform! research! insights! on! appropriate,!supportive! governance! approaches! into! practical! guidance! to! improve! SUWM! outcomes”!(p1125).!
Brown!and!Farrelly! (2009)! found! that!whilst!urban!water!policies! reflect!an!understanding!of!the! integrative,!adaptive,!coordinated!and!participatory!approach!required! for!SUWM,!this!has!not!yet!resulted! in!widespread! implementation!of!SUWM.!The!authors!reviewed!53!studies!on!the! barriers,! challenges! and! impediments! to! the! transition! to! mainstream! SUWM,! finding! 36!common! and! discrete! barriers! that! could! be! categorised! into! 12! barrier! types! including:!“uncoordinated! institutional! framework;! limited! community! engagement,! empowerment! and!participation,! limits! of! regulatory! framework;! insufficient! resources! (capital! and! human);!unclear,! fragmented! roles! and! responsibilities;! poor! organisational! commitment;! lack! of!information,! knowledge! and! understanding! in! applying! integrated,! adaptive! forms! of!management;! poor! communication;! no! longLterm! vision,! strategy;! technocratic! path!dependencies;! little! or! no! monitoring! and! evaluation;! and! lack! of! political! and! public! will”!(p842).!
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This!literature,!while!by!no!means!exhaustive!or!representative!of!the!breadth!of!research!in!this!field,!highlights!firstly!that!policy!rhetoric!is!not!necessarily!reflected!in!practice!with!regards!to!features! of! urban! development,! secondly! that! evidence! of! examples! of! the! implementation! of!such!features!do!not!necessarily!imply!the!existence!of,!or!a!trend!towards,!widespread!use;!and!thirdly! that! a! transition! towards! holistic,! ecosystemLbased! approaches! to! addressing! negative!impacts! of! urban! development! and! the! challenges! facing!Australian! cities! is! complex! and!will!require!both!technological!innovation!as!well!as!measures!to!overcome!institutional!barriers.!
The!potential!influence!of!these!barriers!was!confirmed!through!stakeholder!workshops,!which!the! author! helped! to! design! and! conduct,! held! by! the! Sustainable!Built! Environment!National!Research! Centre! in! Perth! (13! July! 2011,! 14! workshop! participants,! including! representatives!from!Western!Australia!Department! of! Finance! (Building!Management! and!Works),! staff! from!the!Curtin!University!Sustainability!Policy! Institute,! the!QUT!Faculty!of! the!Built!Environment,!and! industry! practitioners)! and! Brisbane! (7! September! 2011,! 11! participants,! including!representatives!from!Brisbane!City!Council,!Queensland!Government!(Department!of!Parks!and!Wildlife),! AECOM,! Queensland! University! of! Technology,! Australian! Green! Infrastructure!Council,!Deicke!Richards!and!Parsons!Brinckerhoff).!These!workshops!were!designed!to!explore!the! existing! understanding! of! biophilic! urbanism! amongst! practitioners,! politicians! and! the!community;! as! well! as! to! identify! current! barriers! and! opportunities! to! the! application! of!biophilic!urbanism,!primarily!to!support!the!design!of!the!SBEnrc!project!whilst!also!informing!this!PhD.!A!workshop!process!based!on!the!methodology!of!‘Collective!Social!Learning’,!created!by!Brown!and!Harris!(2012)!was!used.!Workshop!participants!provided!insight! into!perceived!disabling! factors! (i.e.! barriers)! and! enabling! factors! (i.e.! opportunities)! to! the! use! of! urban!nature! to! address! the! challenges!of! climate! change.!A! summary!of! the!workshop!process,! and!findings,!is!included!in!Appendix!B.!!
The! government,! industry! and! academic! stakeholders! identified! the! following! key! factors! as!impeding!the!increased!application!of!biophilic!urbanism!in!Australia:!L Lack#of#proof#and#quantification:!There! is!a! lack!of! local! research!and! information! to!assist!decision! makers! in! making! informed! decisions! and! to! appropriately! apply! biophilic!urbanism! to! Australian! cities.! Without! a! clear! economic! argument,! it! may! be! difficult! for!decision!makers! to! justify! the! inclusion! of! biophilic! features,! and! to! appreciate! how! these!elements!will! affect! longLterm!costs.! Further,!without!proper!quantification,! such!biophilic!features! are! particularly! vulnerable! when! financial! pressures! such! as! the! GFC! result! in!budget!cuts!to!designs.!
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L Uncoordinated# policy# and# planning# frameworks:! There! is! a! perceived! lack! of! integration!across!government!departments,!which!may!hinder!the!ability!to!introduce!effective!policy!for!biophilic!urbanism,!as!the!costs!and!benefits!are!spread!across!multiple!departments.!A!“silo! effect”! does! not! allow! governments! to! look! holistically! at! a! concept,! as! offices! look!exclusively!at!one!or! two!subLareas.!Furthermore,! the!absence!of!mandatory!requirements!for!biophilic!urbanism!makes! this! a!beyondLcompliance!addition! to!building!and!planning.!Existing! regulations! and! planning! requirements! generally! do! not! seem! to! support! the!inclusion!of!natural!features.!L Lack# of# cultural# inertia# and# social# stagnation:! There! is! a! perceived! general! disconnection!from!the!natural!environment!such!that!there!may!be!a!common!lack!of!appreciation!of!the!benefits!of!nature,!or!knowledge!of!place!and!local!species.!This!can!impede!the!application!of! biophilic! urbanism! if! nature! and! natureLbased! experiences! are! not! valued! by! society.!Further,! sustainable!development! is! often! a! secondary! consideration! and! is! frequently! cut!from!construction!budgets!if!funding!is!tight.!L Split# incentives:! The! benefits! and! costs! of! developing! natural! features! are! split! across!government!departments!and!between!stakeholders!(i.e.!private!organisations,!government!and!society)!such!that!the!costs!may!be!paid!by!a!department,!organisation!or!individual!that!do!not!recoup!the!full!benefits.!L Inadequacy# of# traditional# economic# models:! Traditional! economic! models! are! not! able! to!value! externalities! and! disempower! decision!makers! from! including! biophilic! elements! in!urban!and!building!design.!
2.4.2 Considering(the(potential(for(urban(nature(in(Australian(cities(
The!previous!section! identified!the!potential! for!urban!nature!to!contribute!to! the!response!to!the! challenges! facing! Australian! cities,! and! several! significant! barriers! that! appear! to! prevent!urban!nature!from!becoming!a!mainstream!strategy.!Despite!these!challenges,!there!is!growing!interest! in! the! strategic! use! of! urban! nature! in! Australia.! For! example,! the! 2013! State! of!Australian! Cities! report! emphasised! the! potential! of! urban! nature! to! support! important!ecological!functions!and!mitigate!the!pressures!of!urbanisation:!
The# liveability# of# Australia’s# cities#will# be# affected# by# how# their# sustainability# is#managed.#
Many# cities# are#making# significant# progress# in# introducing# areas# of# vegetation# (including#
plants,# trees,# open# green# spaces# and# even# forests)# at# various# scales# across# cities# –# from#
buildings#to#districts#and#metropolitan#regions#–#to#reduce#the#Urban#Heat#Island#(UHI)#effect#
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and# thereby# increase# liveability# and# reduce# energy#use.# (Department# of# Infrastructure#and#
Regional#Development,#2013b,#p188)#
Despite! this! recognition,! the! current! arrangement! of! policies! and! programs! directing! urban!development!in!Australia’s!five!largest!cities!(Sydney,!Melbourne,!Brisbane,!Perth!and!Adelaide)!demonstrate! varied! levels! of! recognition! of! the! value! of! urban! nature.! A! review! of! the!major!policies!and!plans,!and!the!manner!in!which!these!appear!to!direct!the!integration!of!nature!into!urban! areas,! is! summarised! in! Appendix! C.! This! considers! state! and! metropolitan! plans! and!policies,! as!well! as! those! for! the! inner! city! local! government! area.! This! review! is! intended! to!provide!a!summary!only,!as!a!comprehensive!review!is!beyond!the!scope!of!this!thesis.!
Several!policies!are! identified,!particularly!at!a! local!government! level,!which!direct! the!use!of!integrated!urban!nature!to!address!challenges!facing!these!cities.!These!measures,!while!highly!commendable,!remain!ad#hoc!and! isolated.!Several!observations!about! the!current!penetration!of!measures! to! encourage! or! require! integrated! nature! into! urban! planning! and! development!include:!L There! is!evidence!at!all! levels!of!government,!within!each!of! the! five!cities,!of!measures! to!protect!nature.!This!includes!protecting!the!urban!boundary,!and!conserving!existing!nature!within!cities.!This!also! includes! to!a! large!extent!measures! to!encourage! the!use!of!WSUD,!and!tree!planting;!L Other! than!a! few!pioneering!examples! to!encourage!building!and! streetLintegrated!nature,!the!focus!for!encouraging!urban!nature!within!the!current!city!policies!and!strategies!is!on!conventional!forms!of!urban!nature!(i.e.!parks!and!trees),!and!less!on!more!highly!integrated!nature.!Other!policies!that!mention!the!use!of!green!roofs!and!walls!do!not!appear!to!actively!pursue! strategies! to! encourage! their! use,! suggesting! that! this! remains! a! preliminary! and!peripheral!agenda;!L With! the! exception!of! the!City! of! Sydney! and!City! of!Melbourne,! there! is! little! evidence!of!mechanisms! to! resolve! the! potential! conflicts! between! the! imperative! to! develop!significantly! more! housing! and! infrastructure! in! cities;! to! attract! private! investment! for!infrastructure;! to! address! the! current! and! impending! externalities! relating! to! climate!change,! population! pressures! and! resources! shortages;! and! to! ensure! the! integration! of!nature!into!the!urban!environment!(although!the!need!to!do!so!is!recognised!in!some!form!at!various!levels!of!government!for!most!cities);!and!L There!is! less!evidence!of!strategic!measures!to!increase!urban!nature!in!already!developed!areas.!
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The! findings! for! each! city! are! summarised! in! the! sections! below.! Regarding! all! cities,! urban!nature!has!statutory!protection!at!a!federal!level!(See!Table!1,!Appendix!C)!only!when!it!triggers!the! Environmental! Protection! Act.! Whilst! recognised! to! some! degree! in! federal! and!intergovernmental! policies! and! strategies,! there! is! limited! evidence! of! explicit! strategies! to!encourage! integrated! urban! nature! in! Australian! cities,! particularly! within! the! context! of! the!other!priorities!discussed!within!these!policies!and!strategies.!
Sydney,!New!South!Wales!At! a! state! level,! there! are!minimal! legislative! requirements! for! the! integration! of! nature! into!urban!developments,!although!there!would!be!opportunities!to!do!so!through!several!key!pieces!of!legislation.!Management!of!stormwater!in!particular!is!recognised!in!the!State!Environmental!Planning!Policy,!NSW!Housing!Code,!and!BASIX,!and!these!encourage!the!use!of!WSUD!measures,!however!this! is!predominately!focused!on!the!capture!and!beneficial!use!of!rainwater,!and!not!necessarily! the! use! of! vegetated! features! for! stormwater! management! (New! South! Wales!Government).!Energy!efficient!housing!design! is!also!promoted!at!a! state! level,!however! these!instruments! (as! for! those! promoting! stormwater!management)! do! not! specifically! encourage!buildingLintegrated!nature!to!achieve!these!outcomes.!
At! a! metropolitan! level,! the! draft! Sydney! Metropolitan! Plan! has! a! strong! focus! on! economic!development,!and!providing!jobs!and!housing.!Greenspace!is!discussed!as!a!measure!to!address!the!impacts!of!climate!change!and!to!improve!the!quality!of!the!urban!environment,!and!WSUD!measures!are!proposed!as!mandatory!with!urban!development!projects.!The!plan!also!allocates!funding!for!the!purchase!and!preservation!of!land!for!bushland!and!wildlife!corridors.!Funding!is!further!allocated! for!direct! government!action! through! the!Metropolitan!Greenspace!Program,!which!improves!regionally!significant!open!space.!
The!most!focused!measures!are!found!at!a!local!level,!with!a!comprehensive!set!of!policies!and!plans! to! integrate! nature! into! the! streets,! buildings,! verge! strips,! vacant! land! and! open! space!throughout! the! inner! city!Local!Government!Area! (LGA)!of! Sydney.! Specific! goals! are! set!with!regards! to! urban! canopy! coverage,! and! the! City! of! Sydney! is! supporting! public! and! private!investment! in! buildingLintegrated! urban! nature! through! investigating! the! economics! of! green!roofs!and!walls!(see!Table!2,!Appendix!C)!
Melbourne,!Victoria!The!State!Planning!Policy!Framework!requires! that!new!developments! in!Melbourne!maintain!preLdevelopment! runoff! levels.! Some!specific!WSUD!requirements! are!outlined! to! achieve! this!(Department! of! Planning! and! Community! Development,! 2010).! The! draft! Plan# Melbourne!
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recognises!the!value!of!urban!nature!and!the!city’s!urban!forest!in!attracting!skilled!workers!to!the! city.! Greened! streetscapes! are! called! for! to! encourage! physical! activity,! and! strategies! to!remove! impediments! to! planting! canopy! trees! along! roads,! and! to! expand! upon! the!2#Million#
Trees#project,!are!included!(Government!of!Victoria,!2013).!The!function!of!the!urban!canopy!in!mitigating!the!UHI!effect!is!also!discussed!along!with!a!renewed!focus!on!WSUD!for!stormwater!management! including!building! integrated!vegetation.!More,!and!betterLdistributed,!green!and!open! spaces! are! called! for! throughout! the!Metropolitan! region.! The! value! of! vegetated! areas!throughout! the! city! is! recognised! and! protected! within,! in! addition! the! need! to! preserve!agricultural! land! on! Melbourne’s! fringe.! The! pressures! on! urban! nature! are! recognised,!including! population! growth! and! densification,! water! shortages! and! cost,! and! climate! change!(Government!of!Victoria,!2013).!
At! a! local! level,! the!City!of!Melbourne!LGA!has!been! leading!efforts! in!Australia! to!develop!an!urban! forest! strategy,! and!measures! to! encourage! and!enable!buildingLintegrated!nature.!This!has! involved! a! multiLfaceted! approach,! including:! an! evaluation! of! the! current! urban! forest!assets;!direct!government!action!in!terms!of!tree!planting!and!maintenance;!enabling!the!private!sector!through!research!and!development!into!green!roofs!and!walls;!and!developing!technical!guidelines!and!standards!to!support!a!green!roof!and!wall! industry.! In!doing!so,! they!highlight!gaps! in! this! field! AustraliaLwide,! noting! that:! “Urban! forestry! has! yet! to! be! well! researched,!implemented!and!evaluated! in!an!Australian!context.!There! is!a! reliance!on! research! from! the!US,!Europe,!Scandinavia!and!Asia!to!supplement!our!thinking!and!programs.!Whilst!Australia!is!some!way!behind!in!providing!robust!research!and!literature!on!the!topic,!Australian!cities!are!by! no!means! behind! in! current!management! and! planning! of! urban! trees! and! vegetation.!We!have! been! practicing! the! art! and! science! of! urban! forestry! for! years! through! tree! and! park!planning,! arboriculture,! horticulture! and! urban! design.”! (City! of! Melbourne,! 2011,! p10)! (see!Table!3,!Appendix!C)#
Brisbane,!Queensland!The!Sustainable!Planning!Act!1999!makes!specific!reference!of!the!need!to!mitigate!the!negative!impacts! of! urban! development,! including! impacts! related! to! climate! change,! congestion,! and!human! health.! Impacts! on! biodiversity! from! development! require! an! offset! to! be! provided!(Queensland!Government,!2009b).!The!value!of!nature!and!importance!of!protecting!this!as!the!South!East!Queensland!(SEQ)!Region!grows!is!recognised!in!the!South!East!Queensland!Regional!Plan,!however!there!is!limited!evidence!of!the!use!of!integrated!nature!to!balance!the!imperative!for!higher!density!with!that!of!maintaining!the!benefits!and!ecosystem!services!of!urban!nature!(Queensland! Government,! 2009a).! The! focus! in! the! SEQ! regional! plan! is! on! parkland,! nature!
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reserves!and!planting!trees,!with!a!similar!focus!evident!in!a!range!of!other!plans!and!policies!for!the!Brisbane!metropolitan!area!(Brisbane!City!Council,!2013a;!Queensland!Government,!2009a).!
A!wider!variety!of!more!integrated!forms!of!nature!are!called!for!in!the!Brisbane!City!Council’s!(BCC)!Plan! for!Action!on!Climate!Change! and!Energy.!Goals! for!natural! habitat! are! set! for! the!Brisbane! region,! including! to! reconnect! ecological! corridors,! and! to! achieve! 50! per! cent! tree!shade!coverage!of!residential!footpaths!and!offLroad!bikeways!from!2026!(Brisbane!City!Council,!2007).! The! Two! Million! Trees! project,! over! four! years,! restored! almost! 500! hectares! of!ecological!corridors!and!waterways!and!bushland!sites!(Brisbane!City!Council,!2012).!A!range!of!policies!and!codes!protects!existing!trees!and!landscapes,!requires!the!planting!of!trees!in!new!developments,!and!identifies!areas!of!particular!need!for!shade!planting!efforts!(Department!of!Infrastructure! and! Regional! Development,! 2013b).! The! draft! Brisbane! City! Master! Plan!recognises! the! value! of! urban! nature! in! creating! a! subLtropical! image! of! the! city,! balancing!climatic! conditions! and! contributing! to! the! city’s! economic! prosperity! (Brisbane! City! Council,!2013b)(see!Table!4,!Appendix!C).!
Perth,!Western!Australia!State! level! policies! recognise! the! importance! of! preserving! nature! and! the! environment,!however!the!draft!State!Planning!Strategy!does!not!directly!encourage!the!integration!of!nature!into! urban! areas! (Government! of! Western! Australia,! 2012;! Western! Australian! Planning!Commission,!2007).!
The!use!of!WSUD!is!encouraged! in!other!policies! for!stormwater!management,!as! is! the!use!of!vegetation! to! enhance! liveability,! with! a! focus! on! parks,! open! spaces,! and! water! sensitive!features!
The!metropolitan!plan!seeks!to!integrate!natural!resource!management!into!land!use!planning,!and! the! contributions! of! urban! nature! to! a! number! of! strategies! in! the! plan! are! identified.!Limitations! to! the! more! extensive! use! of! nature! include! a! lack! of! data,! competing! land! uses,!damage,!disease!and!a!changing!climate!(Government!of!Western!Australia,!2010)!(see!Table!5,!Appendix!C).!
Adelaide,!South!Australia!State! planning! policy! calls! for! higher! density! development! and! environmental! protection,!however! it! does!not! consider! the!use!of! specific! forms!of!urban!nature! in!urban!areas.!WSUD!features!are!called! for! through! the!State!Water! for!Good!plan!(Government!of!South!Australia,!2010b),! and! extensive! tree! planting! is! undertaken! to! enhance! sustainability,! wellbeing! and!
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liveability!in!Greater!Adelaide!(Government!of!South!Australia,!2009,!2010a,!2013b).!Efforts!are!underway! through! the! Green! Infrastructure! Project! (South! Australian! Government,! 2012)! to!develop! knowledge! to! inform!measures! to! encourage! green! infrastructure! in! South! Australia.!Some!initial!efforts!can!be!seen!in!pilot!green!roofs!and!living!walls.!!
At!a!metropolitan!level,!the!focus!is!on!land!conservation!enabled!through!urban!infill!to!manage!population! growth.! The! use! of! integrated! nature! is! called! for! to! sustain! urban! ecology! and!mitigate! the! UHI! effect! (Government! of! South! Australia,! 2010a).! ! Efforts! are! evident! for!promoting! biodiversity! (SA! Department! of! Environment,! 2013),! and! to! increase! the!sustainability!of!Adelaide!through!vegetated!and!natural!features!(see!Table!6,!Appendix!C).!!
2.5 Conclusion(
In! this! Chapter,! the! emergent! scope! of! the! research! problem! is! established,! considering! the!historical! context,! current! governance! and! emerging! challenges! in! Australian! cities.! The!development! of! Australian! cities! during! an! era! of! cheap! fuel,! rising! per! capita! wealth! and!increasing! personal! car! usage,! along! with! a! variety! of! government! policies,! has! resulted! in!sprawling!cities.!Negative!implications!of!this!form!of!urban!development,!including!congestion,!encroachment!on!outerlying!habitat! and!agricultural! land,! social! inequity,! and!vulnerability! to!global!oil!prices!are!now!evident.!Concurrently,!emerging!pressures!related! to!climate!change,!alteration! of! the! urban! landscape! and! inadequate! investment! in! electricity! and! water!infrastructure!create!a!change!imperative!for!the!status!quo!of!urban!development.!!
Governance! of! Australian! cities! today! is! fragmented! and! complex,! with! overlapping!responsibilities! between! levels! of! government.! The! role! of! government! in! directing! urban!development! is! increasingly!dominated!by! infrastructure! funding!decisions!rather! than!spatial!planning,! and! private! interests! have! significant! influence! due! to! the! reliance! on! private!investment! for! infrastructure! and! economic! development! and! the! dominance! of! a! neoliberal!agenda! for! several! decades.! This! adds! complexity! to! the! task! of! redressing! the! status! quo! of!urban! development,! and! in! responding! to! unprecedented! challenges,! of! which! the! scale! and!timing!remains!somewhat!uncertain.!
Integrated! urban! nature! is! increasingly! recognised! around! the! world! as! a! viable! strategy! to!address!many!of! the! challenges! facing!Australian! cities,!with! the!potential! to!provide!multiple!benefits.! The! use! of! nature! in! Australian! cities! to! date! has! predominately! included! private!backyards,! urban! parks! and! nature! reserves,! and! tree! plantings.! It! is! apparent! that! urban!consolidation!presents!a!challenge!to!the!use!of!such!forms!of!urban!nature,!and!new!forms!of!more! integrated! nature!may! be! needed! to! address! the! challenges! identified! and!mitigate! the!
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impacts! of! increasingly! dense! urbanisation.! Some! early! examples! are! seen! of! measures! to!encourage! such! integrated! forms!of!urban!nature,! however! it! is! apparent! that! there!may!be!a!range!of!technical!and!institutional!barriers!limiting!their!mainstream!use!throughout!Australian!cities.!
The! following! Chapter! introduces! the! research! questions! that! are! derived! from! the! research!problem! discussed! in! this! Chapter.! Contextual! language! and! theory! are! also! presented,! to!provide!context!for!the!dissertation.!
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3 A(statement(of(the(research(enquiry(The! literature! review! presented! in! the! previous! Chapter! explored! the! context! for! urban!development!in!Australia.!It!highlighted!a!need!for!innovative!approaches!to!build!resilience!to!a!number!of!critical!challenges!facing!Australian!cities.!Focusing!on!the!strategic!use!of!nature,!a!range! of! barriers!was! identified! to!mainstreaming! this! approach!within! higher! density! urban!infill!areas!in!Australian!cities.!Considering!the!literature!findings,!this!Chapter!summarises!the!emergent!research!problem!and!presents!the!two!research!questions!that!have!underpinned!this!PhD!exploration.!!
From! the! literature,! it! is! evident! that! this! field! of! enquiry! is! relatively! emergent,! with! core!concepts,!models!and!frameworks!for!biophilic!urbanism!and!transitioning!towards!this!practice!within!the!built!environment!still!being!shaped!and!formalised!(for!example,!Beatley,!2011,!pp.!xiLxiii;! Kellert,! Heerwagen,! &!Mador,! 2008,! pp.! ix,! xiv,! 14,! 292;! Kellert! &!Wilson,! 1993,! p.! 21;!Newman,!2013).!Consequently,! investigations!within! this! field!benefit! from!an!open,! inductive!and!iterative!approach!to!ensure!suitable!rigour!in!exploring!phenomena!(Flick,!2014;!Maxwell,!2012).!
Over! the! course! of! the! PhD! as! the! research! problem!was! investigated! and! refined,! it! became!clear!that!additional!literature!was!needed!for!context,!to!position!the!research!questions!within!a!conversation!about!transitioning!and!institutional!change.!Although!these!two!theories!do!not!refer!directly! to!mainstreaming,! they!share!a!number!of!philosophical! insights! that!are!useful.!Key!aspects!of!this!literature!are!included!within!this!Chapter,!to!clarify!language!and!concepts!that!are!important!to!understand!the!scope!and!intention!of!the!research!questions.!
The!Chapter!begins!a!statement!of!the!research!problem!and!research!questions,!including!key!assumptions!underpinning!the!research.!A!summary!of!contextual!language!and!theory!are!then!presented,! grounding! the! concept! of! “mainstreaming”! in! a! more! specified! and! applied!understanding!that!aligns!with!transition!theory!and!institutional!theory.!
3.1 Research(problem,(questions(and(assumptions((
As!highlighted!in!the!previous!Chapter,!Australian!cities!face!a!range!of!critical!and!converging!challenges! that! have! potential! implications! for! the! future! liveability,! productivity,! and!sustainability! of! these! cities.! The! use! of! integrated! urban! nature! is! an! emerging! strategy! for!addressing! these! challenges! whilst! responding! to! the! density! imperative! produced! by! the!rapidly! growing! population! and! acknowledged! issues! with! the! historical! patterns! of! urban!sprawl.!To!date,!the!predominant!forms!of!urban!nature!in!Australian!cities!are!strongly!linked!
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to! the! historical,! lowLdensity! forms! of! development,! including! private! backyard! gardens,!remnant! forest! and!parks.!Whilst! there! is! evidence!of! early! efforts! to!direct! the! integration!of!nature! into! dense! urban! environments! in! Australian! cities! in! a! way! that! reflect! the! current!imperatives! and! context! as! described! in! this! Chapter! (with! some! local! government! areas! in!Australia!demonstrating!significant!commitment!in!this!regard),!these!efforts!remain!ad#hoc#and!
highly#variable.!
It!is!apparent!that!mainstreaming!the!use!of!integrated!urban!nature!(or!biophilic!urbanism,!as!defined!in!Chapter!4)!may!require!strategic!efforts!to!overcome!both!technical!and!institutional!barriers.!The! growing!number!of! international! examples!of! cities! that!have!mainstreamed! the!use! of! various! forms! of! urban! nature,! as! briefly! highlighted! in! this! Chapter,! provides! an!opportunity!to!contribute!to!this!field!by!learning!from!such!precedents.!
Within!this!context,!the!emergent!research!questions!are!as!follows:!1. What! is! the! potential! of! biophilic! urbanism! to! respond! to! the! challenges! facing!Australian!cities,!within!the!context!of!rapidly!growing!populations!and!increasing!density?!2. What!can!be!learned!from!international!experience,!to!inform!the!mainstreaming!of!biophilic!urbanism!in!Australian!cities,!within!the!context!of!the!urgent!challenges!faced?!
There! are! a! number! of! assumptions! that! have! underpinned! the! research! and! which! are!important!to!make!explicit.!These!include!that:!L Biophilic!urbanism!has! the!potential! to!be!mainstreamed,!beyond!an!ad#hoc!approach,!and!that!it!is!possible!to!transition!from!one!norm!of!urban!development!to!another;!L The! challenges! related! to! population! growth! in! Australian! cities! and! globally! will! persist!over!the!coming!decades!and!require!concerted!efforts!to!develop!solutions!to!address!the!wide!ranging!implications!of!this!increased!population;!L The!density!of!Australian!cities!will!need!to!increase!in!order!to!accommodate!an!enlarged!population!in!the!future,!and!strategic!measures!will!be!needed!to!direct!such!development!in!ways!that!maintain!the!liveability!and!quality!of!life!of!these!urban!areas;!L Similarly,!climate!change!and!resource!shortages!will!continue!to!impact!on!urban!quality!of!life! in! a! wide! range! of! ways! that! will! increase! in! their! severity! over! time! in! a! nonLlinear!fashion,! and! current! approaches! to! urban! development! are! unlikely! to! result! in! sufficient!resilience!to!these!challenges;!L Biophilic! urbanism! is! an! emergent! research! field,! with! core! concepts,! models! and!frameworks!for!transitioning!towards!this!practice!within!the!built!environment!still!being!shaped!and!formalised;!
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L It! is! unlikely! that! there! is! a! singular,! silver! bullet! way! of! addressing! the! challenge! of!mainstreaming!biophilic!urbanism,!however! insight!gained! from! international!examples!of!mainstreaming! biophilic! urbanism! (to! varying! degrees! and! in! different! ways)! provide!opportunities! to! learn! from! this! experience! to! inform! efforts! in! Australia,! by! matching!circumstances!(conditions),!challenges!and!opportunities!to!the!Australian!context.!
3.2 Contextual(language(and(theory(
The! term! “biophilic!urbanism”! is!used! intentionally! in! this!PhD! research,! to!describe! forms!of!urban!nature!that!provide!people!with!experiences!of!nature!that!meet!an!inherent!need,!while!concurrently!responding!to!the!multiple!challenges!discussed! in!this!Chapter.!The!concept!and!use!of!the!term!biophilic!urbanism!is!discussed!at!length!in!Chapter!5,!including!consideration!of!how!the!use!of! the!concept! in! this! research! is! situated!within! the!broader! field!established!by!Beatley!(2011)!and!Kellert,!et!al.!(2008)!in!particular,!deriving!from!the!work!of!Wilson!(1984)!and! Kellert! and! Wilson! (1993)! in! developing! the! biophilia! hypothesis.! These! scholarly!foundations!to!biophilic!urbanism!are!further!considered!in!Chapter!5.!
The! term!“mainstream”! is!also!used! intentionally,! and!understanding!of! this! term!has!evolved!throughout! the! research! process! from! one! underpinned! by! common! usage,! to! one! that! takes!reference!of!existing!theoretical!frameworks.!
Common!usages!of!the!term!mainstream!that!informed!the!research!at!the!outset!of!the!research!can!be!seen!in!various!dictionary!definitions!of!mainstream,!including:!“a!prevailing!current!or!direction! of! activity! or! influence”! (Mirriam! Webster,! n.d.);! and! “the! principal! or! dominant!course,! tendency,!or!trend”!(Dictionary.com,!n.d.).!With!regards!to!how!this!directed!the! initial!consideration!of!the!research!topic,!this!was!interpreted!to!mean!that!the!application!of!biophilic!urbanism! to! urban! development! would! occur! in! the! majority! of! cases! across! most! types! of!development!(i.e.!residential,!commercial,! industrial,!and! institutional!developments!as!well!as!various! kinds! of! public! infrastructure),! that! this!would! be! the! default! rather! than! exceptional!approach,! and! that! this! would! be! accepted! by! most! stakeholders! in! the! urban! development!process! as! a! standard! operating! practice.! This! understanding! distinguished! the! focus! of! the!research!from!the!ad#hoc#and!variable!use!of!biophilic!urbanism!by!pioneers!and!early!movers,!such!as!might!be! seen! in! showcase!buildings!or!precincts!where!a!natural! feature! is!used!and!widely!promoted,!but!where!this!is!not!part!of!a!broader!and!more!systemic!use!of!such!features!throughout!the!city.!
Following!data!collection!and!analysis,!and!the!emergence!of!a!number!of!research!findings!(as!presented! in! Chapters! 5! and! 6! in! particular),! a! more! applied! understanding! of! mainstream!
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developed.! Subsequent! engagement! with! extant! literature! and! theory! revealed! a! number! of!theoretical! fields! that! reflected! this! emergent! understanding! of! “mainstream”,! including! in!particular! institutional! theory! and! transition! theory,! and! a! number! of! theoretical! concepts!within! these! fields.! These! theories! consider! (using! various! terminology)! how! and! why! a!phenomenon!becomes!mainstreamed!in!a!society.!
These!theories!are!briefly!considered!in!the!following!subLsections.!
3.2.1 Transition(theory(
Transition! theory! considers! how! and!why! transitions! occur! in! society! from! the! dominant,! or!mainstream,!use!of!one!kind!of!technology!to!another.!Transition!theory,!and!related!theoretical!concepts,! has! been! applied! to! studies! considering! the! mainstreaming! of! technologies! and!sustainable! applications! in! urban! systems! including! water! and! energy! systems! (for! example!Geels,!2002,!2004;!Geels!&!Schot,!2007;!Rip!&!Kemp,!1998).!!
The!relationship!between!such!technologies,!and!social!structures!in!a!society!is!a!central!focus!of!transition!theory!(Bos!&!Brown,!2012;!Rip!&!Kemp,!1998;!Smith,!Stirling,!&!Berkhout,!2005).!Geels! (2002)!notes! that! technologies!on! their!own!have!no!power!or!purpose.! It! is!only!when!technologies! are! associated! with! human! agency! that! they! can! fulfil! some! function,! and! have!some!value.!Hence,!technologies!are!conceptualised!as!being!integrated!into!“configurations”!of!social! and! technological! elements! that! collectively! define! the! power! and! purpose! of! the!technology!which!in!turn!shapes!the!social!systems!in!around!it.!For!example,!a!car!on!its!own!has! no! inherent! power! or! purpose.! It! is! only!when! combined!with! demand! for!mobility,! road!infrastructure,! traffic! rules,! fuel! infrastructure,! and! cultural! norms! that! it! has! a! purpose.! It! is!difficult!to!remove!any!of!these!elements,!such!as!traffic!rules,!fuel!infrastructure!or!roads!due!to!the!interdependency!of!the!various!elements!(Geels,!2002).!!
These! configurations! of! social! and! technical! elements! are! called! socioLtechnical! systems! or!regimes.!Energy!supply,!water!supply!or!transportation!systems!have!often!been!conceptualised!in! this! way.! In! such! a! socioLtechnical! system! or! regime,! actors! (such! as! individuals,! firms,!organisations,! or! collective! actors),! institutions! (such! as! regulations,! best! practice! standards,!and! societal! or! technical! norms)! and! material! artefacts! and! knowledge! (such! as! road!infrastructure,!cars,!and!knowledge!of!how!to!drive!a!car)!interact!to!provide!necessary!services!for!society!(Markard,!Raven,!&!Truffer,!2012).!This!network!of! interrelated!and!interdepended!elements! comprises! the! rules,!practices!and!networks! that!determine! the!norms!of! society,! as!well! as! the! relatively! stable! configurations! of! institutions,! practices! and! artefacts! embedded!within!them!(Rip!&!Kemp,!1998;!Smith,!et!al.,!2005).!
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!SocioLtechnical!regimes!are!found!to!be!relatively!stable,!“reproducing”!themselves!in!response!to! various! pressures! along! embedded! trajectories.! The! rules,! practices,! and! networks! of! the!socioLtechnical! regime! direct! actors! in! the! regime! to! continue! to! select! certain,! dominant!technologies! and! blinds! or! prevents! them! from! considering! radical! alternatives! (Geels,! 2004;!Geels!&!Kemp,!2007;! Smith,! et! al.,! 2005).! For! example,! changes!may!be!made! in! the!design!of!roads! and! cars! over! time,! however! it! is! less! likely! that! these!would! be! replaced! by! a! radical!alternative! such! as! hydrogen! cars,! as! this!would! affect! other! parts! of! the! regime! such! as! fuel!infrastructure.! There! is! hence! a! dynamic! and! mutually! reinforcing! interplay! between! socioLtechnical! regimes,! and! the! dominant! technologies! that! embeds! these! technologies! in! society!(Geels,!2002;!Smith,!et!al.,!2005),!with!these!regimes!generally!changing! in!relatively!slow!and!constrained!ways!(Geels,!2004;!Geels!&!Kemp,!2007;!Smith,!et!al.,!2005).!!
In! some! cases,! however,! dramatic! changes! are! seen! in! socioLtechnical! regimes,! such! as! the!transition!from!cesspools!to!sewer!systems!in!cities;!a!transition!from!horse!drawn!carriages!to!automobiles;!and!a!transition!from!sailing!ships!to!steamships!(Geels!&!Schot,!2007).!Transition!theory! is! also! used! to! describe! such! phenomena,! conceptualising! this! as! a! change! from! one!socioLtechnical!regime!to!another,!with!changes!in!technology!as!well!as!other!elements!(Geels,!2002).! Such! a! transition! is! said! to! occur! when! a! set! of! connected! and! mutually! reinforcing!changes!or!processes!take!place!in!different!areas,!such!as!a!technology,!the!economy,!in!norms!and! belief! systems.! This! can! be! seen! as! a! reinforcing! spiral! with! multiple! causality! and! coLevolution,! caused!by! independent!developments! (Geels!&!Schot,!2007;!Rotmans,!Kemp,!&!Van!Asselt,!2001).!!
Four! phases! of! a! transition! process! are! conceptually! distinguished,! as! shown! in! Figure! 3.1.,!including:!L “A!preJdevelopment#phase!where!there!is!very!little!visible!change!at!the!systems!level!but!a!great!deal!of!experimentation!at!the!individual!level;!!L A!takeJoff#phase!where!the!process!of!change!starts!to!build!up!and!the!state!of!the!system!begins!to!shift!because!of!different!reinforcing!innovations!or!surprises;!!L An! acceleration# phase! in! which! structural! changes! occur! in! a! visible! way! through! an!accumulation! and! implementation! of! socioLcultural,! economic,! ecological! and! institutional!changes;!and!!!L A! stabilisation# phase! where! the! speed! of! societal! change! decreases! and! a! new! dynamic!equilibrium!is!reached.!”!(Loorbach!&!Rotmans,!2006,p190)!
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!Figure!3.1:!Different!stages!of!a!transition,!and!a!range!of!potential!pathways!!
Source:#Rotmans#et#al,#2000,#cited#in#Loorbach#and#Rotmans#(2006)!!A!multiLlevel!perspective!is!used!to!conceptualise!social!structures,!and!the!way!in!which!these!transition!processes!occur.!Three!levels!are!described!in!the!literature,!as!shown!in!Figure!3.2,!including:!L A#macroJlevel,#or#the#socioJtechnical#landscape.!This!is!an!exogenous!environment!outside!the!influence!of!“regime”!and!“niche”!actors!(see!below),!which!includes!factors!such!as!macroLeconomics,! cultural! patterns! and! beliefs,! war,! population! growth! and! oil! prices.! This!operates!at!the!scale!of!conglomerates!of!institutions!and!organisations,!including!nations!or!states.!Landscapes!are!very!difficult!and!slow!to!change,!although!this!does!occur!over!time!!L A# mesoJscale# levels,# or# socioJtechnical# regimes.! ! These! exist! within! the! socioLtechnical!landscape,!and!comprise!networks,!communities!and!organisations,!as!described!above.!At!a!regime! level,! change! tends! to! occur! slowly! and! incrementally.! Regulations,! infrastructure,!user! practices,! maintenance! systems! and! other! such! institutions! are! set! up! to! support!existing!technologies,!and!hence!it!is!difficult!to!mainstream!the!use!of!new!technologies.!L A# microJlevel,# or# “niche”.! This! comprises! individuals! and! individual! actors! (such! as!companies)!embedded!within!regimes.!New!technologies!and!processes!can!be!“incubated”!at! the! niche! level! with! protection! from! the! market! forces! that! govern! innovation! and!technology! selection! at! the! regime! level! (Geels,! 2002;! Geels! &! Schot,! 2007;! Rip! &! Kemp,!1998;!Rotmans,!et!al.,!2001).!
Managing Transitions for Sustainable Development 
 
 
social norms, interests, rules and belief systems that underlie companies’, 
organisations’ and institutions’ strategies and political institutions’ policies. 
Acting on the micro-level (niche-level) are individual actors, technologies 
and local practices. At this level, variations to and deviations from the status 
quo can occur as a result of new ideas and new initiatives, such as new 
techniques, alternative technologies and different social practices. This 
concept is extensively discussed in chapter 9 by Geels in this volume. 
 
 
 
The third shared concept is that of transition management (to which we 
will return in S ction 4), which is rooted in fields such as multi-level 
governance and adaptive management (Rotmans et al., 2000). This concept 
indicates that, although transitions cannot be managed in terms of command 
and control, they can be managed in terms of influencing and adjusting: a 
more subtle, evolutionary way of steering. In other words, the direction and 
pace of transitions can be influenced, even if not controlled directly. 
Transition management therefore aims to better organise and coordinate 
transition processes at a societal level, and tries to steer them in a sustainable 
direction. 
Based on the above-described shared research concepts, the following 
objectives have been derived, as specified by KSI (Rotmans et al., 2003): 
– To further develop the theoretical concepts for describing and explaining 
transitions to sustainability, and empirically testing these theoretical 
axioms; 
– To develop a new governance concept that reflects the principles of 
transition management, and to test the principles underlying thi  new 
paradigm by applying them in practical transition experiments; and 
Figure 1. Different stages of a transition at different system levels (Rotmans et al., 2000) 
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!Figure!3.2!Multiple!level!framework!used!to!describe!technological!transitions,!shown!as!a!nested!hierarchy!!
Source:#(Geels,#2002)#The! impetus! for! a! transition! results! from! pressures! exerted! on! a! socioLtechnical! regime.! For!example,!pressures!from!the!landscape!level!might!include!a!change!in!environmental!attitudes!in! society,! or! macroLeconomic! shifts.! Other! socioLtechnical! regimes! may! also! exert! pressure,!such! as! the! increasing! viability! of! distributed! solar! photovoltaic! systems! putting! pressure! on!centralised! coal! fired! power! plants.! Pressure! may! also! come! from! the! niche! level,! where!innovations! “bubble! up”! from! below,! such! as! the! demonstration! of! an! alternative! jet! fuel! for!planes! within! a! pilot! project! (Smith,! et! al.,! 2005,! p1495).! However,! these! pressures! are! in!themselves! not! sufficient! to! guarantee! a! transition,! as! socioLtechnical! regimes! tend! to! be!resilient! and! adapt! to! pressures! where! possible! along! existing! trajectories! (as! noted! above).!Smith,!et!al.!(2005,!p1495)!suggests!pressures!need!to!be!well!“articulated”!to!drive!a!transition,!meaning!that!a)!several!pressures!are!coherently!oriented!in!the!same!direction!(i.e.!pressures!direct! a! similar! kind!of! change);! and!b)!whether! there! are!processes! that!make! the!pressures!explicit,!and!translate!these!into!a!form!that!catalyses!and!enables!a!response!from!the!regime.!An! example! of! coherently! orientated! pressures! includes! increasing! electricity! prices;! growing!public!concern!about!climate!change;!the!introduction!of!financial!subsidies!for!solar!panels!and!innovation! in! solar! technologies.! An! example! of! processes! that! make! a! pressure! explicit! and!actionable!might!include!the!communication!of!scientific!consensus!regarding!climate!change!by!the!IPCC!that!makes!these!pressures!clear!and!explicit!for!decision!makers!(Smith,!et!al.,!2005).!!
Experimentation! is! an! important! concept! within! transitions! management! (Farrelly! &! Brown,!2011;!Geels,!2002;!Loorbach!&!Rotmans,!2006).!Experimentation!generally!occurs!at!the!niche!
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level,!where! new! technologies! and! processes! can! be! generated! and! demonstrated.! This! could!include,! for! example,! military! innovation! in! developing! new! computers,! planes! or! radar!equipment,!even!whilst!existing!technologies!remain!dominant!in!practice!(Geels,!2002).!Niche!level! experimentation! is! said! to! be! important,! as! this! allow! for! actionLorientated! learning,! or!“learning! by! doing,! learning! by! using! and! learning! by! interaction”! (Geels,! 2002).! Such!experiences! also! allow!networks! to! begin! to! form! that! are! supportive! of! this! new! technology,!such!as!supply!chains,!and!relationships!between!users!and!producers!(Geels,!2002;!Rip!&!Kemp,!1998).! Niche! level! innovation! can! exert! pressure! on! the! socioLtechnical! regime! (Smith,! et! al.,!2005),!however!the! innovation!and! learning!must!be!“upLscaled”! in!order!to!drive!a! transition!(Farrelly! &! Brown,! 2011,! p722).! As! experimentation! does! not! always! lead! to! such! change,!scholarly!work!also!considers!what!mediates!the!transfer!of!information!and!learning!from!these!localLscale!experiments!to!the!broader!system,!and!what!facilitates!and!disables!momentum!for!change!(Farrelly!&!Brown,!2011;!Loorbach!&!Rotmans,!2006).!
3.2.2 Institutional(theory((
Institutional! theory! comprises! a! significant! body! of! scholarly! work,! with! many! and! varied!schools,!perspectives!and!applications!(Alexander,!2005;!Campbell,!2010;!Hall!&!Taylor,!1996).!The!discussion!here! does! not! seek! to! explore! this! variation.!Rather,! an! overview!of! some!key!aspects!of! the! theoretical! field! are!briefly!discussed,! followed!by! several! concepts! and!models!discussed! within! this! broad! school! of! thought! that! appear! to! have! relevance! to! the! research!findings!including!path!dependencies,!critical!junctures!and!policy!entrepreneurs.!
North! (1991,! p97)! conceptualises! institutions! as! “humanly! devised! constraints! that! structure!political,!economic!and!social! interaction”.!Institutions!reduce!uncertainty!in!these!interactions!by!providing!the!rules!of!the!game!that!govern!individuals’!choices!and!actions!that!allow!actors!to!participate!in!interactions!under!known!and!relatively!consistent!conditions.!Institutions!can!be! both! formal,! such! as! policies,! laws! and! rules! and! informal,! such! as! conventions! and!behavioural!norms!(Connor!&!Dovers,!2004;!North,!1990).!Institutions!may!be!created,!such!as!when!a!piece!of! legislation! is! introduced;!or! these!may!evolve!over! time,!as!occurs!when! legal!precedent! provide! evolving! interpretations! of! laws! (Connor! &! Dovers,! 2004;! Hodgson,! 2006;!North,! 1990).!Organisations! are! analytically! abstracted! from! institutions,! although! they! are! in!themselves! a! form! of! institutions.! If! institutions! are! analogous! to! the! rules! of! a! game,! then!organisations! are! the! players.! Organisations! may! include! political! entities! such! as! political!parties,!government!agencies,!the!Senate,!a!city!council!or!a!regulatory!body.!Economic!(such!as!firms,! trade! unions! or! businesses),! social! (churches,! clubs,! associations)! and! educational!
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(schools,! universities,! training! facilities)! organisations! also! exist! (Connor! &! Dovers,! 2004;!Hodgson,!2006;!North,!1990).!!
How!and!why! institutions!change! is!complex,!and!hinges!upon!the!dynamic! interplay!between!organisations! and! institutions.! Institutions! determine! the! opportunities! and! constraints! in!society,! of!which!organisations!are! created! to! take!advantage.!Organisations!evolve!over! time,!and! in! turn! shape! these! institutions.! Institutional! change! is! therefore! shaped!by!a)! the! lockLin!produced! by! the! symbiotic! and! mutually! reinforcing! relationship! between! institutions! and!organisations;!and!b)!the!feedback!process!of!humans!perceiving,!and!reacting!to,!changes!in!the!opportunity!set!created!by!the!institutions!(North,!1990).!
Path# dependency:! The! concept! of! path! dependency! emerged! as! it! became! evident! that!institutions!do!not!always!change!rapidly!when!facing!a!change!imperative.!Indeed,!it!was!found!that!they!are!“sticky,!resistant!to!change,!and!generally!only!change!in!“path!dependent”!ways”!(Campbell,! 2010,! p90).! Path! dependency! describes! the! process!whereby! contingent! events! or!decisions!cause! institutions! to!be!established! that!persist!over! time,!and! limit! the!options! that!are! available! to! future! actors! and! organisations.! This! is! problematic! when! these! institutions!restrict! options! that! may! be! more! efficient! or! appropriate! (Campbell,! 2010;! Kay,! 2005;!Liebowitz!&!Margolis,!1995;!Low!&!Astle,!2009).!North!describes!path!dependency!as!a!process!that! constraints! future! choice! sets,! however! emphasises! that! this! does! not! imply! inevitability!(1990).!!
A!number!of!factors!are!suggested!to!contribute!to!path!dependency,!including:!L Significant! costs! associated! with! establishing! political! institutions! causes! actors! to! be!reluctant! to! attempt! to! change! them!due! to! their! own! concern! regarding! these! costs,! and!concern! that! other! actors!would! be! unwilling! to! assist! in! such! endeavours! due! to! similar!concerns;!L !Politicians!tend!to!deliberately!build!institutions!that!are!resistant!to!change!to!ensure!their!own!longevity!as!well!as!that!of!their!creations;!!L Actors! become! familiar!with! established! institutions! and! tend! to! resist! change! that!would!engender!learning!new!knowledge!and!adopting!new!practices;!!L Institutions! generally! have! beneficiaries! that! actively! support! the! perpetuation! of! those!institutions!in!various!ways!and!thereby!resist!change!processes!(Campbell,!2010)!
In!a!policy!context,!path!dependency!can!in!many!cases!be!interpreted!through!the!dynamic!of!“increasing! returns”.! This! takes! a! particular! focus! on! the! timing! and! sequencing! of! path!dependency,! such! that! early! (and! potentially! relatively! minor)! events! can! have! significant!
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implications!on!future!and!potentially!much!larger!events,!as!the!relative!benefits!of!staying!on!the! current! institutional! path! increase! the! longer! that! the! path! is! followed,! as! do! the! relative!costs!of!changing!paths.!This!highlights!that!the!costs!of!exit!from!a!particular!path,!to!switch!to!an! alternative! path! that! may! have! previously! been! plausible,! increase! over! time! due! to! self!reinforcing,!positive!feedback!mechanisms!(Pierson,!2000).!
Critical! junctures:! The! concept! of! critical! junctures! proposes! an! alternative! view! of! how!institutions! change;! that! path! dependency! can! be! overcome! in! situations! where! exogenous!shocks! and! crises! disrupt! the! status! quo! in! a! way! that! catalyses! fundamental! institutional!change.!Sudden!shocks!such!as!natural!disasters!provide!stark!perspective!on! the!adequacy!of!existing! institutions! to! respond,! and! can! break! “institutional! lockLin”.! At! these! points,! actors!have!more!choices!available!to!them!and!can!act!more!freely,!and!the!choices!and!actions!taken!result! in! a! new! path! dependency! (Capoccia! &! Kelemen,! 2007).! These! junctures! are! hence!“critical”! as! they! set! a! path! or! trajectory! for! institutional! arrangements! that! then! become!difficult!to!change!(Capoccia!&!Kelemen,!2007;!Pierson,!2004).!
Policy! entrepreneurs:# Policy! entrepreneurs! are! a! class! of! political! actors! who! are! able! to!identify!problems;!are!willing!to!take!risks!to!promote!innovative!problem!solving!approaches;!and! are! able! to! organise! others! to! help! turn! policy! ideas! into! government! policies! (Kingdon,!1995;!Mintrom,! 1997;!Mintrom!&! Vergari,! 1996).! Policy! entrepreneurship! is! discussed! in! the!context! of! significant! changes! to! an! institutional! framework,! and! hence! is! distinct! from!institutional!actors!driving!incremental!policy!change!(Mintrom!&!Norman,!2009).#
The!position!of!policy!entrepreneurs!in!the!policyLmaking!process! is!not!prescribed!within!the!theory! –! they! can! be! inside! or! outside! of! government! L! only! that! they! are! in! positions! that!optimise! their! talents!with! regards! to! influencing! the!policy!making!process! (Mintrom,!1997).!Indeed,! the! ability!of! such! individuals!or! groups!of! individuals! to! enact! change! is!due! to! their!“high! degree! of! entrepreneurial! flare”! (Mintrom! &! Norman,! 2009,! p649),! such! that! their!“defining!characteristic”!is!their!“willingness!to!invest!their!resources!–!time,!energy,!reputation!and! sometimes! even! money! –! in! the! hope! of! a! future! return”! (Kingdon,! cited! in! Mintrom! &!Norman,!2009).!
Four!elements!are!critical!to!policy!entrepreneurialism:!!1. Social!acuity,!or!perceptiveness,!to!allow!policy!entrepreneurs!to!identify!and!take!advantage!of! “windows! of! opportunity”! to! promote! policy! change,! and! in! understanding! others! and!engaging! in! political! conversations! (Mintrom!&!Norman,! 2009;!Mintrom!&! Vergari,! 1996;!
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Polsby,!1984).!Kingdon!(1984)!finds!that!policy!entrepreneurs!are!particularly!important!in!linking!problems!with!new!solutions!and!innovations;!2. Defining!problems,! including!directing!which!problem!attributes!are!made!salient! in!policy!discussions,! increasing! the! visibility! of! a! challenge! or! crisis,! highlighting! the! failures! of!current!policy! settings,! and!gathering! support! from!actors!outside! the! immediate!problem!setting!(Kingdon,!1984;!Mintrom!&!Vergari,!1996;!Polsby,!1984);!3. Building! teams! or! coalitions! of! people! with! different! knowledge! and! skills! that! provide!mutual!support!in!driving!the!policy!change!(Mintrom!&!Norman,!2009;!Mintrom!&!Vergari,!1996;!Polsby,!1984);!4. Leading!by!example! to!provide!proof!of!concept!and!overcome!risk!averseness! in!decision!makers!(Mintrom!&!Norman,!2009).!
This!discussion!regarding!transition!theory!and!institutional!theory!is!expanded!upon!in!Chapter!8!where!the!research!findings!are!considered!in!relation!to!these!two!fields.!!
3.3 Conclusion(
In! conclusion,! the! research! enquiry! of! this! PhD! investigation! is! focused! on! the! concept! of!mainstreaming! biophilic! urbanism! as! a! potential! response! to! a! number! of! critical! challenges!facing! Australian! cities.! Two! research! questions! were! presented! in! this! Chapter! that! have!directed! the! investigation! of! the! research! problem! highlighted! in! the! previous! Chapter,! along!with! a! number! of! assumptions! that! underpin! these! questions.! As! central! concepts! to! the!dissertation,! the! terms! “biophilic! urbanism”! and! “mainstreaming”!have! also!been!discussed! in!this!Chapter.!Biophilic!urbanism! is!grounded!within! the!emerging! field!established!by!Edward!Wilson,! Stephen! Kellert,! Timothy! Beatley! and! others;! and! the! concept! of! mainstreaming!grounded!within!the!theoretical!fields!of!transition!theory!and!institutional!theory.!
The!following!Chapter!describes!the!research!design!used!in!this!dissertation!to!respond!to!the!research!questions,!and!presents!the!philosophical!basis!that!underpins!this!research!design.!!
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4 Research(Design(This!Chapter!outlines!overall!research!design!used!to!respond!to!the!research!questions!posed!in!the!previous!Chapter!and!discusses!the!philosophical!basis!underpinning!the!research!approach.!Two! methodological! approaches! have! been! taken! to! address! each! of! the! research! questions!respectively.! These! include! an! integrative! literature! review! that! surveys! existing! knowledge!regarding! the! integration! of! nature! into! urban! environments! in! ways! compatible! with! urban!consolidation,! to! answer! the! first! research! question;! and! a! qualitative,! inductive! case! study!approach! using! six! case! studies! of! international! cities! that! have! mainstreamed! biophilic!urbanism!to!varying!degrees!to!answer!the!second!research!question.!
These!methodological!approaches!are!supported!by!a!contextual! literature!review!(Chapter!2),!which! identifies! the! research! problem! and! directs! the! development! of! the! two! research!questions.! This! literature! review! further! identifies! initial! constructs! that! inform! the! research!design!presented!in!this!Chapter.!A!review!of!extant!literature!and!theory!(presented!initially!in!Chapter! 3,! and! further! considered! in! Chapter! 8)! situates! the! research! findings! from! the! case!study!research!within!existing!scholarly!work.!
These!aspects!of!the!research!design!are!considered!in!further!detail!in!the!sections!below.!The!Chapter!begins!by!locating!the!research!within!the!qualitative!research!paradigm!and!provides!an!overarching!basis! for! this.!The! inductive! research! strategy!used! in! this!dissertation! is! then!discussed,!followed!by!an!overview!of!the!research!methods.!
4.1 Locating(the(research(in(the(qualitative(research(paradigm(
Research! approaches! and! methods! are! underpinned! by! a! congruent! philosophy,! which!influences! the! way! in! which! the! researcher! approaches! the! research,! how! they! interact! with!participants,! and! the! position! they! take! in! the! study! (Birks! &! Mills,! 2011).! It! is! therefore!important! to!be!clear!about! the!philosophical!background!that! forms!the!basis!of! the!research!methodology! and! methods.! At! the! broadest! level,! research! can! be! said! to! fit! within! either! a!qualitative!or!quantitative!research!paradigm.!Inherent!to!each!of!these!paradigms!are!a!range!of!fundamental! assumptions! about! the! world,! the! nature! of! reality,! how! science! should! be!conducted,! what! constitutes! a! legitimate! problem! and! solution,! and! what! are! the! criteria! of!proof.!!
This! research! is! situated! within! the! qualitative! research! paradigm,! making! the! ordinary!“extraordinary”! to! distinguish! new! knowledge! regarding! the! phenomenon! of! mainstreaming!biophilic! urbanism! (Silverman,! 2013b).! The! research! questions! presented! in! Chapter! 3! are!
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concerned!with!understanding!why!biophilic!urbanism!becomes!a!mainstreamed!component!of!urban!design!and!development,!how!processes!of!change!occur!to!establish!biophilic!urbanism!as! mainstream,! and! how# barriers! to! mainstreaming! biophilic! urbanism! are! overcome.! These!questions! direct! the! current! investigation! towards! gaining! a! deep! understanding! of! the!phenomenon!of!mainstreaming!biophilic!urbanism!within!the!context!and!circumstances!of!the!city! in!which!this!arises,!considering!the!relationship!between!various!aspects!and!factors!that!influence!the!mainstreaming!process!and!outcomes.!
Qualitative! research! is! directed! towards! the! consideration! of! the! qualities# of! phenomena,! as!opposed!to!the!quantities#(amount,!intensity!or!frequency),!which!is!the!concern!of!quantitative!research!(Denzin!&!Lincoln,!2011).!Qualitative!research!generally!has! the!goal!of!developing!a!holistic!understanding!a!social!or!human!problem!from!multiple!perspectives,!by! investigating!the! phenomenon! in! natural! settings! (Creswell,! 2009;! Denzin! &! Lincoln,! 2011).! Research! that!follows!the!quantitative!research!paradigm!is!broadly!aimed!at!determining!whether!predictive!generalisations!of!a!theory!hold!true,!with!research!inquiring!into!an!identified!problem!to!test!a!theory! by! some! form! of!measurement!with! numbers! and! statistical! analysis.! By! contrast,! the!qualitative! research! paradigm! inherently! recognises! that! not! all! social! phenomena! can! be!investigated!in!this!way!(Denzin!&!Lincoln,!2011).!Qualitative!research!seeks!to!provide!insight!into! the!context! that!might!explain!or!give!greater!understanding! to!a!phenomenon,!by!asking!“how”,! or! “why”.! Such! research! may! provide! additional! understanding! and! insight! to!quantitative!research!that!asks!questions!of!“how!many”,!often!involving!the!isolation!of!single!variables! through! controlled! experiments,! to! allow! for! the! collection! of! data! that! can! provide!statistically!rigorous!insight!into!the!nature!of!that!variable!(Denzin!&!Lincoln,!2011).!With!these!considerations!in!mind,!it!is!evident!that!the!selection!of!a!research!methodology!is!not!a!matter!of! whether! one! feels! a!methodology! has!more!merit,! but! rather! whether! the!methodology! is!suited!to!the!kind!of!research!question!being!asked!(Silverman,!2010).!The!research!questions!guiding!this!dissertation!clearly!locate!the!research!within!the!qualitative!paradigm.!!
Ontologically,!qualitative!research!has!its!philosophical!roots!in!a!naturalistic!perspective!of!the!world,! in!which! it! is! assumed! that! there! are! individual! phenomenological! perspectives! of! the!world.! According! to! this! perspective,! reality! is! a! social! construct,! and! thus! multiple! realities!exist,!and!multiple! interpretations!of!any!phenomenon!can!be! found!–!all!of!which!are!equally!valid.! By! contrast,! quantitative! research! is! underpinned! by! a! positivist! philosophy,! in! which!there! is!a!singular,!shared!reality! that!can!be!discovered!(Denzin!&!Lincoln,!2011;!Flick,!2009;!Newman!&!Benz,!1998).!Ontological!perspectives!have!implications!for!how!knowledge!can!be!found,!or!the!epistemological!approaches!taken!in!research.!Qualitative!research!acknowledges!that! humans! construct! reality! for! themselves,! and! knowledge! is! transmitted! in! social! ways!
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between!people.!Therefore,!research!findings!are!coLcreated!between!an!inquirer!and!that!which!is!inquired!into!(Creswell,!2009;!Denzin!&!Lincoln,!2011).!This!assumes!that!it!is!not!possible!to!separate! oneself! from!what! one! knows,! nor! from! the!way! in!which! one! interprets! the!world!(Denzin!&!Lincoln,!2011;!Guba!&!Lincoln,!1994).!!
Reflecting! on! these! varied! ontological! perspectives! and! several! other! broad! paradigmatic!assumptions! that! underpin! research! perspectives,! Table! 4.1! summarises! the! position! this!research!taken!in!this!research!study.!Table!4.1!Research!approach!summary!with!respect!to!research!paradigm!assumptions!!Consideration! Key!question! Paradigm!assumption!Ontological!! What!is!the!nature!of!reality?! Subjective! and! multiple! perspectives! evident! within! each! case!study! with! the! treatment! of! individual! interviews! as! providing!unique! and! valid! versions! of! reality,! as! well! is! the!conceptualisation! of! case! studies! as! multiple! expressions! of!biophilic!urbanism.!Purpose! To!find!causes,!or!understanding?! To! understand! the! phenomenon! of! mainstreaming! biophilic!urbanism!and!how!this!occurs!within!a!local!context,!to!interpret!the! factors! that! have! influenced! this! and! the! relationship!between! historical,! environmental,! political,! economic,! social,!and!other!contextual!factors!and!the!challenges!and!successes!of!initiatives!to!increase!biophilic!urbanism.!Epistemological! What!is!the!nature!of!knowledge!&!what!kind!of!knowledge!is!acceptable?!
Individual,!subjective!knowledge!is!valuable!and!sought!out!from!research!participants,!documents,!and!from!the!researcher’s!own!observations!and!interpretations.!!
Methodological! What!is!the!process!of!research?! Exploratory! research,! seeking! to! develop! understanding! about!the!process!of!change!and!adoption!of!biophilic!urbanism!policies!and!programs!based!on!the!observed!and!recounted!experiences!of!those!in!case!study!cities,!as!interpreted!by!the!researcher!Focus! How!does!the!researcher!focus!their!research?! Research!takes!a!‘wideLangle!lens’,!seeking!to!incorporate!context!and!all!variables,!to!enable!theories!and!patterns!to!emerge.!Role!of!the!researcher! Is!the!researcher!detached,!or!immersed!in!the!setting?!
The!researcher!is!immersed!in!the!case!studies,!active!use!of!the!researcher! as! an! instrument! to! filter! and! interpret! information.!Use!of!direct!observations!of!some!case!study!cities.!Interviewees!selected! for! their! particular! role! in! case! study! cities,! with!characteristics!known!to!the!researcher.!Based! on! definitions! and! work! by! (Bryman,! 2012;! Creswell,! 1998;! Denzin! &! Lincoln,! 2011;!Desha,!2010;!Flick,!2014;!Newman!&!Benz,!1998)!
4.2 Inductive(research(and(the(role(of(theory(and(extant(knowledge(
This! research!used!an! inductive!approach! to!allow!research! findings! to!emerge! from!the!data.!Hence,!extant!theory!and!literature!in!the!field!were!not!substantially!considered!prior!to!data!collection!and!analysis.!!
The!role!of!theory!and!extant!knowledge!in!qualitative!research!is!a!contested!subject!(Dunne,!2011).! Grounded! theory! has! become! a! prominent! research! approach! within! the! qualitative!paradigm! (Birks! &! Mills,! 2011),! and! its! emergence! marked! a! turning! point! in! qualitative!
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research! as! it! articulated! a! systematic! approach! to! theory! development! comparable! to! the!“scientific”! approaches! within! qualitative! research! (Charmaz,! 2003).! With! this! approach,!theories!are!discovered!from!data!as!a!subject!or!phenomenon!is!studied.!Theory!does!not!guide!or!frame!the!research,!at!least!not!as!the!initial!starting!point.!Rather,!research!begins!with!data!collection! and! often! immersion! into! a! research! setting,! and! through! the! process! of! iteratively!collecting! and! analysing! data,! a! hypothesis! and! theoretical! framework! emerge! (Flick,! 2009;!Glaser! &! Strauss,! 1967a).! Glaser! and! Strauss! (1967a)! explicitly! argue! against! engaging! with!existing! literature!prior! to!primary!data! collection,! to! enable! theory! to! emerge!unbiased! from!the!data.!Consideration!of!literature!in!the!field!is!therefore!suggested!to!not!take!place!until!at!least!some!initial!constructs!have!been!observed!within!the!data,!as!Glaser!and!Strauss!(1967a,!p37)!note:!“[a]n!effective!strategy!is,!at!first,! literally!to!ignore!the!literature!of!theory!and!fact!on! the! area! under! study”.! Others! have! supported! this! position,! finding! that! consideration! of!existing!literature!may!cause!the!researcher!to!adopt!dominant!constructs!in!their!analysis!that!are! not! relevant! to! the! new! area! of! study! (McCallin,! cited! in! Dunne,! 2011),! or! to! impose!preconceived! ideas! onto! the! data! rather! than! articulating! their! own! ideas! (Charmaz,! cited! in!Dunne,!2011).!Glaser,!Strauss!and!Corbin!(cited! in!Dunne,!2011)!report!a!more!practical! issue!that! researchers! can! often! be! paralysed! in! the! analysis! of! their! data! due! to! their! perceptive!ability!being!overwhelmed!by!existing!studies!and!theories.!
These!views!contrast!markedly!many!research!methods,!where!a!literature!review!is!considered!to! be! an! essential! foundation! for! research! (Dunne,! 2011).! Even! within! grounded! theory!research,!Corbin!and!Strauss!(1990)!advocate!the!use!of!an! initial! literature!review!to!provide!theoretical! sensitivity;! to! provide! a! secondary! source! of! data;! to! assist! in! the! development! of!research!questions;!to!direct!the!theoretical!sampling!of!cases;!and!to!provide!additional!validity!to!the!research.!McGhee,!Marland,!and!Atkinson!(2007)!found!early!engagement!with!literature!can! provide! justification! for! the! research;! can! be! necessary! to! meet! requirements! of! ethics!committees;! can! help! avoid! conceptual! and! methodological! issues;! can! provide! insight! into!existing!work!and!knowledge! to! inform! the! research!design!and!method!selection;!and!allows!the!researcher!to!be!“open!minded”!but!not!“empty!headed”.!
Eisenhardt! (1989)! brought! these! views! together! by! proposing! a! pragmatic! and! structured!approach! to! building! theory! from! case! study,! and! defining! the! roles! that! theory! and! extant!literature! can! play! in! this.! This! acknowledges! that! an! a# priori! specification! of! constructs! is!valuable! in! shaping! the! initial! design!of! the! research! study,! and! to! allow! researchers! to! allow!measure! constructs! more! accurately! by! explicitly! considering! them! in! the! research.! These!constructs! are! not! guaranteed! a! place! in! the! final! theory,! and! the! researcher! needs! to! be!attentive! to! the! data! and! avoid! allowing! any! “preordained! theoretical! perspectives! or!
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propositions”! to! bias! or! limit! the! findings! (p536).! Similarly,! Yin! (2009,! p40)! advised! that! the!initial! development! of! some! theory! is! essential! to! ensure! a! “sufficient! blueprint”! exists! in! the!research!design,! in! order! to! determine!what! data! to! collect,! and!what! strategies! to! employ! in!analysing!the!data.!This!also!provides!a!“vehicle!for!generalising!the!results!of!the!case!study”.!
Taking!these!perspectives!into!account,!existing!literature!in!this!field!has!been!briefly!surveyed!to!provide! insight! into! initial!constructs! to!guide! the!research!(presented! in!Chapter!2).!These!constructs! provided! insight! into! what! factors! may! be! important! to! include! in! the! research!design,!and!assisted!in!the!formulation!of!the!research!questions,!and!case!study!selection.!This!approach! reflects! the! timeLconstrained! nature! of! this! research,!which! imposes! a! need! for! the!research! to! be! focused.! Hence,! considering! the! constructs! identified! in! the! initial! literature!review,!the!research!will:!L Investigate!what! technical! and! institutional! barriers!were! present! in! the! case! study! cities,!and!how!these!were!overcome;!L Consider!the!influence!and!treatment!of!economic!considerations;!L Consider!how!policy!frameworks!direct!the!use!of!urban!nature.!
Once!data!collection!and!analysis!have!been!conducted,!the!emergent!research!findings!(Chapter!7)!are!then!compared!to!extant!literature!in!the!field!(Chapter!8),!to!see!where!these!are!similar!and!where!they!contrast,!and!asking!in!each!case!why!this! is!so.!This!strengthens!the!research!findings,!as!consideration!of!conflicting!findings!forces!deeper!reflection!of!whether!the!research!findings!are!accurate,!whether!they!could!be!idiosyncratic,!or!whether!there!are!factors!in!both!the!research! findings!and!conflicting!extant! literature!that!explain!the!differences!between!the!two! and! thus! deepens! the! understanding! of! the! phenomenon! under! consideration.! This!approach! draws! on! and! is! guided! by! the! approaches! outlined! by! Eisenhardt! (1989)! and! Yin!(2009).!
4.3 The(research(strategy(
Two! research!questions!were!posed! in! Chapter! 2,!which! emerged! from! the! identification! of! a!research! problem! regarding! the! need! for! innovative! urban! design! approaches! to! address! the!multiple,! converging! and! complex! challenges! facing! Australian! cities.! A! research! strategy!was!developed!to!investigate!these!questions,!including:!1. An! integrative! literature! review,! to! investigate! the! first! research! question! of:!What! is! the!potential! of! biophilic! urbanism! to! respond! to! the! challenges! facing! Australian! cities!while!allowing!for!urban!consolidation?!
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2. An!inductive,!multiple!caseLstudy!research!investigation,!to!investigate!the!second!research!question! of:! What! can! be! learned! from! international! experience,! to! inform! the!mainstreaming! of! biophilic! urbanism! in! Australian! cities,!within! the! context! of! the! urgent!challenges!faced?!
These!strategies!are!supported!by!two!additional!literature!reviews.!As!discussed!above!and!in!more! detail! in! Section! 4.3.1,! the! contextual! literature! review! is! presented! in! Chapter! 2.! The!second! literature! review! considers! extant! literature! and! theory! relevant! to! the! research,! and!situates!the!research!within!this!field.!!
These!research!strategies!are!discussed! in! the! following!sections,! including!detailed!aspects!of!the!research!design!and!process,!and!how!this!is!directed!and!supported!by!established!research!approaches! within! methodological! literature.! An! overview! of! the! research! methods,! and! the!outcomes!from!each!stage!of!the!research,!is!shown!in!Figure!4.1.!
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!Figure!4.1:!Summary!of!the!research!process!
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4.3.1 Literature(review(
As! noted! above,! several! literature! reviews! were! conducted.! The! contextual! and! integrative!literature!reviews!are!discussed!here,!and!to!assist!in!readability,!the!review!of!extant!literature!and!theory!is!discussed!as!part!of!the!case!study!methodology.!
Contextual!literature!review!A! contextual! literature! review! was! used! to! identify! the! research! problem! and! questions! for!investigation! in! this! dissertation,! and!provide! a! foundation! for! the! research!by!describing! the!potential!significance!and!impact!of!addressing!this!research!problem.!This!review!is!presented!in!Chapter!2,!and!considers!the!current!context!of!Australian!cities,!with!regards!to!drivers!and!influences! on! urban! development,! challenges! facing! these! cities! and! the! current! context! for!responding!to!these!challenges!in!terms!of!existing!policy!and!governance!arrangements.!
The!questions!asked!within!the!contextual!literature!review!included:!L What! is! written! about! the! challenges! facing! Australian! cities! from! climate! change! and!population!growth?!L What! are! the! implications! of! these! challenges! for! the! design! and! operation! of! Australian!cities!now,!and!in!the!future?!L What! is! included! in! the! policy! and! planning! landscape! for! Australia’s! five! largest! cities! at!present,!that!is!or!could!be!supportive!of!biophilic!urbanism?!!
In! considering! these! questions,! several! bodies! of! literature! in! particular! were! reviewed,!including!literature!concerning:!L The!development!history!of!Australian!cities!and!current!governance!of!urban!development;!L The!science!of!climate!change,!and!the!predicted!impacts!on!Australian!cities;!L The!predicted!population!growth!in!Australia,!and!trends!in!the!major!cities;!and!L Existing!policy!and!planning!frameworks!across!all!levels!of!government!in!Australia!that!are!relevant!to!urban!development!and!urban!nature.!
In! conducting! this! literature! review,! government! reports,! policies! and! other! documents!were!considered,!along!with!journal!papers,!books!and!other!academic!literature.!!
Integrative!literature!review!!An! integrative! literature! review!was! used! to! investigate! the! first! research! question,! with! the!findings!presented!in!Chapter!5.!This!considered!how!nature!could!be!integrated!into!the!built!
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environment! in! ways! that! provide! for! people’s! inherent! need! for! contact! with! nature! while!allowing! for! urban! consolidation,! and! what! potential! this! would! have! for! responding! to! the!challenges!facing!Australian!cities.!
The! integrative! literature! review! synthesises! existing,! yet! largely! disparate,! knowledge! in! the!field! of! integrated! urban! nature,! using! the! context! of! biophilic! urbanism,! and! the! challenges!facing!Australian!cities,!as!lenses!to!direct!this!synthesis.!This!literature!review!therefore!builds!on! existing! scholarly! work! in! the! fields! of! biophilic! urbanism! and! those! of! various! forms! of!integrated! urban! nature.! Torraco! (2005,! p356)! supports! the! use! of! an! integrative! literature!review!in!this!way,!describing!integrative!literature!reviews!as!“research!that!reviews,!critiques,!and!synthesizes!representative!literature!on!a!topic!in!an!integrated!such!that!new!frameworks!and!perspectives!on!the!topic!are!generated”.!
The!questions!asked!within!the!integrative!review!were:!L What! forms! of! urban! nature! are! evident! within! the! literature! that! have! the! potential! to!respond! to! the! challenges! facing! Australian! cities! and! which! are! compatible! with! urban!consolidation?!L What! is! currently! known! regarding! the! benefits! that! urban! nature! provides,! which! are!relevant!to!the!Australian!context?!L What! is! currently! known! regarding! considerations! for! the! design,! installation! and!maintenance!of!these!elements,!and!conditions!that!influence!their!successful!use?!
Two!main! bodies! of! literature!were! considered! in! the! integrative! literature! review,! including!literature!concerning:!L The!relationship!between!humans!and!experiences!of!nature,!including!evidence!of!physical,!neurological,!emotional!and!behavioural!impacts!resulting!from!such!experiences.!!L Forms! of! urban! nature,! with! regards! to! how# this! has! been! integrated! into! cities! (from! a!technical!or!practical!perspective)!and! the!measurement#of#outcomes,#benefits#or#challenges!from! these! forms!of!urban!nature.!Key!words!and!associated! terms!used! in! the! search! for!forms! of! urban! nature! include! green! infrastructure,! WSUD,! parks,! urban! gardens,! urban!farms,!urban!agriculture,!community!gardens,!allotment!gardens,!green!and!vegetated!roofs!and!walls,!street!trees,!urban!forestry,!urban!streams,!wetlands,!and!greenways.!!
The!literature!review!primarily!considered!research!published!in!academic!journals,!as!well!as!government! reports! and! policies,! and! industry! reports.! In! some! cases,! information! from!websites!was!also!considered,!however!any!statements!or!information!found!was!verified!where!
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possible! in! other! forms!of! literature,! and! an! assessment!was!made! regarding! the! authority! of!such!sources.!
4.3.2 Case(study(strategy(
An!inductive,!multiple!case!study!approach!using!single!units!of!analysis!was!used!to!investigate!the!second!research!question.!Six! case!studies!were!developed!of! cities!around! the!world! that!appear!to!have!mainstreamed!the!use!of!biophilic!urbanism!to!varying!degrees!and!which!have!the! potential! to! provide! insight! relevant! to! the! Australian! situation.! The! cases! were! selected!following! an! initial! exploration! of! the! literature,! in! which! journal! articles,! government! and!industry!reports,!newspaper!and!magazine!articles!and!webpages!were!reviewed!for!discussion!of!policies,!practices!and! innovations! for! the! integration!of!nature! into!urban!environments! in!cities! around! the!world.! As! discussed! in!more! detail! below! –! and! further! to! the! discussion! of!existing!policies!and!programmes!related! to!urban!greening! in!Australia’s! five! largest! cities! in!Chapter!2,!no!Australian!cities!were!included!in!the!case!studies!as!there!was!limited!evidence!of!these!having!mainstreamed!the!use!of!integrated!urban!nature,!despite!current!efforts!to!do!so!in!some!local!government!areas.!!The!case!study!research!design!was!highly!iterative,!and!based!on!Eisenhardt!(1989)!and!Yin!(2009),!as!shown!in!Figure!4.2.!!
Yin!(2009)!suggests!that,!while!there!is!no!strict!formula,!a!case!study!method!is!often!relevant!to!research! that!seeks! to!explain!some!present!circumstance,!such!as!asking!“why”!or! “how”!a!phenomena!exists!or!works.!Yin!draws!on!his!earlier!definitions!of!a!case!study,!saying!that!this!is!“an!empirical!inquiry!that:!L Investigates!a!contemporary!phenomenon!in!depth!and!within!its!realLlife!context,!especially!when!L The!boundaries!between!phenomenon!and!context!are!not!clearly!evident”!(Yin,!2009,!p18)!
Yin! (2009)! further! clarifies! this! in! emphasising! that! case! study! research! is! adopted!when! the!research!is!looking!for!a!deep!understanding!of!a!realLworld!phenomenon,!where!the!contextual!circumstances! and! conditions! are! important! to! the! understanding! of! this! phenomenon.! This!distinguishes! case! study! research! from! other! approaches,! such! as! experimental! research! that!attempts! to! control! context! to!deal!with!a! few! targeted!variables,!or!historical! analysis,!which!usually! deals! with! nonJcontemporary! events,! or! surveys,! which! do! deal! with! contemporary!phenomena!in!their!context,!however!generally!are!limited!in!ability!to!actually!investigate!the!context.!
A! case! study! approach! was! used! in! this! research,! as! this! enabled! the! exploration! of! the!
contemporary! integration!of!nature! into!cities.!Further,!understanding!the#context! in!which!the!
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policies,!programs!and!various!initiatives!have!emerged!was!considered!intricately!linked!to!the!motivations!to!develop!these,!the!pathway!taken!to!their!development!and!implementation!and!the! eventual! success.! Thus,! a! boundary! could! not! be! established! for! the! research! between!mainstreaming! biophilic! urbanism,! and! the! broad! context! of! the! political,! economic,! social,!historical!and!climatic!conditions!of!a!city.!
!Figure!4.2:!Multiple!Case!Study!Method!
Adapted#from#Yin#(2009),#and#Eisenhardt#(1989)!Multiple! research!methods!were!used! to! gather!data! for! the! case! studies,! including!document!analysis,!semiLstructured!interviews!and!direct!observation!(for!three!of!the!case!studies).!This!was!an!iterative!process,!whereby!findings!from!each!data!source!informed!the!collection!of!data!from!other! sources,! and!where! data! collection! and! analysis! overlapped.! Further,! the! research!was! iterative! between! case! studies,! as! the! findings! from! each! case! study! provoked! additional!consideration!of!whether!similar!findings!were!evident!in!other!case!studies.!!
As!discussed!in!Section!4.4,!peer!review!was!used!strategically!throughout!the!research!process!to!strengthen!the!collection,!review!and!interpretation!of!data,!and!to!minimise!the!influence!of!the!researcher’s!own!bias!to!improve!the!understanding!of!the!phenomena.!This!included!peer!review!with! a! research! colleague!who!was! concurrently! working! on! an! aligned! PhD! and! has!therefore!developed!case!studies!of!five!of!the!six!cities!considered!in!this!dissertation!(however!with!a!different!focus;!Freiburg!is!not!considered!in!this!aligned!PhD),!and!who!was!involved!in!
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many! of! the! interviews! conducted.! This! also! included! external! review! by! industry! and!government! stakeholders,! through! the! development! of! research! reports! for! partners! of! the!SBEnrc!project,!and!academic!peer!review!through!conferences,!where!the!preliminary!research!method,!preliminary!research! findings!and!one!case!study!have!been!presented.!These!review!processes! inform! both! the! research! questions! and! approach,! and! the! emerging! research!findings.!
The!case!study!research!strategy!is!discussed!in!more!detail!in!the!following!sections.!
Case!study!selection!Six!case!studies!were!developed!in!this!dissertation,!with!each!case!study!being!a!single!unit!of!analysis! (i.e.! there!were! no! embedded! cases!within! the! case! study! cities).! This! approach!was!taken! to! enable! a! comparison! between! the!mainstreaming! journey! of! each! city,! to! support! a!more! rigorous! understanding! of! the! mainstreaming! process! that! goes! beyond! the! individual!context!of!any!of! the! individual!case!studies.!Eisenhardt!(1989,!1991)!recommends!this!use!of!multiple! cases,! as! they! permit! replication! and! extension! amongst! individual! cases.! The! case!studies!were!not!selected!to!be!representative!of!the!mainstreaming!of!biophilic!urbanism!in!all!cities,!but! rather! to!provide!unique! insights! into! the!process!and! facilitate! the!development!of!varied!perspectives!on!the!research.!As!noted!above,!a!preliminary!investigation!into!the!use!of!integrated!urban!nature!in!cities!around!the!world!was!conducted!to!identify!potential!candidate!cities! for! case! studies.! In! order! to! select! six! cases! from! the! substantial! number! of! candidates!identified,!criteria!were!developed!to!guide!the!selection!of!these!cases,!which!included:!L Evidence!of!the!mainstream!use!of!a!biophilic!element!(i.e.!a!specific!form!of!urban!nature,!see!Chapter!5),!or!biophilic!urbanism!more!broadly;!L Information! regarding! the!mainstreaming! journey! is!published,! accessible! and!available! in!the!English!language;!L The! city! size,! structure! and! context! is! broadly! comparable! to!major!Australian! cities.! This!includes!cities!with!populations!ranging!from!100,000!to!several!million;!democratic!system!of!government,!within!a!developed!nation;!L Case!study!provides!unique!insights! into!the!process!of!mainstreaming!biophilic!urbanism,!such!as!drivers,!challenges,!opportunities!and!barriers;!and!L Case!study!has!the!potential!to!provide!insights!relevant!to!the!Australian!situation,!based!on!the!initial!constructs!for!the!research!identified!through!the!initial!literature!review.!
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The! six! case! study! cities! selected! on! the! basis! of! these! criteria! include:! Toronto,! Canada;!Portland,! U.S.A.;! Chicago,! U.S.A.;! Berlin,! Germany;! Freiburg,! Germany;! and! Singapore.! The!rationale!for!their!selection!based!on!the!criteria!is!discussed!in!Chapter!6.!
!Case!study!research!questions!A!set!of! research!questions!was!developed! following! the! contextual! literature! review! to!guide!the! case! study! research.! In! inductive! research,! it! is! necessary! to! balance! the! imperative! to!maintain!a!wide! focus! in! the!research! to!allow!for!new!and!unanticipated!research! findings! to!emerge,!with! the! practicality! of! ensuring! the! research! is! sufficiently! targeted! to! ensure! it! can!occur!within!reasonable!timeframes!and!that!the!volume!of!data!does!not!become!overwhelming!and!unwieldy! (Flick,!2014).! In! this! regard,! Flick! (2014)! supports! the!development!of! targeted!research! questions,! at! least! prior! to! conducting! interviews,! given! the! reality! that! most!organisations! and! persons! of! interest! have! time! constraints! that! make! an! unstructured,!inductive! interview! impractical.! Flick! furthermore!notes! that,!with! case! study!approaches,! the!volume!of!data!can!be!overwhelming!without!the!use!of!targeted!research!questions!to!narrow!the!focus!of!investigation.!!
The!research!questions!initially!developed!were!therefore!broad,!yet!designed!to!ensure!that!the!research! was! directed! towards! the! consideration! of! challenges! to! the! mainstream! use! of!biophilic! urbanism! in! Australia,! as! identified! by! the! initial! contextual! literature! review! and!confirmed!in!subsequent!stakeholder!workshops!held!by!the!SBEnrc!project!(SBEnrc,!2012).!!
The! research! questions! were! modified! through! the! iterative! research! process! as! it! became!apparent!that!certain!factors!were!important!to!the!emerging!understanding!of!mainstreaming!biophilic! urbanism.! This! adaptation! of! the! research! questions! during! the! research! phase! in!multiple! case! study! research! is! supported!by!Yin! (2009),!who!proposes! that! this! ensures! that!discoveries!made!with!each!progressive!case!study!are!not!ignored,!but!rather!incorporated!into!the!emerging!constructs!and!theory.!The!research!questions! that!evolved!through!this!process!included:!!1. What! were! the! principal! drivers! for! the! initiatives,! and! what! contextual! factors! enabled!these!initiatives!to!emerge?!2. Were!there!challenges!or!barriers!to!these!initiatives,!and!how!were!these!overcome?!!3. What! factors,! actions,! aspects! and/or!processes!have! contributed! to! the!mainstreaming!of!biophilic!element(s)/biophilic!urbanism?!4. What!policies,!strategies,!programs!planning!frameworks!or!legislative!measures!have!been!used!to!underpin!the!application!of!biophilic!urbanism?!!
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5. To!what! extent!was! an! economic! argument! used! to! support! or! justify! the! development! of!these!policies!and!programs?!!6. What!financing!mechanisms!are!used!to!fund!the!development!of!biophilic!elements?!
Document!analysis!In!this!research,!document!analysis!was!used!to!provide!initial!background!information!to!each!case!study,!establishing!what!information!was!already!available,!highlighting!areas!of!particular!interest! or! relevance! to! the! research! question! and! preliminary! answers,! and! identifying!potential! interviewees.! Whilst! not! limited! to! these,! documents! commonly! used! included:!published! government! policies,! strategies! and! programs,! progress! reports,! peer! reviewed!journal! papers,! peer! reviewed! conference! proceedings,! government! websites,! media! reports,!and!statistical!information!pertaining!to!population,!demographic!and!environmental!conditions!of!a!city.!
Yin! (2009)! finds! that! document! analysis! plays! an! explicit! and! important! role! in! any! data!collection! for! case! studies.! Documents! can! take! a! wide! variety! of! forms,! from! letters,!memoranda,! personal! documents,! to! administrative! documents,! policies,! reports,! newspaper!reports! and! mass! media! articles.! Whilst! highly! useful,! documents! need! to! be! treated! with!caution,! as! these! are! generally!written! for! a! specific! purpose! and!may! have! a! bias! that! is! not!explicitly! stated,! and! the! researcher! needs! to! constantly! seek! to! identify! the! objective! of! the!author!in!order!to!place!the!document!in!context.!An!additional,!and!relatively!recent,!challenge!is! the! abundance! of! documents! available,! particularly! through! the! internet.! There! is! a! large!potential! to! become! lost! amongst! the! volume! of! documents! available,! and! a! strong! focus! and!well!defined!research!questions!are!necessary!to!avoid!overwhelm!(Yin,!2009).!
In! addition! to! these! considerations,! it! is! noted! that! documentary! evidence! tends! to! focus! on!outcomes! rather! than!processes! (Bulkeley,! 2006).!With! regards! to! this! research,! this! included!for!example!the!number!of!trees!planted,!square!footage!of!green!roofs!developed,!or!the!size!of!the! budget! allocated.! This! is! of! limited! relevance! to! the! research!questions,!which!were!more!concerned!with!understanding!how!challenges!and!barriers!were!overcome;!how!political!and!financial!risks!were!reduced!and!opportunities!leveraged,!and!what!policies!and!programs!were!most!effective.!Furthermore,!documents!from!the!city!government!tend!to!discuss!the!successes!and!not!aspects! that!have!not!worked.!Consequently,!whilst!documentary!evidence!was!highly!useful! in!many!regards,! interviews!and!direct!observation!were!required!to!provide!additional!insight,!as!discussed!in!the!sections!below.!
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Interviews!Interviews! were! conducted! with! key! actors! in! each! city,! who! were! identified! as! having! the!potential!to!reflect!on!the!processes,!challenges,!and!systems!that!influenced!the!mainstreaming!of! biophilic! urbanism.! Broadly,! the! aim! of! the! interviews! was! to! expand! upon! and! confirm!findings! from! the! document! analysis,! and! to! gain! critical! information! not! available! from!documents,! including! ‘how’! (processes! for! overcoming! barriers,! enhancing! opportunities,!gathering! support,! and! developing! and! implementing! policies! and! programs),! and! ‘why’! (key!drivers!and!contributing!circumstances)! the!policies,!programs!and! initiatives!were!developed!that!appeared!to!contribute!to!the!mainstreaming!process.!
Yin! (2009)! categorises! interviews! into! inLdepth,! focused! and! survey! interviews,! with! these!varying!in!length,!structure!and!purpose.!This!research!used!focused!interviews,!which!lasted!in!general! between! 60! and! 120! minutes.! The! interviews! were! semiLstructured,! with! a!conversational!manner!guided!by!the!research!questions!and!the!initial!document!analysis,!with!flexibility!to!probe!more!deeply!into!points!raised!by!the!interviewees.!!
As! the! case! studies! are! of! international! cities,! many! interviews!were! conducted! by! phone! or!Skype,! at! a! time! which! suited! the! interviewee.! For! interviews! with! participants! in! Freiburg,!Berlin!and!Singapore,!most!were!conducted! in!person,!with!the!exception!of! two!interviews! in!Berlin.! In!Singapore,!one!interviewee!requested!to!be!emailed!questions,!and!provided!written!responses.! Interviews! were! generally! conducted! with! a! second! researcher,! enabling! a!comparison!and!verification!of!the!interpretation!of!the!interview!findings!and!a!minimisation!of!the!bias!of!each!individual!researcher.!
Most! interviews! were! conducted! with! a! single! interviewee.! However,! for! one! interview!conducted!in!Portland,!one!in!Berlin!and!two!in!Freiburg,! interviews!were!conducted!with!two!or! three! individuals.! In! Portland,! this!was! due! to! interviewees! that! had! each! been! separately!identified!and!invited!to!participate!having!requested!that!the!interview!be!conducted!together.!In!Berlin!and!Freiburg,!this!was!due!to!individual!interviewees!inviting!another!individual(s)!to!join! in! the! interview,!as! they!considered! that! these! individuals! could!also!provide! insight! (see!Table!4.2).!
Interviews!were!held!with!policy!makers,!program!leaders,!industry!representatives,!community!leaders,!and!academics!that!developed!and/or!reviewed!initiatives.!In!some!cases,!interviewees!had!positions!that!spanned!these!roles,!either!concurrently!or!at!various!points! in!time!during!the! period! of! consideration! for! the! case! study.! The! interview! protocol! was! approved! by! the!Queensland!University!of!Technology!(QUT)!human!ethics!committee.!
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The!method! for! identifying!and!selecting! interviewees!differed!between!case!studies,!however!can!be!generalised!as!follows:!L The! initial! document! review! highlighted! key! actor! groups! (i.e.! government,! industry,!citizen/business)!of!relevance!to!the!mainstreaming!process;!!L Individuals!within! these!groups!were! identified!via!document!authorship,!websites,!media!articles!and!telephone!and!email!inquiries;!L Potential! interviewees! were! contacted! via! email,! which! included! information! about! the!research!study!and!its!purpose,!the!reason!for!which!they!were!being!invited!to!participate!in! the! research,! and! some! information! regarding! their! participation! including:! the!approximate!length!of!time!of!the!interview;!and!that!this!could!be!arranged!at!a!time!that!suited! them.!This!was!subsequently! followed!with!a!more!detailed!email!and!a!Participant!Consent!Form,!as!discussed!below;!L Following! many! of! the! interviews,! interviewees! were! asked! whether! on! the! basis! of! our!conversation,!they!felt!that!they!would!recommend!us!contacting!anyone!else!to!assist!with!the!case!study.!
In!some!cases!(Berlin,!Portland,!Chicago!and!Freiburg),!personal!contacts!in!the!field!were!used!to!attempt!to!identify!potential!interviewees.!This!did!not!prove!to!be!an!effective!mechanism.!
A! range! of! perspectives! is! highlighted! in! Baker,! Edwards,! and! Doidge! (2012),! regarding! how!many!interviews!are!considered!sufficient!in!a!qualitative!research!study.!From!the!diversity!of!perspectives! found,! the!authors!conclude!that! ‘this!depends’!on!the!nature!of! the!research,! the!epistemology!that!underpins!it,!and!the!consistency!of!the!findings!from!the!interviews,!and!well!as! factors! that! govern! the! ability! to! conduct! interviews,! such! as! the! researcher’s! time,! and!availability! of! interviewees.! Norman! Denzin! offers! the! advice! that! one! interview! is! sufficient,!from! the! perspective! that! each! interview! is! a! phenomenon! in! itself,! providing! unique!perspectives! that! illuminates! the! subject’s! perspective! on! an! event! under! consideration.! Uwe!Flick!suggests! that! the!number!of!expert! interviews! in!studies! is!often!small,!as! the!number!of!experts!in!the!field!may!be!limited.!This!combines!with!issues!regarding!interviewee!availability!and! accessibility,! and! resource! availability,! to! often! define! the! number! of! interviews! used.!Jennifer! Mason! suggests! that! in!many! cases,! any! number! of! interviews!wont! be! enough,! and!therefore! the! researcher! needs! to! consider! ways! of! supplementing! interviews! with! other!sources! of! information,! and! to! consider! how! to! target! interviews! towards! specific! knowledge!being!sought!(cited!in!Baker,!et!al.,!2012).!
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In! this! study,! interviews! were! theoretically! relevant,! rather! than! statistically! representative.!Document!analysis!provided!initial!insights!into!the!groups!of!actors!(i.e.!government,!industry,!citizen/business)!in!each!city!that!played!key!roles!in!the!mainstreaming!process.!These!groups!were!prioritised!in!the!identification!and!selection!of!interviewees.!A!combination!of!theoretical!saturation! (Glaser! &! Strauss,! 1967b),! and! the! availability! and! accessibility! of! interviewees!determined!the!number!of!interviews!conducted!for!each!actor!group!in!each!case!study!city.!For!instance,! the! findings! from! interviews! with! citizen/business! interviewees,! as! well! as! the!NGO/academic! interviewees! in! Freiburg! began! to! converge,! and! new! perspectives! were! not!uncovered.!However,!there!were!few!potential! interviewees!identified!within!the!Freiburg!City!Government,! and! only! one! request! for! an! interview! was! accepted.! Hence,! interviews! with!government! representatives! were! limited! by! availability.! In! Berlin,! requests! to! interview! a!number! of! individuals! in! the! Berlin! Senate! were! all! forwarded! by! those! individuals! to! one!individual,!who!was!considered!by!all!potential!interviewees!to!be!the!most!appropriate!person!with!whom!to!speak.!Whilst! it!would!have!been!desirable!to!speak!with!other!individuals!(and!one! other! interview! was! conducted),! this! was! difficult! given! the! potential! interviewees’!perspective!that!they!would!not!be!able!to!provide!additional!information.!
In!most! cases,! however,! the! number! of! interviews! conducted! was! strongly! guided! by! factors!related! to! the! number! of! potential! interviewees! who! could! provide! insight! into! the!mainstreaming! process,! the! ability! of! the! researcher! to! find! and! contact! these! potential!interviewees,!their!availability!and!willingness!to!participate,!and!their!ability!to!speak!English.!Table!4.2!provides!a! summary!of! the! interviews!conducted.! Interviewees!were!asked!whether!they!agreed!for!their!name!and!position!to!be!included!in!this!dissertation!research!and!related!publications,!and!consequently! interviewees!have!been! identified!below,!and! in! the!case!study!data!included!in!Chapters!6!and!7,!and!in!Appendix!D,!where!permission!to!do!so!was!given.!!Table!4.2:!Summary!table!of!interviews!conducted!for!each!case!study!
City! Government!interviewees! NGO/academic!
interviewees!
Citizen/business!
interviewees!Toronto! Attempts#to#arrange#
interviews#were#unsuccessful##
Steven!Peck2!! Alex!Versluis3!! Hitesh!Doshi4! !Portland! Emily!Hauth,5!Linda!Dobson6!&!Matt!Burlin7! Attempts#to#arrange#interviews#were#unsuccessful# Attempts#to#arrange#interviews#were#unsuccessful!Chicago! Aaron!Durnbaugh8! Aaron!Durnbaugh9! Attempts#to#arrange#!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2"President" and" founder" of" Green" Roofs" for" Healthy" Cities," and" co8author" of"Greenbacks* from*Green* Roofs:* Forging* a* New* Industry* in*
Canada,*Status*Report*on*Benefits,*Barriers*and*Opportunities*for*Green*Roof*and*Vertical*Garden*Technology*Diffusion’."
3"Vice"President,"Property"Management"YMCA"of"Greater"Toronto""(site"of"a"demonstration"green"roof)*
4"Professor,"Department"of"Architectural"Science,"Faculty"of"Engineering,"Architecture"and"Science,"Ryerson"University,"and"co8author"of"
‘Report"on"the"Environmental"Benefits"and"Costs"of"Green"Roof"Technology"for"the"City"of"Toronto’"
5"Project"manager"with"the"Sustainable"Stormwater"Management"Division"
6"Manager"of"the"Sustainable"Stormwater"Management"Division""
7"Environmental"Program"Coordinator"with"the"Sustainable"Stormwater"Management"Division"
8"Formerly:""Deputy"Commissioner"of"Natural"Resources"and"Water"Quality,"Department"of"Environment,"City"of"Chicago"
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City! Government!interviewees! NGO/academic!
interviewees!
Citizen/business!
interviewees!! Joyce!Coffee10! Joyce!Coffee11! interviews#were#unsuccessful!! Sean!Wiedel12! Ed!Uhlir13!Berlin! Ingrid!Cloos14! Annette!Baumann,!Ulrich!Nowikow!&!Nora!Kiesant!(Gruna!Liga)15! Erika!Mayr16!! Holly!Thierfelder17! Marcus!Clausen18!Freiburg! Wulf!Daseking19! Carstern!Sperling20! Andreas!Delleske21!! # eRich!Lutz!&!Reinhild!Schepers22! Petra!Volzing23!! ! Almut!Schuster24!Singapore! NParks!representative25! Rosalind!Tan26! Attempts#to#arrange#
interviews#were#unsuccessful!Yin!(2009)!suggests!there!is!no!definitive!answer!about!whether!interviews!should!be!recorded,!and! transcribed,! or! not.! Whilst! audio! recordings! provide! a! more! accurate! rendition! of! the!interview,! they! can! also! be! a! distraction,! and! may! become! a! substitute! for! active! listening!throughout! the! interview.!Further,! reviewing!and! transcribing!audio! recordings! is!highly! time!and! energy! consuming,! and! needs! to! be! integrated! into! the! case! study! process! with! due!consideration!of!what!role!this!would!provide.!Audio!recordings!were!taken!for!most!interviews,!and! permission! for! this! was! included! in! the! participant! information! sheet.! Due! to! technical!issues,!not!all! interview!recordings!were!successful.!Each!interview!synthesis!was!reviewed!by!the!interviewee!to!ensure!that!the!interpretation!of!the!conversation!was!accurate.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
9"Director"of"Sustainability,"Loyola"University"Chicago,"Center"for"Urban"Environmental"Research"&"Policy"
10"Formerly:"Director"of"Project"Development"8"Policy"and"Research"at"Chicago"Department"of"Environment"City"of"Chicago"
11"Vice"President,"Edelman"8"Business"and"Social"Purpose""
12"Assistant"Commissioner,"Commissioner's"Office,"Chicago"Department"of"Transportation;"Previously,"Assistant"Commissioner"for"Natural"
Resource"&"Water"Quality"at"the"Chicago"Department"of"Environment"
13"Executive"Director"for"Millennium"Park,"and"Owner"of"Uhlir"Consulting"LLC"
14"Team"Leader,"Landscape"Planning,"Senate"Department"for"Urban"Development"and"Environment"
15"The"Grüne"Liga"(the"green"league)" is"a"network"of"ecological"movements"and"a"nationally"operating"environment"association."It"has"its"
roots" in" the"environmental"and"peace"movements" in" the"GDR."The"network"aims" to"support"and" technical"coordination"of" independent"
environmental"groups"and"initiatives.*
16"Long8time"resident"of"Berlin,"a"gardener"by"trade,"and"urban"beekeeping"advocate."Author"of"Der*Stadtbienen..*
17 "Senate" Department" for" Urban" Development" and" Environment," and" project" leader" of" the" Strategie" Stadtlandschaft" Berlin" (Berlin"
Landscape"Strategy),"
18"Developed"the"Prinzessinnengärten"together"with"co8founder"Robert"Shaw"in"2009."In"2012,"the"City"of"Berlin"began"a"process"of"selling"
the"Moritzplatz"site,"where"the"garden"is"located."Clausen"and"other"garden"members"lobbied"the"City"for"the"transfer"the"property"back"to"
the"borough."
19"Formerly" Head" of" the" Urban" Planning" Department" of" the" City" of" Freiburg" from" 1984" –" 2012." Currently," Honorary" Professor" at" the"
University"of"Freiburg"(since"2010)"and"Visiting"Professor"of"London"University."
20"Founding"member"of"Forum"Vauban,"and"author"of"“Nachhaltige*Stadtentwicklung*beginnt*im*Quartier”*(Sustainable*urban*development*
begins*in*the*district)"
21"Vauban"resident"and"active"involvement"in"the"design"development"and"promotion"of"the"district."
22"eRich" Lutz:" director" of" naturConcept," a" planning" Bureau" for" natural" open" spaces," and" providing" ecological" tours" of" Vauban" and" the"
region."Vauban"resident,"involved"in"the"development"of"Vauban"since"its"inception."eRich"Lutz"and"Reinheld"Schepers"helped"facilitate"the"
community"engagement"efforts"to"develop"Grünspace"5."
Reinhild"Schepers:"board"member"of"Forum"Vauban"e.V"and"has"been"actively"involved"in"the"ongoing"work"and"promotion"of"Vauban."
23"Freelance"journalist,"member"of"the"board"of"Vauban"Actuel,"and"Resident"of"Vauban"since"2000"
24"Former"member"of"Forum"Vauban,"director"of"Stadtteilverein"Vauban"e.V." (neighbourhood"association"of"Vauban)" for"events,"culture,"
education,"youth,"neighbourhood"work,"and"long"term"Vauban"resident."
25"Requested"name"and"position"not"be"listed"
26"Head"of"landscaping"and"gardening,"KTP"Hospital 
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Direct!observation!Observational!evidence!is!often!used!to!provide!additional!information!and!perspectives!on!the!phenomena! being! studied,! and! the! context! (Yin,! 2009).! Patton! (2002)! indicates! that! direct!observation! can! provide! insights! into! everyday! aspects! relevant! to! a! case! study! that! can!otherwise! be! taken! for! granted,! especially! by! research! participants! that! are! immersed! in! that!setting.!!
Whilst!direct!observation!can!be!structured,!with!checklists!focusing!the!researcher’s!attention!on! specific! aspects! of! interest,! unstructured! observation! is! also! highly! valuable,! with! the!research!purpose!and!questions! framing!the!researcher’s!observations.!With!both! formats,! the!researcher! must! locate! themselves! as! an! observer,! hone! their! attentional! skills,! and! be!disciplined! in! writing! field! notes! (Patton,! 2002).! Patton! (2002)! describes! this! as! “systematic!seeing”,!where!the!researcher!is!constantly!aware!of!and!attentive!to!what!is!taking!place!when!immersed! in! the! research! setting,! and! actively! questioning! the!meaning!of! their! observations.!This!requires!explicit!acknowledgement!of!the!researcher’s!own!perspectives,!as!an!interpreter!of!the!situation!around!them.!
Direct!observation!was!used!in!three!case!studies!that!the!researcher!was!able!to!visit!in!person!–! Berlin,! Freiburg! and! Singapore.! Observation! was! unstructured,! however! within! the! broad!framework!of!the!research!questions!was!focused!in!particular!on!the!following:!1. Does!the!city!feel#‘green’!–!in!walking!throughout!the!city,!including!denser!inner!city!areas,!and!where!possible!a!range!of!other!city!locations,!is!urban!nature!widely!visible,!accessible,!aesthetically!pleasing!and!does!it!create!a!sense!of!‘biophilic!urbanism’?!!2. What!types!of!urban!nature!are!visible!and!dominant?!3. Does!it!feel!as!though!biophilic!urbanism!is!consistently!applied!throughout!the!city,!and!at!a!variety!of!scales,!or!does!it!appear!to!be!limited!to!certain!areas!and!types!of!urban!greening?!i.e.,! are! the! descriptions! in! documents! and! by! interviewees! of! the! city’s! application! of!biophilic!urbanism!accurate?!4. Are!there!observable!factors!that!appear!to!contribute!to!the!urban!nature!that!can!be!seen?!5. In! speaking! with! people! (other! than! interviewees),! what! are! their! perceptions! and!comments! about! urban! greenery,! living! in! their! city! and! their! reaction! to! the! research!interest!in!their!city?!
Personal!reflections!were!documented!during!and!after!visiting!each!of!the!cities.!!
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Case!study!analysis!Case! study! analysis! is! the! least! prescribed! component! of! case! study! research! within! the!literature!(Yin,!2009;!Eisenhardt,!1989).!The!approach!in!this!research!is!primarily!informed!by!methods!outlined!in!Eisenhardt!(1989)!and!Yin!(2009),!and!involves!both!withinLcase!analysis!and! crossLcase! analysis.! The! analytical! technique! of! explanation! building! is! used! for! both!analysis!phases!to!provide!additional!validity.!
Within!case!analysis:!Data!collection!and!analysis!occurred!concurrently!and! iteratively!within!each! case! study.! Indeed,! as! Yin! (2009,! p.69! )! notes,! “case! studies! require! an! inquiring! mind!
during# data! collection! …! As! you! collect! case! study! evidence,! you! must! quickly! review! the!evidence!and!continually!ask!yourself!why!events!or! facts!appear!as!they!do.!Your! judgements!may!lead!to!the!immediate!need!to!search!for!additional!evidence.”!
Case! descriptions! were! developed! using! a! case! study! framework! based! on! the! case! study!research!questions!that!directed!the!research.!This!framework!organised!the!data!into!a!relevant!and! comparable! structure,! and! enabled! key! pieces! of! data! to! be! highlighted!within! each! case!study! (see! Appendix! D)! (Yin,! 2009).! This! evaluation! and! organisation! of! the! data! into! a! case!study! framework! occurred! as! the! data! collection! proceeded,! enabling! gaps! in! the! emerging!description!of!the!case!to!be!identified!and!investigated,!and!allowed!the!emerging!description!of!the!case!study!to!be!confirmed!by!multiple!data!sources.!The!development!of!case!description!in!this!manner!was!central!to!the!process!of!identifying!insights!and!findings!from!each!case!study,!as!it!led!to!an!intimate!familiarity!with!the!data,!and!allowed!unique!patterns!within!each!case!to!emerge!as!a!precursor!to!considering!patterns!across!case!studies!(Eisenhardt,!1989).!!
CrossLcase!analysis:!A!crossLcase!analysis!was!conducted!to!consider!emergent!patterns!across!all! case! studies.! The! primary! analytical! technique! used!was! explanation! building! (Yin,! 2009).!With! this! technique,! initial! propositions! regarding! key! factors! that! contribute! to! the!mainstreaming!process!were!developed! from! individual! case! studies.!These! factors!were! then!looked! for! in! the! other! case! studies,! noting! any! similarities,! dissimilarities! and! alternative!perspectives!regarding! the!role!of! the! factor.!This! led! to! the!emerging! factors! to!be!refined.! In!some!instances,!factors!were!discarded,!as!it!appeared!that!these!were!idiosyncratic!to!a!single!case,!and!in!others!these!were!refined!into!factors!that!relate!to!most!or!all!case!studies.!!
This!led!to!identification!of!14!factors!in!total!that!appear!to!create!conditions!conducive!to!the!mainstreaming!process!of!biophilic!urbanism!in!the!case!study!cities,!as!presented!in!Chapter!7.!The! evidence! from! each! case! study! relating! to! each! of! the! observed! factors! is! tabulated,! and!instances! where! there! is! nonLconforming! evidence! from! the! case! studies! is! discussed.! Strict!
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consensus! is! therefore! not! sought! across! all! case! studies! in! the! crossLcase! analysis.! Rather,!instances! of! nonLconforming! evidence! are! highlighted,! with! explanation! provided! where!possible!of!the!context!and!circumstances!that!appear!to!underpin!this!variation.!!
The! explanation! building! process! also! involved! consideration! of! how! each! of! the! emergent!factors!are!interrelated,!and!what!role!they!appear!to!play!in!the!overall!mainstreaming!process.!This!additional!level!of!abstraction!in!the!analytical!process!led!to!the!observation!that!there!is!a!broad! pattern! in! the! role# that! the! factors! appeared! to! play,! that! could! be! summarised!within!three!broad!categories!of!factors,!as!discussed!in!Chapter!7.!
Considering!extant!literature!and!theory:!As!an! inductive!research!process,!existing!knowledge!and!theoretical!concepts!within! the! field!were!not!considered!prior!to!the!case!study!data!collection!and!analysis!(see!Section!4.2).!Once!developed,! the! emergent! research! findings!were! compared!with! extant! literature! and! theory.!This!began!a!process!of!reflecting!on!the!research!findings!through!the!various!lenses!provided!by! this!extant! literature!and! theory,!providing!new!perspectives! that!highlighted!additional!or!alternative!interpretations!of!the!data!(Eisenhardt,!1989).!This!process!identified!aspects!of!the!research! findings! that! are! similar! to!what! is! being! said! in! the! field,! and!which! therefore!may!provide! additional! validity! to! the! research! findings;! and!aspects! that!differ,! and! this!provokes!additional! consideration! as! to!why! this! could! be! so.! This! highlights! potential! areas! for! future!research! to! investigate! aspects! of! the! research! findings! that! appear! inconsistent! with! the!literature,! as!well! as! to! consider! the!phenomena!of!mainstream,! and!mainstreaming,! biophilic!urbanism!through!the!theoretical!frameworks!that!were!found!to!have!the!potential!to!provide!explanations!and!additional!insights!into!these.!
4.4 Reliability(and(validity(
Silverman! (2013a,! p301L302)! suggests! that! “validity”! is! another! word! for! “truth”! (or!confirmability),!and!“reliability”!refers!to!the!degree!of!“consistency”!(or!objectivity,!credibility)!in!the!research.!Demonstrating!that!research!methods!are!reliable,!and!the!conclusions!reached!valid,!is!considered!a!fundamental!concern!of!all!research,!to!ensure!findings!can!be!transferred!to!and!applied!by!others!with!confidence.!Establishing!validity!criteria!in!qualitative!research!is!complicated!by!the!need!to!incorporate!both!rigor!and!subjectivity,!as!well!as!creativity,!into!the!process.! The! philosophical! underpinnings! of! qualitative! research,!which! reject! the! notion! of! a!single!truth!and!separate!social!and!material!worlds,!require!different!considerations! for!what!“validity”,!or!“truth”!mean!in!such!research!contexts.!Flick!(2006)!suggests!that!the!issue!is!not!so!much! one! of! whether! the! version! of! reality! presented! by! the! researcher! is! grounded! in! a!
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reality!that!exists!independent!of!social!constructions,!but!rather!whether!the!version!of!reality!presented! by! researchers! aligns!with! that! of! the! subjects! they! study.!With! this! in!mind,! Guba!(1981,! cited! in! Lincoln! &! Guba,! 1985,! p.! 219)! suggests! a! translation! of! “internal! validity”! to!“credibility”,! “external! validity”! to! “transferability”,! “reliability”! to! “dependability”,! and!“objectivity”!to!“confirmability”.!!
The!way!in!which!validity!and!reliability!are!established!in!this!dissertation!is!detailed!in!Table!4.3,!which!reflects!on!techniques!discussed!primarily!in!Yin!(2009),!and!is!further!informed!by!Eisenhardt!(1989),!Denzin!(1978)!and!(Patton,!1999).!Table!4.3:!Case!study!tactics!for!four!design!tests!!
Tests! Case!Study!Tactic! Place! of! research! in!
which!tactic!occurs!Construct!validity! L Multiple! sources! (triangulation)! of! evidence! were! used,!including:! interviews,! document! analysis! and! direct!observation!(for!3!case!studies)! Case! study!data! collection!&!analysis!! L A! chain! of! evidence! was! established,! linking! case! study!data!to!the!emergent!research!findings! Case! study!data! collection!&!analysis!! L Interviewees! reviewed! synthesis! and! conclusions! from!interviews! Case! study!data! collection!(interviews)!Internal!validity! L Explanation! building! was! used! to! analyse! research! data!and!develop!research!findings! Case!study!analysis!! L Analyst! triangulation!was! used,! with!multiple! observers!playing!a! role! in! interview!data! interpretation! (for! some!interviews)!! Case!study!analysis!!! L Rival!explanations!were!considered!in!crossLcase!analysis!by! considering! nonLconforming! evidence! (as! seen! in!Chapter!6)! Case! study! crossLcase!analysis!External!validity! L Multiple! case! studies! were! developed! to! provide!comparison!and!alternative!perspectives! Research!design!Reliability!! L A! protocol! was! developed! to! guide! the! case! study!investigation! Research! design! &! case!study!data!collection!! L Case! study! databases,! including! documents,! interview!syntheses! and! notes! from! the! direct! observation! of! case!study! cities! were! developed,! to! allow! for! verification! of!data!and!emergent!findings!
Data!collection!
Adapted!from!Yin,!2009,!p41,!and!informed!by,!Eisenhardt!(1989),!Denzin!(1978)!and!Patton!(1999)!
4.5 The(SBEnrc(research(project(
This! research! was! conducted! in! alignment! with! the! Sustainable! Built! Environment! National!Research! Centre! (SBEnrc)! project! 1.5:! Harnessing! the! Potential! of! Biophilic! Urbanism! In!Australia,!an!Economic!and!Policy!Investigation.!!
Through! the! SBEnrc! project,! workshops! were! held! with! industry,! government! and! academic!stakeholders! (see!Appendix!B).!These!workshops!confirmed!the!research! focus! for! the!SBEnrc!project,!and!also! for!this!dissertation,! largely!by! identifying!current!barriers!and!opportunities!
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to! biophilic! urbanism! in!Australian! cities! and! providing! insight! into! current! understanding! of!what!biophilic!urbanism!might!entail.!
Preliminary!findings!from!the!first!12!months!of!the!research!were!included!in!reports!to!SBEnrc!project!stakeholders,!who!provided!feedback!on!these.!A!related!PhD!project!is!currently!being!conducted!by!Ms.!Omniya!el!Baghdadi!(QUT),!considering!the!valuation!and!monetisation!of!the!benefits! of! biophilic! urbanism,! and!Ms!Baghdadi! and! the! candidate! conducted! the!majority! of!interviews!for!the!case!studies!together.!
In! summary,! the! principal! influences! of! the! SBEnrc! project! on! the! research! design! of! this!dissertation!included:!L !Shaping!the!research!topic!and!questions;!L Five!of!the!case!studies!included!in!this!dissertation!were!also!a!primary!focus!for!the!SBEnrc!project,!including,!for!which!I!was!the!primary!author!for!planning!and!policy!aspects.!!L Directing!the!selection!of!five!of!the!six!case!study!cities!(Berlin,!Chicago,!Portland,!Singapore!and! Toronto),! and! providing! a! preliminary! review! of! these! case! studies! after! the! first! 12!months!of!the!dissertation!research;!L Directing! the! development! of! the! integrative! literature! review! (Chapter! 5),! including! the!topics!considered,!and!providing!a!preliminary!review!of!this!literature!review!after!the!first!12!months!of!the!dissertation!research.!
4.6 Research(limitations(
The!methodological!approach!has!several!acknowledged!limitations.!These!include:!L Time# and# funding# constraints:! The! research! approach! was! conducted! within! the! 3Lyear!timeframe! applied! to! PhD! research! in! Australia.! This! in! large! part! set! the! scope! of! the!research,!and!determined!the!depth!and!extent!of!data!collection!and!analysis.!This!meant,!for! example,! that! it! was! not! possible! to! visit! Portland,! Chicago! and! Toronto! (also! due! to!funding!constraints),!hence!no!direct!observation!was!possible!and!all! interviews!for!these!cities!were!conducted!by!phone.!
In!addition,!the!research!was!conducted!to!inform!the!SBEnrc!project,!and!consequently!the!method,! content!area!and! timeframes!were! initially! shaped! to!align!with! this!project.!This!included! topics! initially! considered!within! the! literature! review! of! biophilic! elements,! the!selection! of! case! study! cities! and! the! research! questions! that! guided! the! case! study!investigation.!
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L Methodological#limitations:!Limitations!to!the!case!study!approach!were!observed!during!the!research.! The! research! takes! the! ontological! position! that! there! are! multiple,! subjective!versions!of!reality,!and!epistemologically!that!these!can!be!known!through!consideration!of!documentary! evidence! and! by! interviewing! individuals! involved! in! the! application! and!mainstreaming!of!biophilic!urbanism,!as!well!as! through!direct!observation!(for! three!case!studies! that! were! visited! in! person).! Some! limitations! to! this! approach! were! noted! in!practice.!
Although!all!efforts!were!made!to! include!a!wide!range!of!documents,!government!reports!and! documents! were! generally! dominant! –! either! as! primary! sources,! or! as! secondary!sources! informing! nonLgovernment! reports! and! case! studies.! Governments!were! found! to!generally!discuss!their!successes!rather!than!aspects!of!programs!or!policies! that!have!not!worked,! such! that! those! seeking! to! use! such! cities! as! a! model! cannot! learn! from! these!mistakes! through! literature! alone.! The! interviews! were! conducted! to! provide! alternative!perspectives!and!additional!insight!not!gained!from!documents.!Whilst!these!appeared!to!be!relatively! candid! and! certainly! provided! much! insight! into! some! of! the! challenges!encountered,! there! may! nonetheless! have! been! limits! to! the! degree! to! which! negative!aspects!of!the!mainstreaming!journey!were!discussed!by!government!interviewees.!!
Further,! it! was! found! that! reports! and! reviews! of! caseLstudy! cities! typically! focus! on!outcomes! rather! than! processes.! This! provides! little! understanding! to! the! central! issues!driving! this! research! investigation,! including! how! to! overcome! challenges! and! barriers! to!achieve! similar!outcomes,! and!how! to! reduce! the!political! and! financial! risks!and! leverage!opportunities.!Hence,!research!findings!in!these!regards!are!informed!largely!by!interviews!and!interpretations!from!the!available!data.!!
In!addition,! it!was! found! that!a!dominant!narrative!was!evident! in! some!of! the! case! study!cities! regarding! the!mainstreaming! perspective.! This! appeared! to! be! the! case! particularly!where! the! city! itself! had! publicised! information! regarding! aspects! of! the! mainstreaming!process!and! its!outcomes,!which!were!subsequently!referred!to!by!most!other!reports!and!studies.! It! is!possible! that!people’s!perception!and!recollection!of! the!city’s!mainstreaming!journey!is!influenced!by!this!dominant!narrative,!such!that!the!story!they!tell!and!points!they!discuss! converge! around! this! narrative! and! other! factors! that! may! have! been! important!during! the!mainstreaming! process! are! not! discussed.! This! represents! an! ontological! issue!regarding! whether! multiple! viewpoints! are! indeed! present,! as! well! as! an! epistemological!issue! with! gathering! knowledge! from! historical! accounts! presented! in! documents! and!through!individuals!that!have!been!exposed!to!such!documents!and!the!effects!of!the!passage!
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of!time,!and!will!not!be!further!considered!here!other!than!to!note!the!observation!that!this!may! have! occurred! and! is! one! reason! for!which! these! should! not! be! interpreted! as! being!definitive!or!generalisable.!L Case# study# selection:! Case! study! cities! were! located! in! four! countries! (Canada,! the! USA,!Germany!and!Singapore),!with!two!case!studies!from!each!of!the!USA!and!Germany.!This!had!the! advantage! of! providing! alternative! perspectives! on! the! mainstreaming! of! biophilic!urbanism! in! the! USA! and! Germany,! highlighting! the! at! times! varied! influence! of! certain!national!policies!and!programs,!and!other!cultural,!economic,!political!drivers.!This!had!the!disadvantage,!however,!of! limiting!the!opportunity!to!gain! insights! into!the!mainstreaming!of!biophilic!urbanism!across!more!countries,!which!may!have!provided!additional! insights!into!other!governance!structures,!cultures,!climates!and!historical!factors.!Consequently,!the!limited!generalisability!of!the!research!findings!is!acknowledged.!
Furthermore,!it!was!more!difficult!to!obtain!data!on!the!German!case!studies!due!to!language!differences.! Documents! in! German! are! harder! to! find! as! they! cannot! be! identified! using!English!search!terms,!and!if! found!there!are!limitations!to!the!degree!to!which!they!can!be!understood!using!translation!techniques!available!to!the!researcher!(including!some!limited!German!abilities,!and!online!translation!services).!Further,!language!barriers!made!it!difficult!to! identify,! contact! and! speak!with! interviewees,!with! some!declining! an! interview!due! to!their!limited!English!and!the!researcher’s!limited!German.!!
The! scope! for! the! Toronto! case! study!was! the! City’s! landmark! green! roof! initiatives.! This!scope!was!set!early!in!the!PhD!research!process,!and!in!hindsight!this!case!study!could!have!been! enhanced! through! a! broader! scope! encompassing! the! City’s! other! urban! greening!initiatives.!L Interview# process:! The! number! of! interviews! conducted! was! primarily! determined! by! the!ability!to!identify!and!contact!potential!interviewees,!and!by!their!willingness!to!participate,!rather! than! theoretical! saturation! (as! discussed! above).! Interviewees! of! interest! were!generally!relatively!high!level!politicians,!prominent!members!of!the!community,!and!senior!members! within! nonLgovernment! organisations! and! industry! organisations.! By! virtue! of!their!position,!these!people!are!generally!time!constrained,!limiting!their!capacity!to!donate!their!time!to!the!research.!!
As! the! research! considered! the! largely! historical! events! that! have! led! to! mainstreamed!biophilic! urbanism! in! the! case! studies,! many! individuals! that! were! involved! in! the!mainstreaming! process! have! since! left! the! positions! they! held! and! were! difficult! to! find,!and/or!felt!conflicted!about!the!degree!to!which!comments!reflected!their!current!position!
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as!compared!to!their!previous!position(s).!As!a!consequence!of!these!factors,! for!several!of!the! case! study! there! were! relatively! few! interviews,! which! has! potentially! limited! the!research!findings!for!these!cities.!!
The!approach!taken!to!conducting!and!analysing!the!interviews!was!one!that!actively!sought!to! take! advantage! of! the! researcher’s! interpretation,! in! terms! of! seeking! to! learn! from!interviewees! aspects! of! their! experiences! that! inform! the! Australian! situation.! As!Australians,!who!had!been!embedded!in!the!research!space!of!the!barriers!and!opportunities!to!the!mainstream!adoption!of!biophilic!urbanism!in!Australian!cities,!the!researchers!were!assumed!to!provide!a!beneficial! lens!on!discussions,!in!terms!of!both!guiding!the!interview!itself! to! areas! of! key! interest,! and! in! terms! of! filtering! through! the! interview!materials! to!extract!lessons!of!particular!relevance.!To!this!end,!the!general!process!of!interview!analysis!was! for! the! researchers! to! use! a! process! of! personal! reflection! in! combination!with! notes!taken,!and!referring!back!to!interview!recordings!as!needed,!to!provide!a!targeted!synthesis!of!the!interviews.!This!was!then!reviewed!by!the!interviewee!to!confirm!the!accuracy!of!the!interpretation.!This!process!was!also!adopted!with!consideration!of!the!time!constraints!of!the! industry! project.! Limitations! to! this! method! are! noted,! including! that! the! bias! of! the!researcher!may!have!overly!influenced!the!interpretations!of!the!research.!
4.7 Ethical(considerations(
Ethics! approval! was! obtained! for! the! interviews! conducted! for! the! case! studies! and! for! the!SBEnrc! workshops,! the! findings! of! which! have! informed! this! thesis.! Ethics! was! concurrently!provided!for!aspects!of!the!SBEnrc!research!project!that!did!not!form!part!of!this!thesis.!!
Ethics!committee!approval!has!been!received!for!this!project!(Human):!!6. Approval!Number!1100000750!(11!July!2011,!clearance!until!11!July!2014)!7. Variation!for!building!survey!(14!December!2011)!8. Variation!to!allow!email!acknowledgement!of!participant!consent!(15!August!2012)!
4.8 Summary(
In! this!Chapter,! the!research!design!adopted! in! this!dissertation!was! introduced.!A!qualitative,!inductive! case! study! approach! is! used,! supported! by! contextual! and! integrative! literature!reviews,!on!the!basis!of!the!nature!of!the!research!questions!posed.!!
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In! the! subsequent! Chapters,! the! research! findings! that! have! emerged! through! the! use! of! the!research!approach!outlined!in!this!Chapter!are!presented,!beginning!with!the!findings!from!the!integrative!literature!review,!which!responds!to!the!first!research!question!in!Chapter!5.!
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5 Biophilic(urbanism(and(its(constituent(elements(
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The!previous!Chapter!described!the!research!design!and!research!methods!used!to! investigate!the! research! questions! developed! in!Chapter! 2.! This! Chapter! comprises! a! review!of! literature!that!responds!to!the!first!research!question!of:!!
What#is#the#potential#of#biophilic#urbanism#to#respond#to#the#challenges#facing#Australian#
cities,#within#the#context#of#rapidly#growing#populations#and#increasing#density?#
To!respond!to!this!research!question,!the!following!subLquestions!are!considered:!L In!what!ways!can!nature!be!integrated!into!the!built!environment?!L What!information!is!available!about!the!benefits!that!this!integrated!nature!provides?!L What!considerations!are!evident!for!the!use!of!these!forms!of!integrated!nature?!
In! considering! these! questions,! this! review! brings! together!what! is! being! said! in! the! broader!literature!about!‘urban!nature’.!To!provide!context!for!this,!the!Chapter!begins!with!an!overview!of! the! theoretical! background! to! this! research.! This! includes! the! theory! of! biophilia,! which!provides! a! basis! for! investigating! and! understanding! how! experiences! of! nature! can! have! a!beneficial!impact!on!people’s!psychological,!physical!and!social!wellbeing.!The!emerging!concept!of! biophilic! urbanism! is! then! discussed,! with! reflection! on! how! this! term! is! used! by! other!researchers,!and!then!defined!for!the!purposes!of!this!dissertation.!
The! first!subLquestion! is! then!addressed!by!providing!a!summary!of! the!ways! in!which!nature!can!be!integrated!into!the!built!environment!from!what!is!observed!in!the!literature,!with!these!forms! of! urban! nature! –! or! biophilic! elements! –! classified! into! a! taxonomy! of! three! scales! of!applications.! The! second! part! of! this! Chapter! then! responds! to! the! second! and! third! subLquestions,!by!discussing!what!is!found!in!the!literature!(i.e.!what!is!currently!known)!concerning!the! benefits! that! each! of! the! biophilic! elements! have! been! found! to! provide,! and! what!considerations!exist!for!their!use.!
5.1 Defining(‘biophilic(urbanism’((
The! emerging! concept! of! urban! design! of! biophilic! urbanism! provides! a! foundation! for! this!research.! As! discussed! in! the! sections! below,! this! concept! draws! on! the! biophilia! hypothesis!developed! by! Edward! Wilson! and! Stephen! Kellert,! and! emerged! through! collaboration! and!conversation!between!many!theoreticians!and!practitioners!working!in!the!field!of!green!design!(Beatley,! 2011).! The! 2008! publication! Biophilic# Design:# The# Theory,# Science# and# Practice# of#
Bringing# Buildings# to# Life#brought! together! many! of! the! conversations! about! green! design! to!present! a! vision! for! biophilic! design! (Kellert,! Heerwagen,! &! Mador,! 2008).! Contributors!
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included,! among! others,! Edward! Wilson! with! his! work! on! biophilia;! Janine! Benyus! with! her!work!in!biomimicry!and!design!inspired!by!nature;!Nikos!Salingaros!and!Kenneth!Masden,!with!their!work!that!considers!the!link!between!neuroscience,!human!nature!and!architecture;!Roger!Ulrich! with! his! work! that! explores! how! nature! experiences! influence! healing;! Richard! Louv,!Robin! Moore! and! Clare! Cooper! Marcus,! who! explore! the! importance! of! natureLbased!experiences!for!children;!Robert!Pyle!and!David!Orr!who!consider!the!changing!experiences!of!nature! in!the!built!environment;!and!Judith!Heerwagan!and!her!work! in!green!building!design!and! human! responses! to! landscapes.! Timothy! Beatley,! who! also! contributed! a! chapter! to!
Biophlic# Design# published! his! book! Biophilic# cities,# Integrating# Nature# into# Urban# Design# and#
Planning#in!2011#to!expand!the!concept!of!biophilic!design!beyond!the!field!of!architecture!and!individual! structures,! buildings! and! sites! to! cities! and! the! many! diverse! professions! and!stakeholders!engaged! in!urban!design,!planning!and!development.!The!work!of! these! scholars!provides!the!primary!conceptual!background!to!this!research.!
Such! explorations! of! human! relationships! with! nature,! and! consideration! of! the! design! and!development! of! urban! areas! in! ways! that! recognise,! protect! and! enhance! the! ecology! and!biodiversity!have!a!basis!in!many!fields!and!important!scholarly!contributions!in!recent!history!that!are! important! to!note.!The!seminal!work!of! Ian!McHarg!with!his!1969!Design#with#Nature#publication!pioneered!the!concept!of!ecological!planning!as!a!branch!of!landscape!architecture,!and! introduced! methods! for! incorporating! social! and! environmental! values! in! development!decision!making! frameworks! through! spatial!mapping! (McHarg,! 1969).! His!work! promoted! a!new! relationship! between! humans! and! their! environment! and! established! schools! of! thought!and!practice!regarding!the!preservation!of!ecological! form!and! function! in!urban!development!(McHarg! &! Steiner,! 1998;! Steiner,! 2004).! The! work! of! Anne! Spirn! has! similarly! influenced!considerations!of! landscape!planning!since!the!1980s,!by!promoting!understanding!of!how!the!natural!settings!of!cities!influence!and!is!influenced!by!urbanisation!(Spirn,!1984).!
The! field! of! urban! ecology,! which! has! origins! in! 16th! Century! work! by! botanists! exploring!vegetation!growing!on!buildings!(Sukopp,!2002),!was!more!recently!advanced!in!North!America!with! the!Chicago!School! in! the!1920s,!which!used!ecological! concepts! to! consider! the! growth,!metabolism,!succession!and!mobility!of!cities!(Park,!McKenzie,!&!Burgess,!1925);!and!in!Europe!by!Henry!Sukopp! following! the! Second!World!War,!with! studies!of! the! ecology! found! in!West!Berlin! (Marzluff! et! al.,! 2008).! As! a! highly! interdisciplinary! field!with! roots! in! disciplines! that!include! sociology,! geography,! urban! planning,! landscape! architecture,! engineering,! economics,!anthropology,!climatology,!public!health!and!ecology,!the!pioneering!efforts!early!researchers!in!this! field! underpin! understanding! and! practice! in! urban! design! and! development! from!many!sperspectives!(Marzluff,!et!al.,!2008).!!
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The! development! of! the! concept! and!methods! of! quantifying! ecosystem! services! as! a! way! of!communicating!the!value!of!ecosystem!functions!and!incorporating!these!into!decisionLmaking!process!for!urban!development!has!also!been!fundamental!to!this!field!(Costanza!et!al.,!1997;!De!Groot,!1987;!Westman,!1977).!The!use!of!the!ecosystem!service!concept!has!evolved!over!time!through!various!economic!disciplines,!and!is!now!influential!in!informing!government!policy!and!mainstream!investment!and!development!decisionLmaking!(GómezLBaggethun,!de!Groot,!Lomas,!&!Montes,!2010). 
This!brief!discussion!of!some!of! the!scholarly! foundations!that!underpin!research!and!practice!today! in! the! inclusion! of! nature! and! ecological! considerations! in! urban! design,! planning! and!development! is! not! exhaustive,! but! rather! indicative! of! the! diverse! origins! of! some! of! the!seminal!work!in!this!field,!and!its!highly!diverse!and!multiLdisciplinary!nature.!It!is!beyond!the!scope! of! this! dissertation! to! consider! in! further! detail! the! important! contributions! that! this!scholarly!work!has!made! in!shaping!understanding,! theory!and!practice!of!biophilic!urbanism,!and!more! broadly! urban! design,! planning! and! development.! The! following! sections! therefore!focus! on! the! concept! of! biophilic! urbanism,! beginning!with! a! brief! discussion! of! the! biophilia!hypothesis.!
5.1.1 The(biophilia(hypothesis(
The!German!social!psychologist!and!psychoanalyst!Eric!Fromm!first!used!the!term!‘biophilia’!in!his!discussions!of!human!nature! in!1964,! to!describe!a!psychological!orientation!of!humans!of!being!attracted!to!life!(Fromm,!1964).!Edward!O.!Wilson!later!adopted!the!term!and!popularised!it!in!his!1984!book,!Biophilia,#in!which#he!suggested!that!humans!have!‘an!urge!to!affiliate!with!other!forms!of!life’!that!can!be!explained!through!evolutionary!processes!of!survival!and!natural!selection! of! the! fittest! (Wilson,! 1984).! Later,! in! the! 1995!publication!The#Biophilia#Hypothesis,!Kellert!and!Wilson!expanded!on!the!concept!in!saying:!!
Biophilia#…##is#the#innately#emotional#affiliation#of#human#beings#to#other#living#organisms.#
Innate# means# hereditary# and# hence# part# of# ultimate# human# nature.# Biophilia,# like# other#
patterns# of# complex# behavior,# is# likely# to# be# mediated# by# rules# of# prepared# and# counterJ
prepared#teaming#J#the#tendency#to#learn#or#to#resist#teaming#certain#responses#as#opposed#
to#others.#From#the#scant#evidence#concerning#its#nature,#biophilia#is#not#a#single#instinct#but#
a#complex#of#learning#rules#that#can#be#teased#apart#and#analyzed#individually.#The#feelings#
molded# by# the# teaming# rules# fall# along# several# emotional# spectra:# from# attraction# to#
aversion,# from# awe# to# indifference,# from# peacefulness# to# fearJdriven# anxiety.# (Kellert# &#
Wilson,#1993,#p.#31)#
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Wilson’s!theory!of!biophilia!suggests!that!humans!have!evolved!with!a!weak!genetic!tendency!to!prefer!certain!natural!settings!and!situations,!as!these!were!important!for!survival.!Within!this!theory,! biophilia! might! result! from! ‘geneLculture! coevolution’,! in! which! a! certain! genotype!makes! it!more! likely! that! someone!will! respond!with! certain!behaviour! to!a! given! stimulus.! If!this! behavioural! response! enhances! survival! and! reproductive! fitness,! then! this! genotype!will!spread! throughout! the! population! and! consequently! result! in! that! particular! behavioural!response!becoming!more!frequent!(Kellert!&!Wilson,!1993).!
Research! has! since! found! that! humans! prefer! settings! with! running! water,! healthy! green!vegetation,! and! flowers! (flowers! are! often! precursors! to! fruit).! People! exhibit! strong! positive!emotions! towards! domestic! and! wild! animals,! which! may! reflect! a! historical! predilection!towards!being!near!such!animals!as!a! food!source.!Similarly,!humans!tend!to! feel!most!at!ease!with!shelter!behind!them,!and!an!open!view!in!front!of!them!(prospect),!enabling!them!to!be!at!once! protected! from! the! elements,! and! able! to! see! oncoming! predators,! prey! and! weather!changes! (Kellert! &! Wilson,! 1993;! Wilson,! 1984).! The! theory! of! biophilia! also! includes!‘biophobia’,!or!negative!emotional! responses! to!certain!habitats,!activities!and!objects! that!are!potentially! hazardous,! such! as! barren! landscapes! (ice,! desert)! or! predators! and! dangerous!animals!(snakes,!lions,!spiders).!By!contrast,!this!aversion!is!typically!not!seen!to!more!modern!threats,! such! as! guns,! swords! or! cars,! suggesting! that! humans! have! not! yet! evolved! a!psychological!response!to!these!(Wilson,!1984).!!
It! is! acknowledged! that! there! is! a! range! of! other! theories! that! also! consider! this! relationship,!such!as!the!savannah!hypothesis!(Orians,!1980,!1986;!Orians!&!Heerwagen,!1992)!and!prospectLrefuge!theory!(Appleton,!1975),!as!well!as!theories!that!propose!and!seek!to!explain!a!basis!for!beneficial! impacts! on! human!health! from! experiences! of! nature,! such! as! attention! restoration!theory! (Kaplan! &! Kaplan,! 1989)! and! psychoLevolutionary! theory! (Ulrich! et! al.,! 1991).! These!theories!and!terminology!have!some!common!underpinnings,!and!some!differing!perspectives.!It!is!not!the!intention!of!this!dissertation!to!explore!these.!Rather,!these!theories!and!terminology!are!acknowledged,!and!the!biophilia!hypothesis!(and!biophilic!urbanism,!which!stems!from!the!biophilia!hypothesis)!are!presented!as!a!theoretical!background!that!has!provided!an!entry!point!to!this!research!project!and!the!broader!field!of!research!that!explores!the!ways!in!which!nature!impacts!on!humans,!and!the!functioning!of!cities.!!
5.1.2 Potential(benefits(of(biophilia(
There!appears! to!be!some!consensus! in! the! literature! that!humans’!material!needs! for!nature,!such! as! for! food,! water! and! shelter,! have! potentially! led! to! a! more! important! psychological,!
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emotional!and!spiritual!need!(Beatley,!2009;!Kellert!&!Wilson,!1993;!Lohr,!2007;!Wilson,!1984).!This! “innate! tendency! to! focus! on! life! and! lifelike! processes”! (Wilson,! 1984,! p1)! can! be! seen!throughout!human!history!to!the!present!day.!In!ancient!civilisations!in!Egypt,!Persia!and!China,!extensive! and! elaborate! gardens!were! cultivated! around! homes! to! enable! people! to!maintain!contact! with! nature! even! within! city! limits.! In! cities! developed! more! recently,! there! are!countless!examples!of!city!planners!placing! importance!on!creating!parks!and!nature!reserves!for! the! people! (for! example! Berlin! Senate,! n.d.;! Central! Park! Conservancy,! 2010;! The! Royal!Parks,!n.d.).!!
A!review!of!various!literatures!converges!to!support!these!claims.!Studies!have!also!shown!that!when! humans! are! able! to! have! such! connections! to! nature,! there! is! a! range! of! positive!psychological,!physical!and!social!benefits!that!result!(see!!
Table!5.1).!Achieving! these!benefits!has! the!potential! to!not!only! improve! the!quality!of! life!of!urban! residents,! but! also! to! provide! a! range! of! direct! and! indirect! financial! benefits! to!many!stakeholders.!This!might!include!reduced!health!care!costs,!reduced!costs!of!crime!and!violence,!improved!productivity!and!workplace!performance,!reduced!costs!of!sickLleave,!reduced!costs!of!congestion,! reduced! costs! of! road! infrastructure! development! and!maintenance,! and! reduced!costs! of! remedial!work!with! children! suffering! from!Attention!Deficient!Hyperactive!Disorder!(ADHD)!and!autism.!!Table!5.1:!Social,!psychological!and!physical!benefits!of!experiences!of!nature!
Benefit! Key!findings!Reduced!crime! Greener!surrounds!are!associated!with!reduced!fear,!fewer!incivilities,!and!less!aggressive!and!violent! behaviour.! Analysis! of! police! crime! reports! shows! that! the! greener! a! building’s!surroundings,!the!fewer!crimes!reported!(Kuo!&!Sullivan,!2001b).!Nature! outside! apartment! buildings! is! found! to! improve! concentration! and! reduce! mental!fatigue,!which!leads!to!reduced!aggression!and!violence.!These!effects!were!found!in!a!Chicago!public!housing!development,!with!benefits!achieved!by!even!with!a! few! trees!and!a!patch!of!grass!(Kuo!&!Sullivan,!2001a).!Increased!community!connection! Trees!and!grass!appear!to!increase!the!use!of!outdoor!communal!spaces,!the!amount!of!social!activity!that!takes!place!within!them,!and!the!proportion!of!social!to!nonLsocial!activities!they!support.! WellLused! urban! green! spaces! are! linked! to! stronger! neighbourly! connections! in!apartment! buildings,! enhanced! sense! of! safety! and! wellLadjustment,! reduced! graffiti,!incivilities!and!crime!(Sullivan,!Kuo,!&!Depooter,!2004a).!Reduced!stress! Nature! experiences! are! found! to! speed! recovery! from! stressful! experiences! (Hartig,! Evans,!Jamner,!Davis,!&!Gärling,!2003;!Kaplan!&!Kaplan,!1989;!Ulrich,!et!al.,!1991).!!Reduced!depression! and!anxiety! ShortLterm!contact!with!nature,!including!viewing!and!undertaking!physical!activity!in!nature,!is! shown! to! reduce! negative! feelings! such! as! anxiety! and! anger,! while! increasing! positive!feelings!(Maller,!Townsend,!Pryor,!Brown,!&!St!Leger,!2006).!Increased! general!mental!health! DoseLresponse! relationships! suggest! increases! in! selfLesteem! and!mood! from! short! term! (5!minutes)! of! physical! activity! in! nature,! with! diminishing! but! always! positive! benefits! from!ongoing!exposure!(Barton!&!Pretty,!2010).!Increased!attention!recovery! Being! able! to! pay! direct! attention! is! an! important! function! in! people’s! ability! to! process!information,! however! after! periods! of! paying! attention,! the! brain! becomes! fatigued.!!Experiences!of!nature,!including!being!and/or!walking!in!a!natural!setting!and!viewing!images!of!nature,!were!found!to!have!a!restorative!effect!on!participants’!capacity!to!!directLattention!(Berman,! Jonides,!&!Kaplan,! 2008;!Hartig,! et! al.,! 2003;!Hartig,!Mang,!&!Evans,! 1991;!Kaplan,!
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Benefit! Key!findings!1995;!Staats,!Kieviet,!&!Hartig,!2003).!Enhanced!healing! Patients!with! views!of! trees! in!hospitals!were! found! to!have! shorter!postLoperative!hospital!stays,! to! require! fewer! analgesics,! and! to! generally! have! a!more!positive! condition!whilst! in!hospital!compared!to!patients!with!a!view!of!a!brick!wall!(Ulrich,!1984).!Increased! active!transport! The!number!of!parks!in!a!community!has!been!positively!correlated!with!the!degree!to!which!people!will!walk!or!cycle!for!transport!(Zlot!&!Schmid,!2005).!Enhanced!productivity! Studies! have! shown! that!workers!with! views! of! nature! are! able! to! perform!better! and! have!greater!satisfaction!with!their!workplace!due!to!enhanced!psychological!health!and!restoration!(Kaplan,!1993).!!Developmental!benefits! to!children! Girls! have! been! found! to! perform! better! on! tasks! requiring! selfLdiscipline,! including!concentrating,!inhibiting!initial!impulses,!and!delaying!gratification,!when!more!nature!can!be!seen!from!the!home!(Taylor,!Kuo,!&!Sullivan,!2002).!A!study!of!children!with!Attention!Deficit!Disorder! (ADD)! found! they! performed! better! after! activities! in! green! settings! and! that! the!greener!a!child’s!play!area,!the!less!severe!their!ADD!symptoms!(Faber!Taylor,!Kuo,!&!Sullivan,!2001).!Enhanced!physical!wellbeing! Comparisons!of!and!use!data!with!self!reported!health!show!a!correlation!between!the!amount!of!green!space!and!overall!health,!controlling!for!socioLeconomic!and!demographic!factors!(De!Vries,!Verheij,!Groenewegen,!&!Spreeuwenberg,!2003).!Considering!the!range!of!benefits!possible!from!experiences!of!nature!–!and!by!implication,!the!potential!negative! impacts!of!a! lack!of!nature!experiences! L! there! is!an! imperative! to!consider!how! to! ensure! that! people! receive! a! threshold! level! of! such! experiences.! As! Eleanor! Gullone!notes! in! the! quote! below,! the! daily! experience! of! humans! living! in! cities! today! is! one! that!fundamentally!differs! to! that! to!which!we!evolved,! and! to!which!we!may!not!be!able! to!adapt!within!timeframes!implicated!by!the!pace!of!these!changes.!
Today’s#Western#societies#are#markedly#changed#and,#particularly#in#the#last#two#hundred#
years,# have# rapidly# advanced.# In# fact,# we# are# currently# witnessing# human#manufactured#
change# at# a# pace# unprecedented# in# the# history# of# the# human# species# (Saunders,# 1999).#
Technology#has#enabled#us#to#plough#and#pave#the#most#unlikely#landscapes,#to#travel#and#
communicate#across#unforeseen#distances,#and#to#technologically#produce#and#manipulate#
material#goods#and#sentient#beings,# including#ourselves.#Not#only#have#the#changes#to#our#
lifestyles#been#immense#compared#to#those#of#our#ancestors,#but#we#go#on#advancing#with#
the# blind# assumption# that# the# human# species# has# an# unlimited# capacity# to# adapt# to# the#
environment,# no#matter#how# far# removed# it# is# from# that# in#which#we# evolved.#But#do#we#
indeed#have#an#unlimited#capacity#to#adapt?#(Gullone,#2000,#p294)#
Timothy! Beatley! developed! the! concept! of! “biophilic! cities”,!which! he! explores! in! his! seminal!book!of!the!same!name!(Beatley,!2011).!In!this,!Beatley!emphasises!the!importance!of!ensuring!cities!provide!opportunities!for!residents!to!have!regular!experiences!of!nature,!and!proposes!a!new!vision! for!cities! in!which! the!various! forms!of!nature! that!do!exist!and!celebrated;!and! in!which!additional!nature!is!integrated!into!the!urban!environment.!Biophilic!urbanism!(Beatley,!2011),! and! the! related! field! of! biophilic! design! (Kellert,! Heerwagen,! &! Mador,! 2008),! hence!
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explore!how!the!built!environment!can!be!designed!so!as!to!provide!people!with!natureLbased!experiences!within!these!constructed!human!environments.!Beatley!(2011)!suggests!that!there!is!no!strict!definition!of!what!constitutes!a!biophilic!city,!and!rather!many!different!expressions!of! urban! biophilia,! which! could! be! manifest! as! different! combinations! of! biophilic! elements,!qualities!and!conditions.!To!provide!an!overarching!definition,!Beatley!suggests!that!!
“a#biophilic#city#is#a#city#that#seeks#to#foster#a#closeness#to#nature#–#it#protects#and#nurtures#
what# is#has,#…#actively# restores#and#repairs# the#nature# that#exists,#while# finding#new#and#
creative# ways# to# insert# and# inject# nature# into# the# streets,# buildings# and# urban# living#
environments”#(Beatley,#2011,#p.#81).##
Beatley! suggests! that!much!nature!does! indeed! already! exist!within!most! cities,! however! it! is!often!unnoticed!by!urban!residents!who!are!disconnected!from!the!natural!world,!and!look!for!pristine! forms!of!nature!and!do!not!appreciate! the!myriad!species! that!exist! in!urban!areas.!A!lack! of! education! and! ways! of! engaging! people! with! the! nature! around! them! diminishes! the!degree! to!which! people! can! connect!with,! and! benefit! from,! urban! nature,! and! gain! a! critical!sense!of!place! that! comes!with!a!deep!understanding!of! the!biological! richness!and!geological!history! of! an! area.! Biophilic! urbanism! therefore! conceptually! extends! beyond! the! physical!conditions,! or! the! use! of! green! design! and! natural! elements! in! a! city,! and! also! includes! how!connected!and!engaged!those!who!live!there!are!with!nature!and!their!surrounds.!In!addition!to!measuring!the!size!and!number!of!biophilic!elements!within!a!city,! it!may!also!be!necessary!to!consider!how!well!they!are!used!by!residents,!and!whether!they!create!opportunities!for!people!to!enjoy,!care!for!and!appreciate!nature!(Beatley,!2011).!Beatley!(2011)!proposes!a!number!of!indicators! for! what! might! constitute! a! biophilic! city,! which! include! considerations! for! the!amount!of!greenspace!within!a!city;!how!accessible!this!is;!the!types!of!greenspace!that!might!be!included;! the!existence!of!organisations!and!activities! that! encourage! contact!with!nature;! the!level!of!biophilic!attitudes!and!knowledge!of!the!people;!and!the!forms!of!biophilic!institutions!and! governance! arrangements! that! direct! the! protection! of! existing! nature,! creation! of! new!urban!nature,!and!connection!of!urban!residents!with!both!of!these.#
5.1.3 Biophilia(in(the(Australian(context(
The!context! for! the! consideration!of!biophilic!urbanism! in! this! thesis! is! that! the!population!of!most! major! Australian! cities! is! anticipated! to! grow! rapidly! over! the! next! several! decades!(Australian! Government,! 2011),! with! most! cities! seeking! to! limit! greenfield! expansion! and!accommodate!a!significant!proportion!of!the!burgeoning!population!through!higher!density!infill!(see! Chapter! 2).! Whilst! Australian! cities! have! historically! been! “green”! by! virtue! of! their!
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sprawling! nature,! the! challenge! is! now! to! maintain! a! quality! and! character! of! life! for! which!Australian! cities! are! renown,! whilst! shifting! to! higher! density! living! (Department! of!Infrastructure! and! Transport,! 2010).! The! tension! between! development! and! nature!conservation!in!cities!must!be!resolved,!while!concurrently!considering!the!multiple!challenges!facing!Australian! cities.!As!discussed! in!Chapter!2,! this! includes! the! likely! changes! in!weather!patterns! predicted! to! result! from! climate! change,! as!well! as! potential! resource! shortages! and!economic!instability.!The!long!timeframes!associated!with!renewing!and!building!infrastructure!and!changing!embedded!systems!creates!an! imperative! to!ensure!urban!development! today! is!designed!to!be!appropriate!for!these!predicted!changes.!A!growing!body!of!evidence!attempts!to!describe! these! challenges! with! increasing! certainty! and! specificity,! however! the! inherent!complexity!of!global!climatic,!demographic!and!economic!systems!mean!that!the!timing,!nature!and!extent!still!remain!uncertain.!!
With! this! context! in!mind,! this!dissertation!adopts! the!perspective! that!urban!development! in!Australia!for!the!21st!century!must!be!one!that!is!capable!of!considering!the!multiLdimensional!and! interdependent! complexities! of! urban! systems! and! infrastructure,! and! build! resilience! to!future!challenges!that!are!uncertain!in!scope!and!timing.!Biophilic!urbanism!is!proposed!as!one!component! of! such! urban! development,! and! adopts! a! definition! of! biophilic! urbanism! that!expands!on!Beatley’s!use!of!the!term,!and!is!adapted!from!a!definition!developed!for!the!SBEnrc!project!(SBEnrc,!2012).!The!definition!for!this!dissertation!is!as!follows:!
Biophilic# urbanism# is# an# emerging# design# principle,# in#which# nature# is# intentionally# and#
systematically#integrated#into#the#built#environment#in#a#way#that#provides#for#our#inherent#
need#of#nature,#and#harnesses#the#potential#of#nature#to#regulate#the#urban#environment#to#
provide# immediate# economic,# environmental# and# social# benefit# and# concurrently# build#
resilience# to# climate# change,# resource# shortages# and# population# pressures.# Biophilic#
urbanism# inherently# takes# a#wholeJsystems# perspective# in# recognising# the# advantages# of#
highJdensity# cities#and#economic#development,#and#provides#a# framework# for# considering#
the# multiJdimensional# and# interdependent# complexities# of# urban# systems# and#
infrastructure#to#achieve#adaptable,#holistic#and#resilient#urban#environments#through#the#
mainstream#use#of#integrated#nature.#
Hence,! while! Beatley! (2011)! considers! how! nature! can! be! integrated! throughout! cities! to!provide! for! people’s! innate! need! for! this,! and! has! a! strong! focus! on! ways! of! fostering!appreciation!and! connection!with! this!nature,! this!dissertation! is!more! specifically! focused!on!ways!of!integrating!nature!that!has!the!potential!to!provide!for!the!biophilic!benefits!discussed!above! into! cities,! with! a!more! primary! focus! on! how! these! can! address! the! challenges! facing!
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Australian!cities.!Beatley’s!important!work!provides!a!foundation!for!this!research!investigation!by!highlighting!the!wide!context!for!urban!nature,!and!how!this!can!provide!biophilic!benefits!to!urban!residents.!!
5.1.4 Scale(of(biophilic(benefits(
The!integrative!literature!review!summarised!in!this!Chapter!considers!forms!of!nature!seen!in!cities!around!the!world!that!are!consistent!with!the!definition!of!biophilic!urbanism!given!above.!These!forms!of!nature,!or!“biophilic!elements”,!are!able!to!be!classified!into!a!taxonomy!related!to!the!scale!at!which!they!are!applied:!the!level!of!a!building,!street,!and!city.!For!clarity:!L Building! scale! elements! are! those! that! can!be! integrated!onto,! into! and!around!a!building,!and!are!generally!assumed!to!be!limited!to!an!individual!property!parcel.!!L Street!scale!elements!are! those! integrated! into!and!alongside!streets,! roads!and!sidewalks,!and! parcelLsized! blocks! of! land! (for! example! vacant! blocks! of! land! within! a! residential!suburb).!!L City!scale!biophilic!elements!are!larger!size!and!likely!to!be!fewer!in!number.!These!are!not!integrated!into!the!urban!fabric!in!the!way!that!building!or!street!scale!elements!are,!and!are!instead!large!areas!of!vegetated!space!or!open!water!within!the!city.!!
This! classification! provides! a! functional! distinction! in! the! consideration! of! biophilic! elements!that!is!useful!for!several!purposes,!including:!L The! range! of! benefits! provided! by! biophilic! elements! is!most! similar!within! each! of! these!scales!(for!example!building!integrated!elements!may!provide!electricity!demand!reductions,!stormwater! runoff! reductions! and! health! and! wellbeing! benefits! to! building! occupants,!whereas!cityLscale!elements!may!store!significant!biodiversity!and!provide!recreational!and!wellbeing!benefits!to!all!city!residents);!L Considerations!for!the!use!of!biophilic!elements!is!similar!within!each!of!these!scales,!due!to!factors! such! as! land! ownership,! landLuse! demands,! and! technical! complexity! that! are!generally!consistent!at!each!scale!(for!example!buildingLscale!property!is! largely!owned!by!private!landholders,!whereas!streets!(including!verge!areas)!are!owned!by!the!government;!landLuse!demand!considerations!for!streetLscale!elements!include!the!space!for!car,!bicycle!and! pedestrian! traffic,! utilities! and! other! infrastructure,! and! emergency! service! access!whereas! cityLscale! elements! demand! consideration! of! potential! landLuse! demands! for!commercial,! residential!or! industrial!developments;!cityLscale!elements!have!generally! low!technical! complexity! due! to! their! larger! size! and! limited! infrastructure,!whereas! buildingL
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scale! elements! require! considerations! of! structural! capacity,! waterproofing,! and! species!survival!in!harsh!conditions).!L The! potential! scope! of! application! of! biophilic! elements! can! be! considered! at! the! level! of!these! scales! (for! example! buildingLintegrated! elements! are! theoretically! possible! on! all!appropriate!buildings!in!the!city,!where!as!cityLscale!elements!may!be!limited!in!number!and!may!only!be!possible!on!land!that!meets!certain!conditions).!
The!survey!of!the!literature!reveals!an!impressive!array!of!benefits!that!spans!a!large!number!of!disciplines.! These! are! summarised! in! Table! 5.2,! under! a! classification! system! developed! to!cluster! benefits! by! the! six! main! observed! effects! that! biophilic! elements! have! on! urban!environments,! including:! thermal,! hydrological,! filtering,! aesthetic,! biodiversity! and! structural!effects.! These! benefits! are! evident! to! greater! or! lesser! degrees! in! the! biophilic! elements!described!in!this!Chapter.!
Consideration!of!all!of! these!benefits,!across!all!biophilic!elements,! is!beyond!the!scope!of! this!thesis.! In! this!dissertation,!benefits! that!relate! to! the!challenges! identified! in!Chapter!2!will!be!the!primary!consideration,!including:!L Heatwaves!and!the!UHI!effect;!L Rainfall!patterns!and!water!availability;!L Sea!level!rise,!cyclones!and!storm!surge;!L Peak!power!demand;!L Urban!water!and!air!quality;!L Food!security!and!biodiversity;!L Automobile!dependency,!congestion!and!oil!vulnerability;!L Housing!supply!and!affordability;!L Urban!liveability!and!global!competitiveness;!and!L Infrastructure!deficit.!
It!is!considered!that!the!potential!to!provide!the!health!and!wellbeing!benefits!described!above!will!generally!result!from!the!creation!of!urban!nature,!with!the!degree!to!which!this!potential!is!realised!dependent!on!the!design!of!the!nature!feature!and!the!way!in!which!people!access!and!use!this!nature.!Consequently,!these!benefits!are!not!further!investigated!in!this!Chapter.!!! !
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Table!5.2:!Summary!and!classification!of!benefits!of!biophilic!elements!
Influence!on!environment!! Examples!of!observable!benefits!Thermal!effects! - Reduced!heat!transfer!through!building!shell!
- Reduced!energy!demand!
- Reduced!UHI!effect!
- Reduced!greenhouse!gas!emissions!
- Potential!increase!in!infrastructure!lifespan!
- Reduced!ground!level!ozone!production!Hydrologic!effects! - Reduced!volume!and!speed!of!stormwater!runoff!
- Improved!quality!of!runoff!(due!to!reduced!velocity!of!runoff)!
- Increased!groundwater!recharge!
- In! some! cases,! reduced! potable! water! demand! for! irrigation! (in! other!cases,!irrigation!demand!may!increase)!
- Improved!health!of!receiving!water!bodies!Filtering!effects! - Improved!air!quality!
- Improved!water!quality!(due!to!filtering!of!runoff)!Aesthetic!effects! - Physical,!neurological,!and!emotional!wellbeing!benefits!
- Increased!social!capital!&!community!connection!Increased!property!value!
- Increased!likelihood!of!active!transport!
- Reduced!traffic!speeds!and!accidents!Biodiversity!effects! - !Increased!diversity!of!species!
- Provision!of!habitat!refuges!and!corridors!
- Food!production!Structural!effects! - Carbon!sequestration!
- Biomass!production!Many! benefits! identified! in! Table! 5.2! are! interrelated! (such! as! heat! transfer! in! buildings! and!building!energy!demand),!and!can!be!considered!concurrently.!Therefore,!the!biophilic!elements!will!be!considered!with!respect!to!their!potential!to:!L Minimise!energy!demand;!L Mitigate!the!UHI!effect;!L Mitigate!climate!change;!L Assist!in!water!cycle!management;!L Improve!air!quality;!L Enhance!active!transport,!to!address!traffic!congestion;!L Support!urban!biodiversity;!and!L Enhance!food!security.!
Given! the! importance! of! increasing! productivity! in! cities,! and! the! focus! on! infrastructure! and!other!investments!in!providing!an!economic!return!(see!Chapter!2),!some!additional!benefits!of!biophilic! elements! that!have! the!potential! to!provide! economic! returns! are! also! considered! in!this! literature! review.! The! purpose! of! this! review! is! not,! however,! to! provide! a! costLbenefit!
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analysis! of! the! biophilic! elements.! There! are! many! economic! benefits! of! the! elements! not!considered!here,!and!the!size!of!the!economic!benefit!will!vary!significantly!between!countries,!locations,! climates! and! element! design,! such! that! developing! a! costLbenefit! analysis! of! the!biophilic!elements! is!a! significant! task!beyond! the!scope!of! this! thesis.! Some!economic! figures!have!been!included,!as!available,!to!provide!context!to!this!discussion.!!
5.1.5 A(taxonomy(of(biophilic(elements(
Table!5.3!summarises!the!findings!discussed!in!this!Chapter,!and!this!is!also!depicted!in!Figure!5.2.!This!comprises!a!taxonomy!of!ways!in!which!nature!can!be!integrated!into!urban!areas!that!are! consistent! with! urban! consolidation! and! that! respond! to! the! current! and! emerging!challenges!facing!Australian!cities,!based!on!current!literature.!This!presents!a!“menu!of!options”!for!decision!makers!seeking! to!address! these!challenges,!and!a!basis! for! further! investigations!into!the!use!of!these!elements.!
!Figure!5.2:!A!taxonomy!of!biophilic!elements.!!
Adapted#from#Reeve#et#al.#(2012).#There!is!much!variation!in!the!design,!development,!and!maintenance!of!biophilic!elements!seen!in! the! literature.! It! is! beyond! the! scope! of! this! investigation! to! reflect! this! diversity! in! this!summary,!and!each!biophilic!element!represents!a!wide!range!of!designs!and!applications.!There!is! also! much! variation! in! the! magnitude! of! benefits! seen! in! the! literature.! This! reflects! the!aforementioned!variation!in!design,!development!and!maintenance!of!the!biophilic!elements,!as!well!as!the!influence!of!factors!including!climate,!geology,!urban!topography,!and!location!of!the!biophilic!element!(among!others).!This!highlights!that!performance!data!from!biophilic!elements!
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in!one!location!should!not!necessarily!be!assumed!to!be!applicable!elsewhere.!Where!possible,!a!range!of!measurements!is!given!for!benefits!to!highlight!the!diversity!in!the!literature,!however!no!attempt!is!made!to!reconcile!these!to!a!single!estimate.!
Other! forms!of! urban!nature! are! seen! in! the! literature! that! have!not! been! considered!here! as!biophilic!elements.!These! include,! for!example,!nature! inside!buildings!(i.e.!pot!plants,! internal!green!walls,!etc)!and!sporting!fields.!Their!omission!is!due!to!the!assessment!that!these!do!not!meet! the!criteria!of!biophilic!urbanism!for! this! thesis.!For! these!two!examples,! internal!nature!does!not!provide!substantial!climate!change!mitigation!or!adaptation!benefits!and!often!requires!significant! inputs! of! energy,! water! and! nutrients,! and! sporting! fields! that! are! dominated! by!monoculture! grasses! provide! limited! biodiversity,! UHI! mitigation,! climate! change! adaptation!and!mitigation,!or!biophilic!benefits.!It!is!acknowledged,!however,!that!both!internal!nature!and!sporting!fields!have!the!potential!to!be!designed!in!ways!so!as!to!provide!these!benefits,!and!may!in!these!cases!be!biophilic!elements.!!
The! important! issue! of! to! whom! the! benefits! provided! by! biophilic! elements! accrue! is!considered!in!Chapters!6!and!7!as!part!of!the!case!study!investigation.!
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Table(5.3:(Summary(of(biophilic(design(elements(at(the(building,(neighbourhood(and(city(scale.(Adapted(from(Reeve(et(al.((2012).(
! Forms! Common!Benefits! Additional!Benefits! Examples!of!considerations!for!use!
!
Green!roofs!
- May(be(accessible(or(inaccessible(
- ‘Extensive’:(Soil(up(to(200mm(with(ground(cover(vegetation(
- ‘Intensive’:(Soil(deeper(than(200mm(and(larger(vegetation(
- Elevated(landscapes:(600mm(or(greater(substrate(depth,(support(a(wide(range(of(vegetation,(and(create(a(new(ground(plane.(
- Many(green(roof(technologies(and(systems(exist(
- Reduce(UHI(effect(
- Mitigate(climate(change(
- Assist(in(water(cycle(management(
- Improve(air(quality(
- Increase(biodiversity((
- Reduce(building(energy(demand(
- Increase(property(value(
- Increased(roof(longevity( - Upfront(and(onSgoing(costs(- Lack(of(local(experience(and(data(- Design(constraints(&(storm(resilience(
- Maintenance(and(plants(survival(
- Water(requirements(
- Competing(roof(space(requirements(
Bu
ild
in
g!
Green!walls!
- Potential(sites(include(buildings,(walls(and(other(infrastructure,(such(roadside(barriers.((
- Can(include(systems(with(substrate,(or(without.((
- Directly(attached(to(building(wall,(or(to(a(parallel(scaffold.(
- Many(green(wall(technologies(and(techniques(
- Reduced(building(energy(demand(
- Increase(property(value( - Upfront(and(onSgoing(costs(- Design(constraints(and(lack(of(industry(capacity(
- Irrigation(requirements(
- Maintenance(
- Risk(of(failure(
!
Shade!trees!
- Shade(trees(lining(buildings(and(infrastructure(
- May(use(deciduous(or(evergreen(species( - Reduced(building(energy(demand(- Increase(property(value(
- ( - Potential(to(increase(ozone(concentrations(- Fire(risk(- Maintenance(
- Water(requirements(
!
Vegetation!
surrounding!
buildings!
- Vegetation(in(parking(lots,(including(shade(trees,(shrubs(&(plants((
- Vegetated(courtyards((
- Backyards,(gardens(&(lawns( - Increase(property(value( - Net(greenhouse(gas(emissions(- Water(requirements(- Inclusion(of(trees(
! Pocket!parks!
&!green!space!!
- SmallSsized(parks(integrated(into(urban(areas(
- Vacant(blocks(of(land(( - Increase(property(value(- Encourage(physical(activity((
- Increase(social(capital(( - Accessibility(- Maintenance(
St
re
et
!s
ca
le
!
Street!
integrated!
trees!and!
vegetation!
- (Rain(gardens,(bioSswales,(tree(pits(and(grates,(curb(extensions,(and(vegetation(features(integrated(into(&(directly(adjacent(streets((
- Verge(strip(gardens(
- Vegetated(traffic(features(such(as(roundabouts,(traffic(calming(extensions(or(centre(islands(
- Tree(lined(boulevards(
- Reduce(driving(stress(and(traffic(incidences(
- Encourage(active(transport(
- Extend(infrastructure(longevity(
- Maintenance(&(preserving(tree(health(
- Water(requirements(
- Public(safety(
- Space(requirements(&(competing(demands(
- Risk(to(infrastructure(
- Upfront(costs(
!
!City!parks!
- Large(city(parks(
- ‘Green(wedges’(and(city(forests(
- Large(nature(reserves(
- Green(rings(around,(and(within(cities(
- Catalyse(economic(development(
- Encourage(physical(activity( - Land(cost(and(availability(- Competing(park(uses(
- Maintenance(and(management(requirements(
- Water(requirements(
- Perception(of(safety(risks(
Ci
ty
!s
ca
le
!
Linear!green!
space!
- Greenways(
- Biodiversity(corridors(
- Riparian(zones(along(rivers(and(other(waterways(
- Vegetated(buffers(along(highways(and(other(transport(infrastructure(traversing(the(city(
- Encourage(active(transport(&(physical(activity((
- Catalyse(economic(development( - Land(cost(and(availability(- Competing(park(uses(- Maintenance(and(management(requirements(
- Water(requirements(
- Perception(of(safety(risks(
! City!farms!
and!urban!
agriculture!
- Community(gardens(
- City(farms(
- Food(producing(species(in(all(other(biophilic(elements( - Improve(health(and(wellbeing(- Retain(nutrients(&(reduce(waste(- Increase(food(security(
- Enhance(social(capital(
- Lack(of(city(support(
- Soil(contaminants(
- Water(requirements(
- Urban(climate(conditions(
!
Urban!
waterways!
- Rivers,(streams(and(creeks(
- Natural(and(constructed(wetlands(
- Ponds(and(lakes((
- Mangroves(in(riparian(zones(
- Increase(property(value( - Visual(amenity(and(waterway(health(
- Maintenance(requirements(
- Developer(handover(conditions(
- Competing(uses(
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5.2 Building+scale+elements+
Building( scale( biophilic( elements( are( integrated( onto,( into( and( around( buildings,( within( the(boundary(of(an(individual(property(parcel.(Identified(elements(include(green(roofs,(green(walls,(shade( trees,( and( vegetated( surrounds.( Property( types( include( detached( residential( buildings,(multiEresidence( buildings,( commercial( properties,( industrial( properties,( municipal( properties,(and(service(facilities(such(as(hospitals,(schools,(and(universities.((
Several(general(considerations(are(evident(for(buildingEscale(biophilic(elements,(including:(E The(majority(of(properties(within( cities(are(privately(owned,(and( the(use(of(building( scale(elements( is( likely( to( be( directed( by( the( value( perceived( by( property( owners,( unless(mandatory(requirements(exist;(E The(issue(of(split(incentives(is(most(evident(at(this(scale,(with(various(benefits(from(buildingEscale(biophilic(elements(accruing(to(property(owners,(tenants(and(to(the(general(public;(E The( potential( for( application( of( buildingEscale( biophilic( elements( is( high,( given( the(proportion(of(urban(space(covered(by(buildings(and(individual(lots;(and(E BuildingEscale( biophilic( elements( are( smaller( in( size( than( street( or( city( scale( elements,(however( the( cumulative( impact( of( their( widespread( use( is( likely( to( provide( the( greatest(overall(benefit.(
5.2.1 Green+roofs+
Green( roofs( (also( called( vegetated( roofs,( living( roofs,( rooftop( gardens)( are( integrated( systems(comprising(vegetation,(a(growing(medium(and(a(waterproof(membrane,(which(sit(over(buildings(or( other( infrastructure.( These( frequently( include( additional( layers( including( root( barriers,(insulation,( drainage( layers,( filter( fabric( (geotextile( and( irrigation( systems( to( support( the(vegetation( and( protect( the( underlying( infrastructure( (Downton,( 2011).( Green( roofs( can( be(applied( to( flat( and(pitched(roofs(as(either( ‘extensive’( (thin(growing(medium,(50E200mm(deep,(with(ground(cover(vegetation)(or( ‘intensive’((with(soil(deeper(than(200mm(with(vegetation(up(to(the(size(of(trees)((Downton,(2011).(Supporting(structures(in(buildings(need(to(be(able(to(carry(the(additional(weight(of(the(soil((or(growing(medium),(plants(and(water((City(of(Toronto,(2009).(Extensive(green( roofs(are(more(easily( retrofitted(onto(existing( roofs,(however( intensive(green(roofs(can(require(stronger(roof(structures(and(often(need(to(be(considered(during(the(design(and(construction(phase(of(buildings((Peck,(Callahan,(Kuhn,(&(Bass,(1999).((
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Potential)to)reduce)building)energy)demand)Green(roofs(reduce(heat(transfer(through(the(roof,(and(as(a(consequence(reduce(energy(demand(by(minimising(the(need(for(mechanical(heating(and(cooling.(The(thermal(mass(in(the(green(roof(substrate( acts( as( insulation,( whilst( shading( and( evapotranspiration( from( vegetation( and(evaporation( from( soils( provides( additional( cooling( benefits( (Oberndorfer( et( al.,( 2007).(Wong,(Chen,(Ong,(and(Sia((2003)(reported(a(90(per(cent(reduction(in(heat(transfer(through(a(green(roof(compared(to(a(reference(roof(in(Singapore,(while(Onmura,(Matsumoto,(and(Hokoi((2001)(found(the(heat(flux(throughout(a(year(was(approximately(halved(by(the(use(of(a(green(roof(in(Japan.(In(Ottowa,(Canada,(Liu((2004)(observed(a(95(per(cent(reduction(in(annual(heat(gain(in(a(building(that(installed(a(green(roof.((
In( Toronto,( Canada,( two( different( green( roof( systems(with( 50E100mm(of( lightweight( growing(medium(were(compared(to(a(reference(roof(of(the(same(type(without(greening((steel(deck(with(thermal(insulation(above),(finding(a(reduction(in(heat(gain(through(the(roof(of(on(average(70–90(per(cent(in(summer(and(10–30(per(cent(reduction(in(heat(loss(in(the(winter,( largely(due(to(the(thermal(mass(provided(by(the(green(roof((Liu(&(Minor,(2005).(Oberndorfer,(et(al.((2007)(noted(that(green(roofs(are(most(effective(for(buildings(with(a(higher(roof(to(wall(ratio((i.e.(with(fewer(stories)(as(these(are(most(affected(by(heat(gain(through(the(roof.((
Experimental(studies(and(analysis(of(the(energy(performance(of(a(green(roof(in(Athens(found(the(building’s(cooling(load(was(reduced(by(6–49(per(cent(for(the(building(as(a(whole(during(summer,(and(12–87(per(cent(for(the(top(floor.(The(influence(on(the(building’s(heating(load(was(found(to(be( insignificant( (Santamouris( et( al.,( 2007).( Niachou,( Papakonstantinou,( Santamouris,(Tsangrassoulis,( and(Mihalakakou( (2001)( compared(buildings(with(green( roofs( in(Athens,(with(buildings(with(and(without( roof( insulation.(They( found(up( to(45(per( cent( reduction( in( cooling(from( the( green( roof( compared( to( a( nonEinsulated( roof,( however(no( reductions( compared( to( a(wellEinsulated(roof.(This(suggests(green(roofs(may(be(of(greatest(benefits(where(other(insulation(does(not(exist.(With(regards(to(winter(heating(requirements,(Niachou,(et(al.((2001)(found(winter(heating( energy( savings( of( 9( per( cent( for( a( building( with( a( green( roof( compared( to( a( wellEinsulated(roof,(and(45(per(cent(compared(to(a(nonEinsulated(roof(in(Athens,(Greece.(
Green( roofs( also( provide( indirect( energy( reduction( benefits( by( reducing( the( UHI( (UHI)( effect((see(below).(Akbari,(Pomerantz,(and(Taha((2001)(reported(findings(from(the(USA(that(electricity(demand( in( cities( increases( by( 2–4( per( cent( for( each( 1°C( increase( in( temperature( above( a(threshold(of(15( to(20°C.(Green(roofs(offer(greater(cooling(per(unit(area( than(do( light(coloured(surfaces((however(less(than(kerbside(planting)((Rosenzweig(et(al.,(2006).!(
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Potential)to)mitigate)the)urban)heat)island)effect)Roofs(can(represent(up(to(32(per(cent(of(the(horizontal(surface(of(builtEup(areas,(they(are(thus(an(important( determinant( of( the( heat( and( energy( flux( within( a( city( (Oberndorfer,( et( al.,( 2007).(Green( roofs( can(mitigate( the(UHI(effect( through( several(mechanisms.(Capturing,( retaining(and(evaporating(rainwater(convert(solar(energy(to(latent(heat(rather(than(sensible(heat.(In(addition,(the(albedo(of(vegetated(surfaces(is(typically(lower(than(constructed(surface,(resulting(in(greater(reflection(of(incoming(solar(radiation.(Further,(vegetation(shades(underlying(surfaces,(reducing(the(direct(solar(radiation(on(the(surface(and(therefore(heat(gain((Getter(&(Rowe,(2006).(Studies(have( investigated( the( UHI( reduction( potential( of( green( roofs,( with(Wong,( Chen,( et( al.( (2003)(finding(air(temperatures(above(buildings(with(green(roofs(30oC(lower(than(a(conventional(roof.(Gill,( Handley,( Ennos,( and( Pauleit( (2007)(modelled( the( effect( of( green( roofs( in( dense( areas( of(Manchester,( UK( under( climate( change( scenarios,( and( found( they( would( maintain( surface(temperatures(7.6oC(below(a(‘high(temperature’(prediction(for(2080,(and(would(reduce(urban(air(temperatures(below(even(currently(observed( levels.(Rosenzweig,( Solecki,( and(Slosberg( (2006)(found(that(green(roofs(can(provide(greater(cooling(per(unit(area(than(increased(albedo,(however(their( effect( will( be( most( pronounced( in( urban( geographies( with( limited( streetElevel(redevelopment(opportunities(and(where(there(is(a(higher(roof(to(wall(ratio.(In(the(subEtropical(climate(of(Texas,(maximum(green(roof( temperatures(were( found( to(be(38oC(cooler(at( the( roof(membrane(than(conventional(roofs((Simmons(et(al,(2008).(
Alexandri(and(Jones((2008)(modelled(the(effect(of(green(roofs(on(surrounding(air(temperatures(in(nine(cities(around(the(world(in(different(climate(zones.(They(found(the(greatest(benefits(in(the(hotter(and(direr(climates.(The(maximum(temperature(decreases( in(the(air( layer(1(metre(above(the( roof( were( found( in( Riyadh,( with( a( 26.0°C( decrease,( and( London( with( 15.5°C,( during( the(hottest(times(of(the(year.(Green(roofs(also(provided(benefit(in(humid(climates,(with(a(maximum(temperature(difference(of(8.4°C(in(Hong(Kong.(
Potential)to)mitigate)climate)change)Green( roofs( can( both( sequester( carbon( in( the( vegetative( biomass( and( soils,( and( provide(greenhouse( gas( emissions( reductions( through( reducing( energy( consumption( in( buildings.( As(noted( above,( green( roofs( have( the( potential( to( significantly( reduce( both( summer( cooling( and(winter(heating(requirements.(In(the(UK,(buildings(are(found(to(account(for(approximately(half(of(primary( energy( consumption,( with( associated( CO2( emissions,( with( a( large( proportion( of( this(energy( used( to( heat( and( cool( the( building( (Castleton,( Stovin,( Beck,( &( Davison,( 2010).( The(greenhouse(reduction(potential(from(such(reductions(was(estimated(for(the(City(of(Toronto.(If(at(least(75(per(cent(of(the(roof(area(of(all(flat(roofs(greater(than(350(square(metres(were(greened((a(
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total(of(50(million(square(meters),(56,300(metric( tonnes(of(carbon(dioxide(emissions(could(be(mitigated(in(Toronto(each(year((Banting(et(al.,(2005).((
Getter,(Rowe,(Robertson,(Cregg,(and(Andresen((2009)(quantified(the(carbon(storage(potential(of(extensive( green( roofs( in( the( USA.( A( study( of( 12( green( roofs( in(Michigan( and(Maryland,( USA,(planted(mainly(with(Sedum(species(and(substrates(varying(between(2.5(and(12.7(cm(deep,(found(that( on( average,( roofs( stored( 162( g( C·m−2( in( aboveground( biomass.( In( a( further( study,( it(was(shown(that(the(carbon(storage(varied(between(plant(species,(with(aboveground(storage(ranging(from( 64( g( C·m−2( (in( S.! acre)( to( 239( g( C·m−2( (in( S.! album),( with( an( average( of( 168( g( C·m−2.(Similarly,(belowground(storage(varied,(with(the(lowest(of(37(g(C·m−2((in(S.!acre)(to(the(highest(of(185( g( C·m−2( (in(S.!kamtschaticum)( and( averaged(107( g( C·m−2.( Carbon( storage( in( the( substrate(averaged(913(g(C·m−2,(and(did(not(differ(with(the(various(plants(species.(Over(the(2(years(of(the(study,( this(represented(a(sequestration(rate(of(100(g(C·m−2.(Overall,( the(entire(extensive(green(roof( system( sequestered( on( average( 375( g( C·m−2( in( aboveE( and( belowground( biomass( and(substrate(organic(matter.(
Potential)to)assist)in)water)cycle)management)Green(roofs(assist(in(managing(urban(water(cycles(by(mitigating(the(effect(of(impervious(surface(runoff( through( capturing( rainwater( in( the( substrate( media,( and( later( evaporating( and(evapotranspiring( this( from( the( substrate( and( vegetation( respectively.( This( can( significantly(improve(the(health(of(receiving(waterbodies,(reduce(stormwater(flooding,(and(reduce(erosion.(
Mentens,(Raes,( and(Hermy( (2006)( reviewed(European( research( investigating( the( reduction( in(rainwater( runoff( from( green( roofs.( They( found( that( the( annual( rainfallErunoff( relationship( is(strongly( determined( by( the( depth( of( the( substrate,( however( is( also( influenced( by( annual(precipitation,( type( of( roof( and( number( of( layers.( The( age( of( the( green( roof,( slope( angle( and(length(were( not( significantly( correlated(with( yearly( runoff( (however( other( research( indicates(that(slope(angle(may(affect(runoff(in(certain(climatic(conditions((Fioretti,(Palla,(Lanza,(&(Principi,(2010).(On( average,(Mentens,( et( al.( (2006)( found( that( the( rainfall( retention( capability( of( green(roofs(on(a(yearly(basis( rangesintensive(green(roofs( (with(median(substrate(depth(of(150mm)(showed( annual( runoff( reduction( being( equal( 65E85( per( cent( of( annual( precipitation,( and( for(extensive( roofs( (median(substrate(depth(100mm),(27E81(per( cent.(Larger( reductions( in( runoff(were( seen(during( the( summer(months(as( increased(evapotranspiration( regenerated( the(water(retaining( capacity( of( the( substrate( more( quickly,( allowing( it( to( capture( and( store( greater(proportions(of(subsequent(rainfall.(These(findings(were(largely(confirmed(by((Carter(&(Jackson,(2007),(who(similarly(surveyed(literature(reporting(stormwater( infiltration(rates(of(green(roofs(from(North(America(and(Scandinavia.(Fioretti,(et(al.((2010)(highlighted(the(variability(in(rainfall(
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runoff(and(detention(rates(varies(between(climatic(areas,(with(runoff(reductions(of(64(per(cent(in( southern( Sweden;( 60E79( per( cent( in( Germany,( and( an( average( of( 65( per( cent( in( Chicago,(Philadelphia( and( Portland.( In( Texas,( with( a( subEtropical( climate,( Simmons( et!al! (2008)( found(maximum(runEoff( retention(of(88(per( cent( from(a(medium(rain(event,( and(44(per( cent( from(a(large(rain(event(for(a(green(roof(with(100mm(of(substrate.(
With( regards( to( this( variability,( Carter( and( Jackson( (2007b)( highlighted( how( the( infiltration(capacity(of(green(roofs(varies(depending(on(characteristics(of(the(green(roof,(such(as(the(depth(and(type(of(substrate;(the(number(of(layers(and(types(of(materials(used;(the(vegetative(type(and(cover;(the(roof(geometry,(slope,(position(and(age.(Weather(conditions(are(also(highly(influential,(including(the(length(of(a(dry(period(that(precedes(a(rainfall(event;(seasonal(and(climatic(factors(such(as(air(temperature,(wind(conditions(and(humidity;(and(the(characteristics(of(a(rainfall(event((intensity( and(duration).(Within( the( context( of( this( array(of( variables,( the( authors(highlighted(that(performance(values(gained( from(various(green(roof( studies(cannot(be(easily(compared( to(other(studies(as(it(is(unlikely(that(the(factors(affecting(performance(would(be(consistent.(
With( regards( to( water( quality,( Banting,( et( al.( (2005)( found( physical,( chemical( and( biological(processes( in(green(roofs( that(provide(substantial( improvements.(Particulate(matter( is( trapped(within(green(roof(substrates,(reducing(runoff(turbidity(and(retaining(pollutants(associated(with(the(particulates.( Further,( nitrogen,( phosphorous( and(other( contaminants( can(be( taken(up( and(broken(down(by(the(vegetation( itself,(while(heavy(metals(and(other(nutrients(can(be(bound( in(the(green(roof(substrate.(For(example,(studies(have(shown(a(95(per(cent(reduction(in(cadmium,(copper(and(lead(and(a(16(per(cent(removal(rate(for(zinc((Banting,(et(al.,(2005).(!
An(important(point(to(be(made(from(considering(these(studies(collectively,(is(that(whilst(green(roofs(have(been(found(to(capture(significant(proportions(of(small(rainfall(events,(they(are(found(to(have(a(lesser(impact(on(large(rainfall(events(as(the(substrate(becomes(saturated(and(cannot(further(absorb(rain((Carter(&(Jackson,(2007;(Czemiel(Berndtsson,(2010).(
Potential)to)improve)urban)air)quality)Green(roofs( can( improve(urban(air(quality( in( several(ways,( including( through(direct(uptake(of(gaseous( pollutants( by( vegetation,( interception( of( particulate( pollution( on( vegetation,( and( by(breaking( down( certain( organic( compounds( in( plant( tissues( or( in( the( soil.( Furthermore,( by(reducing( surface( temperatures( through( evapotranspiration( and( shading,( the( photochemical(production( of( ozone( and( other( pollutants( is( reduced( (Yang,( Yu,( &( Gong,( 2008).( Bass( and(Baskaran((2001)(cited(research( that( found( that( reducing( the(UHI(effect(by(2oC( is(equivalent( to(converting( half( of( the(motor( vehicles( in( the( city( to( zeroEemission( electric( engines.( Yang( et! al!
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(2008)(studied(air(pollution(removal(by(green(roofs(in(Chicago,(finding(a(total(of(1675(kilograms(of(air(pollutants(was(removed(by(19.8(hectares(of(green(roofs(in(one(year.(Ozone(contributed(to(just( over( half( (52( per( cent)( of( this,( followed( by( NO2((27%),( PM10((particulate( matter( with( a(diameter( of( 10( micrometres( or( less,( 14%),( and( SO2((7%).( The( authors( estimated( that( if( all(rooftops( in( Chicago( had( extensive( green( roofs,( 2046.89(metric( tons( of( pollutants( would( be(removed,( with( an( estimated( rate( of( 85( kilograms( per( hectare( per( year.(In( Toronto,( similar(research(found(that(109(hectares(of(green(roofs(could(remove(7.87(metric(tons(of(air(pollutants(each(year((Currie(&(Bass,(2005).((
Potential)to)support)urban)biodiversity)Invertebrate(and(avian(communities(have(been(found(living(on(a(variety(of(different(green(roof(types(in(several(countries,(including(rare(and(uncommon(species((Oberndorfer,(et(al.,(2007).(The(species( richness( of( spider( and( beetle( populations( on( green( roofs(were( found( to( be( positively(correlated(with(plant(species(richness(and(the(degree(of(variation(in(the(topography((Baumann,(2006).(Baumann((2006)(found(that(substrates(such(as(blown(clay(and(volcanic(materials(allow(for(a(limited(selection(of(green(roof(plant(species,(and(these(are(consequently(often(dominated(by(sedum.(This(offers(very(little(food(for(insects,(spiders(and(small(animals,(which(in(turn(limits(bird( and( other( faunal( species.( Oberndorfer,( et( al.( (2007)( further( discuss( how( the( harsh(conditions(on(green(roofs,(including(moisture(stress(and(severe(drought,(extreme(temperatures,(high( light( intensities( and( high( winds( can( dictate( vegetation( selection.( This( typically( includes(species( that( form(a(mat( or( have( compact( growth;( evergreen( foliage;( or( rough,( twiggy( growth.(Succulents,(sedum(species,(grasses(and(herbaceous(perennials(are(often(used.(
Potential)to)increase)property)value)Ichihara(and(Cohen((2011)(used(a(hedonic(pricing(method( to(calculate( that(properties( in(New(York(apartments(in(buildings(with(a(green(roof(had(an(approximately(16.2(per(cent(higher(rental(price( than( those( without.( Other( studies( found( in( grey( literature( and( conference( proceedings(suggest( that( green( roofs( improve( property( values( (Liu( &( Baskaran,( 2003;( Porsche( &( Köhler,(2003;( Rosenzweig,( Gaffin,( &( Parshall,( 2006),( however( these( appear( to( be( qualitative(assessments( or( are( based( on( the( use( of( proxy( measurements( (such( as( increases( in( property(value(from(ground(level(trees,(which(studies(assume(is(comparable((Peck,(et(al.,(1999;(Tomalty(&(Komorowski,(2010)).(
Potential)to)increase)infrastructure)longevity)Green(roofs(are(reported(to(increase(roof(longevity(in(academic(literature(and(government(and(industry(documents.(A(generally(accepted(figures(appears(to(be(that(green(roofs(have(a(40Eyear(lifespan,(approximately(double(that(of(conventional(roofs((for(example(Adams(&(Marriott,(2008;(
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Carter( &( Keeler,( 2008;( City( of( Melbourne,( 2013;( Clark,( Adriaens,( &( Talbot,( 2008;(Wong,( Tay,(Wong,( Ong,( &( Sia,( 2003).( The( source( documents( for( these( estimates( have( not( been( found,( as(these(appear(to(be(conference(papers,(which(have(not(been(possible(to(gain(access(to(at(the(time(of(writing((for(example(Köhler,(2003;(Lee,(2004;(Porsche(&(Kohler,(2003).(There(appears(to(be(much(circular(referencing(in(the(literature,(leading(to(the(apparent(establishment(of(the(figures(cited(here.((
These(figures(do,(however,(appear(to(be(supported(by(anecdotal(evidence,(and(the(mechanisms(said(to(provide(the(benefit(are(plausible,( including(that(green(roofs(can(increase(roof( longevity(by(providing(additional(protection(of(the(roof’s(waterproofing(membrane,(and(reducing(the(heat(flux( to( which( the( roofing( materials( are( subjected,( thereby( minimising( the( expansion( and(contraction(of(the(roof(materials,(and(providing(protection(from(ultra(violet(radiation.(Hence,(the(figures( cited( are( considered( likely( to( be( relatively( accurate,( despite( the( apparent( absence( of(research(to(confirm(them.(
Considerations)for)use)E Upfront!and!ongoing!costs:!Higher(construction(costs(compared(to(conventional(roofs(are(a(barrier( to( green( roof( uptake( in( Australia,( with( limited( shortEterm( return( on( investments((Williams,( Rayner,( &( Raynor,( 2010).( Upfront( costs( for( green( roofs( can( vary( substantially,(depending(on( the( size,( location,(design,( type(of(materials(used,( and(available(access( to( the(roof( space( (City( of( Melbourne,( 2013).( (A( lack( of( local( technical( data( limits( the( ability( to(calculate(benefits,(further(exacerbating(this(issue((Williams,(et(al.,(2010).(Ongoing(costs(also(vary,(depending(also(on(design(and(location,(which(influence(the(amount(of(water,(fertiliser,(pruning,(and(weeding(required(and(the(ease(with(which(this(can(be(done((City(of(Melbourne,(2013).( Further,( limited( experience( with( green( roofs( in( Australia( to( date( means( that(knowledge( about( plant( selection( and( care( is( still( developing( (Williams,( et( al.,( 2010).(Compared(with( Europe( and(North(America,( Australia’s(mild( climate(means( the( vegetation(does(not( typically(die(back( in(winter,(potentially( increasing(maintenance(costs( (Carpenter,(2012).(E Species! selection:( Green( roof( performance( depends( on( the( species( of( vegetation( selected.(Williams,(et(al.((2010)(note(that(a(lack(of(plants(that(have(been(demonstrated(to(survive(the(harsh( conditions( on( roofs( in( Australia,( which( are( also( aesthetically( pleasing,( is( a( major(barrier( to( the(uptake(of(green(roofs( in(Australia.(Sedum(species(used(overseas(may(not(be(suitable(here,(due(to(high(overnight(temperatures,(as(well(as(biosecurity(issues(limiting(the(use(of(nonEnative(plants.(Australia’s(droughtEprone(climate(does(mean,(however,(that(there(are(many(native(species(that(may(be(well(adapted(to(use(on(green(roofs.(
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E Building!heights:(Wind(profiles(on(tall(buildings(can(be(significantly(higher(than(for(shorter(buildings,( and( as( a( consequence( some( cities( exclude( such( buildings( from( green( roof(requirements(as(this(poses(a(risk(of(damage(to(the(green(roof,(and(that(substrate(and(plants(may( be( blown( from( the( roof( (City( of( Toronto,( n.d.).( Tall( buildings( can( also( impact( on(construction(feasibility,(as(this(can(impact(on(the(ease(with(which(roofing(materials((such(as(substrate,(plants,(membranes,(etc.)(can(be(elevated(to(the(roof((Carpenter,(2012).(E Resilience! to! storms:( Green( roofs( need( to( be( designed( to( be( resilient( to( storms( and( strong(winds,( as( these( can( damage( the( green( roof,( and( may( even( result( in( the( vegetation( and(substrate(being(blown(off((Carpenter,(2012).((E Water!requirements:(Low(water(conditions(affect(Australian(cities(periodically(for(extended(periods( of( time.( Green( roofs( that( require( irrigation( with( potable( water( are( likely( to( be(unfeasible,( and( green( roof( design,( and( irrigation( sources,( need( to( take( this( into( account((Williams,(et(al.,(2010).(Further,(evapotranspiration(rates(in(Australia(have(been(noted(to(be(low( at( times,( particularly( under( drought( conditions.( Vegetation( affected( by( low( water(availability,(high(temperatures,(and(high(radiation(and(high(vapour(pressure(deficits(restrict(transpiration,( can( lose( canopy( coverage( and( can( even( die( (Coutts,( Tapper,( Beringer,(Loughnan,(&(Demuzere,( 2013).( This( compromises( the( cooling(benefit( provided(during( the(periods(of(time(when(that(cooling(is(most(needed((Coutts,(et(al.,(2013).(E Competing! space! requirements:( highErise( roof( tops( are( often( occupied( with( infrastructure(such(as(water(tanks,(air(conditioning(ducts,(elevator(machinery(and(potentially(solar(panels,(leaving(little(spare(space(for(a(roof(garden((Cheng,(Cheung,(&(Chu,(2010).(Some(of(these(uses(can,(however,(effectively(coEexist.(Solar(photovoltaic(system(performance(can(be(enhanced(by(the(reduced(temperatures(created(by(green(roofs((Hui(&(Chan,(2011;(Köhler,(Wiartalla,(&(Feige,(2007).(
5.2.2 Green+walls+
Green(walls,( also( frequently( called( living(walls,( green( facades,(bio(walls(or(vertical( vegetation,(are(an(option(for(increasing(vegetation(and(greening(in(an(urban(environment(with(a(shortage(of(available(space,(as(with(green(roofs.(Green(walls(are(found(to(particularly(effective(on(buildings(with( a( low( roof( to( wall( ratio,( i.e.( highErise( buildings( with( many( stories,( in( which( the( main(exposed(surfaces(are(the(walls((Cheng,(et(al.,(2010).(Green(walls(are(seen(as(advantageous(due(to(a( low( footprint,( high( aesthetic( value( and( ability( to( address( both( the( UHI( effect( and( regulate(indoor(temperatures(of(the(building(being(shaded.(Green(walls(can(be(grown(inside(and(outside(of(a(building.(These(can(be(developed(to(various(degrees(with(common(arrangements(including(potted( plants( arranged( on( shelves,( potted( vines( supported( by( trellises,( or( vertical( layers( of(
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growing(medium(or(geotextile( supporting(plant( life.(Numerous(benefits(have(been( found( from(green( walls,( including( improved( thermal( performance( of( buildings,( reduced( energy(consumption,( improved( air( quality( and( greater( workplace( productivity( and( wellEbeing( (Loh,(2008).(
Loh((2008)(suggests(that(there(are(three(broad(classifications(of(green(walls:(E Panel!System:(preEplanted(panels(of(plants(are(brought(onEsite(and(attached(to(the(structural(system(with(a(mechanical(watering(system(added(to(provide(irrigation;(E Felt!System:(plants(are(fitted(into(felt(pockets(of(growing(medium,(which(are(attached(to(the(structural( system( via( a( waterproof( backing.( The( felt( is( kept( continually(moist,( with( plant(nutrients(added(to(the(irrigation(water.(E Container!and/or!trellis!system:(Plants(grow(in(pots(or(containers(and(climb(trellises(against(or(close(to(the(wall.(The(plants(are(irrigated(and(fertilised(through(a(drip(irrigation(system(in(the(pot.(
Potential)to)reduce)building)energy)demand)Green(walls(can(reduce(energy(required(for(mechanical(cooling(by(providing(insulation,(shading(and(potentially(evapotranspiration.(Stec,(Van(Paassen,(and(Maziarz((2005)(found(that(climbing(plants(reduced(energy(consumption(for(air(conditioning(by(up(to(20(per(cent(in(the(Netherlands,(with( the( magnitude( depending( on( foliage( density.( Comparing( plants( to( the( use( of( blinds( for(shading,(the(authors(noted(that(whilst(the(surface(temperature(on(the(blinds(reached(over(55°C,(the(plants(never(exceeded(35°C(as(they(convert(around(60(per(cent(of(incoming(solar(energy(into(latent(heat.(
Tsoumarakis,( Assimakopoulos,( Tsiros,( Hoffman,( and( Chronopoulou( (2008)( found( similar(benefits(from(an(ascending(plant(growing(up(a(double(brick(façade(facing(west(during(summer((northern( hemisphere).( Despite( the( lack( of( vertical( substrate,( the( plant( reduced( daytime(temperatures(on(the(wall(and(inside(the(building,(and(reduced(heat(loss(during(the(night(time,(by(up( to1.5°C.( Further( investigation( revealed( a( thermal( layer(between( the(plant’s( foliage( and( the(wall,( which( regulated( the( heat( flux( from( the( ambient( air( through( the(wall.( It( was( found( that(shading(by(the(plant(foliage(reduced(incident(solar(radiation(on(the(wall,(further(accounting(for(the(cooler(daytime(temperatures.((
Studies( in(Beijing(have(shown(a(28(per( cent( reduction( in( the(peakEcooling( load(of(a(building’s(interior(when( a( green(wall( comprising( thick( ivy( (a( climbing( green(wall)(was( installed( on( the(west(façade((Di(&(Wang,(1999).(A(study(in(Hong(Kong(from(a(green(wall(comprising(turfEbased(planting( modules( with( 7.5( centimetreEdeep( substrate( on( an( elevated( façade( wall( of( a( public(
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housing( apartment( building( found( the( green( wall( reduced( temperature( fluctuations( of( the(various(internal(and(external(wall(components,(reducing(internal(temperatures(and(delaying(the(transfer(of(solar(heat.(This(led(to(reduced(power(consumption(for(air(conditioning(compared(to(a(building(with(bare(concrete((Cheng,(et(al.,(2010).((
Wong(et(al.((2010)(investigated(the(impact(of(eight(experimental(green(walls(on(both(wall(and(ambient( temperatures( in( Singapore.( These(walls( were( not( connected( to( buildings,( and( hence(both(sides(of(the(wall(had(solar(access,(which(should(be(taken(into(account(when(considering(the(research(findings.(Maximum(cooling(benefits(on(ambient(temperatures(of(3.33°C(were(found(at(a(0.15(metre(distance( from( the(wall( compared( to( a( control(wall,(with( some( cooling(benefit(was(found( at( 0.60( metres.( The( green( walls( were( found( to( reduce( the( wall( temperature,( with( a(maximum(temperature(reduction(compared(to(the(control(wall(of(11.58oC.(The(research(found(that(a(green(wall(without(substrate((i.e.(a(climbing(vine)(still(provided(benefits,(presumed(to(be(due( to( the( shading( and( evapotranspiration( from( the( vegetation.( A( range( of( variables( were(proposed(to(account(for(variations(found(in(their(data,(including(physical(structure(of(the(green(walls,(materials(and(dimensions(of(the(panels(holding(the(substrate(and(plants(species,(substrate(type,( composition,(depth(and(moisture( content,( however( these(were(not( independently( tested(and(therefore(their(relative(contribution(to(the(cooling(effects(cannot(be(stated.(
Potential)to)mitigate)the)urban)heat)island)effect)A(study(undertaken(at(the(Institute(of(Physics(in(Berlin(with(56(planter(boxes(installed(across(4(floors( achieved( a( mean( cooling( value( of( 157kWh( per( day.( Other( research( suggests( that( in(warmer( climates,( such( as( in( Hong( Kong,( a(maximum( temperature( decrease( of( 8.4oC( could( be(achieved(if(both(walls(and(the(roofs(were(covered(in(vegetation(in(an(‘urban(canyon’((an(urban(street(with(buildings(between(5(and(10(metres(high,(and(between(5(and(15(metres(wide)((Loh,(2008).((
Alexandri(and(Jones((2008)(found(green(walls(can(significantly(mitigate(the(UHI(effect,(however(the(extent(depends(on(the(urban(geometry.(Green(walls(have(a(stronger(effect(than(green(roofs(inside(an(urban(canyon,(however(at(a(roof(level(green(roofs(are(more(effective.(Retrofitting(even(small( areas( within( a( city( with( green( walls( and( green( roofs( can( create( a( microclimate( with(reduced(UHI(effect,(and(the(authors(suggest(that( if(applied(on(a(city(scale,(urban(temperatures(could(be(reduced(in(most(climates(to(‘human(friendly’(levels,(and(building(energy(consumption(for( cooling( reduced( by( between( 32( and( 100( per( cent.( Similarly,( Loh( (2008)( found( that( the(evapotranspiration(from(living((green)(walls(lowered(surrounding(ambient(temperatures.((
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Potential)to)mitigate)climate)change)Literature(regarding( the(ability(of(green(walls( to(sequester(carbon(has(not(been( found.(This( is(assumed( to( vary(between(green(wall( designs,( depending(upon( substrate( type,( vegetation,( and(irrigation(and(fertilisation(regimes.(Research(regarding(the(sequestration(capacity(of(green(roofs((Section( 5.2.1)( may( inform( estimates.( Green( walls( may( reduce( greenhouse( gas( emissions( by(reducing( building( energy( demand,( with( the( size( of( the( effect( dependent( upon( conditions(including(the(HVAC(system(in(use(and(the(nature(of(the(electricity(supply.((
Potential)to)assist)in)water)cycle)management)Green(walls,(as(with(green(roofs,(can(regulate(urban(hydraulic(flow(patterns(by(attenuating(the(flow(of(stormwater(to(the(sewers.(Loh((2008)(notes(that(green(walls(control(the(sudden,(flashy(discharge(of(urban(stormwater(as(water(incident(on(the(roof(or(walls(needs(to(percolate(through(the(green(wall(substrate(before(reaching(ground( levels(and(the(stormwater(system.(Significant(amounts(of(water(may(remain(within(the(green(wall(substrate(to(be(used(by(the(vegetation(and(lost(through(evapotranspiration,(ensuring(this(portion(of(runoff(does(not(enter(the(stormwater(system(at(all.(In(some(cases,(irrigation(systems(can(be(designed(to(collect(and(recirculate(runoff,(and(green(walls(can(be(irrigated(with(rainwater(collected(in(rainwater(tanks(as(well(as(treated(grey(or(blackwater.((
Potential)to)improve)urban)air)quality)The( ability( of( green(walls( to( improve( air( quality( has( been( studied( over( several( decades,(with(NASA(undertaking(research(as(early(as(1975(that(found(some(plants(and(soil(structures(are(able(to(filter(and(absorb(atmospheric(pollutants(such(as(benzene(and(nEhexane.(At(the(University(of(Guelph,( Canada,( research( on( biofilters( using( living( botanical( matter( as( the( packing( medium(showed(that(pollutants(such(as(toluene,(ethylbenzene(and(oAxylene(could(be(filtered(from(the(air((Loh,(2008).((
Recent( research( from(Germany( finds( that( green(walls( in( street( canyons( have( the( potential( to(reduce( concentrations( of( two( of( the(most( harmful( air( pollutants,( nitrogen( dioxide( (NO2)( and(coarse(particulate(matter((PM10)(by(up(to(40(and(60(per(cent(respectively,(and(on(average(7E30(per(cent.(This(is(much(higher(than(was(previously(thought(possible.(The(researchers(have(taken(into(account(the(prolonged(residence(time(of(air(within(street(canyons,(which(provides(greater(opportunity( for( removal( by( vegetation( in( green( walls( (Pugh,( MacKenzie,( Whyatt,( &( Hewitt,(2012).(
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Potential)to)increase)urban)biodiversity)Green( roofs( enhance( urban( biodiversity( (Ottelé,( Perini,( Fraaij,( Haas,( &( Raiteri,( 2011)( by(supporting(plant( communities(on( infrastructure( facades,(which( can( in( turn( support( additional(biodiversity( such( as( insects,( birds,( spiders( and( beetles( (Köhler,( 2008).( The( preponderance( of(vertical(facades(on(infrastructure(in(urban(environments(makes(these(critical(design(features(for(enhancing(biodiversity((Francis,(2011).(
Considerations)for)use)E Upfront! and! ongoing! costs:( The( costs( of( green( walls( are( considered( high( by( the( property(industry( in( Australia( compared( to( the( environmental( returns,( leading( to( the( use( of(alternative(measures(to(enhance(the(sustainability(of(developments((City(of(Sydney,(2012).(A(lack(of(local(cost(and(benefit(data(exacerbates(this(issue((City(of(Sydney,(2012).((E Design! constraints! and! industry! capacity:( Green( walls( installed( on( taller( buildings( face(greater(complexity(in(construction(and(viability.(Wind(can(impact(on(plant(attachment,(and(support(structures(are(often(preferable(to(provide(a(surface(to(which(plants(can(more(easily(adhere( than(the(wall( (City(of(Melbourne,(2013).(There( is(concern( in(Australia( that( there( is(insufficient(industry(capacity(and(government(regulation(of(green(walls(to(support(increased(takeEup((City(of(Sydney,(2012).((E Water!requirements:)Green(walls(require(substantial(irrigation.(Whilst(systems(are(available(to(capture(and(recirculate(water,(care(must(be(taken(that(this(does(not(lead(to(a(build(up(of(nutrients(in(the(wall((City(of(Melbourne,(2013).((E Maintenance:(Green(walls(require(maintenance,(and(accessibility(can(make(this(more(costly(and(logistically(difficult((City(of(Sydney,(2012).(E Risk!of!failure:(A(lack(of(local(experience,(leading(to(potential(use(of(poorly(adapted(species,(inadequate(irrigation(and(maintenance(schemes,(or(poor(design(and(installation(create(a(risk(that( green( walls( may( fail.( Technical( considerations,( including( waterproofing( and( root(damage,(create(an(additional(risk(to(underlying(infrastructure,(although(it(appears(that(fears(regarding( potential( risks( are( overinflated,( with( some( suggestion( that( these( even( protect(underlying(surfaces((Johnston(&(Newton,(2004).(
5.2.3 Shade+trees+
Shade(trees(can(be(planted(around(buildings,(providing(shade(to(keep(buildings(and(surrounding(areas( (such( as( carparks( and( pavements)( cooler( as( well( as( increasing( the( scenic( amenity( for(workers((for(commercial(buildings,(via(windows)(and(the(general(public(in(viewing(the(building.((
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Potential)to)reduce)building)energy)demand)Akbari( (2002)(described(direct,( and( indirect(mechanisms(by(which(shade( trees( reduce(energy(demand(for(cooling.(Direct(shading(of(the(building(reduces(heat(gain(by:((1)(reducing(heat(gain(from(solar(radiation,(and((2)(reducing(radiant(heat(gain(due(to(diffuse,(reflected(light(from(the(surrounding(area.(Indirect(mechanisms(include:((3)(evapotranspiration,(which(reduces(ambient(temperatures.( Some( other( aspects(may( have( the( potential( to( increase!cooling( energy( demand(including:( (4)( providing( a( windbreak( to( reduce( the( amount( of( outside( air( which( penetrates(buildings( (this( can( either( increase( or( decrease( cooling( requirements( depending( on( the(design(and( construction( of( the( building,( and( may( reduce( heating( requirements),( and( (5)( (in( some(instances)( increasing( the( latent( airEconditioning( load( by( adding( moisture( to( the( air( through(evapotranspiration.( Overall,( Akbari( found( tree( plantings( have( the( potential( to( reduce( peak(electricity(demand(by(between(5(and(10(per(cent(in(the(United(States,(saving(several(billion(US(dollars(each(year((Akbari,(2002).(
Experiments(with( residential( shade( trees( in(California(homes( found( that( eight( large( and( eight(small(shade(trees(could(reduce(cooling(energy(use(by(30(per(cent,(or(around(4KWh(per(day,(with(peak( energy( savings( of( 0.7kW( (Akbari,( Kurn,( Bretz,( &( Hanford,( 1997).( In( Florida,( a( similar(experiment( using( a( mobile( trailer( revealed( reductions( in( air( conditioning( electricity(consumption(of(50(per(cent((Akbari,(2002).(There(is(a(significant(difference(in(building(heating(and(cooling(benefits(depending(on(the(side(of(the(building(being(shaded((Akbari,(2002),(varying(between( latitudes( and( the( sun( path.( Studies( in( the( US( found( maximum( surface( temperature(reductions(of(11E25oC(for(the(walls(and(roofs(at(two(buildings(that(were(shaded(by(trees((Akbari,(et(al.,(1997).(
Other( studies( have( investigated( the( impact( of( trees( on( reducing(winter( heating( requirements(through(lowering(ambient(wind(speeds.(Simulations(based(on(findings(of(the(impact(of(trees(on(reducing(ambient(wind(find(that(a(30(per(cent(uniform(increase(in(urban(tree(cover(can(reduce(urban(winter(heating(bills(by(approximately(10(per(cent,(and(rural(heating(bills(by(20(per(cent((Akbari,(2002).(Akbari((2002)(estimated(that(if(the(same(trees(were(strategically(planted(on(the(north(side(of(buildings((in(the(northern(hemisphere),(the(energy(savings(in(urban(areas(would(be(almost(doubled((20(per(cent(reductions).(
Potential)to)mitigate)the)urban)heat)island)effect)Trees(mitigate(the(UHI(effect(by(shading(surfaces(to(prevent(absorption(of(radiant(energy,(and,(by( converting( incident( solar( irradiation( into( latent( heat( of( vaporisation( through(evapotranspiration.( Evapotranspiration( accounts( for( around( 75( per( cent( of( the( cooling( effect(from( a( tree( canopy,( which( overall( is( estimated( to( reduce( building( energy( consumption( by(
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around( 30( per( cent( (McBride,( 2007).( Dixon( and( Wolf( (2007)( found( that( tree( plantings( are(amongst(the(most(costEeffective(UHI(mitigation(methods,(reducing(air(temperatures(by(2(to(4oC(in(some(observed(cases.(On(average,(air(temperatures(are(reduced(by(1oC(for(every(10(per(cent(increase(in(canopy(cover.((
Taha,(Konopacki,(and(Gabersek((1996)(found(that(large(scale(tree(planting(in(10(US(metropolitan(areas( resulted( in( average( cooling( of( 0.3E1.0oC( at( 2:00pm,( and( by( up( to( 3.0oC( is( some( areas.(Furthermore,(the(tree(plantings(produced(annual(energy(savings(of(between(US$10E35(for(each(100m2( of( roof( area( in( residential( and( commercial( buildings.( Factors( that( affect( the( cooling(capacity(of(trees(include(the(tree(location,(size,(canopy(coverage,(planting(density(and(irrigation((Coutts,(et(al.,(2013).(
Potential)to)mitigate)climate)change)Urban( trees( can( sequester( carbon( in( their( biomass,( and( can( reduce( carbon( emissions( by(reducing( ambient( and( internal( building( temperatures.( Trees( and( vegetation( fix( carbon( during(the(process(of(photosynthesis(and(store(excess(carbon(in(biomass.(As(trees(and(vegetation(die,(carbon(is(released(at(varying(rates(depending(on(the(process(of(removal(and(decomposition.(
Nowak(and(Crane((2002)( found(that(although(an(urban(area(with(trees(stored( less(carbon(per(land(area(than(a(forested(area(due(to(lower(tree(density,(individual(urban(trees(tended(to(store(four(times(more(carbon(than(a(forest(tree(due(to(a(more(open(urban(structure,(resulting(in(larger(tree( diameters.( Research( also( indicates( that( larger( trees( sequester(more( carbon( than( smaller(trees.( Nowak( (1993)( suggested( this( can( be( as( high( as( 1000( times(more,(while( Frelich( (1992)(estimated(that(on(average(a(tree(will(sequester(4.5kg(of(carbon(per(year(up(to(a(crown(of(50m2,(and(11kg(per(year(when(the(tree(has(a(crown(over(50m2.(Nowak((1994)(found(that(on(average((from( 10( different( tree( north( American( species)( an( individual( tree(with( a( diameter( at( breast(height((dbh)(of(less(than(8cm(stored(3kg(of(carbon,(whilst(a(tree(with(76cm(dbh(stored(3100kg.(Trees(sequestered(on(average(1.0kg/year(of(carbon(for(a(dbh(of(less(than(8cm,(up(to(93kg/year(for(a(tree(with(a(dbh(greater(than76cm.((
Rosenfeld,(Akbari,(Romm,(and(Pomerantz((1998)(attempted(to(quantify(the(role(that(urban(trees(play( in( reducing( greenhouse( gas( emissions( due( to( lower( ambient( and( internal( building(temperatures,( finding( that( one( urban( shade( tree( in( Los( Angeles( can( avoid( the( combustion( of(approximately( 18kg( of( carbon( while( sequestering( a( further( 4.5E11kg( of( carbon( annually,(providing(between(3(and(5(times(the(greenhouse(gas(reduction(benefits(of(a(similar(forest(tree.(
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Potential)to)improve)water)cycle)management)Trees(assist( in(managing(the(water(cycle(by( intercepting(rainfall,(assisting( in(the( infiltration(of(some(and(slowing(the(remaining(runoff.(Trees(also(draw(moisture(from(the(soil(in(between(rain(events,( increasing( the( soil( water( storage( potential( (Stovin,( Jorgensen,( &( Clayden,( 2008).( This(allows( for( greater(precipitation(of(particulate(matter,( reduces( the(extent( and(expense(of( flood(control( and( mitigation( measures( needed( in( urban( areas,( and( protects( receiving( waterways((Brack,( 2002).( Bartens,( Day,( Harris,( Dove,( and(Wynn( (2008)( found( that( tree( roots( increased(stormwater( infiltration( by( an( average( of( 153( per( cent( in( compacted( urban( soils.( Xiao,(McPherson,( Simpson,( and( Ustin( (1998)( found( that( the( urban( forest( canopy( intercepted( on(average(11.1(per(cent(of(precipitation,(with(the(greatest(benefits(occurring(for(trees(with(larger(leaves( –( such( as( the( large,( broadleaf( evergreens.( Their( study( found( that( the( role( of( the( urban(forest( in( intercepting( rainfall( gave( the( greatest( benefit( during( small( storms,( which( are(responsible( for( the(majority(of( the( issues(with(pollution(washout.(They( conclude( that( trees( in(urban( areas( give( the( most( benefit( in( protecting( receiving( waterways( from( pollution( and( the(impact(of(small,(frequent(rain(events(than(from(large(and(infrequent(flood(events.(
Potential)to)improve)air)quality)Air( quality( is( improved( by( trees( (and( vegetation( more( generally)( by( absorbing( gaseous(pollutants( through( leaf( stomata,( binding( water( soluble( pollutants( onto( moist( leaf( surfaces,(intercepting( particulate( matter( on( leaf( surfaces,( and( reducing( ozone( formation( via( reduced(urban(temperatures(and(absorption(of(ozone((McPherson,(Scott,(&(Simpson,(1998).(In(Modesto,(California,(annual(airEpollutant(uptake(of(the(city’s(urban(forest(was(estimated(to(be(154(metric(tonnes( (1.68kg/tree),( which( equated( to( an( implied( value( of( US$1.48( million( ($16/tree).( The(value(of( improved(air(quality(was( estimated(using( transaction( costs( to( reflect( average(market(value( of( pollutant( emission( credits,( using( data( from( 1994( through( 1997( for( the( San( Joaquin(Valley(Unified(Air(Pollution(Control(Management(District(of(the(amount(that(corporations(were(willing( to(pay( for(a( credit( to(emit(air(pollutants.(This( is( compared( to(a( total(annual(budget( for(managing/planting( the( urban( forest( US$2.6( million( in( 1997E1998,( equivalent( to(US$14.36/resident,(US$28.77/tree,(including(sidewalk(and(curb(repair,(leaf(cleanEup,(and(claims((McPherson,(Simpson,(Peper,(&(Xiao,(1999).((
McPherson,(et(al.( (1998)(also(estimated(the(value( improved(air(quality(due( to(residential(yard(trees( in( Sacramento,( California.( This( included( the( direct( absorption( of( ozone( and( other( air(pollutants;( reduced( ozone( formation( due( to( lower( UHI( effect;( and( reduced( CO2,( SO2( and( NOx(emissions( from( power( plants( resulting( from( reduced( residential( electricity( consumption( (by(keeping( the( house( naturally( cooler).( Average( annual( benefit( of( US$895( per( 100( trees( planted(
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was(found,(with(the(cost(of(the(additional(release(of(biogenic(hydrocarbons((or(biogenic(volatile(organic( compounds,( BVOC)( US$512,( giving( a( net( pollutant( uptake( benefit( of( US$383( per( 100(trees.(Tree( species( selection(was( important,( as( some(species( release(more(BVOCs( than(others,(and(with(low(BVOC(species(giving(greater(benefits.(The(study(noted(the(difficulty(in(estimating(such(benefits(using(models,(with(the(number(of(variables(that(affect(the(outcome.(A(study(of(five(US(cities(found(that(the(average(US$13–(65(spent(annually(per(tree(was(recouped(with(benefits(of(US$31( to( $89(per( tree( (a( return(on( investment(of(US$1.37( E( $3.09(per(dollar( invested).(Air(quality(benefits((combined(with(CO2(reduction(benefits)(accounted(for(between($1(and($2/tree(of(this((McPherson,(Simpson,(Peper,(Maco,(&(Xiao,(2005).((
Potential)to)increase)urban)biodiversity)Overall(biodiversity(in(cities(can(be(high((Alvey,(2006).(In(Guangzhou(City,(China(higher(diversity(in(tree(species(was(found(in(the(city(than(in(the(degraded,(surrounding(forests((Jim(&(Liu,(2001);(and( in(Christchurch,(New(Zealand(higher( floral(diversity(was(found(than( in(surrounding(areas.(Throughout( Europe,( higher( plant,(mammal,( and( reptile( and( amphibian( species(were( found( in(areas(with(higher(human(populations((Araújo,(2003).(This(may(be(due(to(areas(that(are(suitable(for( human( settlement( also( being( suited( for( a( greater( number( of( other( species,( or( to( human(activities(increasing(the(diversity(of(species(living(there((Araújo,(2003).(These(studies(generally(do(not( specifically( consider( trees,(however( they(do(highlight( the( significant(potential(of(urban(areas(to(support(biodiversity,(and(critical(importance(of(this(as(surrounding(landscapes(become(degraded.(The(issue(of(“biotic(homogenisation”(is(of(concern,(however,(whereby(certain(species(become( dominant( in( urban( areas( globally( due( to( human( preferences( and( these( species( being(well(adapted(to(urban(conditions,(thereby(decreasing(global(biodiversity(despite(increases(at(a(local(level((Alvey,(2006).(
Potential)to)enhance)property)values)A(study(in(Athens,(Georgia,(found(that(a(large(tree(in(the(frontEyard(of(a(property(was(associated(with( a( 0.88( per( cent( increase( in( home( resale( value( (Anderson( and( Cordell,( cited( in( Maco( &(McPherson,(2003).(Dombrow,(Rodriguez,(and(Sirmans((2000)(found(that(the(presence(of(mature(trees(on(a(parcel(of( land( increased(the(home(sale(price( for(singleEfamily,(detached(homes(by(2(per(cent.((
Considerations)for)use)E Species!selection:!The(ability(of( trees( to(withstand(harsh( conditions(often(present( in(urban(areas( in( Australia,( such( as( drought( and( high( temperatures,( differs( between( species.( Some(species(may(reduce( transpiration,( loose( foliage(and(die(under(such(conditions,( resulting( in(the( loss( of( necessary( benefits( (such( as( cooling( during( heat( waves),( and( may( potentially(
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require(replacement.(There(is,(however,(as(yet(very(little(data(on(the(physiological(controls(and( responses( of( tree( species( to( various( climatic( conditions( in( Australian( urban(environments((Coutts,(et(al.,(2013).(E Potential!to!increase!ozone!concentrations:(Whilst( trees(can(reduce(ozone(production(rates,(and( reduce( levels( of( many( air( pollutants,( some( species( can( also( emit( volatile( organic(compounds( (VOC)( including( ozone.( These( biogenic( emissions( are( partly( temperature(dependent(and(vary(between(species,(and(are(also(affected(by(sunlight(and(humidity((United(States(Environmental(Protection(Agency,(2008).(Trees(can(be(selected(based(on(their(ozone(forming(potential(and(VOC(emissions(to(minimise(this(effect.(E Fire!risk:( Trees( and( vegetation( around( buildings( can( increase( fire( risk.( Predictions( for( the(impacts( of( climate( change( in( Australian( city( are( that( the( fire( risk(may( increase( (Victorian(Bushfires( Royal( Commission,( 2009),( and( thus( measures( need( to( be( taken( to( ensure( that(shade( trees(do(not( increase( this( risk.(Mitigation(measures( include(selecting( less( fireEprone(species,( and( siting( these( to( reduce( the( likelihood( of( fire( transmission( (United( States(Environmental(Protection(Agency,(2008).((E Maintenance:( Urban( trees( require( regular( maintenance( to( protect( overhead( and(underground(infrastructure,(and(to(minimise(the(potential( for(damage(during(storms.(Tree(risk(management(protocols,(such(as(those(developed(in(the(US,(can(outline(best(practice(and(inform( homeowners( about( their( own( tree( maintenance( procedures( (Pokorny( &( Albers,(2003).(Urban(trees(can(cause(leaf(litter(issues(and(air(pollution(can(result(from(maintenance(activities((Silvera(Seamans,(2013).(E Public! health! and! safety! concerns:( Urban( trees( may( exacerbate( allergies( if( they( produce(certain( pollens( (Silvera( Seamans,( 2013).( Concern( is( expressed( at( times( by( residents( that(trees( can( be( safety( risk( due( to( providing( cover( for( potential( robbers( or( attackers( (Silvera(Seamans,(2013).(E Water!requirements:(Urban(tree(plantings(can(lead(to(significant(irrigation(requirements(and(costs(in(semiEarid(cities((Silvera(Seamans,(2013).(Periods(of( lowErainfall(and(drought(occur(periodically(under(Australian(climatic(conditions,(which(can(compromise(the(ability(of(trees(to(be( irrigated.(As(was(experienced( in(Melbourne(during( the(Millennium(Drought,( this( can(severely(compromise(tree(health.(The(careful(selection(of(species(to(be(resilient(to(lowEwater(conditions,(as(well(as(consideration(of(alternative(water(sources( is(essential( to(ensure(that(street( trees( and( other( urban( vegetation( are( part( of( a( holistic( response( to( urban( climate(resilience((Coutts,(et(al.,(2013).(
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5.2.4 Vegetated+areas+around+buildings+
The( land( surrounding( buildings( can( include( vegetation( in( various( ways( and( for( different(purposes.( Land( is( often( used( for( car( parking,( or( paved( or( concreted( for( pedestrian( access.(Considering(how(this(space(could(incorporate(grass,(gardens(or(other(vegetation,(can(provide(a(range( of( benefits.( There( is( much( overlap( between( this( discussion( and( that( of( shade( trees(discussed( in( the(previous(section.(Vegetation(around(buildings( is( likely( to( include(shade( trees.(These(are(discussed(separately(in(order(to(highlight(the(specific(benefits(provided(by(trees(that(are( high( enough( to( shade( building(walls,( and( those( provided(more( generally( by( groundElevel(vegetation.(To(reduce(repetition,(this(section(does(not(consider(vegetation(that(shades(buildings(specifically,( and( focuses( on( all( other( vegetation( around( buildings.( This( includes( stormwater(infiltration( systems( around( carparks( and( other( impervious( surfaces,( rain( gardens( to( infiltrate(roof( runoff,( vegetation( that( acts( as( a( visual( and( noise( barrier( from( nearby( roads,( backyards,(gardens(and(lawns,(foodEproducing(gardens,(and(water(features.(
Potential)to)reduce)the)urban)heat)island)effect)Vegetation(reduces(heat(gain(in(urban(areas(by(directly(shading(surfaces,(moderating(solar(heat(gain(through(evapotranspiration(of(the(plants,(and(converting(incident(solar(radiation(to(latent(heat((Dimoudi(&(Nikolopoulou,(2003).(Dimoudi(and(Nikolopoulou((2003)(found(an(average(0.8(Kelvin(reduction(in(ambient(air(temperature(for(a(10(per(cent(increase(to(the(ratio(of(vegetated(to(built(area.(To(optimise( the(cooling(benefits,( research(highlights( the( importance(of( including(vegetation( and( in( particular( trees( that( shade( underlying( surfaces( (ShashuaEBar( &( Hoffman,(2000;(Huang(et(al,(cited(in(United(States(Environmental(Protection(Agency,(2008),(with(sufficient(irrigation( (Coutts,( et( al.,( 2013).( Shading( vegetation( can( also( keep( cars( cooler,( with( research(finding(maximum(temperature(reductions(of(25oC(inside(parked(cars(that(were(shaded(by(trees((Scott,(Simpson,(&(McPherson,(1999).(
Potential)to)mitigate)climate)change)Jo(and(McPherson((1995)(measured(soil(carbon(in(two(residential(green(space(blocks(in(Chicago,(USA.(They(found(total(carbon(storage(levels(of(23.2kg/m2(and(26.2kg/m2(in(the(two(green(space(blocks,(with(soil(carbon(accounting(for(78.7(per(cent(and(88.7(per(cent(of(the(total(carbon,(with(the(remainder(stored(in(trees,(shrubs(and(grass.(Net(carbon(inputs(were(measured(at(0.49kg/m2(and(0.32kg/m2(per(year,(with(the(principal(net(carbon(release(from(the(green(space(being(lawn(mowing.(
Pouyat,(Yesilonis,(and(Nowak((2006)(suggested(that(residential(soils,(due(to(management(inputs(and( limited( disturbances,( provide( ideal( conditions( for( increased( soil( organic( carbon,( however(
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this(varies( significantly(between(climatic( zones,(vegetation( types,( and(potentially(between(soil(types.( Research( from( the( USA( suggests( that( while( converting( native( grassland( to( agriculture(results( in( decreased( soil( carbon,( converting( agricultural( lands( to( urban( space( results( in(increased(soil(carbon.(Soil(carbon(tends(to(increase(in(soils(that(are(irrigated(and(fertilised,(and(mulched((Pouyat,(et(al.,(2006).(
Nitrous( oxide( (N2O)( and(methane( (CH4)( are( both( produced( and( consumed( by( soil( bacteria( in(urban(soils.(N2O(has(a(global(warming(potential(310( times(higher( than(CO2,(and(emissions(are(greatest( from(irrigated(and(fertilised(soils.(CH4(has(a(global(warming(potential(25(times(higher(than(CO2,(and(is(generally(absorbed(by(soils(unless(they(are(wet(or(highly(fertilised((Livesley(et(al.,( 2010).( Livesley,( et( al.( (2010)( found( that( reducing( irrigation( and( fertilisation( of( lawns,( and(including(more(mulched( perennial( garden( beds( provides( optimal( net( benefits( for( greenhouse(gas(reductions(in(Melbourne.((
Potential)to)assist)in)water)cycle)management)Vegetation(around(buildings(can(be(designed(to(enhance(stormwater(infiltration,(with(research(finding(it(is(possible(to(return(the(site(to(preEdevelopment(hydrology(patterns(where(this(is(done(effectively( (HolmanEDobbs,( Bradley,( &( Potter,( 2003;( United( States( Environmental( Protection(Agency,( 2012).( HolmanEDobbs,( et( al.( (2003)( found( disconnecting( impervious( areas( (such( as(roofs,( driveways,( carparks)( in( urbanised( areas( from( streams( by( rerouting( runoff( towards(pervious( surfaces( can( reduce( the( impact( of( urbanisation( on( the( hydrology( of( the( area.( The(impact(depends(on( the(size(of( the( rainfall( event(and( the(soil( texture,(with( the(greatest(benefit(found(for(small,(frequent(rainfall(events(and(more(pervious(soil.((
Potential)to)increase)air)quality)The( ways( in( which( vegetation( acts( to( improve( air( quality( is( discussed( for( shade( trees( in(Section5.2.3.(The(potential(for(vegetated(areas(to(improve(air(quality(is(considered(similar,(and(the(importance(of(canopy(cover(and(larger(species(is(noted,(and(is(an(important(consideration(in(the(selection(of(species.(
Potential)to)increase)urban)biodiversity)In(many( cities,( private( gardens( and( backyards( represent( a( significant( proportion( of( the( total(urban(green(space,(and(the(contribution(of(these(spaces(to(urban(biodiversity(can(be(significant,(however(historically(often(undervalued.(There( is( typically(high( floral(diversity( in(gardens,(and(these( contain( a( variety( of( habitat( types.( These( are( important( predictors( of( vertebrate( and(invertebrate(abundance(and(diversity.(Many(species(in(gardens(and(vegetated(areas(are(exotic,(however,(and(are(planted(at(artificial(densities.(Studies( from(Pennsylvania(and(Australia(show(
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that(native(pollinating(insects(do(not(typically(utilise(exotic(species.(At(an(aggregate(scale,(these(spaces(can(also(be(fragmented,(however(neighbourhood(or(cityEscale(policies(and(management(practices( can( be( employed( to( create( better( linkages( between( individual( gardens( (Goddard,(Dougill,(&(Benton,(2010).(
Considerations)for)use)E Net!greenhouse!gas!emissions:(More(research(is(needed(to(determine(how(carbon(soil(levels(will(react(to(changed(climatic(conditions(and(altered(management(practices,(such(as(reduced(irrigation( or( fertilisation.(Additional( research( is( also( needed( to( quantify( these( benefits( for(other(soil(types(in(other(areas(of(Australia.(E Water!requirements:(With(the(Australian(climate(being(prone(to(periods(of( low(rainfall(and(drought,( it( is( critical( to( consider(water( sources( and( availability( for( all( biophilic( elements.(This(may(include(nonEconventional(sources,(such(as(wastewater(and(stormwater.(Australia(has(separate(stormwater(and(wastewater(systems,(which(facilitates(stormwater(harvesting((Coutts,( et( al.,( 2013).( More( research( is( needed( to( optimise( designs( of( many( integrated(vegetated( facilities,( especially( those( to( capture( and( infiltrate( stormwater.( Design(considerations(need(to(include(vegetation(that(would(be(resilient(to(climate(changes((Coutts,(et(al.,(2013).(E Inclusion! of! trees:( To( maximise( the( cooling( benefits,( trees( need( to( feature( prominently.(Research( has( shown( that( the( shading( provided( by( tree( canopies( is( one( of( the( greatest(determinants(of(the(overall(cooling(effect(of(vegetated(areas((ShashuaEBar(&(Hoffman,(2000).(
5.3 Street+scale+elements+
Street( scale( biophilic( elements( include( those( beyond( the( boundary( of( individual( property(parcels,( and( are( generally( within( the( jurisdiction( of( local( and( state( governments.( These( can(include(verge(strips(between(property(boundaries(and(roads,(the(roads(themselves,(carparking(areas,(smallEscale(parks(and(greenspaces(and(sporting(fields.((
In( Australia,( block( sizes( have( been( decreasing( (Australian( Bureau( of( Statistics,( 2013)( and(housing( sizes( increasing( (Department(of( Infrastructure(and(Transport,(2012),( resulting( in( less(space( for( vegetation( around( buildings.( As( urban( areas( have( become( increasingly( dense,( and(more(people(are(living(in(apartments(in(inner(city(areas((Australian(Government,(2010),(people(have( fewer( opportunities( to( experience( nature( in( and( around( their( home.( StreetEscale( nature(plays(an(important(role(in(greening(such(areas(and(ensuring(people(can(see(and(access(nature(on(a(daily(basis.(
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Several(general(considerations(are(evident(for(streetEscale(biophilic(elements,(including:(E Urban(roads(and(streets(are(publically(owned((with(various(road(types(funded(and(managed(by( the( three( levels( of( government( in(Australia),( including( verge( strips,(with( vacant( blocks(and(other(such(spaces((for(pocket(parks)(potentially(being(public( land,(or(privately(owned(by(citizens(or(developers;(E The(potential(use(of(streetEscale(biophilic(elements(in(cities(is(high,(given(the(proportion(of(urban(space(dedicated(to(streets(and(roads;(E Street(scale(elements(need(to(be(developed(in(ways(that(allow(for((and(potentially(enhance)(other(activities(that(occur(in(these(spaces,(such(as(car,(bicycle(and(pedestrian(traffic,(access(by(emergency(and(service(vehicles,(parking,(underground(and(overhead(services,(and(in(the(case(of(pocket(parks,(potential(property(development;(E Street(scale(elements(can(vary(in(size,(and(have(the(potential(to(have(a(significant(cumulative(impact(on(the(city.(
5.3.1 Small>scale+(pocket)+parks+and+greenspace+
Pocket(parks((also(called(miniEparks,(vestEpocket(parks,(parkettes)(are(defined(in(various(ways((Pocket(Park(Committee,(n.d.).(The(National(Recreation(and(Park(Association(in(Canada(suggests(these(are(“usually(no(more( than(¼(of(an(acre,(usually(only(a( few(house( lots( in(size(or(smaller,(most(often(located(in(an(urban(area(surrounded(by(commercial(buildings(or(houses(on(small(lots(with(few(places(for(people(to(gather,(relax,(or(to(enjoy(the(outdoors”((National(Recreation(and(Parks( Association,( 2012),( while( Healthy( Places( and( Spaces( in( Australia( suggests( that( these(typically(‘range(in(size(from(1000m2(up(to(around(5000(m2(and(are(designed(to(accommodate(a(range(of(age(groups’((Healthy(Spaces(and(Places,(2009b).(Pocket(parks(can(include(linear(parks(that( may( run( through( neighbourhoods.( Pocket( parks( can( be( integrated( into( streetEscale(landscapes( by(making( use( of( land( that(might( otherwise( be( limited( in( function,( such( as( small(spaces(between(buildings(and(alongside(infrastructure,(and(flood(prone(land,(and(may(be(able(to(serve( multiple( functions,( including( stormwater( management,( habitat( provision( and( part( of( a(biodiversity(corridor,(and(providing(a(walking(and(cycling(corridor.(
The( importance( of( green( space(within( proximity( of( people’s( homes( is( increasingly( recognised(around( the( world.( In( Europe,( the( European( Environment( Agency( recommends( that( there( is(green( space( within( a( 15Eminute( walk( from( every( residential( home.( In( Brussels,( Copenhagen,(Glasgow,( Gothenburg,( Madrid,( Milan( and( Paris,( this( standard( has( been( achieved( (Stanners( &(Bourdea,(1995),(whilst( in(the(UK(it( is(recommended(that(people(can(access(quality(greenspace(
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within(300m(of( their(home((Natural(England,(2010).( Similar( recommendations( (400m,(or(a(5Eminute(walk)(are(made(in(Australia((Healthy(Spaces(and(Places,(2009a).((
In( literature( concerning( the( benefits( provided( by( parks,( the( distinction( is( not( often( made(between(streetElevel(pocket(parks,(and(cityEscale(urban(parks.(There(may(hence(be(some(overlap(between(the(research(cited(here,(and(in(the(discussion(of(urban(parks.(Where(possible,(literature(has(been(reviewed(that(specifically(discusses(pocket(parks,(and(otherwise(a(judgement(has(been(made(about(whether(research(into(“parks”(in(general(applies(in(this(context(of(pocket(parks.(
Potential)to)mitigate)the)urban)heat)island)effect)Saito,( Ishihara,(and(Katayama((1991)( found(that(small(green(areas((60(by(40(metres)(within(a(dense(city((Kumamoto(City,(Japan)(can(be(up(to(3°C(cooler(than(the(surrounding(hard(built(area,(provided(that( there( is(sufficient(vegetation(density.(They(also( found,(however,( that( the(cooling(benefit(of(the(green(spaces(only(extended(approximately(20(metres(from(the(green(area,(and(this(was( influenced( by( wind( direction.(Research( conducted( by( ShashuaEBar( and( Hoffman( (2000)(suggested(a(much(larger(radius(of(cooling(effects(of(smallEscale(green(spaces(of(up(to(100(metres,(with(cooling(values(following(an(exponential(decay(pattern.(Based(on(their(findings,(the(authors(recommend( the( use( of( small( gardens( around( 0.1( hectares( in( size,( placed( approximately( 200(metres(apart(to(maximise(benefits.(
Givoni(found(cooling(effects(from(a(0.5(hectare(park(at(20E150(metres(distance(in(Israel((cited(in(ShashuaEBar(&(Hoffman,(2000),(and(numerical(models(In(Japan(that(show(a(cooling(range(of(200(metres(from(a(large(park(of(between(300(and(700(metres(wide((Honjo(&(Takakura,(1991).(This(research(all(indicates(that(the(cooling(effect(of(parks(on(a(city(is(suggested(to(be(a(function(of(the(size(of(the(green(area,(and(the(distance(between(greenspaces,(and(find(that(smaller(green(spaces,(with(sufficient(intervals(between,(provide(better(cooling(effects(for(the(city(than(an(equivalent,(single(area(of(green(space((Honjo(&(Takakura,(1991).(
Potential)to)mitigate)climate)change)Effects( on( atmospheric( carbon( in( parks( is( principally( due( to( the( action( of( trees,( including( by(sequestering(carbon(in(vegetative(biomass,(and(by(reducing(urban(temperatures(which(reduces(energy( demand( for( cooling.( As( vegetation( decomposes,( some( carbon( is( stored( in( soils( (see(Section(5.2.4(for(further(discussion(of(soil(carbon(storage),(with(the(remainder(reemitted(to(the(atmosphere.( Nowak( and( Heisler( (2010)( studied( the( carbon( sequestration( of( trees( in( parks,(finding(that(large(trees((trunk(diameter(greater(than(76(centimetres)(store(approximately(800(to(900(times(more(carbon(that(small(trees((trunk(less(than(7.6(centimetres).(On(the(basis(of(their(findings,( the( authors( estimated( that( 4000( square( meters( of( park( tree( coverage( (based( on(
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average(tree(composition(in(parks(in(the(USA)(would(store(on(average(36(tonnes(of(carbon,(and(remove( approximately( 1( tonne( of( carbon( each( year.( Other( vegetation,( such( as( grasses( and(shrubs,(in(the(park(may(also(contribute,(however(the(effect(may(be(substantially(smaller.(Carbon(can(also(be(emitted(as(part(of(maintenance(activities,(which(may(reduce(somewhat(the(benefits(cited((Nowak(&(Heisler,(2010).((
Potential)to)enhance)water)cycle)management)Pocket(parks(can(enhance(catchment(hydrology(by(providing(an(area(of(unsealed(soil,(to(enable(infiltration( of( stormwater.( Parks( developed( on( lowElying( land( otherwise( unsuited( for( house(development( may( function( as( a( stormwater( detention( basin( for( a( larger( area,( reducing(associated(flows(to(the(stormwater(system.(
Potential)to)increase)air)quality)Air(quality(improvements(by(vegetation(are(primarily(due(to(filtering(pollutants(and(particulates(from(air,(with(the(capacity(to(do(so(increasing(with(leaf(area.(Consequently,(trees(generally(have(greater(capacity(to(filter(air(than(grasses(or(bushes,(as(do(species(with(higher(leaf(area((Bolund(&(Hunhammar,(1999).(McPherson(et(al.( (1997)(also(estimated(that( large(healthy(trees(remove(60(to(70( times(more(pollution( than(small( trees(due( to( the(proportionately(greater( leaf(surface(area.( The( potential( of( pocket( parks( to( improve( air( quality( therefore( depends( on( the( mix( of(vegetation(present,(and(in(particular(the(presence(of(large(trees(and(vegetation(with(significant(surface(area.((
Potential)to)increase)biodiversity)Benedict(and(McMahon((2002)(outlined(the(need(to(incorporate(a(variety(of(habitat(types,(which(might(include(natural(and(restored(ecosystems(and(landscape(features,(to(preserve(biodiversity.(Wolch( et( al.( (2010)( expand( on( such( principles,( suggesting( these( need( to( be( interconnected(networks(making(up(a(system(of( “links”(and(“hubs”( to(provide(refuge(areas( for(populations(as(well( as( corridors( to(encourage(migration(between(such( refuges.( Parks( in(general( are( found( to(generally( be( the( most( species( rich( type( of( urban( green( space( within( cities( (Konijnendijk,(Annerstedt,( Nielsen,( &( Maruthaveeran,( 2013),( however( size( does( appear( to( be( important.(Cornelis( and( Hermy( (2004)( found( that( the( size( of( parks( was( the( most( significant( factor(explaining(variations(in(biodiversity(between(parks(in(Flanders.(FernandezEJuricic(and(Jokimäki((2001)( similarly( found( that( the( park( size( is( an( important( determinant( of( species( richness,(however(measures(increasing(habitat(diversity(and(resource(availability(for(birds((as(the(focus(of( this( study),( connectivity( and( limiting( human(disturbance( can( increase( biodiversity( in( small(parks.( In(terms(of(balancing(human(needs(and(biodiversity,(researchers( from(the(University(of(Sheffield( in( the( UK( found( that( the( psychological( benefits( of( visiting( a( park( increase( with( the(
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levels( of( biodiversity( (or( biological( complexity),( indicating( that( designing( parks( to( maximise(biodiversity( will( also( benefit( park( visitors( (Fuller,( Irvine,( DevineEWright,( Warren,( &( Gaston,(2007).(
Small( parks( are( typically(more(numerous( and(distributed( throughout( the(urban(area.( In(Latin(America,(such(small((less(than(2(hectares)(green(spaces(were(vital(for(bird(populations,(as(they(are( the(only(viable(habitat(due( to( the(absence(of( larger(green( spaces( (CarbóERamírez(&(Zuria,(2011).( Others( suggest( that( a( variety( of( smallerEscale( green( spaces,( such( as( backyard( habitat,(planted( boulevards( and( utility( rightsEofEway( through( a( city,( are( important( components( of( a(matrix( of( greenspace( linkages( that( support( biota( found( in( the( larger(urban(parks( and(wildlife(refuges((Rudd,(Vala,(&(Schaefer,(2002).(
Potential)to)increase)property)value)Property( values( have( been( found( to( increase(with( proximity( to( parks.( In( Tokyo,( Japan,( parks(within(450(metres(of(a(property(are(found(to(have(a(positive(effect(on(property(price.(MediumEsize(parks( in(particular(affected(house(price,(however(even(small(green(patches(had(a(positive(influence((Hoshino(&(Kuriyama,(2010).(Kumagai(and(Yamada((2008)(found(that(property(values(as(well(as(rental(prices(are(positively(correlated(with(green(coverage(ratios( in(Tokyo,(and( that(this(increased(proportionally(with(the(size(of(the(greenspace.(Bolitzer(and(Netusil((2000)(found(that(an(open(space(increased(the(value(of(properties(in(proximity,(and(the(size(of(the(open(space(was( also( found( to( be( an( important( factor( in( the( size( of( the( effect.( Their( findings( led( them( to(suggest(the(development(of(more(urban(parks,(as(the(increase(in(land(taxes(may(be(sufficient(to(fund(these.(
With(regards(to(the(benefit(of(pocketEparks,(which(can(be(developed(throughout(cities(in(higher(numbers,(and(in(greater(proximity(to(properties(compared(to(city(parks,(research(indicates(that(proximity( is( a( key( factor( in( determining( the( size( of( the( impact( on( property( price.( Drops( are(observed(of(0.1(per(cent(for(each(10(metre(decrease(in(proximity(to(a(park((Brander(&(Koetse,(2011).( In( Jinan( City,( China,( property( prices(were( found( to( increase( by( 2.1( per( cent( for( every(percentage(point( increase( in(of( green( space(within( a(300(metre( radius.(However,( green( space(with(too(many(different(uses(results(in(a(depression(of(nearby(property(prices,(with(the(authors(hypothesising( that( this(may( be( due( to( the( additional( noise( and( other( disturbances( from( such(spaces((Kong,(Yin,(&(Nakagoshi,(2007).(In(Boston,(it(was(found(that(house(prices(decreased(by(6(per(cent( for(each(doubling(of( the(distance(to(a(park,(whilst(property(prices( increased(by(5(per(cent( for( each( doubling( of( the( distance( to( a( highway( (Tajima,( 2003).( In( Spain,( an( inverse(relationship(was(also(found(with(a(house(selling(price(and(distance(from(an(urban(green(space,(with(a(decrease(of(1800(Euro(for(a(100(metre(increase(in(distance(to(a(park((Tajima,(2003).(One(
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study(in(Aberdeen,(Scotland(suggested(that(parks(only(affect(the(price(of(highEdensity(housing,(with(no(impact(found(for(low(density(houses(within(an(800(metre(radius(from(a(park((Dehring(&(Dunse,( 2006),( and( another( study( that( considered( several( cities( in( the(USA( found( a( 5( per( cent(increase( in( the( value(of( open( space( for( a( 10(per( cent( increase( in(population(density,( and( that(urban( parks( are( more( highly( valued( than( other( types( of( urban( open( space( such( as( forests,(agricultural(and(undeveloped(land((Brander(&(Koetse,(2011).(This(is(potentially(due(to(the(lack(of( private( greenspace( in( apartment( buildings,( and( highlights( the( potential( importance( of(integrating( parks( into( the( densest( parts( of( the( city.( Others( suggest( that( these( patterns( reflect(both(ease(of(access,(and(whether( the(park(can(be(seen( from(the(property( (Konijnendijk,(et(al.,(2013).(
Potential)to)improve)physical)activity)and)wellbeing)Research(indicates(that(pocket(parks(play(an(important(role(in(improving(health(and(wellbeing(of(residents,(as(the(smaller(size(and(opportunistic(siting(generally(results(in(these(being(in(closer(proximity( to(households( than( larger,(city(parks.(Research(conducted( in(Copenhagen,(Denmark,(found(most(people(visited(pocket(parks( for( ‘rest(and(restitution’,( and( that(80(per( cent(did(not(have(access(to(a(private(garden(at(their(home.(The(main(reasons(cited(by(participants(for(visiting(parks(related(to(social(and(mental(wellbeing((Peschardt,(Schipperijn,(&(Stigsdotter,(2012).((
Konijnendijk,(et(al.((2013)(conducted(an(review(of(research(into(the(health(benefits(of(parks(for(the(International(Federation(of(Parks(and(Recreation(Administration,(and(evaluated(this(based(on(the(quality(and(amount(of(the(evidence(available,(concluding(that(parks(contribute(to:((E Increased(physical(activity( (strong(evidence)(and(consequently( reduced(obesity( (moderate(to(strong(evidence);(E Reduced(stress((moderate(evidence);(E Improved(selfEreported(health(and(mental(health((moderate(evidence);(E Providing(opportunities(for(recreation,(psychological(wellbeing,(and(social(support((weak(to(moderate(evidence)(E Reduced( noise,( increased( cooling( and( increased( longevity( (moderate( evidence,( more(research(is(needed(on(controlled(studies(to(better(understand(these(effects)(E Reduced( stroke( mortality,( reduction( of( ADHDEsymptoms,( and( reduced(cardiovascular/respiratory( morbidity( (potentially( good( evidence,( the( small( number( of(studies(restrict(the(ability(to(draw(stronger(conclusions).(
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Konijnendijk,( et( al.( (2013)!noted( that( park( size,( along( with( distance,( facilities( and( amenities,(general(quality,(total(tree(canopy,(species(richness,(time(spent(and(frequency(of(visits(to(the(park(all(have(an(impact(on(the(healthErelated(patterns(of(park(use,(and(will(affect(the(outcomes(listed.(However,(the(specific(impact(of(park(size(on(these(benefits(was(not(detailed.((
Chiesura((2004)(found(from(a(survey(conducted(of(park(users(in(the(Netherlands(that(parks(fulfil(many(social(functions(and(psychological(needs(of(urban(citizens,(including(to(relax,(to(experience(nature( and( escape( from( the( stresses( of( the( city.( Time( spent( in( parks( contributes( to( positive(feelings,(contributing(to(a(general(sense(of(wellbeing.(The(survey(found(people(often(use(parks(to(recreate(with( children,( and( that( such( spaces( strengthen( social( ties( (Chiesura,( 2004).( Chiesura((2004)(summarised(research(in(this(field,(which(finds(that(parks(offer(stressEreducing(benefits,(and(that(there(is(a(correlation(between(perceived(state(of(health(and(greater(frequency(of(park(usage.(Further,(natural(features(in(outdoor(spaces(were(found(to(increase(social(integration(and(interaction(amongst(neighbours,(and(can(promote(the(development(of(social( ties,(and(can(help(people(to(relax,(renew(and(reduce(aggression.((
Nordh,(Hartig,(Hagerhall,(and(Fry((2009)( found(that(people’s(predictions(about( the(restorative(benefits(of(small(parks(do(not(only(depend(on(size.(Whilst(bigger(parks(do(generally(give(people(a( greater( sense( of( restoration,( research( finds( that( people( consider( smaller( parks( restorative(when( these( have( grass,( bushes( and( trees,( and( generally( a( more( ‘natural’( environment.( Good(design( is( vital( for( ensuring(parks(provide(benefits( to( visitors,( including(potential( a(mixture(of(components(and(types(of(nature.((
Potential)to)increase)social)capital)Urban( parks( increase( social( capital( and( cohesion( by( providing( space( for( social( interactions((Coley,( Sullivan,( &( Kuo,( 1997;( Sullivan,( Kuo,( &( Depooter,( 2004b).( Parks( provide( a( neutral,(somewhat(unique(space(in(which(people(of(various(social(and(ethnic(backgrounds(can(interact(as(an(essential(component(of(developing( local(communities( (Konijnendijk,(et(al.,(2013).!This( is(enhanced(where(parks(provide(facilities(for(leisure(activities(and(activities(that(connect(people,(such( as( playing( sport,( holding( events.( This( kind( interaction( is( found( to( be( important( for(individuals( within( that( community( to( feel( accepted( and( able( to( participate( in( society((Konijnendijk,(et(al.,(2013).(
Maas,(Van(Dillen,(Verheij,(&(Groenewegen((2009)(considered(the(amount(of(green(space(within(a(1E3( kilometre( radius( of( the( post( code( coordinates( of( individual’s( address( in( the(Netherlands.((After(adjustment(for(socioEeconomic(and(demographic(characteristics,(they(found(that(less(green(space(in(proximity(to(people’s(home(coincided(with(greater(feelings(of(loneliness(
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and(a(perceived( shortage(of( social( support.(They( suggested( that( this( could(be( the( reason(why(proximity( to( greenspace( appears( to( be( correlated( with( improved( selfEperceived( health( and(lower(mortality(risks.((
With( regards( to( the( amount( of( vegetation( found( in( parks( and( common( spaces,( Kuo,( Sullivan,(Coley,( and( Brunson( (1998)( found( that( the( presence( of( grass( and( trees( increases( the( usage( of(common( spaces( and( informal( social( contact( between( neighbours,( resulting( in( increased(neighbourhood( social( ties.( In( addition,( greater( vegetation( and(neighbourhood( social( ties(were(significantly(related(to(people’s(sense(of(safety(and(adjustment.(They(conclude(from(their(study(that(vegetation(influences(the(use(of(common(spaces,(which(in(turn(appears(to(play(a(vital(role(in(the(natural(growth(of(communities.(
Considerations)for)use)E Accessibility:( Research( suggests( that( pocket( parks( need( to( be( easily( accessible,( with( a( 5Eminute(walk(from(people’s(home.(A(number(of(parks(are(recommended(within(an(area,(to(be(able(to(cater(for(a(range(of(users,(including(young(children,(teenagers,(and(older(age(groups((Healthy(Spaces(and(Places,(2009a).(Research(indicates(that(international(standards(around(park( accessibility( are( lacking,( with( generally( accepted( practice( (400( metres)( resulting( in(parks(that(are(too(far(for(many(people(to(reach,(or(where(there(are(barriers(such(as(railroads,(major(roads,(lack(of(footpaths,(or(a(lack(of(shade(and(shelter(on(access(routes(that(limit(their(use((Byrne,(Sipe,(&(Searle,(2010).(E Park!design!and!accessibility:(The(design(of(parks(needs(to(consider(features(that(are(likely(to(provide( the( greatest( benefit,( such( as( a( mix( of( vegetation( and( nature( types,( as( these( may(provide( greater( restorative( benefits( (Nordh,( et( al.,( 2009).( NeedsEbased( assessments( that(consider(the(communities(that(will(use(the(park(can(ensure(these(are(designed(to(meet(their(needs( and(preferences,( and( avoid( “empty(parks”( (Byrne,( et( al.,( 2010).(The( functionality( of(pocket( parks( is( also( important,( and( seeking( to( ensure( these( are( part( of( a( broader(biodiversity(network,(and(active(transport(network,(can(enhance(their(benefit.(E Inclusion! of! trees:( Many( of( the( benefits( discussed( above( appear( to( be( enhanced( by( the(presence(of( trees,( particularly( larger( trees,( and( this( should( factor( into(decisions( regarding(the(design(and(development(of(pocket(parks.(E Maintenance:(Green(spaces(need(to(be(managed,(as(research(suggests( that( those(which(are(overgrown(or(unmanaged(have(a(negative( impact(on(people’s(wellbeing(through( increased(anxiety(over(fear(of(crime((Tzoulas(et(al.,(2007).(Poorly(maintained(parks,(or(those(that(are(physically(isolated,(may(also(be(underutilised(due(to(safety(fears((Healthy(Spaces(and(Places,(2009a).((
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5.3.2 Street>integrated+trees+and+vegetation+
Greening( streets( and( roads( is( an( important( component( of( a( biophilic( urbanism,( given( that(worldwide,( at( least( oneEthird( of( all( developed( urban( land( is( roads,( parking( lots( and( other(transport(infrastructure.(In(the(United(States,(this(figure(is(closer(to(one(half,(and(in(some(cities(such( as( Los( Angeles,( this( is( nearly( twoEthirds( (Southworth( &( BenEJoseph,( 2003).(( Of( the( total(impervious(cover( in(an(urban(area,( roads(and(other( transport( infrastructure(can(contribute(as(much(as(70(per(cent((Wong,(Breen,(&(Lloyd,(2000).((
Trees(and(vegetation(can(be(integrated(into(streets,(roads(and(other(transport(infrastructure(in(a(variety(of(ways.(Some(of(these(are(briefly(defined(below,(however(all(are(considered(collectively(in(terms(of(benefits(and(considerations(for(use.((
Street! trees:!Trees( can( be( planted( alongside( streets( and( roadways,( and( even( in( traffic( islands.(Street(trees(are(often(planted(for(visual(affect,(such(as(achieving(a(treeElined(boulevard.((
Street!tree!pits:(Tree(pits(are(engineered(systems(for(tree(plantings,(designed(to(collect,(filter(and(infiltrate(stormwater(runoff(while(also(reducing(irrigation(requirements(for(trees(and(enabling(healthier( growth( through( reduced( soil( compression.( Tree(pits( generally( have( the( tree(planted(below(the(street(level,(with(a(grate(around(the(tree’s(trunk(protecting(the(underlying(substrate(and(roots(system(from(compression.(Stormwater(can(flow(into(the(pit(via(the(grate(or(inlets,(and(is(filtered(by(substrate(layers(and(the(tree’s(root(system.(Overflow(devices(and(under(drains(are(included(to(reduce(ponding((United(States(Environmental(Protection(Agency,(n.d.).(
Stormwater!bumpAout!or!curb!extension:(Where( the( curb( is( extended( into( the( street( (generally(reclaiming(some(road(space)(to(create(an(infiltration(garden,(into(which(stormwater(runoff(from(the(street(is(directed.(There(are(various(designs,(all(of(which(are(generally(designed(to(provide(some(filtration(by(vegetation(and(substrate(layers,(with(subEsurface(layers(of(gravel(or(similar(to(allow( for( faster( infiltration.( BumpEouts( can( provide( traffic( calming,( help( reduce( the( streetEcrossing(distance(for(pedestrians(and(can(increase(the(amenity(of(the(street((Philadelphia(Water(Department,(n.d.).(
Vegetated!swales:(Vegetated(swales(and(drainage(corridors(are(typically(designed(to(detain(and(transport(stormwater(runoff,(providing(a(buffer(between(an(impervious(surface(and(a(receiving(waterbody.( Swales( can( be( run( alongside( roads,( pavements,( carparks( and( other( impervious(surfaces( and( can( be( used( instead( of( traditional( pipes( or( culverts.( Frequently,( swales( are(integrated(with(landscape(features(to(provide(visual(amenity.(Swales(are(typically(designed(with(a(slope(of(between(1(and(4(per(cent,(such(that(water(will(flow(at(an(appropriate(velocity(while(
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avoiding( ponding.( Pollutants( can( settle( out( of( the(water( due( to( the( low( flow(velocity,( and( are(retained( by( the( vegetation.( Receiving( water( bodies( are( benefitted( through( reduced( pollutant(loads,( and( a( less( flashy( hydrograph( (City( of(Melbourne,( 2006).( Swales( are( frequently( used( in(conjunction( with( other( WSUD( features,( such( as( bioEdetention( basin( or( raingardens.( In( these(cases,( swales( tend( to( remove( coarse( to(medium( sediment( and( reduce( the( velocity( of( incident(stormwater,( while( a( raingarden( or( bioEdetention( basin( can( remove( finer( particulates( and(pollutants(associated(with(these((City(of(Melbourne,(2006).(
Infiltration!areas:!Infiltration(basins(and(ditches(can(be(used(throughout(a(catchment(to(collect(and( infiltrate( stormwater.( These( are( above( ground( structures( into(which(water( can( flow,( and(soak(into(the(ground(over(time.(Similarly,( infiltration(ditches(are(grassed(depressions(typically(running( alongside( an( impervious( surface( (such( as( a( road( or( carpark)( designed( to( collect( and(infiltrate(runoff.(These(generally(have(a(slight(slope(to(ensure(water(does(not(stagnate(in(these(areas( (Burkhard,(Deletic,(&(Craig,(2000).( Infiltration( trenches(and(soakways(generally( refer( to(underground,( engineered( structures( that( capture( runoff( and( allow( it( to( infiltrate( through( to(lower( soil( layers.( These( are(often( concrete( lined( and( filled(with( gravel( or( some(highly(porous(material,(with( the(base( of( the( structure(being(perforated( to( enable( the(water( to( pass( through((Burkhard,(et(al.,(2000).(!
Sidewalk!and!roadside!gardens:!Raingardens(can(be(used(throughout(a(catchment(to(capture(and(filter( stormwater( that( is( collected( and( diverted( to( the( garden( from( impervious( surfaces.(Raingardens(differ(to(infiltration(basins(as(the(filtered(water(discharges(to(a(stormwater(system(rather(than(groundwater((City(of(Melbourne,(2006).(They(can(slow(the(rate(at(which(stormwater(enters(waterways,(and(assist(in(removing(pollutants(from(the(water.(Raingardens(can(be(used(to(infiltrate( water( from( roofs,( roads,( pavements( and( other( impervious( surfaces,( and( due( to( the(increased( volume( of( water( received( from( these( surfaces( are( generally( self( watering( and( low(maintenance.( Raingardens( are( typically( constructed( to( enhance( infiltration,( filtration( and(drainage,( for( example( using( sand( and( gravel( subsoil( layers,( frequently( with( a( perforated(collection(pipe(underneath( to( transport( infiltrated(stormwater(away( from(the(site( (Melbourne(Water,( 2010).( In( many( cases,( infiltration( gardens( are( used( as( a( part( of( an( urban( renewal( or(beautification( program,( with( vegetation( taking( up( nutrients( from( the( water,( maintaining( the(porosity(of(the(soil(substrate(and(providing(biofilm(surface(for(additional(pollutant(removal((City(of(Melbourne,(2006).(
Potential)to)mitigate)the)urban)heat)island)effect)Research(into(the(UHI(mitigation(effects(of(shade(trees(on(streets(is(assumed(to(be(equivalent(to(shade(trees(for(buildings,(as(discussed(in(Section(5.2.3,(and(similarly(the(discussion(of(the(effects(
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of( vegetation( more( generally( on( the( UHI( effect( in( Section( 5.2.4( applies( to( other( green( street(vegetation.(
With(specific(reference(to(street(trees,(ShashuaEBar(and(Hoffman((2000)(found(in(their(study(of(Tel( Aviv( that( the( cooling( effect( of( street( trees( was( significant,( reaching( 1oC.( They( note( that(streets( comprise( over( one( quarter( of( the( urban( city( area,( and( thus( given( the( cooling( benefits(possible( as(well( as( the(potential( for( application,( street( trees(are(one(of( the(most( effective(and(lowEcost( measures( to( reduce( urban( temperatures.( Trees( can( provide( the( greatest( cooling(benefits( in( eastEwest( orientated( street( canyons,( and(wider,( shallower( street( canyons,( as( these(arrangements(maximise(the(shading(opportunities(they(can(provide((Coutts,(et(al.,(2013).(
Potential)to)mitigate)climate)change)The(carbon(sequestration(potential(of(street(trees(is(considered(equivalent(to(that(of(shade(trees,(as(discussed(in(Section(5.2.3.(The(greenhouse(gas(mitigation(potential(of(street(trees(is(less(than(for(shade( trees,(as( they(do(not(minimise(building(heat(gain( through(shading,(although(provide(indirect(heat(gain(reductions(by(reducing(urban(temperatures.(
Potential)to)assist)in)water)cycle)management)Vegetated(green(street(features(are(strategic(water(management(options,(as(most(urban(runoff(collects( in( these( areas.( In( Portland,( for( instance,( around( two( thirds( of( the( total( runoff( was(collected( from( streets( and( rightEofEways( (Burlin,( Hauth,( &( Dobson,( 2012).( As( discussed( in(Sections( 5.2.3( and5.2.4,( trees( and( vegetated( features( assist(with( a( range( of( chemical,( physical(and( biological( processes( that( improve( water( cycle( management( (Breen,( Denman,( May,( &(Leinster,( 2004).(The( grown( and( subsequent( death( of( vegetation( root( systems( maintains( soil(porosity(and(thus(enhances(hydraulic(conductivity.(Vegetation(also(maintains(the(ion(exchange(capacity(of(soils(through(the(continual(extraction(of(nutrients,(which(supports(the(ability(of(soils(to(adsorb(pollutants(from(runoff.(The(rhizome(surrounding(vegetation(roots(supports(epiphytic(bacteria( and( fungi( that( enhance( biological( uptake( and( transfer( of( nutrients( from( the( soil( and(runoff(to(the(plant.(Street(tree(and(vegetated(green(street(features(can(incorporate(bioEretention(systems(to(further(enhance(the(ability(of(these(elements(to(infiltrate,(store(and(treat(stormwater(runoff((Breen,(et(al.,(2004).(
Adding(vegetated(features(to(a(relatively(small(proportion(of(the(streetscape(can(result(in(close(to(preEdevelopment(hydrological(flow(conditions.(In(Seattle,(residential(streets(redesigned(with(bioEswales,(evergreen(trees(and(shrubs(reduced(the(stormwater(runoff(by(99(per(cent(with(only(an(average(of(11(per(cent(less(impervious(surface(than(conventional(streets((Cassidy,(Newell,(&(Wolch,( 2008).(A( pilot( green( street( project( in( Portland( demonstrated( that( two( curb( extensions(
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could( capture( 85( per( cent( of( the( runoff( volume( from( a( simulated( 25Eyear( storm( event,( and(reduce(peak( flow(by(88(per( cent( (Lukes(&(Kloss,( 2008).(Doing( so( has( greatly( reduced(overall(costs( for( stormwater(management( by(minimising( requirements( for( costly( grey( infrastructure(upgrades.( Similar( findings( are( evident( in( many( US( cities( (United( States( Environmental(Protection(Agency,(2010).(
Potential)to)improve)air)quality)Urban( trees( improve(urban(air(quality( through(direct( capture(of(particulate(pollutants(on( leaf(surfaces,(and(either(trapping(them(on(the(surface(or(allowing(them(to(be(washed(to(the(ground(during(rain.(Many(gaseous(pollutants(are(absorbed(into(leaves.(Brack((2002)(found(that(for(cities(such( as( Canberra,( which( have( limited( industry( and( thus( the( main( airborne( pollutants( derive(from(motor(vehicles(and(domestic(fuel(heaters,(the(most(effective(trees(for(improving(air(quality(are(street(trees.(Brack(estimates(that(the(pollution(mitigation(benefits(of(Canberra’s(street(trees((including(removal(of(water(borne(pollutants)(are(US$1.05(million(per(year((Brack,(2002).(
On(urban(streets,(concentrations(of(nitrogen(dioxide((NO2)(and(particulate(matter((PM)(are(often(very( high( due( to( vehicle( emissions.( Urban( canyons,( which( form( in( streets( between( higher(buildings,( result( in( longer( residence( time(of( air,(which( can( increase( pollution( issues,( however(also( allow( for( much( higher( deposition( on( vegetation( than( had( been( previously( thought.( As(discussed(for(green(walls,(rates(of(deposition(of(NO2(and(PM(vary(according(to(the(nature(of(the(surface(E(on(average(7E30(per(cent,(and(as(high(as(40(per(cent(for(NO2(and(60(per(cent(for(PM.((Vegetation(was(particularly(important(to(provide(an(efficient(filter(system(for(urban(pollutants(with(rapid( improvements( to(air(quality(possible(within(dense(urban(areas((Pugh,(et(al.,(2012).(Tests(conducted(with(green(streets(in(Portland(also(highlight(air(quality(improvements(possible,(with(green(streets(estimated(to(remove(approximately(0.7(grams(of(PM10(per(square(meter,(per(year((Portland(Bureau(of(Environmental(Services,(2010).(
Potential)to)enhance)biodiversity)Green( streets( can( provide( corridors( of( vegetation( through( which( wildlife( can( travel( to( reach(larger( refuges.( Biodiversity( can( also( exist( more( permanently( within( these( vegetated( areas.(However,(as(Gedan,(Kirwan,(Wolanski,(Barbier,(and(Silliman((2010)(note,(street(tree(populations(often( comprise( monocultures( and( thus( themselves( do( not( provide( much( diversity.( This(furthermore( exposes( such( tree( populations( to( greater( risk( of( speciesEspecific( diseases.( In(addition,( Ely( (2010)( finds( that( street( trees( often( do( not( include( understory( vegetation,(which(could(otherwise(enhance(biodiversity.(
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Potential)to)enhance)visual)amenity)Streetscape(vegetation(increases(the(visual(amenity(and(humanEscale(attraction(and(connection(to( the( place( by( creating( or( reinforcing( identity,( screening( unsightly( views,( providing( visual(interest,( colour,( a( sense( of(movement( and( elements( of( interest( at( a( human( scale.( Street( trees(provide(a(unifying(element(in(urban(environments(that(can(sometimes(be(chaotic,(or(sometimes(monotonous( (Ely,(2010).( Street( trees(also(provide( spatial(definition( to( streets,( separating( cars(and(traffic(from(people.(In(many(cities,(trees(are(also(used(to(create(a(type(of(monument,(such(as(distinctive( treeElined( boulevards.( In( the( City( of( Portland,( maps( are( provided( to( tourists( and(residents(for(a(“green(streets(tour”(of(some(of(the(best(examples(throughout(the(city((Portland(Bureau(of(Environmental(Services,(2011).(
Potential)to)reduce)driving)stress)and)traffic)incidences)Commuting( is(one(of( the(most( stressful( experiences( in( cities,( and(can( increase(blood(pressure(and( illness,( reduce( job( satisfaction( and( performance( on( cognitive( tasks,( and( increase(absenteeism( (Dixon(&(Wolf,( 2007).( Drivers( on( streets(with(more( trees( had( higher( frustration(tolerance,(significantly(reduced(driving(speeds(and(reduced(stress.(Drivers(returned(to(baseline(stress(conditions( faster( following(a( stressful(driving( incident,( and(early( research(suggests( that(trees(prevent(accidents(in(ways(such(as(by(cutting(glare,(providing(shade,(keeping(drivers(alert(and(providing(protection(to(pedestrians((Dixon(&(Wolf,(2007).(
A(study(by(Mok,(Landphair,(and(Naderi((2006)(found(crash(rates(on(urban(arterial(and(highway(sites( in( Texas( reduced( by( 46( per( cent( when( landscape( improvements( were( made,( whilst( in(Florida(a(section(of(road(with(“liveability”(components((vegetation)(had(11(per(cent(fewer(midEblock(crashes,(31(per(cent( fewer( injuries,(and(no( fatalities(compared(to(a(similar(road(without(such( features.( Pedestrian( and(bicyclist( injuries(were( also( fewer( in( the( vegetated( road( section.(The( authors( concluded( that( across( all( safety( benchmarks,( “there( can( be( little( doubt( that( the(liveable( section( is( the( safer( roadway.”( (Dumbaugh(&( Gattis,( 2005,( p288).( Naderi( et!al! (2008)(similarly(found(that(trees(and(planters(in(urban(arterial(roadsides(reduced(midEblock(crashes(by(5E20(per(cent((Naderi,(2003).(The(Complete(Streets(Coalition(in(the(United(States(suggests(that(street(trees,(along(with(other(street(vegetation(such(as(bioswales,(planters(and(rain(gardens(can(be( an( important( traffic( signal( that( can( reduce( the( incidence( of( traffic( accidents( (National(Complete(Streets(Coalition,(n.d.).((
Potential)to)enhance)active)transport)Green( streets( can( increase( the( likelihood( that( residents( will( walk( and( cycle( (Dixon( &( Wolf,(2007),( potentially( due( to( vegetation( providing( a( more( comfortable( and( visually( engaging(
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environment((National(Complete(Streets(Coalition,(n.d.).(A(study(conducted(by(the(University(of(California(Transport(Center(found(that(parks(and(greenery(had(a(positive(influence(on(residents’(propensity( to( walk( and( that( aesthetics( and( vegetation( were( significant( factors( in( selecting(walking( routes.( In(warmer( climates,( vegetation( provides( valued( shade( to( pedestrians,( and( by(minimising( both( the( volume( and( speed( of( car( traffic,( and( absorb( ambient( noise,( further(enhanced(the(pedestrian(experience((Macdonald,(Sanders,(&(Supawanich,(2008).((
Potential)to)extend)infrastructure)longevity)Shade(trees(and(vegetation(can(reduce(deterioration(of(pavements(and(streets,(with(one(study(finding( slurry( resurfacing( costs( on( residential( streets( of( approximately( 15E60( per( cent,(depending(on(the(species(of(shade(tree((McPherson(&(Muchnick,(2005).((
Considerations)for)use)E Maintenance:( Green( street( features( require( maintenance,( such( as( care( for( the( vegetated(features,(and(ensuring( infiltration(capacity( is(retained(over(time.(Pruning,(pest(and(disease(control,( and( irrigation(of( street( trees(along(with(eventual( costs(of( tree(and(stump(removal(can(be(costly.(The(US(EPA(finds,(however,(that(the(benefits(that(flow(to(the(municipality(from(stormwater(management,(air(quality,(reduced(CO2(emissions,(energy(demand(reductions(and(increased( property( value( (which( increases( property( tax( income)( outweigh( these( costs((United( States( Environmental( Protection( Agency,( 2008).( The( balance( of( these( factors(depends(highly(on(the(species(of(tree(selected,(its(maturity(and(canopy(size,(and(where(it(is(planted(with(regards(to(buildings(and(other( infrastructure.(Maintenance(cost( issues(can(be(mitigated(through(planting(techniques,(species(selection,(partnering(with(community(groups(and( residents,( and( developing( maintenance( schedules( (United( States( Environmental(Protection(Agency,(2008).(E Water!requirements:(LargeEscale(tree(planting(and(vegetated(streets(may(place(pressure(on(water(supply(systems.(This( is(evident( in(Melbourne,(where(drought(and(water(restrictions(resulted(in(impaired(health(of(many(of(the(city’s(trees.((See(Section(5.2.3).(E Public!safety:( Street( integrated(green( infrastructure(needs( to(be(designed( to(be(pedestrian(friendly.( Infiltration( areas( generally( need( to( be( depressed( below( street( level,( for( example,(and(thus(consideration(needs(to(be(given(to(ensure(this(is(not(a(hazard(for(pedestrians(to(trip(into((Ely,(2010).(Roadside(trees(can(raise(concerns(about(fatalities(and(injuries(from(traffic(accidents.( In( the(United(States,( the(Roadside!Design!Guide!(RDG)!suggests( allowing(a( “clear(zone”(alongside(the(road(free(of(hard(objects.(Whilst(this(mainly(applies(to(rural(roads,(the(manual(encourages(this(principle(in(urban(areas(also((Dixon(&(Wolf,(2007).(Dixon(and(Wolf(suggest(such(concerns(about(street(trees(may(be(misguided,(particularly(within(urban(areas,(
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as(other(research(suggests(roadside(trees(may(decrease(accident(rates(and(driver(stress,(and(the( statistics( cited( for( accident( injuries( and( fatalities( involving( roadside( trees(may( not( be(taken(within( the( broader( context( of( driving( behaviour.( Road( design( guidelines( from(New(Zealand(recommend( layering(plants(according( to(height,(with(smaller(and( less( rigid(plants(sited(closer(to(the(road,( in(front(of( larger(plants(such(as(trees((Dixon(&(Wolf,(2007),(which(provides( an( indication( of( possible( compromises( to( these( concerns.( The( Austroads(publications(Urban!Road!Design!A!Guide!to!the!Geometric!Design!of!Major!Urban!Roads((2002)(gives( prescriptive( requirements( for( vegetation( and( tree( plantings( alongside( roads.( This(generally(includes(a(3Emetre(clear(zone,(depending(upon(traffic(speeds,(traffic(volumes,(the(horizontal(curve(of(the(road,(and(batter(slopes((the(vertical(slope(alongside(the(road,(often(due(to(either(cutting(or(filling(to(build(the(road).(Generally,(vegetation(can(be(planted(within(the( clear( zone,( so( long( as( it( does( not( obstruct( vision( and( remains( frangible( (will( readily(break,(bend(or(crush(upon(impact)((Department(of(Planning,(2005).(E Space! requirements! and! competing! demands:( As( features( are( integrated( into( streets,( these(can(reduce(road(and(parking(space.(This(may(be(a(component(of(a(wider(program(to(reduce(personal(car(usage,(however(consideration(can(be(given(for(how(green(infrastructure(can(be(design( to( minimise( the( reduction( in( road( space,( such( as( by( integrating( these( into( verge(strips,( in( traffic( calming( devices( and( median( strips( (Ely,( 2010).( Legislation( around( road(width(and(design(can(limit(the(ability(of(a(municipality(to(reclaim(road(space(for(vegetation,(or(to(integrate(vegetation(into(verge(strips.(In(the(USA,(the(Uniform(Fire(Code(sets(minimum(road(widths( to( enable( fire( trucks( to( pass( through.( Some(municipalities( have( been( able( to(reduce( road( widths( through( minimizing( onEroad( parking( (not( included( in( the( Fire( Code(measurements),( and( by( gaining( exemptions( that( allow( them( to( consult( with( the( fire(department(on(alternative(road(design(to(reach(a(compromise((such(as(in(Portland)((Lukes(&(Kloss,(2008).(E Maintaining!tree!health:(Street(trees(require(sufficient(space,(quality(soil,(good(drainage(and(irrigation(to(grow(and(survive.(The(health(of(trees(can(be(compromised(by(poor(soil(quality,(leaking(underground(gas,(infiltration(of(urban(pollutants,(soil(compression,(and(other(factors(that(compromise(the(root(environment,(or(the(above(ground(parts(of(the(tree.(Around(80(per(cent(of(common(problems(with(urban( trees(are(due( to( the(root(environment,(and(many(of(these( result( from( soil( compaction.( New( planting( techniques( can( minimise( these( issues,(including( root( paths( (directing( roots( from( the( small( treeEroot( volume( to( a( larger,( subEsoil(volume(nearby),( Silva( cells( (milk( crateElike( frames( that( sit( underground,( to( support( above(ground( infrastructure( and( prevent( soil( compression( to( allow( root( growth)( and( structural(soils( (include( structural( gravel( to( provide( void( space( and( reduce( soil( compression)( These(
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systems(a(balance(between(allowing(adequate(space(for(tree(roots,(while(not(compromising(the( need( for( underground( services( or( above( ground( infrastructure( (Lukes(&(Kloss,( 2008).(These(can(cost(more(upEfront,(and(can(require(significant(disruption(of(the(site(to(install,(but(can(result(in(longerEterm(benefits.(
Street( trees( are( often(monocultures,( increasing( the( risk( of( disease.( Having( trees( of( all( the(same( age,(which(produces( attractive( uniformity,(means( that( these(may( all( die( at( a( similar(time.( The( City( of( Melbourne( has( identified( this( lack( of( diversity( in( species( and( age( as(significant( threats( to( their( street( tree( stock,( and( is(promoting(an( increase( in(diversity(as(a(major(strategy(for(building(resilience((City(of(Melbourne,(2011).(E Risk!to!infrastructure:(Street(trees(can(increase(the(risk(of(infrastructure(damage(due(to(roots((risk(to(underground(services,(and(to(roads(and(buildings)(if(not(properly(sited,(selected(and(maintained( (United( States( Environmental( Protection( Agency,( 2008).( Mitigation( strategies(include( regulation( for( species( to( be( used( (considering( hardiness( and( resistance( to( storm(damage( and( pests,( as( well( as( tree( size,( canopy( spread( and( root( spread),( distance( to(underground(services(and(infrastructure(including(roads(and(buildings,(and(use(of(planting(systems(such(as(tree(grates.(E Upfront!costs:( The( timing( of( green( street( development( can( strongly( influence( costs.( In( the(USA,( the( EPA( finds( that( green( streets( are( a( costEeffective(means( of(managing( stormwater,(particularly( when( integrated( into( street( and( road( design( during( initial( construction( or(rehabilitation.(Coordinating(the(installation(of(green(infrastructure(with(road(rehabilitation(can( reduce( the( broader( costs,( where( this( can( offset( the( need( for( additional( stormwater(infrastructure,( and(reduces( the(marginal( cost(of( the(green( infrastructure(by( including( it( in(the(broader(road(rehabilitation((Lukes(&(Kloss,(2008).((
5.4 City+scale+elements+
City(scale(biophilic(elements(include(those(that(are(larger(than(a(suburban(block(or(urban(street.(These(elements(are(generally(few(in(number(within(a(city,(and(are(designed(to(be(accessible(to(all(city(residents((if(public(access(is(provided).(City(scale(elements(can(also(traverse(a(city,(such(as(greenways,( rivers(and(canals.(Urban( forests(are(often(discussed( in( the( literature(as(a(single(entity,( however( this( generally( refers( to( the( sum( of( all( trees( throughout( the( city.( This( has(therefore(been(discussed(in(various(ways(in(this(literature(review,(including(for(example(shade(trees(around(buildings,(street(trees(and(parks.((
Beaches(are(not(included(in(this(literature(review,(as(these(are(assumed(by(definition(to(lie(at(the(periphery(of(urban(areas(rather(than(be(integrated(into(it,(and(as(this(space(cannot(be(developed(
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(excluding( land( reclamation),( does( not( come( into( decision( making( regarding( land( uses( and(development(priorities.(
Several(general(considerations(are(evident(for(cityEscale(biophilic(elements,(including:(E CityEscale( elements( are( large( in( size,( such( that( these( are( difficult( to( retrofit( into( already(developed( urban( areas,( however( opportunities( can( emerge( over( time( such( as( when(transport(infrastructure(is(no(longer(needed,(industrial(plants(close,(or(when(land(is(donated(by(private(property(owners;(E CityEscale(elements(generally(have(lower(technical(and(engineering(design(requirements,(as(these(are(more(separate(from(infrastructure(and(other(land(uses;((E CityEscale(elements(may(provide(opportunities(for(recreation,(natureEbased(experiences(and(biodiversity( conservation( not( possible( at( the( building( or( cityEscale( due( to( the( size( of(individual(elements(and(separation(from(the(built(environment.(
5.4.1 Urban+parks+and+forests+
Large(urban(parks(have(historically(been(planned(for(and(integrated(into(cities(in(recognition(of(the(physical(and(aesthetic(qualities(that(they(provide,(and(were(valued(as( important(assets( for(the( city( (Sherer,( 2006).( Many( parks( fell( into( disrepair,( and( in( some( countries( lost( relevance,(during(periods(of(war,( economic(hardship,( and( structural( change(as(people(moved( to( suburbs(where( they( could(have(backyards.(More( recently,( as(urban(populations(have( grown(and( cities(have( become( denser,( large( central( parks( have( taken( on( increasing( importance( to( provide(accessible( green( space( at( a( scale( that( can( provide( relief( to( urban( residents( from( the( built(environment((Sherer,(2006).((
Large(parks(often(include(a(range(of(vegetation(types(and(natural(spaces.(For(example,(Central(Park( in(New(York(City( includes(vast(areas(of( lawn(and(meadow,( lakes(and(streams,(woodland(and( forest,( flowering( gardens,( as( well( as( infrastructure( including( benches,( paths,( ballfields,(playgrounds,( sculptures,(monuments,(bridges(and(buildings( (Central(Park(Conservancy,(2010).(Similarly,( Hyde( Park( in( London( covers( 350( acres,( with( landmark( monuments,( open( water,(facilities( for( cycling,( tennis( and(horse( riding,( over(4000( trees,( a(meadow,( and( several( gardens((The(Royal(Parks,(n.d.).(
There( are( limited( opportunities( within( established( cities( to( create( large( urban( parks( of( this(nature,( other( than( when( land( becomes( available( through( infrastructure( or( other( land( uses(becoming(obsolete.(Berlin’s(Tempelhof(Park(is(one(example(of(this,(where(a(large,(central(green(space( takes( advantage( of( the( now( obsolete( airport( (however( this( space( is( almost( exclusively(
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grass)( (Berlin( Tourismus( &( Kongress( GmbH,( n.d.Eb);( as( is( the( NaturPark( Schöneberger(Südgelände(which(has( a(mix(of( vegetation( types( in(what(was( formerly( the(Tempelhof( railway(yard,(and(had(become(overgrown(with(spontaneous(vegetation(due(to(50(years(of(disuse((Berlin(Tourismus( &( Kongress( GmbH,( n.d.Ea).( Chicago’s( Millennium( Park( similarly( makes( use( of( a(disused(railyard(that(was(in(the(central(area(of(the(city,(and(adds(to(the(already(extensive(Grant(Park(alongside((City(Parks(Alliance,(n.d.).(
Urban(parks( are( taken( to( include( urban( forests,( large( green(wedges( and(nature( reserves,( and(other(such(largeEscale,(vegetated(areas(within(a(city.(
Potential)to)reduce)the)urban)heat)island)effect)The( discussion( in( Section( 5.3.1( above( relating( to( impact( of( pocket( parks( on( the( UHI( effect( is(relevant(to(here.(The(literature(generally(does(not(distinguish(between(pocket(and(city(parks(as(such,( although(generally( finds( that(many(smaller(parks(distributed( throughout( the(urban(area(provide(greater(benefits( than(one,( large(park(area(as( the(cooling(benefit(of( the(park(decreases(with(distance(from(the(park.((
Wong( and( Yu( (2005)( explore( the( severity( of( the( UHI( effect( in( Singapore( by( measuring( the(temperature(difference(between( vegetated( space,( such( as( the( central,( green( forest( area( in( the(city,(and(other(built(up(sections(of(the(city.(They(observed(maximum(temperature(differences(of(just(over(4oC,(confirming(the(mitigation(potential(of(vegetation.(However,(as(Alexandri(and(Jones((2008)(note,(urban(parks(are(effective(in(lowering(temperatures(within(the(vicinity(of(the(park,(they(generally(do(not(thermally(affect(the(concentrated(built(city(space.(Hence,(although(there(is(typically(significant(vegetation(within(cities,(the(concentration(of(this(into(parks(or(recreational(spaces(reduces(the(effectiveness(of(this(vegetation(to(mitigate(the(UHI(effect.(
Potential)to)mitigate)climate)change)The(potential(of( large(urban(parks(to(mitigate(climate(change(is(considered(to(be(equivalent(to(pocket(parks,(on(a(per(area(basis.(See(Section5.3.1.(
Potential)to)assist)in)water)cycle)management)Large( urban( parks( are( likely( to( retain( the( site’s( natural( hydrology.( Depending( on( catchment(topography,(runoff(from(surrounding(urban(areas(may(flow(to(the(park,(allowing(this(to(also(be(infiltrated,(providing( the(water(cycle(benefits(discussed( for(other(biophilic(elements.(Research(has(not(been(found(that(specifically(discusses(the(impact(of(large(urban(parks(on(city(hydrology(and(water(cycle(management.(
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Potential)to)improve)air)quality)The( degree( to(which( parks( improve( urban( air( quality( is( largely( dependent( on( the( vegetation(within( the( park,( through(mechanisms( discussed( in( Section( 5.3.1.( Parks( tend( to( have( a( higher(density(of(trees(than(all(other(land(uses(within(a(city,(thus(providing(potential(for(relatively(large(benefits.(The(benefits,(however,(may(be(contained(to(the(park(itself,(and(areas(nearby((Nowak(&(Heisler,(2010).(
Potential)to)increase)biodiversity)As(discussed(in(Section(5.3.1(on(pocket(parks,(parks(provide(biodiversity(refuges(vital(within(an(urban( landscape.(Scale( is(an( important(determinant(of(biodiversity,(as( is(habitat(diversity,(and(city(parks(provide(the(opportunity(to(enhance(both(of(these(factors.((
Potential)to)catalyse)economic)development)Large( city( parks( can( be( an( economic( asset( in( cities.( Parks( can( catalyse( urban( development;(establish( a( framework( for( such( development;( increase( the( value( of( nearby( properties( and(investments;( encourage( active( transport;( and( provide( ecosystem( services( (Carlson,( 2007).(Chiesura( (2004)( suggests( parks( are( also( often( significant( tourist( attractions.( The( increased(revenue( and( employment( from( tourists( stimulates( local( economies,( while( increased( property(prices( of( properties( overlooking( such( parks( increase( city( tax( revenue( (Chiesura,( 2004).( The(increase(in(tax(revenue(can(be(sufficient(to(fund(the(development(of(the(park.(For(instance,(the(Minneapolis(park(system(was(proposed(in(1883(based(on(the(economic(success(of(Central(Park(in( New( York,( which( increased( the( value( of( taxable( properties( in( the( wards( immediately(surrounding( the( park( by(US$54(million(within( 10( years,( far( exceeding( the( total( costs( of(US$3(million((Carlson,(2007).(
The(conversion(of(a(disused(rail(yard( in(Chicago( into( the(Millennium(Park( in(conjunction(with(rezoning(of(the(area(led(to(a(significant(increase(in(tourist(numbers,(property(tax(revenue,(sales(tax( revenue,( property( development,( and( general( business( in( the( surrounding( area( (Bruner(Foundation,(2009;(Chicago(Loop(Alliance,(2011;(Goodman(Williams(Group(&(URS(Corporation,(2005).( The( Park( is( a( key( tourist( destination,( attracting( around( 19( million( people( since( its(opening( in( June( 2004( (Chicago( Loop(Alliance,( 2011),(making( Chicago(America’s(most( popular(tourist(destination(in(2006((City(Parks(Alliance,(n.d.).(The(predicted,(10Eyear(impact(of(the(Park(on( adjacent( real( estate( that( is( directly( attributable( to( Millennium( Park( was( estimated( to( be(US$1.4(billion(in(2005((Goodman(Williams(Group(&(URS(Corporation,(2005).(
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Potential)to)encourage)physical)activity)Parks( provide( space( for( people( to( undertake( formal( and( informal( physical( activity( (BedimoERung,(Mowen,(&(Cohen,(2005),(contributing(to(the(overall(health(of(residents.(BedimoERung,(et(al.( (2005)( note,( however,( that( the( degree( to( which( a( park( will( encourage( physical( activity(depends(on(a(range(of( factors,( including(the(features(within(the(park((i.e.(sporting(fields,(areas(suitable(for(running(or(other(physical(activities),(condition((whether(the(park(is(well(maintained(or(not),(accessibility((including(both(getting(to(the(park,(and(ease(of(moving(around(the(park),(aesthetics,( and( safety.( Cohen( et( al.( (2007)( similarly( found( that( parks(were( the(most( common(place(where( park( visitors( exercised,( and( that( both( park( use( and( exercise( levels( of( individuals(surveyed(were(predicted(by(how(close(to(the(park(they(lived.(They(also(found,(however,(that(the(majority(of(park(users(were(sedentary(when(observed(there.(
Thompson(Coon( et( al.( (2011)( reviewed( research( and( literature( on( physical( activity( in( natural(environments(and(physical(activity(indoors,(finding(that(exercising(in(natural(environments(was(associated(with(greater(feelings(of(revitalisation(and(positive(engagement,(decreases(in(tension,(confusion,( anger,( and( depression,( and( increased( energy.( They( also( found( that( participants( in(reviewed( studies( reported( greater( enjoyment( and( satisfaction( with( outdoor( activity( and(indicated(a(greater(intent(to(repeat(the(physical(activity.(The(studies(indicated(that(the(feelings(of(calmness(gained(from(outdoor(activity(declined(once(the(activity(had(ended,(and(studies(did(not(consider(whether(the(physical(activity(actual(improved(physical(health.(
Consideration)for)use)E Land! cost! and! availability:( The( creation( of( additional( city( parks( is( difficult( within( already(established(urban(areas,(as(land(is(generally(already(developed(for(other(purposes,(and(the(cost( of( land( is( high( (Hedgecock,( 2012).(Opportunities(may,( however,( emerge( as( transport,(manufacturing( and( industrial( infrastructure( becomes( obsolete,( such( as( the( Tempelhof(airport(in(Berlin,(and(rail(yards(in(Berlin(and(Chicago.(E Competing!park!uses:(Parks(provide( for(a(range(of(uses(and(priorities,(such(as(biodiversity,(physical( activity,( socialising( and( relaxation,( stormwater( management,( dog( walking( and(children’s( playgrounds.( These( have( implications( for( park( design( and(maintenance,( and( at(times(these(uses(can(impact(on(other(park(activities((Hedgecock,(2012).((E Greater!tree!coverage:( Increased(awareness(about( skin(cancer(has( led( to(demand( for(more(shade(in(parks.(Greater(tree(coverage(can(ben(required(as(a(result((Hedgecock,(2012).(This(has(the(potential(to(enhance(many(of(the(benefits(discussed(above,(many(of(which(are(largely(dependent(on(the(presence(of(trees.(
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E Maintenance! and! management! requirements:( Park( use( can( result( in( degradation( of( these(environments,(such(as(through(erosion,( littering,(soil(compaction,(destruction(of(vegetation(and( weed( infestation.( Park( design,( and( the( availability( of( facilities( such( as( rubbish( bins,(walking( tracks,( erosion(prevention(devices(and(education(may(mitigate( this.(Parks( require(ongoing( maintenance( for( mowing,( plant( care,( irrigation,( maintenance( of( facilities,( which(requires(municipal(resources((Hedgecock,(2012).(E Water!requirements:( City( parks( often( require( irrigation.( Periodic( low( rainfall( conditions( in(Australia( can( compromise( the( ability( of( municipalities( to( maintain( watering( regimes((Hedgecock,(2012).(E Perception!of! safety! risks:( Safety( concerns( in( public( parks( can( cause( people( to( avoid( these(spaces.(Park(design(can(reduce(this(perception,(with(features(such(as(lighting,(keeping(parks(well(maintained,(and(ensuring(good(visual(access((Hedgecock,(2012).(
5.4.2 Linear+green+space+
Natural(and(humanEmade(landforms(in(cities(provide(ideal(opportunities(for(linear(green(space(systems.( These( can( include( vegetated( riparian( zones( alongside( urban( creeks( and( rivers,(vegetated(greenways(that(run(parallel(to(roads,(and(reclaimed(transport(infrastructure(such(as(elevated(rail(lines(and(roads.(Linear(green(space(systems(can(also(be(developed(to(connect(parks(and( other( green( spaces( throughout( the( city.( Linear( parks( are( key( biophilic( elements,( as( they(provide(opportunities(for(people(to(move(throughout(the(city(by(walking(or(cycling(within(green(space,(protected(from(cars.(They(also(allow(wildlife(to(move(between(the(larger(refuges((Conine,(Xiang,( Young,( &( Whitley,( 2004).( As( transportation( modes( and( urban( plans( change( in( cities,(transport(infrastructure(can(become(obsolete(and(provide(opportunities(to(develop(urban(green(space.( Such( repurposing( of( disused( infrastructure( has( allowed( for( the(High( Line( Park( in(New(York,(and(the(Promenade(Plantée(in(Paris.(
Potential)to)mitigate)the)urban)heat)island)effect)The(UHI(effects(of(linear(green(parks(are(similar(to(those(described(in(other(sections,(including(for(pocket(parks((Section(5.3.1),(street(integrated(trees(and(vegetation((Section(5.3.2)(and(urban(parks( (Section( 5.4.1).( Of( consideration( is( the( distance( from( the( green( space( that( the( cooling(benefit( is( felt.( As( linear( green( space( traverses( parts( of( the( city,( the( potential( of( this( biophilic(element(to(cool(built(up(areas(of(the(city(may(be(greater((in(spatial(terms)(than(a(large(city(park,(for(instance.(
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Potential)to)mitigate)climate)change)The(potential(for(linear(green(space(to(mitigate(climate(change(is(assumed(to(be(similar(to(that(of(parks((see(Section(5.3.1),(depending(largely(on(the(presence(of(trees(and(vegetation.((
Potential)to)enhance)water)cycle)management)Linear( green( space( that( runs( alongside( constructed( infrastructure( such( as( roads( can( act( as( a(buffer(to(infiltrate(and(treat(runoff,(as(discussed(for(streetEintegrated(trees(and(vegetation((see(Section(5.3.2).(Linear(green(space(along(natural( features(such(as( rivers(can( infiltrate(and(slow(stormwater(runoff,( to(protect(the(river’s(riparian(zone(and(water(quality((Conine,(et(al.,(2004).(Riparian( zones( in( urban( areas( are( frequently( degraded( due( to( the( hydrologic( changes( to( the(catchment,( with( lower( water( tables( and( drier,( more( aerobic( soils( reducing( the( potential( for(denitrification((which(is(a(critical(process(for(stream(health).(Evidence(suggests(that(deep(rooted(vegetation(may( be( particularly( important( for( increasing( the( extent( of( the( denitrification( zone((Gift,( Groffman,( Kaushal,( &( Mayer,( 2010),( amongst( broader( catchment( management,( and( in(particular(minimising(effective( imperviousness,( is( critical( to( stream(health( (Walsh,(Fletcher,(&(Ladson,(2005).(
Potential)to)improve)air)quality)Air( quality( benefits( of( linear( parks( are( assumed( to( be( similar( to( those( of( pocket( parks,( as(discussed(in(Section(5.3.1.(
Potential)to)enhance)urban)biodiversity)Linear(green(space(provides(corridors( that(can( link(habitat(refuges(within(urban(areas,(and(to(rural(areas(beyond( the(city,( facilitating( the(movement(of( species(and(allowing( for(colonisation(and(recolonisation(of(isolated(habitat(fragments((Savard,(Clergeau,(&(Mennechez,(2000).(Wolch,(et( al.( (2010)( found( a( system( of( “links”( and( “hubs”( are( needed( to( provide( interconnected(networks(of(refuge(areas( for(populations(as(well(as(corridors(to(encourage(migration(between(such( refuges,( with( linear( green( space( able( to( provide( these( links( where( this( is( designed( to(connect(with(larger(green(space(areas(within(and(outside(of(the(city.(
Potential)for)economic)revitalisation))The( conversion( of( obsolete( transport( infrastructure,( which( is( generally( an( urban( blight,( into(linear(parkland(is(a(key(emerging(linear(biophilic(element,(particularly(in(already(builtEup(cities(where(opportunities( to(create(new(green(space(are(scarce.(The(concurrent(removal(of(visually(unattractive( infrastructure( and( creation( of( green( space( catalysed( significant( economic(development( in( New( York( with( the( High( Line( park.( Together( with( the( rezoning( of( the(
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surrounding(area,(this(stimulated(an(estimated(US$2(billion(in(private(investment(surrounding(the(park,(with(12,000(jobs,(2,558(new(residential(units,(1,000(hotel(rooms,(more(than(423,000(square(feet(of(new(office(space(and(85,000(square(feet(of(new(art(gallery(space.(From(the(first(section(opening(in(2009(until(midE2012,(approximately(8(million(people(visited(the(Park((City(of(New(York,(2012).(Similar(findings(exist(for(the(conversion(of(a(disused(rail(yard(into(Millennium(Park(in(Chicago((Goodman(Williams(Group(&(URS(Corporation,(2005;(Groos(&(Dages,(2008).(
Potential)to)encourage)active)transport)and)increase)physical)activity)Linear( green( ways( have( the( potential( to( encourage( cycling( and( walking( by( providing( safe,(interesting,(shaded(and(visually(attractive(corridors(for(traversing(the(city((Conine,(et(al.,(2004).(People(are(more(likely(to(walk(and(cycle(when(there(is(greenery,(and(select(their(route(based(on(the( amount(of( vegetation( available( (Macdonald,( et( al.,( 2008;( Zlot(&(Schmid,( 2005).( In(warmer(climates,(vegetation((such(as(shade(trees)(can(provide(an(important(role(in(enhancing(physical(comfort( of( pedestrians(with( regard( to( temperature( (Macdonald,( et( al.,( 2008).( This(may( be( as(greenery( provides( a( more( comfortable( and( visually( engaging( environment( that( encourages(pedestrians(and(cyclists((National(Complete(Streets(Coalition,(n.d.).(Research(by((Macdonald,(et(al.,(2008)(also(found(that(the(design(and(configuration(of(streets(and(the(inclusion(of(vegetation(are(important(determinants(in(levels(of(walking,(and(that(people(are(more(likely(to(walk(where(there(is(a(network(of(pathways(that(connect(destinations((Wolch,(et(al.,(2010).!(
Considerations)for)use)The(considerations( for(use(described( for(city( scale(parks( (See(Section(5.4.1)(are(considered( to(apply(here(also.(
5.4.3 City+farms+and+urban+agriculture+
City(farms(and(urban(agriculture(can(be(seen(in(a(variety(of(forms,(varying(in(size,(management,(function( and( ownership.( In( many( of( Australia’s( major( cities,( city( farms( provide( a( range( of(functions( including( education( and( training,( employment,( access( to( nature( and( animals( for(children( and( adults,( and( food( production( (for( example( Collingwood( Children's( Farm,( 2014;(Northey( Street( City( Farm,( 2014).( Around( the(world,( renewed( interest( in( urban( agriculture( is(resulting(from(awareness(that(this(provides(ecological,(social(and(health(benefits(in(addition(to(bringing( food( production( closer( to( consumers( (Lovell,( 2010).( In( many( cities,( urban( food(production(continues(to(provide(a(substantial(proportion(of(the(city’s(food(needs,(demonstrating(the(ability(of(such(forms(of(agriculture(to(enhance(food(security((Deelstra(&(Girardet,(2000).(
Urban(agriculture(can(also(be( integrated( into(many(of( the(biophilic(elements(discussed( in( this(Chapter,(such(as(in(backyards,(verge(strips,(street(trees,(and(green(roofs(and(walls.(Many(of(the(
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benefits( discussed( here( therefore( could( apply( to( other( biophilic( elements( if( edible( plants( are(used.((
Potential)to)reduce)the)urban)heat)island)effect)Research(that(specifically(considered(UHI(mitigation(benefits(of(urban(farms(or(agriculture(was(not( found,( however( this( is( assumed( to( be( a( function( of( the( number( of( size( of( trees,( other(vegetation,(and(irrigation(regime.(See(Section(5.3.1(for(a(discussion(of(these(factors.(
Potential)to)mitigate)climate)change)Certain(farming(techniques(can(enhance(agricultural(soils,(including(minimising(soil(tilling,(using(cover(crops(and(mulching(soils,(adding(compost(and(manure(to(soils,(and(other(systems(of(soil(and(water(management( (Lal,( 2004).(With( such( techniques,( rates( of( soil( carbon( sequestration(have( been( measured( at( 50( to( 1000( kg/ha/year( (Lal,( 2004).( Where( urban( food( production(decreases( the(need( for( food( to(be( grown(outside(of( the( city( and( transported( in,( this(may( also(decrease(greenhouse(gas(emissions(related(to(transport,(cool(storage,(and(packaging((Dubbeling(&( de( Zeeuw,( 2011).( For( a( discussion( of( other( factors( likely( to( affect( the( climate( mitigation(potential(of(urban(farms,(see(Section(5.3.1.((
Potential)to)assist)in)water)cycle)management)Urban( farms( and( agriculture( assist( in( managing( the( water( cycle( by( creating( or( protecting(permeable(soils(to(allow(infiltration((Dubbeling(&(de(Zeeuw,(2011).(Water(may(be(collected(on(urban( farms( for( irrigation,( such( as( in( rainwater( tanks,( further( reducing( stormwater( runoff.(Urban( farms( are( often( located( on( flood( prone( land,( such( as( the( Northey( Street( City( Farm((Northey(Street(City(Farm,(n.d.).(This(beneficially(uses(such(land,(while(ensuring(it(remains(free(from(construction.(
Potential)to)improve)air)quality)The( degree( to( which( urban( farms( improve( urban( air( quality( is( largely( dependent( on( the(vegetation(within(the(park,(through(mechanisms(discussed(in(Section(5.3.1.(
Potential)to)increase)biodiversity)Urban(farms(can(increase(biodiversity(by(including(a(range(of(different(edible(species.(As(noted(in(Section(5.2.3,(however,(this(may(contribute(to(biotic(homogenisation.(
Potential)to)improve)health)and)wellbeing)Wakefield,( Yeudall,( Taron,( Reynolds,( and( Skinner( (2007)( summarised( the( health( impacts( of(community( gardens( from( the( literature( as( including:( improved( access( to( food( and( better(
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nutrition;(more(physical( activity;( improved(mental(health;( stronger( community( ties( leading( to(improved( security( and( safety;( education( and( job( skills( training;( greater( social( capital( through(increased( social( ties( and( appreciation( of( social( diversity;( longEterm(health( outcomes( resulting(from(improved(local(ecology(and(sustainability.(The(authors(note(that(much(of(this(evidence(is(anecdotal,( although( their( own( study( confirmed( many( of( these( findings,( with( community(gardeners(reporting(better(nutrition,(greater(opportunity(for(physical(activity,(stress(alleviation,(and(improved(mental(health.((
Potential)to)retain)nutrients)and)reduce)municipal)waste)Urban(agriculture(allows(for(the(beneficial(use(of(organic(waste(in(a(city,( including(food(waste,(green( waste( and( effluent( (Deelstra( &( Girardet,( 2000).( This( reduces( demand( on( landfills,( and(prevents( the( loss( of( the( nutrients( present( in( the(waste( by( returning( them( to( agricultural( soil((McClintock,(2010).((
Potential)to)increase)food)security)Urban( food( production( has( historically( increased( during( major( political,( economic( and(environmental(crises((Barthel,(Parker,(&(Ernstson,(2013).(During(such(periods,(when(largeEscale(agriculture(and(distribution(systems(are(disrupted,( food(gardens(have(saved(multitudes(of(city(dwellers( from( starvation,( and( even( today( can( be( seen( to( be( playing( a( role( in( Athens,( where(economic( collapse( has( affected( food( supplies( to( the( city( (Barthel,( et( al.,( 2013).( Barthel,( et( al.((2013)(stressed(that(these(largeEscale(systems(can(provide(resilience(to(food(supplies(in(times(of(mediumElevel( food( shortages,( however( cities( remain( highly( vulnerably( to( higherElevel(disruptions( to( food( production( and( distribution( if( urban( food( production( capacity( is( not(retained.( Such( food( production( is( reliant( on( both!having( the( physical( space( and( resources( to(grow(food(in(cities,(as(well(as(the(skills(and(knowledge(to(do(so,(and(thus(requires(some(form(of(continuity.( The( Australian( Government( similarly( emphasised( that( food( security( does( not( just(mean(having(enough(food(in(a(typical(year,(but(rather(that( it(means(having(reliable,(consistent(and(sustainable(access(to(nutritious(and(affordable(food((Prime(Minister’s(Science,(2010).(
Potential)to)increase)social)capital)Community(farms(often(provide(a(focal(point(for(the(community,(education(in(food(production(and(sustainable( living,(and(reconnection(of(city(residents(with(food(production.( In(many(cases,(community(farms(are(part(of(a(broader(social(welfare(program(in(multicultural(or(disadvantaged(communities.(For(example,( in(New(York(City( Just(Foods( is(working(to(combat(poverty(through(community(gardens,(enabling(community(gardeners(to(teach(others(how(to(grow(their(own(food((Just(Foods,(n.d.).(A(community(garden( in(Toronto(was(seen(as(a(place(where(people( from(the(community( from( various( cultural( backgrounds( could( gain( better( understanding( of( each( other(
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through( food( as( a( neutral( starting( point.( Further,( they( experienced( it( brought( people( out( of(isolation,(and(provided(a(mechanism(for(discussing(broader(community(issues((Wakefield,(et(al.,(2007).(
Considerations)for)use)E Lack! of! city! support:( Wakefield,( et( al.( (2007)( highlight( several( challenges( faced( by( a(community(garden(in(Toronto,(including(insecure(tenure(of(the(land,(a(lack(of(support(from(decisionEmakers,(a(lack(of(resources,(and(long(waiting(lists.((E Soil!contaminants:(Urban(soils(can(be(contaminated(by(previous( land(uses,(of(which( lead(is(the(most(prevalent.(Bioaccumulation(of(lead(in(plants(is(minimal,(however(there(is(a(greater(risk( associated(with( improperly(washed( root( crops(with( soil( still( attached,( children(eating(soil( in( gardens,( or( soil( particles( becoming( airborne.( Mulching( garden( beds,( and( washing(produce(well,(are(effective(mitigation(measures((Wortman(&(Lovell,(2013).(E Water! requirements:( Periodic( low( water( availability( in( Australian( cities( is( a( challenge( to(maintain( all( forms( of( vegetation.( Collection( and( use( of( rainwater,( and( judicious( use( of(greywater,( can(provide(alternative(water(sources,( to(complement(water(efficient( irrigation(and(gardening(techniques((Wortman(&(Lovell,(2013).(E Urban! climate! conditions:( The( UHI( effect( and( higher( vapour( pressure( deficits( frequently(found(in(cities(can(be(a(challenge(for(crops(resulting(in(decreased(yields((Wortman(&(Lovell,(2013).((
5.4.4 Urban+waterways+and+waterbodies+
Urban( waterways( and( waterbodies( can( include( lakes,( ponds( wetlands,( rivers,( canals( and(streams,(and(can(be(either(natural(or(constructed.(In(many(cases,(these(are(integrated(with(other(biophilic( elements( discussed( in( this( Chapter,( such( as( linear( green( space( alongside( rivers( and(streams,(or(a(lake(may(sit(within(a(large(urban(park.((
Potential)to)mitigate)the)urban)heat)island)effect)The(cooling(effect(of(surface(water(is(difficult(to(measure(for(practical(reasons,(however(a(study(in( Rotterdam( suggests( a( minimum( of( 14( per( cent( of( incoming( solar( energy( is( absorbed( by(surface( water.( Waterbodies( are( found( to( provide( less( cooling( benefit( than( trees,( due( to( the(absence(of(the(effects(of(shading(that(trees(provide(for(underlying(surfaces((Slingerland,(2012).(Air(on(the(edge(of(the(river(Thames(is(on(average(0.6oC(cooler(than(neighbouring(streets((Wilby,(2003).( In( Seoul,( Korea,( removal( of( a( tenElane( freeway( to( uncover( the( Cheonggyecheon( River(resulted( in( a( six( kilometre( long(urban(park(which( runs( alongside( the( restored( river.(The(area(
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(including(the(river(and(vegetated(areas)(is(3.6oC(cooler(than(other(parts(of(the(city((Shin(&(Lee,(2006).(
Potential)to)mitigate)climate)change)Wetlands((an(intermittent(urban(waterbody)(play(an(important,(and(generally(underEestimated(role( in( the( carbon( cycle( (Commonwealth( of( Australia,( 2012).( Globally,( wetlands( store(approximately(35(per(cent(of(terrestrial(carbon,(despite(covering(only(six(to(nine(per(cent(of(the(Earth’s(surface.(The(high(productivity(with(wetlands(enables(high(levels(of(carbon(sequestration(through(a(number(of(mechanisms.(Deposition(and(decomposition(of(organic(matter( lead( to(an(accumulation( of( organic( carbon( in( wetland( soils.( Atmospheric( carbon( is( also( fixed( through(photosynthesis(in(wetland(plants,(which(typically(grow(at(a(faster(rate(than(they(decompose((in(part( due( to( the( lowEoxygen( conditions),( leading( to( wetlands( being( a( net( carbon( sink((Commonwealth(of(Australia,(2012).(Anaerobic(conditions(in(parts(or(all(of(wetland(ecosystems(can( led( to( methane( production,( however( wetlands( that( are( intermittently( inundated( become(methane( sinks( when( dry,( and( methane( production( is( limited( in( saline( wetlands.( Clearing(wetlands( can( result( in( large( losses( of( stored( organic( carbon( to( atmospheric( carbon((Commonwealth(of(Australia,(2012).((
Mangrove(communities(are( found( in( intertidal(zones(along(coastlines(and(are(considered(here(for(their(ability(to(store(between(two(and(four(times(the(carbon(of(an(equivalent(size(of(tropical(rainforest,(mainly( through( capturing( and( slowly(decaying( organic(matter,( converting( it( to( soil(carbon(rather(than(atmospheric(carbon((Zabarenko,(2011).(As(Kristensen,(Bouillon,(Dittmar,(and(Marchand( (2008)( outline,(mangrove( forests( are( highly( productive( ecosystems(with( both( high(autochthonous( carbon(production( (i.e.( by(benthic( and( epiphytic( algae,(mangrove(biomass( and(litter,(and(phytoplankton),(and(capture(of(allochthonous(material((i.e.(sediment,(marine(grasses)(contributing(to(the(typically(very(high(carbon(sequestration.((
Potential)to)assist)in)water)cycle)management)Urban( waterways( and( water( bodies( can( be( designed( as( stormwater( detention( and( storage(facilities.( In(wetlands,(a(combination(of(vegetation,(soil(and(microbiota(as(well(as(physical(and(chemical(processes(are(able(to(remove(pollutants(and(pathogens(from(incoming(water(without(the(use(of(added(chemicals(or(mechanical(treatment.(Constructed(wetlands(mimic(the(processes(in( natural( wetlands,( however( constructed( wetlands( can( be( designed( so( as( to( maximise( the(treatment( outcomes( and( suit( the( flow( and( pollutant( characteristics( of( the( influent( (Vymazal,(Greenway,(Tonderski,(Brix,(&(Mander,(2006).(Constructed(wetlands(are(frequently(used(to(treat(domestic( wastewater( and( stormwater,( and( have( increasingly( been( used( to( treat( agricultural,(industrial,( landfill( and(mining(wastewater( also.( Hybrid( systems( have( been( developed( to( treat(
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wastewater( in( a( series( of( connected(wetlands( to(maximise( treatment( effectiveness.( Studies( of(pilot(wetlands(in(Australia(revealed(that(treated(effluent(quality(is(generally(very(good,(and(that(by(maximising(habitat( type( and(macrophyte(diversity(mosquito(populations( are( controlled(by(natural(predators((Vymazal,(et(al.,(2006).((
The(creation(of(urban(waterbodies(as(stormwater(detention(facilities(can(provide(a(water(source(for( irrigation( of( other( biophilic( elements( during( periods( of( low( rainfall.( The( Salisbury(“Stormwater! to!Potable!Water!Project”( firstly( harvests( urban( stormwater( from( residential( and(industrial( sources,( then( treats( this(water( in( a( “reedEbed(wetland”(before( the(water( is( injected(into( wells( in( a( limestone( aquifer( below( ground( for( storage( and( further( purification( (Dillon,(Pavelic,( Page,( Beringen,( &( Ward,( 2009b).( The( water( recovered( from( this( managed( aquifer(storage( and( recovery( system( was( found( to( meet( drinking( water( quality( standards( (Dillon,(Pavelic,(Page,(Beringen,(&(Ward,(2009a;(RinckEPfeiffer,(Pitman,(&(Dillon,(2005).(Similarly,(ponds(and( lakes( in( urban( areas( can( help( collect( and( store( stormwater,( providing( treatment( through(sedimentation,(adsorption(of(nutrients(and(UV(disinfection.(Water(stored(in(lakes(and(ponds(can(additionally( be( used( for( irrigation,( and( can( provide( amenic( value.( Lakes( and( ponds( are(frequently( used( in( residential( and( commercial( areas( as( focal( points,( increasing( the( value( of(properties(overlooking(the(water((City(of(Melbourne,(2006).(Ponds(are(generally(not(designed(to(infiltrate(stormwater,(rather(to(allow(storage(and(sedimentation,(with(outlet(areas(to(release(the(treated(water((Burkhard,(et(al.,(2000).(
Potential)to)enhance)biodiversity))Disturbances( associated( with( urbanisation( impacts( on( urban( waterways( and( waterbodies(include( significantly( altering( catchment( hydrology,( increasing( urban( temperatures,( restricting(species( dispersal,( adding( pollutant( loads( to( runoff( (Urban,( Skelly,( Burchsted,( Price,( &( Lowry,(2006),(and(even(covering(urban(waterways(with( infrastructure( (Beatley,(2011).(Consequently,(biodiversity( in(most(urban(waterways(and(waterbodies( is(determined( largely(by( the(nature(of(the(catchment(area((Urban,(et(al.,(2006).(
Constructed(wetlands(can(provide(habitat(for(vegetation,(insects,(birds(and(other(wildlife,(while(also(providing(a(water(source(for(irrigation(or(to(restore(environmental(flows(in(a(river(system.(Many( constructed(wetlands(provide(visual( amenity( and( can(become(a( tourist( attraction,( often(due(to(large(bird(populations((Greenway,(2005).(
Potential)to)increase)property)value)Urban(waterways(and(waterbodies(are(valued(for(recreational(and(amenic(value((United(States(Environmental( Protection( Agency,( 1995).( Waterbodies( in( developments( are( often( used( as( a(
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marketing(tool,(and(a(survey(conducted(by(the(National(Association(of(Home(Builders(in(the(US(found(that(proximity(to(any(waterway(or(waterbody(increased(the(value(of(the(home(by(28(per(cent( (United( States( Environmental( Protection( Agency,( 1995).( Similar( findings( by( the( US(Department(of(Housing(and(Urban(Development(and( the(Department(of(Commerce( found( that(price(of(houses(within(a(300(metre(radius(of(a(waterway(or(waterbody(were(on(average(27.8(per(cent(higher((United(States(Environmental(Protection(Agency,(1995).(
Considerations)for)use)E Visual!amenity!and!waterway!health:(The(term(‘urban(stream(syndrome’(is(used(to(describe(the(common(symptoms(of(urbanised(catchments,( including(a( flashier(hydrograph,(elevated(concentrations(of(nutrients(and(contaminants,(altered(channel(morphology(and(stability,(and(reduced( biotic( richness(with( the( increased( dominance( of(well( adapted( or( tolerant( species((Walsh(et(al.,(2005).(In(some(cases,(urban(streams(can(also(display(other(symptoms(such(as(reduced( baseflow( or( increased( suspended( solids,( however( these( depend( on( the(characteristics( of( the( catchment( area.( The( mechanisms( that( cause( these( symptoms( in(urbanised(catchments(are(complex(and(can(vary(depending(on(catchment(and(development(characteristic((Walsh,(Roy,(et(al.,(2005).(These(mechanisms(need(to(be(considered,(however,(when(daylighting( or( restoring( streams( to( ensure( these( are( attractive( and(well( functioning(ecosystems((Walsh,(Roy,(et(al.,(2005).((E Maintenance! requirements:( Urban( waterbodies( used( for( water( management,( such( as(constructed( wetlands( and( ponds,( can( require( regular( maintenance( including( sediment(removal,(biomass(removal(and( inspection( to(ensure( these(are(working(properly( (Barnes(&(Adams,(n.d.).(Such(waterbodies(should(be(designed(with(access(tracks(to(cater(for(equipment(needed( to( carry( out( maintenance( work.( Systems( should( be( designed( to( facilitate( easy(inspection((EPA(Victoria,(2008).(E Developer!handover!conditions:( Property(developers(often( construct(urban(water(bodies( in(order(to(meet(stormwater(management(criteria.(Ensuring(that(installed(systems(are(checked(for( faults,( and( any( faults( rectified,( is( essential( to( ensuring( such( systems( do( not( become( a(significant( financial( burden( to( municipalities( (Environmental( Protection( Agency( Victoria,(2008).(E Competing!uses:(Helfield(and(Diamond((1997)(caution(against(the(use(of(constructed(wetland(for( concurrent(water( quality( improvement( and( aquatic( habitat( enhancement,( however,( as(wetlands( typically( store( and( accumulate( urban( contaminants( rather( than( permanently(transform( or( remove( them,( and( hence( may( result( in( the( bioaccumulation( and(
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biomagnification(of(pollutants(through(the(aquatic(community,(although(can(be(effective(at(achieving(either(aim(in(isolation.(
5.5 Conclusion+
In(this(Chapter,(the(potential(for(integrated,(urban(nature((i.e.(biophilic(urbanism)(to(contribute(to(the(challenges(facing(Australian(cities(is(established.(From(the(literature(review,(it(is(evident(that( there( is(significant(potential( to( integrate(nature( into( the(built(environment( in(a(variety(of(ways,(which(provide(an(array(of(benefits( that(can(assist( in(responding(to(the(challenges( facing(Australian( cities,( as( identified( in( Chapter( 2.( The( taxonomy( of( biophilic( elements( developed( in(this(Chapter(describes(three(scales(at(which(urban(nature(can(be(applied:(buildingEscale,(streetEscale,( and( cityEscale,( as( shown( in( Table( 5.3.( This( provides( a( structure( for( policyEmakers( and(researchers( to( consider( biophilic( urbanism,( and( the( benefits,( challenges( and( opportunities(evident(at(each(of(these(scales,(as(well(as(for(each(of(the(identified(biophilic(elements.(
Within( the( context( of( urban( consolidation,( building( and( street( scale( elements( in( particular(appear( to( have( the( potential( to( be( retrofitted( into( the( urban( environment( with( existing( land(uses.( Due( to( the( close( interface( with( infrastructure( and( constructed( surfaces,( these( elements(have(greater(potential(to(mitigate(some(negative(impacts(resulting(from(urban(development(and(provide( a( range( of( benefits.( These( elements( also,( however,( have( particular( considerations( for(use(related(to(the(interaction(between(the(natural(features(and(surrounding(infrastructure,(and(property( ownership.( More( broadly,( it( is( evident( that( the( benefits( vary( between( each( of( the(elements,(and(are(significantly(influenced(by(the(design(of(any(individual(element(as(well(as(by(climatic( and( other( conditions.( In( addition,( there( are( many( considerations( for( the( use( of( the(identified( biophilic( elements,( which( may( pose( challenges( to( the( mainstreaming( of( biophilic(urbanism.((
These( findings( provide( a( foundation( for( this( dissertation( by( establishing( that( significant(potential( does( exist( for( biophilic( urbanism( to( contribute( to( the( challenges( facing( Australian(cities,(such(that(efforts(to(mainstream(the(use(of(this(design(concept(may(be(warranted.(In(this(Chapter,(the(need(for(further(research(is(also(highlighted,( in(particular(including(a(need(to(test(and(refine(the(biophilic(elements(discussed(in(this(Chapter(in(local(conditions.(
In( the( following( Chapter,( several( case( studies( are( summarised( that( have( been( developed( to(investigate( the( mainstreaming( of( the( biophilic( elements( described( in( this( Chapter,( with(consideration(of(how(the(benefits(were(optimised(and(the(challenges(overcome.(
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6 Case+studies+of+mainstreaming+biophilic+urbanism+
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The( previous( Chapter( surveyed( literature( regarding( the( integration( of( nature( into( cities,( and(summarised( the( benefits( that( these( forms( of( integrated( nature( (i.e.( biophilic( elements)( have(been(found(to(provide,(as(well(as(considerations(for(use.(In(this(Chapter,(a(summary(is(provided(of( six( case( study( cities,( in(which( the( use( of( some( of( these( forms( of( urban( nature( has( become(mainstream.( The( case( studies( include( Berlin,( Germany;( Chicago,( U.S.A.;( Freiburg,( Germany;(Portland,( U.S.A.;( Singapore( and( Toronto,( Canada.( Further( to( Chapter( 4,( which( outlined( the(considerations( for( the(selection(of(case(studies,(Table(6.1(details( the(main( focus(of(each(of( the(case(more(extensive(synthesis(and(summary(of(the(case(study(data)(is(included(in(Appendix(D.(Table(6.2(highlights(key(summary(statistics(for(each(of(the(case(studies(considered.((Table(6.1:(Summary(of(case(study(city(key(attributes(and(rationale(for(selection)City( Main(focus(( Key(attributes(for(selection(Berlin,(Germany( Performance(based(regulation(to(balance(development(imperatives(with(the(conservation(of(nature(and(landscapes((
E The(Berlin(Biotope(Factor(is(a(successful(and(wellEaccepted(performance( based( development( requirements( for( urban(greenery.(E Berlin(is(fiscally(constrained(E Highlights( governance( structures( conducive( to( biophilic(urbanism,(and(the(role(of(community(engagement(Chicago,(USA( A(multiEpronged(approach(combining(incentives,(performance(and(prescriptive(regulatory(tools(and(innovative(financing(models(for(a(range(of(biophilic(elements(at(multiple(scales.(
E Demonstrates(urban(greening(driven(by(political(leadership(E Well(publicised(focus(on(economic(returns(of(urban(nature,(and(showcase(urban(greenery( to(boost( tourism(and(global(competitiveness(E Demonstrates( innovative( ways( of( financing,( incentivising(and(regulating(urban(nature(
Freiberg,(Germany( CitizenEled,(highEdensity(redevelopment(with(high(levels(of(integrated(nature(achieved(through(innovative(planning(to(manage(land(use(demands.(
E Demonstrates( the( interplay( between( various( policy( areas(and( how( these( collectively( can( contribute( to( urban(sustainability,(liveability(and(biophilic(urbanism.(E Vauban( development( provides( lessons( for( larger( scale(urban(infill(projects(Portland,(USA( Strategic(use(of(green(infrastructure(to(address(stormwater(management(issues(
E Demonstrates( smaller( scale,( integrated( urban( greenery( in(streets(E Justification( of( green( infrastructure( through( economic(argument(E High(levels(of(citizen(engagement(and(involvement(Singapore( World(leader(in(the(design(and(development(of(integrated(urban(nature,(resulting(in(increased(canopy(coverage(despite(growing(population(and(development.((
E Urban(greening(to(enhance(international(competitiveness(of(the(city(E Demonstrates( governance( structures( and( mechanisms( to(ensure( urban( greening( occurs( in( conjunction( with(development(E Use(of(many(biophilic(elements,(showcasing(how(these(can(be(used(individually(and(in(combination,(and(factors(needed(to(support(their(use.(Toronto,(Canada( Mainstreaming(of(green(roofs,(including(the(green(roof(strategy(and(green(roof(bylaw(
E WellEdocumented(process( to( introduce( the( first( green( roof(bylaw(in(north(America(E Developed(a(costEbenefit(assessment((
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Table(6.2:(Summary(statistics(of(case(study(cities(Statistic( Toronto,(Canada( Portland,(USA( Chicago,(USA( Berlin,(Germany( Freiburg,(Germany*( Singapore(Climate( Humid,(continental(climate,(Dfa)((Government(of(Canada,(2010)( Humid(continental(Climate,(Dfa((Kottek,(Grieser,(Beck,(Rudolf,(&(F.(Rubel)( Hot(summer(continental(climate,(Dfa((Kottek,(et(al.)( Humid(continental(climate,(Cfb((Kottek,(et(al.)( Oceanic(climate,(Cfb((Kottek,(et(al.)( Tropical/equatorial(climate,(Af((Kottek,(et(al.)(Rain/snow(fall( 26mm/month((Feb)(–(72mm/month((Jun)(rainfall.(Extreme(rainfall,(98.6mm/(day((Jul);(avg(snow:(2\7cm((Dec\Mar)((Government(of(Canada,(2010)(
Most(rain(in(summer,(average(306mm(for(June\August.(Mild(winter(snowfall((City(of(Toronto,(n.d.\k)(
Relatively(cold(winters,(snowfall(ranges(from(25cm(to(228cm.(Sumer(rain(average(of(306mm(for(June\August((National(Weather(Service,(2012)(
On(average(113(days(of(ran/year,(591mm(rain/year((Climate(Data,(n.d.).( 956(mm(of(rain/year((WDR,(2003)( Thunderstorms(on(40%(of(all(days.(Two(‘monsoonal’(seasons,(and(heavy(rainfall(throughout(the(year((Janus(Corporate(Solutions,(n.d.)(Land(area( 641(km2((City(of(Toronto,(n.d.\l)( 345(km2(((Portland(State(University,(2010)( 614km2(((City(of(Chicago,(2013)( 891.85(km²((Berlin(Senate,(n.d.\a)( 153.06(km²((Freiburg)((Deutschland(Statistisches(Bundesamt,(2013);(38(ha((Vauban)((Sustainability(Victoria,(2011)(
716(km2,((the(city\state)((Department(of(Statistics,(2013)(
Population#( 2.8(million((Toronto(City;(5.6(million((Greater(Toronto(area)((Statistics(Canada,(2012)(
588,000((Portland(city)((Portland(State(University,(2010);(2.3(million((Metropolitan(region)((U.S.(Census(Bureau,(2013)(
2.7(million((Chicago(city)((City(of(Chicago,(2013)(( 3.5(million((Berlin(City)((Berlin(Tourismus(&(Kongress(GmbH,(n.d.\b)( 224,191((Freiburg(City)((DB\City,(n.d.),((5000((Vauban(district)(Forum(Vauban(e.V.,(2002)(
5.3(million((entire(population(of(Singapore)((Government(of(Singapore,(2008).(
Average(Density( 41.5(persons/ha((Statistics(Canada,(2012)( 16.9(persons/ha((Portland(State(University,(2010)( 45.72(persons/ha((U.S.(Census(Bureau,(2013)( 37(persons/ha((Berlin(Senate,(2012)( 14.3(persons/ha((Freiburg)((Deutschland(Statistisches(Bundesamt,(2013);122(persons/ha((Vauban)((Foletta(&(Field,(2011)(
75.4(persons/(ha((Department(of(Statistics,(2013)(
Population(growth( +4.5%(2006\2011((Statistics(Canada,(2012)( +10.3%(2000\2010((Portland(State(University,(2010)( +0.7%(2010\2012((U.S.(Census(Bureau,(2013)( +1.2(%(/year((2010\2011)((Berlin(Senate,(2011)( +(17%(1990\2006((Freiburg)((Buehler(&(Pucher,(2011)( +2.5%(2011\2012((Government(of(Singapore,(2008)(Extent( of(urban(nature@( 113,000(square(meters(of(rooftop(green(space((2011)((12%(greenspace((De(Sousa,(2003)(
26%(tree(canopy(coverage,(1.2(million(park(trees,(236,000(street(trees((Marthens,(n.d.)(
3,000(ha(of(parkland((City(of(Chicago,(n.d.\a)(3,585,000(estimated(trees,(17.2%(canopy(coverage((USDA,(2010)(
44%(green(space((Senatsverwaltung(für(Stadtentwicklung(und(Umwelt,(2011);(430,000(street(trees,(930(allotment(gardens,(6,400(ha(public(parks((Berlin(Senate,(n.d.\e)(
500(ha(green(space,(22,000(street(trees,(3800(allotment(gardens.(46%(Freiburg(area(is(in(conservation(area((Stadt(Freiberg,(n.d.).(
56%(vegetated,(31%t(ree(canopy(cover,(urban(green(space(accounts(for(50%(of(all(green(space(on(the(island((Tan,(Wang,(&(Sia,(2013)(
Key( biophilic(elements( Green(roofs( Green(streets(and(green(roofs( Green(roofs,(parkland,(street(trees,(building(landscaping( Parks,(spontaneous(vegetation,(building\integrated(vegetation,(tree(lined(streets(
Vauban:(Compact(green(wedges,(stormwater(infrastructure,(vegetated(tram(tracks(
Vegetated(roadsides,(building(landscaping,(skyrise(greenery,(nature(reserves.(
*(Figures(are(provided,(where(available,(for(both(the(Vauban(district(and(Freiburg(City(#(Figures(are(provided,(where(available(and(depending(on(the(government(structure,(for(both(the(metropolitan(city(area,(and(for(the(central(local(government(area(@(Information(provided( is(what( is( readily(available,(and( is(not(necessarily(comparable(between(cities.(This( information( is(provided(as(some(basis( for(describing( the(extent(of(urban(nature( in(each(city.(
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6.1 Summary*of*research*findings*from*case*studies*
An( overview( of( the( research( findings( from( the( case( studies( is( provided( in( Table( 6.3.( This(summary(highlights(the(diversity(between(the(case(studies,(as(well(as(similarities(and(patterns(across(the(cities.(For(example,(it(is(evident(that(strong(leadership(was(critical(in(all(case(studies,(whether( from( a( single( political( leader,( a( government( agency( or( from( citizens( and( nonFgovernment(organisations((NGO).(This(appeared(to(be(particularly(important(in(the(case(studies(where(new(forms(of(urban(nature(were(being(pioneered(and(hence(there(were(more(unknowns,(greater(risks(and(little(existing(demonstration.((
In( all( cities( there( were( strong( drivers( for( early( efforts( to( investigate( and( encourage( urban(greening.( In( the( North( American( cities,( combined( sewer( overflows( (CSO)( and( the( vast( costs(associated(with(conventional(grey(infrastructure(approaches(to(stormwater(management(were(particularly(significant(catalysts,(which(often(coincided(with(other(agendas(for(urban(nature.(In(the(German( cities,(widespread( environmental( decline( from( industrialisation( led( to( the(Nature(Conservation( Act( being( introduced( in( the( 1970s,(which( has( since(mandated( the( protection( of(nature( and( landscape( values( throughout( Germany,( including( in( cities.( Citizen( support( and(advocacy( for( urban( nature,( backed( by( this( legislative( framework( and( supported( by(municipal(recognition(of(the(benefits(this(provides,(is(now(a(driver(for(further(urban(greening(initiatives.(In(Singapore,(the(departure(of(the(British(also(resulted(in(the(loss(of(Singapore’s(primary(economic(activities,(which( further( exacerbated( the( poor( social( and( environmental( conditions( present( at(that( time.( Urban( greening(was( positioned( as( a(means( of( differentiating( Singapore( from( other(Asian(cities(to(attract(workers(and(investment(whilst(improving(urban(conditions.(
The( role( of( pilot( projects( was( emphasised( in( all( case( studies,( whether( they( were( explicitly(labelled(as(such,(or(whether(these(occurred(through(less(structured(arrangements.(These(early(projects( were( frequently( highlighted( by( interviewees( as( having( been( critical( to( the(mainstreaming( process,( by( providing( public( demonstration,( data,( and( local( experience( that(informed( many( other( aspects( of( their( journey.( ( Similarly,( in( most( cities,( gathering( detailed(information(about(existing(environmental,( social(or(greenspace(conditions( throughout( the(city(was(found(to(be(important(to(inform(strategies(and(policies.(
There(were( variations( in( the( importance( of( economic( arguments,( and(more( specifically( in( the(need( for( quantification( of( benefits.( Whilst( this( appeared( critical( to( the( mainstreaming( of(biophilic(elements(in(Toronto(and(Portland,(and(played(an(important(role(in(Chicago,(there(was(no( evidence( of( a( costFbenefit( analysis( in( Freiburg( or( Berlin( (although( some( economic(justification( in(broad(terms(was(necessary( in(Berlin(to(secure(budgets),(and(urban(greening( in(
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Singapore(was( based( on( assumptions( of( economic( value,( although( this( appears( to( have( never(been( quantified.( Interviewees( suggested( reasons( for( this,( including( strong( legislative(frameworks((Germany),(which(meant(urban(greening(initiatives(were(not(a(debated(component(of(urban(development,(and(it(appears(that(strong(leadership(from(former(Prime(Minister(Lee(in(Singapore(provided(a(similarly(strong(directive.((
Many(other(patterns(can(be(observed(from(looking(across(this(data.(This(suggests(that,(although(there(is(variation(in(the(details,(a(pattern(could(be(described(at(a(metaFlevel,(acknowledging(that(various( contextual( circumstances( appear( to( create( local( differences(within( this(pattern.( In( the(following(sections,(a(brief(overview(of(the(six(case(studies(is(given,(highlighting(aspects(of(their(journeys(to(mainstreamed(biophilic(urbanism(that(include(key(lessons.(
(
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Table(6.3:(Summary(of(key(findings(to(research(questions(for(each(case(study(
! Chicago,!USA! Portland,!USA! Toronto,!Canada!! Berlin,!Germany! Freiburg,!Germany! Singapore!Principal(drivers( D Strong(leadership(D CSO(events(D Clean(Water(Act(D UHI(effect(D Urban(air(pollution(D Climate(change(
D CSO(events(D Providing(parks(and(greenspace( D Community(and(NGO(advocacy(D CSO(events(D UHI(effect(
D Citizen(demand(D Federal(policies(D UHI(effect(D Protection(of(water(sources(
D Citizen(demand(D Historical(development(D Citizen(champions(D Culture(of(leadership(D Federal(policies(
D Need(for(economic(development(D Poor(environmental(&(social(conditions(D Government(leadership(
Challenges(or(barriers( D Lack(of(local(data(D Lack(of(funding(D Lack(of(space( D Lack(of(local(data(D Other(uses(of(space((D Other(policy(agendas(D Restrictive(codes(&(standards(D Risk(to(infrastructure(
D Lack(of(local(data(D Inability(to(quantify(benefits(D Restrictive(policies(
D Lack(of(funding(D Lack(of(industry(capacity(D Competing(land(use(demands(
D Social(resistance(to(change(D Restrictive(planning(requirements(
 
D Lack(of(space(D Lack(of(funding(D (
Enabling(factors( D Federal(funding(D Derelict(innerDcity(sites(D Strong(city(vision(and(identity(D Culture(of(philanthropy(D Demonstration(and(Communication(D Pilot(project(grants(D Strong(leadership(
D Use(of(public(land((D Provisions(within(NPDES(permit(D Interdisciplinary(&(interdepartmental(collaboration(D Pilot(projects(D CostDbenefit(analysis(D Community(partners(D Identified(synergies(D Strong(leadership(
D Data(to(inform(green(roof(strategy(D Alignment(with(green(roofs(&(existing(issues(D Pilot(projects(D Strong(leadership(D CostDbenefit(analysis(
D Landscape(planning(D Structure(of(the(Berlin(Senate(D Comprehensive(data(on(the(urban(environment((D Citizen(engagement(
D Environmental(data(D ‘Learning(while(planning’(process(D Citizen(involvement(in(planning(&(development(D Publicly(owned(land(D Enabling(citizen(innovation(D Demonstration(&(communication(
D Culture(of(‘getting(it(done’(D Research,(development(&(capacity(building(D Government(structure(D Pilot(projects(D Community(support(
Regulatory(tools( D Landscape(Ord.(D Open(Space(Impact(Fee(Ordinance(D Stormwater(Management(Ordinance(D Sustainable(Development(Policy(
D Stormwater(Management(Manual(D Green(Streets(Policy(D Separate(stormwater(fee(and(discount(D Green(Building(Policy(
D Green(roof(bylaw(D Toronto(Green(Standard( D German(and(Berlin(Nature(Conservation(Acts(D General(Urban(Mitigation(Plan(D Biotope(Area(Factor(D Separate(stormwater(charges(
D Federal(Building(Code(D Nature(Conservation(Act( D Parks(and(Trees(Act(D Landscape(Replacement(Policy(
City(policies( D Adding(Green(to(Urban(Design(D Climate(Change(Action(Plan(D Urban(Forest(Agenda(
D Grey(to(Green(( D Toronto(Official(Plan(D City(policy(requiring(all(new(and(reroofed(municipal(buildings(install(green(roofs(
D StEPKlima((climate(change)(D Urban(Landscape(Strategy(D Landscape(Plan(
D Land(use(Plan(D Landscape(Plan(D Biotope(Network(Plan(D Transport(Plan(D Vauban(Master(Plan(
D Green(Plan(D Sustainable(Dev.(Blueprint(D Concept(Plan(D Streetscape(Greenery(
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! Chicago,!USA! Portland,!USA! Toronto,!Canada!! Berlin,!Germany! Freiburg,!Germany! Singapore!9 Streetscape(&(Sustainable(Design(Program( 9 ( 9 Land(Use(Plan(9 Local(Agenda(21(9 City(Trees(for(Berlin( Masterplan(9 ABC(Waters((Incentives( 9 Expedited(building(permits(9 Density(bonus(9 Assistance(in(TIF(zones(9 Green(roof(grants((
9 EcoRoof(Incentive(Program(9 Floor(Area(Bonus( 9 Green(roof(incentives( 9 Courtyard(Greening(Program( 9 9( 9 Green(Mark(
Use(of(economic(argument( Developed(retrospectively,(assumption(of(economic(value(
Demonstrated(cost(savings(from(green(infrastructure(key(to(mainstream(use.(Demonstrated(public(benefits(from(ecoroofs,(enabled(incentives(to(be(offered.(
Demonstrated(sufficient(public(good(to(justify(municipal(efforts.(Showed(insufficient(payback(to(private(building(owners(to(motivate(them.((
No(economic(evaluation,(strong(legislative(framework,(citizen(demand(&(cultural(values(direct(the(use(of(urban(nature.((
No(economic(evaluation,(strong(national(legislative(framework(and(citizen(demand(along(with(embedded(cultural(values(direct(the(use(of(urban(nature(
No(quantification(of(benefits,(although(economic(justification(were(the(basis(for(urban(greening.(
Financing(mechanisms( 9 TIF(9 Philanthropy(9 State(&(Federal(grants(9 Settlement(funds(from(a(lawsuit(9 Cost(spreading(across(budgets(9 In9kind(support(
9 Separate(stormwater(fees(9 Property(developer(contributions(9 City(budget(allocations(9 Debt(repaid(through(property(rates(9 Private(investment(
9 Cost(spreading(across(budgets(9 Pass(costs(on(to(private(building(developers(
9 Costs(passed(to(property(developers(9 Separate(stormwater(fees(9 Reduce(costs(through(maintenance(procedures(&(forms(of(urban(nature(
9 City(budget(9 Stormwater(fee( 9 City(budget(9 Pass(costs(on(to(developers(9 Cost(reduction(through(community(volunteering(
(
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6.2 Case(Study(Site(/(Berlin,(Germany(
The( following( sub=sections( discuss( the( history( of( urban( greening( in( Berlin,( considering( the(influence(of(national(policies(and(priorities(for(the(protection(of(nature(and(landscapes,(and(the(way( in(which(Berlin’s(historical,(political,(economic(and(social(circumstances(have(shaped(and(directed(the(form(and(function(of(urban(nature.(The(Biotope(Area(Factor(developed(in(Berlin(has(been(exported(worldwide,(as(a(performance(mechanism(that(ensures(the(retention(of(ecological(function(and(permeability(of(urban(areas(whilst(providing( flexibility( to(developers.(The(City(of(Berlin( also( provides( insight( into( urban( greening( process( and( practices( within( economically(constrained(circumstances.(
6.2.1 National(case(study(context(
The(German(Federal(Nature(Conservation(Act(was(established(in(1976(to(regulate(development(in(order(to(conserve(and(develop(nature(and(landscapes(throughout(Germany,(while(balancing(these( objectives( against( other( demands( of( the( community( on( nature( and( landscapes( (Federal(Republic( of( Germany,( 1998,( 2009).( This( directs( urban( planning( and( development( throughout(Germany,(with( the(Berlin(Nature(Conservation(Act( introduced( in(1978( to( translate( the( federal(legislation(on(a(local(level.(This(federal(legislation(has(provided(critical(context(for(Berlin’s(urban(greening( initiatives( through( requiring( the( development( of( Landscape( Plans,( which( are(coordinated(with( the(city’s(Land(Use(Plan(and( formally(value(and(protect(of(urban(nature(and(landscapes.(
As( discussed( in(more( detail( in( the( case( study( that( follows,( urban( greening( in(Berlin( has( been(strongly( influenced( by( trends( and( events( at( a( national( and( international( scale,( including( the(industrialisation( of( Germany,( and( Berlin,( with( subsequent( widespread( pollution( leading( to(citizen(demand(for(greater(environmental(protection.(World(War(II(and(the(subsequent(isolation(of(West(Berlin(similarly(influenced(the(city’s(form(and(politics(substantially.(
Urban(planning(in(Germany(is(a(shared(activity(between(the(three(levels(of(government((federal((Bund),(state((Länder),(and(the(planning(regions(and(municipalities((Schmidt(&(Buehler,(2007).(The(European(Union(also(influences(urban(planning,(however(in(a(non=statutory(role((Schmidt(&(Buehler,( 2007).( The( federal( government( sets( the( overall( planning( framework( and( policy(structure(for(urban(planning,(however(does(not(directly(create(or(implement(plans.(The(states,(regions( and( municipalities( conduct( Bauleitplanung,( or( local( land( use( planning,( and(Raumordnung,(or(spatial(planning,(which(are(each(directed(by(federal( legislation( including(the(Baugesetzbuch,(or(Federal(Building(Code,(which(standardises( the( levels(of(expertise,( rules(and(
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symbols(utilised(in(compiling(land(use(plans;(and(the(Bundes=Raumordnungsgesetz,(or(Federal(Spatial( Planning( Act,( which( sets( broad( guidelines( for( local( spatial( planning( and( defines( the(relationship( between( the( Länder( and( the( federal( government.( Both( of( these( federal( pieces( of(legislation(set(goals(that(the(municipal(plans(must(take(into(account((Schmidt(&(Buehler,(2007).(The(Federal(Building(Code(also(requires(that(local(level(plans(are(vertically(consistent((i.e.(with(state(and( federal( legislation),(as(well(as(horizontally(consistent( (i.e.(with(other( local(plans(and(policies).(
6.2.2 Case(study(overview(
Berlin(has(a(long(history(of(urban(greening,(and(the(policies(and(programs(seen(there(today(are(sophisticated( and( well( integrated( into( the( legislative( and( planning( structure( for( the( city.( As(Berlin(rapidly(expanded(in(the(nineteenth(century,(the(provision(of(urban(nature(was(prioritised(with(recognition(that(nature(was(necessary(to(beautify(the(urban(environment,(provide(fresh(air,(and(opportunities(for(recreation.(Urban(plans(for(Berlin(from(the(beginning(of(the(20th(Century(institutionalised(these(ideas(and(laid(foundations(for(the(protection(of(urban(open(space(in(the(city((Berlin(Senate,(n.d.=d;(Lachmund,(2013).(Much(of(Berlin(was(destroyed(in(the(Second(World(War,( and( the( subsequent( division( of( Berlin( and( isolation( of( the( Western( section( limited(redevelopment.( Several( important( factors( emerged( as( a( result( of( these( historical( events( that(have(shaped( the( form(of(urban(nature( in(Berlin( today,(as(well(as( the(processes(by(which( they(were(created.(
The(destruction(of(much(of( the(city(and(subsequent(reconstruction(over(the( following(decades(resulted( in( urban( nature( being( valued( as( a( practical(way( of( reducing( airborne( dust,( and( as( a(symbolic( way( of( signifying( new( growth( in( the( city( and( a( departure( from( the( violence( and(destruction(of( the(War( (Lachmund,(2013).(Nature(was(also(seen(as(a(way(of(drawing(children(away(from(ruins,(and(as(a(critical(component(of(the(city(to(provide(relief( to(city=dwellers.(This(was( particularly( important( when( West( Berlin( became( enclosed,( and( residents( lost( access( to(surrounding(countryside((Lachmund,(2013).(City(planners(saw(the(destruction(of(the(city(as(an(opportunity(to(redesign(the(city(along(‘looser’(lines,(with(more(open(and(green(space(throughout((Lachmund,(2013).(Further,(many(parts(of( the(city(remained( in(rubble(and(were(overtaken(by(spontaneous(vegetation.(These(wide(urban(spaces(became(valued(by(residents,(and(began(to(be(studied( by( Herbert( Sukopp( and( his( colleagues( in( the( 1970s.( Sukopp( brought( attention( to( the(rich,( spontaneous( flora( and( fauna( could( be( and( began( to( create( a( shift( in( perceptions( of( the(urban(landscape(as(being(one(were(nature(and(the(city(could(coexist((Kowarik(&(Langer,(2005;(Lachmund,(2013).(
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The(political(separation(of(west(Berlin(following(the(war,(and(physical(separation(from(1961(–(1989(created(a(breeding(ground(for(countercultures(and(protest(movements(that(often(focused(on(environmental(and(social(issues,(and(often(led(to(the(formation(of(Bürgerinitiativen((citizens'(action( committees)( that(were( often( pragmatic,( well( organised( and( coordinated( (Bendt,( 2010;(Lachmund,( 2013;( Rosol,( 2010).( Citizens( became( increasingly( vocal( and( active( in( the( 1980s( to(create(community(gardens,(often(lobbying(authorities,(creating(them(in(their(own(backyards,(or(occupying( vacant( land.( Authorities( generally( resisted( these( citizen( moves,( although( in( some(cases( the( citizens( ultimately( prevailed.( The( subsequent( fall( of( the( Berlin( wall( resulted( in( an(abundance(of(vacant(urban(spaces,(however(the(Berlin(Senate(was(significantly(limited(in(their(financial(capacity(to(maintain(these(spaces.(These(were(often(occupied(by(citizens,(who(turned(these(into(a(variety(of(uses(including(community(gardens,(or(they(became(wild(green(spaces(of(their( own( accord.( The( Berlin( Senate( began( to( shift( in( their( sentiments( regarding( citizen(involvement( in( the( use( and( management( of( these( spaces,( beginning( to( see( this( as( beneficial((Bendt,(2010;(Rosol,(2010;(Thierfelder,(2013).((
The( Federal( and( Berlin( Nature( Conservation( Acts( were( introduced( in( the( late( 1970s,( which(created( a( foundation( for( the( preservation( of( nature( and( landscape( values( in( Berlin( and( the(creation(of(Landscape(Plans((Berlin(Senate).(These(Acts(passed(the(responsibility(for(managing(negative( impacts(of(urban(development(on( to(property(developers,( requiring( them(to(mitigate(such( impacts( or( otherwise( provide( compensation( for( offset( sites( where( this( could( occur((Lachmund,(2013).(The(Acts(also(directed(the(development(of(Landscape(Plans(for(West(Berlin,(and( hence( the( environmental( conditions( of( Berlin( began( to( be( researched( and( catalogued( to(inform( this.( This( information( was( later( collated( into( the( Environmental( Atlas( that( presented(spatial( maps( of( the( urban( environment( and( informed( policies( and( the( public( about(environmental( quality( in( West( Berlin( (Berlin( Senate;( Goedecke( &( Welsch,( 2009;( Senate(Department(for(the(Urban(Development(and(the(Environment,(n.d.=a).((
When( the( city(was( reunified,( the(Landscape(Programme(was(expanded( to( all( of(Berlin( (Berlin(Senate,( n.d.=c).( Citizens( continued( to( agitate( for( the( protection( of( urban( nature,( and( this( is(evident(today(in(the(strong(citizen(involvement(in(the(urban(planning(and(development(process,(as(well(as(in(grassroots(campaigns(and(initiatives((Senatsverwaltung(für(Stadtentwicklung(und(Umwelt,(2011;(Thierfelder,(2013).(
Several(key(policies(direct( the( integration(of(nature( into( the(Berlin( landscape( today,( including(the(Nature(Conservation(Acts,(the(Federal(Building(Code,(the(Landscape(Plan(and(Land(Use(Plan,(the( General( Urban( Mitigation( Plan,( and( the( Biotope( Area( Factor.( Strong( public( demand( for(environmental(protection,(and(support(for(urban(greening,(has(underpinned(the(development(of(
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this( legislative( framework( that( mandates( the( preservation( of( nature( and( ecological( function((Cloos,( 2012).( These( recognise( the(multiple( benefits( that( urban( nature( provides,( and( see( the(integration(of( nature( into( the( fabric( of( the( city( as( a(no=regrets( strategy( to( enhance( liveability,(improve(environmental(function,(respond(to(climate(change,(and(protect(the(city’s(water(supply.(In( particular,( the(Biotope(Area( Factor( directs( the( use( of( nature( in( the( high=density,( inner=city(areas(by(requiring(that(any(redeveloped(properties(meet(a(minimum(ratio(of(“ecologically(active(surface(area”(on(the(site(through(the(use(of(various(features(such(as(green(roofs,(green(walls(and(green(courtyards.(This( standardises(and(operationalises(environmental(quality(goals( including(the( improvement( of( the( microclimate( and( air( quality;( developing( soil( function( and( water(balance;(enhancing(habitat(quality(for(biodiversity;(and(improving(the(residential(environment((Berlin(Senate,(1990,(n.d.=b).(
However,(whilst(these(pieces(of( legislation(provide(a(strong(foundation(to(balance(green(space(preservation,( ecosystem( services( and( urban( development,( ongoing( attention( is( needed( to(preserve(valued(tracts(of(urban(greenspace((Baumann,(Nowikow,(&(Kiesant,(2013;(Bendt,(2010).(Pressure( on( the( Berlin( Senate( to( balance( its( finances( has( led( to( an( increased( focus( on( selling(publically( owned( land( (Bendt,( 2010;( Clausen,( 2013).( A( state=owned( company,( the(“Liegenschaftsfond”(was( developed( to(manage( and(market( the( sale( of( all( such( land( in( Berlin,(taking(the(control(of(this(land(within(their(district(from(the(local(boroughs.(This(has(impacted(on(the( ability( of( citizens( to( retain( public( land( for( community( gardens( and( other( community(purposes,( as( the( borough( mayors( were( generally( more( connected( to( the( needs( of( the( local(community( whilst( the( Berlin( Senate( had( a( stronger( focus( on( the( business( and( economic(development( of( the( city( (Bendt,( 2010;( Clausen,( 2013).( Citizen( activists( and( community(organisations( are( often( highly( vocal( and( strategic( in( their( resistance( to( the( sale( and(redevelopment( of( land( that( has( been( used( for( other( purposes.( Whilst( not( always( successful((Rosol,( 2012),( these( protests( draw( government( attention( to( the(wider( benefits( of( community(gardens,(wild(urban(nature(and(other(such(forms(of(urban(nature((Thierfelder,(2013).(In(some(cases,(these(protests(are(successful,(and(this(is(increasingly(seen(by(the(Berlin(Senate(as(a(value=adding( component( of( the( urban( development( process( that( brings( new( perspectives( to( the(decision=making( processes( and(which( enables( citizens( to( contribute( their( time( and( energy( to(improving(the(urban(landscape((Clausen,(2013;(Thierfelder,(2013).(
6.2.3 Key(findings(
The(following(paragraphs(highlight(key(findings(regarding(the(process(of(mainstreaming(the(use(of(green(infrastructure(in(Berlin,(drawing(from(the(case(study(description(presented(in(Appendix(D.(
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= Strong-citizen-demand-and-environmental-awareness-were-key-drivers-for-urban-greening:-An(historic(appreciation(of(nature(is(evident(in(Berlin((Berlin(Senate;(Lachmund,(2013),(which(has(led(to(strong(citizen(demand(for(urban(nature(in(Berlin((Lachmund,(2013;(Rosol,(2010,(2012).(On(a(national(scale,(citizen(pressure(for(the(protection(of(nature(and(landscapes(led(to(the(introduction(of(the(Federal(Nature(Conservation(Act(in(1976,(which(in(turn(directed(the(development( of( the( Berlin( Conservation( Act( in( 1978.( This( replaced( the( former( Imperial(Nature(Conservation(Act,(which(had(become(heavily( criticised(as(being( inadequate( for( the(protection( of( nature( given( the( emergence( of( strong( pressures( for( urban(development( and(intensified( land( use( (Brantz( &( Dümpelmann,( 2011;( Lachmund,( 2013).( This( established(legislative( requirements( for( the(protection(of(nature(and( landscapes( throughout(Germany,(and( directed( the( development( of( Landscape( Plans( in( German( cities( (Federal( Republic( of(Germany,( 2009;( Thierfelder,( 2013).( Strong( environmental( sensitivity( amongst( Berliners(continues(to(provide(a(firm(mandate(for(urban(greening(policies(and(initiatives(today,(such(that(the(Berlin(Senate(does(not(have(to(justify(such(policies(and(actions(to(residents((and(on(the(contrary(must(often(defend(decisions( to(sell(and/or(develop( land)((Cloos,(2012;(Rosol,(2010,(2012;(Thierfelder,(2013).((= Research- investigating- urban- ecology- and- spontaneous- nature- helped- people- to- value- urban-
nature:-The(burgeoning(of(interest(in(urban(ecology(from(the(1970s(drew(attention(to(nature(that( had( spontaneously( taken( over( disused( parts( of( Berlin.( The( identification( of( species(living( there( and( celebration( of( these( forms( of( nature( appears( to( have( helped( people( to(appreciate( and( advocate( for( the( protection( of( such( nature( (Lachmund,( 2013).( Today( in(Berlin,( urban(meadows( can( be( seen( growing( on( vacant( land( and( verge( strips,( and( urban(parks( such( as( the( Schöneberger( Südgelände( incorporate( and( celebrate( the( species( that(colonised(the(area(when( it(was( left(abandoned(for(50(years((Berlin(Tourismus(&(Kongress(GmbH,( n.d.=a;( Berlin=AV,( 2014;( Lachmund,( 2013).( Erika(Mayr,( an( urban( beekeeper,( found(that(engaging(people( in( the(practice(of(keeping(bees(helped( them(to(notice(and(appreciate(the(nature( that(was( around( them( in( a(new(way,( including(non=native( species(or(ones( that(might(otherwise(have(been(considered(weeds.(From(her(experience,(she(felt(people(in(cities(were(craving(connection(to(nature(and(that(bees(helped(to(people(to(see(the(nature(that( is(indeed(around(them,(and(to(pay(attention(to(the(changes(in(this(vegetation(over(time((Mayr,(2013).(= A-lack-of-industry-capacity-and-standards-for-green-roofs-led-to-several-failed-installations:(The(green(roof(industry(in(German(faltered,(following(a(rapid(boom(in(green(roof(construction(in(the(1990s(that(led(to(the(emergence(of(new,(inexperienced(companies(making(and(installing(poor( quality( green( roofs.( This( resulted( in( the( failure( of( green( roofs,( and( a( consequential(
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public(impression(that(green(roofs(can(be(problematic((Ngan,(2004).(This(lack(of(consumer(confidence( affected( the( entire( green( roof( industry( (Ngan,( 2004).( The( Landscaping( and(Landscape(Development(Research(Society(later(developed(the(German(Standard("Guidelines(for(the(planning,(execution(and(upkeep(of(Green(Roof(sites"(in(1995((continually(revised(and(updated),(which(gives(design(and( construction( standards(and( recommendations,( including(considerations( for( various( types(of( green( roofs,( vegetation( types,( building( techniques,( and(ongoing(maintenance(of(green(roofs((Ngan,(2004).((= The-cost-to-the-city-of-urban-greening-has-been-reduced-through-mandatory-requirements-for-
private-properties,-encouraging-citizens-to-develop-and-maintain-urban-nature,-and-minimising-
maintenance-procedures:(Mandatory(requirements(for(urban(greening(in(developments(pass(costs(on(to(private(developers,(such(as(through(the(Biotope(Area(Factor.(The(Berlin(Senate(also(leverages(public(financial(and(in=kind(support(where(possible,(such(as(asking(citizens(to(fund( 50( per( cent( of( cost( of( trees( planted( in( the( StadtBäume( für( Berlin( program( (Berlin(Senate,( 2013).( Similarly,( the(Courtyard(Greening(Programme(only(partially( funded(natural(features( in(private(properties((Kazmierczak(&(Carter,(2010a).(The(city’s(pioneering(project(invites( citizens( to( develop( grassroots( projects( on( vacant( land( throughout( Berlin,(many( of(which(involve(urban(nature.(These(provide(environmental(and(social(benefits((as(criteria(of(the(pioneer(project(program),(and(beneficially(use(land(the(city(may(otherwise(be(unable(to(maintain((Tempelhofer(Freiheit,(2013).(= The-use-of-spontaneous-nature,-including-on-green-roofs,-parks-and-vacant-land-where-natural-
grassland-and-spontaneous-vegetation-grows-with-minimal-attention-appears-to-have-reduced-
the-financial-costs-of-maintaining-urban-nature:( For( instance,( the(Schöneberger(Südgelände(Nature(Park(has(a(variety(of(native(and(non=native(species(growing(through(disused(railway(tracks,( with( old( infrastructure( blended( throughout.( Some( meadows( are( preserved( from(further( succession( by( a( flock( of( roving,( urban( sheep( employed( by( the( Berlin( Senate( to(maintain(such(spaces,(which(would(otherwise(be(costly(and(logistically(difficult(to(maintain((Berlin=AV,(2014;(Reeve,(2013b).(= Grassroots-projects-citizen-activism-have-been- instrumental- in- the-protection-and-creation-of-
urban- nature:- Citizens( in( Berlin( take( an( active( role( in( the( development( of( the( urban(environment( and( urban( greenspace,( both( formally( such( as( through( the( Pioneer( Projects((Tempelhofer(Freiheit,(2013)(and(consultation(processes((Thierfelder,(2013),(and(informally(through(grassroots(efforts(and(activism((Clausen,(2013;(Lachmund,(2013;(Mayr,(2013;(Rosol,(2010,( 2012).( The( value( that( citizens(provide( in( this(way,( through( the( contribution( of( new(ideas(and(the(creation(of(viable,(needs=based(urban(greenspace( is(recognised( informally( in(the( Berlin( Senate( (Thierfelder,( 2013)( and( formally( through( the( Landscape( Strategy(
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(Senatsverwaltung( für( Stadtentwicklung(und(Umwelt,( 2011).( The(Prinzessinnengarten,( for(instance,( has( a( support( base( of( over( 30,000( people( (Clausen,( n.d.)( and( creates( a( multi=functional(space(where(people(can(come(to(discover(nature(and(community(in(the(city,(while(sharing(and(learning(skills(and(creating(employment((Mayr,(2013).(The(Berlin(Senate’s(plans(to(sell(the(land(for(development(resulted(in(a(fierce(campaign(by(the(garden’s(founders,(with(the(support(of(the(local(borough(Mayor,(and(the(Senate(has(since(recognised(the(important(contribution(this(garden(makes(to(the(city((Clausen,(2013,(n.d.;(Thierfelder,(2013).(= The- structure- of- the- Berlin- Senate- enabled- strategic- urban- greening:( Urban( planners,(landscape( planners( and( nature( conservationists( sit( within( the( same( department( in( the(Senate.( This( is( a( relatively( unique( arrangement( that( has( facilitated( the( close( alignment(between(Berlin’s(Land(Use(Plan(and(Landscape(Programme(–(an(arrangement(credited(with(ensuring( that( urban( development( in( the( city( considers( green( space( requirements( as( an(integral( starting( point,( rather( than( an( external( afterthought.( Furthermore,( the( StEPKlima(Plan(was(developed(in(the(Senate(Department(for(Urban(Development(and(the(Environment.(As(such,(adaptation(and(mitigation(to(climate(change(in(Berlin(were(considered(a(function(of(urban( design( and( development,( with( urban( nature( throughout( the( city( being( a( pivotal(component( of( the( city’s( strategy( to( address( the( challenges( of( climate( change( (Thierfelder,(2013).(= Comprehensive- urban- environmental- and- social- data- informed- policy- and- program-
development:-Berlin’s( Environmental( Atlas( was( begun( in( 1990(with( existing( yet( disparate(information( about( urban( ecology( from( the( city’s( universities,( and( a( permanent( working(group(was(established(in(the(Senate(in(1991(to(expand(the(Atlas(to(cover(all(of(the(reunified(Berlin.(Today,(the(Atlas(uses(GIS(software(to(depict(information(on(over(80(topics,(with(over(500(maps(under( the(broad(headings(of( soil,(water,( air,( climate,( land(use,( traffic,( noise( and(energy(for(the(entire(urban(area(of(Berlin.(Through(this,(the(city(can(see(the(impact(of(green(and( open( space( on( mitigating( the( UHI( effect,( improving( air( quality,( and( reducing( noise(pollution.( The( Environmental( Atlas( is( essential( for( balancing( the( economic( development(goals( of(Berlin(with( sustainable( resource(protection( and( green( space(provision.(By( having(reliable(information(about(the(benefits(provided(by(urban(nature,(with(detailed(information(across(the(city(of(where(these(benefits(are(sufficient(and(where(there(is(a(need(for(more,(the(city(can(make(informed,(balanced(and(transparent(planning(decisions(about(urban(greening(and(development,(and(the(citizens(are(able(to(participate(in(and(understand(these(decisions((Goedecke( &( Welsch,( 2009;( Senate( Department( for( the( Urban( Development( and( the(Environment,(n.d.=b).-
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= Legislation- directing- urban- greening- provided- some- immunity- from- political- and- economic-
fluctuations:(The(Landscape(Programme(has(a(statutory(basis(within(the(Berlin(and(Federal(Nature(Conservation(Acts,(and(is(itself(the(basis(for(the(Biotope(Area(Factor(and(for(a(wide(range( of( provisions( direction( the( conservation( and( creation( of( natural( features( in( Berlin((Berliner( Vorschrifteninformationssystem,( 2013).( Consequently,(measures( directing( urban(greening( that( sit( beneath( the( landscape( program,( such( as( the( Biotope( Area( Factor( and(requirements( for( developers( to(maintain( existing( nature( and( landscape( values( or( provide(compensation( are( largely(protected( from(political( and( economic( fluctuations( (Cloos,( 2004,(2012;( Senate( Department( for( the( Urban( Development( and( the( Environment,( n.d.=c).(Government( budget( cuts( and( staff( shortages( have,( however,( meant( that( the( city( has( had(limited( ability( to( work( with( citizens,( developers( and( politicians( on( development( plans( to(ensure(these(reflect(the(legislative(requirements,(as(well(as(to(innovate(and(create(additional(urban(greening(projects((Cloos,(2012;(Thierfelder,(2013).!= Economic- assessments- of- biophilic- elements-were- not- required- due- to- strong- public- support,-
legislative-requirements-and-direct-experience:( Economic( assessments( of( biophilic( elements(have(not(been(developed( in(Berlin,(and( is( considered( that(doing(so(would(not( (necessarily(add( value( to( the( city’s( urban( greening( agenda.( Strong( citizen( support( for( urban( greening(over( many( decades,( including( protests( against( proposals( to( redevelop( areas( of( Berlin,(provide(the(government(with(a(strong(mandate(for(urban(greening((Lachmund,(2013;(Cloos,(2012;(Thierfelder,(2013).(Further,(national( legislative( introduced( in( the(1970s( (the(Nature(Conservation(Act)(protects(nature(and(landscape(values(throughout(Germany(and(underpins(many( of( the( city’s( policies( and( programs( (Senate(Department( for( the(Urban(Development(and( the( Environment,( n.d.=e;( Berliner( Vorschrifteninformationssystem,( 2013)( such( that(these( are( not( contentious( (Thierfelder,( 2013).( Property( developers( in( Berlin( accept(requirements( to( integrate( nature( into( properties( and( preserve( nature( and( landscape( as( a(requirement( of( doing( business,( and( in( many( cases( voluntarily( seek( to( do( so( (when( not(otherwise(required(to)(as(they(recognise(the(market(value(in(having(natural(features(in(and(around(properties((Thierfelder,(2013).(= Presenting-the-Landscape-Strategy-in-a-holistic,-accessible-way-resonated-with-politicians:-The(Landscape(Strategy(is(presented(in(a(way(that(differs(substantially(from(conventional(urban(plans(and(strategies.( It( includes(many(diagrams,(pictures(and( figures,(and(reads(more(as(a(report(with( embedded( stories,( than(a( conventional(planning(document.(Whilst( this( format(was( initially( criticised( by( some( in( the( planning( community,( who( were( concerned( the(Strategy(would(not(be(taken(seriously(and(would(lack(authority,(politicians(responded(well(and( reported( that( it( helped( them(understand( the( values( of( landscape( planning( and( urban(
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greening.(Consequently,( the(budget( for( landscape(planning(was( increased(after(10(years(of(cuts((Thierfelder,(2013).(= Performance-based-measures-for-urban-greening-result-in-innovation-and-greater-acceptance:-The( Biotope( Area( Factor( (BAF)( sets( mandatory( requirement( for( new( and( redeveloped(properties(to(meet(a(target(proportion(of(“ecologically(effective(surface(area”,(or(green(space,(depending( on( existing( land( use( and( what( is( considered( possible( to( achieve( within( a(reasonable( scope( (Berlin( Senate,( 1990).( Property( owners( can( meet( these( criteria( with( a(range( of( features( including( green( roofs,( bioswales,( facade( greening,( pervious( paving( and(plantings.(A(weighting(system(is(applied(to(each(feature(based(on(evapotranspiration(quality,(permeability,( rain=water( storage( capacity,( connection( to( soil( functioning,( and( provision( of(habitat.(In(this(way,(the(BAF(achieves(citywide(goals(for(urban(ecology(to(provide(a(host(of(benefits(through(ensuring(that(each(parcel(of(land(developed(in(the(city(must(manage(on=site(impacts.( The(BAF( is( legally( required( in( the( 13( areas( of( Berlin( for(which( a( neighbourhood(landscape(plan(has(been(developed.(It(is(voluntary(outside(of(those(areas,(and(is(often(used(as(a(guideline(for(environmentally(sensitive(design((Berlin(Senate,(1990).(The(BAF(has(been(found(to(be(successful(and(well(accepted(in(Berlin,(in(large(part(as(it(provides(the(flexibility(for(developers(to(select(measures(are(appropriate(to(a(building(site,(structure(and(function.(It(also(provides(clarity(and(fairness(in(the(way(that(these(measures(are(assessed,(and(in(how(these(measures( contribute( to( the( overarching( goal( of( reducing( soil( sealing( and( enhancing(ecosystem(services(while(not(restricting(property(development(or(placing(onerous(burdens(on(building(developers((Kazmierczak(&(Carter,(2010a;(Ngan,(2004).(= Alignment- between- the- land- use- and- landscape- plan- have- ensured- considerations- for- urban-
nature-are-embedded- in-urban-development:( The( interaction(between( the(Berlin( Landscape(Program((LaPro)(and( the(Land(Use(Plan(ensure( that(development( in(Berlin(adheres( to( the(qualitative( principles( outlined( in( the( LaPro,( which( in( turn( recognises( and( allows( for( the(development( needs( of( the( city( and( outlines( the( ways( in( which( the( impact( of( such(development(should(be(proactively(managed(and(mitigated.(The(LaPro(in(this(way(provides(the(structure(for(holistic(consideration(of(the(diverse(yet(interrelated(concerns(in(the(urban(environment,( such( as( management( of( natural( resources,( preservation( of( characteristic(landscapes,(enabling(recreation(and(protecting(biotopes(and(species((Cloos,(2004).((= Flexible- development- requirements,- the- use- of- buildingJintegrated- biophilic- elements- and-
ongoing- communication- have- helped- balance- land- use- demands,- financial- resources- and-
competing-agendas:(The(BAF(and(General(Urban(Mitigation(Plan,(along(with(the(LaPro,(Land(Use( Plan( and( Landscape( Strategy( all( acknowledge( the( competing( land( use( demands( and(goals(for(the(city.(These(allow(for(urban(development,(however(require(that(this(happens(in(
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a(way(that(maintains(or(increases(environmental(values(as(much(as(possible(such(as(through(retrofitting(existing(buildings(with(green(roofs,(walls(and(courtyards(when(owners(apply(for(an( extension( or(modification( of( the( building;( by( requiring( new( developments( retain( a( set(proportion(of(unsealed,(green(space;(and(by(requiring(property(developers(fund(mitigation((offset)( projects(when( their( development( does( reduce( the( environmental( value( of( the( site((Thierfelder,( 2013).( There( is( an( ongoing( and( acknowledged( need( for( compromise( in( such(processes,( and( it( is( apparent( that( outcomes( generally( cannot( please( all( stakeholders.(Comprehensive( and( timely( communication( and( engagement,( however,( assists( in( bringing(together( perspectives( and( creating( optimal( outcomes( (Thierfelder,( 2013),( as( does( active(advocacy( from( citizens( such( as( occurred( to( prevent( the( sale( of( the( land( where( the(Prinzessinnengarten(sits((Clausen,(2013;(Thierfelder,(2013).(In(this(case,(citizens(were(able(to(demonstrate( to( the( Senate( the( significant( value( that( the( garden(provided,( such( that( the(decision( to( sell( the( land( could( be( reconsidered( with( this( in( mind( (Thierfelder,( 2013).(Elsewhere(in(Berlin,(citizen(activism(has(produced(new(development(ideas(for(the(city(that(have( reduced( costs( and( added( values,( and( the( city( now( sees( this( as( a( contribution( rather(than(a(negative(conflict((Thierfelder,(2013).(= The( continued( urban( greening( in( Berlin( in( the( face( of( the( global( financial( crisis,( and( the(consequential( shift( in( government( and( developer( priorities,( is( only( possible( through( the(active( process( of( negotiation( between( citizens,( the( government( and( developers,( and(continues(due(to(the(strong(appreciation(of(the(clear(benefits(of(urban(greening(to(the(city.(Despite(not(evaluating(the(financial(benefits(these(provide,(they(are(evident(to(all(parties(due(to( several( decades( of( experience( and( demonstration( (Cloos,( 2012).( Indeed,( property(developers( today( accept( the( BAF( and( green( space( preservation(measures( as( an( operating(condition(in(Berlin,(with(many(voluntarily(integrating(nature(into(and(around(buildings(even(in(neighbourhoods(where(the(BAF(does(not(apply(as(they(find(these(rent(for(higher(amounts((Thierfelder,(2013).(= Citizen-input-into-urban-development-processes-is-valued-by-the-city,-however-current-practices-
are- not- ideal:( The( Berlin( Senate( is( currently( reviewing( citizen( engagement( processes( in(recognition(that(citizens(currently(do(not(meaningfully(respond(to(proposed(neighbourhood(development( plans( when( feedback( is( sought,( however( at( times( strongly( protest( when( a(development(made( legal( in( the( plan( is( due( to( start,( which( is( problematic( for( citizens,( the(Senate( and( developers( (Thierfelder,( 2013).( Citizen( protests( are( often( focused( on( the(protection( of( urban( nature,( with( an( interviewee( from( the( Berlin( Senate( commenting( that(citizens(played(a( ‘watchdog’( role,( in(which( they( identified(and(protested(against(perceived(
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environmental(and(social(problems(with(development,(and(also(often(contributed(ideas(that(added(value(and(saved(money(in(developments((Thierfelder,(2013).((
6.3 Case(Study(Site(/(Chicago,(USA(
The( following( sub=sections( describe( the( process( by( which( the( integration( of( nature( into( the(urban( environment( became( mainstream( in( Chicago,( Illinois,( largely( building( on( the( personal(drive( of( the( former( mayor( Richard( Daley.( The( prominent( use( of( nature( in( various( forms(throughout( Chicago( has( helped( to( change( the( image( of( Chicago,( and( is( used( to( strategically(improve( the( urban( aesthetic( and( contribute( to( the( revitalisation( of( urban( areas.( Biophilic(elements( used( in( Chicago( range( from( landscaping( around(buildings( and( along( roads,( to( green(roofs( such( as( the( famous( Chicago( City( Hall( Green( Roof,( to( showcase( parks( including( the(Millennium(Park(which(is(in(fact(one(of(the(world’s(largest(green(roofs.(The(Chicago(case(study(provides( particular( insight( into( the( critical( role( strong( government( leadership( can(play( in( the(mainstreaming(process,(as(well(as(innovative(financing(mechanisms(for(biophilic(elements,(and(processes(of(building(support(and(evidence(for(the(use(of(biophilic(elements(for(which(there(is(little(prior(experience.(
6.3.1 National(case(study(context(
In( the(United( States,( revisions( to( the( Clean(Water(Act( in( 1977(brought( stormwater( under( the(National( Pollutant( Discharge( Elimination( System( (NPDES)( program.( Further( amendments( in(1987( included(provisions( that( specifically( address( stormwater( discharges( and( created( a( basis(for( the( current( system( of( required( permits.( This( change( in( legislation( identified( municipal(stormwater(sewers(as(“point(source”(discharges,(such(that(these(were(subject(to(a(higher(level(of(control.( This( legislation( required( municipalities( and( industries( that( typically( have( large(stormwater(discharges(to(develop(and(implement(stormwater(prevention(plans,(and(to(comply(with(other( requirements( to( reduce( their( stormwater(discharges( (United(States(Environmental(Protection(Agency,(2013;(Odefey,(2013).(In(Chicago,(as(for(many(cities(in(the(US,(the(substantial(cost( of( retrofitting( stormwater( sewers( under( the( city( catalysed( considerations( of( green(infrastructure( solutions( to( increase( onsite( management( to( reduce( grey( infrastructure(development(requirements.(
The( Federal( EPA( Urban( Heat( Island( investigation( program( (1998)( was( also( critical,( as( this(provided( funding( for( the( Chicago( City( Hall( green( roof( installation( and( monitoring,( which(provided(local(demonstration(of(green(roofs(as(an(UHI(mitigation(tool,(as(well(as(for(stormwater(management,(energy(demand(reduction,(and(enhancing(the(urban(aesthetic((Green(Roofs(North(America,( n.d.;( US( EPA,( 2002).( Other( than( in( these( areas( discussed( above,( environmental( and(
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climate( change( policies( at( a( national( level,( have( not( been( key( drivers( for( Chicago’s( urban(greening(initiatives(nor(the(city’s(Climate(Change(Action(Plan.((
Urban(planning(in(the(United(States( is(primarily(directed(by(state(and(local(governments,(with(the( federal( government(having(no(direct( influence( (Knaap,(Talen,(Olshansky,(&(Forrest,( 2000;(Schmidt(&(Buehler,(2007).(The(federal(government(indirectly(has(significant(influence,(however,(through( policy( areas( including( housing( development,( taxation,( transportation( and(environmental(protection((Knaap,(et(al.,(2000).(There(is(much(diversity(between(the(states(in(the(US( regarding( urban( planning,( including( the( degree( of( involvement( of( the( state,( whether(regional/metropolitan( planning( occurs,(whether( plans( needs( to( be( vertically( and( horizontally(consistent,(as(well(as(in(the(scope(and(requirements(for(plans((Schmidt(&(Buehler,(2007).(
6.3.2 Case(study(overview(
Chicago(adopted(the(motto(of(Urbs(in(Horto((City(in(a(Garden)(in(1837.(City(planning(from(the(late(19th(Century(left(a(legacy(of(a(park(system(and(forest(reserves((City(of(Chicago,(2009).(In(the(1909(Plan-of-Chicago,- it(was( noted( that( “human(nature( demands( such( simple( and(wholesome(pleasures(as(comes(from(roaming(the(woods,(for(rowing(and(canoeing,(and(for(sports(and(games(that( require( large( areas”( (cited( in:( City( of( Chicago,( 2009,( p2).( Despite( these( efforts,( however,(during(the(20th(Century,(Chicago(became(better(known(for(being(America’s(industrial(heartland,(with(popular(imagery(of(the(city( including(its(skyscrapers,(pig(farming,(big=business(and(crime(rates((Conaway,(2010).((
Richard(M.( Daley( became( the(Mayor( of( Chicago( in( 1989,( and( sought( to( purposefully( shift( the(vision(of(Chicago(to(a(green(city(with(a(high(quality(of(life,(with(the(ambitious(goal(of(being(the(“Greenest(City(in(America”.(Daley(launched(a(tree(planting(campaign(the(same(year(that(resulted(in( over( 500,000( trees( being( planted( by( 2008( through( public=private( partnerships( (City( of(Chicago,( 2008a,( 2008b),( and( two( years( later( the( Landscape(Ordinance(was( introduced,(which(required(developers(to(integrate(landscaping(into(developments(to(improve(the(urban(aesthetic((City( of( Chicago,( n.d.=f).( Daley( continued( to( champion( the( use( of( urban( nature,( using( the(considerable(power(afforded(to(Mayors(in(Chicago((Gibbs,(2005;(Young,(2010)(to(allocate(budget(for( urban( green,( to( direct( the( consideration( of( urban( nature( across( various( government(departments(and(to(install(individuals(within(those(departments(who(understood(Daley’s(vision(for( Chicago( and( had( the( skills( to( implement( necessary( reforms( (Daley,( 2001;( Johnston,( 2006;(Ramsey,(2008).(
In( the( late( 1990s,( Daley( was( travelling( in( Germany( and( saw( green( roofs,( and( realised( the(opportunity(these(presented(to(green(the(densest(parts(of(the(city((Johnston,(2006).(In(1998,(the(
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opportunity( arose( to( test( and( demonstrate( green( roofs( as( part( of( a( Federal( Government(investigation(into(ways(of(mitigating(the(UHI(effect.(A(green(roof(was(developed(on(the(City(Hall,(completed( in( 2001.( In( addition( to(measuring( ambient( temperature( reductions( from( the( green(roof,(data(was(collected(on(building(energy(demand(reductions,(stormwater(runoff(reductions,(and(the(survival(rates(of(various(types(of(vegetation((American(Society(of(Landscape(Architects,(2002;(US(EPA,(2002).(The(findings(from(this(pilot(roof(subsequently(informed(the(development(of( various( initiatives( to( encourage( green( roofs,( including( a( green( roof( grants( program( that(offered(financial(assistance(to(buildings(retrofitting(green(roofs(into(existing(buildings((Johnston(&( Coffee,( 2008);( density( bonuses( and( fast=track( development( approvals( to( developments( that(install(a(green(roof( (amongst(other(sustainable( features,( through(the(Green(Building(Program)((City(of(Chicago,(n.d.=g);(and(mandatory(requirements(under(the(sustainable(development(policy(for(new(municipal(buildings,(or(any(buildings(receiving(city(funding(or(zoning(assistance(to(have(a(green(roof((City(of(Chicago,(2007).(Green(roofs(are(also(able(to(be(included(in(developments(as(a(measure(to(help(meet(stormwater(runoff(requirements(set(by(the(Stormwater(Ordinance((City(of(Chicago,(2012a).(This(provides(an(apt(example(of(the(general(hierarchy(of(initiatives(to(direct(the(use(of(urban(nature( in(Chicago,( including( to( firstly( lead(by(example,( to(offer( incentives,( to(educate( and( raise( awareness( and( finally( to(mandate( and( regulate( (Durnbaugh,( 2012;(Wiedel,(2012).((
In(2004,(Millennium(Park(was(opened,(creating(one(of(Chicago’s(most(significant(urban(greening(endeavours( of( recent( times.( The( 24.5( acre( landscaped( park( is( built( over( two( underground(parking( garages( and( active( commuter( rail( lines,( making( it( Chicago’s,( and( one( of( the( world’s,(biggest(green(roof.(Millennium(Park(incorporates(facilities(for(art,(culture,(music(and(recreation,(and( is( located( in( the( heart( of( downtown( Chicago( (O’Dell,( 2012).( The( Park( was( financed( at(virtually(no( cost( to( the( taxpayer,(due( to( contributions( from(philanthropists( and( the(use(of( tax(increment(financing(and(sale(of(government(bonds(and((Jerke,(Mikulenka,(Conti,(Nabavi,(&(Budz,(2011;( Uhlir,( 2012),( however( ongoing(maintenance( costs( are( substantial( (Uhlir,( 2012).( Private(sector( financing( allowed( for( accoutrements( that( would( otherwise( be( inappropriate,( which( in(turn( provided( greater( financial( returns( through( value( adding( to( the( development( (Groos( &(Dages,( 2008).( Recent( estimates( suggest( Millennium( Park( adds( tourism( revenue( that( in( 2010(alone(equated(to(US$1.29(billion((Jerke,(et(al.,(2011).(
Whilst( the( rationale( for(urban(greening(appears( to(have( initially(been( to(beautify( the( city( and(increase(access(to(open(space((City(of(Chicago,(1998;(Schneider,(2005),(subsequent(performance(and(cost(data(demonstrated(the(potential(for(urban(nature(to(assist(in(stormwater(management,(UHI(effect(mitigation,(climate(change(adaptation(and(economic(development(of(the(city((Chicago(Loop( Alliance,( 2011;( City( of( Chicago,( 2012b,( n.d.=b;( Jerke,( et( al.,( 2011;( United( States(
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Environmental(Protection(Agency,(2002,(2010;(USDA,(2010).(These(have(been(enabled(through(a(range(of(financing(techniques(that(have(generally(minimised(costs(to(ratepayers.(
Today,( the( use( of( integrated( urban( nature( is( encouraged,( enabled( and( mandated( through( a(comprehensive(suite(of(policies,(programs(and(plans( that(cover(many(different( land(use( types,(including( incentives(and(assistance( for(property(owners.(The(gradual( implementation(of( these(instruments( has( required( substantial( organisational( change( in( Chicago,( including( increased(coordination( and( collaboration( between( government( departments( (Wiedel,( 2012),( changes( to(the( focus(and(goals(of(departments(and( the(people(who( led( them((Daley,(2001;(Young,(2010),(and( the( creation(of( a( strong,( centralised( vision( and(priority( for( the( city( focused(on( increasing(quality( of( life( and( urban( nature( (City( of( Chicago,( 2009;( Daley,( 2001).( Urban( greening( is(considered(to(be(relatively(protected(from(changing(political(priorities(due(to(the(establishment(of(strong(popular(support(for(initiatives(following(many(years(of(successful(demonstration(and(received(benefits.( In(2011,(Daley(was(succeeded(by(Mayor(Emmanuel,(with(few(changes(to(the(urban( greening( drive,( despite( Emmanuel( generally( having( a( stronger( focus( on( other( issues(including(energy(efficiency((Weidel,(2012;(Durnbaugh,(2012).(
6.3.3 Key(findings(
The(following(paragraphs(highlight(key(findings(regarding(the(process(of(mainstreaming(the(use(of( green( infrastructure( in( Chicago,( drawing( from( the( case( study( description( presented( in(Appendix(D.(= Strong-executive- leadership-was-critical- to-creating-and-driving-an-agenda- for-urban-nature:(Former( Mayor( Richard( Daley( appears( to( have( had( a( strong( personal( conviction( in( the(importance(of(urban(nature( for(Chicago’s(prosperity(and( transition( from(a(declining,(post=industrialist(city(to(a(future=orientated(city(competitive(with(the(other(large(US(cities((Daley,(2001;( Durnbaugh,( 2012;( Henderson,( 2011;( Young,( 2010).( Daley( considered( that( urban(greening(would(make( the( city(more( liveable,( attractive( and( internationally( competitive,( to(attract( visitors( and(business,( and(pushed( this( agenda(despite( a( lack(of(data( (Daley,(2001).(This(drive(appears(to(have(been(supported(by(visible(urban(decline(in(Chicago,(a(perception(of(this(as(falling(behind(other(comparable(cities,(and(a(national(review(of(urban(open(space(that( showed(Chicago(as(being(deficient( compared( to(many(other( cities( (Daley,(2001;(Kass,(1996;(Schneider,(2005;(Wiedel,(2012).((
This( leadership( was( critical( for( several( reasons.( The( Mayor( directed( the( development( of(initial( pilot( projects( that( provided( data( and( demonstration( of( biophilic( elements((Durnbaugh,(2012);(replaced(department(heads(with(people(who(understood(Daley’s(vision(
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and( who( took( a( more( holistic( and( integrated( view( to( achieving( policy( objectives( (Daley,(2001;( Young,( 2010);( forced( collaboration( and( overcame( silos( between( government(departments((Daley,(2001;(Wiedel,(2012);(and(by(broadly(setting(an(agenda(and(vision( for(Chicago( and( directing( the( development( of( programs( and( initiatives( for( urban( greening(without( the(kind(of( rigorous( justification( that(may(have(otherwise(been(necessary( (Coffee,(2012;(Durnbaugh,(2012).(= A-vision-for-the-city-created-a-positive-and-engaging-context-for-action:(Daley(set(a(vision( for(the( city( to( become( the( Greenest( City( in( America,( framing( ongoing( efforts( within( this(ambitious,( big=picture( context.( Such( vision( appears( to( be( an( important( driver( for( public(acceptance(of(initiatives(and(to(communicate(the(bigger(picture(rationale(for(them((Wiedel,(2012).(Showcase(urban(greening(initiatives(have(assisted(in(realising(this(vision(for(the(city(and( shifting( perception( of( Chicago.( For( instance,( a( citywide( beautification( campaign(incorporating( flowers( and( potplants( on( street( infrastructure,( neighbourhood( gardens( and(bush(and( flower(plantings( for( the(1996(Democratic(National(Convention(surprised(visitors(with( Chicago’s( changed( appearance( and( gained( much( attention( and( approval( (Cawthon,(1999;( Kass,( 1996;( Schneider,( 2005).( Similarly,( the(Millennium( Park( development( includes(showcase( pieces( that( have( become( iconic( of( Chicago,( and( the( Park( contributes( billions( of(dollars(from(increased(tourism(and(spending(in(the(district((Jerke,(et(al.,(2011;(Uhlir,(2012).(= Aligning-urban-greening-efforts-with-other-challenges-and-agendas-strengthened-the-agenda:(A(number(of(drivers(appears(to(align(with(Daley’s(vision(for(greening(the(city,(although(did(not(in( themselves( seem( to( be( the( primary( driver,( including( increasing( combined( sewer(overflows( (Chagnon,( 1999;( City( of( Chicago,( 2008a;(Henderson,( Cmar,(&(Hobbs,( 2010)( and(federal( NPDES( requirements( for( stormwater( management( (Hill,( 2000);( the( UHI( effect((Kazmierczak(&(Carter,(2010b);(urban(air(pollution((Clean(Air(Counts,(n.d.)(and(later(climate(change( (Kazmierczak(&( Carter,( 2010b).( Early( pilot( projects,( such( as( the( Chicago( City( Hall(green(roof,(provided(data(regarding(the(potential(for(such(biophilic(elements(to(contribute(to(these( policy( areas,( and( subsequently( policies( and( programs( concerned( with( these( issues(have(incorporated(the(use(of(urban(nature(as(a(strategy((for(example:(City(of(Chicago,(2012b;(City(of(Chicago,(n.d.=c;(Clean(Air(Counts,(n.d.).((= Several- barriers- had- to- be- overcome- in- the- initial- use- and-mainstreaming- of- urban- nature:(Barriers(that(were(overcome(included(a( lack(of(performance(data((Wiedel,(2012),(a( lack(of(funding( (Wiedel,( 2012)( and( a( lack( of( space( (Daley,( 2001).( These(were( overcome( through(strong(mayoral(support(and(the(development(of(demonstration(projects((Durnbaugh,(2012;(Wiedel,(2012);( transferring(responsibilities( for(urban(greening(projects( to(NGOs(and(using(
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alternative( financing( models( (Durnbaugh,( 2012;( Wiedel,( 2012)( and( the( strategic( use( of(urban(space(to(create(green(space((Daley,(2001)((respectively).(= Demonstration,- education- and- incentivisation- gained- support- for- urban- greening:- Chicago(gained(support(for(urban(greening(policies(by(first(demonstrating(and(providing(education(about( the( benefits( and( performance,( followed( by( incentivising( private( landholders,( and(where(appropriate(mandating(the(use(of(natural(elements((Durnbaugh,(2012;(Wiedel,(2012).(This(process(was(particularly(important(where(evidence(was(not(available(elsewhere(on(the(use(of( natural( elements( and( is(most(prominently( seen( in( the(Chicago(City(Hall( green( roof,(which( was( followed( by( a( green( roof( grants( program( (City( of( Chicago,( n.d.=e;( Durnbaugh,(2012;(United(States(Environmental(Protection(Agency,(2002;(Wiedel,(2012).(The(Stormwater(Management( Ordinance( and( Sustainable( Development( Policy( subsequently( direct,( and(mandate( (respectively)( the( use( of( green( roofs( in( certain( cases( (City( of( Chicago,( 2007;(Kazmierczak( &( Carter,( 2010b).-Personal( experience(with( biophilic( elements(was( found( to(foster( appreciation( and( acceptance( of( benefits( that( are( difficult( to( describe( and( quantify,(such(as(the(impact(on(human(health(and(wellbeing.(Members(of(the(public(who(were(initially(opposed(to(urban(nature(initiatives(were(found(to(later(support(these(once(they(had(direct(personal( experience( (Durnbaugh,( 2012;( United( States( Environmental( Protection( Agency,(2008;(Wiedel,(2012).-= Multiple- policies,- incentives- and- programs- encourage- urban- greening:( Policies( directing( the(use( of( urban( nature( were( developed( individually( over( time( mostly( to( respond( to( single(issues(such(as(the(urban(aesthetic((Landscape(Ordinance,(1991)((City(of(Chicago,(n.d.=f),( to(increase( open( space( (Open( Space( Impact( Fee( Ordinance( 1998( and( CitySpace( Plan,( 1998)((City(of(Chicago,(1998),( for(stormwater(management((Stormwater(Management(Ordinance,(2007)( (City( of( Chicago,( n.d.=b),( climate( change( (Climate( Change(Action(Plan,( 2008)(City( of(Chicago,(2008b),( sustainability( (Sustainable(Chicago,(2012)(City(of(Chicago,(2012c),(and( to(generally( enhance( urban( nature( (Chicago( Nature( and( Wildlife( Plan,( 2006,( 2011;( Urban(Forest( Agenda,( 2009;( and( Adding( Green( to( Urban( Design,( 2008)( (City( of( Chicago,( 2006,(2008a,(2009).(These(resulted(in(multiple(different(forms(of(urban(nature(being(encouraged(in(various(property(types,(both(as(new(build(and(as(retrofits.((= Multiple-policies-led-to-complex-and-burdensome-development-application-processes:-The(many(different( instruments( directing( the( use( of( urban( nature( required( property( developers( to(demonstrate( compliance( to( a( range( of( requirements( from( a( number( of( government(departments,(causing(complexity(and(adding(to(application(timeframes.(The(Adding(Green(to(Urban( Design( plan( was( developed( to( create( a( more( unified( these( requirements( and(streamline(the(process((City(of(Chicago,(2008a).((
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= Collaboration-within-government,-and-externally-with-the-community-and-industry-appeared-to-
be-vital-for-effective-policies-and-programs-for-biophilic-urbanism:(The(policies( introduced( in(Chicago( involve(multiple( departments,( and( the( Department( of( the( Environment( and( Chief(Sustainability(Officer(were(able( to(provide(centralised(guidance(and( foster( communication(between( departments.( Similarly,( key( plans( and( policies( were( introduced( after( extensive(community(consultation,(enabling(these(to(be(targeted(to(community(needs.(The(support(of(various(community(groups(has(resulted(in(their(providing(in=kind(support(to(many(projects((Wiedel,(2012).(= Urban-greening-was-funded-through-multiple-sources:-Much(of(the(cost(of(urban(greening(has(been( shifted( to( the( private( sector,( through( regulatory( mechanisms,( requests( for(philanthropy,( and(engagement(of(non=government(organisations.( For( instance,(Millennium(Park( was( funded( at( virtually( no( cost( to( the( taxpayer,( due( to( large( contributions( from(philanthropists( and( government( bonds( to( be( repaid(with( earnings( from( the( underground(carpark( that( sits( beneath( the( Park( (Coffee,( 2012;( Uhlir,( 2012).( The( use( of( Tax( Increment(Financing( (TIF)( has( also( been( used( to( redevelop( and( revitalise( urban( areas(with(minimal(cost( to( the( taxpayer( by( issuing( government( bonds( secured( against( future( increases( in(property(taxes(within(the(TIF(zone((City(of(Chicago,(2011),(although(its(use(is(criticised(for(several(reasons((Benefield,(2003).(Regulations(such(as(the(Landscape(Ordinance,(Open(Space(Impact(Fee(Ordinance( and(Stormwater(Management(Ordinance(direct( the(use(of(nature( in(property(development.(In(addition,(incentives(offered(by(the(city,(such(as(expedited(building(permits(and(density(bonuses,(provide(financial(incentives(to(property(developers(at(minimal(cost(to(the(city((City(of(Chicago,(n.d.=d,(n.d.=g,(n.d.=h;(Kazmierczak(&(Carter,(2010b).(
6.4 Case(Study(Site(/(Freiburg(and(the(Vauban(development,(Germany(
The( City( of( Freiburg( in( south=west( Germany( is( recognised( nationally( and( internationally( for(being( an( environmental( leader( and( innovator( in( sustainable( urban( development( (Freiburg( im(Breisgau,(2011b).(Until(the(late(1960s,(the(City(of(Freiburg(favoured(greenfield(development(and(focused(on(enabling(private(automobile(transport((Beim(&(Haag,(2010;(Buehler(&(Pucher,(2011).(A( transition( to( environmentally( focused,( sustainable( urban( development( in( Freiburg( is(underpinned( by( a( series( of( events( during( the( 1970s( and( 1980s( that( collectively( catalysed( a(bipartisan(commitment(to(reduce(the(city’s(energy(dependency(and(environmental(impact.(As(a(consequence,( a( range( of( integrated( policies( and( initiatives( have( been( developed( that( have(enabled( the( City( of( Freiburg( to( absorb( significant( population( increases( whilst( limiting( urban(sprawl( and( creating( high( levels( of( urban( nature.( The( interplay( of( these( policy( areas( and(initiatives,(which(include(transportation(policies,(sustainable(urban(development,(high(levels(of(
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citizen( engagement( and( strong( environmental( commitment,( are( particularly( evident( in( the(inner=city(redevelopment(of(the(Vauban(district.(
6.4.1 National(case(study(context(
As( discussed( for( Berlin,( the( Federal( Nature( Conservation( Act,( which(was( introduced( in( 1976,(fundamentally( shaped( urban( planning( and( development( in( Germany( cities( by( mandating( the(protection(of(urban(nature(and(landscapes,(and(requiring(the(development(of(Landscape(Plans(to(be(coordinated(with(Land(Use(Plans.(Urban(politics( in(Freiburg(has(been(notably( influenced(by(other(national(trends,(including(in(particular(those(relating(to(energy(supply.(As(discussed(in(more(detail(below,(the(proposed(development(of(a(nuclear(power(plant(nearby(Freiburg(in(the(1970s(led(to(public(outcry,(and(bipartisan(support(for(environmental(protection(and(progressive(urban( development( to( reduce( the( city’s( energy( demand.( Freiburg( has( established( itself( as( a(national(and(international(leader(in(sustainable(urbanism(and(environmental(industries,(further(reinforcing( efforts( for( innovative( development( that( integrates( nature( into( urban( spaces((Daseking,(2012).(
6.4.2 Case(study(overview(
The( proposal( to( build( a( nuclear( power( plan( nearby( to( Freiburg( in( the( town( of( Whyl( led( to(prolonged(and(nationally(significant(protests(and(demonstrations(that(ultimately(resulted(in(the(proposal(being(overturned((Scheurer(&(Newman,(2009;(Surrey(&(Huggett,(1976).(These(protests(galvanised( the( Freiburg( community,( bringing( together( people( from( various( political(backgrounds,( professions( and( demographics(with( a( unified( stance( against( nuclear( power( and(consequently( also( to( reduce( the( city’s( energy( dependency.( This( built( on( sentiments( that( had(begun(during(the(1973=4(oil(crisis,(and(which(were(later(reinforced(by(the(oil(shocks(of(the(early(1980s( (Buehler(&(Pucher,( 2011;(Daseking,( 2013)( and( the(Chernobyl(nuclear( accident( in(1986((Daseking,(2013;(Scheurer(&(Newman,(2009).(
This( emerging( conservation( ethic( is( reflected( in( the( policies( and( plans( developed( during( this(period.(Whilst( the( first( Transport( Plan( developed( for( Freiburg( in( 1969( had( a( strong( focus( on(accommodating( car( use( (Buehler( &( Pucher,( 2011;( Building( and( Social( Housing( Foundation,(2013),(by(1979(the(Second(Transport(Plan(emphasises(walking(and(cycling,(and(builds(on(efforts(of( the( previous( decade( to( implement( the( first( Bike( Network( Plan( (1970)( (Buehler( &( Pucher,(2011),(expand(the(streetcar((tram)(network((1972)((Buehler(&(Pucher,(2011),(convert(the(city=centre(to(a(pedestrian(zone((Buehler(&(Pucher,(2011).(The(Transport(Plan(was(integrated(with(the(Land(Use(Plan(in(1979,(and(this(favoured(higher(density(development(along(public(transport(lines.(The(city(began(to(restrict(the(greenfield(developments(and(ex=urban(shopping(malls,(and(
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encouraged(mixed(use(development(and(the(idea(of(a(“city(of(short(distances”((Daseking,(2013;(Freiburg(im(Breisgau,(2011b;(Salomon,(Daseking,(Köhler,(&(Kemnitz,(2010).((
Citizens(of(Freiburg(gave(a(strong(mandate(to(the(city(to(develop(such(policies,(both(formally(and(informally.( The(Green(Party( has( had( a( presence( in( Freiburg( since( the(1980s,( and( support( has(remained(strong(since(with(the(current(Mayor,(Deiter(Salomon((elected(in(2002,(and(re=elected(in( 2010)( a( Green( Party( member( (Kronsell,( 2013).( Non=Green( Party( elected( officials( similarly(recognise(the(expectation(of(the(community(to(pursue(environmental(outcomes(and(have(acted(accordingly,(even(when(they(may(not(have(personally(held(such(values((Daseking,(2013).(Whilst(strong( resistance( was( encountered( from( property( developers( and( some( citizens( to( the(introduction(of(certain(policies,(the(city(communicated(clearly(and(consistently(the(rationale(for(these(measures(and(they(have(ultimately(been(well(supported((Daseking,(2013).(
Citizens( have( directly( pushed( for( some( of( the( measures( seen( in( Freiburg,( such( as( the(pedestrianisation(of( the( inner=city(area(of(Freiburg( (Buehler(&(Pucher,(2011),(more(ambitious(efforts( to( reduce( car( use( and( increase( urban( densities( in( the( Land=Use( and( Transport( Plans((Buehler(&(Pucher,(2011;(Freiburg(im(Breisgau,(2011b),(as(well(as(in(the(car=free(and(parking=free(mobility(concepts(in(Vauban((Forum(Vauban,(2013;(Forum(Vauban(e.V.,(2002;(Reeve,(Desha,(Hargroves,(Hargreaves,(&(Newman,(2013;(Stadtteilverein(Vauban(e.V.,(2009).((
The(successful(adoption(of(the(transport(and(land(use(policies,(and(ongoing(innovation(in(these(policy( areas,( is( found( to( be( due( to( a( carrot=and=stick( approach( such( that( measures( to( make(preferred(transport(and(development(options(more(attractive(are(developed(at(the(same(time(as(measures( to( prohibit( less( undesirable( options( or( make( these( less( attractive( are( introduced((Freiburg(im(Breisgau,(2011a;(Kronsell,(2013).((
Within( Freiburg,( the( Vauban( district( is( a(mixed=used( development,( 3km( from( the( city( centre,(built(on(land(formerly(occupied(by(the(French(military.(Planning(for(the(district(began(in(1993,(with(aim(of(breaking(new(ground(in(sustainable(development(and(citizen(engagement((Medearis(&(Daseking,(2012).(A( “learning(while(planning”(philosophy(provided(a(context( for( testing(new(ideas,(and(the(district(was(developed(in(stages(from(1999(to(2008((Delleske,(2013;(Scheurer(&(Newman,(2009).((
The( 38=hectare( site( is( home( to( over( 5000( residents,( 600( jobs,( and( has( relatively( high( density(with(approx.(130(persons(per(hectare((Stadtteilverein(Vauban(e.V.,(2009).(There(are(2.6(hectares(of( green( space( in( Vauban,( in( addition( to( the( green( roofs( on( buildings( (a( requirement( of( the(Master( Plan),( grassed( tram( tracks,( and( vegetated( swales( for( stormwater.( This( is( achieved(through( a( number( of( features( of( the( Vauban( district,( including( a( parking=free( and( car=free(
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mobility( concept( that( reduces( the( need( for( road( infrastructure,( a( citizen( building( collective(model(for(property(development(that(led(to(the(creation(of(shared(facilities(and(spaces(to(reduce(individual(apartment(sizes,(and(extensive(citizen(engagement(model(for(the(district(design(and(development(through(which(green(space(and(urban(nature(was(prioritised((Reeve,(et(al.,(2013).(As(for(Freiburg(as(a(whole,(these(initiatives(are(mutually(reinforcing,(and(are(further(supported(by( comprehensive(public( transport,( cycling(path(network,( and( car( sharing( schemes( as(well( as(the(history(of(innovative,(inclusive(and(sustainable(urban(development(in(Freiburg((Reeve,(et(al.,(2013;(Scheurer(&(Newman,(2009).(
Car( reduced( living( is( enabled( through( a( range( of( practices( and( planning,( including( short(distances( between( end( uses;(mixed=use( design;( easy( access( to( Freiburg( city( by( tram,( bus( and(bicycle( within( 10=15( minutes;( and( a( car( sharing( organisation( that( provides( options( for(occasional( car( users( The( Dutch( Woonerf( concept( (living( streets)( is( applied( in( Vauban,( with(driving( speeds( reduced( to(walking( speed( (3km/hour),(which( creates( safe( streets( that( further(encourages(cycling(and(walking((Reeve,(2012).(
6.4.3 Key(findings(
The(following(paragraphs(highlight(key(findings(regarding(the(process(of(mainstreaming(the(use(of( green( infrastructure( in( Freiburg,( drawing( from( the( case( study( description( presented( in(Appendix(D.(= Significant- challenges- created- opportunities- and- bipartisan- support- for- new- policies- and-
planning-directions:-The(oil(crash(of(the(1970s,(resistance(to(the(nuclear(power(plant(in(the(1970s,( and( then( the( Chernobyl( catastrophe( in( 1986( were( all( pivotal( events( that( further(reinforced( Freiburg’s( trajectory( towards( sustainable( urban( development.( From( 1986(onwards,(the(conservation(of(natural(resources(was(the(key(priority(in(the(future(planning(of(the(city,(further(reinforcing(the(prioritisation(of(public(and(active(transport(over(private(car(usage,(and(in(limiting(greenfield(development(as(much(as(possible.(It(also(drove(interest(and(investment( in( highly( water( and( energy( efficiency( building( and( urban( design,( and( in(alternative( processes( for( development( that( could( help( achieve( these( goals( (Buehler( &(Pucher,(2011;(Building(and(Social(Housing(Foundation,(2013;(Freiburg(im(Breisgau,(2011a;(Scheurer(&(Newman,(2009).(= Integrated-transport,-landscape-and-landJuse-planning-have-been-critical-to-sustainable-urban-
development-and-urban-greenery:-The( integration(of( transport( and( land=use(planning( since(1969( has( been( critical( to( the( preservation( of( greenspace( throughout( Freiburg,( and( on( the(urban( fringe( by( enabling( higher( density( design( and( reduced( road( space( (Freiburg( im(Breisgau,( 2011a,( 2011b).(Whilst( the( first( integrated( plan( directed( greenfield( development(
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and( facilitated( car( use,( it( also( preserved( the( streetcar( network( (Buehler( &( Pucher,( 2011;(Freiburg( im( Breisgau,( 2011a).( Additional( policies( were( subsequently( developed( in( the(1970s,(including(to(make(the(inner=city(area(of(the(city(a(pedestrian(zone,(and(to(integrate(a(bicycling( network( plan( into( the( city( planning.( These( policies(were( later( consolidated( into(official,( and( coordinated( transport( and( land=use( plans( in( the( late( 1970s,( and( by( 1979(Freiburg( produced( the( second( integrated( transport( plan( that( focused( on( environmental(protection(and(sustainable(development.(This(favoured(public(transport,(walking(and(cycling(and(deprioritised( cars.( The( Land=Use(Plan(was( accordingly( focused(on(development( along(public( transport( corridors.( In( subsequent( years,( policies( were( introduced( to( reduce( car(speeds(in(residential(streets,(and(to(increase(the(cost(and(availability(of(parking((Buehler(&(Pucher,(2011).(As(a(consequence(of(such(policies,(two(thirds(of(the(total(land(owned(by(the(City(of(Freiburg( is( forest( (42(per( cent),( and(other(green( features( (agriculture,( recreational(space(and(water,(27(per(cent)((Building(and(Social(Housing(Foundation,(2013).(Only(32(per(cent( is(used(for(urban(development( including(transport( infrastructure((Building(and(Social(Housing(Foundation,(2013).((
The(interaction(between(land(use(and(transport(planning(is(particularly(evident(in(Vauban.(The( parking=free( and( car=free( concepts( are( enabled( through( having( a( mixed=use(development( that( facilitates( local( activities( and( short( trips;( well( connected( and( low=cost(public(transport;(extensive(cycling(networks;(and(low=speed(streets((Stadtteilverein(Vauban(e.V.,( 2009).( As( a( consequence( of( having( minimal( space( allocated( to( roads,( substantial(greenspace( is( included( in( the(high=density(development.(Negotiations(were(necessary(with(the( state( of( Baden=Württemberg( to( achieve( an( exemption( from( the( planning( legislation,(which( required( parking( spaces( to( be( constructed( with( every( residence,( reinforcing( the(interaction(between(planning(and(transportation(policy(areas((Forum(Vauban,(2013).(= High-density,-high-green-space-urban-development-in-Vauban-is-the-result-of-multiple,-aligned-
factors:- The( 38=hectare( Vauban( site( has( relatively( high( density( with( approximately( 130(persons( per( hectare( (Stadtteilverein( Vauban( e.V.,( 2009).( There( are( 2.6( hectares( of( green(space( in(Vauban,( in( addition( to( the(green( roofs(on(buildings( (a( requirement(of( the(Master(Plan),( grassed( tram( tracks,( and( vegetated( swales( for( stormwater.( Further,( the( St( Georgen(Village( Creek( and( nature( reserve( runs( alongside( the( District,( and( land( purchased( for( the(potential(future(development(of(parking(spaces(if(needed(as(part(of(the(requirements(of(the(exemption( from( the( Baden=(Württemberg( parking( legislation( (Stadtteilverein( Vauban( e.V.,(2009).( Mature( trees( were( preserved( in( the( Master( Plan( and( can( be( seen( throughout( the(District,( some( with( children’s( forts( constructed( in( their( branches( (Reeve,( 2012;(Stadtteilverein(Vauban(e.V.,(2009).(This(substantial(urban(greenery(is(possible(due(to(several(
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contributing( factors,( including( reduced(road( infrastructure( requirements,( the(use(of(multi=functional(urban(nature,(and(the(optimisation(of(facilities(and(resources(enabled(through(the(Baugruppen(building(model((Reeve,(et(al.,(2013).(These(are(in(turn(enabled(through(the(car=free,(and(parking=free(mobility(concepts,( creation(of(a(district(of( short(distances,(extensive(investment( in( public( transport( and( cycling( infrastructure( throughout( Freiburg,( existing(experience(with(reduced(car(and(sustainable(urban(development,(and(a(highly(collaborative(urban( development( process( involving( citizens( and( the( City( of( Freiburg( (Forum( Vauban,(2013;(Stadtteilverein(Vauban(e.V.,(2009;(Völzing,(2012).-= Making-the-costs-of-car-parking-explicit-and-optional-favoured-carJfree-living:-The(costs(of(car(parking( are( made( explicit( and( optional( in( Vauban( by( requiring( households( to( separately(purchase( car( parking( space,( rather( than( having( these( costs( integrated( into( the( cost( of( a(home.( Parking( spaces( in( communal( garages( cost( approximately( €18,500–€22,500((depending(on(the(garage),(being(the(cost(of(the(land(and(construction,(plus(annual(property(charges((Foletta(&(Field,(2011).(‘Car=free’(residents(pay(a(one=off(charge(of(around(€3,700(to(purchase(land(through(the(‘Verein(für(autofreies(Wohnen’,((Association(for(Car=Free(Living),(for( the( future( construction(of(parking( space( if( in( the( future( they(decide( to(own(a( car( (this(land(is(in(the(meantime(open(space(used(by(the(community(for(sport(and(recreation)((Forum(Vauban,(2013).((= Strong-political-leadership-enabled-innovative-and-ambitious-urban-development:-Freiburg(has(been(a(pioneer(in(the(development(of(ambitious(urban(development(policies(and(standards((Freiburg(im(Breisgau,(2011a).(Policies(that(restricted(greenfield(development(and(directed(the( development( of( a( mixed( use,( diverse,( socially( inclusive( city( of( short=distances( were(initially(unpopular(with(property(developers(and(some(citizens((Building(and(Social(Housing(Foundation,( 2013;( Daseking,( 2013).( Clear( communication( with( the( public( about( these(initiatives,(and(strong(political(leadership(was(needed(to(implement(these(ideas,(which(were(later( celebrated( (Building( and( Social(Housing( Foundation,( 2013;(Daseking,( 2013;( Freiburg(im(Breisgau,(2011a).(Similarly( in(Vauban,(both( the(process(of(developing( the(district( (with(very( high( levels( of( citizen( engagement( and( involvement)( and( some( aspects( of( the(development( (restricted( parking,( extensive( use( of( Baugruppen,( high( standard( of( energy(efficiency( in(homes,(etc)(went(beyond(previous(experience,(and(strong(political(and(citizen(leadership(was(necessary(to(ensure(the(process(worked(well((Suutari,(n.d.).(Wulf(Daseking,(the( former(chief(planner(of(Freiburg,(reinforced(that(“you-have-to-fight-for-these-ideas.-Luck-
never- just- knocks- at- your- door.- There- is- a- constant- struggle- against- big- powers,- such- as- the-
investment- groups,- developers,- companies- and- vested- interests.- They- want- to- maintain- the-
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status-quo-that-they-have-turned-to-their-advantage.”(Strong,(strategic(and(consistent(efforts(were(needed(to(create(change(and(bring(new(ideas(to(fruition((Daseking,(2013).(= Empowered-citizens-have-driven-sustainable-development:(Freiburg(has(developed(a(model(of(extensive(citizen(engagement(in(land=use(planning(and(the(city(budget,(as(well(as(in(technical(expertise( committees( and( communication( about( sustainable( development( and( practices((Building(and(Social(Housing(Foundation,(2013).(This(has(been(critical(in(providing(a(driver(and( mandate( for( policies( and( programs( directing( sustainable( development( since( citizens(first( took( an( active( stance( on( government( decision( making( with( their( opposition( to( the(proposed(nuclear(power(plant(in(the(1970s((Building(and(Social(Housing(Foundation,(2013;(Freiburg( im( Breisgau,( 2011a).( Citizen( engagement( in( all( parts( of( the( urban( design( and(development( process,( from( visioning( to( detailed( planning,( delivery( and(management,( has(been( a( key( component( to( the( creation( of( sustainable( urban( spaces( and( the( Freiburg( city(culture((Salomon,(et(al.,(2010),(and(is(seen(in(practice(in(the(Vauban(development.((
A( competition( was( held( to( design( the( Vauban( Master( Plan,( and( Forum( Vauban( was(established( to( facilitate( citizen( engagement( following( the( selection( of( the( winning( entry.(They(partnered(with(the(city(to(further(plan(and(develop(the(district,(and(the(arrangement(is(considered( responsible( for( enabling( many( of( the( district’s( innovative( concepts,( including(reduced=car( living,( extensive( use( of( Baugruppen,( high( energy( efficiency( requirements,( as(well( as( the( extensive( inclusion( of( green( and( open( space( (Forum( Vauban,( 2013;( Forum(Vauban( e.V.,( 2002;( Lutz( &( Schepers,( 2012).( Residents( and( participants( in( the( design( and(development(of(Vauban(note(that(whilst(the(district(does(not(appeal(to(everyone,(there(was(a(“special(milieu”(of(people( to(whom( it(did( and( it(was( enough( for( the( government( to( create(conditions(in(which(they(were(empowered(and(able(to(influence(urban(development(for(this(to(occur((Schuster,(2012;(Sperling(&(Delleske,(2013;(Völzing,(2012).(Citizens(are(“specialists(for(living”,(and(their(involvement(in(the(design(and(development(of(the(district(ensures(that(it( is(well(adapted(to(their(needs,( in(contrast(to(anecdotes(of(other,( innovative(districts(that(were(more(centrally(developed(and(less(successful((Sperling(&(Delleske,(2013).(= A-“learning-while-doing”-approach-allowed-new-ideas-to-be-tested:-A(‘learning(while(planning’(concept((sometimes(also(called(‘learning(while(doing’)(was(adopted(in(Vauban,(enabling(new(ideas( to( be( tested( as( the( district( was( developed( in( stages( over( 10( years( (1998( –( 2008)((Delleske,(2013).(Ideas(adopted(in(each(stage(of(the(District’s(development(could(be(seen(and(experienced( by( others,( and( used( to( inform( the( planning( of( subsequent( stages( (Sperling(&(Delleske,( 2013).( This( enabled( people( to( participate( in( Vauban(who(were( potentially(more(cautious( and( less( ‘pioneering’( than( those( who( were( involved( in( the( first( phase( of( the(development((Sperling(&(Delleske,(2013).(The(desire(for(Vauban(to(be(a(learning(experience(
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is(evidenced(in(the(extensive(number(of(workshops(held(regarding(ecological(and(innovative(building(design,(the(considerable(support(given(to(the(Baugruppen(building(collectives,(and(the(extensive( reporting(and(communication(of( the(outcomes(and( lessons( learned( from( the(process( (Forum( Vauban,( 2013;( Forum( Vauban( e.V.,( 2002;( Lutz( &( Schepers,( 2012;(Stadtteilverein(Vauban(e.V.,(2009).-= Building-collectives-assisted-in-overcoming-split-incentives:(Much(of(Vauban(was(developed(by(citizen(building( collectives,( or(Baugruppen( (Forum(Vauban,( 2013).( This(model,( in(which( a(multi=residence( building( is( design,( funded( and( developed( by( the( future( owners( (with(guidance(and(assistance(from(trained(architects(and(facilitators)(overcame(the(issue(of(split(incentives,( resulting( in( highly( energy( and( water( efficiency( buildings,( many( of( which(including( innovative( features( (Forum( Vauban,( 2013).( The( use( of( the( Baugruppen( model(produced(significant(cost(savings(due( to( the( financing(structure,(absence(of( intermediaries((such(as(property(owners)( seeking(profits,( and(ability( to( reduce( redundant( space( (despite(high(quality,(energy(efficient(design),(estimated(of(between(18(to(43(per(cent(of(the(cost(of(non=Baugruppen(properties(within(Vauban((Forum(Vauban,(2013;(Little,(2006).(Whilst( the(average(cost(of(developer=led(properties(in(Vauban(was(slightly(higher(than(for(those(in(the(general( market( in( Freiburg( outside( of( Vauban,( potentially( due( to( requirements( for( high(energy(efficiency( standards,( the(Baugruppen(properties(are( substantially( cheaper( than( the(average( of( those( in( Freiburg( also( and( residents( report( that( the( ongoing( cost( savings( from(energy( efficiency( features( are( such( that( they( have( never( regretted( the( decision( to( design(such( buildings( (Völzing,( 2012).(With( regards( to( urban( greenspace,( the(Baugruppen(model(contributed( to( the( creation( of( communal( spaces( and( facilities( within( the( properties,( that(appear( to( have( supported( the( creation( of( the( higher=density( district,( while( maintaining(functionality(and(services,(yet(allowing(for(significant(urban(greenspace((Reeve,(2012).(= The-Vauban-development-was-possible-due-to-a-number-of-conditions-favourable-to-innovation-
and- experimentation:- A( founding( resident( of( Vauban,( Petra( Völzing,( felt( that( the( district(emerged(in(the(confluence(of(several(important(factors,(including(most(significantly(the(city(government(supporting(and(enabling(innovative(urban(design(and(concepts(for(urban(living,(and(passionate(citizens(coming(forward(as(partners(of(the(city(to(support(and(help(develop(the(district.(A(summary(of(key(factors(includes:-
• A(group(of(passionate(and(willing(‘pioneers’(willing(to(take(on(the(challenge(and(risk(of(testing(the(limits(of(urban(sustainability;((
• A(local(government(that(was(willing(to(work(with(this(group(and(actively(support(them(in(such(efforts;((
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• Historical( precedents( in( Freiburg( which( provided( a( foundation( of( environmental(concern,( as(well( as( existing( industries( and( expertise( in( sustainable( energy( design( and(development,(reduced=car(living,(and(passive=house(design;((
• The(availability(of(land(in(such(proximity(to(the(city(centre,(due(to(the(exit(of(the(French(troops,(that(was(bought(by(the(City(of(Freiburg;(
• Existing(public(transport(and(cycling(facilities(throughout(the(city(and(30(years(of(efforts(to(pedestrianise(Freiburg;(
• The( earlier( recent( development( of( the( Rieselfeld( district,( which( gave( experience( in(reduced=car( living( and( innovative( sustainable( urbanism.( Vauban( was( intended( to( go(beyond( what( was( achieved( in( Rieselfeld( and( build( on( the( learnings( and( experiences(gained(there((Völzing,(2012).(
6.5 Case(Study(Site(/(Portland,(USA(
The( following( sub=sections( describe( the( process( by(which( the( use( of( green( infrastructure( for(stormwater(management( became( a(mainstream( approach( in( Portland,( Oregon.( At( the( time( at(which(these(efforts(were(begun,(Portland(was(amongst(the(first(cities(in(the(U.S.A.(to(trial(the(use(of(green(infrastructure(for(stormwater(management.(The(process(of(testing(and(demonstrating(various( forms(of(green( infrastructure,(and(gathering(performance(and(cost(data,(highlights( the(importance(of(pilot(projects(in(building(local(experience(and(support(for(biophilic(urbanism.(The(case(study(demonstrates(a(strategic,(methodological(approach(to(developing(technical(expertise,(performance(data(and(acceptance(of(biophilic(elements,(and(developing(these(as(a(mainstream(component( of( the( urban( environment( through( a( focused( economic( assessment.( The(documentation(of(this(process(highlights(the(importance(of(high=level(leadership(and(support(to(overcome( risk( factors( associated( with( piloting( and( demonstrating( new( technologies,( an(awareness(of(existing(municipal(costs(for(stormwater(management,(community(engagement(for(increased(acceptance(of(new(biophilic(elements(as(well(as(to(assist(in(the(ongoing(maintenance(of( these( distributed( systems,( and( the( potential( for( ongoing( innovation( and( development( to(enhance(co=benefits(of(green(infrastructure.(Today,(Portland(has(one(of(the(most(comprehensive(urban(greening(programs(in(the(United(States(and(continues(to(innovate(and(expand(the(use(of(green(infrastructure(to(achieve(multiple(outcomes.(
6.5.1 National(case(study(context(
As( for(Chicago,( the(revisions( to( the(Clean(Water(Act( in(1977(and( further(amendments( in(1987(were(critical(drivers(for(green(infrastructure(programs(in(Portland.(As(discussed(in(more(detail(in(the(case(study(below,(provisions(in(Portland’s(NPDES(permit(application(provided(a(basis(for(
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Portland’s( innovations( in( the( use( of( urban(nature( to( increase( stormwater( infiltration,( and( the(subsequent( establishment( of( green( infrastructure( as( a( cost=effective,( standard( inclusion( in( all(stormwater( management( plans( (Water( and( Environment( Research( Foundation,( 2009).( The(Clean(Water(Action(Initiative(was(introduced(in(1998,(requiring(states(and(communities(to(work(with(the(public(and(all(affected(stakeholders(to(develop(water(resource(management(strategies.(This( set( a( framework( for( a( collaborative,( place=based( approach( to( watershed( management,(which(was(supported( through( legislation(and(high=level( leadership(at(a( state( level( (Shandas(&(Messer,( 2008).( This( was( reflected( in( the( Oregon( watershed=level( planning( program( –( The(Oregon( Plan( for( Salmon( and(Watersheds( –(which(was( used( as( a( coordination( tool( that(made(watershed(councils(the(official(management(unit(for(watersheds(across(the(state,(rather(than(the(ad(hoc(volunteer(approach(that(had(previously(been(the(norm((Shandas(&(Messer,(2008).(
Nationally,( the( EPA( has( expanded( their( support( for( green( infrastructure( in( municipal(stormwater( permits( over( the( last( decade,( providing( policy( guidance,( technical( resources( and(enabling( inclusions( for( green( infrastructure( in( permit( applications( (Odefey,( 2013).( To( a( large(extent,( Portland’s( initiatives( have( preceded( this( national( support,( with( Portland( having(pioneered( the(use(of(green( infrastructure( for(stormwater(management( in( the(US.(As(noted( for(Chicago,(the(federal(government’s(influence(on(urban(planning(is(largely(indirect,(through(policy(areas( including( housing( development,( taxation,( transportation( and( environmental( protection((Knaap,(et(al.,(2000).(
With( regards( to( other( influences,( Frederick( Law( Olmstead( influenced( the( early( design( of(Portland(in(the(1850s(with(his(famous(visions(of(parks(and(“wildernesses(in(the(city”,(similar(to(many(US(cities.(Olmstead’s( influence(was(evident( from(the(1850s,(when( land(was(set(aside( for(parks,(which(at(that(time(were(somewhat(ambitious(given(Portland’s(relatively(small(population(and(the(then(inaccessibility(of(some(of(the(parklands(due(to(the(restrictions(on(transportation,(however( these( have( subsequently( proven( to( have( been( highly( valuable( contributions( to(Portland’s( future( as( the( city( has( expanded,( with( these( greenspaces( being( retained( (Ozawa,(2004).(Olmstead(returned( to(Portland(at( the(beginning(of( the(next(Century(and(developed(50=year(for(the(city(to(purchase(and(preserve(land(for(greenspace.(The(plans,(while(generally(well(received,(were( implemented( only( in( parts( due( to( funding( shortages,( however( have( still( left( a(lasting(legacy((Ozawa,(20014).((
6.5.2 Case(study(overview(
The(city(of(Portland,(Oregon(has(one(of(the(most(comprehensive(urban(greening(programs(in(the(United( States.( Initiatives( to( increase( the( use( of( urban( nature( began( largely( in( response( to(
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combined( sewer( overflows( as( the( city’s( combined( sewers( became( increasingly( inadequate( to(handle( stormwater( runoff( as( the( city( became( more( urbanised( (Foster,( Lowe,( &( Winkelman,(2011;( Garrison(&(Hobbs,( 2011a;( Kloss(&( Calarusse,( 2006).( Local( environmental( organisations(filed( a( lawsuit( against( the( city( in(1991( for( violating( the( federal(Clean(Water(Act.(This( led( to( a(commitment(from(the(city(to(reduce(combined(sewer(overflow((CSO)(events(by(99(per(cent,(and(the( development( of( Portland’s( Big( Pipe( Projects.( These( enormous( engineering( projects( to(develop( large( stormwater( tunnels( underneath( the( city( were( developed( over( a( twenty=year(period,(at(an(estimated(cost(of(US$1.4(billion((Bureau(of(Environmental(Services,(n.d.=a;(Foster,(et(al.,(2011;(Lang,(2011;(Slovic,(2011).(Alongside(these(measures,(the(Bureau(of(Environmental(Services( (BES)( included( a( provision( in( their( application( for( a( National( Pollutant( Discharge(Elimination(System((NPDES)(Permit(in(the(early(1990s(that(the(city(would(conduct(research(into(better(ways(of(managing(stormwater.(This(led(to(the(Early(Action(Projects(developed(during(the(1990s,( which( tested( the( feasibility( and( effectiveness( of( green( infrastructure( systems( (Water(Environment(Research(Foundation,(2009a).(
At( the( same( time,( efforts(were( underway( to( enable( the( use( of( ecoroofs( (the( term( “ecoroof”( is(used(in(Portland(to(reinforce(the(fact(that(roofs(with(native(plants(that(turn(brown(over(summer(are( normal,( and( that( these( roofs( are( designed( to( achieve( ecological( and( economic( benefits((Liptan(&(Strecker,(2003)).(In(1996,(an(employee(within(the(Bureau(of(Environmental(Services((BES)(decided(to(install(an(ecoroof(over(his(own(garage(at(home,(and(conducted(monitoring(of(this(from(1997=1999((Liptan(&(Strecker,(2003).(In(1997,(the(BES(together(with(Portland(General(Electric(assisted( the(Portland(State(University( in(developing(a( report(on(roof(gardens,(and( the(following(year(provided(funding(for(an(ecoroof(installation(on(an(apartment(building((Liptan(&(Strecker,(2003).(By(1999,(ecoroofs(were(included(in(the(city’s(Stormwater(Management(Manual(as(a(stormwater(management(technique,(and(the(city(began(assisting(property(owners(with(their(design(and(installation.(The(BES(continued(to(monitor(and(measure(ecoroof(performance(from(pilot( roofs,( and( despite( some( initial( technical( difficulties,(was( able( to( confirm( earlier( findings(that(these(are(effective(in(reducing(stormwater(runoff((Liptan(&(Strecker,(2003).(The(City(Zoning(Code(was(amended(in(2001(to(allow(ecoroofs(as(a(floor(area(bonus,(and(the(city(began(work(on(developing( a( discount( program( for( stormwater( fees( for( property( owners( that( install( ecoroofs(and(other(measures(to(manage(stormwater(onsite((Liptan(&(Strecker,(2003).((
A( critical( turning( point( in( Portland’s( use( of( green( infrastructure( came( in( 2003(when( the( city(developed( a( second( stormwater( management( infrastructure( plan( for( the( Tabor( to( the( River(Program(Area,(which( had( experienced( basement( sewer( backup( events( due( to( undersized( and(failing( pipes( (Burlin,( Hauth,( &( Dobson,( 2012).( Original( estimates( to( manage( the( issue( with(conventional( grey( infrastructure( were( estimated( to( cost( approximately( US$144( million.( The(
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revised(plan(incorporated(green(infrastructure,(enabling(the(underground(grey(infrastructure(to(be( substantially( downsized,( reducing( overall( cost( estimates( for( the( project( by( around( US$60(million,(without(taking(into(account(co=benefits(of(the(green(infrastructure(such(as(improved(air(quality,(groundwater(recharge,(or(social(benefits.(This(resulted(in(the(use(of(green(infrastructure(becoming( standard( practice( in( such( stormwater( management( plans,( as( by( demonstrated( the(fiscal(benefits(of(green(they(no( longer(needed(to(otherwise( justify( their(use(as(an(“alternative”(practice((Burlin,(et(al.,(2012;(Foster,(et(al.,(2011).(
Since( that( time,( the( city( has( continued( to( explore( and( expand( the(use( of( green( infrastructure.(Between(2003(and(2007,(a(series(of(green(street(pilots(were(designed(and(implemented(to(test(the( effectiveness( of( street=integrated,( vegetated( stormwater( management( devices,( and( to(estimate(costs(and(other(considerations.(The(findings(from(these(pilots(demonstrated(the(cost=effectiveness( of( such( features( and( helped( to( refine( designs( (Lukes( &( Kloss,( 2008).( The( city(subsequently( developed( the( Green( Streets( Policy( and( Resolution( in( 2007,( which( formalised(processes( for(permitting(and( integrating(green(streets( into(city(plans( (City(of(Portland,(2007).(Funding(was(also(allocated(to(support(green(street(facility(construction.(Building(on(knowledge(from( the( pilot( projects,( technical( guidance( documents( were( developed( and( published( with(standard( construction( details,( designs( and( recommended( plantings.( Information( is( also(publically(available(on(existing(green(street(projects,( including(their(design,(cost,(site(selection,(stormwater(infiltration(capacity,(plant(selection,(maintenance(requirements,(monitoring(regime,(and( the( lessons( learned( from(their(development((City(of(Portland,(2007,(n.d.=a;(Lukes(&(Kloss,(2008).(Ecoroof(pilots( similarly( led( to(policies(and( incentives( to(encourage( their(use( (Adams(&(Marriott,(2008;(Bureau(of(Environmental(Services,(2011b,(2013;(Hutchinson,(Abrams,(Retzlaff,(&(Liptan,(2003).(
Portland( continues( to( innovate( in( the( design( and( use( of( green( infrastructure,( and( is( moving(towards( an( increasingly( holistic( use( of( green( infrastructure( such( that( these( provide(multiple(functional( benefits( in( terms( of( stormwater(management,( air( quality( improvement( and(habitat(provision,(while( being( aesthetically( integrated( into( the( urban( landscape( to( provide(maximum(benefits(to(urban(liveability(and(attractiveness((Burlin,(et(al.,(2012;(Foster,(et(al.,(2011).((
6.5.3 Key(findings(
The(following(paragraphs(highlight(key(findings(regarding(the(process(of(mainstreaming(the(use(of( green( infrastructure( in( Portland,( drawing( from( the( case( study( description( presented( in(Appendix(D.(
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= Increasing- combined- sewer- overflows,- federal- legislation- and- citizen- action- were- the- main-
drivers-for-green-infrastructure,-with-city-employees-taking-the-opportunity-to-drive-an-agenda-
for- green- infrastructure:( Over( many( years,( urbanisation( in( Portland( resulted( in( increased(stormwater( runoff( that( exceeded( the( capacity( of( the( city’s( combined( sewers.( Combined(sewer( overflows( (CSOs)( flooded( basements,( low=lying( areas( of( the( city( and( resulted( in(contamination(of(the(Willamette(River.(The(federal(Clean(Water(Act(was(amended(in(1972,(such(that(it(became(unlawful(to(discharge(any(pollutant(from(a(point(source(into(navigable(waters( in( the( USA( without( a( permit,( issued( under( the( EPA’s( NPDES( (United( States(Environmental( Protection( Agency,( 2013).( In( Portland,( local( environmental( organisations(filed(a( lawsuit(against( the(city( in(1991( for(violating( the(Clean(Water(Act,(which( forced( the(Portland( and( Oregon( State( to( commit( to( invest( over( one( billion( dollars( over( 20( years( in(infrastructure( to( prevent( sewage( from( entering( the(Willamette( River( (Foster,( et( al.,( 2011;(Lang,( 2011;( Shandas( &( Messer,( 2008).( The( BES( included( a( provision( in( the( city’s( NPDES(permit( application( to( undertake( research( and( evaluation( of( alternative(ways( of(managing(stormwater( in( Portland( in( the( 1990s( (Water( Environment( Research( Foundation,( 2009b),(leading(to(a(series(of(Early(Action(Projects(to(investigate(the(use(of(green(infrastructure(for(stormwater(management( (Lukes(&(Kloss,( 2008;(Water(Environment(Research(Foundation,(2009b).( This( investigation( of( green( infrastructure( approaches( was( possible( due( to( open=minded( city( leaders,( and( individuals( within( the( BES( who( put( this( on( the( city’s( agenda((Burlin,(et(al.,(2012).((= Demonstration- and- pilot- projects- provided- experience- and- data:( Small( pilot( projects( were(used(to(test(and(demonstrate(various(types(of(green(infrastructure.(By(demonstrating(these(systems,( monitoring( their( performance( and( refining( techniques,( the( city( incrementally(gained( support( and( understanding( for( the( use( of( green( infrastructure,( and( to(modify( and(improve(the(designs(before(using(them(throughout(Portland((Water(Environment(Research(Foundation,(2009b).(Monitoring(and(evaluation(was(an( integrated(component(of(programs(from(the(outset.(This(enabled(the(city(to(communicate(benefits,(continually(improve(designs,(and(justified(their(inclusion(in(project(designs((Garrison(&(Hobbs,(2011a).(
The(‘Early(Action(Projects’(were(pilot(green(stormwater(management(systems(developed(on(predominately(public(land,(to(gather(performance(data(and(refine(designs.(The(information(and(experience(gained(from(these(underpins(Portland’s(green(infrastructure(programs(today((Lukes(&(Kloss,(2008;(Water(Environment(Research(Foundation,(2009b).(Later,(green(street(pilots( (2003=2007)( tested( the( effectiveness( of( various( designs,( refined( techniques( and(provided(data(to(estimate(costs(and(other(considerations.(Many(of(the(costs(of(these(projects(were(one=off,(including(developing(standard(drawings(and(outreach(materials,(which(would(
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then( reduce( the( costs( of( later( use( of( these( technologies( (Lukes( &( Kloss,( 2008).( Two( pilot(ecoroofs(in(Portland(were(developed(to(monitor(and(evaluate(performance,(and(refine(their(design( for( that( climate.( These( used( different( types( of( ecoroof( technologies,( to( provide(comparisons(between(the(different(substrate(depths(and(construction(types.(The(roofs(were(monitored( over( a( 2=year( period( to( test( stormwater( infiltration( rates( (Hutchinson,( et( al.,(2003).((= Areas- already- within- the- municipal- authority- allow- for- strategic,- early- greening- efforts:(Portland( began( urban( greening( with( initiatives( on( streets( that( were( under( the( city’s(authority.( This( enabled( them( to( directly( implement( measures( without( the( kind( of(negotiations( that( would( be( necessary( for( greening( private( property( or( land( under( the(control( of( other( levels( of( government( (Water( Environment( Research( Foundation,( 2009b).(The( city( still( consulted( with( residents( on( the( aesthetic( of( such( installations,( and( once(installed( residents( generally( give( very( positive( feedback( about( how( these( improve( the(attractiveness(of(the(street((Burlin,(et(al.,(2012).(= Barriers- and- knowledge- gaps- were- systematically- addressed:" The( barriers( and( knowledge(gaps(for(green(streets(were(identified(prior(to(policy(being(developed,(and(were(strategically(addressed.( These( included( identifying( codes( and( standards( that( would( not( allow( or(encourage( green( streets,( monitoring( demonstration( projects( to( gain( performance( data,(developing(maintenance(plans(and(technical(guidance,(engaging(in(stakeholder(and(industry(engagement( and( training,( and( sourcing( project( funding( (Water( Environment( Research(Foundation,(2009a).(= Fostering- interdisciplinary- and- departmental- collaboration- is- important- to- achieve- cohesive-
and- aligned- action:( The( City( of( Portland( recognised( that( green( infrastructure( had( the(potential(to(serve(many(functions(and(as(such(policies(and(implementation(responsibilities(straddle( jurisdictional( boundaries( (Water( Environment( Research( Foundation,( 2009a).( By(ensuring(that(all(relevant(parties(and(stakeholders(were(involved(in(policy(development(as(well(as(project(design(and(delivery,(the(city(has(overcome(many(of(the(institutional(barriers(to(green( infrastructure(development(and(ensured(green(street( initiatives( is( integrated( into(relevant(policies( and(programs.(This(was( achieved( through( several(mechanisms,( including(the( Green( Streets( Team,( which( was( an( interdisciplinary( and( cross=agency( team( that(developed(the(green(streets(policy(and(agenda.(They(worked(with(multiple(departments(as(well(as(key(stakeholders( to( identify(barriers,(benefits(and( factors( that(would(contribute( to(the( success( of( green( streets,( and( then( worked( to( address( the( barriers( and( to( develop( a(strategy( that( would( provide( the( sought=after( benefits( (Water( Environment( Research(Foundation,( 2009a).( The( involvement( of( multiple( departments( and( stakeholders( also(
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provides(additional(avenues(for(project(funding((Water(Environment(Research(Foundation,(2009b).((= Demonstrating- the- economic- case- for- green- infrastructure- made- its- use- standard- in-
stormwater- management- plans:( Data( from( pilot( green( infrastructure( stormwater( systems(allowed( for( comparative( plans( to( be( developed( for( an( area( of( Portland( undergoing(stormwater(retrofits.(These(demonstrated(that(the(inclusion(of(green(infrastructure(facilities(provided( substantial,( upfront( cost( savings( as( these( reduced( capacity( requirements( for(underground(grey(infrastructure,(without(taking(into(consideration(the(value(of(addition(co=benefits(such(as(visual(amenity(and(air(quality(improvements.(Consequently,(the(inclusion(of(green(infrastructure(became(standard(throughout(Portland((Burlin,(et(al.,(2012;(Foster,(et(al.,(2011).( Ecoroof( cost=benefit( analyses( demonstrated( that( these( would( provide( substantial(public(benefits,(however(that(the(benefit(to(private(property(owners(who(install(a(green(roof(is(not(sufficient(to(warrant(them(doing(so,(hence(government(incentives(were(offered(on(this(basis((Adams(&(Marriott,(2008).(Other(economic(data,(including(insurance(claim(costs(of(CSO(overflows(in(basements,(gave(insight(into(circumstances(in(which(green(street( investments(were(justifiable((Kloss(&(Calarusse,(2006).((= Community- engagement- increased- support- for- urban- greening:- The( engagement( of( civic(leaders( and( champions( proved( to( be( an( effective( strategy( to( spread( information( and(acceptance(of(urban(greening((Shandas,(Steele,(&(Nelson,(2012,(p55).(Such(individuals(create(enthusiasm(and(participation(amongst(their(community,(and(was(a(more(timely(and(effective(that( the( city( trying( to( do( this( directly( (Shandas,( et( al.,( 2012).( Partnerships( with( the(community( have( ongoing( value( by( providing( assistance( with(monitoring( and(maintaining(distributed( green( infrastructure,( and( the( city( formalises( this( through( the( Green( Street(Steward( Program.( While( the( city( is( responsible( for( maintaining( the( green( streets( and(employs( professional( landscape( crews( to( prune,(weed,( remove( sediment( and(debris,( clear(curb( openings,( and( irrigate( during( the( first( 2( years,( they( partner(with( the( community( for(assistance.(The(program(is(voluntary,(and(provides(training(for(those(green(street(stewards(looking(to(play(a(more(active(role((Bureau(of(Environmental(Services,(2012b).(This(program(is( in( its(early(stages,(and(the(city(hopes(will(not(only(assist(with(green(street(maintenance,(but( also( foster( a( closer( relationship( between( residents( and( Portland’s( urban( nature( and(create(a(mentality(of( residents(being( in(partnership(with( the(city( in(managing(stormwater(and(protecting(the(urban(environment((Burlin,(et(al.,(2012).(
Employees( from( the( BES( commented( that( “advocacy( in( the( community( is( something( we(couldn’t( live( without.( At( the( Council,( we( are( the( workhorse( with( the( budget,( but( it’s( the(people(on(the(ground(doing(all(the(unpaid(and(underpaid(volunteer(work(who(really(make(
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this( happen.( We( are( always( pushing( the( community( agenda( and( working( with( the(community(to(develop(their(support.”((Burlin,(et(al.,(2012).(= Separate- stormwater- fees- provide- a- dedicated- budget- and- incentives- for- property- owners- to-
include-green-infrastructure-in-their-property:(Residents(and(businesses(in(Portland(have(paid(a( separate( stormwater( tax( since( 1977,( which( increased( awareness( of( the( costs( of(stormwater( management,( and( later( provided( a( dedicated( funding( source( for( green(infrastructure( initiatives( that( contributed( to( stormwater( management.( The( Clean( River(Rewards(program(offers(a(proportional(discount((up(to(100(per(cent(on(on=site(stormwater(charges)(when(properties(manage(runoff(onsite.(The(on=site(portion(is(approximately(35(per(cent(of( the( total( stormwater(charge,(with( the(remainder(contributing( to(costs(of(managing(stormwater(runoff(from(roads(and(public(spaces((Bureau(of(Environmental(Services,(2012a,(2012c).(= A-wide- variety- of- regulatory-mechanisms,- incentives-and-policy- instruments-direct- the-use-of-
green- infrastructure- in- Portland- today:( Various( forms( of( urban( nature( are( encouraged( in(Portland(through(a(suite(of(mechanisms(that(collectively(address(most(property(and(land(use(types.(This(includes(The(Green(Building(Policy(that(requires(ecoroofs(to(be(installed(on(new(or(reroofed(city(buildings,(along(with(other(sustainable(features((City(of(Portland,(2001),(the(Green(Streets(Policy(that(requires(green(street(facilities(to(be(integrated(into(all(City(funded(development,( redevelopment( or( enhancement( projects( (City( of( Portland,( 2007);( the(Stormwater(Management(Manual(requires( that(developments(with(over(500(square( feet(of(impervious( surface( meet( stormwater( management( quality( and( quantity( targets( and(recommends( the( use( of( various( biophilic( elements( (City( of( Portland,( n.d.=b),( whilst( the(Comprehensive(Plan(and(Climate(Change(Action(Plan(call(for(the(protection(and(creation(of(urban(nature(to(address(key(goals(of(the(city.(For(example,(the(Climate(Change(Action(Plan(requires(the(City(to(evaluate(both(green(and(grey(options(for(public(infrastructure(projects,(and(increase(the(tree(canopy(of(the(city(from(26(per(cent(to(33(per(cent(by(2030((Bureau(of(Planning(and(Sustainability,(2009).(
Incentives( are( offered( in( many( cases( where( regulatory( mechanisms( do( not( apply.( For(example,( the( Eco=Roof( Grant( Program( offered( incentives( for( private( property( owners( to(install( an( ecoroof( (Bureau(of( Environmental( Services,( 2013;(Garrison(&(Hobbs,( 2011a),( as(well( as( discounts( on( the( stormwater( fee( for( households( that( manage( stormwater( onsite(through( ecoroofs( and( other( such( features( (Bureau( of( Environmental( Services,( 2012c;(Garrison(&(Hobbs,(2011a).(The(city’s(Grey(to(Green(program,(which(was(launched(in(2008,(allocated(US$50(million(from(the(city’s(stormwater(fee(revenue(to(the(development(of(green(
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infrastructure,( to( complement(programs( investing( in( convention(pipe=based( infrastructure((Bureau(of(Environmental(Services,(2011a,(n.d.=b;(Garrison(&(Hobbs,(2011a).(
6.6 Case(Study(Site(/(Singapore(
The( following( sub=sections( consider( the( processes( by( which( the( city=state( of( Singapore( has(become(what( is(potentially( the(best( international(example(of(a( ‘biophilic(city’( today.(When(the(British(arrived(in(Singapore(in(1819,(the(island(had(approximately(150(residents(and(was(almost(entirely(covered(in(virgin(rain(forest.(During(the(British(colonial(period,(the(cultivation(of(cash(crops( and( urban( developed( resulted( in( rapid( deforestation( (Corlett,( 1992)( and( following(independence( the( urgent( need( to( construct( housing( and( develop( economically( resulted( in(further( loss( of( natural( vegetation( (Yuen,( 1996).( Consequently,( Singapore( is( estimated( to( have(lost( over( 95( per( cent( of( its( original( vegetation,( and( is( one( of( the(worst=case( scenarios( in( this(regard(in(Southeast(Asia((Koh(&(Sodhi,(2004).((
However,( concerted( efforts( to( create( urban( nature( have( enabled( Singapore( to( increase( green(cover(to(47(per(cent(in(2010,(despite(the(population(growing(from(1.87(million(in(1965(to(over(5(million(in(2010((Ng,(Corlett,(&(Tan,(2011a).(Whilst(the(proportion(of(the(island(covered(by(dense(vegetation( has( increased( to( 14( per( cent( (Ng,( Corlett,( &( Tan,( 2011b),( the( largest( increases( in(green(cover(have(been(through(integrating(nature(into(the(built(environment,(including(as(parks,(roadside(trees(and(shrubs,(children’s(playgrounds,(and(building=integrated(nature((Yuen,(1996).(This( is( impressive( by( international( standards,( and( largely( reflects( the( leadership( provided( by(Singapore’s(prime(ministers,(the(vision(and(understanding(of(the(importance(of(urban(nature(in(the( economic(development(of( the( city,(whole=of=government( collaboration,( and( the( innovative(and(effective(policies(and(programs(developed((Neo,(Gwee,(&(Mak,(2012).(
6.6.1 National(case(study(context(
As(a( city=state(with(a( single( level(of( government,( there( is(no(distinction(between(national( and(local( policies( in( Singapore,( consequently( urban( greening( in( Singapore(has(been(driven( from(a(national( level.( The( People’s( Action( Party( (PAP)( has( ruled( the( country( since( 1959( with( an(absolute(majority(of(usually(between(92(and(97(per(cent(of(the(vote.(Despite(having(provisions(for(multi=party(elections,(the(political(system(under(the(PAP(has(effectively(formed(a(one=party=dominant(system((Haque,(2004).(Since(1959,(Singapore(has(been(a(“developmental(state”,(with(a(very( strong( emphasis( on( national( economic( development(with( state( ownership( and( economic(control.(The(economic(progress(in(Singapore(since(then(has(been(called(an(“economic(miracle”,(with(the(county(now(having(one(of(the(highest(per(capita(incomes(in(the(world((Haque,(2004).(The( relative( weakness( of( the( private( sector( in( Singapore( has( resulted( in( the( government(
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becoming( a( central( actor( in( the( development( of( Singapore,( often( through( establishing(government( owned,(managed( or( supervised( institutions( and( enterprises( such( as( the( Housing(Development( Board,( Public( Utilities( Board,( Economic( Development( Board( and( many( others((Yuen,( 1996).( Recommendations( of( the( Public( Divestment( Committee( in( 1987( led( to( the(privatisation( of( state( enterprises( and( companies( to( enhance( economic( development( through(market(competition.(The(divestment(strategy(did(not(always(proceed(as(intended,(however,(with(the(government(purchasing(the(majority(of(shares(in(the(newly(listed(public(companies((Haque,(2004).(
The(Singapore(Government(consolidated(the(multi=level(system(established(by(the(British(into(a(single( level( government( in( the( 1960s.( This( has( led( to( coordination( and( integration( among(agencies,( which( has( facilitated( its( comprehensive( planning( approach( such( that( all( agencies(involved(in(economic,(social,(environmental(and(infrastructure(development(would(collectively(resolve( competing( needs( and( trade=offs( through( the( framework( of( the( Concept( Plan( (Yuen,(2011).((
As(discussed(in(the(case(study(below,(Singapore’s(history(of(gaining(independence(in(the(1960s(and(efforts(to(address(environmental(and(social(issues(whilst(stimulating(economic(growth(have(underpinned(their(urban(greening(efforts,(and(their(success(in(doing(so(is(to(an(extent(reflective(of(the(strong(influence(of(the(effective(single=party(government.(
6.6.2 Case(study(overview(
Singapore( declared( independence( from( the( British( in( 1963,( and( following( a( short( but(unsuccessful(merger(with(Malaysia( (Yuen,( 1996),( the( young( nation( faced( high( unemployment(rates((10=12(per(cent),(housing(shortages,( low(standard(of( living,(a( lack(of(resources(and( land,(significant( poverty,( economic( instability,( a( lack( of( sanitary( sewers( and( a( heavily( impacted(environment((Tan,(Lee,(&(Tan,(2009).(As(a(small,(developing(nation(with(no(natural(resources,(economic( development( was( critical( (Tan,( et( al.,( 2009).( The( Singapore( government( invested(heavily( in( measures( to( promote( export=orientated( industrialisation( and( to( attract( foreign(investment( (Tan,( et( al.,( 2009;( Wong,( Yuen,( &( Goldblum,( 2008;( Yuen,( 1996).( Government(priorities( included( the( development( of( housing( and( clearing( of( the( slums,( improving(environmental(conditions,(creating(jobs(and(developing(viable(industries((Wong,(et(al.,(2008).((
Rapid( construction( led( to( the(mushrooming( of( concrete( structures( throughout( Singapore,( and(within( this( context,( the( then( Prime( Minister( Lee( Kuan( Yew( called( for( trees( to( be( planted( in(Singapore( to( avoid( the( city( becoming( a( concrete( jungle( (Neo,( et( al.,( 2012).( Lee( claimed( that( a(‘clean( and( green’( environment( would( differentiate( Singapore( from( other( Asian( cities,( attract(
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investment,(retain(talent,(and(ensure(an(ongoing(high(quality(of( life((Er(&(Chiew,(2013;(Tan,(et(al.,( 2009).( ( Resources( were( scarce,( and( the( new( government( had( little( experience( in( urban(greening,( hence( urban( nature(was( created( in( the(most( efficient(means( possible.( Standardised(park(designs(that(were(uniform(and(somewhat(artificial((Yuen,(1996).(Lee(famously(planted(the(first(tree(in(1963(in(what(was(to(become(an(annual(tree(planting(campaign((Er(&(Chiew,(2013;(Neo,( et( al.,( 2012;( Yuen,( 1996),( and( called( for( 10,000( trees( to( be( planted( each( year( including(5,000(trees(alongside(new(roads(and(in(housing(estates,(school(grounds(and(car(parks((Neo,(et(al.,(2012).(Investments(in(urban(nature(were(pragmatic,( focusing(for(example(on(high(visibility(areas(such(as(the(road(from(the(airport(to(the(city(which(were(lined(with(bougainvillea(to(ensure(visitors(to(the(Singapore(were(given(positive(first(impressions((Gwee,(2012).(Fast(growing(tree(species(with(large(canopies(were(planted(to(rapidly(green(the(urban(area((Neo,(et(al.,(2012).(
The(Garden(in(a(City(campaign(was(formalised(in(1968(in(the(Environmental(Public(Health(Bill,(stating(which( stated( that( “the( improvement( in( the( quality( of( our( urban( environment( and( the(transformation(of(Singapore(into(a(garden(city(=(a(clean(and(green(city(=(is(the(declared(objective(of(the(Government."((Singapore(Government,(cited(in(Singapore(Government,(2008;(Wong,(et(al.,(2008,(p187).((
From(this(point,(the(greening(of(Singapore(began(to(take(a(more(formalised(and(comprehensive(form.( In( 1971,( Singapore( hosted( the( Commonwealth( Prime(Ministers’( Conference,( and( Prime(Minister(Lee(allocated(S$1.2(million(for(the(planting(of(roadside(trees(and(shrubs(to(beautify(the(city(for(this((Er(&(Chiew,(2013).(The(Garden(City(Action(Committee(was(established(to(oversee(these( efforts,( and( remained( as( a( central( institution( directing( urban( greening( in( Singapore( for(many( years( (Auger,( 2013;( Yuen,( 1996).( The( Committee( comprised( high=level( civil( servants(representing( all( the( ministries( and( statutory( boards( contributing( to( the( greening( effort,( and(consequently(was(instrumental( in(breaking(down(government(silos(and(facilitating(a(whole=of=government(approach(to(urban(greening((Er(&(Chiew,(2013;(Yuen,(1996).(
The( Concept( Plan( was( finalised( and( accepted( in( 1972( as( the( first( comprehensive( plan( for(Singapore( as( an( independent( nation.( The( Plan( directed( the( creation( of( parks( as( an( essential(element(of(a(well=balanced(city,(marking( the( transition( from(the(ad-hoc-creation(of(such(green(space( in( left=over( spaces( of( the( city,( to( strategic( and( intentional( development( of( parks( and(recreational( facilities( (Yuen,(1996).(Following( this,( the(Parks(and(Trees(Act(was( introduced( in(1975(with(statutory(requirements(for(verge(strip(planting(to(be(developed(alongside(new(roads((Er(&(Chiew,(2013;(Singapore(Government,(2006a).(This(was(a(key( legislative( instrument( that(ensured(that(urban(greening(progressed( in=line(with(urban(development.(This(was(enabled(by(the(government(agency(with(the(official(mandate(for(urban(greening(having(been(enlarged(and(
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situated( within( the( Public( Works( Department,( who( had( responsibility( for( infrastructure(development(in(1973,(ensuring(the(alignment(between(urban(greening(and(urban(development((Neo,(et(al.,(2012).(
Over(subsequent(years,(a(suite(of(programs(and(policies(were(introduced(to(develop(green(space(and( parks( in( Singapore.( During( the( 1980s,( these( were( focused( on( providing( recreational(opportunities( and( enhancing( the( image( of( Singapore( as( a( garden( city( (Yuen,( 1996).( This(included,(for(example,(a(5=year(program(to(improve(recreational(opportunities(at(regional(parks(in(Singapore( from(1981,(and(the(Park(Connector(Network,(which(was(begun( in(1989.( In(1991,(the(Concept(Plan(was(revised(with(extensive(community(consultation((Dale,(2008),(and(a(new(focus(was(evident(on(both(economic(performance(and(quality(of(life((Yuen,(2011).(The(growing(influence( of( globalisation( on( Singapore( was( also( evident( with( urban( greenery( used( as( a( key(strategy(to(help(Singapore(become(a(global(city,(maintain(economic(competitiveness(and(attract(and( retain( investment,( workers( and( tourists( (Yuen,( 2011).( The( Singapore( Green( Plan( was(subsequently( introduced( in( 1992,( providing( the( nation’s( first( formal( plan( to( balance(environmental( and( development( needs( (Ministry( of( the( Environment( and( Water( Resources,(2013;(Singapore(Government,(2006b;(Yuen,(1996).(
Towards(the(end(of(the(1990s,(urban(greening(efforts(had(progressed(to(a(point(where(there(was(limited(space(remaining(to(plant(more(trees(or(ground(level(vegetation((Neo,(et(al.,(2012).(The(City( in( a( Garden( vision( began( to( take( hold( towards( the( end( of( the( Century,( and(was( formally(adopted( by( the( Garden( City( Action( Committee( in( 2004( as( their( vision( statement( (Neo,( et( al.,(2012).(This(marked(a(transition(in(the(conceptualisation(of(Singapore(to(one(in(which(the(built(environment(was(nestled(within(a(green,(landscaped(garden.(The(vision(was(accompanied(by(a(suite(of(policies(and(programs,( including( the(Streetscape(Greenery(Master(Plan;( the(Parks(and(Waterbodies(Plan;(various(skyrise(greenery(initiatives;(continued(commitment(to(the(creation(of(the(Park(Connector(Network;(and(the(Gardens(by(the(Bay(development.((
Although(the(early(development(and(implementation(of(the(urban(greening(agenda(in(Singapore(was( primarily( a( top=down( directive,( from( the( prime( minister( and( implemented( through( the(government((Poon(Hong(Yuen,(cited(in(Auger,(2013;(Centre(for(Liveable(Cities,(2013),(significant(efforts( began( in( the(new(millennium( to( engage( citizens( in( the(production( and(maintenance(of(urban(greenspace.( In(particular,( the(Community( in(Bloom(programme,(which(was( launched( in(2005(formalised(citizen(participation(in(urban(greenery((NParks,(2013a).(In(2007,(the(Centre(for(Urban(Greenery(and(Ecology((CUGE)(was(established(as(a(government=industry(partnership(to(conduct(research(into(new(and(improved(forms(of(urban(nature,(and(capacity(building(efforts(to(increase(their(use((Centre(for(Urban(Greenery(and(Ecology,(2013a,(2013b;(Er(&(Chiew,(2013).((
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Showcase(developments(seen(in(Singapore(today(include(the(1.6(kilometre(elevated(Forest(Walk(incorporating(the(award(winning(Alexandra(Arch,(the(Khoo(Teck(Puat(hospital(and(the(Gardens(by(the(Bay(development,(which(epitomise(a(new(“city(in(a(garden”(paradigm(for(urban(greening(in(Singapore.(
6.6.3 Key(findings(
The(following(paragraphs(highlight(key(findings(regarding(the(process(of(mainstreaming(the(use(of( green( infrastructure( in( Singapore,( drawing( from( the( case( study( description( presented( in(Appendix(D.(= Strong- leadership- and- vision- created- and- progressed- the- urban- greening- agenda:( Prime(Minister(Lee(Kuan(Yew(is(credited(as( the( ‘ideological(architect’(of(a(city=wide(tree(planting(campaign,( and( the( ‘Garden( City’( Campaign( (Geh(&( Sharp,( 2008).( He( personally( linked( the(city’s(economic(prosperity(with(well(cared(for(urban(nature,(and(continued(to(drive(an(urban(greening( agenda( despite( a( lack( of( performance( or( economic( data,( and( limited( resources((Lian,(2000;(Tan,(et(al.,(2013).(This( leadership(ensured(these(measures(proceeded,(even( in(the(face(of(public(complaints(about(leaf(litter,(clogged(up(drains,(mosquito(breeding,(and(that(money(would(be(better( spent(addressing(housing,( job(and( food( shortages.(Once( the(urban(greening(measures(had(been(demonstrated,( the(public(have(become( fervent( supporters(of(urban( nature( and( now( protest( any( proposals( to( reduce( this( (Centre( for( Liveable( Cities,(2013).( Lee( also( played( a( critical( role( in( establishing( and( directing( institutions,( and(individuals(within( those( institutions,( that(have( since( sustained( the(urban(greening( agenda((Gwee,(2012).(This( includes( for(example(creating(the(first(environmental(agency((the(Anti=Pollution( Unit)( and( placing( this( within( the( Prime( Minister’s( Office,( thus( prioritising(environmental( protection( within( the( broader( context( of( economic( development( (Geh( &(Sharp,( 2008).( Lee’s( prioritisation( of( urban( greening( contributed( significantly( to( budgetary(allocations.( In( 1978,( it( is( reported( that( the( Prime(Minister( Lee( called( a(meeting( with( the(Garden(City(Action(Committee( to( discuss( the(Garden(City( vision,( during(which( he(made( it(clear(to(civil(servants(that(increased(funding(should(be(channelled(towards(urban(greening.(As( a( consequence,( the( budget( grew( 10=fold( by( 1980( compared( to( 1973( levels( (after(inflation).(Additional(staff(were(recruited(to(develop(urban(greenery((Auger,(2013).((= Crises- forced- action- and- change:( At( the( time( of( gaining( independence( in( 1965,( Singapore(faced(high(unemployment(rates((10=12(per(cent),(housing(shortages,(low(standard(of(living,(a(lack(of(resources(and(land,(significant(poverty,(economic(instability,(a(lack(of(sanitary(sewers(and( a( heavily( impacted( environment.( As( a( small,( developing( nation( with( no( natural(resources,(there(was(an(urgent(need(to(consider(the(nation’s(economic(development((Tan,(et(
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al.,(2009).(The(Singapore(government(began(to(invest(heavily(in(measures(to(promote(export(orientated(industrialisation(and(to(attract(foreign(investment((Tan,(et(al.,(2009).(Under(Lee’s(influence,(this( included(investment(urban(greening(and(environmental( improvement(based(on( a( philosophy( that( a( “clean( and( green”( environment.( Lee( proclaimed( that( this( would(differentiate( Singapore( from( other( Asian( cities,( attract( investment,( retain( talent,( and( was(essential(to(an(ongoing(high(quality(of(life.(The(government(had(to(borrow(heavily(from(the(World(Bank( to( fund( these( improvements,( and( their( commitment( is( notable( given( the( long(timeframes( over( which( the( benefits( and( outcomes( of( this( expenditure( would( become(evident.( Even( from( these( early( days( in( the( nation’s( history( there( was( a( perspective( on(economic( growth( that( this( was( best( achieved( in( conjunction( with( environmental(improvement,( rather( than(compromising( the(environment(and(cleaning( it(up( later( (Tan,(et(al.,(2009).(= Interdepartmental-cooperation-enabled-a-wholeJofJgovernment-approach,-and-was-facilitated-
through- topJdown- leadership:- Urban( greening( in( Singapore( was( pursued( by( multiple(government( authorities( within( the( context( of( urban( planning( and( infrastructure(development( (Auger,(2013;(Yuen,(1996).(Leadership( from(Lee,( as(well( as( from( the(Garden(City( Action( Committee( which( comprised( high=level( civil( servants( representing( all( the(ministries(and(statutory(boards(contributing(to(the(greening(effort,(enabled(this(by(breaking(down(government(silos(and(facilitated(a(whole=of=government(approach(to(urban(greening((Er( &( Chiew,( 2013).( This( was( also( facilitated( through( the( structure( of( government(departments,(and(namely(the(placement(of(the(agency(responsible(for(urban(greening(in(the(1960s( (Parks( and( Trees( Unit( (PTU))( within( the( Roads( Branch( of( the( Public( Works(Department( in( the(Ministry( of( National( Development,( rather( than(within( an( environment(ministry( (Er( &( Chiew,( 2013).( Consequently,( urban( greening( provisions( were( built( into(infrastructure( development( policies( (for( transport( infrastructure( and( buildings).( The( PTU(later(became(the(Parks(and(Recreation(Department,(and(was(merged(with(NParks( in(1996,(which( had( a( close( working( relationship( with( the( Urban( Redevelopment( Authority( (URA).(This(marked( a( paradigm( shift,( in(which( the( focus( of( urban( greenery(development(was( for(social(wellbeing(and( lifestyle( for(residents(and(visitors.(By(being(within(the(same(ministry,(the(vision(for(urban(greening(was(integrated(into(all(of(Singapore’s(key(development(plans((Er(&(Chiew,(2013).(= Long-term,-integrated-planning-including-land-use-planning-was-key-component-of-Singapore’s-
urban-greening- success:-The( British( left( a( legacy( of( spatial( land( use( planning( in( Singapore((Yuen,(2011).(The(1958(Master(Plan(developed(prior(to(independence(set(urban(boundaries,(and( sought( to(drastically( reduce( the( slums( through( the(development(of(new( towns( (Yuen,(
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1996).( The( Concept( Plan( was( implemented( in( 1972( as( a( long=range,( integrated( plan( to(provided(greater(flexibility(in(response(to(the(rapidly(changing(circumstances(in(Singapore,(and( is( a( principle( mechanisms( for( addressing( urban( problems( and( meeting( growth(requirements( (Wong,( et( al.,( 2008;( Yuen,( 1996).( This(was( particularly( critical( in( Singapore(given( their( land( constraints( (Wong,( et( al.,( 2008).( All( agencies( involved( in( the( economic,(social,( environmental( and( infrastructure( development( of( Singapore( worked( together( to(address( conflicts( and( trade(offs( through( the( framework(of( the(Concept(Plan( (Yuen,( 1996).(The(Concept(Plan((and(the(Master(Plans(which(are(developed(within(the( framework(of( the(Concept( Plan)( remains( a( principle( mechanism( directing( the( economic( development( of(Singapore,( and( urban( greening( is( a( central( strategy( in( this.( The( three( Concept( Plans(developed( since( independence( formalise( the( use( of( urban( nature( in( the( development( of(Singapore(in(ways(consistent(with(the(evolving(overarching(vision(for(Singapore,(and(which(balance(the(creation(of(this(urban(nature(with(other(priorities((Yuen,(1996).(= Urban-greening-was-initially-focused-on-highJvisibility-areas:-The(first(phase(of(urban(greening(in( Singapore( from( the( 1960s( was( focused( on( softening( the( appearance( of( the( rapidly(increasingly(amount(of(concrete(and(infrastructure,(and(the(strategic(use(of(nature(to(create(an(image(of(Singapore((Auger,(2013).(This(includes(for(example(vegetating(the(roads(to(Paya(Lebar(Airport(to(hide(illegal(squatters(and(dilapidated(buildings,(and(later(to(Changi(Airport,(which(opened(in(1981,(as(these(were(the(first(that(visitors(to(Singapore(saw.(In(the(case(of(Changi( airport,( tens( of( thousand(of( plants(were(planted( around( carparks,( the( expressway,(ramps(and(other(such(infrastructure.(Huge(quantities(of(top(soil(and(seed(were(also(acquired(to(cover(the(recently(reclaimed(land(around(the(airport(as(part(of(the(airport’s(development,(such(that(by( the( time(the(airport(opened(these(plants(were(already(growing(profusely(and(ensured(visitors(had(a(distinctive(and(aesthetically(pleasing(experience(on(arriving((Auger,(2013).(Throughout(Singapore,(concrete(structures(were(roughened(and(coated(with(stucco(to( enable( climbing( plants( to( cover( these,( and( elevated( flyovers( and( highways( were(constructed( with( two( carriageways( with( a( gap( between( to( enable( vegetation( to( grow(beneath((Auger,(2013).(Bridges(were(constructed(with(additional(structural(loading(to(allow(bougainvillea(to(be(planted(in(troughs(along(the(edges((Auger,(2013).(The(Parks(and(Trees(Act((1975)(required(roadside(planting,(and(until(2005(for(buildings(alongside(major(roads(to(have(a(vegetated(buffer(strip((Tan,(et(al.,(2013).(-= Requiring-urban-greening-as-part-of-infrastructure-development-has-been-a-critical-component-
of-Singapore’s-approach:-Requirements(under(the(Parks(and(Trees(Act(for(vegetated(buffers(along(roadsides,(buildings,(overhead(bridges(and(other(such(infrastructure(ensured(the(city(greened(as(it(developed((Er(&(Chiew,(2013;(Tan,(et(al.,(2013).(Consequently,(even(though(the(
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built(up(area(in(Singapore(expanded(by(80(per(cent(from(1967(to(1982,(and(the(amount(of(land( covered( by( forests,( swamps( and( agriculture( decreased( by( 30( to( 40( per( cent,( within(urban( confines( the( amount( of( nature( increased( from( both( greened( infrastructure( and( the(creation(of(parks(and(open(space((which(increased(by(143(per(cent(during(the(same(period)((Yuen,(1996).(= An- actionJcentred- approach- to- testing- new- ideas- and- directions- allowed- for- change- and-
innovation:(A(strong(culture(of(“getting(things(done”( in(Singapore,(and(being(willing(to(test(and(refine(ideas(as(“pragmatic,(purposeful(experimentation”((Neo(Boon(Siong,(cited(in(Centre(for( Liveable( Cities,( 2013)( enabled( Singapore( to( move( ahead( quickly( with( their( urban(greening(agenda(and(to(innovate(new(ways(of(integrating(nature(into(the(built(environment(despite(a(lack(of(experience.(This(was(considered(a(valuable(culture(that(has(contributed(to(Singapore’s(being(a(leader(in(urban(greening((Centre(for(Liveable(Cities,(2013).(= Citizen- and- nonJgovernment- organisations- played- an- important- advocacy- role:( The( Nature(Society( (Singapore)( (NSS)( was( critical( in( advocating( for( the( protection( of( the( 85( hectare(Sungei( Buloh( site( as( a(mangrove(wetland( reserve( for(migratory( birds( in( 1988( (Centre( for(Liveable(Cities,(2013;(Er(&(Chiew,(2013),( and( in(1990(developed(a(Master(Plan( for(Nature(Conservation( in( 1990( which( recommended( sites( for( conservation,( some( of( which( were(incorporated(into(the(1992(Singapore(Green(Plan((Centre(for(Liveable(Cities,(2013).((= Tension-still-exists-between-forms-and-uses-of-urban-nature:-Almost( all( of( the(original( forest(cover( in( Singapore( was( destroyed( due( to( agriculture,( industrialisation( and( urbanisation.(Efforts( to( green( the( city( during( the( 1960s( and( 1970s( were( pragmatic,( focusing( on( fast=growing(species(that(could(survive(in(urban(conditions(and(which(contributed(to(the(urban(amenity,( many( of( which( were( not( native( (Auger,( 2013;( Yuen,( 1996).( Tension( has( been(evident(over( the(50=years(of(Singapore’s(greening(between(the(creation(of(green(and(open(space( for( human( recreation( and( visual( amenity,( and( for( environmental( concerns( and(biodiversity(protection((Auger,(2013;(Yuen,(1996).(These(tensions(remain(today,(and(are(the(subject(of(ongoing(negotiation(within(government(and(externally(with(citizens,(in(large(part(underpinned( by( the( critical( issue( of( land( shortages( that( impose( difficulties( in( creating(dedicated(nature(reserves((Centre(for(Liveable(Cities,(2013).(= An-intrinsic-appreciation-of-the-value-of-nature-has-developed-through-personal-experience:(A(cultural( appreciation( of( the( value( of( urban( nature( appears( to( have( been( developed( in(Singapore(over(time((despite(some(initial(resistance(and(scepticism),(such(that(the(benefits(do( not( need( to( be( quantified( in( order( to( justify( expenditure( (Centre( for( Liveable( Cities,(2013).(For( instance,(at( the(KTP(hospital,( the(greening(budget( is(considered(to(be(relatively(secure,( as( there( is( inherent( recognition( that( this( provides( benefits( to( patients( and( the(
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hospital(budget((NParks,(2013c;(Tan,(2013).(Private(property(owners(are(reported(to(invest(in( building=integrated( nature( for( a( range( of( motivations( (in( cases( where( this( is( not(mandatory),(including(to(create(a(featured(showpiece,(to(create(more(aesthetic(environment(for(building(tenants,(to(increase(tenancy(rates(and(rents,(or(for(functional(outcomes(such(as(food( production,( to( create( useable( space( for( building( tenants( or( to( reduce( cooling( costs((NParks,(2013c).(= Innovation- in- urban- greening- helped- balance- competing- land- use- demands:( Innovation( has(underpinned(Singapore’s(greening(to(address( land(constraints(and(competing(demands(for(this( land( and( resources.( There( has( also( been( a( focus( on( expanding( the(multi=functionality(and( benefits( of( urban( nature.( Some( key( examples( of( this( include( creating( links( between(nature(reserves(to(enable(the(dispersion(of(genetic(material(from(species(living(within(what(were( previously( isolated( habitats.( These( took( advantage( of( under=utilised( land,( such( as(drainage(and(road(reserves,(and(have(created(the(possibility(for(a(linear(park(system(linking(larger(natural( reserves( for( the(people(of( Singapore,( and(have(become(popular( jogging(and(walking(routes.(200(kilometres(of(the(Park(Connector(Network(are(in(place(today,(and(plans(exist( to( expand( this( to(300(kilometres(by(2015( (Er(&(Chiew,(2013).(( The(balance(between(nature( conservation( and( species( migration( and( human( use( of( such( areas( is( found( by(developing(elevated(walkways(in(some(areas,(with(which(people(can(experience(the(canopy(of(the(forest(below,(take(advantage(of(elevated(views(of(the(city(and(ocean,(and(further(their(appreciation(of( the(nature(around( them.(Walkways(are( lined(with(educational(placards,( to(help(draw(people’s(attention(to(the(diversity(and(complexity(of(the(life(around(them((Reeve,(2013a).(Extensive(land(reclamation(has(added(around(100(square(kilometres(of(land,(and(an(additional(100(square(km(planned(by(2030((Resource(Renewal(Institute,(n.d.)(and(there(is(a(strong(focus(on(greening(buildings,(verge(strips(and(other(high=impact(areas(that(minimise(land=use(demands((Centre(for(Liveable(Cities,(2013;(Urban(Redevelopment(Authority,(2009).(Research( is( ongoing( in( Singapore( to( enhance( urban( greening( and( develop( new( ways( of(integrating( nature( into( the( urban( environment.( For( example,( at( HortPark,( research( areas(display( large( green(wall( and( green( roof( testing( areas,(where( visitors( can( see( how( various(technologies( fare( over( time( (Reeve,( 2013a).( The( Centre( for( Urban( Greenery( and( Ecology((CUGE)( and( HortPark( both( develop( and( share( industry( expertise( on( urban( greening.(Through(CUGE,(horticultural(training(is(provided(to(meet(internally(benchmarked(standards(for(best(practice((Centre(for(Urban(Greenery(and(Ecology,(2013b).((= Multiple- policy- instruments- directed- the- comprehensive- use- of- urban- nature- across- land- use-
types-and-situations:(Mandatory(requirements,(such(as(the(Landscape(Replacement(Policy(for(Strategic(Areas((Urban(Redevelopment(Authority,(2009)(direct(the(use(of(integrated(nature(
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in( dense( parts( of( the( city( in( new( developments,( whilst( the( Parks( and( Trees( Act( requires(vegetated( buffer( zones( shielding( buildings( from( nearby( roadways( (Tan,( et( al.,( 2013).(Financial( incentives( encourage( retrofits( in( existing( buildings( (Building( and( Construction(Authority,( 2013;( NParks,( 2012)( and( a( rating( scheme( creates(market( incentives( for( urban(greening(and(sustainable(design( throughout( the(city( (Building(and(Construction(Authority,(2014).( Policies( for( government( investment( and( infrastructure( development( ensure( that(roads(and(publically(owned(areas(are(greened((NParks,(2013b),(and(government(investment(and( action( is( directed( by( a( number( of( policies( and( strategies( that( address( open( space(requirements( (Inter=Ministerial(Committee(on(Sustainable(Development,( 2009;(Ministry(of(National( Development,( 2013),( streetside( greenery( (NParks,( 2002)( and( holistic( water(management((Public(Utilities(Board,(2011).(= Community-engagement-expands-government-capacity- to-create-and-maintain-urban-nature:-Community( partnership( plays( a( pivotal( role( in( stretching( the( budget( of( NParks.( The(Communities( in(Bloom(program(has(grown(to(around(600(groups,(however( the(size(of( the(NParks(team(that(manages(these(volunteers(has(remained(stable(due(to(system(by(which(the(government(acts(as(a(facilitator(and(trainer,(with(the(groups(acting(autonomously.(The(city(identifies(good(gardeners(to(act(as(ambassadors,(to(link(groups(and(promote(the(programme((Centre( for( Liveable( Cities,( 2013).( The( city( faces( the( challenge( of( encouraging( these(volunteers(to(also(get(their(hands(dirty(in(the(planting(and(maintenance(of(nature(features,(and(not( just( in( running(guided( tours(and(educational(outreach.(They(are(experimenting( in(some(areas(on(ways(of(doing(this((Poon(Hong(Yuen,(cited(in(Centre(for(Liveable(Cities,(2013).(With(KTP(hospital,(the(chief(gardener(considered(that(their(budget(for(greening(–(whilst(not(enormous(–(was(secure,(due(to(high=level(recognition(of(the(value(of(their(work.(This(budget(is( supplemented( by( the( sale( of( produce( grown( on( the( hospital’s( rooftop( garden,( which( is(largely(maintained(by(volunteers.(The(hospital(has(streamlined(maintenance(requirements(through(a(large(number(of(innovations(and(experience,(such(that(the(entire(hospital(gardens(and(grounds(require(only(six(staff((Tan,(2013).-
6.7 Case(Study(Site(/(Toronto,(Canada(
The( following( sub=sections( outline( the( process( of( developing( a( green( roof( bylaw( in( Toronto,(including(the(drivers(for(encouraging(green(roofs,(the(process(of(developing(and(implementing(the( Bylaw,( and( the( key( lessons( learned.( The( Bylaw( sits( within( a( broader( context( of( urban(greening,( with( a( range( of( other( biophilic( elements( encouraged( and( used( (Garrison( &( Hobbs,(2011b).( In( particular,( this( includes( Toronto’s( efforts( to( address( climate( change( including( the(Deputy(City(Manager’s(requirement(for(all(City(Divisions(to(integrate(climate(change(mitigation(
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and( adaptation( into( their( programs( and( to( identify( climate( change( activities( in( their( budget(submissions( (Penny( &( Dickinson,( 2011).( Toronto( was( one( of( the( first( cities( in( Canada( to(establish(a(citywide(response(to(its(vulnerability(to(climate(change((City(of(Toronto,(2007;(City(of(Toronto,( 2008),( and( as( a( consequence( of( this( commitment,( various( government( departments(have( invested( in( research( investigations( into( vulnerability( to( climate( change( impacts,( such( as(flood(risk;(pressures(on(the(water(supply(system(due(to(drought;(risk(to(the(urban(forest(from(pests( and( extreme( climatic( conditions;( risks( to( the( Toronto( population( from( heat;( and(vulnerability( of( the( electricity( network( to( increasing( and( peak( demand( (Penny( &( Dickinson,(2009).(The(Green(Roof(Bylaw(and(EcoRoof(Incentive(were(developed(as(part(of(the(City’s(climate(change(strategy.(Other(commitments(have(included(doubling(the(city’s(tree(canopy(by(2050(from(17(to(34(per(cent(coverage,(with( the( intention(of(cooling( the(city,( reducing(stormwater(runoff,(improving(air(quality(and(sequestering(carbon;(and(enhancing(the(Toronto(Green(Standard(such(that(the(minimum(Tier(1(standards(apply(to(all(new(development(sin(the(City;( incentives(were(introduced(for(buildings(going(beyond(minimum(requirements((Penny(&(Dickinson,(2009).(
The(well(documented( journey( towards( the(mainstream(use(of(green(roofs,( and( the(pioneering(role(of(Toronto(took( in(this(regard( in(North(America,( is(such(that(a( focus(on(green(roofs(alone(has(potential( to(provide( insights( into(how(cities( in(Australia(could(similarly(work( towards( the(mainstream(use(of(a(non=conventional(biophilic(element(which(had(limited(prior(application(in(Australia.(
6.7.1 National(case(study(context(
Bilateral( agreements( between( Canada( and( the( US( developed( since( 1909( –( with( substantial(measures( introduced( throughout( the(1970s( =( ( to( improve(water(quality( in( the(Great(Lakes(set(strict( controls( for(discharges( to( the(Lakes(at( a(national( level.(This( led( to( requirements( for( the(City( of( Toronto( to( manage( urban( stormwater( runoff( and( frequent( CSO( events,( which( caused(Toronto(to(be( listed(as(an(“Area(of(Concern(for(the(Great(Lakes”((Williams,(1992;(Toronto(and(Regional( Conservation( Authority,( 2009).( Over( subsequent( years,( this( has( led( to( increasingly(stringent( sewer=use(bylaws( introduced( to( regulate(what( could(be(disposed(of( into( the( sewers((Podolsky( &( MacDonald,( 2008),( with( the( Wet( Weather( Flow( Management( Master( Plan(introduced( in( 2000( calling( for( CA$1.03( billion( of( investment( in( both( green( and( grey(infrastructure(to(meet(the(City’s(stormwater(discharge(requirements,(including(the(use(of(green(roofs((Garrison(&(Hobbs,(2011;(City(of(Toronto,(n.d.=g).(
Other( than( this( bilateral( agreement,( however,( there( are( few(policies( and( legislation( that( have(driven(urban(greening(at(a(local(level(in(Canada,(with(states(and(municipalities(taking(a(leading(
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role( in( this( area( (Lindsay( &( Chrisholm,( 2004).( Despite( significant( national( concern( over(environmental(deterioration,(and(in(particular(acid(rain(and(the(deterioration(of(the(Great(Lakes(in( the( 1980s,( which( sparked( a( Canada=wide( push( for( environmental( conservation( (Williams,(1992),(more(recently,(Canada(has(been(criticised(for(a(lack(of(environmental(protection((Waldie,(2013).(
6.7.2 Case(study(overview(
Toronto(was(the(first(city(in(North(America(to(introduce(legislation(requiring(green(roofs(to(be(installed(on(new(and(redeveloped(buildings.(The(Green(Roof(Bylaw(was(introduced(in(May(2009,(and( incrementally( required( new( residential,( commercial,( institutional( and( industrial(developments( to( include( a( green( roof( on( 20=60( per( cent( of( the( roof( space,( depending( on( the(building( type(and( floor(area((City(of(Toronto,(n.d.=d).(The(Bylaw( is(part(of( the(broader(Climate(Change,( Clean( Air( and( Sustainable( Energy( Action( Plan,( which( outlines( an( environmental(framework(that(sets(the(goal(of(reducing(Toronto’s(greenhouse(gas(emissions(by(2050((City(of(Toronto,(n.d.=d).(
The( process( of( developing( the( Green( Roof( Bylaw( was( strategic,( well( documented,( and(demonstrably( successful( and( has( consequently( provided( guidance( to( many( cities( around( the(world( seeking( to( similarly( introduce( measures( to( encourage( or( mandate( green( roofs.( The(promotion( of( green( roofs( in( Toronto( began( informally( in( the( 1990s( with( several( community(groups( and( volunteers,( such( as( the( Rooftop(Garden(Resource( Group,( Green(Roofs( for(Healthy(Cities((GRHC)((Green(Roofs(for(Healthy(Cities,(n.d.=a)(and(the(Toronto(Food(Policy(Council((City(of( Toronto,( n.d.=g).( A( number( of( green( roofs( were( voluntarily( installed( by( businesses( and(community(groups.( In(addition,(GRHC(collaborated(with(the(National(Research(Council(Canada(to( develop( two( green( roof( demonstration( projects( (the( Toronto( City( Hall( and( Eastview(Community( Centre).( Ongoing( advocacy( by( individuals(within(GRHC( to( Toronto( City( Council( is(credited( with( having( put( green( roofs( onto( the( agenda( as( part( of( Toronto’s( Environmental(Roundtable,( which( in( turn( catalysed( the( city’s( policy( development( process( (Miller,( 2008).(Consequently,( the( green( roofs(were( first( formally( called( for( in( the( 2001(Environment( Plan( as(part(of(a(broader(strategy(to(produce(a(cleaner,(greener,(healthier(and(more(sustainable(future(for(Toronto((City(of(Toronto,(2000),(although(the(2000(Wet(Weather(Flow(Management(Master(Plan(had(also(listed(green(roofs(as(a(mechanism(to(prevent(and(reduce(stormwater(runoff((City(of(Toronto,(n.d.=e).((
From(this,(the(city(established(a(Green(Roof(Task(Force(in(2003(to(investigate(and(then(promote(the( benefits( of( green( roofs.( A( study( was( commissioned( with( a( grant( from( the( Federation( of(
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Canadian(Municipalities’(Green(Municipal(Funds,(and(in(partnership(with(the(Ontario(Centres(for(Excellence((Canada(Green(Building(Council,(n.d.)(by(Ryerson(University(in(2004(to(estimate(the(potential( use( of( green( roofs( in( Toronto,( including( the( proportion( of( roof( spaces( that( were(suitable,( and( the( net( benefits( that( greening( these( roofs(would( provide( to( the( city.( This( found(initial(upfront(savings(of(CA$313(million(and(annually(savings(of(CA$37(million(to(the(city.(This(study(did(not,( however,( consider( the(benefits( to( individual(property(owners(and(whether( this(would(be(a(cost=effective(investment.((
The(findings(from(this(study(led(to(a(series(of(stakeholder(workshops(in(2005,(which(were(held(to( provide( input( into( the( definition( of( green( roofs,( the( barriers( to( green( roof( development( in(Toronto( and( to( potential( solutions( to( overcome( these( barriers.( This( provided( initial( feedback(and(guidance,(and(led(to(a(series(of(recommendation(regarding(options(for(the(City(of(Toronto(to(encourage(the(use(of(green(roofs((City(of(Toronto,(2005,(n.d.=e).(A(draft(Green(Roof(Bylaw(was(developed(on( the(basis(of( these( recommendations,( and( this(was( subsequently( the( subject(of( a(series( of( stakeholder( workshops( in( 2008( and( 2009.( These( workshops,( as( well( as( over( 150(submissions( to( the( City( of( Toronto( regarding( the( proposed( Bylaw,(were( generally( supportive(however( highlighted( a( number( of( concerns( and( recommendations.( The( proposed( Bylaw( was(revised( on( the( basis( of( these( recommendations,( which( were( predominately( concerned( with(minimising(the(impact(on(various(types(of(property(owners,(and(ensuring(it(achieved(maximum(benefit(to(the(City((City(of(Toronto,(2009).(
In( order( to( develop( the( Bylaw,( Toronto( had( to( gain( an( exemption( from( the( Ontario( Building(Code,(which(prevented(city=level(policies(from(exceeding(those(of(the(state.(This(was(granted(in(the(City(of(Toronto(Act,(and(the(Green(Roof(Bylaw(was(subsequently(passed(and(went(into(effect(from( January( 31,( 2010,( and( incrementally( applied( to( various( types( of( new( and( significantly(redeveloped( properties( (Mitrovic,( 2010).( The( City( had( to( develop( a( technical( Construction(Standard,(and(also(provided(recommendations( for(best(practice,( to( support( the(Bylaw( (City(of(Toronto,(2009).(
This(Toronto(case(study(focuses(on(the(Green(Roof(Bylaw(and(associated(initiatives(to(encourage(green( roofs.( It( is( noted( that( this( sits( within( a( broader( context( of( urban( greening( efforts( and(responses(to(climate(change(in(Toronto.(For(example,(the(restoration(of(the(Don(River,(and(the(West(Don(Lands(Revitalization(project(was(driven(by(citizen(activists(and(volunteers(in(response(to(the(extreme(pollution(and(degradation(of(the(river(system.(The(deindustrialisation(of(Toronto(left(many(vacant(and(underutilised(brownfield(sites(along(the(Don(River.(In(response(to(citizen(calls(for(action(to(remediate(the(river(system,(the(City(of(Toronto(funded(the(Task(Force(to(Bring(Back( the( Don,(which(was( primarily( comprised( of( citizen( volunteers,(who( replanted( extensive(
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areas(alongside(the(River(and(restored(over(twenty(wetlands((Ford,(2011;(Yokohama(&(Amati,(2005;(Donald(2011).(
6.7.3 Key(findings(
The(following(paragraphs(highlight(key(findings(regarding(the(process(of(mainstreaming(the(use(of( green( infrastructure( in( Toronto,( drawing( from( the( case( study( description( presented( in(Appendix(D.(= The- initial- focus- for- green- roofs- centred- around- existing- stormwater-management- concerns:(There(were(multiple(drivers( for(green(roofs( in(Toronto((Banting(et(al.,(2005),(however(the(green( roof( strategy( primarily( “piggybacked”( on( existing( concern( regarding( stormwater(management,( combined( sewer( overflows( and( the( health( of( Lake( Ontario.( This( facilitated(acceptance(of(efforts(to(encourage(green(roofs,(and(ensured(that(policies(and(programs(were(well( targeted( to( the( city’s( needs( (City( of( Toronto,( n.d.=e;( Peck,( personal( communications,(22nd(February,( 2012).( The( co=benefits(were( still( recognised(within( initial( and( subsequent(discussions,(and(were(included(in(an(economic(assessment(of(green(roofs.(This(inclusion(of(co=benefits( provided( an( appreciation( of( how( to( enhance( these( benefits,( and( has( enabled(policies( and( programs( to( provide( the( greatest( benefit( to( the( city( (Doshi,( personal(communications,(24(February,(2012).((= Green- roof- initiatives- were- situated- within- broader- efforts- to- address- environmental- and-
climate-change-impacts:(Green(space(planning(and(development(in(Toronto(began(in(earnest(following(Hurricane(Hazel,(which(in(1954(ravaged(the(city(and(prompted(the(acquisition(of(flood( lands( to( protect( the( city( from( future( natural( disaster.( These( lands(were( additionally(used( for( recreation(and(conservation( (De(Sousa,(2003).(The(deindustrialisation(of(Toronto(led(to(vacant(and(underutilised(brownfield(areas(throughout(the(city,(which(citizen(activists(lobbied(to(be(revitalised(to(assist(in(repairing(the(City’s(rivers(and(environmental(quality((De(Sousa,(2003;(Nichols,(2009;(Ford,(2011).(From(67(hectares( in(1953,(Toronto’s(green(space(had(grown(to(over(8000(hectares(by(1999((De(Sousa,(2003).(A(suite(of(environmental(problems(underpinned(strong(commitment(from(the(City’s(Mayor(to(address(climate(change,(including(experiencing(the(hottest(and(smoggiest(summer(in(the(City’s( history( in( 2005;( research( identifying( that( urban( temperatures( had( increased( by( on(average( 2.7oC( over( the( last( four( decades( due( to( a( combination( of( climate( change,( the(UHI(effect( and( increase( in( Lake(Ontario’s( surface( temperature( due( to( its( use( as( a( heat( sink( by(nearby(power(plants(with(impacts(on(mortality(rates(and(electricity(demand;(and(increases(in(rainstorms(increasing(in(intensity,(with(eight(major(local(floods(between(1986(and(2006(including( 2005( floods(which( caused( over( half( a( billion( Canadian( dollars(worth( of( damage(
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(Penney(&(Dickenson,( 2009).( The( city’s( climate( change( strategy( led( to( all( city( department(identifying( risks( and( vulnerabilities( from( climate( change,( and( commitments( including(doubling( the(city’s(canopy(cover(by(2050(and(encouraging(green(roofs( throughout( the(city((Penney(&(Dickenson,(2009).(= Local- knowledge- and- experience-were- developed- to- support- the- green- roofs- strategy:( There(was( a( lack( of( knowledge( regarding( green( roof( technologies( and( systems( appropriate( for(Toronto’s( climate( and( location,( the( costs( and( benefits( of( such( systems,( how( to( encourage(their(use,(and(how(many(roofs(would(be(suitable(for(a(green(roof(in(Toronto((Peck,(Callahan,(Kuhn,(&(Bass,(1999).(To(address(these(knowledge(gaps,(several(government(and(community(organisations(partnered( in(2000( to(develop(green( roof(demonstration(projects( to(gather(a(technical( performance( data,( cost=benefit( data( and( to( increase( industry( and( community(awareness( about( green( roofs( (Banting,( et( al.,( 2005;( Gutteridge( &( Husain,( 2007).( This(informed(the(2005(investigation(of(the(feasibility(of(green(roofs,(which(evaluated(a(range(of(costs(and(benefits(associated(with(green(roofs(and(determined(the(approximate(number(of(green(roofs(that(could(be(installed(throughout(the(city((as(discussed(below)((Banting,(et(al.,(2005).(= An-investigation-into-the-feasibility-of-green-roofs-provided-a-basis-for-the-Green-Roof-Strategy:(The(City(commissioned(a(feasibility(analysis(from(Ryerson(University(in(2004((completed(in(2005),(which(drew(on(local(data(gained(from(demonstration(projects(as(well(as(international(research(and(experience(to(develop(models(to(estimate(the(potential(city=wide(benefit(of(the(widespread( application( of( green( roofs( (Banting,( et( al.,( 2005).( The( study( estimated( the(number(of(roofs(on(which(green(roofs(could(be(installed,(what(benefits(would(be(provided(to(the(city(as(a(whole(if(these(roofs(were(installed,(and(what(costs(would(be(incurred(in(doing(so.(Many(of(the(benefits(could(not(be(quantified,(such(as(the(aesthetic(improvement(of(urban(landscape,(increase(in(property(values,(benefits(resulting(from(green(roofs(used(as(amenity(spaces,(use(of(green(roof(for(food(production,(and(increased(biodiversity.(Some(costs(could(also( not( be( quantified,( such( as( the( costs( of( running( programs( to( encourage( green( roofs.(Further,(many( assumptions(had( to( be(made( in(modelling( the( city=wide( costs( and(benefits,(including(for(example(that(appropriate(roofs(in(Toronto(would(have(75(per(cent(green(roof(coverage( (Banting,( et( al.,( 2005).( Despite( these( assumptions( and( gaps,( the( study( was(successful( in( its( goal,( of( demonstrating( the( potential( for( substantial( public( benefits( from(green(roofs,(such(that(City(efforts(to(encourage(these(were(warranted((Banting,(et(al.,(2005;(Doshi,( 2012).( This( provided( a( foundation( for( subsequent( efforts( to( encourage( green( roofs(and(develop(the(Green(Roof(Bylaw((Banting,(et(al.,(2005;(City(of(Toronto,(n.d.=e).(Importantly,(in(identifying(the(extent(of(suitable(roof(space,(and(the(proportional(ownership(of(such(roofs(
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by( residential,( commercial,( municipal( and( industrial( sectors,( the( city( was( able( to( tailor(efforts(towards(key(sectors((Doshi,(personal(communications,(24(February,(2012).(= Multiple- policy- instruments- directed- the- use- of- green- roofs- in- various- property- types- and-
situations:-The(Green(Roof(Bylaw(has(incrementally(mandated(the(installation(of(green(roofs(on(new(and(redeveloped(properties(beginning(with(residential,(commercial(and(institutional(developments( with( a(minimum( Gross( Floor( Area( of( 2,000m2( applying( for( a( new( building(permit( from( January( 31,( 2010,( and( industrial( developments( as( of( April( 30,( 2012( (City( of(Toronto,( n.d.=d).( The( Bylaw( is( aligned( with( the( Toronto( Green( Standard,( which( sets(mandatory( base( requirements( (Tier( 1)( for( new( developments,( and( offers( incentives( for(beyond( compliance( (Tier(2)( initiatives,(with( the(use(of( various( integrated(natural( features(are( suggested( as( strategies( to( achieve( compliance( in( categories( of( energy( efficiency,(mitigated( UHI( effect,( minimised( greenhouse( gas( emissions,( and( minimised( stormwater(runoff((City(of(Toronto,(n.d.=i,(n.d.=j).(Financial(incentives(are(offered(for(green(roof(retrofits(in( properties( not( otherwise( being( redeveloped,( as( these( are( not( covered( by( the( Bylaw( or(Toronto( Green( Standard( (City( of( Toronto,( n.d.=a,( n.d.=b).( Finally,( a( City( policy( adopted( in(2008(requires(that(all(new(city=owned(buildings,(or(any(being(reroofed,(install(a(green(roof(covering(at(least(50(per(cent(of(the(roof,(or(60(per(cent(if(the(building(has(a(gross(floor(area(larger( than( 20,000m2( (where( technically( practical)( (City( of( Toronto,( 2010,( n.d.=c).( These(standards( are( consistent( with( corresponding( LEED( standards,( such( that( a( building( that(meets( Toronto( Green( Standard( requirements( also( qualify( for( LEED( credits( (Ottawa( City(Council,(2012). = Extensive-consultation- led- to-effective-and-wellJaccepted-mandatory-requirements:( Extensive(community(and(industry(consultation(was(conducted(to(refine(the(proposed(Bylaw(prior(to(it(being(adopted.(Two(rounds(of(workshops(were(held(with(over(150(industry,(technical(and(community( stakeholders( in( 2008( and( 2009( (City( of( Toronto,( 2009).(Written( submissions(were( also( received,( which( were( generally( supportive( of( the( proposed( Bylaw,( and( made(comments(regarding(the(detail(of(the(Bylaw(to(ensure(these(met(the(sustainability(objectives(of( the( City( (City( of( Toronto,( 2009).( During( this( engagement,( concerns( regarding( the(economic( impact(of( the(Bylaw(as(well(as( technical(and(practical( concerns(were(addressed,(and(the(proposed(Bylaw(amended.(This(included(a(reduction(in(the(proposed(percentage(of(the(roof(that(had(to(be(covered(by(a(green(roof(from(75(per(cent(to(a(graduated(requirement(that(minimised( the( impact( on( smaller( developments( (where( the( cost( of( the( green( roof( is(spread(across(a(smaller(number(of(units),(while(ensuring(larger(developments(have(a(larger(green(roof.(Low=rise(residential(developments((less( than(6(storeys(or(20(meters( in(height)(are( excluded( from( the( Bylaw( due( to( the( high( cost( implications( for( individual( property(
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owners((City(of(Toronto,(2009,(n.d.=h).(Requirements(for(industrial(buildings(were(adjusted(in( recognition( of( the( different( economic( circumstances( of( this( class( of( buildings( (City( of(Toronto,( 2009;( Peck,( 2012).( Other( changes( resulting( from( the( stakeholder( engagement(included(focusing(on(roofs(with(a(slope(of(up(to(10(per(cent,(rather(than(just(less(than(2(per(cent;(and(requirements( for(having(green(roofs(over(heated(spaces,( rather( than(spaces( that(were(heated(and(cooled((City(of(Toronto,(2009,(n.d.=h).(= Mayoral- leadership-was-highly- influential-on-green-roof-policies:( The(Green(Roof(Bylaw(was(introduced( under( former( Mayor( David( Miller,( during( his( third( term( in( office.( Miller( had(strong(popular(support,(having(won(57%(of(the(vote(in(the(2006(office((City(of(Toronto,(n.d.=m).(The(Green(Roof(Bylaw(has(been(suggested(to(have(been(his(signature(policy((Dale,(2011),(with( the( Mayor( advocating( strongly( for( green( roofs( as( part( of( a( broader( climate( change(agenda.(His(personal(conviction(in(this(area(is(demonstrated(by(his(position(as(chair(of(the(C40(Cities(Network(on(Climate(Change(and(by(the(suite(of(related(policies(introduced(during(his( tenure,( including( the(Toronto(Green(Standard,( the(Wet(Weather(Flow(Master(Plan(and(the(Toronto(Climate(Action(Plan((Mees(and(Driessen,(2011).(The(Bylaw(was(opposed(by(only(two(councillors,(including(Rob(who(became(the(Mayor(of(Toronto(in(2009((David(Miller(did(not(run(for(election)((Lewington,(2009).(As(demonstration(of(the(importance(of(the(Mayor,(Ford(delayed(the(application(of(the(Bylaw(once(in(office(to(industrial(buildings(in(response(to(lobbying( from( the( sector,( primarily( due( to( concerns( over( the( costs( of( green( roofs( (City( of(Toronto,( 2011=b;( Dale,( 2011)( and( allowed( industrial( buildings( to( use( a( cool( roof( coating(rather( than( a( green( roof,( provided( the( property( met( stormwater( management( standards((City(of(Toronto,(2011=a).((= The- limitations- and- challenges- to- green- roofs- were- recognised:( Residential( buildings( with(fewer(than(6(storeys((or(20(meters(in(height)(are(exempt(from(the(Bylaw(in(recognition(that(it( would( impose( too( great( an( economic( cost( given( the( smaller( number( of( units( amongst(which(to(distribute(the(costs.(Similarly,(buildings(that(have(a(tall(tower(above(a(podium(floor(are(required(to(develop(a(green(roof(on(the(podium(only((if(the(if(floor(area(of(the(tower(does(not( exceed( 750( m2)( (City( of( Toronto,( 2013),( due( to( concern( raised( by( stakeholders( that(requirements(to(develop(small(green(roofs(on(top(of(towers(would(provide(minimal(benefit(to( the(City(but( significant( cost( to( the(building(owner( (City(of(Toronto,( 2009).(The( costs(of(installing(green(roofs(on(industrial(buildings(were(noted(to(be(high,(and(costs(could(not(be(distributed( amongst( multiple( property( owners( (as( would( be( the( case( in( a( commercial( or(multi=residence( residential( building).( It(was( estimated( that( green( roof( requirements( could(increase( total( costs(of( construction( in( industrial(buildings(by(between(50(and(70(per(cent,(which( would( serve( as( a( barrier( to( such( development( in( Toronto.( Consequently,( the(
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introduction(of(mandatory(requirements(for(industrial(buildings(was(delayed(until(April(30(2013.( Further,( industrial( buildings( are( required( to( only( install( a( green( roof( covering( the(lesser(of(10(per(cent(of(the(available(roof(space,(or(2000m2.(Industrial(buildings(can(instead(have( a( cool( roof( installed( over( 100( per( cent( of( the( available( roof( space,( and( comply(with(stormwater( management( performance( measures( (i.e.( to( collect( the( first( 5mm( from( each(rainfall(or(50(per(cent(of(the(annual(rainfall(volume)(through(other(measures.(Furthermore,(building( approval( applicants( can( seek( a( Variance( or( Exemption( from( the( Bylaw( where( it(would( be( too( difficult( or( costly( to( install( a( green( roof.( Under( such( circumstances,( the(developer(must(provide(a(cash=in=lieu(payment(of(CA$200(per(square(metre(for(the(reduced(green(roof(area((City(of(Toronto,(n.d.=h).((= Continued- learning- and- improvement- further- enhanced- benefits- and- outcomes:( The( City( of(Toronto( recently( developed( guidelines( for( biodiverse( green( roofs,( such( that( the(environmental( benefits( can( be( enhanced( (Bass,( MacIvor,( &( McGlade,( 2013).( The( City(continues( to( research( and( communicate( best( practice( to( ensure( that( projects( provide(optimal(benefits,(and(incentives(are(available(for(‘beyond(compliance’(aspects(of(green(roof(projects,( such( as( those( that( integrate( minority( communities( or( provide( additional( public(benefits((Verslius,(2012).(= The-costs-of- incentives-were- spread-across-budgets:( Incentives( for( green( roofs(were( funded(through( a( number( of( departments( and( utilities,( through( recognition( of( the( wide( range( of(benefits( that( green( roofs( provide( to( several( departments( and( utilities.( Toronto( Water(provided( funding( for( the( green( roof( incentive( program( to( enhance(municipal( stormwater(management( and( water( quality( (City( of( Toronto,( n.d.=b).( Similarly,( the( Toronto( Hydro(Conservation(and(Demand(Management(program(offered(green(roof( incentives(as(a(way(of(reducing(electricity(demand((City(of(Toronto,(n.d.=f).(The(Toronto(Atmospheric(Fund(helping(fund(green( roof( research( and(demonstration(projects,( as( green( roofs( are( shown( to( reduce(atmospheric(pollution((Green(Roofs(for(Healthy(Cities,(n.d.=b).((= Green-roofs-were-positioned-as-a-costJsaving-measure:(The(cost(of(implementing(the(2003(Wet(Weather( Master( Plan( was( slated( to( exceed( $1( billion( over( 25( years.( Within( this( context,(green(infrastructure(including(green(roofs(are(seen(as(cost(reduction(measures,(particularly(when( costs( can( be( passed( onto( property( owners( (Peck,( personal( communications,( 22nd(February,(2012).(The(Green(Roof(Bylaw(and(Green(Development(Standard(are(likely(to(result(in(6(per(cent(of(Toronto’s(roofs(being(greened(by(2018.(The(estimated(cost(of(CA$36(million(is( largely( borne( by( private( property( owners( and( developers,( and( would( provide( annual(savings(of(CA$100(million(in(stormwater(costs(and($40(million(in(CSO(capital(costs((Garrison(&(Hobbs,(2011b).(
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6.8 Conclusion(
This(Chapter(provides(a(summary(of( the(six(case(studies(developed( in( this(dissertation.(A(rich(narrative(is(evident(within(each(of(these(case(studies(of(the(journey(to(mainstreamed(biophilic(urbanism.(These(provide(diverse(perspectives(on(what(mainstreamed(biophilic(urbanism(looks(like,(and(how(this(is(established(as(a(mainstream(component(of(urban(design(and(development.(This( diversity( appears( linked( to( the( different( context( and( conditions( of( each( city,( and( also(appears( to( reflect( inherent( variation( in( the( nature( of( biophilic( urbanism( and( how( this( is(operationalised.(This(demonstrates(that(there(is(no(single(way(in(which(biophilic(urbanism(can(be(applied(and(mainstreamed,(with(many(opportunities(to(achieve(significant(benefits(through(the( use( of( biophilic( elements( that( are( suited( to( local( context( and( conditions,( and( which( are(encouraged(and(enabled(through(locally=appropriate(mechanisms(and(policy(instruments.(
Beyond(this(diversity,(however,(emergent(patterns(are(evident(across(the(case(studies.(Certain(findings(from(the(sub=research(questions(are(often(echoed(in(many(or(all(case(studies(at(varying(levels( of( abstraction.( This( suggests( that( it( may( be( possible( to( describe( the( similarities( and(dissimilarities( through( a(meta=narrative( that( considers( the( emergent( patterns( across( the( case(studies.(These(emergent(patterns(are(considered(in(the(cross(case(analysis,(which(is(discussed(in(Chapter(7.(
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7 Emergent(pathways(for(mainstreaming(biophilic(urbanism(
(Figure(7.1:(Overview(of(Research(Process,(Phase(4!
Case%study%development:%
Document%analysis%
Interviews%
Direct%observa8on%
%
Literature%Review:%iden8fy%research%problem,%research%
ques8ons%and%ini8al%constructs%(Chapter%2%&%3)%
Literature%Review:%inves8gate%ways%of%
integra8ng%nature%into%ci8es%conducive%with%
urban%consolida8on%
Research%design:%Develop%a%research%approach%to%
address%the%research%ques8ons%(Chapter(4)%
Data%
collec8on%
Within%
case%
analysis%
Cross%case%analysis:%considering%emergent%paFerns%and%
research%findings%
Comparison%of%research%findings%to%extant%literature%
&%theory%
•  Defini8on%of%‘biophilic%urbanism’%within%the%
Australian%context%
•  Taxonomy%of%biophilic%elements%(Chapter(5)%
•  Emergent%paFerns%of%factors%that%create%condi8ons%
conducive%to%mainstreaming%biophilic%urbanism%
(Chapter(7)%
•  Addi8onal%reflec8ons%on%the%research%findings%&%loca8on%
of%the%research%within%extant%literature%(Chapter(8)%
SBEnrc'workshops:%confirm%problem%&%research%focus%
Phase%1:%Establish%the%research%problem%&%ques8ons%
“What'the'field'says,'emergence'of'the'enquiry”%%
Phase%2:%Define%the%research%space%–%
biophilic%urbanism%&%elements%
“What'the'field'says'–'exisAng'knowledge'
of'integrated'nature”'
Phase%3:%Develop%case%studies%S%mainstreaming%biophilic%
urbanism%
“What'is'evident'regarding'the'asClived'experiences'of'B.U.?”''
Phase%4:%Iden8fy%paFerns%in%the%mainstreaming%process%
“What'is'apparent'regarding'the'collecAve'experiences'of'
mainstreaming'B.U.'in'the'case'study'ciAes?'''
Phase%5:%Iden8fy%key%implica8ons%&%situate%the%research%within%the%field%
“How'does'the'research'reflect'&/or'contribute'to'extant'literature?”'
•  Six%case%studies%detailing%the%mainstreaming%process%of%
individual%ci8es%(Chapter(6(&(Appendix(D)%
Integra8ng%the%issues%considered%in%the%disserta8on%
and%reflec8ng%on%the%research%outcomes%%
•  Statement%of%proposi8onal%knowledge%
•  Emergent%opportuni8es%for%government,%nonS
government%stakeholders%&%researchers%(Chapter(9)%
Phase%6:%Conclusions%and%recommenda8ons%
“How'does'the'research'contribute'to'exisAng'knowledge,'&'what'are'the'implicaAons'for'future'pracAce'&'
research?”'
Legend:%
Process%undertaken%in%each%
phase%of%the%research%
•  Outcome(s)%of%each%
phase%of%the%research%
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This( Chapter( presents( the( findings( of( the( cross=case( analysis( of( the( case( studies,( which(comprises( fourteen( factors( observed( to( contribute( to( the( mainstreaming( of( integrated( urban(nature(=(or(biophilic(urbanism(as(defined(in(this(thesis(=(across(the(case(study(cities,(discussed(within( three( categories.( This( builds( on( the( previous( Chapter,( which( summarised( the( six( case(studies.(Each(of(these(six(cities(appear(to(have(gone(through(a(unique(journey(of(mainstreaming(biophilic( urbanism.(These( journeys( are( closely( linked( to( the( contextual( circumstances( of( each(city,( and(diversity( is( seen( in( the(drivers( for(biophilic(urbanism,( the(processes(and( factors( that(helped(to(build(support(and(evidence(for(its(use,(in(the(challenges(that(had(to(be(overcome(and(the(way(in(which(these(were(overcome,(and(in(how(biophilic(urbanism(is(now(embedded(within(the( urban( development( process.( This( indicates( that( there( is( no( singular( way( in( which( such(mainstreaming(occurs.((
In( looking( across( the( findings( of( all( of( the( case( studies,( emergent( patterns( evident(within( the(unique( journey( that( each( city( has( taken( to( mainstream( biophilic( urbanism.( This( includes( a(number( of( factors( that( appear( to( have( been( important( to( these( journeys( in( most( or( all( case(studies.(For( instance,( in(most( case(studies(a( strong(champion(or( leader(agitated( for( the(use(of(urban( nature( and( helped( to( drive( the( process( of( this( becoming( a( mainstream( component( of(urban(development.(Similarly,(most(cities(used(some(form(of(pilot(project(to(gather(experience(and( evidence( of( the( use( of( biophilic( elements.( These( common( factors( are( the( focus( of( this(Chapter,(and(evidence(is(presented(for(each(factor(of(how(this(was(seen(within(each(case(study.(
In(considering(the(roles-that(these(factors(appeared(to(play(in(the(mainstreaming(process,(three(categories(of(factors(emerged,(including:(1. Contextual- factors:( These( are( factors,( or( drivers,( that( appear( to( create( the( context( for( a(mainstreaming(process,(by(challenging(the(status(quo(of(urban(design(and(development(and(creating(an(agenda(for(biophilic(urbanism;(2. Pathway-factors:(These(are(factors(that(appear(to(overcome(barriers(to(mainstream(biophilic(urbanism,( and( which( appear( to( assist( in( increasing( awareness,( acceptance,( evidence,(experience( and( capacity( for( the( design( and( development( of( biophilic( elements,( as(well( as(reducing(costs.((3. Formalising-factors:(These(are(factors(that(appear(to(contribute(to(biophilic(urbanism(being(a(mainstream( urban( design( process( (i.e.( components( of( what( mainstreamed( biophilic(urbanism(looks(like).(
These( categories(are(not(necessarily( temporal(or( linear,( although( some(sequential( aspects( are(evident.( For( example,( the( contextual( factors(were( observed( to( contribute( to( circumstances( in(which(an(agenda(for(biophilic(urbanism(emerged.(This(appeared(to(create(a(basis(for(efforts(to(
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explore(the(use(of(biophilic(urbanism(and(address(barriers(to(its(use.(Increased(experience(in(the(use(of(biophilic(elements( in( turn(appeared( to( support(efforts( to( formalise( their(use.( In( reality,(there(was(much(overlap(between(these(categories(observed(in(the(case(study(cities(that(suggest(that( these( are( neat,( definitive( categories.( Nonetheless,( these( categories( allow( for( a( structured(conversation(about(emergent(patterns(that(assist(in(understanding(these(factors.(
Table(7.1(shows(which(factors(appeared(to(be(important(to(the(mainstreaming(process( in(case(study( city;(whether( they(were( found( to( be(present( but( not( critical;( or(whether( they(were(not(evident(at(all.(This(highlights(the(emergent(nature(of(the(factors(and(categories,(as(there(is(clear(variation(in(the(existence,(and(importance,(of(each(of(the(factors(between(the(case(studies.(It(is(noted(in(addition(that(these(factors(are(not(suggested(to(be(exhaustive;(there(may(be(additional(factors(not(identified(in(this(research,(given(the(limitations(of(the(research(noted(in(Chapter(4.(Table(7.1:(Summary(of(mainstreaming(factors(observed(in(the(case(study(cities((
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Contextual!factors(Visible(challenge(to(‘business(as(usual’(( ✪ ✪ ✪ ✪ ✪ ✪ Strong(leadership( ✪ ✪ ✪ ✪ ✪ ✪ External(policy(change( ✪ ✪ ✪ ✪ - ✪ 
Pathway!factors Baseline(data(( ✪ ✪ ✪ ✪ - ✪ Pilot(projects( ✪ ✪ ✪ ✪ ✪ ✪ Secure(funding(( ✪ ✪ ✪ ✪ ✪ ✪ Cost(benefit(analysis(( - ✪ - ✪ - ✪ Empowered(community(leaders(&(pioneers( ✪ ✪ ✪ ✪ ✪ ✪ Education(and(outreach( ✪ ✪ ✪ ✪ ✪ ✪ 
Formalising!factors Governance(arrangements(&(structures( ✪ ✪ ✪ ✪ ✪ "!Regulatory(framework( ✪ ✪ ✪ ✪ ✪ ✪ Financial(assistance(( ✪ ✪ - ✪ ✪ ✪ Systematised(management(&(maintenance(( ✪ ✪ ✪ ✪ ✪ ✪ Commitment(to(ongoing(research(&(development( ✪ ✪ ✪ ✪ ✪ - 
✪ Emphasised(within(the(data(as(being(highly(important(
✪ Evident(in(the(data,(however(does(not(appear(to(be(critical(
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With( the( limitations( and( emergent( nature( of( the( research( findings( discussed( above( in( mind,(Figure( 7.2( depicts( this( the( categories( of( factors( that( assist( in( the( mainstreaming( of( biophilic(urbanism.( These( factors( are( summarised( in( more( detail( in( Table( 7.2,( along( with( a( brief(description(and(examples( from(the(case(studies( that(help(describe(each(of( the( factors.(Each(of(these(factors(are(then(discussed(in(further(detail,(along(with(evidence(of(how(these(are(seen(in(each(of(the(case(studies,(in(the(sections(that(follow.(
(Figure(7.2:(Illustration(of(the(factors(observed(to(contribute(to(mainstreaming(biophilic(urbanism((
Contextual*Factors*
%
Create'an'agenda'for'biophilic'
urbanism'
'
1  Visible%challenge%to%business%as%
usual%
1  External%policy%change%
1  Strong%leadership%
%
%
%
%
Pathway*Factors*
%
Overcomes'barriers'and'builds'
support'
'
1  Baseline%data%
1  Pilot%projects%
1  Secure%funding%
1  Cost%benefit%analysis%
1  Empowered%community%leaders%
and%pioneers%
1  Educa9on%and%outreach%
%
%
Formalising*Factors*
%
Embed,'reinforce'and'normalise'the'
use'of'biophilic'urbanism'''
'
1  Governance%arrangements%and%
structures%
1  Regulatory%framework%
1  Financial%assistance%
1  Systema9sed%management%and%
maintenance%
1  Commitment%to%ongoing%research%
and%development%
%
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Table(7.2:(Summary(of(factors(observed(to(contribute(to(mainstreaming(biophilic(urbanism((
Mainstreaming+Factors+ Brief+Description+ Examples+
Contextual+factors+Visible(challenge(to(‘business(as(usual’(( A(phenomenon(–(occurring(in(the(environment,(community(or(market(–(that(causes(a(shift(where(current(practice(is(no(longer(viable( Urban(heat(island(effect(Combined(sewer(overflows(Economic(shock(Strong(leadership( A( directive( from( one( or( more( members( of( the( community( that( places( urban(greening(on(the(political(and/or(community(agenda( Mayoral(declaration(CommunityLled(campaign(Individual(citizen(advocates(External(policy(change( A( shift( in( policy( that( alters( the( context( for( urban( development,( creating( new(opportunities(for(urban(greening(( Environmental(impact(legislation(Nature(conservation(requirements(Pricing(of(externalities(
Pathway+factors+Baseline(data(( A( catalogue(of( the( current( context(of( environmental( and( social( characteristics,( in(addition(to(built(form( Spatial(distribution(of(existing(green(space(Map(of(urban(heat(island(effect(Database(of(roof(types(and(location(Pilot(projects( Strategic( implementation( of( projects( that( can( gather( targeted,( local( performance(data,(to(test(feasibility(and(provide(metrics(for(decisionLmakers( SmallLscale(researchLled(green(roof(trial(CommunityLengaged(green(street(installation(IncentiveLbased(private(sector(engagement(Secure(funding(( Having(one(or(more(sources(of(funding(that(provide(a(reliable(basis(from(which(to(facilitate(mainstreaming(initiatives( Federal(or(state(grants(Stormwater(surcharge/(levy(Budget(allocation(Cost(benefit(analysis(( Targeted(information(regarding(costs(and(savings(associated(with(specific(biophilic(elements(drawing(on(local(performance(data(and(international(experience( A(whole(of(life(costing(of(a(green(roof(Offset(stormwater(infrastructure(requirements(Property(value(increase(from(urban(greening(Empowered(community(leaders(and(pioneers( Providing( permission,( funding( and( technical( support( to( promote( and( create(biophilic(elements(within(their(community( Land(and(funding(for(community(gardens(Allow(citizens(to(develop(innovative(greening(projects(Citizen(involvement(in(planning(and(development(processes(Education(and(outreach( Dissemination( of( information( to( industry,( government( and( community( about(biophilic(elements(and(how(they(can(be(designed,(implemented(and(maintained(( Training(workshops(for(industry(Public(access(to(demonstration(sites(MediaLbased(promotion(of(benefits(and(performance(
Formalising+factors+Governance(arrangements(and(structures( Strategic( communication( and( collaboration( within,( between( and( outside(government(departments( Urban(greening(agency(sits(within(infrastructure(department(Senior(position(within(government(for(urban(greening(Interdepartmental(taskforces((Regulatory(framework( Introduction(of(regulations(that(support(the(integration(of(biophilic(elements( Performance(based(stormwater(ordinance(Mandatory(landscaping(requirements(Landscape(and(landLuse(plans(with(prioritised(urban(greening(Financial(assistance(( Monetary( incentives( to(assist(with(upfront(costs(of(developing(biophilic(elements(on(private(properties( Rates(rebate(for(elements(that(capture(stormwater(Density(bonus(for(including(a(green(wall(Free(or(subsidised(shade(trees(for(properties(Systematised(management(and(maintenance(( Procedures,( requirements( and( responsibilities( embedded( within( departments,(approval(processes(and(ongoing(programs(( Mandatory(requirements(for(green(roof(maintenance(plans(Established(governmentLled(maintenance(plan(Community(engagement(program(Commitment(to(ongoing(research(and(development( Funding( and( support( –( in( government,( industry( and( academia( –( for( continued(innovation(and(improvement(of(design,(implementation(and(maintenance( Adaptation(of(policies(&(programs(to(changing(city(conditions(Ongoing(monitoring(and(evaluation(of(installations(Collaborative(industryLgovernment(research(sites(
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7.1 The'contributing'role'of'contextual'factors''
In(the(case(studies,(a(number(of(drivers(for(biophilic(urbanism(were(frequently(seen(across(the(case( study( cities.( In( considering( the( role( that( these( drivers( played,( it( appeared( that( these(presented(a(strong(change(imperative(or(challenge(to(the(status(quo(of(urban(development(and(management.(These(drivers(appeared( to( create(a( seed(of(opportunity,( from(which( subsequent(efforts( to( encourage( the( use( of( biophilic( urbanism(grew.( In( the( case( study(data,( these( drivers(were( often( emphasised( and( discussed( within( the( context( of( being( the( starting( point( for( the(mainstreaming(journey.((
The(observed(drivers(are(grouped(into(three(“contextual(factors”,(presented(in(the(subJsections(below.(This(includes:(1. A(visible(challenge(to(business(as(usual(urban(development;(2. Strong(leadership;(and(3. External(policy(changes(
These(factors(were(not(deliberately(created(within(the(case(study(cities(–(they(generally(appear(to(be(a(function(of(the(city’s(history,(culture,(climate,(and(the(individuals(in(government(as(well(as( leaders(within( the( community.( Their( importance( in( catalysing( a(mainstreaming( agenda( for(biophilic( urbanism( generally( seems( to( have( been( clear( only( in( retrospect.( In( appreciating( the(role( of( these( factors( in( driving( an( agenda( for( biophilic( urbanism,( however,( there( may( be( an(opportunity(to(enhance(these(factors(in(cities(elsewhere.(
7.1.1 Visible'challenge'to'‘business'as'usual’''
In( all( case( study( cities,( a( significant( challenge( to( business( as( usual( urban( development( was(observed(prior( to,(or( in( the(early( stages(of(urban(greening(efforts.(These(challenges(appear( to(have( affected( the( political,( economic( and/or( social( context( for( urban( development,( driving(consideration( of( alternative( processes( and( practices.( These( challenges( did( not( necessarily(appear( suddenly,( and( some( cases( appear( to( have( built( over( time.( In( some( cases,( there( was(evidence(of(a( tipping(point( to( these(challenges,(such(as( the( lawsuit(brought(against( the(City(of(Portland( by( citizens( in( response( to( combined( sewer( overflows,(which( had( been( occurring( for(some(time.(The(challenges(seen(in(the(case(study(cities(are(summarised(in(Table(7.3.(( Table(7.3:(Examples(of(challenges(to(business(as(usual(urban(development(
City% Visible%challenge%to%business%as%usual%Berlin( Highly( visible,( widespread( and( significant( environmental( decline( resulting( from( industrialisation( drove(GermanyJwide( citizen( demand( for( greater( environmental( protection.( The( Federal( Nature( Conservation( Act(
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City% Visible%challenge%to%business%as%usual%(Federal( Republic( of( Germany,( 1998)( was( developed( in( response,( which( protects( nature( and( landscape(throughout(Germany,(and(directs(cityJlevel(policies( including(the(Berlin(Nature(Conservation(Act((Thierfelder,(2013).(In( Berlin,( urban( plans( from( the( 20th( Century( prioritised( urban( open( space( (Berlin( Senate,( n.d.Jb;( Lachmund,(2013a),( however( the( Second(World( War( destroyed( much( of( the( city( and( together( with( the( isolation( of( the(Western(section(of(the(city(from(until(1990,(the(context(for(urban(planning(and(development(was(significantly(altered( (Loeb,( 2006).( These( challenges( created( several( observed( opportunities,( including( areas( where(spontaneous( vegetation( began( established( in( spaces( left( unused( or( in( rubble( following( the( way( that( were(subsequently( studied(by(urban(ecologists(and( turned( into(nature( reserves;( the( creation(of(urban(green(space(and(allotment(gardens(particularly(within( the(enclosed(western(section(of( the(city(prior( to(1990(as( residents(had(lost(access(to(the(countryside;(development(of(a(culture(of(DIY(and(advocacy(for(urban(green(space(in(the(isolated(western( part( of( the( city( that( persisted( after( reunification;( and( opportunity( to( rebuild( the( city( along(‘looser’(lines,(with(more(open(and(green(space(throughout((Lachmund,(2013a).((Urban(nature(was(also(seen(as(a(pragmatic(way(of(reducing(airborne(dust(from(rubble(and(construction,(and(as(a(symbolic(way(of(signifying(new(growth(in(the(city(and(a(departure(from(the(violence(and(destruction(of(the(War((Lachmund,(2013a).(The(fall(of(the(Berlin(Wall(left(a(tract(of(space(where(it(once(stood,(some(of(which(has(been(turned( into( a( park( (Freunde( des(Mauerparks( e.V.,( 2014).( CityJwide( policies( were( developed( based( on( those(already( established( in(West( Berlin( (Loeb,( 2006),( which( resulted( in( a( cityJwide( Landscape( Program( and( the(creation(of(several(parks((Senate(Department(for(Urban(Development,(n.d.).(Chicago( A( range( of( visible( challenges( was( observed( in( Chicago.( Urban( decline,( a( perception( that( the( city( was( losing(relevance(compared(to(other(US(cities,(and(a(national(review(of(urban(open(space(that(showed(Chicago(as(being(deficient( compared( to( many( other( cities( created( the( context( in( which( the( former( Mayor( Richard( Daley(established(an(urban(greening(agenda( to(beautify(and(rebrand( the(city(and(become(more(competitive( (Daley,(2001;(Kass,(1996;(Schneider,(2005;(Wiedel,(2012).((Other(challenges(appear(to(have(facilitated(the(urban(greening(agenda.(This(included(combined(sewer(overflows((Garrison(&(Hobbs,(2011a)(and(the(resultant(flooding(of(basements,(release(of(untreated(sewage(to(the(Chicago(river(system,(and(surface(ponding(throughout(the(city((City(of(Chicago,(2008a).(The(public(health(risk,(political(risk,(and(a(significant(financial(cost(to(the(city(were(significant((City(of(Chicago,(2008a).((The(city’s(early(response(was( to( build( more( grey( infrastructure( to( increase( sewer( capacity,( including( the( Tunnel( and( Reservoir( Plan((TARP),( in( the( midJ1970s,( with( expected( completion( in( 2029( (Metropolitan( Water( Reclamation( District( of(Greater(Chicago,(n.d.)(at(an(estimated(cost(of(US$4(billion((Hill,(2000).(Later,(the(city’s(focus(on(integrated(urban(nature( to( for( aesthetic( and(open( space(provision(purposes( provided( an( opportunity( to( investigate( the( use( of(green( infrastructure( for( stormwater( management.( Trial( and( demonstration( projects( at( the( municipal,(residential,( commercial/industrial( and(public( infrastructure( scale( (Malec,( n.d.),( demonstrated( that( these(were(costJeffective(options.(This(led(to(the(inclusion(of(urban(nature(in(local(ordinances(and(policies(for(stormwater(management,(and(also(was(a(basis( for(public(education(efforts((Foster,(Lowe,(&(Winkelman,(2011;(Garrison(&(Hobbs,(2011a;(The(Civic(Foundation,(2007).((A(heatwave(in(1995(with(temperatures(of(41oC,(led(to(approximately(600(deaths.(Temperatures(were(found(to(have(been(exacerbated(by(the(UHI(effect,(which(increased(nightJtime(temperatures(by(over(2oC((Kazmierczak(&(Carter,(2010a).(Chicago(joined(the(federal(UHI(investigation(in(1998,(developing(the(Chicago(City(Hall(green(roof(to(determine(the(amount(by(which(it(could(reduce(the(City(Hall’s(cooling(load,(and(surrounding(temperatures.(The( findings( from( this(have( supported(a( cityJwide(program( to(encourage(green( roofs( (Kazmierczak(&(Carter,(2010a).(Freiberg( A( proposal( to( build( a( nuclear( power( plant( near( Freiburg( catalysed( bipartisan( resistance( that( led( to( a( strong(environmental( ethic,( and( appreciation( that( energy( efficiency( and( sustainable( urban( development( were(necessary(to(offset(the(need(for(such(a(power(plant.(These(motivations(were(strengthened(by(the(oils(shocks,(the(Chernobyl(nuclear(accident,(and(were(compounded(by(strong(population(growth.(The(enduring(commitment(to(environmental(protection,(energy(efficiency(and(sustainability(in(Freiburg(has(enabled(measures(that(contribute(to( biophilic( urbanism,( including( extensive( public( and( active( transportation( systems,( as( well( as( the( direct(conservation(of(urban(nature((Freiburg(im(Breisgau,(2011b;(Röderer,(2011).(Portland( Portland’s(wastewater(discharged(directly(to(the(Willamette(and(Columbia(rivers(until(1952,(when(a(treatment(facility( was( built( (Schweitzer,( 2012),( however( combined( sewer( overflows( continue( to( result( in( untreated(discharges((Kloss(&(Calarusse,(2006).(The(evident(pollution(in(the(rivers(and(impact(of(CSOs(on(private(property(led(to(public(pressure(to(address(the(issue.(Local(environmental(organisations(filed(a(lawsuit(against(the(city(in(1991(for(violating(the(Clean(Water(Act,(which(forced(the(city(to(commit(with(the(State(to(invest(over(one(billion(dollars(over(20(years(in(infrastructure(to(prevent(sewage(from(entering(the(Willamette(River((Lang,(2011).(This(subsequently(led(to(investigations(into(the(use(of(green(infrastructure(for(stormwater(management((Garrison(&(Hobbs,(2011b;(Water(Environment(Research(Foundation,(2009c).(Singapore( The(British(withdrawal(from(Singapore(left(the(small,(developing(nation(without(its(primary(financial(support(of(entrepôt(trade(and(service(provision(to(the(British(military.(The(nation(also(faced(poverty,(high(unemployment,(a( lack( of( sanitary( sewers( and( a( heavily( impacted( environment.( 130,000( people( lived( in( squalid( conditions(without(sanitation(and(access(to(clean(water((Er(&(Chiew,(2013).(Urban(greening(was(promoted(by(the(Prime(Minister(as(a(vital(component(of(economic(development,(by(improving(environmental(and(social(conditions,(and(characterising(Singapore(as(distinct(from(other(Asian(cities(as(a(First(World,(civilised,(cultured(and(disciplined(nation(to(attract(tourists(and(foreign(investment((Geh(&(Sharp,(2008;(Tan,(Wang,(&(Sia,(2013).(
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City% Visible%challenge%to%business%as%usual%Toronto( Toronto’s(urban(stormwater(runoff(and(frequent(CSO(events(caused(the(city(to(be(listed(a(an(‘Area(of(Concern(for( the( Great( Lakes’( under( the( 1972( bilateral( CanadaJUS( Great( Lakes( Water( Quality( Agreement.( Toronto(developed(a(Remedial(Action(Plan( in(1987( in(response((Toronto(and(Regional(Conservation(Authority,(2009).(The(Plan(was(difficult(to(achieve,(and(in(1997(relatively(stringent(sewerJuse(bylaws(were(introduced(to(regulate(what(could(be(disposed(of(into(the(sewers((Podolsky(&(MacDonald,(2008).(In(2000,(the(25Jyear,(CA$1.03(billion(Wet( Weather( Flow( Management( Master( Plan( was( introduced( that( called( for( both( conventional( grey(infrastructure( stormwater( management( approaches( as( well( as( green( infrastructure.( The( Master( Plan(emphasised(onJsite(management(of(stormwater((Garrison(&(Hobbs,(2011c).(Green(roofs(were(called(for(as(part(of(this(plan((City(of(Toronto,(n.d.Jg).((Devastation(caused(by(Hurricane(Hazel(in(1957,(highly(visible(pollution(in(the(Don(River,(widespread(flooding(in(2005,(and(recognition(of(the(impact(of(increasing(urban(temperatures(all(led( to(strong(citizen(and(political( support( for(greenspace(development(and(actions( to(address(climate(change((Mees(&(Driessen,(2011;(Penny(&(Dickinson,(2009;(Ford,(2011).(Interviewees( in(Toronto(and(Chicago(discussed(how(explicitly( linking(urban(greening( to( these(challenges(as(a(potential(response(facilitated(the(agenda(for(biophilic(urbanism.(In(Toronto,(one(interviewee( considered( that( making( the( link( between( green( roofs( and( stormwater( runoff(concerns(in(the(city(was(more(effective(than(talking(about(green(roof(benefits(more(generically((Peck,( 2012).( In( Chicago,( an( interviewee( had( found( from( his( experiences( in( driving( an( urban(greening(agenda(that(it(was(most(effective(to(‘piggyJback’(such(initiatives(on(existing(motivation(to( address( pressing( challenges,( rather( than( to( try( to( drive( an( independent( agenda( for( urban(greening.(Alignment(with(existing(areas(of( interest( to( the( city(also(provided(access( to(existing(budgets,(and(provided(access(to(integrate(considerations(for(urban(greening(into(a(wider(range(of(policy(areas((Durnbaugh,(2012).((
7.1.2 Strong'leadership'
As(summarised(in(Table(7.4,(strong(leadership(in(some(form(appeared(to(help(create,(or(further(facilitate,(an(agenda(for(biophilic(urbanism(in(all(case(study(cities.(This(includes(strong(executive(leadership( in( Singapore( and( Chicago,( leadership( from( a( government( agency( in( Portland( and(community(leadership(in(Toronto,(Berlin(and(Freiburg.(In(the(case(of(Chicago,(the(former(Mayor(Richard( Daley( appears( to( have( championed( urban( greening( in( large( part( due( to( his( personal(conviction(that(this(would(reverse(a(spiral(of(social(and(economic(decline(over(the(previous(50(years((Daley,(2001),(although(this(was(linked(with(a(number(of(prominent(challenges(facing(the(city( (for( instance( the( UHI( effect( (United( States( Environmental( Protection( Agency,( 2002),(combined( sewer( overflows( (City( of( Chicago,( 2008a)( and( relatively( low( levels( of( publically(accessible(open(space((City(of(Chicago,(1998)).(Lee(Kuan(Yew(played(a(similar(role(in(Singapore.(In( Toronto,( former( Mayor( Miller( championed( action( on( climate( change,( and( the( Green( Roof(Bylaw( (Mees(&(Driessen,( 2011).( His( successor( Rob( Ford( held( differing( views,( and( delayed( its(application(for(industrial(buildings(and(allowed(cool(roofs(to(be(installed(instead(of(green(roofs((City(of(Toronto,(2011Ja;(City(of(Toronto,(2011.Jb).(It(is(notable(that(Mayor(Ford(had(previously(been(one(of(only(two(Councillors(to(vote(against(the(Bylaw,(and(whilst(he(reduced(aspects(of(the(legislation,( he( did( not( dismantle( it( completely.( In( the( other( cities,( an( individual( was( less(
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prominent,(however(strong(leadership(in(government(was(credited(with(creating(an(agenda(for(biophilic( urbanism( by( recognising( the( potential( of( this( to( address( challenges( faced( by( city( in(Toronto( and( Portland.( In( Berlin,( Freiburg( and( Toronto( citizen( leaders( –( and( receptive(governments(–(were(credited(with(creating(and(driving(biophilic(urbanism(agendas.(Table(7.4:(Examples(of(strong(leadership(contributing(to(urban(greening(
City% Examples%of%strong%leadership%in%case%study%cities%Berlin( Public(pressure( for( stronger(environmental( controls( in( the( face(of(widespread(environmental(destruction( in( the(1970s(and(1980s( led(to(the( introduction(of( federal,(and(subsequently(cityJlevel,( legislation(to(protect(nature(and(landscape( (i.e.( German( and( Berlin( Nature( Conservation( Acts)( (Cloos,( 2012;( Senate( Department( for( the( Urban(Development(and(the(Environment,(n.d.Ja).(In(Berlin,(the(ecologist(Herbert(Sukopp(was(particularly(instrumental(in(creating( awareness( for( urban( nature( by( investigating( the( ecology(within( Berlin,( particularly( at( sites( abandoned(since( World( War( II( where( spontaneous( forms( of( nature( had( established( themselves( and( allowed( for( diverse(ecosystems.(Sukopp(advocated(for(the(recognition(and(protection(of(these(spaces(within(the(Berlin(Senate,(and(is(credited(with(changing(perceptions(of(these(spaces(from(wastelands(to(valuable(ecosystems((Lachmund,(2013a).(The(role(of(community( leaders( is(also(evident(at( the(scale(of(single(sites,(where( individuals(or(groups(of(citizens(rigorously(defend(urban(nature(of(various(forms((Baumann,(Nowikow,(&(Kiesant,(2013;(Clausen,(2013;(NYC(Global(Partners,(2011;(Rosol,(2010,(2012b;(Schwedler,(n.d.).(Citizens(have(vigorously(fought(to(protect(allotment(gardens(throughout( Berlin’s( history( and( recent( development( (Cloos,( 2004),( and( for( the( preservation( of( green( space(throughout(Berlin((Clausen,(2013,(n.d.;(Rosol,(2012b).(Chicago( Former( Mayor( Richard( Daley( was( elected( in( 1989,( and( vowed( to( replant( the( urban( forest( in( Chicago( that( he(remembered( from( his( youth,( which( had( been( destroyed( by( Dutch( Elm( disease( and( other( illnesses( (Schneider,(2005).(The(Landscape(Ordinance(was(introduced(early(in(his(administration,(and(he(initiated(a(city(beautification(project(centred(around(urban(nature(for(the(1996(Democratic(National(Convention.(Kass,(1996;(Schneider,(2005).(Publicity(from(the(Convention(amplified(the(attention(given(to,(and(approval(of,(Chicago’s(changed(landscape,(and(appears( to(have(cemented( the(urban(greening(agenda( (Cawthon,(1999;(Schneider,(2005).(Daley(championed( the(use(of(green(roofs,(following(a(1999(tour(in(Europe(where(he(saw(these(in(use(and(“thought(that(was(the(way(for(us(to( go”( (Daley,( cited( in( Handwerk,( 2004;( Taylor,( 2007).( Daley’s( leadership( was( considered( fundamental( to(overcoming( barriers( around( a( lack( of( evidence( to( support( initial( pilot( programs( (Durnbaugh,( 2012),( and( siloed(government(departments((Wiedel,(2012).(The(support(and(direction(provided(from(this(highJlevel(enabled(policies(and(programs(to(be(introduced(without(the(kind(of(rigorous(justification(that(may(have(otherwise(been(necessary((Durnbaugh,( 2012).( Daley’s( rationale( for( driving( urban( greening( appear( to( have( been( primarily( around(making(make( the( city( more( liveable,( attractive( and( internationally( competitive,( to( attract( visitors( and( business( (Daley,(2001).((Freiberg( Strong( citizen( activism( in( response( to( plans( to( build( a( nuclear( power( plant( nearby( Freiburg( led( to( bipartisan(environmentalism,(the(establishment(of(the(ÖkoJInstitut((a(stateJfunded(institute(for(the(development(of(principles(and(strategies(for(sustainable(development((ÖkoJInstitut(e.V.,(n.d.))(Brand,(1999),(and(contributed(to(a(strong(local(as(well(as(broader,(GermanyJwide(institutionalisation(of(environmental(concern(in(politics(and(policy,(including(the(formation(of(the(German(Green(Party((Brand,(1999;(Karapin,(2007;(Salomon,(2013).(This(has(been(critical( to(the(formation(of(many(of(Freiburg’s(policies(that(support(biophilic(urbanism((Building(and(Social(Housing(Foundation,(2013;( Scheurer(&(Newman,( 2009).( The( former( Chief( Planner( of( Freiburg( noted( that( a( group( of( 5( individuals( in(Freiburg(pushed(for(sustainable(development(over(many(years,(and(whilst(initially(ridiculed(and(ignored(for(these(ideas,(they(were(eventually(embraced((Daseking,(2013).(Citizen(activists(were(also(critical( in(pushing(for(an(alternative(development(concept(for(the(Vauban(district,(and(through(Forum(Vauban(worked(with(the(city(to(test(innovative(urban(design(aspects(that(collectively(allowed(for(high(density(development(with(significant(green(space((Forum(Vauban(e.V.,(2002;(Lutz(&(Schepers,(2012;(Scheurer(&(Newman,(2009;(Völzing,(2012).(Portland( Government( leaders(within( the( Portland( City( Council( in( the( 1980s(were( generally( ‘openJminded( thinkers’( who(were(willing(to(look(creatively(at(options(for(issues(such(as(stormwater(management,(and(for(how(to(develop(the(capacity( to( design( and( develop( innovative( solutions.( Consequently,( Portland( was( able( to( test( and( demonstrate(green( infrastructure( for(stormwater(management(at(a( time(when(other(cities(were(not(willing(to(take(such(risks((Burlin,(Hauth,(&(Dobson,(2012).(This( included( the(Bureau(of(Environmental( Services( including(a(provision( that(required(the(City(to(undertake(research(and(evaluation(of(alternative(ways(of(managing(stormwater(in(Portland(as(part(of(Portland’s(original(NPDES(permit(in(the(1990s((Water(Environment(Research(Foundation,(2009c).(Within( the( Portland( City( Council,( individuals(were( found( to( play( a( critical( role.( One( employee(was( particularly(interested(in(green(roofs,(and(hence(in(1994(built(a(green(roof(over(his(garage(and(took(performance(data(that(he(provided( to( the( city.( This( is( reported( as( having( led( to( the( development( of( larger( pilot( projects,( and( the(consequential(efforts( to(encourage(green(roofs( (or(ecoroofs,( as( called( in(Portland)( in(Portland( (Carter(&(Fowler,(2008).(Singapore( Prime(Minister(Lee(Kuan(Yew(is(credited(as(the(‘ideological(architect’(of(a(cityJwide(tree(planting(campaign,(and(the(‘Garden(City’(Campaign((Geh(&(Sharp,(2008).(He(personally(linked(the(city’s(economic(prosperity(with(well(cared(for(urban(nature,(and(continued(to(drive(an(urban(greening(agenda(despite(a(lack(of(performance(or(economic(data((Lian,( 2000;( Tan,( et( al.,( 2013).( Lee( placed( the( first( environmental( agency( developed( in( Singapore( (the( AntiJPollution(Unit)(within( the(Prime(Minister’s(Office,( thus(prioritising(environmental(protection(within( the(broader(context(of(economic(development.(Geh(&(Sharp,(2008).(Lee’s( leadership( in(this(regard,(and(that(of(the(Singapore(Government(was( formalised( in( 1958(with( the( reading( of( the( Environmental( Public( Health( Bill( in( the( Singapore(
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City% Examples%of%strong%leadership%in%case%study%cities%Parliament,( in( stating:( “The( improvement( in( the( quality( of( our( urban( environment( and( the( transformation( of(Singapore(into(a(garden(city(–(a(clean(and(green(city(–(is(the(declared(objective(of(the(Government.”(Koh(2007:(2,(citied(in(Geh(&(Sharp,(2008).(Toronto( Ongoing( advocacy( by( individuals( within( Green( Roofs( for( Health( Cities( to( Toronto( City( Council( is( credited( with(having(put(green(roofs(onto(the(agenda(as(part(of(Toronto’s(Environmental(Roundtable,(which(in(turn(led(to(these(being(formally(called(for(in(the(2000(Wet(Weather(Plan(and(2001(Environment(Plan((City(of(Toronto,(2000,(n.d.Jg;(Miller,( 2008).( The( high( level( direction( and( vision( provided( by( the( Toronto( City( Council( helped( overcome(institutionalised( barriers( to( interdepartmental( cooperation.( This( enabled( crossJdepartmental( policies( and(programs(to(be(developed,(and(fostered(essential(collaboration(between(various(bureaucracies(impacted(by(green(roof(policies((Peck,(2012).(Former(Mayor(Miller(championed(action(on(climate(change,(and(the(Green(Roof(Bylaw(was(introduced(under(the(city’s(climate(change(strategy((Mees(&(Driessen,(2011).(Interviewees( emphasised( the( importance( of( strong( and/or( supportive( leadership( from(government(to(the(adoption(of(an(urban(greening(agenda,(and(a(willingness(to(innovate(and(try(new(ideas.(For(example,(in(Portland,(interviewees(reflected(that(the(city’s(“openJminded”(leaders(were(willing(to(look(creatively(at(options(for(urban(development(and(resource(enhancement(and(protection,(and(for(how(to(develop(the(capacity(to(design(and(develop(innovative(solutions.(The(city(also(had(a(history(of(proactive,(futureJorientated(planning,(and(were(supportive(and(enabled(risks(to(be(taken(in(the(design(and(testing(of(green(infrastructure(without(penalty((Burlin,(et(al.,(2012).( In(Chicago,( several( interviewees( credited(Mayor(Daley(with(having(provided( the(vision(and(leadership(to(begin(and(drive(the(urban(greening(agenda((Coffee,(2012;(Durnbaugh,(2012;(Wiedel,( 2012),( with( a( former( city( staff( member( from( the( Department( of( the( Environment(reflecting(that(without(such(leadership,(it(would(be(a(“long,(hard(road”(to(achieve(what(they(had.(Daley’s( long( time( in(office(was( such( that(urban(greening( initiatives(were(well( established(and(enjoyed(strong(popular( support(by( the( time( that(he(was(succeeded(by(Mayor(Emmanuel,(who(has( continued( with( these( initiatives( (Wiedel,( 2012;( Durnbaugh,( 2012).( In( Toronto,( strong(leadership(was(seen(to(have(been(critical(to(overcoming(institutionalised(barriers(to(green(roofs(and( aligning( government( departments( (Peck,( 2012);( and( in( Berlin( and( Freiburg( interviewees(reflected( on( the( role( of( citizen( activists( and( pioneers( in( creating( urban( green( space( (Lutz( &(Schepers,(2012;(Sperling(&(Delleske,(2013;(Thierfelder,(2013;(Völzing,(2012).(
Considering( the(various( forms(of( leadership(observed( in(each(of( the( case( studies,( some(of( the(roles( such( leadership( appeared( to( play( include( overcoming( resistance( to( change( within(government( bureaucracies;( overcoming( departmental( silos;( enabling( pilot( projects( to( be(developed(and(overcome(the(risk(of( innovation;(and(creating(a(vision( for( the(city’s( future( that(includes( urban( nature.( In( these( regards,( strong( leadership( could( be( both( an( important(contextual( factor,( as(well( as( a( pathway( factor,( as( leaders(were( observed( to( also( contribute( to(enabling(and(sustaining(efforts(to(build(evidence(and(acceptance(of(biophilic(urbanism.(To(avoid(repetition,( this( factor( is( not( repeated( as( a( pathway( factor,( however( the( important( role( in( this(regard(is(acknowledged.(
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7.1.3 External'policy'change'
In(Berlin,(Chicago,(Freiburg,(Portland(and(Toronto,(national(policies(were(observed(to(be(drivers(for( local( level( urban( greening( initiatives.( These( higherJlevel( policies( appeared( to( exert(regulatory( pressure( on( cityJlevel( governments( to( change( local( practices( and( policies.( These(national(policies(did(not(always(directly(address(urban(nature,(with( some( the(US(Clean(Water(Act(for(example((and(similarly(the(bilateral(CanadaJU.S.(Great(Lakes(Water(Quality(Agreement)(requiring( municipalities( to( mitigate( adverse( impacts( of( urbanisation,( which( subsequently(resulted( in( the( use( of( green( infrastructure( as( a( stormwater(management(mechanism.( A( highJlevel( bilateral( agreement( between( Canada( and( the( US( addressing( water( quality( in( the( Great(Lakes( was( also( observed( to( influence( cityJlevel( policies( and( efforts( in( Toronto( to( minimise(stormwater( runoff.( In( Singapore,( as( a( cityJstate(with( a( single( level( of( government,( there( is( no(distinction(between(national(and(local(policies,(as(noted(in(Table(7.5.((Table(7.5:(Examples(of(national(legislation(that(impacted(urban(greening((
Nation% National%legislation%driving%local%urban%greening%Canada( The( 1972( bilateral( CanadaJUS( Great( Lakes(Water( Quality( Agreement( addresses( water( quality( in( the( Great(Lakes,(and(Toronto(and(Region(was(identified(as(one(of(the(40(locations(causing(environmental(degradation(to(the(system.(As(an( ‘Area(of(Concern’,(a(Remedial(Action(Plan(had( to(be(developed( for(Toronto( to(reduce( the(impact( of( Toronto( and( Region( on( Lake( Ontario( (Toronto( and( Regional( Conservation( Authority,( 2009).(Difficulty( in( achieving( the( plan( led( to( stringent( sewerJuse( bylaws( to( restrict(what( could( go( into( the( sewer(system((Podolsky(&(MacDonald,(2008),(framing(the(problem(as(a(‘beginning(of(pipe’(problem,(and(in(2000(this(was(formalised(with(the(25Jyear,(CA$1.03(billion(Wet(Weather(Flow(Management(Master(Plan(that(called(for(both(grey(and(green(infrastructure,(and(emphasised(onJsite(management(of(stormwater((Garrison(&(Hobbs,(2011c).(Germany( German(Federal(Nature(Conservation(Act((1976)( legislated(the(conservation,(preservation(and(development(of(nature(and(landscapes(throughout(Germany,(however(allowed(for(a(balance(between(these(objectives(and(other(demands(of(the(community(on(nature(and(landscapes.(The(Act(preserves(nonJbuilt(up(areas,(and(where(a( disturbance( to( ‘the( balance( of( nature’( is( unavoidable,( the( overall( balance( is( to( be(maintained( through( an(offset(mechanism( (Federal( Republic( of( Germany,( 2009).( The( Act( also( provides( a( basis( for( determining( the(balance( between( conserving( nature( for( its( inherent( value,( optimising( ecosystem( services,( enabling(recreational( use( of( natural( landscapes,( and( the( exploitation( and( cultivation( of( natural( resources.( The( Act(directs( local( level(policies(and(urban(planning,( including( the(Berlin(Nature(Conservation(Act(and( the(Berlin(Landscape(Program((Thierfelder,(2013).(Federal(Building(Code(requires(local(authorities(to(minimise(the(impact(of(development(on(the(environment,(through( ‘protecting(and(developing(the(basic(conditions(for(natural( life’,( ‘preservation(of(the(countryside,( in(particular(of(the(ecological(balance(in(nature,(and(of(water,(the(air,(the(ground(including(its(mineral(deposits,(and(the(climate’((Federal(Republic(of(Germany,(1997,(2009)((Singapore( As(a(cityJstate,(there(is(only(one(level(of(government(in(Singapore((hence(no(federalJstateJlocal(division(as(in(Australia).((USA( The(basis(for(the(federal(Clean(Water(Act(was(established(in(1948(with(the(Federal(Water(Pollution(Control(Act,(and(a(1972(reorganisation(and(expansion(of(this(resulted(in(the(current(set(of(requirements.(Under(this,(it(is(unlawful(to(discharge(any(pollutant(from(a(point(source(into(navigable(waters(in(the(USA(without(a(permit,(issued( under( the( EPA’s( National( Pollutant( Discharge( Elimination( System( (United( States( Environmental(Protection(Agency,(2013).(This(legislation(sets(the(imperative(for(state(and(municipal(governments(to(develop(and( implement( stormwater(management(programs.( ( In( 2004,( the(US(EPA(estimated( that( nationally,( capital(investments( for(controlling(stormwater(over(a(20Jyear(period(would(be(US$202.5(billion,(with($54.8(billion(for(combined(sewer(overflow(corrections(and(US$9(billion(for(stormwater(management.(Considering(the(scale(of(these(costs,(and(that(Federal(contributions(to(these(are(decreasing,(municipalities(throughout(the(USA(are(increasingly( looking( to( green( infrastructure( options( as( more( costJeffective( solutions( (United( States(Environmental(Protection(Agency,(2010).(These(costs(were(evident(in(both(Chicago(and(Portland(at(relatively(early( stages,( where( the( cost( of( massive,( engineered( grey( infrastructure( solutions( led( to( consideration( of(alternative(options.(The(importance(of(this(legislation(and(these(costs(for(driving(the(use(of(green(stormwater(infrastructure(was(particularly(evident(in(Portland,(and(to(a(lesser(extent(in(Chicago.(
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The( observed( influence( of( higherJlevel( policies( on( local( efforts( to( create( urban( greenery(provides(an(indication(of(the(way(in(which(levels(of(government(without(direct(responsibilities(for(urban(development(can(influence(urban(development(policies(and(practices(at(a(cityJlevel.(In(the(US,(the(federal(government(does(not(directly(influence(urban(planning(and(development,(as(this( falls( within( the( jurisdiction( of( state( and( local( governments.( The( federal( government(indirectly( has( significant( influence,( however,( through( policy( areas( including( housing(development,( taxation,( transportation(and(environmental(protection((Knaap,(Talen,(Olshansky,(&( Forrest,( 2000).( In( Canada,( the( federal( government( similarly( has( no( direct( responsibility( for(urban(development,(with(efforts(to(increase(involvement(being(resisted(by(the(provinces.(Local(government(has(the(primary(authority(for(planning(and(development,(within(conditions(set(by(the( provinces( (Australian( Government,( 2003).( The( US( Clean( Water( Act( and( the( CanadaJUS(Bilateral(Agreement(appeared(to(change(the(context(in(which(localJlevel(government(authorities(directed(urban(development(by(regulating(discharges(to(waterways,(even(though(these(are(not(explicitly(concerned(with(the(urban(planning(framework(or(process.(
In( Germany,( the( federal( government( has( direct( influence( on( urban( planning( as( it( defines( the(legal( framework( for( planning( throughout( Germany( and( sets( broad( goals( for( development( (in(collaboration(with(the(states)((Buehler(&(Pucher,(2011;(Schmidt(&(Buehler,(2007).(Within(this(context,(the(German(Nature(Conservation(Act(specifically(directs(the(development(of(landscape(plans( at( the( local( and( regional( levels( to( operationalise( the( goals( of( the( Act,( including( the(protection( of( nature( and( landscape( throughout( Germany.( It( also( requires( the( land( use( and(spatial( plans( be( coordinated( with( the( landscape( plans,( and( for( landscape( planning( to( be(coordinated( vertically( from( the( local( to( the( regional( level,( as(well( as( between( states( (Federal(Republic( of( Germany,( 1998).( This( explicitly( changes( the( context( for( urban( planning( and(development( throughout(Germany,(adding( to( federal( legislation( that(directs( land(use(planning((the(Federal(Building(Code)(and(spatial(planning((the(Federal(Spatial(Planning(Act).(
7.2 The'contributing'role'of'pathway'factors'
In(the(previous(section,(three(contextual(factors(were(discussed(that(appeared(to(contribute(to(the(emergence(of(an(agenda(for(biophilic(urbanism(within(the(case(study(cities.(In(this(section,(six(“pathway”(factors(are(discussed.(These(pathway(factors(emerged(from(the(observation(that(within(each(of(the(case(study(cities,(there(were(a(number(of(barriers(that(had(to(be(overcome(in(order( for( biophilic( urbanism( to( become( a( mainstream( component( of( the( urban( development(process.( Further,( there( was( evidence( of( processes,( actions( and( events( that( helped( to( build(evidence(and(support(for(the(use(of(biophilic(urbanism.(The(ways(in(which(these(barriers(were(
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overcome,( and( the( various( processes,( actions( and( events( that( built( evidence( and( support(include:(1. Gathering(baseline(data;(2. Developing(pilot(projects;(3. Developing(costJbenefit(analyses;(4. Establishing(stable(sources(of(funding;(5. Enabling(community(leaders(and(pioneers;(and(6. Conducting(education(and(outreach(
Common( barriers( identified( in( the( case( studies( that( were( overcome( include:( a( lack( of( local(performance( and( cost( data;( lack( of( funding;( lack( of( space( and( competing( landJuse( demands;(competing( policy( agendas( and( priorities;( restrictive( codes,( standards( and( policies;( lack( of(industry(capacity;(and(resistance(to(change.(
The(pathway(factors(are(discussed(in(more(detail(in(the(following(subJsections,(with(evidence(of(how(these(are(seen(in(the(case(studies,(in(the(following(sections.(
7.2.1 Baseline'data''
In( five( of( the( case( study( cities,( there( was( evidence( found( of( research( conducted( to( gather(baseline(data(of(the(current(environmental,(social(and(economic(issues(of(importance(to(the(city,(and( of( opportunities( to( mitigate( these( issues.( Examples( of( research( undertaken( include( (as(further(discussed(in(Table(7.6):(J Gathering(detailed(information(about(the(existing(challenge(s)(facing(the(city,( including(the(spatial( distribution,( extent( of( the( challenge,( and( social,( environmental( and( economic(implications;(J The( potential( scope( of( application( for( a( biophilic( element( in( a( city,( including( information(regarding(land(tenure(of(potential(sites,(and(cumulative(impact(of(such(installations(for(the(city,(and(preliminary(costJbenefit(evaluations(to(determine(feasibility;(and(J A(review(of(existing(policies,(codes(and(legislation(to(identify(potential(barriers(to(biophilic(urbanism(as(well(as(highlighting(opportunities(for(how(it(could(be(encouraged.(
These(data(appeared(to(contribute(to(the(mainstreaming(process(in(a(number(of(ways(including:(J Providing(detailed( information( about( the( challenges( facing( the( city,( thereby( strengthening(motivation(to(encourage(biophilic(urbanism;(J Determining(whether(efforts( to(encourage(the(use(of(a(biophilic(element(are(warranted(by(the(potential(benefits(they(could(provide;(
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J Informing(efforts( to(develop(biophilic(elements(by(highlighting(priority(areas(and(strategic(opportunities(for(urban(greening;(and(J Bringing(all(relevant(stakeholders(together(to(address(barriers(including(restrictive(policies(and(competing(agendas(to(gain(buyJin(and(coordinate(efforts(to(address(these(barriers.(Table(7.6:(Examples(of(baseline(data(gathered(to(provide(evidence(for(biophilic(urbanism(
City:% Baseline%data%gathered%Berlin( The( environmental( policies( that(were( established( in(West(Berlin( in( the(1980s( (and( expanded( to( all( of(Berlin( in(1991),(including(the(LaPro(and(Land(Use(Plan,(were(hampered(by(a(lack(of(spatial(information(about(the(existing(environmental( assets,( and( where( there( was( a( deficit.( Berlin’s( Environmental( Atlas( subsequently( collated( and(expanded(existing(urban(ecology(information(from(Berlin’s(universities.(The(Atlas(uses(GIS(software(to(depict(the(information(on(over(80(topics,(with(over(500(maps(under(the(broad(headings(of(soil,(water,(air,(climate,(land(use,(traffic,(noise(and(energy.(The(Atlas(now(provides(detailed(information(that(informs(urban(planning(and(greening(decisions,(and(is(made(publically(available(to(similarly(inform(citizens(and(developers((Goedecke(&(Welsch,(2009;(Senate(Department(for(the(Urban(Development(and(the(Environment,(n.d.Jb).(Chicago( A(survey(of(Chicago’s(open(space(in(the(early(1990s(found(that(63(per(cent(of(Chicagoans(lived(in(areas(in(which(parks( were( either( overcrowded( or( inaccessible( and( that( Chicago( ranked( 18th( out( of( 20( cities( in( the( US( of(comparable(size(in(terms(of(open(space(provision((City(of(Chicago,(1998).(Further(research(informed(the(CitySpace(plan,( highlighting( where( additional( green( and( open( space( was( needed,( identifying( strategic( opportunities( for(increasing( greenspace,( and( also( highlighting( policy,( institutional( and( financial( opportunities( and( barriers( to( the(plan.( The( strategy( was( furthermore( developed( through( extensive( collaboration( with( over( 100( government(agencies( and( civic,( community( and( business( organisations( to( ensure( crossJdepartmental( buyJin,( and( that( there(were(not(gaps(in(the(knowledge,(strategy(development(and(implementation(plan.(This(appear(to(have(furthermore(enabled( the( identification( of( multiple,( innovative( financing( mechanisms( that( involve( various( government(departments(and(budgets((City(of(Chicago,(1998).(Researchers( from( Northwestern( University( mapped( Chicago’s( UHI( effect( in( 1999( using( data( from( the( National(Climatic( Data( Centre.( This( was( compared( with( data( on( ground( level( ozone,( and( estimated( distributions( and(proportions(of(vegetative,(roofed(and(paved(surfaces(from(aerial(photographs.(This(informed(efforts(to(mitigate(the(UHI( effect( by( providing( detailed( information( about( the( UHI( effect( and( identifying( priority( areas( for( mitigation(strategies((United(States(Environmental(Protection(Agency,(2002).(Freiberg( A( detailed( city( climate( analysis(was( undertaken( in( 2003,( and( identified( aspects( of( the( urban( environment( that(contributes(to(excess(heat(in(summer,(and(to(mitigating(factors(including(urban(greenspace((Freiburg(im(Breisgau,(2011a).( In( developing( the( most( recent( LandJUse( Plan,( the( whole( city( was( evaluated( from( scratch( to( identify(opportunities( for( urban( infill.( Consequently,( this( Plan( saves( 34( hectares( of( land( compared( to( its( predecessor,(thereby(preserving(outerlying(greenspace((Freiburg(im(Breisgau,(2011a).(Portland( Portland( undertook( research( in( the( 1990s( to( evaluate( their( obligations( for( stormwater( management( and( the(degree(to(which(existing(practices(and(procedures(were(meeting(these.( In(collaboration(with(other(departments,(the(Bureau(of(Environmental(Services(then(developed(a(priority(action(plan(for(becoming(wholly(compliant((Water(Environment( Research( Foundation,( 2009c).( This( research( highlighted( the( need( to( collaborate( with( private(property( owners,( and( that( policy( measures( would( need( to( be( amended( to( facilitate( this.( The( interdisciplinary(Stormwater(Policy(Advisory(Committee((SPAC)(was(formed(to(review(the(city’s(existing(policies(and(programs(and(evaluate( the( options( for( encouraging( and(mandating( stormwater(management( on( private( properties.( The( SPAC(developed( policy( and( code( statements( over( several( years,( which( were( developed( into( the( City’s( stormwater(management(manual((Water(Environment(Research(Foundation,(2009c).(Singapore( J(Toronto( The(City(of(Toronto(commissioned(Ryerson(University(to(investigate(the(feasibility(and(potential(impact(of(a(green(roof( strategy.( This( included( determining( the( number( and( type( of( roofs( in( Toronto( suitable( for( green( roofs,( and(estimating(the(potential(costs(and(benefits(if(these(roofs(were(vegetated((City(of(Toronto,(n.d.Jg;(Doshi,(2012).(This(was(followed(by(a(survey(of(existing(international(knowledge(and(experience(in(green(roofs,(and(identification(of(gaps(in(local(knowledge(and(experience,(and(an(investigation(of(potential(strategies(to(encourage(green(roofs,(and(how( existing( policy( and( legislation(may( enable( or( disable( this( (City( of( Toronto,( 2005).This( research( took( some(time,(however(was(seen(as(having(been(essential(to(gaining(public(and(political(buyJin(to(the(green(roof(strategy(and(ensuring(its(success((Doshi,(2012).((Evidence( of( baseline( data( collection( was( not( found( for( Singapore.( Early( Master( and( Concept(Plans( appear( to( have( been( primarily( focused( on( zoning,( and( were( not( necessarily( aimed( at(addressing( the( cityJstate’s( environmental( and( social( issues( (Wong,( Yuen,( &( Goldblum,( 2008).(Commentators( from(the(Singapore(Government(suggest( that( there(was(a(prevailing(attitude(of(“getting(things(done”,(preferring(to(take(action(and(monitor(effects,(than(to(study(and(research(
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first(to(inform(efforts.(Speaking(on(the(topic(of(Singapore’s(urban(greening,(Mr(Poon(Hong(Yuen,(Chief(Executive(Officer(of(the(National(Parks(Board(noted:(“It’s(a(very(valuable(culture(because(sometimes(people(say(that,(why(don’t(you(do(a(study(on(the(effect,(or(the(ecology,(before(you(do(something?(It’s(possible(and(I(suppose(scientifically,(it’s(the(right(thing(to(do.(But(the(approach(we(prefer(is(get(it(done(then(study.(Rather(than(study,(then(get(it(done.(Because(the(study(may(take(years(and(may(take(years”((cited(in(Centre(for(Liveable(Cities,(2013).(This(may(suggest(that(efforts( could(be( taken( in(Singapore(without( the(kind(of(baseline(data( that( appeared( to( inform(efforts(in(the(other(case(study(cities.((
This( contrasts(with( evidence( from(other( cities,(which( suggests( that( baseline( research( enabled(more(strategic(and(targeted(efforts(to(encourage(the(use(of(biophilic(elements.(For(example,(an(interviewee(from(Toronto(emphasised(that(efforts(to(evaluate(which(roofs(in(Toronto(could(be(retrofit(with(green(roofs(using(existing(city(data(helped(to(determine(whether(green(roof(policies(could(be(widely(applied,(and(also(provided(a(breakJdown(of( the(target(audience(for(policies( in(terms(of( property( types.(Without( this( information,( it(was( suggested( the( city(would(have(been(“developing(policies(in(the(dark”((Doshi,(2012).((
7.2.2 Pilot'projects'
Pilot(projects(were(observed( in(all( case(study(cities( in(various( forms,(and(were(emphasised( in(the(data(as(playing(a( fundamental( role( in( the(mainstreaming(process,( as( summarised( in(Table(7.7.( Pilots( were( used( to( test( the( design( of( biophilic( elements( in( local( conditions,( considering(aspects( such( as( species( selection,( substrate( types,( technical( design( features,( installation(techniques(and( locations,(and(management(and(maintenance(regimes.(Pilots(were(also(used(to(test(policies(and(programs(that(support(biophilic(urbanism.(Pilots(were(seen(at(multiple(scales(in(the( case( studies,( including( at( the( scale( of( individual( biophilic( elements,( at( a( street( or(precinct(scale(with(the(use(of(multiple(elements(in(concert,(and(at(the(scale(of(a(city(with(the(piloting(of(programs(and(processes(to(encourage(biophilic(urbanism.(
Pilot(projects(appeared(to(serve(several(purposes(in(the(case(study(cities,(including:(J To(test(and(refine(designs(and(technologies(for(local(conditions;((J To( provide( personal( experience( of( biophilic( elements( to( the( public,( industry( and(government;((J To(work(through(potential(issues(with(design,(implementation(and(maintenance;(J To( monitor( and( evaluate( performance( outcomes,( and( provide( local( data( regarding( the(performance,(costs(and(benefits;(
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J To(build(industry(and(government(capacity;(and(J To(contribute(to(achieving(economies(of(scale.((Table(7.7:(Examples(of(pilot(and(demonstration(projects(for(urban(greening((
City:% Pilot%and%demonstration%projects%Berlin( The( Urban% Ecology% Model% Projects( developed,( trialled( and( evaluated( new( processes( and( technologies( for(sustainable(urban(development(projects,(which(included(innovative(measures(pertaining(to(greenery(and(overall(site( ecology( (Senate(Department( for(Urban(Development( and( the(Environment,( 2009).( The( findings( from( these(projects(informed(the(development(of(new(technologies(that(have(been(incorporated(into(guidelines(and(decisionJmaking( aids( for( the( Berlin( Senate,( and( have( informed( urban( development( throughout( the( city( (Berlin( Senate(Department(for(Urban(Development,(2010).(These(public(building(projects(were(found(to(serve(as(role(models(and(case( studies( for( ecological,( economic( and( innovative( standards( (Berlin( Senate( Department( for( Urban(Development,(2010).(Chicago( The(City%Hall%green%roof(was(developed(to(pilot(the(technology(and(gather(data(on(how(it(reduced(the(UHI(effect(and( building( energy( consumption.( This( tested( vegetation( and( substrate( types( to( evaluate( performance((Kazmierczak( &( Carter,( 2010b).( Subsequently,( the( Chicago% Cultural% Centre,( Chicago% Centre% for% Green%
Technology((CGT)(and(municipal%buildings(all(showcase(green(roofs(and/or(green(building(techniques,(with(the(CGT( providing( education,( training( and( information( to( the( public( and( industry( about( green( building( techniques((Chicago(Center(for(Green(Technology,(n.d.).(The(Green% Roof% Grants% Program(was( run( as( a( trial,( providing( assistance( to( over( 20( green( roof( projects.( The(success(of(this(led(to(several(other(rounds(of(grant(funding,(through(the(Department(of(the(Environment((City(of(Chicago,(n.d.Jd).(The(costs(of(these(pilot(and(early(projects(were(disproportionately(high.(The(City’s(requirements(that(municipally(owned(buildings(met(green(design(standards,(along(with(any(private(projects(that(receive(city(funding(or(zoning(assistance( (City( of( Chicago,( 2007),( begin( to( establish( economies( of( scale( and( provide( a( range( of( public(demonstration( projects.( Interviewees( highlighted( the( importance( of( the( demonstration( and( pilot( process( in(Chicago(in(the(process(of(mainstreaming(the(use(of(green(roofs(and(other(urban(greening(techniques((Durnbaugh,(2012;(Wiedel,( 2012).( It( was( reported( as( being( important( that( the( city( be( seen( to( be( willing( to( do( first( those(measures(that(they(then(later(required(of(private(property(owners((Durnbaugh,(2012;(Wiedel,(2012).(Freiberg( The(Vauban%development(was(in(many(ways(a(pilot(project(itself,(with(new(urban(development(approaches(and(principles( tested( in( the( district.( A( “Learning% while% Planning”% principle( provided( flexibility( to( the( design( and(development( process,( supported( by( the( stageJwise( development( of( the( district( that( allowed( the( design( of( the(district( to( be( adapted( to( the( successes( or( failings( of( each( successive( stage.( Aspects( that( were( successful( were(adopted(in(the(following(stages.(Others(were(adapted(or(dropped.(This(mitigated(much(of(the(risk(of(implementing(innovative( ideas,( and( allowed( the( ideas( to( be( refined( and( improved( even( within( the( district.( Testing( and(demonstration(are(essential(components(of(the(process(of(breaking(down(barriers(to(new(ideas,(and(to(enabling(such(ideas(to(spread(more(widely((Delleske,(2013a;(Sperling(&(Delleske,(2013).(Portland( A( range( of( pilot( green( stormwater( management( systems( (“Early% Action% Projects”)( were( developed( on(predominately( public( land( from( the( 1990s( in( response( to( NPDES( permit( requirements,( to( gather( performance(data( and( refine( designs.( The( information( and( experience( gained( underpins( Portland’s( green( infrastructure(programs(today((Lukes(&(Kloss,(2008;(Water(Environment(Research(Foundation,(2009c).(Later,( green% street% pilots( (2003J2007)( tested( the( effectiveness( of( project( designs,( refined( techniques( and(provided(data(to(estimate(costs(and(other(considerations.(These(were(jointly(funded(by(BES,(Portland(Department(of(Transportation,(US(EPA,(and(an(Innovative(Wet(Weather(Fund,(and( included(a(wide(range(of(project( types.(A(consistent( reporting( approach( has( been( used( to( describe( the( pilot( background,( features,( engineering( design,(landscaping,( project( costs,(maintenance,(monitoring( and( lessons( learned,( to( allow( for( comparison( and( ongoing(improvement.(Many( of( the( costs( of( these( projects(were( oneJtime,( including( developing( standard( drawings( and(outreach(materials,(which(would(then(reduce(the(costs(of(later(use(of(these(technologies((Lukes(&(Kloss,(2008).(
Two%pilot%ecoroofs(in(Portland(were(developed(to(monitor(and(evaluate(performance,(and(refine(their(design(for(that(climate.(These(used(difference(types(of(ecoroof(technologies,( to(provide(comparisons(between(the(different(substrate( depths( and( construction( types.( The( roofs( were( monitored( over( a( 2Jyear( period( to( test( stormwater(infiltration(rates((Hutchinson,(Abrams,(Retzlaff,(&(Liptan,(2003).((The( BES( and( federal( Environmental( Protection( Agency( jointly( funded( the( Innovative% Wet% Weather%
Demonstration%Program,(which(provided(grants(for(green(infrastructure(stormwater(management(projects(that(also(contributed(to(traffic(calming,(bike(parking,(placeJmaking(and(communityJbuilding((City(of(Portland,(2013c).(Similarly,( the( community( Watershed( Stewardship( Program( provided( grants( to( community( groups( to( enhance(watershed(health(through(restoring(urban(habitat((Bureau(of(Environmental(Services,(2012a).(Singapore( An( informal% pilot% process( in( Singapore( reflected( a( culture( of( ‘getting( things( done’( (Poon(Hong( Yuen,( cited( in(Centre( for( Liveable( Cities,( 2013).( NParks( developed( test( urban( greening( projects,( monitored( the( impacts( and(refined(the(designs(and(process(based(on(the(findings.(The(success(of(the(city(in(greening(so(rapidly(is(attributed(to( this( mentality( of( ‘learning( by( doing’( and( pragmatic,( purposeful( experimentation( (Neo( Boon( Siong,( cited( in(Centre(for(Liveable(Cities,(2013)(as(opposed(to(trying(to(perfect(designs(and(strategies(in(abstraction(before(giving(them(a(go.(Toronto( The(Green%Roof%Incentive%Pilot%Program(provided(funding(for(the(construction(of(a(variety(of(green(roof(types,(which( provided( educational( and( promotional( opportunities.( Approved( projects( featured( a( diversity( of( building(sizes,(types(and(purposes,(as(well(as(various(green(roof(technologies(and(planting(styles.(Successful(applications(
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City:% Pilot%and%demonstration%projects%had(to(agree(to(provide(reasonable(access(to(City(staff(for(the(duration(of(the(pilot(program,(and(to(allow(images(to(be(taken,(and(applicants(were(required(to(provide(an(assessment(of(the(incentive(program(to(inform(future(efforts((City(of(Toronto,(2006).(Several(components(of(the(pilot(projects(appeared(to(be(particularly(important(in(ensuring(that(they(contributed(to(the(mainstreaming(process,(rather(than(being(ad#hoc,#isolated(installations.(These(included:(J Monitoring( and( evaluation(built( into( the(pilot( project( design,( including(where( appropriate(gathering(baseline(data(for(comparison;(J Performance( and( benefits( being( widely( communicated,( including( to( the( public,( industry,(within(government(and(to(property(owners;(J Pilot(projects(structured(as(learning(opportunities,(with(the(intention(of(providing(lessons(to(inform(future(projects.(Projects(are(not(expected(to(be(perfect,(and(any(shortcomings(seen(as(learning(opportunities(rather(than(failures;(J Community( involvement( in( the(design(and(development(of(pilot(projects( in( some(cases,( to(tailor( these( to( their( needs( and( preferences( and( ensure( greater( acceptance( and( longJterm(involvement;(J Projects( designed( to( test( a( variety( of( designs,( species,( substrates,( and( technologies,( to(evaluate(the(performance,(longevity,(maintenance(requirements,(costs,(aesthetics(and(other(such(considerations(under(local(conditions;(J Providing(public(access(to(the(pilot(projects((where(possible);(and(J Projects( being( either( developed( by( the( government( (by( one( or(more( level( of( government,(and( also( by( one( or(more( government( departments),( or(were( financially( supported( by( the(government,(to(overcome(high(initial(costs(and(risk.(
7.2.3 Cost'benefit'analysis''
Estimates( of( the( potential( costJsavings( that( biophilic( elements( could( provide( to( the( city( in(Portland(and(Toronto(was(observed(to(support(these(cities’(to(encourage(their(use.(In(Toronto,(this(provided( justification(for(the(Green(Roof(Strategy,( including(an( incentive(program(and(the(Bylaw,(and(in(Portland(this(resulted(in(the(use(of(green(infrastructure(as(a(standard(inclusion(in(stormwater(management(plans,(as(well(as(the(introduction(of(measures(to(encourage(ecoroofs.(In(Chicago,( the(economic(benefits(of(Millennium(Park(were(evaluated(after( it(was( constructed(and( are( reported( to( help( justify( and( secure( the( significant( maintenance( budget( for( the( park((Uhlir,( 2012),( as( summarised( in(Table(7.8.( In( Singapore,( urban(greening(was( largely(based(on(
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assumptions( that( this( would( provide( economic( benefits( however( no( evidence( was( found( of(efforts(to(quantify(these,(and(in(Freiburg(and(Berlin,(there(no(evidence(of(economic(arguments.((Table(7.8:(Examples(of(roles(of(economic(valuation(of(biophilic(elements((
City:% Role%of%economic%valuation%Berlin( J(Chicago( Most(urban(greening(in(Chicago(took(place(without(prior(quantification(of(the(economic(benefits,(potentially(as(these( early( efforts(were( largely( driven( by( the( City( of( Chicago( (Durnbaugh,( 2012;(Wiedel,( 2012).( Assessments(conducted(after(initial(these(projects(were(complete,(such(as(for(Millennium(Park((Chicago(Loop(Alliance,(2011),(reinforce(the(value(of(urban(nature(and(facilitate(its(wider(application.(The(Chicago(Urban(Forest(Climate(Project(was( begun( in( 1991(with( Federal( funding,( and(was( driven( by(Mayor( Daley’s( desire( to( support( plans( to( green(Chicago(through(the(quantification(and(assignment(of(monetary(values(to(many(of(the(environmental(costs(and(benefits( associated( with( the( urban( forest,( and( to( develop( management( alternatives( to( enhance( the( benefits((Nowak(&(McPherson,(1993).(Evidence(was(not(found,(however,(to(suggest(that(this(has(underpinned(subsequent(urban(greening(initiatives(or(policies.(Many( urban( greening( decisions(were(made( on( the( assumption( that( they( provided( financial( benefits,( although(they( could( not( be( quantified,( as( articulated( by( former(Mayor(Daley:( “We( believe( our( efforts( to(make( Chicago(attractive( and( livable( are( generating( a( big( return( on( investment.( That( return( can( not( always( be(measured( in(dollars(and(cents,(but(in(community(pride,(spirit(and(confidence.“(Daley,(2001).(Freiberg( J(Portland( An(evaluation(of(the(comparative(costs(of(including(green(infrastructure(in(stormwater(management(plans,(to(the(use( of( grey( infrastructure( alone,( demonstrated( substantial( upfront( costs( from( the( inclusion( of( green(infrastructure( due( to( downsized( requirements( for( underground( infrastructure.( As( a( result,( the( use( of( green(infrastructure(became(a(standard(inclusion(in(all(stormwater(management(plans(in(Portland((Burlin,(et(al.,(2012;(Foster,( et( al.,( 2011).( Similarly,( costJbenefit( studies( of( ecoroofs( showed( substantial( public( benefits( that( would(warrant(city(efforts(to(encourage(these,(however(also(revealed(government(assistance(was( likely(necessary(for(existing(private( properties( to( be( retrofit( (Adams(&(Marriott,( 2008).(Other( economic( data,( including( insurance(claim( costs( of( CSO(overflows( in(basements( gave( insight( into( circumstances( in(which( green( street( investments(were(justifiable((Kloss(&(Calarusse,(2006).((Singapore( J(Toronto( A(cost(benefit(assessment(of(green(roofs(was(undertaken(by(Ryerson(University(to(determine(whether(sufficient(public(good(to(warrant(municipal(efforts(to(encourage(these((Banting(et(al.,(2005).(This(scope(was(defined(in(part(due( to( the( difficulty( in( quantifying(many( of( the( benefits( of( green( roofs( and( thus( providing( a( full( costJbenefit(study,(as(well(as(in(recognition(of(these(being(the(key(questions(relevant(to(decision(makers((Doshi,(2012).(The(study(drew(on(international(research(as(well(as(local(performance(data(from(pilot(studies,(and(used(a(model(that(predicted(the(impact(of(green(roofs(on(the(city(under(a(number(of(different(green(roof(coverage(scenarios.(This(model(was( informed( by( an( evaluation( of( the( availability( and( suitability( of( existing( roofs( in( Toronto( for( green(roofs((Banting,(et(al.,(2005).((The( importance( of( having( an( economic( argument( to( enable( the( use( of( biophilic( urbanism(appears( to( be( related( to(whether( there( are( strong( legislative( requirements( for( their( use,( and(whether(there(is(strong(executive(leadership.((
In( Berlin,( interviewees( suggested( that( the( strong( legislative( framework( for( urban( nature(provided( in( principle( by( the( German( Nature( Conservation( Act( was( such( that( economic(arguments(were(not(needed(to(support(urban(greening(policies((Cloos,(2012;(Thierfelder,(2013).(The( Nature( Conservation( Act,( and( legislation( that( sits( beneath( it,( establishes( the( operating(conditions(for(development(in(Berlin((as(for(Freiburg),(such(that(the(conservation(of(nature(–(or(in(the(case(of(Berlin,(integration(of(nature(into(developments(under(the(Biotope(Area(Factor(–(is(not( subject( to( debate( or( economic( consideration( (Thierfelder,( 2013).( In( Berlin,( interviewees(reported(that(citizens(had(a(deep(understanding(of( the(benefits(provided(by(urban(nature(and(are(vocal(in(their(support(of(this,(such(that(economic(evaluations(would(not(provide(additional(value( (Cloos,( 2012)( (Thierfelder,( 2013).( Similarly( in( Freiburg,( Vauban( residents( reported( that(
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did(not(need(convincing(to(invest(and(live(in(the(district(and(recognised(themselves(the(benefits(it(provided((Sperling(&(Delleske,(2013;(Völzing,(2012).((
In(Singapore,(early(urban(greening(efforts(were( largely(predicated(on(the(assumption(that(this(would(assist(in(the(nation’s(economic(development,(by(driving(attracting(foreign(investment(and(skilled(labour(to(Singapore((Geh(&(Sharp,(2008;(Tan,(et(al.,(2013),(however(this(assumption(was(never( tested( through( an( economic( evaluation( (Centre( for( Liveable( Cities,( 2013).( The( Chief(Executive(Officer(of(the(National(Parks(Board,(Poon(Hong(Yuen(suggested(that(the(Garden(City(vision( would( not( have( been( achieved( if( economic( justification( had( been( needed( to( begin( the(greening( process( due( to( inherent( difficulties( in( quantifying( the( benefits( (Centre( for( Liveable(Cities,(2013).(Strong(executive(leadership(appeared(to(overcome(the(need(for(such(justification((Centre(for(Liveable(Cities,(2013).(
Similar( reflections( on( the( role( of( executive( leadership( were( observed( in( Chicago,( where( one(interviewee(felt( that(economic( justifications(for(urban(greening(had(not(been(necessary(due(to(the(strong(support(of(the(Mayor,(as(well(as(the(ability(to(draw(on(several(funding(pools(including(the(Open(Space(Land(Acquisition( and(Development( (a( state( of( Illinois(program,(which(utilises(federal(funds(for(land(acquisition(and(conservation);(the(Chicago(Park(District,(which(is(able(to(levy( taxes( independently( of( the(City(Council;( the(Department( of( the(Environment,(which(until(recently( was( funded( from( a( legal( settlement( with( a( private( electricity( utility;( and( private(philanthropists,(who(had(a(long(history(of(donating(land(to(the(City((Durnbaugh,(2012).(Further,(it( was( suggested( that( decisionJmakers( did( not( necessarily( need( economic( quantification( of(benefits(where(these(were(selfJevident(and(resonated(with(the(people((Durnbaugh,(2012).(
With(regards(to(developing(a(costJbenefit(analysis(of(urban(nature,(there(are(many(benefits(that(currently(cannot(be(quantified.(Several(approaches(were(observed(in(relation(to(addressing(this(limitation.( In( Toronto,( a( costJbenefit( assessment( of( green( roofs( was( structured( to( determine(whether( there( was( sufficient( public( good( from( green( roofs( to( justify( municipal( efforts( to(encourage(these,(and(to(determine(whether(there(was(currently(sufficient(evidence(of(benefits(to(private(building(owners(that(would(make(it( likely(they(would(invest( in(green(roofs(themselves((Banting,(et(al.,(2005).(Not(all(benefits(needed(to(be(quantified,(as(those(for(which(economic(data(was( more( readily( available( were( sufficient( to( demonstrate( net( public( good( from( green( roofs((Doshi,(2012).((
In( Portland,( an( economic( assessment( was( focused( on( evaluating( alternative( stormwater(approaches( only,( although( the( coJbenefits( of( a( green( infrastructure( approach( were( also(recognised.( As( this( assessment( demonstrated( substantial( cost( savings( from( the( use( of( green(
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stormwater( infrastructure,( by( reducing( the( need( for( grey( stormwater( infrastructure,( green(infrastructure(became(a(standard(inclusion(in(stormwater(plans((Burlin,(et(al.,(2012;(Foster,(et(al.,(2011).( In(both(Portland(and(Toronto,( economic(assessments(also(provided(evidence(of( the(need(for(incentives(for(private(building(owners,(and(what(size(this(should(be((Adams(&(Marriott,(2008;(Banting,(et(al.,(2005).((
7.2.4 Stable'funding'
Across(all(case(study(cities,(established(sources(of(funding(for(the(creation(and(maintenance(of(biophilic( elements,( and( to( run( programs( and( conduct( research( to( encourage( and( enable( their(use,(appeared(important.(The(way(in(which(such(funding(was(obtained(varied(between(cities,(as(did( the( stability( of( this( funding.( In( Berlin,( where( accessing( adequate( funding( for( park(maintenance(appeared(to(be(a(significant(challenge,(it(was(observed(that(citizens(and(the(private(sectors( are( increasingly( relied( on( to( fund( and( maintain( urban( nature( through( development(requirements,(park(fees,(privatisation(of(parks,(outsourcing(of(maintenance(contracts(and(urban(greening(programs(and(grassroots(citizen(initiatives.(This(contrasts(with(the(highly(centralised(funding(of(urban(greenery(seen( in(Singapore,(with(budgets(secured(by(the(prime(minister(and(the(vast(majority(of(urban(greenery(development( and(maintenance( conducted(by( the( state.( In(Chicago,( Portland( and(Toronto,( funding( for( biophilic( elements( is( secured( through( a( variety( of(means,(many(of(which(are(based(on( the( financial(benefits(provided.(Overall,(as(summarised( in(Table(7.9,(the(cities(were(observed(to(fund(urban(greenery(through(a(variety(of(mechanisms(that(broadly( include( development( requirements,( city( budgets( (including( spreading( costs( across(multiple,(relevant(budget(areas),(and(civic(and(private(sector(engagement.((Table(7.9:(Examples(of(sources(of(funding(for(urban(nature((
City:% Sources%of%funding%for%urban%nature%
Berlin  Citizen volunteers: Local boroughs encourage citizens to volunteer time to assist in park 
maintenance, such as through “rescue of the borough parks” campaigns. (Colding & Barthel, 2013; 
Rosol, 2012a). Citizens also maintain allotment and community gardens, and the Berlin Senate is 
now encouraging citizens to develop grassroots urban greening projects on vacant land in the city 
(Tempelhofer Freiheit, 2013; Thierfelder, 2013). 
Shift costs to the private sector: Under the Landscape Program developers must provide 
offsets (either as green space or financial contributions) for any residual loss of value (Berlin 
Senate, n.d.-a; Senate Department for the Urban Development and the Environment, n.d.-d; Senate 
Department for Urban Development and the Environment, n.d.-b). In inner-city areas, new and 
redeveloped properties must achieve set targets for ecologically active surface area under the 
Biotope Area Factor, generally through the use of integrated nature. (Berlin Senate, 1990). Some 
parks in Berlin have been privatised to reduce maintenance liabilities to the city (Rosol, 2010). 
City budgets: Funding is provided for some activities, including some funding for park 
maintenance (Rosol, 2012a), for a street tree planting program (Berlin Senate, 2013a) and for the 
development of new parks (Grün Berlin, n.d.), however this funding has been substantially reduced 
due to Berlin’s financial pressures (Rosol, 2012a; Thierfelder, 2013). 
User fees: User fees have been introduced in some parks in Berlin to help fund maintenance (Rosol, 
2012a) Chicago Tax%Increment%Financing%(TIF),(whereby(forecast(gains(in(property(taxes(to(fund(current(urban(renewal(efforts(through( issuing( government( bonds( that( are( subsequently( repaid( through( the( marginal( increases( in( property(taxes((City(of(Chicago,(2011,(n.d.Jh).(The(city(requires(development(applications(seeking(TIF(funding(to(include(features,( such( as( green( roofs,( as( detailed( on( the( Chicago(Green( Policy(Matrix( (also( used( for( Green( Permitting(Program(and(the(Density(Bonus)((City(of(Chicago,(2011).(
Settlement% payouts% and% government% grants:( the( Department( of( Environment( (DoE)( was( largely( funded(
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City:% Sources%of%funding%for%urban%nature%through( State( and( Federal( grants,( and( a( substantial( legal( settlement( payout( from( an( electricity( utility((Durnbaugh,( 2012;( Wiedel,( 2012).( The( DoE( was( responsible( for( testing( new( biophilic( elements( in( Chicago,(running( many( of( the( city’s( urban( greening( and( community( outreach( programs,( and( offering( incentives( to(residents((Water(Environment(Research(Foundation,(2009a;(Wiedel,(2012).(
Philanthropic% donations:( Private( sector( donations( funded(much( of( Millennium( Park,( including( much( of( the(artwork( and( other( highJcost( items( that(would( have( otherwise( been( inappropriate( if( publically( funded( (Uhlir,(2012;(Wiedel,(2012).(
Use%of%multiple%government%budgets:(The(Bureau(of(Forestry,(Chicago(Park(District(and(Chicago(Department(of(Transport( (CDOT)( manage( tree( plantings,( and( are( funded( largely( through( Capital( Improvements( Funds( and(neighbourhood( capital( improvement( bonds( and( vehicle( taxes( (Garrison( &( Hobbs,( 2011a).( The( Chicago( Park(District(levies(taxes(independently(of(the(City,(and(purchases(significant(land(for(parkland(and(conservation,(and(maintains(existing(green(space((Illinois(General(Assembly,(1934).(The(Department(of(Buildings(runs( the(Green(Permit( program( (Garrison( &( Hobbs,( 2011a),( and( the( CDOT( manages( the( green( alley( and( green( streetscapes(projects((Garrison(&(Hobbs,(2011a).(
Shift%costs%to%private%sector:(Regulatory(mechanisms(and(development(requirements(including(the(Open(Space(Impact( Fee( Ordinance;( the( Landscape( Ordinance( and( the( Stormwater( Management( Ordinance( shift( costs( for(urban(greening(to(property(owners. Freiberg Land%sales:(The(development(of(roads,(the(tram(tracks(and(social(infrastructure(in(Vauban(was(funded(through(a(State(redevelopment( fund(and(credits(raised(by(the(City(Council,(and(had(to(be(repaid(through(land(sales((The(Scottish( Government,( 2011).( Allocations( of( land( for( green( space( were( hence( funded( through( land( sales( to(Baugruppen(and(property(developers.(These(spaces(were(designed(and(physically(developed(by(residents((Lutz(&(Schepers,(2012),(and(evidence(has(not(been(found(regarding(whether(funding(was(provided(to(assist(with(this.((
CitizenQfunded% land% reserves% as% contingency% for% future%parking% requirements:(A(parcel(of(green(space(in(Vauban( has( been( financed( by( carJfree( households( who( were( required( under( state( planning( provisions( to(contribute( to( the(purchase(of( land(to(be(held( in(reserve( for( the( future(development(of(a(carpark,(should( those(households(subsequently(decide(to(own(a(car((Delleske,(2013b).(
City%budgets:(Freiburg(has(extensive(established(green(space((Freiburg(im(Breisgau,(2011b),(and(the(city’s(land(use(plan(protects(much(of(this(as(conservation(areas,(as(well(as(parks,(community(gardens(and(open(space((City(of( Freiburg,( 2014),( however( no( evidence( has( been( found( regarding( how( new( green( space( or( other( biophilic(elements( are( funded.( With( regards( to( maintenance,( the( city( sustainable( harvests( wood( from( the( cityJowned(forest( (which( is( the( largest( cityJowned( forest( of( any( city( in( Germany( of( comparable( size( at( 6,420( hectares),(providing( an( annual( income( to( the( city( of( 2(million( Euro( (Freiburg( im(Breisgau,( 2011b).( The( city’s( parks( are(maintained( in( an( ecological(manner( that( reduces( chemical( use( and(mowing( (Stadt( Freiberg,( n.d.),( and( is( also(reported(to(reduce(costs((Neal,(2013). Portland( Dedicated%stormwater%management%city%budgets:(the(Grey(to(Green(program(and(ongoing(city(investments(in(green( infrastructure( are( largely( funded( through( the( stormwater( fee( charged( to( property( owners( (Bureau( of(Environmental(Services,(2011;(Foster,(et(al.,(2011).(These( fees(are(amongst( the(highest(combined(sanitary(and(stormwater(rates( in(the(USA((Garrison(&(Hobbs,(2011b),(which( in(turn(provides(an( incentive(to(households(to(manage( stormwater( onsite( (Bureau( of( Environmental( Services,( 2012d;( Water( Environment( Research(Foundation,(2009c).(
Shift% costs% to% private% sector:( New( residential( developments( must( pay( a( Stormwater( System( Development(Charge( (SSDC)(depending(on( the(amount(of( impervious(surface(of( the(development( (Bureau(of(Environmental(Services,(n.d.Jb)(and(a(System(Development(Charge( for(Parks,(Trails(and(Natural(Areas( (Parks(and(Recreation,(n.d.).(Property(owners(also(pay(an(ongoing(stormwater(fee((discussed(above).(The(EcoJRoof(Incentive(Program,(which( is( currently(not(being(offered,( offered( financial( assistance( to(property(owners(who( install( a( green( roof,(however(did(not(pay(the(full(costs((Bureau(of(Environmental(Services,(n.d.Ja).((Singapore( City%budgets:(The(budget(for(urban(greening(was(over(S$700(million(between(1975(and(1993((equivalent(US$59(million(in(2008(terms)((Geh(&(Sharp,(2008).(HighJlevel(prioritisation(of(urban(greening(contributed(significantly(to(budgetary(allocations.(In(1978,(it(is(reported(that(the(Prime(Minister(Lee(called(a(meeting(with(the(Garden(City(Action(Committee(to(discuss(the(Garden(City(vision,(during(which(he(made(it(clear(to(civil(servants(that(increased(funding( should( be( channelled( towards( urban( greening.( As( a( consequence,( the( budget( grew( 10Jfold( by( 1980(compared( to( 1973( levels( (after( inflation).( Additional( staff( were( recruited( to( develop( urban( greenery( (Auger,(2013).((
Use%of%multiple%government%budgets:(Requirements(to(develop(roadside(greenery(were(developed(and(funded(through( the( Public( Works( budget.( Later( NParks( became( closely( associated( with( the( Urban( Redevelopment(Authority( (URA),( and( requirements( for(urban(greening(are( integrated( into( all( of( Singapore’s( key(development(plans(such(that(these(are(funded(as(a(component(of(urban(development((Er(&(Chiew,(2013;(Yuen,(1996).(
Citizen% volunteers:( Through( the( Community( In( Bloom( program,( citizens( provide( much( volunteer( labour( to(develop(and(maintain(urban(nature((Centre(for(Liveable(Cities,(2013;(NParks,(2013a).(Toronto Use%of%multiple%government%budgets:(Funding(for(green(roofs(incentives(and(programs(were(provided(through(Toronto(Water,(who(funded(green(roof(incentives(due(to(the(benefits(of(green(roofs(to(stormwater(management((City(of(Toronto,(n.d.Jc);(Toronto(Hydro,(who(funded(green(roof(incentives(to(reduce(electricity(demand(as(part(of(their(Conservation(and(Demand(Management(program( (City(of(Toronto,(n.d.Jh);( and( the(Toronto(Atmospheric(Fund( helped( fund( green( roof( research( and( demonstration( projects,( as( green( roofs( are( shown( to( reduce(atmospheric(pollution((Green(Roofs(for(Healthy(Cities,(n.d.Jb).((
Shift% costs% to% the% private% sector:( The(Green(Development( Standard( (City( of( Toronto,( n.d.Jl)( and(Green(Roof(Bylaw((City(of(Toronto,(n.d.Jf)(require(new(and(redeveloped(properties(to(include(green(roofs. 
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Establishing(these(sources(of(funding(appeared(be(an(important(contributor(to(both(early(efforts(to( encourage(biophilic(urbanism,( and( to( subsequently( establish( this( as( a(mainstream(practice.(The(upfront(costs(associated(with(developing(many(biophilic(elements(were(observed(to(be(high,(particularly(as(pilot(projects(when( there( is(a( lack(of( industry(capacity,( economies(of( scale(and(standard( designs.( A( source( of( funding( was( needed( in( the( case( study( cities( to( develop( pilot(projects,(and(to(conduct(many(of(the(activities(discussed(in(other(pathway(factors.((
Stable(funding(could(also(be(discussed(as(a(formalising(factor,(as(this(was(seen(in(the(case(study(cities(as(being(critical(to(ensure(the(continuity(of(measures(that(direct(the(integration(of(nature(into( the( urban( environment.( Stable( funding( is( discussed( here( as( a( pathway( factor,( with(acknowledgement(that(many(of(the(examples(discussed(in(Table(7.9(emerged(at(various(points(during(the(mainstreaming(process.(
7.2.5 Empowered'community'leaders'and'pioneers'
In( Freiburg( and( Berlin,( community( leaders( and( pioneers( were( observed( to( be( particularly(important( in( the( creation( of( urban( greenery,( and( in( Toronto( and( Portland( citizen( advocacy(raised( the( profile( of( urban( greening( on( the( cities’( agenda.( In( the( other( case( study( cities,( city(governments( were( also( found( to( actively( work( with( citizens( to( create( and( maintain( urban(nature,( and( to(advocate( for( its(use(within( the(community.(Table(7.10(summarises( some(of( the(varied( roles( that( community( leaders( and( pioneers(were( found( to( play( in( the( development( of(biophilic( elements( in( the( case( study( cities,( ranging( from( advocating( for( the( protection( and(creation(of(urban(greenspace,(to(being(involved(in(the(design(and(development(natural(features,(to(participating(in(cityJled(engagement(programs(to(enhance(and(maintain(existing(features.(Table(7.10:(Examples(of(community(leaders(and(pioneers(enabled(in(developing(urban(nature(
City:% Mechanisms%for%enabling%community%leaders%and%pioneers%Berlin( Citizen% activism( for( the( protection( and( creation( of( urban( nature( has( resulted( in(many( of( Berlin’s( parks,( nature(reserves,( and( community( gardens( (Kowarik( &( Langer,( 2005;( Lachmund,( 2013a;( Rosol,( 2012b),( as( well( as( the(introduction( of( legislative(measures( for( biotope( protection( (Lachmund,( 2013a).( This( includes( the(work( of( urban(ecologist(Herbert%Sukopp(and(his(colleagues,(who(in(particular(are(credited(with(having(raised(the(profile(of(urban(ecology(through(their(research(and(advocacy(work(with(both(the(community(and(Berlin(Senate((Lachmund,(2013a;(Lachmund,(2013b).((Marco( Clausen,( the( coJfounder( of( the( Prinzessinnengarten( community( garden,( emphasised( how( important( the(
support%of%the%local%borough%mayor,(and(widespread%citizen%support,(was(to(the(garden’s(ability(to(resist(efforts(of( the( Berlin( Senate( to( sell( the( land( for( redevelopment( (Clausen,( 2013).( The( Prinzessinnengarten( has( attracted( a(wide(support(base((30,000)(through(the(use(of(social,(visual(and(print(media(attracting(a(wide(diversity(of(visitors(and( supporters( to( the(garden( (Clausen,(2013),((many(of(whom(had(not( initially( sought(out( the(garden( for(natureJbased(experiences((Mayr,(2013).((The(Berlin(Senate(has(formally%embraced%citizen%pioneers(in(their(landscape%strategy,(in(recognition(of(the(vital(role( this(plays( in(urban(development(and( innovation.(An( interviewee( from(the(Berlin(Senate( reflected( that( citizen(activism(contributed(to(urban(greenspace(goals,(as(the(people(tended(to(agitate(for(the(protection(of(urban(nature((such( as( mature( trees,( open( space( and( allotment( gardens),( and( had( provided( ideas( and( input( that( had( at( times(resulted(in(more(economical(outcomes(for(the(city((Thierfelder,(2013).(.(Chicago( Citizens( and( community( groups( in( Chicago( have( influenced( urban( greening( and( policy( in( Chicago( through%
involvement% in% the% multiQstakeholder( Chicago% Wilderness% Alliance% (CWA).( The( 260Jmember( organisation(incorporates( city,( state(and( federal( government(agencies,(large( conservation(organizations,( cultural( and(education(institutions,( volunteer( groups,(municipalities,( corporations,( and( faithJbased( groups.( The( CWA(developed( four( key(initiatives,( including(“Restoring(Nature(to(Health”,(“Climate(Action”,(“Leave(no(Child(Inside”,(and(“Protecting(Green(
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City:% Mechanisms%for%enabling%community%leaders%and%pioneers%Infrastructure”(and(has(been(instrumental( in(raising(the(profile(of(urban(nature(in(the(region((Chicago(Wilderness(Alliance,(n.d.).(Through(the(Protecting(Green(Infrastructure(initiative,(CWA(has(influenced(the(Chicago(Metropolitan(Agency(for(Planning’s(GoTo(2040,(the(regional(plan(for(Northeastern(Illinois,(as(well(as(those(of(other(cities( in(the(area.(A(former(City(of(Chicago(interviewee(felt(that(the(CWA(was(born(largely(due(to(the(lack(of(a(regional(authority(that( could( draw( together( stakeholders( involved( in( managing( crossJboundary( issues.( Whilst( the( CWA( does( not(directly( create( policy( or( projects,( in( bringing( together( key( stakeholders( and( facilitating( meeting( and(communications,(they(are(able(to(strategically(enable(policies(and(projects(to(be(developed,(and(to(further(the(urban(nature(agenda(across(a(broad(range(of(issues((Durnbaugh,(2012).(Freiberg( The(Vauban%development(was(largely(led(by(“pioneers”(within(the(community,(who(were(interested(to(be(a(part(of(an(innovative(urban(development((Sperling(&(Delleske,(2013;(Völzing,(2012).(The(City(of(Freiburg’s(strong%focus%on%
citizen% participation% in% urban% planning( (Building( and( Social( Housing( Foundation,( 2013;( Freiburg( im(Breisgau,(2011b;(Salomon,(Daseking,(Köhler,(&(Kemnitz,(2010)(provided(background(to(the(city’s(commitment(for(extended%
citizen%participation( in(the(Vauban(project((Delleske,(2013b;(The(Scottish(Government,(2011).(The(city(provided%
funding( to( the( nonJprofit( citizen( organisation( Forum( Vauban,( that( had( been( established( to( advocate( for( highly(ecological(concepts(to(be(included(in(the(Vauban(redevelopment((Delleske,(2014),(and(was(willing%to%work%with%the%
citizen%group(to(develop(and(implement(the(Vauban(Masterplan.(Through(Forum(Vauban,(citizen(pioneers(worked(with(the(City(to(develop(the(Master(Plan,(advocated(for(more(innovative(and(sustainable(measures,(ran(workshops((through(Forum(Vauban)(to( inform(and(engage(other(citizens(about( the(district,(and(themselves(became(residents(willing( to( trial( living( in(an( innovative(district(and( to(purchase(a(home( there( (Forum(Vauban,(2013).(The(City(also(supported(the(Baugruppen(building(model(through(land%sale%policies((The(Scottish(Government,(2011).(Forum( Vauban( members( suggest( that( citizen( engagement( saved( the( government( significant( money,( as( Forum(Vauban(conducted(much(of( the(community(engagement,(and(district(planning,(on(behalf(of( the(city.(They(consider(also( that( the(district’s(popularity( is(a(reflection(of( this(having(been(planned(and(built(by( the(people(who(now( live(there(–(who(are(“specialists(for(living”(who(ensured(their(needs(were(met(in(the(district((Sperling(&(Delleske,(2013;(Völzing,( 2012).( One( interviewee( suggested( that( the( best( way( for( a( government( to( support( such( a( process( and(encourage(this(kind(of(innovation(in(a(city(is(to(support(pioneers(to(begin(the(process:(“it(was(enough(for(the(City(to(just(allow(Vauban(to(happen,(the(people(didn’t(need(to(be(convinced”((Sperling(&(Delleske,(2013).(Portland( Portland( City( Council( actively% engages% citizens( in( the( design,( development( and( maintenance( of( green( street(features,(and(finds(that(this(in(turn(fosters(community(support(and(volunteering((Burlin,(et(al.,(2012).(In(a(review(of(community(outreach(efforts( in( the(Tabor( to( the(River(program(area,(city( found(that( “champions,( local( leaders(and(individuals(already(partaking(in(community(activities”(provided(motivation(and(enthusiasm(that(generated(greater(neighbourhood(participation(an(acceptance(of(green(infrastructure((Shandas,(Steele,(&(Nelson,(2012,(p55).(This(was(more(timely(and(effective(that(the(government(trying(to(do(this(directly((Shandas,(et(al.,(2012).((Singapore( Citizens( advocated( through( the(Malayan% Nature% Society% (Singapore% Branch)( (MNS( Singapore( (MNS))( for( the(protection( of( nature( in( Singapore.( The(MNS(was( formally( founded( in( 1954( and( had( several( prominent( scientists,(academics(and(government(officials(as(mentors.(Reviews(of( the(Master(Plan( in(1970(and(1980(resulted( in( the(deJgazetting(of( several(nature( reserves,( causing( the(MNS( to(become(more(active(and(vocal.(MNS( lobbying( is( credited(with(having( strongly( influenced( the(Government’s(decision( to( conserve( the(Sungei% Buloh%wetlands( in( Singapore(island’s( far(north( in(1988((Geh(&(Sharp,(2008).(This( is(particularly(notable,(given(the( land(shortages( in(Singapore,(and(the(group(considered(that(their(approach(of(informally(lobbying(the(government(was(effective(as(it(allowed(the(government( to( save( face,(whilst( ensuring( they(were(aware(of( the( strength(of( citizen( support( for( the( conservation(measures(they(proposed((Geh(&(Sharp,(2008).(Later,(civil(society(action(was(credited(with(the(government’s(decision(to( delay( land( reclamation( on( the( Chek% Jawa( site,( where( nature( conservationists( had( found( rich( biodiversity.(Extensive(online(and(media(coverage(and(campaigns(raised(widespread(awareness((Geh(&(Sharp,(2008).((Toronto( The(promotion%of%green%roofs%in%Toronto(began(in(the(1990s(with(several%community%groups%and%volunteers,(such(as(the(Rooftop(Garden(Resource(Group,(Green(Roofs(for(Healthy(Cities((GRHC)((Green(Roofs(for(Healthy(Cities,(n.d.Ja)( and( the( Toronto( Food( Policy( Council,( (City( of( Toronto,( n.d.Ji)( and( a( number( of( green( roofs( that( had( been(voluntarily( installed(by(businesses(and(community(groups.(GRHC(collaborated(with( the(National(Research(Council(Canada(to(develop(two(green(roof(demonstration(projects((the(Toronto(City(Hall(and(Eastview(Community(Centre),(and(the(ongoing(outreach(work(by(individuals(within(GRHC(with(Toronto(City(Council(is(credited(with(having(helped(put(green(roofs(onto(the(agenda(as(part(of(Toronto’s(Environmental(Roundtable((Miller,(2008).(The(various(roles(that(citizens(played(in(advocating(for,(creating(and(maintaining(urban(nature(was(observed(to(be(both(a(valuable(resource(in(the(case(study(cities(in(terms(of(sharing(the(cost(and(labour(for(the(creation(and(maintenance(of(urban(nature,(and(in(creating(a(mandate(in(the(community(to(support(city(efforts.(
In(Freiburg,(Berlin(and(Portland,(citizens(were(observed(to(test(and(demonstrate(new(biophilic(elements,(thereby(assuming(the(risk(and(cost(of(doing(so.(Interviewees(in(Freiburg(claimed(that(they( primarily( sought( permission( from( the( city( to( test( and( demonstrate( these( new( ideas((Sperling(&(Delleske,(2013;(Völzing,(2012),(and(in(Berlin(to(continue(to(rent( land(from(the(city(
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rather( than( this( being( sold( to( developers( (Clausen,( 2013).( Such( citizen( initiatives( have(subsequently(been(observed(to(provide(significant(value(to(the(cities(in(terms(of(providing(proof(of(concept(and(enabling(the(spread(of(such(innovations((Liptan(&(Strecker,(2003;(Sustainability(Victoria,( 2011;( Taylor,( 2007;( The( Scottish( Government,( 2011),( and( providing( valued( public(green( space( to( residents( at( minimal( cost( to( the( city( (Clausen,( n.d.;( Thierfelder,( 2013).( In(Singapore(and(Chicago,( the(government(was(observed( to(more( strongly(direct(urban(greening(efforts,(however(evidence( suggested( that( citizens(provided( supportive( roles( through(advocacy(work(that(supported(the(government’s(agenda(and(at(times(extended(it.(
The( notion( of( enabling( pioneers( may( also( be( seen( in( many( grant( programmes( discussed(elsewhere( in( this(Chapter,(where(a( limited(number(of(grants(are(provided(to(property(owners(willing(to(integrate(a(biophilic(element(into(their(property.(These(grants(do(not(seek(to(directly(encourage(the(majority(of(property(owners(to(use(the(biophilic(element,(but(rather(a(small(group(that( are( willing( to( be( amongst( the( first( to( test( and( demonstrate( the( element.( This( provides(information( and( experience( with( the( biophilic( elements,( to( then( support( the( mainstreaming(process.( In( the( case( study( cities,( such( grants( are( often( tied( to( requirements( that( enhance( the(contribution( of( the( grant( program( to( the(mainstreaming( process,( including( that( a( diversity( of(projects(be( funded,( that(monitoring(and(evaluation(be( included( in(project(design,(and(to(allow(the(element(to(be(publicised.(
7.2.6 Education'and'outreach'
Effective( communication,( education( and( outreach( around( the( use( and( benefits( of( biophilic(elements(was(observed(to(provide(several( functions( in( the(case(study(cities,(as(summarised( in(Table(7.11,(including(to:(J Increase( the( visibility( of( biophilic( elements,( and( to( draw( public( attention( to( the( multiple(benefits((including(financial(and(nonJfinancial)(these(provide,(to(increase(understanding(and(appreciation(of(their(value;(J Overcome( public( concerns( and( resistance( to( biophilic( elements,( by( enabling( personal(experience(of(the(benefits,(evidence(of(how(these(perform,(and(how(potential(issues(can(be(mitigated;(J Build(industry(capacity(and(experience(with(the(design,(implementation(and(maintenance(of(biophilic(elements(by(communicating(best(practice(in(these(regards;(J Assist(private(property(owners(in(the(design,(implementation(and(maintenance(of(biophilic(elements(on(their(own(property;(J Build(community(capacity(to(development(and(maintenance(of(biophilic(elements.(
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Table(7.11:(Examples(of(communication,(education(and(outreach(
City:% Examples%of%communication,%education%and%engagement%Berlin( The(Landscape(Strategy(recognises(the(importance(of(communicating%the%value%of%green%and%open%space,(using(“exemplary% reference%projects( that(bring(the(concept(to( life,(make(it(vivid,(and,(as(excellent(models,(point(the(way(to(Berlin’s(green(future”((Senatsverwaltung(für(Stadtentwicklung(und(Umwelt,(2011,(p7).((
Demonstration%of%urban%nature(was(found(to(be(particularly(important(today(as(many(urban(residents(have(had(limited(experience(with(natural(settings(and(their(idea(of(nature(can(be(dominated(by(negative(aspects(such(as(leaf(litter( and( rodents.( Demonstration( projects( and( effective( communication( are( vital( to( breaking( these(misconceptions(and(cultivating(a(different(appreciation(of(urban(nature((Baumann,(et(al.,(2013).(With(regards( to( industry(capacity( for(green(roofs,( a( lack(of( such(capacity( in( the(1990s( led( to( the( installation(of(poor(quality(roofs(that(failed.(This(led(to(a(lack(of(consumer(confidence(in(green(roofs,(which(took(some(time(to(recover( from.(As(a(consequence(of( these( failures,( the(German(government(developed(design% and% construction%
standards( for( green( roofs,(which( are( continually( updated( and(have( informed( similar( efforts(worldwide( (Ngan,(2004).((Chicago( Demonstration%projects(and(active% communication%of% the%benefits% and%performance%outcomes(have(been(key( mechanisms( for( education( the( public( and( private( sector( of( the( value( of( biophilic( elements.( Dedicated(
education%and% training%programs(run(through(the(Centre(for(Green(Technology,(which(is(a(CityJfunded(centre(that( provides( demonstration,( information,( training( and( research( about( sustainable( homes,( workplaces( and(communities((Chicago(Center(for(Green(Technology,(n.d.).(The(Centre(itself(is(a(demonstration(building,(being(the(first(municipal( building( to( achieve( LEED( Platinum( rating( from( the( U.S( Green( Building( Council( for( a( renovated(municipal(building.(In(addition(to(the(numerous(green(roof(and(other(green(infrastructure(demonstration(projects,(the(City(organises(for(educational(seminars(to(be(held(about(green(roofs(to(answer(industry(questions(about(the(technology(and(dispel(ungrounded(fears(and(misconceptions((City(of(Seattle,(n.d.).(Freiberg( Effective( communication( and( outreach( underpinned( the( success( of( the( Vauban( development.( The( district( was(developed( in( a( stageJwise( process,( with( each( successive( stage( providing( demonstration( and( evidence( of( the(benefits(and(shortcomings(of(innovative(designs,(to(inform(future(stages.(This(included(around(40(workshops(to(provide(information(about(ecological(building(practices,(including(greening(facades(and(stormwater(management,(the(design(of(green(spaces,(and( information( to(support( the(Baugruppen(building(communities(and(self(builders((Forum(Vauban,(2013).(A(biJmonthly(district(magazine,(Vauban(Actuel,( includes(information(for(residents(about(the(district,(and(can(be(accessed(more(widely(by(interested(parties((Forum(Vauban,(2013).((Portland( In(Portland,(there(is(much(evidence(of(community(outreach(and(education.(Residents(have(been(engaged% in% the%
design%and%development(of(green(street(facilities,(which(increased(acceptance(and(ongoing(involvement((Burlin,(et(al.,(2012;(Odefey(et(al.,(2012).(The(City(harnesses(this(willingness(through(the(Green(Street(Steward(Program.(The(Community(Watershed(Stewardship(Program((CWSP)(provides(funding(and(practical(support(for(community(projects(that(enhance(watershed(health,(while(fostering(public(awareness(of(and(connection(with(watersheds(in(Portland((Bureau(of(Environmental(Services,(2011).(
Information% and% technical% resources(are(made(available( to( the(public( to(assist( in( the(design,( implementation(and(maintenance(of(ecoroofs,(including(the(EcoRoof(Handbook,(EcoRoof(guide,(EcoRoof(resource(list(and(EcoRoof(Plant(Report.(Singapore( Throughout(Singapore,(public%signage(provides(information(about(the(urban(nature(people(can(see,(the(benefits(that(it(provides,(and(some(unique(and(interesting(features(that(may(engage(them(with(the(nature((Reeve,(2013a).(Urban(nature(is(promoted(as(a(feature(of(Singapore,(with(advertising(encouraging(residents(and(visitors(to(visit(the( national( parks,( Gardens( by( the( Bay( development( and( elevated( canopy( walkways,( amongst( other( natural(features( (Reeve,( 2013a).( More( structured( community% education% and% engagement( can( be( seen( through( the(Communities( in( Bloom( program,( by( which( NParks( works( with( community( leaders( to( provide( training% and%
support(around(the(development(and(maintenance(of(urban(nature.(These(leaders(in(turn(work(with(community(groups,( with( over( 600( groups(managing( a( wide( array( of( gardens( and( features( throughout( Singapore( (NParks,(2013a).(The(Centre(for(Urban(Greenery(and(Ecology((CUGE)(is(a(national(training(institute,(which(was(established(in(2007(in(a( joint(project(between(NParks(and( the(Singapore(Workforce(Development(Agency.(A(variety(of(horticultural(and(landscape(skills(training%programmes(are(run(for(all(levels(of(the(landscape(industry.(Nationally(recognised(certification(systems,(including(the(Workforce(Skills(Qualifications,(are(adopted(in(these(programmes((Centre(for(Urban(Greenery( and( Ecology,( 2013).( HortPark( is( an( industry( government( collaboration,(where( urban( greening(technologies(and(methods(are(researched(and(displayed(for(public(and(industry(to(see((NParks,(2013b).(Toronto( Publicity(and(education(were(one(of( four(key(components(of( the(green(roof(strategy( (Mitrovic,(2010).(This(was(focused(on(pilot(demonstration%projects,(including(on(municipal(properties(and(those(developed(as(part(of(a(pilot(incentive(program.(A(list(of(publically(accessible(green(roofs(is(available(on(the(Toronto(Green(Roofs(website,(to(encourage(the(public(to(visit(to(be(better(informed(about(green(roofs((City(of(Toronto,(n.d.Jd).(A( gap( in( industry( knowledge( and( experience( in( North( America( was( identified( in( the( 1999( Greenbacks# from#
Greenroofs#report((Peck,(Callahan,(Kuhn,(&(Bass,(1999).(The(Toronto(Construction%Standard(for(Green(Roofs(was(developed(to(guide(their(design(and(development((City(of(Toronto,(n.d.Jj),( to(enable(designers(to(design(a(green(roof( that(meets( the( City’s(minimum( requirements(while( still( ensuring( the( remainder( of( the( building(meets( the(Ontario(Building(Code(requirements.(Training%courses%and%accreditation(in(green(roof(design(and(development(is(offered(through(Green(Roofs(for(Healthy(Cities((North(America)((Green(Roofs(for(Healthy(Cities,(2013)(and(there(are(a( large(number(of(other(organisations(and(academies( that(offer( training,( resources(and(assistance( to(green(roof(designers(and(installers,(however(no(accreditation(is(required(in(Ontario((City(of(Toronto,(2011).(Concern(has(been(expressed(by(green(roof(professionals(regarding(the(lack(of(a(unified(and(organised(training(program(in(the(green(roof(industry((City(of(Toronto,(2011).(
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In( all( case( study( cities( except(Toronto,( there(was(evidence(of( some( initial(public( resistance( to(urban(greening(efforts.(This(was(attributed( to( a(number(of( causes,( including( fear(of( increased(leaf(litter(and(maintenance(work((Singapore),(fear(of(carJfree(living(concepts((Freiburg((Sperling(&( Delleske,( 2013)),( fear( of( increased( insects( or( animals( (Berlin( (Baumann,( et( al.,( 2013)),(resistance(to(public(spending((Chicago((Loder,(2007))(or(resistance(to(the(loss(of(other(services(such(as(parking(space((Berlin((Baumann,(et(al.,(2013)).( In(Portland,(Chicago,(and(Berlin,( it(was(reported(that(public(resistance(to(new(urban(greening(initiatives(disappeared(once(people(had(personal( experience( of( these( facilities( (Baumann,( et( al.,( 2013;(Burlin,( et( al.,( 2012;(Durnbaugh,(2012).((
In(all(case(study(cities,(there(was(evidence(of(communication(and(education(efforts(aimed(at(the(general(public,(as(discussed(in(Table(7.11(above.(Examples(of(these(include:(J Allowing(public,(media(and(industry(access(to(demonstration(sites;(J Promotion(of(pilot( sites( in( the(media,( at( community(events,( through(social(media,( through(internet(sites,(and(as(part(of(the(city’s(promotional(campaigns;(J Visible(signage(around(biophilic(elements(to(inform(people(about(the(benefits(provided,(the(biodiversity(present,(the(ecosystem(functions,(and(other(interesting(facts;(J Information( to( help( property( owners( and( industry( professionals( design,( implement( and(maintain(urban(nature,(including(technical(guidelines(and(standards,(workshops,(home(visits(and(specialised(training;(and(J Training(and(support(for(urban(greening(community(groups.(
In( Berlin,( interviewees( from( the( NGO( Gruna( Liga( reflected( on( this( challenge( of( “marketing”(urban(greening(to(help(this(become(a(mainstream(practice:(“the(challenge(here(is(that(you(have(to( at( the( same( time(do( good(work,( but( to( also( speak( about( it( in( the( right(way( that(brings( the(newspapers(and(the(television.(You(have(to(make(a(good(promotion(of(it.(It’s(not(only(the(work,(or( the( content,( but( also( how( you( frame( what( you( do.”( Building( momentum( from( initiatives(requires( creating( the( right( message( to( the( right( audience( having( the( right( mode( of(communication,(and(this(is(not(necessarily(amongst(the(skill(sets(or(experience(of(organisations(such( as( Grüna( Liga,( but( one( that( they( need( to( develop( and( master( to( support( their( work((Baumann,(et(al.,(2013).(
In(Chicago,(Singapore(and(Toronto,(training(is(provided(by(the(city(or(a(peak(body(in(the(design(and(construction(of(green(roofs(and(other(biophilic(elements.(Green(roof(construction(standards(were(developed(in(Germany(and(Toronto,(and(in(Portland(ecoroof(designs(must(be(signed(by(a(structural( engineer( and( approved( by( the( city( before( building( approvals( are( given.( The(
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importance( of( such( industry( training( and( education( is( evident( from( the( experience( in( Berlin,(where( the( green( roof( industry( collapsed( in( 1990s( providing( a( warning( of( the( potential(consequences(of( installations(conducted(with( insufficient(experience(or(knowledge.(This( led(to(the(national(green(roof(construction(guidelines(being(developed((Ngan,(2004).((
7.3 The'contributing'role'of'formalising'factors'
This(section(considers(a(set(of(formalising(factors(observed(in(the(case(studies,(which(appeared(to( contribute( to( biophilic( urbanism( being( embedded( as( a( mainstream( component( of( urban(development.((
There( are( broadly( two( types( of( formalising( factors( seen( in( the( case( studies.( The( first( embed(biophilic(urbanism(into(the(urban(design(and(development(process,(and(include:(1. Regulatory(frameworks;(and(2. Financial(assistance((both(direct(and(indirect).(
The(second(provide(a(supportive(environment(for(embedding(biophilic(urbanism(to(ensure(that(biophilic( urbanism( remains( viable,( prioritised( and( adaptive( to( changing( circumstances( in( the(city.(Mechanisms(that(provide(a(supportive(context(for(biophilic(urbanism(include:(1. Governance(structures(and(arrangements;(2. Commitment(to(ongoing(research(and(development;(and(3. Systematised(management(and(maintenance.(
Considering(the(formalising(factors(as(a(whole,(several(attributes(are(observed(with(regards(to(how(these(contribute(to(mainstreamed(biophilic(urbanism,(including:(J Mechanisms( exist( that( address( most,( or( all( property( types( (i.e.( residential,( commercial,(industrial(and(municipal,(as(well(as(most,(or(all(infrastructure(types((i.e.(roads,(bridges,(car(parks,(open(space),(for(both(new(and(existing(buildings(and(infrastructure;(J Consideration(for(biophilic(urbanism(is(embedded(within(most(policy(areas(and(government(departments( concerned( with( urban( development,( environmental( protection,( economic(development(and(public(health;(J Structures( exist( to( enable( communication( and( collaboration( between( government(department( and( across( policies( and( programs( to( ensure( consistency( and( a( streamlined(process;(J Long(term,(and(integrated(planning(strategies(and(policies(value(the(wideJranging(benefits(of(integrated(urban(nature;(
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J There(are(strong(external(partnerships(with(the(public(and(community(organisations(around(the(design,(installation(and(maintenance(of(urban(nature;(and(J Ongoing(monitoring(and(reporting(on(the(performance,(extent(and(changes(in(urban(nature.(
The( formalising( factors( are( discussed( in(more( detail( below,(with( evidence( of( how( these(were(observed(in(the(case(study(cities.(
7.3.1 Regulatory'framework'
Regulatory(tools(that(encourage(or(mandate(the(use(of(urban(nature(were(observed(in(all(case(study(cities.( In(most(cities,(multiple(regulatory( tools(provide(a(comprehensive( framework( that(directs( the( use( of( biophilic( elements( in( different( contexts( and( for( a( variety( of( purposes.(Regulation(appears(to(direct(the(integration(of(nature(in(urban(developments(in(a(consistent(and(comprehensive( way,( provide( certainty( to( the( urban( greening( industry,( and( establish( urban(greening( as( an( operating( condition( of( urban( development( so( this( no( longer( is( a( debatable(inclusion.( As( a( consequence,( in( some( cities( economies( of( scale( developed,( job( security( was(provided( for(urban(greening(professionals( and( trainees,( and( the( focus(of( efforts( could( shift( to(innovation(and( improvement(of(designs( rather( than( justifying( their(use.(Regulation(also( shifts(the( costs( of( urban( greening( to( the( private( sector( (where( these( relate( to( privately( developed(buildings(and(infrastructure),(however(as(a(consequence(they(can(be(difficult(to(introduce.((
Regulatory(mechanisms(in(the(case(studies(were(generally(introduced(following(extensive(public(and( industry( engagement,( during( which( concerns( and( issues( with( potential( regulation( was(addressed.( Regulatory( mechanisms( were( also( generally( introduced( once( barriers( were(addressed( through( the( pathway( factors,( although( there(were( examples( of( policies( introduced(that( did( not( appear( to( have( followed( such( a( process,( such( as( the( Landscape( Ordinance( in(Chicago.((
Interviewees( in( Germany( in( particular( affirmed( that( setting( strong( legislative( requirements(established(clear(operating(conditions(for(urban(development,(and(that(despite(potential(initial(objections,(developers(comply( in(order( to(continue( to(operate( in( the(city.( In(some(cases,( these(conditions( have( been( seen( to( provide( market( advantages( to( developments,( and( have( been(consequently(enthusiastically(adopted(by(developers.((Daseking,(2013;(Thierfelder,(2013)(
Five(types(of(regulatory(mechanisms(are(observed(in(the(case(study(cities,(and(are(discussed(in(more(detail(in(the(following(subJsections,(including:(J High4level# statutory# policies:( direct( the( conservation( of( nature( or( regulation( of( certain(environmental( functions( (such( as( the( German( Nature( Conservation( Act,( or( the( US( Clean(
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Water( Act,( as( discussed( under( “Contextual( Factors”( in( Section( 7.1.3.( To( avoid( repetition,(these(are(not(further(discussed(here);(J Land4use,# landscape,# development# and# strategic# plans# and# policies# (statutory# and# non4
statutory):( establish( a( framework( for( urban( development( including( the( preservation( and(creation(of(urban(nature,(and(for(addressing(challenges(facing(the(city;(J Government# investment# policies:( set( conditions( and( requirements( for( the( government( to(include(natural(features(in(infrastructure(projects,(public(land(and/or(municipal(facilities;(J Performance# standards:( specify( minimum( performance( levels( to( be( achieved( in( urban(developments,( such( as( for( onsite( stormwater( retention(or( ecologically( active( surface( area;(and(J Prescriptive# standards:( require( the( inclusion( of( certain( natural( features( into( an( urban(development.(
LandQuse,%landscape,%development%and%strategic%plans%and%policies%%In( all( case( study( cities,(measures( protecting( urban( nature( and( directing( the( use( of( integrated(nature( were( observed( in( various( landJuse,( landscape,( development( and( strategic( plans((according(to(what(instruments(are(used(in(each(city)(as(summarised(in(Table(7.12(.(In(all(cities,(landJuse( and( transportation( planning( are( integrated,( frequently( with( other( policy( areas(including( landscape(planning( (Berlin(and(Freiburg)(and(a( comprehensive( suite(of(policy(areas((Chicago( and( Portland).( These( plans( guide( urban( development( in( the( case( study( cities( over(relatively(long(timeframes((14(to(50(years),(and(the(inclusion(of(urban(greening(as(a(priority(in(these(plans( ensure( this( occurs( consistently( throughout( the( city( and(over( time.(Other( strategic(plans,( including( climate( change( strategies( (such( as( in( Berlin,( Chicago( and( Portland)( and(dedicated( urban( greening( plans( (Chicago( and( Singapore)( also( direct( the( integration( of( nature(into(the(urban(environment.(Table(7.12:(Examples(of(planning(policies(directing(the(integration(of(nature((
City:% Examples%of%landQuse,%landscape,%development%and%strategic%plans%and%policies%Berlin( The(Landscape%Program((LaPro)(specifies(the(strategic(and(binding(background(policies(related(to(environmental(and(landscape(issues(on(a(citywide(level,(and(sets(a(city( level(basis( for(evaluating(environmental( issues(required(under(federal(legislation.(The(principal(objective(is(to(ensure(that(ecological(concerns(are(incorporated(into(urban(development,(and(through(mechanisms(including(the(Biotope(Area(Factor(and(General(Mitigation(Plan((which(sit(under(the(LaPro),(ensures(that(natural(habitat(and(ecological( function(are(preserved((Senate(Department(for(the(Urban(Development(and(the(Environment,(n.d.Jd).(The( LaPro( is( coordinated(with( the(Land% Use% Plan,(which( is( the( general( development( plan( containing( planning(objectives(and(proposals(for(the(whole(area(of(the(city(of(Berlin((Senate(Department(for(Urban(Development(and(the(Environment,(n.d.Ja).(The(Land(Use(plan(was( first(developed( in(1994,(and(has(been(regularly(amended(since(although(the(main(planning(framework(has(remained(substantially(unchanged((CIty(of(Berlin,(2009).(Together(with(the(LaPro,(these(form(the(basis(for(urban(development(in(Berlin((Senate(Department(for(the(Urban(Development(and(the(Environment,(n.d.Jc).(
StEPKlima((2011)(is(Berlin’s(climate(change(action(plan,(which(principally(addresses(climate(change(through(land(use( planning( (Thierfelder,( 2013).( Core( goals( include( preserving( the( quality( of( life( for( residents( in( Berlin( under(present( and( future( climatic( conditions.( Urban( green( space( is( a( key(mechanism,( based( on( extensive( data( of( the(environmental( benefits( of( the( city’s( soil,(water,( air,( climate,( biotope,( land(use,( transportation,( noise( and( energy.(
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City:% Examples%of%landQuse,%landscape,%development%and%strategic%plans%and%policies%This(data(provides(estimates(of(the(benefits(of(green(spaces(on(urban(cooling,(and(the(localised(benefits(of(specific(parks(in(the(city(on(the(climate,(ground(water(and(various(social(considerations((Berlin(Senate,(2011;(UNJHabitat).((Chicago( The(Chicago(GO%TO%2040(is(the(Regional(Comprehensive(Plan(for(Chicago’s(development,(which(guides(local(plans(for(the(284(communities(within(region.(The(plan(integrates(transportation,(housing,(economic(development,(open(space,(the(environment(and(quality(of(life(considerations.(Within(this,(‘Livable(Communities’(is(a(key(principle,(with(the(creation(of(more(open(space,(parks,(natural(areas(and(greenspace(linkages(a(priority(mechanism.(Facilitating(local( food( production( is( also( prioritised.( The( Plan( has( a( 30Jyear( planning( timeframe,( and( was( developed( with(nearly(3(years(of(research(and(public(input(to(address(a(number(of(critical(challenges(to(the(metropolitan(region,(including(population(growth,(urban(sprawl,(declining(water(and(energy(resources,(climate(change,(food(insecurity(and(obstacles(to(liveability((among(others).((Chicago(Metropolitan(Agency(for(Planning,(2010).(
Adding%Green%to%Urban%Design%Plan((AGUD):(develops(a(rationale,(vision(and(detailed(implementation(strategy(for( economical( and( environmentally( sustainable( urban( design.( Eight( city( departments( and( public( agencies(collaborated(to(identify(critical(issues(and(identify(key(opportunities(to(address(these((City(of(Chicago,(2008a).(
Chicago% Climate% Action% Plan:( draws( together( existing( green( infrastructure( policies( and( programs( to( create( a(unified( approach( to( urban( development( and( improvement.( This( creates( an( overarching( structure( for( many( of(Chicago’s( policies( and( programs,( and( an( integrated( approach( to( urban( development( by( ensuring( policies( are(consistent(across(government(departments,(and(that(every(project(includes(green(infrastructure((City(of(Chicago,(2008b).(
Sustainable% Chicago( (2012)( is( an( action( plan( for( the( city,( with( 24( specific( goals(with( key( actions( for( each,( to(achieve( greater( sustainability( by( 2015.( It( capitalises( on( the( city’s( urban( greening( successes,( and( leadership( in(innovation,( liveability( and( economic( growth.( The( plan( considers( sustainability( from( a( variety( of( perspectives,(including((among(others)(economic(development(and(job(creation;(water(and(wastewater;(parks,(open(space(and(healthy( food;( and( climate( change.( While( these( are( discussed( separately,( this( overarching( plan( highlights( the(synergy( between( many( of( the( city’s( policies( and( programs,( and( how( these( provide( environmental,( social( and(economic(benefits(to(Chicago((City(of(Chicago,(2012b).(A( range( of( other( plans( and( policies( govern( and( inform( urban( development( in( Chicago.( These( include:( The(
CitySpace%Plan((1993);(Chicago%Nature%and%Wildlife%Plan((2006,(2011);(Urban%Forest%Agenda((2009),(as(well(as( a( range( of( development( plans( for( various( parts( of( Chicago.( The( city( adopted( changes( to( the( Chicago( Zoning(Ordinance(to(allow(agricultural(uses(included(community(gardens(and(urban(farms((City(of(Chicago,(n.d.Ji).(Freiberg( The( Land% Use% Plan% 2020( (2006)( integrates( considerations( for( urban( nature( by( reducing( land( allocated( for(development(by(approximately(30(hectares(compared(to(the(previous(plan((Freiburg(im(Breisgau,(2011b),(focusing(on(mixed( use( and(higher( density( development(with( expanded(public( and( active( transport( (Beim(&(Haag,( 2010;(Buehler(&(Pucher,(2011),(interlinking(open(spaces(throughout(Freiburg,(and(adapting(green(spaces(to(a(changing(demographic( and( climate.( Much( of( this( is( possible( due( to( the( alignment( with( both( the( Landscape% Plan( and(
Transport%Plan%(Vaessen,(2006).(The% Landscape% Plan% 2020( is( spatial( and( includes( thematic( priorities( for( the( protection( and( development( of(species(and(communities,(and(for(the(environmental(protection(and(resource(conservation,(for(landscape(care(and(building( resilience.( As( a( regional( plan,( it( works( towards( establishing( key( biodiversity( areas( and( biodiversity(corridors.(The(goals(outlined(in(the(Landscape(Plan(only(become(binding(when(they(are(integrated(into(cityJlevel(land(use(plans((Freiburg(im(Breisgau,(2013).(Portland( Portland’s(Comprehensive% Plan( guides( the( future(growth(and(development(of( the(city(over(20(years.(This( is( “a(generalized,( coordinated( land( use(map( and( policy( statement( of( the( governing( body( of( a( local( government( that(interrelates(all(functional(and(natural(systems(and(activities(relating(to(the(use(of(lands,(including(but(not(limited(to(sewer( and( water( systems,( transportation( systems,( educational( facilities,( recreational( facilities,( and( natural(resources(and(air(and(water(quality(management(programs.”((CIty(of(POrtland,(n.d.Ja).(“Designing(with(nature”(is(a(key( directive,( to( “integrat[e]( Portland’s( built( and( natural( environments( to( provide( habitat( for( birds( and( other(wildlife,(while( providing( people(with( access( to( nature( on( a( daily( basis.”( (Bureau( of( Planning( and( Sustainability,(2013,(p14).(The(Plan(also(calls(on( the(city( to( “encourag[e](building(and(site(designs( that(have(native(plants(and(more(permeable(surfaces(and(mimic(nature,(so(that(pollutants(stay(out(of(rivers(and(streams(and(our(human(and(public(health(is(better.”((Bureau(of(Planning(and(Sustainability,(2013).(The(City(of(Portland(and(Multnomah(County(Climate%Change%Action%Plan(includes(goals(of(producing(food(locally,(addressing( consumption( patterns,( and( assisting( residents( in( making( climateJfriendly( transportation( choices.(Synergies(between(the(key(goals(and(action(areas,(and(other(areas(of(urban(policy,(are(highlighted,(and(the(use(of(green(infrastructure(is(a(key(strategy.(As(part(of(the(Plan,(the(city(must(evaluate(both(green(and(grey(options(for(public( infrastructure(projects,( and( increase( the( tree(canopy(of( the(city( from(26(per(cent( to(33(per(cent(by(2030((Bureau(of(Planning(and(Sustainability,(2009).(Singapore( The(Concept%Plan(is(the(strategic(land(use(and(transportation(plan,(which(guides(development(in(Singapore(over(a(40J50(year( timeframe((Urban(Redevelopment(Authority,(2013b).(The(Master% Plan( translates( the(Concept(Plan’s(broad(and(longJterm(strategies(into(detailed(plans(with(a(10J15(years(planning(horizon.(The(City(in(a(Garden(vision(is(a(key(priority,(and(these(make(provisions(for(green(space,(park(connectors(and(buildingJintegrated(greenery(in(Singapore((Urban(Redevelopment(Authority,(2013a).((The( Singapore% Green% Plan% 2012( (2006)( focuses( on( meeting( the( challenges( of( sustaining( Singapore's(environmental(vision(despite(increasing(population(and(development(pressures,(including(to(establish(more(parks(and(green(linkages((Singapore(Government,(2006b).(The% Streetscape% Greenery%Master% Plan( is( a(blueprint( for(optimising( integrated(urban(greenery( to(achieve( the(City(in(a(Garden(vision.(It(provides(overarching(direction(to(various(initiatives,(such(as(roadside(verge(greening,(to(enhance(their(continuity,(scenic(quality,(ecological(value(and(contribution(to(local(identity((NParks,(2002).(The(Active,% Clean,% Beautiful% (ABC)% Waters% Programme( is( aimed( at( the( holistic( management( of( Singapore’s(
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City:% Examples%of%landQuse,%landscape,%development%and%strategic%plans%and%policies%catchment(and(water(supply,(with(a(primary(focus(on(ensuring(rainwater(is(treated(as(close(as(possible(to(where(it(falls(through(vegetated(and(natural(features.(Individual(developments(are(encouraged(to(include(design(features(to(enhance(permeability(and(onsite(stormwater(management((Public(Utilities(Board,(2011).(Toronto( Toronto’s( Official% Plan( guides( development( in( the( city( over( a( 30Jyear( time( frame( and( aligns( with( the( City’s(Environment(Plan(to(ensure(this(happens(in(an(environmentally(sustainable(way.(The(Official(Plan(explicitly(calls(for(the(use(of(green(roofs(as(part(of(green(building(design(and(construction(practices(to(reduce(the(UHI(effect((City(of(Toronto,(2010b).(Whilst( varied( between( each( of( the( case( study( cities,( the( role( of( landJuse,( landscape( and(development( planning( in( directing( the( integration( of( nature( into( the( urban( environment( is(observed.(Generally(speaking,(the(land(use(plans(in(the(case(study(cities(regulate(the(use(of(land(and(development(of(the(built(environment(and(define(strategic(policy(objectives(over(medium(to(longJterm(timeframes,(which(are(then(translated(into(statutory(guidelines,(land(use(controls(and(development(requirements.(The(plans(influence(all(forms(of(urban(development(throughout(the(city(region,(and(are(thus(a(central(mechanism(by(which(the(integration(of(nature(into(the(urban(environment(is(assured(over(long(time(frames.((
Government%investment%policies%Direct( government( investment( in( biophilic( elements( was( responsible( for( much( of( the( urban(greening( seen( in( the( case( study( cities.( A( significant( proportion( of( urban( areas( are( publically(owned,(including(streets,(roads,(sidewalks,(parks,(nature(reserves,(municipal(buildings(and(other(municipal(properties.(This(represents(a(substantial(opportunity(to(add(nature(to(these(areas.(In(the(case(study(cities,(a(range(of(different(government(policies(directing(the(integration(of(nature(into( infrastructure( projects,( public( land( and/or( municipal( facilities( were( observed,( as(summarised(in(Table(7.13.(Table(7.13:(Examples(of(government(investment(policies(
City:% Government%investment%policies%Berlin( StadtBäume% für% Berlin( (City(Trees( for(Berlin)(aims( to(plant(10,000(new( trees(on(Berlin’s( streets(with(public(support.(The(City(estimates(it(costs(around(1,000(Euro(per(street(tree,(and(asks(the(public(to(donate(half(of(this(for( a( tree( in( their( district( (Berlin( Senate,( 2013a).( The( benefits( provided( by( these( trees( are( discussed( as( an(integral(part(of(the(campaign,(ranging(from(improving(the(local(air(quality,(reducing(wind(speeds,(reducing(traffic(noise,( providing( physical( and( mental( health( benefits( to( residents,( sequestering( carbon,( shading( the( city( and(providing(canopy(cover(during(rain(events((Berlin(Senate,(2013b).(Chicago( The(Chicago%Trees% Initiative( is(a(cityJwide,(publicJprivate(effort(to(plant,(care(for(and(promote(the(benefits(of(trees.( Several( thousand( trees( are( planted( each( year( by( the( Bureau( of( Forestry,( through( the( Green( Streets(Program,( the(Chicago(Park(District),(and( through(community(grounds(and(nonJprofits( (City(of(Chicago,(n.d.Jb).(Chicago( spends( up( to( $10(million( annually( to( plant( 4000J6000( trees( throughout( the( city.( This( has( led( to( an(increase(in(canopy(cover(from(11%(in(1991(to(17.6%(in(2008.(The(Chicago(Park(District((which(is(able(to(levy(taxes(independently(of(the(City(Council((Illinois(General(Assembly,(1934))(plants(an(additional(2500(trees/year.((Residents(and(businesses(can(request(the(city(plant(a(tree(on(a(public(right(of(way(near(their(premises((City(of(Chicago,(2013b).(Through( the(Streetscape% and% Sustainable% Design% Program,( the( Chicago(Department( of( the( Environment( is(upgrading(public(rights(of(way(throughout(the(city(to(achieve(multiJfunctional(goals(of(improved(environmental(performance,(climate(change(resilience,(sense(of(place,(community(connection((among(others).(Upgrades(include(a(range(of(measures,(including(integrated(urban(nature((City(of(Chicago,(2013a).(
Sustainable% Development% Policy:(Requires(all(new(city(buildings( to(have(at( least(a(partial(green(roof(and( to(achieve(silver(LEED®(certification((City(of(Chicago,(2007).(Freiberg( Landscape(conservation(areas(comprise(around(46(per(cent(of(Freiburg’s(territory.(The(city(continues(to(manage(these( spaces( (Freiburg( im( Breisgau,( 2011b),( however( specific( policies( directing( government( investments( to(create(urban(greenery(have(not(been(found.(
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Portland( The(Green% Streets% Policy( requires( that(green(street( facilities(be( incorporated( into(all(City(of(Portland( funded(development,( redevelopment( or( enhancement( projects,( as( was( previously( required( by( the( Stormwater(Management(Manual,(and(to(maintain(the(facilities(according(to(the(2006(Green(Streets(Maintenance(Policy((City(of(Portland,(2007).((In( 2001,( the(Green% Building% Policy( was( developed( that( requires( green( building( principles( and( practices( be(incorporated(into(new(city(facilities(and(cityJfunded(projects.(They(further(strengthened(this(Policy(in(2005,(and(required(new(cityJowned(buildings,(and(those(requiring(a(new(roof,(to(install(an(ecoroof(on(at(least(70(per(cent(of(the( roof( area.( Currently,( Portland( mandates( the( use( of( ecoroof( on( only( cityJowned( buildings,( and( provides(incentives(to(encourage(private(buildings(to(do(the(same((City(of(Portland,(2009).((Singapore( The(Singapore(Government(directly( funds(and(develops(urban(nature(though(multiple(mechanisms.(The(Parks%
and%Trees%Act(1975(requires(a(2J4(metre(vegetated(verge((depending(on(the(road(category)(alongside(any(roads(developed,(and(greenery(on(overhead(bridges.(The(regulations(specify(species(that(should(be(used,(where(these(should(be(planted,(and(where(drainage(and(other(underground(services(should(be(located(relative(to(these(trees.(Developments( that( have( a( boundary( with( a( public( road( are( required( to( set( aside( a( 3J5(meter( verge( for( tree(planting,(to(buffer(the(development(visually(from(passersby.(This(complements(roadside(greening(requirements,(by(ensuring(a(second(line(of(trees(that(creates(a(sense(of(depth(of(the(greenery.(Furthermore,(this(additional(land(allocation(allows(for(larger(trees(with(broader(canopies,(which(can(be(otherwise(limited(in(builtJup(areas.(((Er(&(Chiew,(2013;(Singapore(Government,(2006a;(Tan,(et(al.,(2013).(Multiple(government(strategies(are(outlined(in(the(Sustainable%Development%Blueprint(including:(Provide(0.8(ha(of(park(land(per(1000(persons(by(2030;(In(the(shorter(term,(increase(the(amount(of(green(park(space(by(900(ha(by(2020;( Increase(the( length(of(park(connectors( from(100(to(360(km(by(2020;(develop(new(leisure(options(around(green(spaces;(Add(30(ha(and(50(ha(of(skyrise(greenery(by(2020(and(2030(respectively,(including(9(ha(of(green( roofs( on( multiJstorey( carparks( in( public( housing( estates( (InterJMinisterial( Committee( on( Sustainable(Development,(2009).(Over( 80( per( cent( of( housing( in( Singapore( is( public( housing( and( stateJdeveloped( (Housing( and( Development(Board,(2013).(Hence,(requirements(for(the(integration(of(nature(into(residential(areas(largely(affects(government(action( and( expenditure.(Mandatory(measures( have( not( been( found,( however( integrated( nature( is( encouraged(through(Gross%Floor%Area%incentives((Urban(Redevelopment(Authority,(n.d.Ja).(Toronto( The(City(of(Toronto(adopted(a(green%roof%policy(in(2008(for(all(buildings(owned(by(the(City(of(Toronto(or(any(of(its( agencies,( boards,( commissions,( corporations( or( divisions( that( all( roofs( on( new( buildings,( or( roofs( being(replaced,(install(a(green(roof(where(technically(practical.(Under(the(Policy,(the(green(roof(must(be(equivalent(to(50(per( cent(of( the(building( footprint.(This( is( less( stringent( than( the(Green(Roof(Bylaw( for( the( largest(building(class,(which(requires(a(green(roof(equivalent(to(60(per(cent(of(the(footprint,(and(in(these(cases(the(Green(Roof(Bylaw(applies.(City(of(Toronto,(2010a,(n.d.Je)(As(seen(from(the(examples(listed(in(the(table(above,(government(investment(policies(range(from(street( tree( planting( programs( that( set( targets( for( cityJled( plantings;( to( policies( requiring( the(inclusion( of( natural( features( in( infrastructure( projects( (such( as( the( Green( Streets( Policy( in(Portland,( and( Parks( and( Trees( Act( in( Singapore)( and( policies( requiring(municipal( facilities( to(include( biophilic( elements( (such( as( the( Sustainable( Development( Policy( in( Chicago,( Green(Building(Policy(in(Portland(and(a(green(roof(policy(in(Toronto).((
Policies(directing(government( investment(and(action(were(not( found( for(Freiburg,(however(as(46(per(cent(of(the(city’s(territory(is(conservation(area,(including(6400(hectares(of(cityJmanaged(forest,(500(hectares(of(green(space(within(the(urban(area,(around(3,800(allotment(garden(plots(and( 160( playgrounds( (46( of( which( have( been( recently( converted( to( a(more( natural( state),( it(appears(that(the(city(plays(a(significant(role(in(the(maintenance(of(urban(nature.(Around(22,000(trees(have(been(planted(along(streets(and(in(plants,(suggesting(that(there(have(been(investment(programs(in(the(past((Stadt(Freiberg,(n.d.).(
In( the( other( case( study( cities,( government( investment( policies(were( found( to( be( important( to(mainstreamed( biophilic( urbanism( for( various( reasons.( Interviewees( in( Chicago( reported( that(including( natural( features( in(municipal( facilities( prior( to( requiring( others( in( the( city( to( do( so(demonstrated( that( the( city(was(willing( to( lead(by( example( and( assisted( in( acceptance(of( such(
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measures( (Durnbaugh,( 2012;( Wiedel,( 2012).( In( Portland,( government( investments( in( green(streets( were( found( to( be( important( as( 60( to( 70( per( cent( of( stormwater( runoff( in( the( city( is(concentrated( in( the( public( right( of( way( (however( is( attributable( to( paved( streets( as( well( as(runoff( from( private( property)( (Office( of( the( City( Auditor,( 2007),( making( this( is( a( strategic(measure(to(address(stormwater(runoff( issues.(Further,(by(being(within(the(city’s(authority,(the(city( was( able( to( directly( implement( green( street( projects( directly( (although( extensive(consultation( with( nearby( households( was( still( conducted)( (Water( Environment( Research(Foundation,( 2009c).( In( Singapore,( the( significant( role( played( by( the( government( in( urban(development( (Yuen,( 1996)( has( meant( that( policies( directing( the( creation( of( vegetated( buffer(zones( alongside( roads( and( buildings( have( had( a( substantial( impact( on( the( amount( of( urban(nature( in( Singapore( as( the( Island( has( developed( (Tan,( et( al.,( 2013).( In( Toronto,( initial(government(investments(in(green(roofs(on(municipal(buildings(showed(the(city(would(“walk(the(talk”(prior(to(introducing(the(Green(Roof(Bylaw((Peck,(2012),(and(this(may(similarly(be(the(case(with(the(green(roof(policy(that(currently(affects(all(cityJowned(buildings.(
Performance%standards%Performance( standards( are( used( in( most( case( study( cities( to( ensure( desired( outcomes( are(achieved( by( all( new( and( redeveloped( properties,( with(many( of( these( encouraging( the( use( of(integrated(nature,(as(shown(in(Table(7.14.(Table(7.14:(Examples(of(performance(standards(that(encourage(urban(nature(
City:% Performance%standards%Berlin( The(Biotope%Area%Factor((BAF)(sets(mandatory(requirement(for(new(and(redeveloped(properties(to(meet(a(target(proportion( of( ‘ecologically( effective( surface( area’,( or( green( space,( depending( on( existing( land( use( and( what( is(considered(possible(to(achieve(within(a(reasonable(scope((Berlin(Senate,(1990).(Property(owners(can(meet(these(criteria(with(a(range(of(features(including(green(roofs,(bioswales,(facade(greening,(pervious(paving(and(plantings.(A(weighting(system(is(applied(to(each(feature(based(on(evapotranspiration(quality,(permeability,(rainwater(storage(capacity,(connection(to(soil(functioning,(and(provision(of(habitat.(In(this(way,(the(BAF(achieves(citywide(goals(for(urban(ecology(to(provide(a(host(of(benefits(through(ensuring(that(each(parcel(of( land(developed(in(the(city(must(manage(onJsite(impacts.(The(BAF(is(legally(required(in(the(13(areas(of(Berlin(for(which(a(neighbourhood(landscape(plan(has(been(developed.(It(is(voluntary(outside(of(those(areas,(and(is(often(used(as(a(guideline(for(environmentally(sensitive(design((Berlin(Senate,(1990).((The( Nature% Conservation% Act% requires( that( suitable( mitigation( areas( be( provided( for( any( loss( of( ecosystem(function(or(natural(scenery(from(development.(The(General%Urban%Mitigation%Plan%identifies(suitable(mitigation(sites(for(developers,(who(can(also(elect(to(pay(an(equivalent(fee(to(the(city,(which(can(be(used(by(the(city(to(create(green(space((Senate(Department(for(the(Urban(Development(and(the(Environment,(n.d.Jc).(Chicago( The(Stormwater%Management%Ordinance%(2007)%requires(developments(that(are(over(a(certain(size(and(density(capture(the(first(½(inch(of(rainwater(onsite,(and(to(control(both(the(volume(and(speed(of(the(water(leaving(the(site((City(of(Chicago,(2012a).(The(Chicago%Energy%Conservation%Code(requires(roof(design(that(limits(the(amount(of(solar(energy(absorbed(and(retransmitted( to( the( atmosphere,( to( limit( the( UHI( effect.,( while( also( limiting( building( energy( demand( (City( of(Chicago,( 2008c).( The( Code( specifies( that( developers( may( use( green( roofs( to( meet( these( requirements( (City( of(Chicago,(n.d.Ja).(The% Sustainable% Development% Policy( requires( every( developer( receiving( city( assistance( (either( financial( or(zoning)(to(include(a(cool(roof,(or(vegetated(roof((City(of(Chicago,(2007).((Freiberg( J(Portland( The(Stormwater%Management%Manual%(revised(2008)(specifies(that(new(developments(and(redevelopments(with(over(500(square(feet(of(impervious(surface(must(meet(pollution(reduction(and(flow(control(requirements,(and(for(all( projects( to( include( a( hierarchical( system( of( onsite( stormwater( management,( which( replicates( as( much( as(possible(the(preJdevelopment(hydrological(conditions((City(of(Portland,(n.d.Jd).(Private(property(developments( that( cannot(meet( the(Stormwater(Management(Manual( requirements(due( to( site(
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constraints(must( contribute( a( percentage( of( the( total( project( budget( to( help( fund( green( infrastructure( projects(elsewhere(in(Portland(under(the(%%for%Green(program.(Projects(developed(using(these(funds(must(be(additional(to(requirements( of( the( Stormwater( Management( Manual,( must( provide( coJbenefits( in( addition( to( stormwater(management,( and( is( preferably( innovative( and( provides( training( and( education( opportunities( (City( of( Portland,(2013b).(Singapore( The(Landscape%Replacement%Policy%for%Strategic%Areas(requires(developments(in(the(densest(parts(of(the(city,(including(the(CBD(and(Orchard(Road(district,(to(replace(the(whole(footprint(or(floor(plate(coverage(of(the(building(with( green( space( (Landscape(Replacement(Areas),( including( through( green( roofs,( facades( and( balconies( (Urban(Redevelopment(Authority,(2009a).(
NonQresidential%developments(in(Singapore(are(requirement(by(NParks(to(provide(4.05m²(of(open(space(to(every(56m2(of(gross(floor(area.(This(should(be(located(within(the(development,(accessible(to(public,(not(fragmented,(and(generally(not(lowJlying(or(subject(to(flooding.(The(developer(can(meet(part(of(this(open(space(requirement(with(the(buffer( zone( area( that( is( also( required,( if( the( property( abuts( an( expressway( of( major( arterial( road( (Urban(Redevelopment(Authority,(n.d.Jb).(Toronto( The( Toronto% Green% Standard( is( a( twoJtired( set( of( performance( measures( for( sustainable( development( and(building( design.( New( developments( must( meet( the( Tier( 1( standard,( and( incentives( are( offered( for( Tier( 2(compliance((City(of(Toronto,(n.d.Jk).(The(use(of(various(biophilic(elements(are(suggested(as(strategies(to(achieve(compliance( in( categories( of( energy( efficiency,( mitigated( UHI( effect,( minimised( greenhouse( gas( emissions,( and(minimised(stormwater(runoff((City(of(Toronto,(n.d.Jl).((Explicit,( objective( performance( standards( were( favoured( by( developers,( according( to(interviewees( in(some(cities,(as( they(provided( flexibility( in( the(way( in(which(criteria(were(met,(encouraging( siteJappropriate( designs,( innovation( and( the( use( of( features( that( provided( the(greatest(value.( In(Chicago,( the(Stormwater(Management(Ordinance(was( the( first(performanceJbased( policy( of( its( kind( (Coffee,( 2012),( and( allows( developers( to( identify( strategic( ways( of(meeting( requirements( that(provided(synergies(with(other(policies(and( incentives( (such(as,( for(example,(the(use(of(green(roofs).(The(Biotope(Area(Factor((BAF)(in(Berlin(is(similarly(credited(as(providing( an( effective( measure( that( significantly( increases( urban( nature,( while( allowing(developers( the( flexibility( to( determine( the(most( advantageous(way( of( integrating( nature( into(each(property.(Rather(than(limiting(development,(the(BAF(is(seen(to(produce(such(high(quality(developments(sought(by(the(market(that(developments(outside(of(BAF(zones(voluntarily(comply((Thierfelder,(2013).(
Prescriptive%standards%Prescriptive( standards( for( various( biophilic( elements( were( seen( in( some( case( study( cities( to(direct(the(inclusion(of(specific(forms(of(urban(nature,(as(shown(in(Table(7.15.(Table(7.15:(Examples(of(prescriptive(standards(for(new(and(redeveloped(properties(
City:% Mandatory%requirements%for%new%developments%Chicago( The% Landscape% Ordinance% (1991)( requires( developers( of( new(or( substantially( renovated( commercial( or( large(residential(buildings(to( integrate( landscaping( into(city(projects,(and(since(1999(to(use( internal( landscape( islands(and(trees(to(help(reduce(the(impact(of(large(parking(lots(on(the(urban(heat(Island(effect.(The(Ordinance(prescribes(three(categories(of(landscaping,(with(the(amount(necessary(determined(by(the(size(and(amount(of(street(frontage:(vegetation( along( parkways;( screening( vegetation( around( parking( lots( and( road( infrastructure;( and( vegetation(islands(in(road(infrastructure((City(of(Chicago,(n.d.Je).(The%Open%Space%Impact%Fee%Ordinance%(1998)%requires(developers(of(new(residential(properties(to(contribute(a(proportionate(share(of(open(space(and(recreational(facilities,(or(to(pay(the(Open(Space(Impact(Fee,(the(funds(from(which(are(used(for(open(space(acquisition(and(improvements((City(of(Chicago,(n.d.Jf;(Friends(of(the(Parks,(n.d.).(Portland( Q(Toronto( Green% Roof% Bylaw( requires( that( new( and( redeveloped( buildings( include( a( green( roof.( A( graduated( scale(determines( the(percentage(of(a(building’s(available(roof(space( that(must(been(greened.(This(excludes(areas(with(renewable(energy,(private( terraces(and( residential(outdoor(amenity( space( (to(a(maximum(of(2m2(per(unit),( and(also(excludes(residential(buildings(with(fewer(than(6(stories,(or(lower(than(20(meters(in(height.(The(Bylaw(initially(applied( to(new(residential,( commercial( and( institutional(development(applications(with(a( floor( space(great( than(
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2000m2,( and( as( of( April( 30( 2012( has( also( applied( to( new( industrial( developments( (City( of( Toronto,( n.d.Jg).(Regulation(is(reported(to(be(fundamental(to(the(mainstream(adoption(of(green(roofs(in(Toronto,(compared(with(the(experiences(of(other(North(American(cities.( Jane(Welsh,(Toronto’s(acting(program(manager(of(zoning(bylaw(and(environmental(planning,(was(reported(to(say(that(the(regulation(means(there(is(no(push(back(from(developers(over(green(roofs:(“There’s(no(questioning(now…(it’s(accepted(as(a(cost(of(doing(business.”((Viola,(2013)((Berlin( J%(Freiberg( J(Singapore( Until(the(Parks%and%Trees%Act(was(revised(in(2005,(new(residential(and(commercial(developments(were(required(to(provide(a(green(buffer(between(the(building(and(adjacent(roads((Er(&(Chiew,(2013).((Whilst( not( used( in( all( case( study( cities,( prescriptive( standards( appeared( to( be( an( effective(mechanism(to(ensure(that(specific(forms(of(urban(nature(were(integrated(into(private(properties(as( these(are(developed.( Information(regarding( the(process(of( introducing( these(standards(was(not( found( for(all(examples(cited( in(Table(7.15,(but( the(wellJdocumented(process(of(developing(the( Toronto( Green( Roof( Bylaw( provides( insight( into( considerations( that( had( to( be( taken( into(account.((
The(Bylaw(was(developed(during( extensive( citizen( and( industry( engagement,( held( in(multiple(rounds(over(several(years.(Stakeholders(had(the(opportunity(to(provide(feedback(on(all(stages(of(the(Bylaw’s(development,(including(an(initial(feasibility(study(conducted(by(Ryerson(University((City(of(Toronto,(2005),(on(the(draft(Bylaw(and(on(revisions(to(this(draft((City(of(Toronto,(2009).(Stakeholders(expressed(concerns(about(the(potential(economic(impact(of(the(proposed(Bylaw(on(certain(building(types,(and(amendments(were(made(that(included(reducing(the(proportion(of(the(roof( space( required( to( be( covered( by( the( green( roof( for( smaller( buildings;( delaying( the(application( of( the( Bylaw( to( industrial( buildings;( and( excluding( lowJrise( residential( buildings((City( of( Toronto,( 2005).( This( extensive( stakeholder( engagement( –( whilst( time( and( resource(intensive(–(appears(to(have(enabled(concerns(and(potential(issues(with(the(Bylaw(to(be(explored(and(resolved(prior(to(its(introduction,(and(has(likely(contributed(to(the(success(and(acceptance(of(this(regulatory(measure.((
7.3.2 Financial'assistance'
A( range( of( direct( and( indirect( financial( incentives( were( observed( in( the( case( study( cities( to(encourage( the( installation(of(biophilic( elements( in(private(properties.( Incentives( are(generally(targeted(towards(either(new/redeveloped(properties,(or( towards(existing(properties,(although(some(do(cover(both(such(as(the(Toronto(EcoJRoof(Incentive(Program.((
The(German(cities(of(Freiburg(and(Berlin(appear(to(offer(fewer(incentives(than(the(other(cities.(The(courtyard(greening(incentive(that(was(previously(offered(through(the(Berlin(Senate((which(also(funded(green(roofs)(has(been(discontinued(due(to(financial(pressure(on(the(city((as(has(the(related(program(run(by(Grune(Liga),(such(that(in(both(cities(the(only(incentive(currently(offered(to(private(property(owners(appears(to(be(discounts(on(stormwater(fees.(Interviewees(in(Berlin(
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suggested(that(the(legislative(framework(is(such(that(property(owners(and(developers(integrate(nature( into(developments( and(accept( this( as( a( cost(of(doing(business( in( the( city( (Cloos,(2012;(Thierfelder,(2013),( and(even(do( so(voluntarily(when(not(otherwise( required( to(due( to(market(demand( for( such( features( (Thierfelder,(2013).( In(Freiburg,( requirements( for( integrated(nature((such( as( green( roofs)( were( included( in( the( Vauban( Master( Plan,( which( was( developed( in(collaboration( between( the( future( residents( and( the( city,( and( interviewees( involved( in( the(district’s( development( reported( that( citizens( were( eager( to( include( sustainable( and( green(features( in( the( development( and( recognised( the( value( of( doing( so( (Lutz( &( Schepers,( 2012;(Völzing,(2012),(suggesting(incentives(may(not(have(otherwise(been(required.((
In(the(other(case(study(cities,(incentives(are(observed(to(often(complement(regulatory(measures,(such( as( in( Toronto( where( incentives( are( offered( for( buildings( not( otherwise( affected( by( the(Green( Roof( Bylaw,( thereby( achieving( a( more( comprehensive( approach( to( encouraging( green(roofs( in( the( city.( Incentives( are( also( observed( as( a( single( measure( encouraging( the( use( of(biophilic( elements,( such( as( the( several( tree( planting( subsidy( programs( for( private( properties(seen(in(the(case(study(cities,(which(could(suggest(that(incentives(are(a(more(viable(or(effective(approach(compared(to(regulation(or(direct(government(action.(
The(following(sections(describe(some(of(the(direct(and(indirect(incentives(seen(in(the(case(study(cities.(
Direct%incentives%%Direct(incentives(were(observed(in(five(of(the(case(study(cities,(offering(private(property(owners(rebates(for(some(of(the(costs(of(integrating(nature(into(their(properties.(As(summarised(in(Table(7.16,( this( includes( for(green(roofs,(Portland,(and(Toronto),( trees( (Chicago,(Portland,(Singapore(and(Toronto),(and(for(vertical(greenery((Singapore).(ShortJterm(grant(programs(to(develop(pilot(projects(have(not(been(included(in(Table(7.16,(and(are(discussed(under(‘Pilot(projects’(in(Section(7.2.2(above.(Direct(incentives(seen(in(the(case(study(cities(include:(J Grant(programs,(which(property(owners(apply(for(prior(to(developing(a(biophilic(element(on(their(property;(J Rebates,(which(are(paid(to(property(owners(once(a(biophilic(element(has(been(installed(on(their(property;(J Provision(of(subsidised(resources,(such(as(trees,(to(be(planted(on(a(property.(Table(7.16:(Examples(of(grants(and(rebates(offered(to(existing(properties(
City:% Direct%incentives%Berlin( The(Courtyard% Greening% Program( provided( subsidies( to( residents( and(developers( to( include( green( space( in(private(property,( offering(on(average(19.10(€( for( each( square(meter(of( green( space,(which( included( funds( for(
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City:% Direct%incentives%both(construction(and(design.(Green(roofs(were(reimbursed(for(around(half(the(costs,(or(between(€25(and(€60(per( square(meter.( Through( the( program,( 54( hectares( of( courtyards( and( roofs( were( greened,( with( the( Berlin(government(providing(subsidies(worth(€16.5(million(in(total.(The(Program,(which(ran(from(1983(to(1996,(was(introduced(as(part(of(the(LaPro(and(helped(achieve(the(green(space(goals(for(the(city((Ngan,(2004).(Chicago( Chicago’s(offers(rebates(to(residents(through(the(Sustainable%Backyard%Program,(for(up(to(50%(of(the(cost(of(trees,(shrubs,(native(plants,(compost(bins(and(rain(barrels( to(enhance(the(aesthetic(of(neighbourhoods,(reduce(stormwater( flooding,( minimise( noise( pollution,( increase( wildlife( habitat,( and( provide( shade.( The( program( is(funded(by(the(Chicago(Department(of(Transportation(and(implemented(by(Center(for(Neighborhood(Technology((Centre(for(Neighborhood(Technology,(2013).(Freiberg( J(Portland( EcoQroof%grant%Program:(offers(grants(of(up(to($5(per(square(foot(for(ecoroof(projects(within(city(limits.(Projects(must(manage(stormwater(and(have(a(project(manager((Garrison(&(Hobbs,(2011b).(Incentives(are(not(offered(for(the(2013J14(financial(year((Bureau(of(Environmental(Services,(2013a).(
Treebate%program:(residents(who(plant(an(eligible(tree(on(a(residential(property(during(the(right(season(of(the(year(will( receive(a(credit(on(their(water/sewer(bill,(depending(on(the( tree’s(size(and(stormwater(management(potential((Bureau(of(Environmental(Services,(2013b).(Singapore( Skyrise%Greenery:(provides(rebates(of(50%(of(the(costs(of(installation(of(skyrise(greenery(on(existing(buildings(are( offered,( capped( at( SGD$75( per( square( planted( metre( of( green( roofs,( and( SGD$750( per( square( meter( of(vertical(greenery,(with(indoor(installations(excluded((NParks,(2012).(Financial(incentives(are(offered(as(part(of(the(Green%Mark%program(for(existing(buildings(to(become(compliant(and(improve(the(building(performance((Building(and(Construction(Authority,(2013d).(The(Botanical% Gardens( provided( subsidised( trees( as( part( of( the( national( tree( planting( campaign,( to( enable(private(property(owners(to(vegetate(their(properties((from(0.50J1.50(SGD)((Neo,(Gwee,(&(Mak,(2012).(Toronto( The(EcoQRoof% Incentive% Program(provides( funding(of(CA$75/m2up( to(a(maximum(of(CA$100,000( to( install( a(green(roof(on(existing(buildings,(and(new(buildings(not(subject(to(the(Green(Roof(ByJlaw.(Green(roofs(must(cover(a(minimum(percentage(of( the( roof( (scaled,(depending(on( the(gross( floor( area),( and( conform(with( the(Toronto(Green(Roof(Construction(Standard((City(of(Toronto,(n.d.Ja).(The(Local% Enhancement% and%Appreciation% of% Forests( (LEAF)( is(a(nonJprofit(group(that(provides(subsidised(backyard(tree(planting(to(residents,(including(onJsite(advice(about(appropriate(species(and(planting(location(and(the(planting(service.(Costs(are(reduced(through(bulk(purchase(and(plantings((Local(Enhancement(&(Appreciation(of(Forests,(2010).((These(incentive(programs(do(not(provide(the(full(costs(of(the(biophilic(elements,(with(property(owners( contributing( some( portion.( An( interviewee( from( Toronto( reported( that( this( was(advantageous( to( the(city(as(green(roofs( reduced(municipal( costs( for( stormwater(management,(provided( jobs(and(stimulated(the(economy((as(well(as(other(coJbenefits),(however(the(city(did(not( have( to( bear( the( full( cost( of( paying( for( these.( As( private( property( owners( also( benefitted(from(having(a(green(roof,(this(was(not(considered(inappropriate((Peck,(2012).(
Many( of( the( incentives( offered( appeared( to( be( finite,( such( as( the( Portland( EcoJroof( grant(program,( which( is( not( currently( offered;( the( Berlin( Courtyard( Greening( program;( and( the(Singapore(Skyrise(Greenery(Incentive(Scheme(which(will(expire(in(2015((NParks,(2012).(It(was(observed(that( in(some(cases,( incentive(schemes(are(vulnerable(to(budget(shortages((such(as(in(Berlin),( and( in( some( cases( incentives( may( no( longer( be( needed( if( economies( of( scale( have(developed,(or(the(market(matured,(to(reduce(upfront(costs((however(evidence(for(this(was(not(found( in( the( case( studies).( One( interviewee( from( Toronto( reported,( however,( that( incentives(may( always( be( needed( to( encourage( the( use( of( green( roofs( on( certain( building( types( (not(otherwise( covered( by( the( Bylaw)( for( which( installing( a( green( roof( is( not( likely( to( be( cost(effective,(yet(the(green(roof(would(provide(significant(public(benefits.(This(might(include(existing(buildings,(and(large(warehouses(with(low(construction(and(operating(costs((Peck,(2012).(
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Some(direct(incentive(programs(include(provisions,(to(ensure(that(these(are(designed,(installed(and(maintained(in(a(manner(that(provides(maximum(benefits.(These(include:(J A(maintenance(plan( for( the(biophilic(element( for(a(set(period(of( time((e.g.(requirements(of(the(Toronto(Construction(Standard);(J The( recommended( use( of( specified( species( or( substrates( (e.g.( the( Chicago( Sustainable(Backyard( Program,( Toronto( Green( Roof( Construction( Standard,( and( Singapore( Skyrise(Greenery(Incentive(Scheme);(J Compliance(with( technical(guidelines(and(standards((e.g.(Toronto(Green(Roof(Construction(Standard);(J Minimum(size,(or(specified(location((for(instance,(green(roofs(may(need(to(cover(a(minimum(proportion(of(the(roof(space,(or(shade(trees(may(need(to(be(planted(in(locations(that(provide(maximum(shade(benefits,(e.g.(the(Toronto(EcoJRoof(Incentive(Program);(and(J Performance( outcomes,( such( as( managing( stormwater( (e.g.( the( Portland( EcoJroof( grant(program).(
Indirect%incentives%Some(form(of(indirect(incentive(was(observed(in(all(case(study(cities(except(for(Toronto((which(may(offer(indirect(incentives(for(biophilic(elements(other(than(green(roofs,(and(were(hence(not(included( in( this(case(study).(The( indirect( incentives(used( in( the(case(study(cities(are(generally(linked(to(actual(costs(and(external(impacts(of(urban(development,(such(as(stormwater(fees(that(are( determined( based( on( impervious( surface( cover( on( a( property( (in( Berlin,( Freiburg( and(Portland,( as( summarised( in( Table( 7.17),( or( density( bonuses( offered( for( the( inclusion( of(integrated(natural( features( in(Singapore,(Chicago(and(Portland(where( these( features(minimise(the( environmental( and( visual( impact( of( the( building( on( the( surrounding( area( (however( still(impact(on(infrastructure(due(to(the(increased(number(of(people).(((
A(number(of(indirect(incentives(were(seen,(including:(J Proportional(stormwater(fees,(allowing(property(owners(who(manage(stormwater(onsite(to(have(a(commensurate(discount(on(this(fee;(J Floor(area,(or(density(bonuses;(and(J Fast(tracked(approvals.(
These(incentives(are(discussed(below.(
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Separate%stormwater%fees%
Property( owners( in( Berlin,( Freiburg( and( Portland( can( reduce( the( stormwater( fee( they( pay,( if(they( capture( stormwater( onsite,( such( as( through( the( installation( of( natural( features( as(summarised(in(Table(7.17.(These(programs(make(the(costs(of(stormwater(management(explicit(to(residents,(and(often(provide(a(dedicated(funding(pool(for(municipal(stormwater(management.(Fees( are( generally( determined( either( on( individual( parcel( assessments( (as( seen( in( Berlin( and(Freiburg),(or(based(on(average(fees(for(each(property(class((as(seen(in(Portland,(with(households(applying( for( discounts( when( they( install( features( that( retain( rainwater( onsite).( Whilst( the(system(in(the(German(cities(may(require(more(administration,(it(also(has(the(potential(to(raise(awareness( about( the( impact( of( urban( development( on( stormwater( runoff,( can( provide( more(detailed( information( to( the( municipality( about( the( distribution( of( impervious( surface(throughout(the(city,(and(provides(a(stronger(basis(for(offering(discounts(to(property(owners(that(do(increase(permeability((Buehler,(Jungjohann,(Keeley,(&(Mehling,(2011).(Table(7.17:(Examples(of(stormwater(charging(and(incentive(programs%
City:% Stormwater%fee%and%incentive%programs%Berlin( Stormwater(fees(are(charged(based(on(estimates(of(the(actual(runoff(from(individual(properties.(Individual(parcel(assessments(of(impervious(cover(and(stormwater(runoff(potential(are(conducted(using(tax(assessment(data(and(aerial(photographs,(and(households(verify(this(estimate.(Households(have(to(review(and(verify(these(estimates.(Property(owners(who(demonstrate(that(they(manage(their(stormwater(onsite(are(eligible(for(a(discount(on(their(stormwater( fees,( however( the( fees( charged( were( found( to( not( be( high( enough( to( result( in( land( use( changes((Keeley,( 2007)(which( in( Berlin( are( charged( separately( to( other( property( rates.( (Buehler,( et( al.,( 2011;( Keeley,(2007).((Chicago( J(Freiberg( Stormwater( fees( are( charges( based( on( the( proportion( of( impermeable( surface,( estimated( (as( for( in( Berlin)(through(taxJassessment(data(and(aerial(photographs((Keeley,(2007).(Portland( The( Clean( River( Rewards( program( offers( a( proportional( discount( (up( to( 100( per( cent( on( onJsite( stormwater(charges)(when(properties(manage( runoff( onsite.( The(onJsite( portion( is( approximately(35(per( cent( of( the( total(stormwater( charge,(with( the( remainder( contributing( to( costs( of(managing( stormwater( runoff( from( roads( and(public(spaces((Bureau(of(Environmental(Services,(2012b).(Applications(for(discounts(are(processed(without(site(visits,(however(spot(checks(are(conducted(to(ensure(that(the(stormwater(management(measures(exist,(and(are(maintained.(Online(technical(assistance(and(workshops(are(available(for(residents(and(businesses(to(develop(and(apply( stormwater( retrofit( options.( The( introduction( of( Clean(River( Rewards(was( delayed( by( six( years,( due( to(complications(with(the(utility(billing(system((Bureau(of(Environmental(Services,(2012d).(Singapore( J(Toronto( J(Discounts(offered(on(stormwater(charges(are(in(theory(costJneutral(to(the(municipality,(as(they(are( reflective( of( the( reduced( burden( on( the(municipality( to(manage( stormwater( flows.( There(may(be( an( added( administrative( burden( to( offering( such(discounts,( and( a( system(needs( to( be(developed( for( this.( This( can( be( complex,( as( seen( in( Portland,(where( the( Clean(River( Rewards(program(was(delayed(by(six(years,(due(to(issues(with(the(billing(system((City(of(Portland,(n.d.Jc).((
Implementing( a( stormwater( fee( can( require( time( and( resources( to( collect( data( necessary( to(ensure(the(fee(is(equitable(and(provides(the(city(sufficient(funds(to(manage(stormwater.(There(can( be( resistance( to( the( introduction( of( a( fee,( as( is( seen( in( Toronto( where( stormwater(
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management( costs( are( currently( consolidated( with( other( water( management( cost.( The(consequential(crossJsubsidisation(results(in(some(property(classes(currently(paying(far(less(than(they(would(with(a(stormwater(fee(that(reflects(actual(runoff((Carss,(2012).(
Density%bonuses%and%fastQtracked%approvals%
Density( bonuses( are( offered( in( Chicago,( Portland( and( Singapore( for( properties( that( integrate(natural(features,(and(Chicago(also(offers(a(fastJtrack(development(application(approval(process(for(eligible(buildings.(These(incentives(have(the(potential(to(offer(substantial(financial(incentives(to( property( developers.( High( costs( of( capital( make( fastJtrack( permit( approvals( attractive( in(Chicago,( with( interest( repayments( far( outweighing( the( additional( costs( involved( in( installing(green(roofs(and(other(measures((Kazmierczak(&(Carter,(2010b).(Similarly,( including(additional(apartments(or(commercial( floor(space( in(buildings(can(provide( financial(returns( to(developers(that( far( exceeds( the( cost( of( natural( features.( These( incentives( take( advantage( of( the( cities’(responsibility(for(establishing(development(guidelines(and(in(processing(approvals.((Table(7.18:((Examples(of(density(bonuses(and(fast(tracked(approvals(
City:% Density%bonuses%and%fastQtracked%approvals%Berlin( J(Chicago( The(Green%Permit%Program(provides(fastJtrack(review(and(approval,(and(possible(reduction(of(approval(fees(of(up(to(US$25,000,(for(properties(that(meet(certain(requirements((City(of(Chicago,(n.d.Jg).(Features(are(stipulated(in(the( Green( Menu,( which( is( used( in( a( number( of( Chicago’s( programs.( Among( other( measures,( buildings( have( to(include( green( roofs( and( rainwater( harvesting( technologies( to( be( eligible.( Such( properties( are( also( eligible( for( a(density(bonus((City(of(Chicago,(n.d.Jc).(The(City(offers(a(Floor%Area%Ratio%(FAR)(bonus(for(properties(within(the(downtown(districts(that(include(a(green(roof.(The(FAR(is(the(ratio(between(the(total(floor(area(of(the(building(to(the(size(of(the(land,(and(the(bonus(allows(a(developer( to( increase( the( square( footage( of( the( site( that( is( developed( where( green( roofs( are( included( as( a(compensatory(measure(to(mitigate(the(UHI(effect(and(stormwater(runoff.(Qualifying(roofs(have(at(least(50%(green(roof(coverage,(or(a(minimum(of(2,000(square( feet.(The(size(of( the(bonus( is(calculated(by(the( following(equation:(Bonus(FAR(=( (Area(of( roof( landscaping( in(excess(of(50%(of(net( roof(area(÷(Lot(area)(x(0.30(x(Base(FAR((City(of(Chicago,(2004;(Water(Environment(Research(Foundation,(2009b).((Freiberg( J(Portland( The(EcoRoof% Floor% Area% Ratio% (FAR)% Bonus( allows( property( developers( to( exceed( the( allowed( floor( area( to(height(ratio(when(they(add(an(EcoRoof(to(the(design.(The(amount(of(additional(floor(area(allowed(depends(upon(the( size( of( the( green( roof( (Garrison( &( Hobbs,( 2011b).( For( each( square( foot( of( rooftop( garden( included,( an(additional(square(foot(of(floor(area(is(allowed.(The(rooftop(garden(must(cover(at(least(50%(of(the(building,(and(at(least( 30%( of( the( garden( area( must( contain( plants.( A( covenant( must( also( be( executed( with( the( city( for( the(continuation(and(maintenance(of(the(garden((City(of(Portland,(2013a).(Singapore( Green% Mark( is( a( benchmarking( scheme( that( recognises( best( practice( in( the( building( industry( across( five( key(criteria((Building(and(Construction(Authority,(n.d.).(Buildings(can(be(certified(to(one(of(a(number(of(levels,(and(with(incentives( offered( for( higher( ratings,( including( a( Gross( Floor( Area( (GFA)( incentive( for( GoldPlus(and( Platinum(projects.(A(GFA( incentive( for(sky( terraces(are(prioritised,(however(offered(only( for( terraces( that(are(open(to( the(public(or(building(occupants,(which(include(lush,(permanent(greenery,(and(which(are(visible(from(the(street.(A(GFA(incentive( is( also( offered( for( additional( buffer( vegetation( between( the( building( and( road( (Urban(Redevelopment(Authority,( 2012a).( Additional( incentives( have( been( offered( on( limited( time,( and( funding( bases,( to( encourage(buildings( to( achieve( higher( ratings( or( improve( aspects( of( the( design( (For( example:( Building( and( Construction(Authority,(2013a;(Building(and(Construction(Authority,(2013b,(2013c).(Toronto( J%As(noted(in(the(Table(above,(incentives(are(offered(for(a(range(of(desired(features(in(addition(to(urban( greening( in( Singapore( and( Chicago,( and( coordinating( mechanisms( were( developed( to(ensure( accumulated( density( bonuses( do( not( exceed( the( capacity( of( infrastructure( and(
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supporting( systems.( In( Singapore,( developers( can( include( a( number( of( desired( features( to(achieve( a( maximum( floor( area( increase( of( 10( per( cent,( with( all( density( bonuses( available(consolidated( into( a( single(menu( (Urban(Redevelopment(Authority,( 2009b,( 2012b).( In(Chicago,(the( Green( Menu( was( developed( and( is( used( as( a( standard( checklist( for( all( incentive( and(regulatory(measures(that(apply(to(developments(to(ensure(these(are(clear(and(consistent((City(of(Chicago,(2007;(Wiedel,(2012).(
These( indirect( incentives(are(provided(before( the(building(has(been(developed.(To( reduce( the(risk(of(developers(not(including(the(feature(for(which(an(incentive(has(been(given,(in(Singapore(a(security( deposit( is( taken( for( 50( per( cent( of( the( estimated( cost( of( the( feature,( and( the(development(reviewed(on(completion(with(the(developer( liable(to(pay(100%(of(the(cost(of(the(feature,( should( it( not( be( included( in( the( development( as( set( out( in( their( application( (Urban(Redevelopment(Authority,(2012c).((
7.3.3 Governance'structures'and'arrangements'
The( structure( of( government( departments,( and( development( of( mechanisms( to( support(horizontal(collaboration(and(consistency(and(integrated(decisionJmaking(between(departments(was(observed(to(create(conditions(supportive(of(mainstreamed(biophilic(urbanism(in(four(of(the(case(study(cities,(as(summarised(in(Table(7.19.(Arrangements(were(also(observed(that(appeared(to( help( value( urban( greening,( particularly( within( departments( with( responsibilities( that(influenced(urban(development.(
This(includes(the(arrangement(of(government(departments(in(Singapore(and(Berlin,(which(was(observed( to( create( opportunities( to( embed( the( urban( greening( agenda( within( larger( and(influential( departments( and( policy( areas,( including( infrastructure( development( and( urban(development.( In(Singapore(and(Chicago,(strong(centralised(leadership(from(the(prime(minister(and( mayor( respectively( ensured( urban( greening( was( prioritised( throughout( the( city(governments.(Coordination(between(government(departments(to(develop(urban(nature(in(these(cities(was(also(created(directly(by(the(executive,(as(well(as(by(structures(they(created(such(as(a(highJlevel(sustainability(officer(position(in(Chicago(with(the(power(to(direct(action(and(agendas(across(government(departments,(and(a(highJlevel,( interJdepartmental(committee( in(Singapore.(In( Portland( and( Singapore,( interJdepartmental( committees( for( urban( greening( were( able( to(ensure( a( consistent( and( coordinated( approach( to( developing( and( implementing( policies( and(initiatives(to(develop(urban(nature.((
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Table(7.19:%Examples(of(governance(structures(supportive(of(urban(greening(%
City:% Governance%structures%supportive%of%urban%greening%Berlin( Urban%planners,%landscape%planners%and%nature%conservationists%all(sit(within(Senate%Department%for%Urban%
Development%and%the%Environment,(an(arrangement(facilitated(by(the(close(alignment(between(the(Land(Use(Plan(and( Landscape( Programme.( This( arrangement( ensures( that( urban( development( in( the( city( considers( green( space(requirements(as(an( integral( starting(point,( rather( than(an(external(afterthought( (Thierfelder,(2013).(Furthermore,(the(KlimaStEP(Plan(was(developed(in(the(Senate(Department(for(Urban(Development(and(the(Environment.(As(such,(adaptation(and(mitigation(to(climate(change(in(Berlin(were(considered(a(function(of(urban(design(and(development,(rather(than(an(‘environmental’(issue,(with(urban(nature(throughout(the(City(being(a(pivotal(component(of(the(City’s(strategy(to(address(the(challenges(of(climate(change((Berlin(Senate,(2011;(Thierfelder,(2013).(Chicago( Urban(greening(programs(span(at(least(12(city(departments(and(agencies(in(Chicago((City(of(Chicago,(2008a;(Daley,(2001).(Several( mechanisms( have( assisted( in( coordinating( these( over( time.( Initially( strong% leadership% from% the%
Mayor’s% office( informally( “ke[pt]( them( on( the( same( page”( (Daley,( 2001)( and( the( creation( of( a( highJlevel( Chief(Sustainability(Officer(played(a(similar(role(in(directing(the(departments(and(agencies((Wiedel,(2012).(Furthermore,(the(Department%of%the%Environment%(DoE)%was%given%principal%responsibilities%for(urban(greening,(and(worked(with(other(departments(to(imbed(policies(and(programs(in(all(city(operations.(Policies(were(consistent(by(virtue(of(this(centralized(control.((Over(time,(these(topJdown(directives(have(fostered(communication(channels(and(a(culture(of(interdepartmental(collaboration(that(is(more(enduring((Wiedel,(2012).(More( recently,( the(AGUD% plan( sought( to( address(what( had( become( unmanageable( complexity( of( urban( greening(policies( and( standards,(which(were( overlapping( and( at( times( contradictory.( In( a( collaborative( process( between(8(government( departments( and( stakeholders,( a( consistent( policy( framework( for( urban( greening( in( Chicago( was(developed,( ensuring( future( consistency( and( a( common( vision( (City( of( Chicago,( 2008a).( The( plan( subsequently(identified(14(city(departments(and(districts(as(stakeholders(in(implementing(the(Implementation(Road(Map(for(the(plan.(These(included(the(Bureau(of(Forestry;(Chicago(Department(of(Transportation;(Chicago(Park(District;(Chicago(Public( Schools;( Department(( of( General( Services;( Department(( of( Buildings;( Department(( of( Environment;((Department((of(Information(Technology;(Department((of(Zoning;(Department(of(Zoning(and((Planning;(Department((of( Streets( and( Sanitation;( (Mayor’s( Office;( (Metropolitan( Water( Reclamation( District;( and( the(Public( Buildings(Commission((City(of(Chicago,(2008a).(Similarly(in(Portland(and(Singapore,(the(roles(played(by(the(interdepartmental(committees(in(each(city(highlighted(that(multiple(government(departments(were(involved(in(urban(greening,(and(it(was(observed(that(these(committees(were(important(in(achieving(consistency(and(coordination(between(them((City(of(Chicago,(2008a).(Freiberg( J(Portland( From(the(early(stages(of(Portland’s(urban(greening(efforts,(all%relevant%government%departments%were%engaged.(This(included(in(the(process(of(evaluating(NPDES(regulatory(stormwater(management(requirements(and(developing(a( management( plan,( led% by% the% Bureau% of% Environmental% Services( (BES)( (Water( Environment( Research(Foundation,( 2009c).( The( interdepartmental% Sustainable% Infrastructure% Committee( coordinated( efforts( to(investigate(stormwater(management(options,(and(the(Sustainable%Stormwater%Management%Program(was(formed(within( BES(with( the(mandate( to( coordinate(with( various( levels( of( government,( as(well( as(with( departments( and(agencies( within( Portland( city,( and( with( property( owners( on( stormwater( management( system( design,(implementation( and( evaluation.( The( staff( within( the( Program( come( from( multiJdisciplinary( backgrounds,( are(embedded( within( other( stormwaterJrelated( programs( within( BES,( and( each( activity( is( tied( to( Portland's( larger(watershed( objectives( (Water( Environment( Research( Foundation,( 2009c).( This( deliberate( overlapping% of%
individuals%with%various%responsibilities%and%in%different%departments(provided(a(dynamic(structure(to(ensure(knowledge( was( shared( and( policies( aligned.( This( was( essential,( as( in( establishing( green( infrastructure( as( a( cost(effective(way(of(managing(stormwater,(it(became(the(responsibility(of(the(Department(of(Transportation(and(Water(in(designing(streets(that(could(protect(the(watershed,(as(well(as(the(Portland(Parks(and(Recreation(Department(in(considering(how(urban(greenspace(could(contribute(to(watershed(health,(and(the(Bureau(of(Environmental(Services(in(investigating(and(managing(programs(for(stormwater(management((Burlin,(et(al.,(2012).(The( Green% Streets% CrossQBureau% Team( was( established( in( 2005( with( members( of( government( bureaus( and(agencies(including(the(Office(of(Sustainable(Development,(BES,(Office(of(Transportation,(Bureau(of(Planning,(Water(Bureau,( Commissioner( Adams’( Office,( Parks( and( Recreation( and( the( Portland( Development( Commission( (City( of(Portland,(2006;(Office(of(the(City(Auditor,(2007)(to(create(“a(programmatic(approach(to(implementing(green(street(elements(as(a(component(of(street(projects(wherever(feasible,(and(to(increase(feasibility(by(identifying(solutions(to(current(implementation(issues(and(challenges.”((City(of(Portland,(2006,(pi).(The(city(recognised(that(an(integrated,(multiJdepartmental( approach( was( necessary( as( implementing( green( streets( overlapped( bureau( boundaries( and(responsibilities,(and(recommended(that( the(green(streets(program(remain(a(crossJbureau(effort((Office(of( the(City(Auditor,(2007).(The(review%committee% for% the%1%%for%Green%program(for(projects(in(the(public(rightJofJway(includes(staff(from(the( Portland( bureaus( of( Environmental( Services,( Planning( and( Sustainability,( Transportation( and(Water;( and( the(Portland(Development(Commission(and(the(Stormwater(Advisory(Committee((Burlin,(et(al.,(2012;(City(of(Portland,(n.d.Jb).(Singapore( The% Parks% and% Trees% Unit% (PTU)%was( responsible( for( urban( greening( in( the( 1960s( and( sat% within% the% Roads%
Branch% of% the% Public% Works% Department% in% the% Ministry% of% National% Development.( Consequently,( urban(greening( provisions( were( built( into( infrastructure( development( policies.( The( PTU( later( became( the( Parks( and(Recreation( Department,( and(was(merged(with( NParks( in( 1996,( which( had( a( close(working( relationship(with( the(Urban( Redevelopment( Authority( (URA).( This( marked( a( paradigm( shift,( in( which( the( focus( of( urban( greenery(development(was(for(social(wellbeing(and(lifestyle(for(residents(and(visitors.(By(being(within(the(same(ministry,(the(vision(for(urban(greening(was(aligned(with(those(of(preserving(and(enhancing(Singapore’s(heritage(and(creating(a(distinctive(and( liveable( city.(Urban(greening(was(a(key(consideration( in(all(of( Singapore’s(key(development(plans,(including( the( Concept( Plan,( Parks( and( Waterbodies’( Plan,( and( Singapore( Green( Plan,( and( policies( including( the(
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City:% Governance%structures%supportive%of%urban%greening%Planning(Act((Er(&(Chiew,(2013;(Yuen,(1996).(Former(Prime(Minister(Lee’s(personal( involvement( in(urban(greening,(along(with(other(government(ministers(and(successive(prime(ministers,(has(given(urban(greening(a(high(level(of(importance.(This(strong%leadership%from%the%
highest% position( of% government( and( development( of( coordinating( agencies( such( as( the( Garden( City( Action(Committee(broke(down(government(silos(and(facilitated(a(wholeJofJgovernment(approach(to(urban(greening((Er(&(Chiew,(2013).(The(Garden%City%Action%Committee% (GCAC)(was(developed(in(the(late(1960s,(comprising(highJlevel(civil(servants(representing( all( the( ministries( and( statutory( boards( contributing( to( the( greening( effort.( The( GCAC( had( overall(responsibility( for(policyJmaking(and(coordinating( the(greening(efforts(of(various(government(agencies.(From( this,(urban( greening( in( Singapore( was( assiduously( pursued( by(multiple( government( authorities( within( the( context( of(urban(planning((Yuen,(1996)(Auger,(2013)(The(role(of(the(GCAC(has(evolved(over(time.(Initially,(the(GCAC(provided(instructions(to(ministries.(The(Garden(City(philosophy(and(mentality(is(now(firmly(embedded(within(NParks,(which(has(assumed(primary(responsibility( for(urban(greening( in(Singapore,(as(well(as( in(public(an(private(organisations(whose(work( affects( the( urban( environment,( such( that( there( is( a( critical(mass( of( expertise( and( commitment( that(sustains(and(prioritises(ongoing(urban(greening(efforts(through(its(momentum((Auger,(2013).((Toronto( J(No(evidence(was(found(for(the(City(of(Toronto(regarding(this(factor.(This(may(reflect(the(focus(of(this(case(study,(which(was(on(green(roofs(as(opposed(to(a(broader(range(of(biophilic(elements,(and(that(less(coordination(between(government(departments(may(have(been(needed(as(a(result.(It(was( evident,( however,( that( there(was( some( collaboration( between( various( departments,( as(funding(was(allocated(through(Toronto(Water(for(the(initial(green(roof(incentive(program((City(of(Toronto,(n.d.Jc),(the(Toronto(Hydro(Conservation(and(Demand(Management(program(offered(green(roof(incentives(as(a(way(of(reducing(electricity(demand((City(of(Toronto,(n.d.Jh),(and(the(Toronto( Atmospheric( Fund( helped( fund( green( roof( research( and( demonstration( projects( of((Green(Roofs(for(Healthy(Cities,(n.d.Jb).(Similarly(in(Freiburg,(evidence(was(not(found(regarding(government( structures( and( arrangements,( however( planning( in( Freiburg( has( been( highly(integrated(for(over(30(years,(including(transportation,(landJuse(and(landscape(planning((Beim(&(Haag,(2010).(This(provides(a(cohesive,(strong(and(longJterm(agenda(for(Freiburg’s(development(that(reduces(land(competition(and(prioritises(urban(nature((Freiburg(im(Breisgau,(2011b).(
Across(the(other(four(case(studies,(three(types(of(structures(and(arrangements(were(observed,(including:(J Having((or(creating)(a(highJlevel(individual(or(centralised(agency(with(authority(to(direct(the(inclusion(of(consistent(considerations(for(urban(nature(in(all(relevant(agencies(and(policies;(J Developing( mechanisms( to( foster( interJdepartmental/agency( communication( and(coordination,( such( as( interJdepartmental( task( forces,( recruitment( of( staff( from( other(departments,(and(allowing(staff(to(work(across(several(project(areas;(and(J Situating(urban(greening(agencies(within(urban(development(or(infrastructure(development(departments.(
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Considering(the(way(in(which(these(structures(and(arrangements(were(observed(to(direct(urban(greening( in( the( case( study( cities,( it( appears( that( there( were( a( number( of( key( roles( such(structures(and(arrangements(played,(including(to:(J Prioritise( urban( greening(within( departments( that( have( a( key( role( in( urban( development((such( as( infrastructure( development,( planning( and( urban( development( departments),( as(well(as(within(the(government(as(a(whole;(J Increase(consistency(in(the(policies(and(programs(of(various(government(departments,(and(remove(barriers(these(might(have(to(urban(greening;(J Ensure(considerations(for(urban(nature(are(included(in(many((if(not(all)(of(the(decisions(and(processes(that(affect(the(built(environment;(J Provide(access(to(multiple(budgets(and(funding(opportunities(across(government.(
These( government( structures( and( arrangements( are( discussed( here( as( a( formalising( factor,(however(they(could(also(be(considered(as(a(pathway(factor,(as(such(structures(were(observed(to(assist( in(overcoming(barriers( to(mainstreaming(biophilic(urbanism(such(as(restrictive(policies,(and( to( build( support( for( biophilic( urbanism( such( as( by( increasing( awareness( and( buyJin( for(biophilic(urbanism(amongst(government(departments.(
7.3.4 Commitment'to'ongoing'research'and'development''
A( commitment( to( continual( improvement( of( urban( greening( practices( and( techniques( was(observed(in(all(of(the(case(study(cities,(including(efforts(to(ensure(that(urban(greening(remained(relevant( as( the( city( context( changed( over( time( as( summarised( in( Table( 7.20.( This( included(examples( of( formalised( research( and( development( seen( in( Singapore( and( Portland,( and(adaptation( of( policies,( programs( and( the( design( of( biophilic( elements( to( both( the( changing(circumstances( of( cities( and( to( increased( knowledge( gained( from( experience.( For( example,( in(Berlin,( the( city( is( currently( considering( the( role( of( urban( greening( within( the( city’s( evolving(culture,(and(is(looking(to(harness(an(emerging(grassroots,(doJitJyourself((DIY)(culture(to(support(citizens( to( create( unique( urban( greening( projects.( In( Portland,( the( focus( of( urban( greening(research( and( development( has( been( on( how( to( increase( the( coJbenefits( received( from(stormwater(management(green( infrastructure,( including(enhancing( the(aesthetic(and(biophilic(attributes.( In( Singapore,( permanent( research( institutes( continually( look( for( new( ways( to(integrate(nature(into(the(urban(environment(and(to(maximise(the(benefits(they(provide.((Table(7.20:(Examples(of(ongoing(research(and(innovation(to(enhance(urban(greening((
City:% Ongoing%research%and%innovation%to%support%enhanced%urban%greening%Berlin( The(Strategie% Stadtlandschaft% Berlin( (Landscape(Strategy(Berlin)(sets( the(direction( for(urban(greening( in(Berlin(going(forward,(building(on(the(substantial(amount((44(per(cent(of(Berlin’s(urban(area)(of(open(and(green(space(in(Berlin,(and(the(comprehensive( legislative(measures( that(direct( the( integration(of(nature( into(urban(developments.(
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City:% Ongoing%research%and%innovation%to%support%enhanced%urban%greening%The( Strategy( positions( urban( nature( as( a( way( of( addressing( urgent( social( issues( including( “climate( change( and(resource(management,( demographic( changes,( the( balancing( of( conflicting( interests( that(may( arise( in( a( culturally(diverse(environment,(and(the(depleted(coffers(of(the(city(government”((Senatsverwaltung(für(Stadtentwicklung(und(Umwelt,(2011,(p7),(and(considers(both(the(needs(for(urban(nature(and(how(it(can(be(created(within(the(context(of(emerging( trends( such( as( changed( mobility( patterns,( a( DIY( culture,( and( a( blending( of( urban( and( rural( lifestyles((Senatsverwaltung(für(Stadtentwicklung(und(Umwelt,(2011).(This(represents(a(continued(commitment(to(adapting(urban(greening(programs(and(forms(to(the(changing(needs(and(conditions(of(Berlin.((Chicago( After(20(years(of(concerted(urban(greening(efforts,(the(Adding%Green%to%Urban%Design((AGUD)(plan(demonstrates(a(process(of(evolving(learning(and(improvement(of(Chicago’s(strategy(for(urban(greening,(in(particular(highlighting(the(expanding( number( of( drivers( for( urban( greening,( and( the( range( of(ways( that( urban(nature( can( be( increased.( For(instance,(the(important(role(that(urban(backyards(play(in(providing(ecosystem(services(is(recognised,(and(that(if(not(protected( in( development( guidelines,( can( be( lost( as( areas( become( redeveloped( and( denser.( The( plan( suggests(performance(based(measures( that( require(stormwater( infiltration(rates(be(maintained,( tree(protection(ordinances(for(mature(and/or(significant(trees,(and(rearJyard(open(space(requirements((City(of(Chicago,(2008a).(The(plan(also(calls(for(greater(accountability(in(measuring(the(city’s(progress(in(urban(greening(and(for(measures(to(ensure(that(urban( greening( becomes( a( mainstream( practice( unaffected( by( political( and( economic( swings( (City( of( Chicago,(2008a).(Freiberg( A( culture% of% ongoing% innovation% and% pushing% boundaries( is( deeply( embedded( in( Freiburg( (Daseking,( 2013;(Völzing,(2012).(This(is(evident(in(the(continued(development(of(sustainable(precincts(in(Freiburg(–(not(all(of(which(include(all(the(measures(seen(in(Vauban,(but(many(which(include(some(of(these,(and(are(not(necessarily(intended(for(the(same(target(market(as(Vauban((Daseking,(2013,(n.d.).(Portland( The( use( of( green( infrastructure( for( stormwater( management( is( now( mainstream( in( Portland,( and( the( city( is(
investigating%ways%of%maximising%the%coQbenefits(of(these(natural(features,(such(as(for(greater(visual(amenity,(and(to( improve( human( health( and(wellbeing.( The( city’s( goal( is( to( have( green( infrastructure( integrated( into( the( built(environment(in(a(way(in(which(passersJby(would(have(no(idea(of(its(stormwater(function,(and(appreciate(it(only(for(its( other( benefits.( Professor( Tim( Beatley( recently( visited( Portland( and( worked( with( the( Sustainable( Stormwater(Team( to( develop( ways( in( which( the( concept( of( biophilic( urbanism( could( be(merged(with( the( City’s( policies( and(programs((Burlin,(et(al.,(2012).((The(City(is(continually%refining%community%outreach%tools(for(urban(greening(based(on(feedback((Shandas,(et(al.,(2012).(The(city(also(collaborates(with(the(Portland(State(University(to(research%and%monitor% the% impacts%of%eco%
roofs,( to( inform(public(communication,(as(well(as( to(research(different(community(engagement( techniques((Foon,(2011).((Singapore( Research( is(ongoing( in(Singapore(to(enhance(urban(greening(and(develop(new(ways(of( integrating(nature( into(the(urban(environment.(The(Centre% for%Urban%Greenery%and%Ecology%(CUGE)(and(HortPark(both(develop(and(share(industry( expertise( on( urban( greening.( Through( CUGE,( horticultural( training( is( provided( to( meet( internally(benchmarked( standards( for( best( practice( (Centre( for( Urban( Greenery( and( Ecology,( 2013).( At( the( KTP( hospital,(informal( research( is( focused( on( reducing( maintenance( requirements,( reducing( mosquito( breeding,( ensuring(vegetation(provides(multiple(outcomes(such(as(encouraging(biodiversity,(medicinal(and(educational(purposes,(and(is(resilient(to(the(conditions(and(climate((Reeve,(2013a;(Tan,(2013)..(
Innovation(has(underpinned(Singapore’s(greening(to(address%land%constraints%and%competing%demands%for%this%
land%and%resources.(There(has(also(been(a(focus(on(expanding(the(multiJfunctionality(and(benefits(of(urban(nature.(Some( key( examples( of( this( include( creating( links( between( nature( reserves( to( enable( the( dispersion( of( genetic(material( from( species( living( within( what( were( previously( isolated( habitats.( These( areas( often( took( advantage( of(under(utilized( land,( such(as(drainage(and(road(reserves,( and(have(created( the(possibility( for(a( linear(park(system(linking( larger(natural( reserves( for( the(people(of(Singapore,(and(have(become(popular( jogging(and(walking(routes.(200(kilometres(of(the(Park(Connector(Network(are(in(place(today,(and(plans(exist(to(expand(this(to(300(kilometres(by(2015((Er(&(Chiew,(2013).((The(balance(between(nature(conservation(and(species(migration(and(human(use(of(such(areas(is(found(by(developing(elevated(walkways(in(some(areas,(with(which(people(can(experience(the(canopy(of(the(forest(below,( take(advantage(of( elevated(views(of( the( city(and(ocean,( and( further( their( appreciation(of( the(nature(around( them.(Walkways( are( lined(with( educational( placards,( to(help(draw(people’s( attention( to( the(diversity( and(complexity(of(the(life(around(them((Reeve,(2013a).(The( Singapore% Green% Plan( is( regularly( revised( and( outlines( Singapore’s( strategies( for( the( conservation( and(enhancement(of(the(island’s(nature(in(ways(that(reflect(the(changing(and(often(competing(demands(and(expectations.(The(Plan(includes(provisions(for(monitoring(and(evaluation(of(efforts,(such(that(these(inform(future(efforts(and(allow(for(ongoing(expansion(of(efforts((Ministry(of(the(Environment(and(Water(Resources,(2013).(Toronto( Since(developing(the(Green(Roof(Bylaw,(the(city(has(been(investigating(ways(of(enhancing(the(biodiversity(value(of(green(roofs.(The(Guidelines%for%Biodiverse%Green%Roofs,(details(best(practice(for(promoting(biodiversity(on(green(roofs((Bass,(MacIvor,(&(McGlade,(2013).((The( observed( pattern( of( ongoing( innovation( and( adaptation( of( processes( and( programs( to(develop( urban( nature,( as(well( as( the( forms( these( take( and( functions( they( provide( in( the( case(study( cities( suggests( that( biophilic( urbanism( is( a( dynamic( concept( that( can(be( adapted( to( the(changing(circumstances(of(these(cities.( In(Toronto,(Portland(and(Chicago(this( includes(a(strong(focus(on(maximising(the(coJbenefits(of(urban(nature(and(integrating(considerations(for(this(into(
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multiple(policy(areas,(and(in(Singapore(and(Berlin(this(includes(efforts(to(adapt(urban(greening(programs(to(the(challenges(of(landJuse(constraints(and(fiscal(constraints((respectively),(as(well(as( to( emerging( trends( of( the( cities.( In( Freiburg,( a( longJstanding( culture( of( leadership( and(sustainable( innovation( appear( to( underpin( continued( efforts( to( develop( new( advances( in(sustainable(urban(development.(
7.3.5 Systematised'management'and'maintenance'
Systems(were( observed( in( all( case( study( cities( to( direct( the(management( and(maintenance( of(biophilic(elements(in(consistent(and(cost(effective(ways(that(ensured(the(elements(continued(to(provide( benefits( for( which( they( were( designed.( As( summarised( in( Table( 7.21,( a( range( of(maintenance(strategies(were(observed,(even(within(one(city.(Examples(include:(
! Requiring(that(biophilic(elements(developed(on(private(property(include(maintenance(plans(as(part(of(financial(incentive(programs(or(regulatory(instruments;(
! Developing( partnerships( with( community( organisations( and( citizens( to( assist( in(maintenance(of(local(areas;(
! Securing( maintenance( budgets( by( recognising( the( economic( and( other( values( of( urban(nature(to(the(city(and(its(citizens;(and(
! Designing(lowJmaintenance(biophilic(elements(and(streamlining(maintenance(procedures(to(reduce(maintenance(costs(and(time.(Table(7.21:(Examples(of(systematised(management(and(maintenance(of(biophilic(elements(
City:% Systematised%management%and%maintenance%of%biophilic%elements%Berlin( The( stateJowned( company( Grün( Berlin( manages( several( of( Berlin’s( largest( parks( (Grün( Berlin,( n.d.),( whilst( the(boroughs(are(responsible(for(the(maintenance(of(most(of(the(smaller(parks((Thierfelder,(2013).(Financial(pressures(and( significantly( reduced( budget( allocations( for( urban( greening( have( led( to( a( range( of( maintenance( practices,(including:(J Engagement(of(citizens(and(NGOs(through(adopt(a(park(campaigns(led(by(boroughs,(and(supporting(citizenJled(urban(greening(projects(such(as(community(gardens(J Increased(use(of(lowJwage(and(workfare(programs(for(park(maintenance;(J Introduction(of(park(fees(to(fund(maintenance;(J Reduction(in(maintenance(procedures(through(various(mechanisms;(and((J Privatisation(of(parks((Rosol,(2012a). Considering(some(of(these(practices(in(particular,(maintenance(requirements(appear(to(be(reduced(in(part(through(the(use(of(spontaneous(vegetation(in(parks,(reserves,(verges(and(vacant(land(in(Berlin((BerlinJAV,(2014;(Kowarik(&(Langer,( 2005;( Reeve,( 2013b).( These( forms( of( nature( require( less( maintenance,( significantly( reducing( the( city’s(workload.( The( city( contracts( an( urban( flock( of( sheep( to( help( maintain( various( urban( meadows,( which( would(otherwise( require( intensive( labour( due( to( the( land( topography( (Reeve,( 2013b).( The( city( also( offers( citizens( the(opportunity( to( develop( ‘pioneer( projects’( on( vacant( urban( land,( such( that( these( spaces( are( beneficially( used( and(cared(for(by(citizens(at(minimal(or(not(cost(to(the(city((Braun,(2011;(Tempelhofer(Freiheit,(2013).((More( recent( efforts( to( communicate( the( value( of( urban( nature( through( the( Landscape( Strategy( have( resulted( in(budget(increases(being(allocated(by(the(city’s(politicians((Thierfelder,(2013).(Chicago(( Community(volunteers(provide(maintenance(assistance(through(NeighborSpace,(which(is(a(not(for(profit(urban(land(trust(that(preserves(and(maintains(gardens(on(behalf(of(dedicated(community(groups.(By(owning(the(land,(providing(insurance,(access(to(water(and(resources,(and(support(networks,(Neighborspace(facilitates(community(involvement(in( the( care( of( a( large( number( of( Chicago’s( parks( and( gardens( (NeighborSpace,( n.d.).( Similarly,( the( Chicago( Park(District( runs( a( program( with( Nature( Area( Volunteer( Stewards,( who( coordinate( and( oversee( the( volunteer(management(and(restoration(of(Chicago(Park(District(nature(areas((Chicago(Park(District,(n.d.).(The(maintenance(budget(for(Millennium(Park(is(considerable,(as(the(Park(requires(daily,(labourJ(intensive(attention.(
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City:% Systematised%management%and%maintenance%of%biophilic%elements%The(budget(was(intended(to(come(from(revenue(from(the(underground(carpark,(however(to(date(this(has(not(been(as(lucrative(as(anticipated(and(consequently(the(city(must(allocate(budget(from(elsewhere.(Despite(this(challenge,(the(funding(for(maintenance( is(relatively(secure(within(the(city’s(budget,(due(to(commitments(made(to(private(donors(who(helped(fund(features( in(the(park,(and(by(recognition(of( the(value(of(such(spaces(to(the(City’s(economy((Uhlir,(2012).(Freiberg( The( city( has( reduced(mowing( to( twice( per( year,( and( has( eliminated( the( use( of( pesticides.( This(was( primarily( to(enhance( the( ecological( value( of( such( spaces,( however( the( reduced(mowing(has( also( greatly( reduced(maintenance(time(and(costs((City(of(Freiburg,(2014).( ( In(Vauban,(residents(were(responsible(for(the(design(and(development(of(green(spaces((Lutz(&(Schepers,(2012),(however(evidence(has(not(been(found(regarding(maintenance(procedures.((Portland( The( Green( Streets( Maintenance( Policy( directs( the( ongoing( maintenance( of( these( facilities( in( Portland( (City( of(Portland,( 2007).( Continued( monitoring( of( the( city’s( green( stormwater( infrastructure( enables( the( city( to( track(performance(of(these(systems,(and(address(maintenance(requirements(as(these(arise.(This(lowers(costs,(and(the(data(also(helps(the(city(to(improve(designs((Water(Environment(Research(Foundation,(2009c).(The( City( partners( and( engages(with( the( community( to( develop( and(maintain( biophilic( elements( (particularly( for(stormwater( management)( on( public( land.( Green( Street( Stewards( monitor( and( maintain( green( streets( in( their(neighbourhood,(to(assist(the(city(and(employed(landscape(crews(in(pruning,(weeding,(removing(sediment(and(debris,(clearing( curb( openings,( and( irrigating.( The( program( is( voluntary,( and( provides( training( for( those( green( street(stewards(looking(to(play(a(more(active(role((Bureau(of(Environmental(Services,(2012c).(This(program(is(in(its(early(stages,( and( the( city(hopes(will(not(only(assist(with(green( street(maintenance,(but( also( foster(a( closer( relationship(between(residents(and(Portland’s(urban(nature(and(create(a(mentality(of(residents(being(in(partnership(with(the(city(in(managing(stormwater(and(protecting(the(urban(environment((Burlin,(et(al.,(2012).((The(city(has(some(measures(in(place(to(ensure(that(biophilic(elements(installed(on(private(properties(are(maintained,(where(incentives(are(given(for(these(measures.(For(properties(granted(a(floor(area(bonus(for(having(included(a(green(roof,(a(maintenance(plan(must(be(developed(and(executed(with(the(city((City(of(Portland,(2013a))(For(properties(that(are(granted(a(discount(on(their(stormwater(fees(through(the(Clean(River(Rewards(program,(the(city(conducts(spot(checks( to( ensure( that( the( stormwater( facilities( (often( including( green( roofs( and( other( vegetated( features)( are(maintained(and(operational((Bureau(of(Environmental(Services,(2012d).((Singapore( Community( volunteers( assist( in( maintaining( natural( features( throughout( Singapore.( The( Community( in( Bloom(program(was(launched(in(2005(and(has(since(grown(to(around(600(groups.(The(program(structure(has(enabled(the(size(of(the(NParks(team(that(manages(these(volunteers(to(remain(stable,(as(the(government(acts(as(a(facilitator(and(trainer( to( assist( group( leaders,( who( then(work(with( their( groups( relatively( autonomously.( The( government( also(identifies(good(gardeners( to(act(as(ambassadors( for(and(promote( the(program,(and( to( link(groups( together( (Poon(Hong(Yuen,( cited( in(Centre( for(Liveable(Cities,( 2013).(Volunteers( assist(with( a(wide( range(of( tasks( relating( to( the(creation,( maintenance( and( promotion( of( natural( features( (NParks,( 2013a),( although( there( are( reports( that( it( is(challenging(to(encourage(volunteers(to(also(get(their(hands(dirty(in(the(planting(and(maintenance(of(nature(features,(and(not(just(in(running(guided(tours(and(educational(outreach((Poon(Hong(Yuen,(cited(in(Centre(for(Liveable(Cities,(2013).((With( KTP( hospital,( a( Community( in( Bloom( group( maintains( the( hospital’s( rooftop( garden.( The( chief( gardener(reported(that(many(elderly(people(volunteered(their(time,(helping(them(to(keep(active(in(the(community(and(as(they(took(some(food(home(to(their(families,(this(also(helped(them(to(feel(that(they(were(contributing.(The(sale(of(produce(from(the(rooftop(garden(also(supplements(the(hospital’s(budget(for(greening,(which(the(chief(gardener(reported(with(otherwise(secure(–(whilst(not(enormous(–due(to(high(level(recognition(of(the(value(of(their(work.(The(hospital(has(otherwise(streamlined(maintenance(requirements(through(a(large(number(of(innovations(and(experience,(such(that(the(entire(hospital(gardens(and(grounds(require(only(six(staff((Tan,(2013).((Toronto( All(green(roofs( in(Toronto(must(meet(the(requirements(of( the(Toronto(Construction(Standard,(which(includes(a(5Jyear(maintenance( plan( (City( of( Toronto,( n.d.Jb).( Applications( for( funding( through( the( EcoRoof( Incentive( Program(must(also(include(a(maintenance(plan((City(of(Toronto,(n.d.Ja).(Community(involvement(in(the(maintenance(of(biophilic(elements(was(observed(in(particular(in(many(cities( to(be(an( important(aspect(of(urban(greening(programs.(These(appeared( to( reduce(municipal( costs( for( maintenance,( such( as( in( Berlin,( Portland( and( Singapore( and( to( provide(benefits( for(citizens(by(encouraging(greater(contact(and(awareness(of(urban(nature.(Regarding(community( involvement( in(Portland,( Emily(Hauth( from( the(Bureau(of( Environmental( Services(commented( that( “advocacy( in( the( community( is( something(we( could( not( live( without.( At( the(Council,(we(are(the(workhorse(with(the(budget,(but( it’s( the(people(on(the(ground(doing(all( the(unpaid(and(underpaid(volunteer(work(who(really(make(this(happen.(We(are(always(pushing(the(community(agenda(and(working(with( the( community( to(develop( their( support.”( (Burlin,( et( al.,(2012).((
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7.4 Conclusion'
In(this(Chapter,(fourteen(factors(that(have(been(observed(to(contribute(to(the(mainstreaming(of(biophilic( urbanism( across( the( case( study( cities( are( presented( within( three( categories.( These(include(contextual(factors,(which(contribute(to(biophilic(urbanism(being(placed(on(the(political(and( citizen( agenda( as( a( possibility( for( urban( design( and( development;( pathway( factors( that(contribute(to(the(development(of(experience,(evidence(and(acceptance(of(biophilic(urbanism(as(an(intentional(design(process(and(to(barriers(to(its(mainstream(being(overcome;(and(formalising(factors( that( contribute( to( biophilic( urbanism(being( embedded( as( a(mainstream( component( of(urban(development.((
These( factors( and( categories( were( uncovered( through( the( crossJcase( analysis( of( the( six( case(studies( developed( in( this( dissertation,( by( considering( emergent( patterns( of( similarities( and(differences( between( the( mainstreaming( journeys( of( each( of( the( six( cities.( Whilst( this(mainstreaming(journey(in(each(of(the(considered(cities(was(found(to(be(unique(and(linked(to(the(contextual( circumstances(of( the(city,( the(emergent(patterns(observed(across( the(cities( suggest(that(the(fourteen(factors(may(create(conditions(conducive(to(mainstreaming(biophilic(urbanism.((
In(the(following(Chapter,(the(research(findings(of(this(dissertation,(as(outlined(in(this(Chapter(as(well(as( in(Chapters(5(and(6,(are(considered(within( the(context(of(extant( literature(and( theory.(This( provides( an( opportunity( to( review( the( research( data( and( findings( through( the( lenses( of(established(research(to(potentially(provoke(additional(insight(and(understanding,(and(to(situate(these( findings(within( this( existing(work( to( identify(ways( in(which( this(may( contribute( to( this(emerging(conversation.(
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8 Situating'the'research'within'existing'scholarly'work'
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In(this(Chapter,(the(research(findings(presented(in(Chapters(5,(6(and(7(are(drawn(together(within(the( context( of( existing( knowledge( and( scholarly( work( (including( the( theory( introduced( in(Chapter(3),(to(consider(what(is(now(known(about(mainstreaming(biophilic.(In(summary,(the(PhD(research(contributes(new(knowledge(in(the(following(three(areas:(1. A(categorisation(of( forms(of(urban(nature(that(have(the(potential(to(assist( in(responding(to(challenges(facing(Australian(cities;(2. An( understanding( of( what( mainstreamed( biophilic( urbanism( could( look( like,( including(policy,(governance(and(practice(structures(and(norms;(and(3. Insight(into(the(processes(that(assist(in(mainstreaming(biophilic(urbanism.(
Within(this(context,(the(following(section((Section(8.1)(situates(these(three(areas(of(knowledge(within(existing(literature.(This(includes(consideration(of(how(these(findings(are(similar(to(what(is( being( said( in( this( literature,( and( how( these( findings( differ.( In( Section( 8.2,( two( theoretical(frameworks( (see( Chapter( 3)( are( discussed( as( potential( lenses( to( further( explain( and( provide(insight(into(these(research(findings.((
8.1 Discussion'of'research'findings'with'reference'to'extant'literature'
In( the( following( subJsections,( the( three( major( contributions( of( the( research( are( considered(within(the(context(of(existing(literature(in(the(field,(to(identify(ways(in(which(these(complement(what( is(being(said,(and(ways( in(which( these( findings(contrast(or(add( to( these(discourses.(This(comparison( also( allows( this( extant( literature( to( provoke( additional( insight( to( the( research(findings,( by( providing( alternative( perspectives( and( approaches( to( those( found( in( this(dissertation,(which(may(highlight(avenues(for(future(research((Eisenhardt,(1989).(
8.1.1 A'categorisation'of'biophilic'urbanism'for'the'Australian'context'
This(research(provided(an(opportunity(to(evolve(understanding(about(certain(types(of(biophilic(elements,( their( functionality( and( benefits( (i.e.( Table( 5.3( and( Figure( 5.1( in( Chapter( 5).( This(includes( categorising( forms( of( urban( nature( that( have( been( demonstrated( around( the( world,(which( are( compatible(with( urban( consolidation,( and(which( have( the( potential( to( assist( in( the(response( to( key( challenges( facing(Australian( cities(whilst( also( providing( for( people’s( need( for(contact(with(nature.((
Beatley((2011)(discusses(biophilic(urbanism(as(a(comprehensive(field(that(could(be(considered(as(having(two(components.(These(include(firstly(the(physical(presence(of(nature(within(cities,(in(various( forms( and( at(multiple( scales.( The( second( component( includes( a( critical( focus( on( how(urban(residents(engage(with,(feel(connected(to(and(have(knowledge(of(the(nature(around(them.(
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This( dissertation( focuses( on( providing( greater( insight( into( the( first( component( of( biophilic(urbanism,(whilst(recognising(the(critical(and(integral(importance(of(the(second.(
Beatley’s(biophilic(city( indicators( include(an(emphasis(on(having(nature(close(to(where(people(live,( and(having( programs( that( educate( and( raise( awareness( about( this( nature.(Discussions( of(biophilic( design( in( Kellert,( Heerwagen,( and( Mador( (2008)( are( similarly( strongly( focused( on(creating(urban(spaces(that(resonate(with(people’s(innate(preferences(for(life(and(lifeJlike(forms.(This(includes((among(other(factors)(how(having(sunlight(penetrating(buildings,(the(use(of(wood(and(other(natural(materials(in(building(design,(and(the(natural(shapes(and(forms(throughout(the(human( environment( can( provide( biophilic( benefits.( This( dissertation( contributes( to( this(comprehensive( and( multiJfaceted( vision( of( biophilic( urbanism( by( providing( detailed( and(empirically(grounded(insights(into(a(subset(of(the(broader(field.(More(specifically,(this(research(considers( what( biophilic( elements( can( be( created( in( Australian( cities( as( they( become( more(dense,( in( ways( that( help( build( resilience( to( future( challenges( of( climate( change,( population(pressures(and(resource(shortages,(and(which(have(the(potential(to(provide(biophilic(benefits(to(urban(residents.((
Other( scholarly( works( have( considered( the( use( of( integrated( urban( nature( from( a( functional(perspective,(as(presented(in(Chapter(5.(However,(few(studies(have(considered(the(diverse(roles(and(benefits(of(urban(nature( to(provide(a( strategic( and( synergistic( response( to( the( challenges(facing(Australian( cities.( This( research( has( built( on( available( studies( to( conclude( that( biophilic(urbanism(does(have( the(potential( to( contribute( to( the( response( to( climate( change,( population(pressures(and(resources(shortages.(It(also(considered(potential(gaps(in(existing(knowledge(to(do(so,( and( provided( further( depth( regarding( characteristics( of( biophilic( urbanism( within( the(Australian(context.(
With(regards(to(gaps(in(existing(knowledge,( it(was(clear(from(the(literature(that(local(data(and(experience( with( biophilic( elements( is( needed( to( better( understand( the( potential( of( biophilic(urbanism( to( address( the( challenges( facing(Australian( cities.(Whilst( the( physical,( chemical( and(biological( mechanisms( that( underpin( the( benefit( that( these( biophilic( elements( provide( are(generally(clear((for( instance,(how(urban(nature(mitigates(the(UHI(effect),( the(magnitude(of( the(benefits(differs(between(climates,(and(depends(on(local(conditions(and(the(design(of(a(biophilic(element(itself.(Data(from(one(place(can(therefore(not(be(simply(transferred(to(another.(The(vast(majority(of(research(in(this(field(comes(from(North(America(and(Europe,(with(increasing(interest(evident(from(Asia(and(South(America.(Studies(from(Australia(are(also(emerging,(however(these(remain(as(yet(limited(in(number(and(do(not(cover(the(breadth(of(biophilic(elements(or(potential(benefits(considered(in(this(dissertation.(In(addition,(the(variation(in(climatic(conditions(between(
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Australian(cities(is(such(that(research(may(need(to(be(conducted(within(each(city,(and(could(not(necessarily(be(transferred(between(cities.(
With( regards( to( the( emerging(understanding(of(biophilic(urbanism,( it( is( evident( that(biophilic(urbanism( (as( discussed( in( Chapter( 5( and( seen( in( practice( in( the( case( studies( summarised( in(Chapter(6(and(Appendix(D)(represents(an(evolution(in(urban(greening(that(builds(on(what(has(been(seen(in(Australia(historically(and(indeed(in(many(cities(around(the(world.((
In( summary,( nature( has( historically( been( included( in( cities( predominately( as( parks,( nature(reserves(and(backyards,(with(each(parcel(of(land(allocated(for(a(single(use.(Green(space(and(built(infrastructure(are(seen(as(mutually(exclusive(land(uses,(and(competing(contenders(in(the(urban(landscape(for(square(metres(of(space((Campbell,(1996).(Biophilic(urbanism,(however,(seeks(the(juxtaposition(of(these(forms(and(functions(in(ways(that(allow(for(concurrent(urban(consolidation(to(accommodate(rapidly(growing(populations(and(to(create(the(synergies(of(place(that(underpin(the( economic( engines( of( our( cities,( whilst( building( resilience,( sustainability( and( liveability(through(the(intentional(weaving(of(nature(into(and(throughout(the(landscape.((
Furthermore,( synthesising( the( literature( and( the( case( study( findings,( biophilic( urbanism(conceptually( represents( a( shift( from( an( eitherJor( mentality( to( urban( development,(environmental( management( and( the( holistic( provision( for( human( health( and( wellbeing,( to( a(wholeJofJsystem( perspective( that( concurrently( optimises( outcomes( in( each( of( these( areas(through(the(use(of(integrated,(multiJfunctional(nature.(In(large(part,(this(is(achieved(through(the(recognition(of(new(forms(of(nature( in(cities(that(use( infrastructure(as(a(scaffold,(as(well(as(the(interstitial( spaces( between( infrastructure,( which( minimise( the( competition( for( space.( In(addition,( recognition( of( the( multiple( benefits( of( urban( nature( causes( these( to( be( valued( as(functional(elements(of( the(urban( landscape( that( contribute( to(many(different(policy(areas(and(objectives.((
This( dissertation( observed( mainstreamed( biophilic( urbanism( to( be( multiJscalar,( multiJfunctional,( integrated,( comprehensively( applied( throughout( the( urban( environment,( and(potentially( inclusive( of( a( variety( of( elements( that( range( from( being(wild( and( spontaneous,( to(engineered(and(highly(managed.(These(findings(build(on(and(provide(an(additional(perspective(to(the(work(of(Beatley((2011,(p46),(who(developed(“an(initial(attempt(to(flesh(out(some(of(the(dimensions( and( some( of( the(measures( by(which(we(might( judge( the( biophilic( boda( fides( of( a(city.”(For(instance,(Beatley(discusses(the(notion(of(scales(with(respect(to(the(practical(application(of(biophilic(urbanism(and(the(ways(in(which(this(might(be(seen(manifest(in(urban(environments.(Beatley( also( discusses( how( biophilic( urbanism( engenders( a( reimagined( city,( in( which(
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infrastructure(is(multifunctional(and(where(nature(is(creatively(inserted(into,(inside(and(around(buildings.(The(use(and(appreciation(of(more(diverse,(and(wild,(forms(of(nature(alongside(those(that(are(designed(to(provide(functional(benefits(in(cities(is(also(emphasised(in(Beatley’s(work.((
This(dissertation(therefore(contributes(to(the(foundational(understanding(of(biophilic(urbanism(developed(by(Beatley( (2011)( and(Kellert,( et( al.( (2008)( through( the( consideration(of( literature(and(six(international(case(studies(that(provide(confirmation(and(a(deeper(understanding(of(what(this(looks(like(physically(and(conceptually.(By(synthesising(existing(scholarly(work(regarding(the(benefits(provided(by(urban(nature,(the(dissertation(has(also(confirmed(the(potential(for(biophilic(urbanism( to( be( used( as( a( strategic( strategy( in( Australian( cities( to( build( resilience( to( future(challenges(and(provided(a(categorisation(of(suitable(forms(of(urban(nature(for(consideration(by(policy(and(decision(makers.(
8.1.2 Policy,'governance'and'practice'structures'and'norms'
The( research( findings( also( provide( insight( into( the( kinds( of( policy,( governance( and( practice(structures( and( norms( that( contribute( to( and( reflect( the( integration( of( nature( into( the( built(environment( as( a( mainstreamed( practice.( A( need( for( such( knowledge( was( identified( in( the(literature(and(by(government,(industry(and(academic(stakeholders((see(Chapter(2).((
The( case( study( investigation( revealed( that(mainstreamed( biophilic( urbanism( is( not( simply( an(addJon(or(extension(of(preJbiophilic(urbanism(policies(and(processes(of(urban(development,(but(rather(that(this(is(embedded(within(a(suite(of(systems,(processes(and(norms(that(differ(in(many(regards( to( those( that( direct( conventional( forms( of( urban( development.( Critical( aspects( of(mainstreamed(biophilic(urbanism(seen(in(the(case(study(cities(that(distinguish(this(from(the(ad#
hoc#and(variable(use(of(urban(nature,(and(from(conventional(urban(development(practices(and(norms,(include(that(the(use(of(urban(nature(is:(J An(intentional,(valued(and(integral(component(of(urban(development;(J Formalised(in(policy(and(practice;(J Comprehensively(and(systematically(applied(across(the(urban(landscape;(and(J Innovative(and(adapted(to(the(unique(and(changing(circumstances(of(a(city.(These(aspects(of(mainstreamed(biophilic(urbanism(underpin(the(formalising(factors(identified(in(Chapter(7(of(this(dissertation.((
With( regards( to( regulatory( measures( and( other( formalising( mechanisms,( mainstreamed(biophilic(urbanism(does(not(appear( to(constitute(or(be(achieved(by(a(single(policy(measure(or(program,(but(rather(a(suite(of(policies(and(programs(that(consistently(and(cohesively(direct(the(use( of( urban( nature( into( most( landJuse( types( in( both( new( build( and( retrofit( projects,( and(
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whereby(the(contribution(of(urban(nature(to(various(policy(areas(is(recognised((see(‘Regulatory(Framework’,(Section(7.3.1.).((
This(is(reflected(in(the(observation(that(biophilic(urbanism(exists(at(the(nexus(of(multiple(policy(areas,(due(to(both(the(range(of(benefits(it(provides(and(the(ways(in(which(it(is(integrated(into(the(urban(development(process.(Maximum(benefit(appears(to(be(achieved(when(a(wholeJofJsystems(approach( directs( the( inclusion( of( considerations( from( all( these( policy( areas( into( the( planning(and( application( of( biophilic( urbanism.( Policy( areas( implicated( in( mainstreamed( biophilic(urbanism((as(seen(in(the(case(study(cities,(across(various(levels(of(government)(include,(but(are(not(necessarily(limited(to:(J Urban(planning,(development(approvals(and(building(regulation;(J Traffic(and(transport(planning;(J Environmental(management;(J Climate(change(adaptation(and(mitigation;(J Water,(stormwater(and(wastewater(management;(J Energy(regulation;(J Health;(and(J Education.(Achieving( such( a( wholeJof( system( approach( is( aided( by( interdepartmental( collaboration,( and(external( collaboration( with( nonJgovernment( agents( and( organisations,( and( a( variety( of(mechanisms( for( achieving( this( were( observed( in( the( case( study( cities( (see( “Governance(structures(and(arrangements”,(Section(7.3.3).(
Mainstreamed( biophilic( urbanism( also( appears( to( represents( a( dynamic( situation( in( which(continued(learning(allows(for(the(ongoing(improvement(of(approaches(to(integrating(nature(into(the( built( environment( as( well( as( the( reinforcement( of( urban( nature( as( a( central( and( highly(valued( component( of( urban( development( through( increased( understanding( of( the( benefits( it(provides((see(“Commitment(to(ongoing(research(and(development”,(Section(7.3.4.).(
Taking(these(observations(and(insights(into(account,(mainstreamed(biophilic(urbanism(appears(to( reflect( several( adjustments( to( the( broader( urban( development( process( and( context,( which(may(include(but(are(not(necessarily(limited(to:(J The(creation(of(mechanisms(that(support(interdepartmental(integration(and(collaboration(to(achieve(consistency(in(objectives(and(outcomes(for(investment(in(and(governance(of(urban(areas;(
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J The( adoption( of( holistic( rather( than( reductionist( approaches( to( governing( urban(development,( environmental( management,( economic( development( and( community(wellbeing;(J The(pricing(of(key(externalities(resulting(from(urban(development;(and(recognition(of(nonJtangible(benefits(of(biophilic(elements(in(decision(making(processes;(J A( reconfiguration( of( the( roles( and( responsibilities( of( government,( private( investors( and(developers,( and( citizens,( and( in( particular( a( shift( in( the( role( of( citizens( from( passive(consumers(of(urban(development(to(active(producers(of(the(urban(environment;(J The( establishment( of( an( actionJcentred( approach( to( urban( governance( and( development(that(allows(for(the(testing(of(new(ideas(and(learning(through(trial(and(error;(and(J The(development(of(locally(specific(approaches(to,(and(forms(of,(urban(development,(rather(than(standardised(approaches(and(forms.(
These( findings(are(broadly(consistent(with(what( is( seen( in( the( literature.(Over( the( last(decade(there( has( been( a( significant( increase( in( the( amount( of( literature( published( considering( the(integration( of( nature( into( cities.( Related( terms( seen( in( the( literature( include( (among( others)(“green( infrastructure”,( “urban( forests”,( “street( trees”,( “water( sensitive( urban( design”,( “green(roofs”(and(“green(walls”.(Whilst( these(terms(are(not( the(same(as(biophilic(urbanism,( these(are(related(concepts(that(have(the(potential(to(enable(comparison(and(provide(additional(insight.(
Much(of( this( literature( relates( to( technical( considerations( for( urban(nature,( and(describes( the(ecosystem(services(these(provide((as(discussed(in(Chapter(5).(Whilst(less(represented,(there(are(several( key( conversations( evident( in( the( literature( that( consider( the( political,( social( and(economic( context( in( which( the( use( of( such( integrated( urban( nature( is( mainstreamed.( This(includes(in(particular(conversations(regarding(the(mainstreamed(use(of(WSUD(in(Australia,(and(the(mainstreamed( use( of( urban( tree( planting( programs( in( the(USA.( The( following( paragraphs(cover( some( similarities( and( differences( between( the( research( findings( and( these( bodies( of(literature,(with(consideration( for(how( these(could( further(direct( consideration(of( the( research(data(and(emergent(findings,(on(nine(key(topics(including:(1. Intergovernmental(and(interdepartmental(integration;(2. Regulatory(and(formalising(mechanisms;(3. Systematic(longJterm(maintenance(strategies;(4. Ongoing(research(and(innovation;(5. Secure(and(strategic(funding;(6. Governance(structures;(and(7. Indicators(and(institutions(for(biophilic(urbanism.(
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These(topics(are(considered(in(further(detail(in(the(paragraphs(below.(
1.(Intergovernmental(and(interdepartmental(integration:(
The( importance(of( integration(across(agencies(and(policy(areas(within(government,( as(well( as(collaboration(with(community(and(the(private(sector(were(discussed(in(the(literature(within(the(context( of( mainstream( WSUD( (Rijke,( Farrelly,( Brown,( &( Zevenbergen,( 2013;( van( de( Meene,(Brown,(&(Farrelly,(2011),(low(carbon(urban(retrofits((Dowling,(McGuirk,(&(Bulkeley,(2014)(and(largeJscale( tree( planting( initiatives( (Young( &( McPherson,( 2013).( This( reflects( the( research(findings( of( this( dissertation,( as( discussed( under( the( formalising( factor( “Governance(arrangements( and( structures”,( where( it( was( noted( that( strategic( structures( to( increase(communication(and(collaboration(between(government(departments(are(needed(to(align(polices(and( programs,( as(well( as(measures( to( formalise( relationships(with( nonJgovernment( actors( to(create( productive( interactions( regarding( the( design,( implementation( and( maintenance( of(biophilic(elements.((
Van(de(Meene,(et(al.((2011)(discussed(the(need(for(vertical(collaboration,(and(the(importance(of(this(is(also(evident(in(the(research(findings.(For(example,(the(way(in(which(federal(policies(shape(the(context(for(urban(development(was(evident(in(the(USA((the(Clean(Water(Act)(and(Germany((the(Nature(Conservation(Act),(and(is(discussed(as(a(contextual(factor((“External(policy(change”,(Section( 7.1.3),( and( as( a( formalising( factor( (“Regulatory( framework”,( Section( 7.3.1).( Further,(stateJlevel(development(policies(in(both(BadenJWürttemberg((Freiburg)(and(Ontario((Toronto)(impacted(on(each(city’s(efforts(to(develop(innovative(urban(development(projects.(
2.(Regulatory(and(formalising(mechanisms:(
Young( and( McPherson( (2013)( discussed( the( importance( of( regulation( to( direct( urban( tree(planting,(and(found(that(it(was(not(sustainable(to(rely(on(nonJstatutory(vision(statements(in(the(long( term.(Van(de(Meene,(et(al.( (2011)( found(that(multiple(policy( instruments(were(needed(to(address(different(stakeholders(and(to(achieve(different(outcomes(to(encourage(SUWM,(including(for( instance( regulation( to( ensure( laggards( adopt( minimum( standards( and( incentives( to(encourage( innovators( to( go(beyond( compliance.(This( is( evident( in( this( research( also,(where( it(was(found(that(biophilic(urbanism(does(not(seem(to(entail(a(single(policy(instrument,(but(rather(a( range( of( instruments( that( target( different( land( use( types( with( various( types( of( property(owners,(for(whom(the(benefits(and(costs(of(biophilic(elements(may(differ.(The(research(findings(did( not( explicitly( identify( any( particular( suite( of( policy( measures( that( are( conducive( to(mainstreamed( biophilic( urbanism,( and( nor( did( any( of( the( reviewed( literature.( However( the(
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presence(of(some(regulatory(mechanisms,(complemented(by(additional(strategies(and(policies(to(ensure(ongoing(innovation(appear(to(be(consistent(with(these(two(studies.((
3.(Systematic(longJterm(maintenance(strategies:(
Several( research( studies( confirmed( the( importance( of( systematic,( longJterm( maintenance(strategies( in(urban( tree(planting(programs((Young,(2011;(Young(&(McPherson,(2013),(and( the(role( of( the( community( in( this.( It( is( difficult( to( control( the( quality( and( consistency( of( citizen(maintenance( (Young( &(McPherson,( 2013),( and( it( should( not( be( assumed( that( the( public( will(support(and(participate(in(such(initiatives(simply(because(urban(nature(provides(public(benefits((Pincetl,(2010).(Consultation(and(engagement(appears(to(be(critical(to(increasing(the(success(of(community( involvement( (Pincetl,( 2010;( Young( &(McPherson,( 2013).( The( research( findings( of(this( dissertation( found( that( systematising( the( management( and( maintenance( of( biophilic(elements( is( an( important( formalising( factor( (Section( 7.3.5).( Community( and(NGO( engagement(was( found( to( assist( with( this,( and( some( limitations( to( this( were( observed( in( Singapore( in(particular.(In(Singapore,(there(was(significant(community(buyJin(and(involvement(in(developing(and( managing( urban( nature,( however( this( was( often( limited( to( certain( activities( and( the(government( struggled( to( get( buyJin( for( more( involved( maintenance( tasks.( The( literature(suggests(that(further(investigation(may(be(needed(to(determine(conditions(in(which(community(engagement( is(most( successful,( and( that( governments(may( need( to( be( cautious( in( relying( too(heavily(on(the(public(for(management(and(maintenance(of(distributed,(natural(features.(
4.(Ongoing(research(and(innovation:(
A( need( for( ongoing( research( and( innovation( in(WSUD(was( discussed( by( van( de(Meene,( et( al.((2011),(and(is(implicit(in(the(work(of(Rijke,(et(al.((2013),(who(conceptualise(transformation(as(an(ongoing(cycle,(with(each(cycle(begun(by(experimentation(and(innovation.(The(research(findings(in(this(dissertation(identified(a(commitment(to(ongoing(research(and(innovation(as(a(formalising(factor,(and( in( the(case(studies( this(appeared( to(provide(continued( flexibility(and(adaptation(of(biophilic( urbanism( to( the( changing( conditions( within( a( city,( such( as( increased( acceptance( of(biophilic(urbanism(allowing(for(new(biophilic(elements(to(be(tested,(or(the(exhaustion(of(all(the(lowJhanging( fruit( of( sites( for( biophilic( elements,( such( that( further( innovation( is( needed( to(identify(ways(of(using(less(conventional(sites.(Research(and(innovation(also(appeared(to(assist(in(maximising(the(value(of(coJbenefits.((
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5.(Secure(and(strategic(funding:(
Some( of( the( cited( literature( discussed( the( need( for( secure( and( strategic( funding.( Young( and(McPherson((2013)(found(that(treeJplanting(programs(are(vulnerable(to(funding(cuts(even(if(long(term( planting( and( maintenance( plans( exist.( Similar( findings( emerged( from( the( dissertation(research,( including( in(particular( in(Berlin(and(Chicago,(where(budget(constraints( resulted( in(a(loss( of( capacity( to( run( programs,( and(maintain( existing( urban( nature.( In( both( cities,( this(was(managed( to( an( extent( by( engaging( the( public( and( NGOs( to( take( on( some( additional(responsibilities.(The(literature(provides(examples(of(ways(in(which(funding(can(be(made(more(secure,(which(were(not(found(in(the(case(studies,(including(shifting(this(from(operating(expenses(to( capital( expenses;( and( to(make( these(part(of( the( conventional( infrastructure(budget( (Young,(2011).(Young(and(McPherson((2013)(also(found(that(making(urban(tree(planting(a(separate(line(item( in( the( budget( rather( than( part( of( the( general( fund( gave( greater( longJterm( security.( The(benefit( of( integrating( urban( greening( within( the( larger( and( more( secure( budget( areas( of(infrastructure(development(was(found(in(the(research(in(Singapore(in(particular,(however(these(other( mechanisms( were( not( identified( and( hence( the( literature( provides( additional(opportunities( for( future( investigations( in( this( regard,( and( for( governments( to( consider( in(developing(such(programs.(
6.(Governance(structures:(
Dowling,( et( al.( (2014)( suggest( that( there( is( a( lack( of( literature( on( the( shape( and( character( of(governance( structures( and(mechanisms( to( successfully( direct( low( carbon( retrofitting( of( cities,(and(explore( this( field( through( their( research.(The(authors( consider(governance( structures(not(only( direct( the( application( of( lowJcarbon( technologies,( but( also( the( way( in( which( these(technologies(are(adopted(and(accommodated(by(people(and(institutions(in(the(city(and(beyond.(Their(study(discusses(four(main(types(of(governance(that(lead(to(low(carbon(retrofitting,(which(are( discussed( in( the( following( paragraphs.( There( is( evidence( of( these( four( types( in( the( case(studies(also.(The(authors(note(that(these(frameworks(are(not(mutually(exclusive,(and(many(may(be(in(use(at(the(same(time.(Dowling,(et(al.((2014)(do(not(specifically(consider(the(use(of(urban(nature( in( their( study,( however( their( SydneyJbased( study( highlights( the( challenges( in(transitioning( to(an(alternative(norm(of(urban(development(and( function,(which( is(holistic( and(future(orientated.((J Holistic# retrofitting( results( in( coordinated( and( multiJdimensional( retrofitting,( where(numerous(policy(areas(are(integrated(through(a(clear(and(wellJarticulated(vision.(This(form(of(governance(was(seen(in(all(case(study(cities.(For(instance,(in(Berlin(and(Freiburg,(landJuse(planning,( landscape(planning(and(transportation(planning(are(integrated,(and(are( linked(to(
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climate(change(planning(and(urban(greening.(Policy(measures(are(coordinated(through(highJlevel( legislation( and( planning( processes( and( there( appears( to( be( an( embedded( and(consistent(understanding(of( the( relation(of(urban(nature( to( these(policy( areas.( In(Chicago,(Portland,( Singapore( and(Toronto,(wholeJofJgovernment( approaches( to( urban( greening( are(seen,( with( the( use( of( multiple( policy( instruments( supported( by( demonstration( and(education.((J Self4governance# retrofitting( occurs( when( the( government( retrofits( public( assets.( This( was(evident(in(most(case(study(cities(also,(whereby(a(variety(of(policies(and(programs(direct(the(integration(of(nature(into(and(around(municipal(buildings(and(public(property.((J Educative#retrofitting(occurs(when( the(government(provides( information(about(retrofitting(that( enables( the( public( to( take( action( themselves.( This( was( also( seen( in(most( case( study(cities,( such( as( with( programs( run( in( Portland( to( encourage( property( owners( to( infiltrate(stormwater(runoff(from(their(roofs(and(hard(surfaces(on(their(own(property,(rather(than(by(connecting(this(to(sewers.((J Facilitative# governance( occurs( when( governments( provide( both( information( and( some(assistance( (often( financial)( to( the( public( to( assist( in( their( taken( action,( such( as( through(establishing( rating( systems( or( assisting( the( public( in( accessing( grants( or( bulk( purchase(schemes.(Again,( this(was( seen( in(most( case( studies,(where( incentives(were(offered( to(help(overcome( upfront( costs( for( the( installation( of( natural( features,( such( as( the( Courtyard(Greening(Programme(in(Berlin,(various(direct(and(indirect(incentives(offered(for(green(roofs(in( Chicago,( the( Ecoroof( incentive( in( Portland,( the( Skyrise( Greenery( Incentive( Program( in(Singapore,( the( EcoJRoof( Incentive( Program( in( Toronto.( These( cities( also( provided(information(and(assistance(to(the(public( to(assist( in(developing(biophilic(elements,(such(as(design( and( construction( workshops,( publically( accessible( demonstration( projects,( and(construction(guidelines(and(standards.(
These( comparisons( of( the( research( findings( to( the( work( of( Dowling,( et( al.( (2014)( suggest(possible(language(and(ways(of(framing(the(formalising(factors.(In(particular,(future(research(that(considers( the( research( findings( from( such( a( governance( perspective( may( provide( additional(insights( into( the( kinds( of( governance( structures( and(mechanisms( conducive( to(mainstreamed(biophilic( urbanism,( and( in( particular( identify( structures( and( mechanisms( that( contribute( to(comprehensive,( multiJlevel,( wholeJofJgovernment( approaches( to( biophilic( urbanism(governance.#
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8.1.3 The'processes'of'mainstreaming'biophilic'urbanism'
Patterns( in( mainstreaming( biophilic( urbanism( were( uncovered( in( this( dissertation,( including(fourteen( factors( are( presented( in( Chapter( 7,( which( were( found( to( have( contributed( to( the(mainstreaming( process( in( the( case( study( cities.( These( provide( insight( and( opportunities( for(governments(and(change(agents(to(progress(efforts(to(increase(the(use(of(biophilic(urbanism(in(Australian(cities,(and(potentially(elsewhere.((
The( three( categories( of( factors( (contextual,( pathway( and( formalising)( situate( each( of( the(fourteen( factors( in( the(mainstreaming( process( as( a(whole( and( broadly( describe( the( role( they(play.(This(provides(additional(insight(into(the(mainstream(process(itself.(For(instance,(the(roles(played(by(the(contextual(factors(imply(that(a(change(to(existing(practices(and(policies(may(not(be(possible(without(a(significant(impetus,(suggesting(that(such(practices(and(policies(are(embedded(and( resistant( to( change.( The( pathway( factors( suggest( that( the( process( of( moving( from( the(existing(status(quo,(to(a(situation(in(which(biophilic(urbanism(is(mainstream(requires(consistent(and( strategic( efforts( to( overcome( barriers( and( build( support,( and(may( involve( efforts( on( the(behalf( of( government,( industry,( land( holders( and( the( general( public.( The( formalising( factors(indicate( (as( discussed( in( the( previous( section)( that( mainstreamed( biophilic( urbanism( is(dynamic,( supported( by( a( regulatory( framework,( economic( principles( and( societal( norms( and(expectations.(
The(research(findings(regarding(the(mainstreaming(factors(presented(in(Chapter(7(are(broadly(consistent(with(what(is(seen(in(related(literature.(For(instance,(as(discussed(in(more(detail(in(the(following( paragraphs,( stages( in( transition( processes( seen( in( the( literature( regarding( the(mainstreaming(of(integrated(urban(nature(broadly(relate(to(the(categories(of(factors(identified(in(the(dissertation(research.(Several(authors(discuss(the(importance(of(localJscale(experimentation(to( enable( technical( and( institutional( learning,( which( reflects( many( of( the( research( findings(regarding(the(importance(of(pilot(projects.((
Differences(are(also(evident(between(the(research(findings(and(the(literature.(For(example,(the(way(in(which(the(emergent(research(findings(are(conceptualised(and(structured(differs(in(many(respects( to( what( is( seen( in( the( literature,( potentially( due( to( many( of( these( studies( being(deductive( and(hence(adopting( structures(provided(by(various( theoretical( frameworks.( Several(concepts,(considerations(and(terms(are(found(in(the(literature(that(did(not(emerge(through(the(dissertation( research(process,(which(provide(potential( avenues( for( future( research(avenues( in(the(field(of(biophilic(urbanism.((
These(points(are(discussed(further(in(the(following(paragraphs(under(topics(that(include:(
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1. Experimentation(and(learning(by(doing;(2. Stages(of(governance(transformation;(3. Centralised(and(decentralised(governance;(4. Quantification(of(benefits;(and(5. Role(of(champions.(1.(Experimentation(and(learning(by(doing:(
Farrelly(and(Brown((2011)(and(Bos(and(Brown((2012)(suggest(that(“experimentation”(enables(technical( and( institutional( learning,( which( drives( a( transformation( process( towards( SUWM.(Experimentation( allows( new( solutions( to( problems( to( be( tested( and( demonstrated,( providing(lessons(and(proof(of(concept,(which(enables(systemic(change.(Having(a(context(of(experiments(being(learning(opportunities(and(therefore(safe(to(fail(was(also(noted(by(these(authors.(This( is(similar(to(the(finding(from(this(dissertation(regarding(the(role(of(pilot(projects,(which(were(seen(in(all(case(study(cities(and(appeared(to(play(a(central(role(in(the(mainstreaming(journey(of(each(city.(
Farrelly( and(Brown( (2011)( identified( a( number( of( critical( success( factors( to( the( experiments,(which( did( not( emerge( in( the( research( findings,( however( on( reflection( are( evident( to( varying(degrees(in(the(data.(These(include:(J A(critical(mass(of(early(stakeholder(buyJin;(J Persistent(and(dedicated(individuals;(J (Continuity(of(individuals(from(stakeholder(groups;(J Iconic(project(status;(J OverJengineering(of(projects;(J Mechanisms(for(defining(roles(and(responsibilities;(J External(funding;(and(J Mechanisms(for(risk(sharing.(These(success(factors(found(by((Farrelly(&(Brown,(2011)(provide(an(opportunity(to(review(the(case(study(data(to(consider(the(role(these(played(in(the(pilot(projects.(Similarly,(the(work(of(Bos(and(Brown( (2012)(provides(opportunities( for( further(examination(of( the( research( findings,( as(they( also( consider( in( more( detail( how( experimentation( can( lead( to( systemic( change( through(social( learning,( and( propose( a( framework( based( on( their( empirical( research( that( includes(starting(conditions(and(features(of(social(learning(situations(that(are(conducive(to(this(broader(system(change.(
In( terms( of( enabling( experiments( to( contribute( to( broader( systems( change,( Bos( and( Brown((2012)( found( that( social( learning(and( the(creation(of( informal( social(networks( is( important( to(
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bring(new(perspectives(to(a(situation(and(ensure(lessons(and(outcomes(are(disseminated(widely.(They( also( find( that( experimentation( in( governance( processes( and( approaches( is( needed( in(addition( to( technical( experimentation( in( order( to( create( systemic( change( rather( than(incremental( change( bounded( by( existing( institutions.( Farrelly( and( Brown( (2011)( found( that(experimentation(needs( to(be(supported(by(coordinating(mechanisms(to( translate( lessons( from(experiments(and(policy(rhetoric( into(mainstream(practice.(This( includes,( for( instance,(bridging(organisations( that( bring( together( lessons( learned( from( multiple,( smallJscale( experiments( to(inform( policy( and( practice;( riskJsharing( mechanisms( that( enable( crossJsectoral( and( crossJinstitutional(experimentation;(and(to(integrate(research(and(development(partners(into(projects(to(foster(innovation.((
These(perspectives(provide(opportunities(for(future(research(to(consider(more(closely(the(pilot(projects( identified( in( the( case( study( cities,( to( determine( whether( these( have( characteristics(discussed(in(the(literature.(
2.(Stages(of(governance(transformation:(
Rijke,(et(al.((2013)(identified(three(stages(to(the(process(of(governance(change(or(transformation(towards( conditions( conducive( to( SUWM.( These( stages( derive( from( socioJtechnical( and( socioJeconomic(systems(theories(and(include:(J An(Early#Stage,(in(which(problems(with(existing(approaches(become(apparent,(new(ideas(are(developed(through(experimentation(and(collaborations(and(networks(are(established;((J A(Mid4Stage,(in(which(the(shift(from(early(experimentation(and(the(emergence(of(new(ideas(to(mainstream( use( begins( and( progresses,( information( is( disseminated( across( institutions(and(disciplines,(and(synergies(are(identified;(and((J A(Late#Stage,( in(which(centralised,(regulatory(measures(are(established,(inconsistencies(are(addressed,(laggards(are(required(to(adopt(new(approaches,(and(the(innovation(is(established(as(the(new(status(quo.(
These(stages(are(broadly(similar(to(the(three(categories(of(factors(identified(in(this(dissertation(research.( The( contextual( factors( were( observed( to( create( conditions( in( which( an( agenda( for(biophilic(urbanism(emerges,(and(reflect(conditions(of( the(Early(Stage(discussed(by(Rijke,(et(al.((2013).( This( includes( problems( with( existing( approaches( becoming( apparent( through( visible(challenges( and/or( external( policy( changes,( and( new( ideas( being( places( on( the( political( and(public(agenda(through(strong( leadership.(Rijke(et(al.( considered(experimentation(and(network(formation( as( part( of( this( early( stage,( however( in( the( dissertation( research( findings( these(conceptualised(as(components(pathway(factors.((
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Rijke,(et(al.( (2013)(conceptualised( the(MidJStage(as(an(acceleration(or(growth(phase,( in(which(the(use(of(WSUD( transitions( from(demonstration( to(mainstream(practice( through(overcoming(barriers( and( embedded( institutions( within( government( and( the( community.( This( reflects( the(way(in(which(the(pathway(factors(identified(in(this(research(appear(to(contribute(to(the(overall(mainstreaming(process.(Rijke,(et(al.((2013)(considered(the(role(of(centralised(and(decentralised(governance(approaches(in(the(transition(to(SUWM,(finding(that(in(this(second(phase,(centralised(approaches( assist( in( information( dissemination( between( actors( and( organisations,( while(decentralised(approaches(allow(for(new(ideas(and(approaches(to(water(management(to(emerge(without(being(suppressed(by(existing( institutions.(The(work(of(Rijke(et(al.(hence( takes(a(more(abstract(view(of(this(period,(and(may(describe(mechanisms(and(arrangements(that(underlie(the(pathway( factors( identified( in( the( dissertation.( Further( research( and( consideration( of( the( data(would(be(needed(to(investigate(this(possibility.((
The(Late(Stage(of(transformation(are(classified(by(Rijke,(et(al.((2013)(as(a(period(of(stabilisation(and(conservation,(where(highJlevel(policies(provide( centralised(direction( for( the(use(of(WSUD(and(practices(become(embedded(across( government(departments( and(everyday(practice.(This(removes( inconsistencies( between( policies( and( programs( that( direct( development( processes;(centralises(and(formalises(new(ideas(through(legislative(frameworks;(and(establishes(norms(and(requirements(for(all(of(society(including(laggards.(This(reflects(the(formalising(factors(identified(in( the( dissertation( research,( whereby( each( of( these( factors( assists( in( embedding( the( use( of(biophilic(urbanism(across(policy(areas(and(within(government(and(urban(development(practice(in( various( ways.( Again,( further( research( would( be( needed( to( investigate( whether( the(mechanisms( and( arrangements(discussed(by(Rijke( et( al.( underpin( the( factors( identified( in( the(case(studies.(
3.(Centralised(and(decentralised(governance:(
Van(de(Meene,(et(al.((2011)(and(Rijke,(et(al.((2013)(consider(the(tension(between(centralised(and(decentralised( governance( structures( and( the(way( in(which( these( influence( the(mainstreaming(and(governance(of(SUWM.(This(tension(relates(to(flexibility(and(to(consistency(in(the(governance(of(urban(water(management.(Rijke,(et(al.( (2013)( finds( that(decentralised(approaches(allow( for(more( localised,( grassroots( experimentation( with( new( ideas( and( notes( that( this( may( be(particularly(necessary(during(the(early(stages(of( transformation(from(an(existing(status(quo(of(governance.( Centralised( forms( of( governance( are( needed,( however,( to( spread( information(gained( from( these( experiments,( catalyse( and( coordinate( efforts,( link( disciplines( and( then(establish( formal( institutions( to( support( mainstream( change.( These( distinctions( between(centralised(and(decentralised(forms(of(governance(were(not(identified(in(the(research(findings,(
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however( this( could( be( evident( in( the( data.( For( instance,( the(Vauban(development( in( Freiburg(may(be(an(example(of(relatively(decentralised,(grassroots(experimentation,(with(varied(amounts(of(centralised(government(influence(to(coordinate(efforts,(and(to(later(formalise(various(aspects(of( what( was( done( in( Vauban( to( the( rest( of( Freiburg( (such( as( the( housing( energy( efficiency(standards).( This(may( also( be( the( case( in( Portland( and( Toronto,(with( early( examples( of( green(roofs(developed(as(grassroots,(private(initiatives,(with(information(from(these(disseminated(via(centralised(government(and(formalised(with(policies(and(programs.(
4.(Quantification(of(benefits:(
This( dissertation( research( has( provided( perspectives( on( the( quantification( of( the( benefits( of(urban(nature,(and(on(the(role(of(developing(an(economic(argument(to(support(the(mainstream(protection(and/or(creation(of(urban(nature.(The(quantification(and(monetisation(of(the(benefits(of(urban(nature,(and(more(broadly(ecosystem(functions,(comprises(a(significant(field(of(scholarly(work((for(example(Westman,(1977;(De(Groot,(1987;(Costanza(et(al.,(1997;(GómezJBaggethun,(de(Groot,( Lomas,( &(Montes,( 2010;( GómezJBaggethun(&( RuizJPérez,( 2011;(Millennium( Ecosystem(Assessment,(2005;(TEEB,(2010a,(2010b,(2011).(Such(efforts(are(suggested(to(assist(in(policy(and(decision(making,(by(allowing(the(value(of(nature(and(ecosystem(function(to(be(communicated(in(language(that(is(consistent(with(dominant(political(and(economic(discourses((GómezJBaggethun(&(RuizJPérez,(2011).(
Ongoing( scholarly( work( considers( ecosystem( values( in( urban( areas,( and( how( valuations( can(inform( urban( planning( and( development( (for( example( Bolund( &( Hunhammar,( 1999;( Steiner,(2011;(GómezJBaggethun(&(Barton,(2013).(These(studies(highlight( that(economic(valuation(can(be( very( useful( in(many( decisionJmaking( contexts,( and( in( ensuring( that( development( does( not(erode(ecosystem(function(due(to(a(lack(of(appreciation(of(the(value(they(provide.(Limitations(to(the( current( extent( of( knowledge( in( valuing( urban( ecosystems( is( acknowledged,( including( the(difficulty(in(quantifying(and(monetising(social,(cultural(and(insurance(values,(particularly(given(the( heterogeneity( of( urban( areas( that( makes( it( difficult( to( arrive( at( values( that( represent( all(people,(cultures(and(conditions(present((GómezJBaggethun(&(Barton,(2013);(and(the(variability(in(ecosystem(service(values(due(to(the(climatic,(cultural(and(contextual(variables(that(influence(these( (Bolund(&(Hunhammar,( 1999).( Ecosystem( valuation( is(more( broadly( challenged( by( the(concern( that( the( commoditisation( of( ecosystem( services( results( in( an( oversimplification( of(ecosystem(function((GómezJBaggethun(&(RuizJPérez,(2011;(Kosoy(&(Corbera,(2010;(Robertson,(2006),(and(may(erode(underlying(values(of(community(and(reciprocity(that(may(have(otherwise(encouraged( this( behaviour( (GómezJBaggethun,( et( al.,( 2010).( It( is( noted,( however,( that( it( is(possible( to(quantify( and(monetise( ecosystem(services( for( the(purposes(of( communicating( and(
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understanding( their( importance( without( necessarily( making( them( a( commodity( (GómezJBaggethun(&(RuizJPérez,(2011).(
In(this(dissertation,(the(case(studies(revealed(a(diversity(of(ways(in(which(the(potential(economic(value( of( biophilic( urbanism( underpinned( the( mainstreaming( journey.( Whilst( in( Portland( and(Toronto,( partial( costJbenefit( analyses( were( important( as( they( demonstrated( sufficient( public(good( from( green( roofs( to( justify( government( expenditure( to( encourage( their( use;( in( Berlin,(Freiburg(and(Singapore,(there(was(no(evidence(of(costJbenefit(analyses(and(evidence(was(found(to(suggest(that(this(was(not(necessary(due(to(the(social,(political(and(legislative(context(in(these(cities(see(“Cost(benefit(analysis,(section(7.2.3).(These(research(findings(provide(potential(support(for( commentary( found( within( the( literature( regarding( both( the( usefulness( and( potential(limitations( of( quantifying( and( monetising( the( value( of( urban( nature.( More( specifically,( the(findings( from( the( case( studies( indicate( that( strong( political( leadership,( strong( legislative(frameworks( and( strong( public( support( can( all(mitigate( the( need( for( economic( justification( of(urban(greening(efforts.(The(case(study(findings(furthermore(provide(insight(into(ways(in(which(economic( evaluations( can( be( framed( and( conducted( to( assist( in( mainstreaming( biophilic(urbanism,(given(the(difficulties(in(quantifying(many(of(the(intangible(benefits(biophilic(urbanism(provides.(
This( adds( additional( insights( to( the( existing( discussions( of( ecosystem( service( valuation,( and(future( research(may(assist( in( further(distinguishing( circumstances( in(which( the(quantification(and(monetisation(of(biophilic(urbanism(is,(and(is(not(necessary.(Ongoing(research(in(the(broader(field(of( ecosystem(service( valuation(may(also( further( assist( in( ascribing(values( to( the(benefits(provided(by(biophilic(elements(to(assist(in(economic(evaluations(where(these(are(needed.(
5.(Role(of(champions:(
Farrelly( and( Brown( (2011)( and( Bos( and( Brown( (2012)( emphasised( the( importance( of(champions(in(enabling(processes(of(experimentation,(social(learning(and(systemic(change.(This(reflects(the(contextual(factors(of(“strong(leadership”,(as(well(as(the(pathway(factors(of(“enabling(community(leaders(and(pioneers”,(which(emerged(from(the(observation(that(biophilic(urbanism(was( progressed( in( many( case( study( cities( by( community( leaders( who( were( able( to( develop,(demonstrate(and(advocate(for(new(forms(of(urban(nature,(due(to(an(enabling(government(that(allowed(this(to(occur.(
Young((2011)(warns,(however,(within(the(context(of(tree(planting(programs(that(programs(that(rely( too( much( on( champions( to( drive( mainstreaming( efforts( may( be( vulnerable( to( political(swings.(This(was( evident( in(Toronto,(when( the( former(Mayor(Miller( –(who(had(been(a( strong(
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driver(for(the(Green(Roof(Bylaw(and(action(on(climate(change(–(was(replaced(by(Rob(Ford,(who(had( opposed( the( Bylaw( and( sought( to( unlock( economic( development( through( reducing(regulation.( Ford( delayed( and( minimised( requirements( of( the( Bylaw( for( industrial( buildings,(however(did(not(dismantle( the( legislation(–( suggesting( that( such( legislation(may(have(at( least(some( immunity( to(political( swings(once( in(place.( In(Chicago(and(Singapore,( such(vulnerability(was( not( observed,( potentially( due( to( political( champions( remaining( in( office( for( extended(periods.( In( the(other(case(study(cities,( champions(were( from(other(stakeholder(groups(and/or(involved( a( government( department( rather( than( any( one( individual.( It( is( possible( that( these(research(findings(may(suggest(nuances( in(the(role(of(champions,(and(that(having(a(network(of(such(champions(may(be(more(stable(than(an(individual,(particularly(an(elected(individual.(
8.2 Discussion'of'research'findings'with'reference'to'existing'theories'
As(discussed(in(Chapter(4,(as(inductive(research(this(dissertation(has(privileged(empirical(data(in(the(formation(of(research(findings.(Engagement(with(extant(theoretical(concepts(is(also(a(critical(component(of( the( research(process,( in(order( to(demonstrate(awareness(of( existing( theoretical(concepts,(and(to(allow(these(theories(to(be(drawn(upon(in(the(further(refinement(of(the(research(findings.(Further,(identifying(theories(that(are(relevant(to(the(research(findings(helps(situate(the(research(within(a(broader(theoretical( field.(Finally,(engaging(with(existing(theoretical(concepts(can(provide(potential(explanations( for( the(research( findings(and(help(abstract( these(to(a(more(theoretical(level((Eisenhardt,(2002).(
A( key( challenge( of( engaging( with( extant( theory( in( an( inductive( research( study( is( to( identify(relevant(theory,(as(the(dataJdriven(research(findings(can(relate(to(a(diversity(of(theoretical(fields((Locke,(2001).(Indeed,(the(findings(from(this(dissertation(could(relate(to(theoretical(concepts(of(Institutional( Theory( (Alexander,( 2005;( Connor( &( Dovers,( 2004;( North,( 1990;( North,( 1991),(transition( theory( (Geels,( 2002;( Geels( &( Schot,( 2007;( Loorbach( &( Rotmans,( 2006;( Markard,(Raven,(&(Truffer,(2012;(Meadowcroft,(2005;(Rotmans,(Kemp,(&(Van(Asselt,(2001;(Smith,(Stirling,(&( Berkhout,( 2005),( lesson( drawing( (Rose,( 1991,( 1993),( policy( learning( (Busenberg,( 2001),(Innovation( theory( (Mytelka( &( Smith,( 2002;( Nelson( &( Winter,( 1982)( and( Governance( theory((Kjær,(2011;(Rhodes,(2007),(among(others.((
In( the( sections( that( follow,( the( research( findings( are( discussed(with( reference( to( Institutional(Theory( and( Transition( Theory( (as( presented( in( Chapter( 3).(Whilst( other( theoretical( concepts(may( also( provide( insight,( Institutional( Theory( and( transition( theory( are( considered( the(most(relevant( to( the( research( findings( and( hence( being( mindful( of( the( scope( limitations( of( the(dissertation,(the(discussion(is(limited(to(these.(
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8.2.1 Reflections'on'the'research'findings'and'Transition'Theory''
Within( the( context( of( the( current( study,( the( theoretical( concepts( of( transition( theory,( as(presented(in(Chapter(3((section(3.1.1)(would(suggest(that(urban(development(constitutes(a(suite(of(socioJtechnical(regimes,( including(those(related(to(building(and( infrastructure(design,(water(and(stormwater(management,(energy(provision,( transportation(and(public(health(management((amongst(others).(Examples(of(dominant(“technologies”(within(these(regimes(might(include(lowJdensity(housing( in(greenfield(developments;(highJrise(apartment(buildings( in(city(centres;(and(standard( urban( design( and( development( processes( that( favour( impervious( surfaces( in( public(space,( large( amount( of( road( and( parking( infrastructure,( and( conventional( “pipes( and( pumps”(stormwater( systems.( The(mainstreaming( of( biophilic( urbanism,( as( observed( in( the( case( study(cities,( would( represent( socioJtechnical( transitions( in( many( of( these( regimes( through( the(introduction(of(new,(biophilic(technologies.((
Transition(theory(emphasises(the(role(of(“nicheJlevel(experimentation”(and(the(role(this(plays(in(radical( innovations( that( can( lead( to( socioJtechnical( regime( transitions( under( certain(circumstances((Farrelly(&(Brown,(2011;(Geels,(2002).(In(the(dissertation(research,(pilot(projects(were(found(to(be(an(important(pathway(factor(contributing(to(the(mainstreaming(process,(and(reflect(many(of( the( characteristics( described( in( the( literature( for( nicheJlevel( experiments.( For(example,( these( were( actionJorientated( projects( that( tested( new( ideas( that( deviated( from( the(standard(practice(in(the(city(as(a(whole((for(example,(the(Early(Action(Projects(in(Portland(and(green( roof( pilot( projects( in( Toronto).( These( appear( to( have( assisted( in( building( networks(between( actors,( and( exerted( pressure( on( socioJtechnical( regimes( as( evidence( was( produced(regarding( the( performance( and( costJbenefit( ratio,( and( as( the( broader( community( gained(personal(experience(of(these(“technologies”.(
It( also( emerged( in( the( dissertation( research( that( the( contextual( factors( created( conditions( in(which(a(shift(from(the(existing(status(quo(of(urban(development(to(an(alternative(was(possible.(Using( the( language( of( transition( theory,( these( factors( may( have( created( “windows( of(opportunity”( in( the( landscape( and( regime( scales( that( allowed(nicheJlevel( innovation( to( gain( a(foothold((Geels,(2002;(Markard,(et(al.,(2012).(For(instance,( in(Portland,(pressures(for(change(in(urban( development( and( stormwater( management( can( be( seen( to( have( come( from( the(“landscape”( level,( including( growing( citizen( concern( regarding( the( environmental( impact( of(combined(sewer(overflows,(and(regulatory(changes(at(a(national(level(requiring(cities(to(reduce(stormwater(discharges(to(navigable(waters.(
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Although(both(the(concept(of(“niche(experimentation”(and(“windows(of(opportunity”(appear(to(reflect( the( dissertation( research( findings,( the( way( in( which( they( are( orientated( in( the( four(phases(of(a(socioJtechnical(regime(transition(proposed(by(Loorbach(and(Rotmans((2006)(is(less(clear( in( the(dissertation(research(data.(The(preJdevelopment(phase( is(characterised(by( limited(visible( change( at( the( systems( level,( but(with(much( experimentation( at( a( niche( level.( The( case(study(data(appeared(to(suggest(that(experimentation(in(the(use(of(biophilic(elements(generally(occurred(in(response(to(pressures(facing(the(city((i.e.(contextual(factors).(This(does(not(appear(to(easily( fit( the( conceptualisation( proposed( in( transitional( theory( of( a( persistent,( background( of(ongoing( nicheJlevel( experimentation,( with( some( of( these( innovations( becoming( viable( once( a(“window(of(opportunity”(opens(at(the(regimen(and(landscapeJlevels.(This(may,(however,(reflect(that(such(patterns(were(not(explicitly(looked(for(during(the(data(collection(phase(of(the(research,(and(future(research(may(explore(this(aspect.(
With( regards( to( the( other( three( phases( of( the( transition( process( proposed( by( Loorbach( and(Rotmans( (2006),( there( appears( to( be( a( better( fit(with( the( research(data.( The(pathway( factors(may(broadly(be(interpreted(as(spanning(the(“takeJoff”(and(“acceleration”(phases(of(a(transition.(These( factors( were( observed( to( contribute( to( overcoming( barriers( and( building( support( for(biophilic(urbanism,(and(would(sit(within(the(concept(of(the(“takeJoff”(phase,(where(the(process(of(change(starts(to(build(up(and(the(system(begins(to(shift(as(a(result(of(reinforcing(innovations(and(surprises;(and(the(“acceleration”(phase,(where(structural(change(begins(to(occur(in(a(visible(way(due(to(socioJcultural,(economic,(ecological(and( institutional(changes.(Future(research(may(investigate(whether( greater( distinction( is( possible( between( the( six( proposed( pathway( factors(that(would(categorise(these(as(taking(place(during(these(two(phases.((
The( category( of( formalising( factors(may( be( seen( as( the( “stabilisation”( phase.( The( formalising(factors(were(generally(seen(to(embed(biophilic(urbanism(in(the(processes(and(policies(directing(urban( development.( The( formalising( factors( may( hence( represent( mechanisms( by( which(elements( of( the( new( socioJtechnical( regime( are( established,( including( regulatory( and( other(policy( mechanisms,( financial( incentives,( governance( structures( and( arrangements,( a(commitment( to( ongoing( research( and( development,( and( systematised( management( and(maintenance.(Indeed,(these(reflect(many(of(the(elements(of(a(socioJtechnical(system(proposed(by(Geels((2002).((
Once(established,(several(functions(in(a(regime(were(found(to(increase(the(adaptive(capacity(of(socioJtechnical( regimes( to( selection( pressures( such( that( these( regimes( evolve( rather( than(become( supplanted,( including( the( creation( of( new( knowledge( leading( to( variation( in(technological( systems( (Smith,( et( al.,( 2005).( The( commitment( to( ongoing( research( and(
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development( observed( in(most( case( study( cities(may( represent( such( a( function(within( socioJtechnical( regimes( utilising( biophilic( urbanism.( The( development( of( innovative,( increasingly(multiJfunctional( and( better( performing( biophilic( elements( (as( was( seen( in( the( case( studies)(through(ongoing(research(and(development(may(help(perpetuate(the(new(regime(in(the(face(of(new(pressures.(
With(regards(to(why(certain(pressures(on(a(socioJtechnical(regime(result(in(regime(change(and(others( do(not,( Smith,( et( al.( (2005)( suggests( that( pressures( need( to( be( “coherently( orientated”(and(“wellJarticulated”,(and(this(could(also(be(seen(in(the(case(studies.(Taking(again(the(example(of(Portland,(pressures(at(the(landscape(scale((i.e.(contextual(factors)(directed(the(city(to(manage(urban( stormwater( runoff,( and( the( substantial( cost( of( doing( so(with( conventional( technologies(was(a(challenge(to(this(established(status(quo.(There(is(evidence(that(individuals(within(the(city(government(were(advocating(internally(for(the(use(of(green(infrastructure,(as(one(staff(member(developed(a(test(ecoJroof(on(his(own(home,(and(the(BES(included(provisions(in(the(city’s(NPDES(permit(directing(the(city(to(test(green(infrastructure(alternatives.(Local(pilot(projects,(including(independent( pilots( developed( by( a( city( government( employee( as( well( as( formalised( pilots(developed( by( the( City( of( Portland( demonstrated( the( effectiveness( of( green( infrastructure(alternative,( and( subsequent( economic( evaluations( showed( that( that( these( were( cost( effective(compared( to( the( exclusive( use( of( grey( infrastructure.( These( pressures( were( all( coherently(orientated( towards( the( use( of( green( infrastructure.( Further,( the( pressures( facing( the( existing(socioJtechnical(regime(were(explicit,( including(the(visible(impact(on(the(river(system,(the(costs(of( retrofitting( the( city( with( grey( infrastructure,( and( the( requirements( for( the( city( to( address(combined( sewer( overflows( from( the( federal( government.( Similar( examples( could( be( seen( in(other(case(study(cities,(and(suggest(that(there(may(be(an(opportunity(to(interpret(the(research(findings(presented(in(Chapter(7(through(such(a(lens.(
In( summary,( several( concepts(within( transition( theory( appear( to( reflect(what(was( seen( in( the(dissertation(research,(suggesting(that(this(theoretical(field(could(lend(explanatory(power(to(the(research( findings,( and( provide( a( useful( lens( through( which( the( three( categories( of( factors(observed(in(the(case(studies(could(be(understood.(In(particular,(the(concepts(of(experimentation;(windows( of( opportunity;( phases(within( a( transition( process;( stabilising(mechanisms( in( socioJtechnical(regimes;(and(characterisations(of(pressures(that(achieve(regime(changes(appear(to(be(supported(within(the(empirical(data(developed(in(this(dissertation.(Transition(theory(may(assist(in(understanding( the( categories(of(mainstreaming( factors(observed( in( the( case( studies,( and( in(particular(why( it( appeared( that(a( significant( impetus( for( change(was( required( to(put(biophilic(urbanism( on( the( political( agenda;( and(why( a( process( of( overcoming( barriers( to( and( building(support( for(biophilic(urbanism(appeared( important.(Transition( theory(would( suggest( a( strong(
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emphasis( on( the( role( of( pilot( projects( as( a( form( of( experimentation( in( the( mainstreaming(journey,( and( future( research(may( consider( in(more(detail( how( these(pilot( projects( assisted( in(building( networks( between( stakeholders,( and( how( learnings( from( these( pilot( projects( are(subsequently(“upJscaled”(to(drive(a(transition(to(mainstreamed(biophilic(urbanism.((
8.2.2 Reflections'on'the'research'findings'and'Institutional'Theory'
Institutional( theory,( as( presented( in( Chapter( 3( (section( 3.1.2),( proposes( that( the( interplay(between(institutions(and(organisations(can(explain(both(the( lockJin(produced(by(the(symbiotic(and(mutually( reinforcing( relationship( between( institutions( and( organisations;( and( the(way( in(which(both(organisations(and(institutions(evolve(over(time.(Such(interplay(may(be(evident(in(the(research(findings.((
The( pathway( factors( may( be( interpreted( as( actions( that( incrementally( changed( informal(institutions,(and(which(exerted(pressure(on(formal(institutions(in(the(case(study(cities.(Gathering(baseline(data,( for( example,(may(have(highlighted( the( inadequacies(of( the(existing( institutional(framework(for(urban(development(in(addressing(the(challenges(facing(the(cities,(and(highlighted(internal( inconsistencies( between( various( institutions.( Critical( thresholds( may( represent( a(change( in( formal( institutions( that( occurs( as( a( result( of( the( incremental( pressure( generated(through(the(changes(to(informal(institutions(by(the(pathway(factors.(The(formalising(factors(may(then( represent( both( formal( and( informal( institutional( changes( that( create( consistency( to( the(“rules(of(the(game”(and(stabilise(the(new(equilibrium(of(urban(governance.(
A(wide(range(of(such(policy(instruments,(including(both(statutory(and(nonJstatutory(measures,(was(evident( in( the( case( studies,( and( these(are( considered(as(a( formalising( factor( (“Regulatory(framework”).( According( to( Institutional( Theory,( the( introduction( of( new( regulation( may(represent( a( change( in( the( formal( institutions( governing( urban( development,( thereby(establishing(new(institutional(arrangements(conducive(to(biophilic(urbanism.(This(changes(the(“rules(of(the(game”(for(organisations(involved(in(urban(development,(such(that(the(integration(of(nature(into(urban(areas(must(as(part(of(their(operations.(This(may(therefore(also(change(these(organisations,( or( even( result( in( the( formation( of( new(organisations( and( the(decline( of( others,(and( could( explain( why( it( appeared( in( the( case( studies( that( there( is( a( continued( process( of(orientation(towards(biophilic(urbanism,(even(once(regulation(has(been(introduced(to(direct( its(use(in(certain(situations.((
Governance( arrangements( and( structures( could( also( be( conceptualised( as( formal( institutions(according( to( Institutional( Theory,(with( the( actual( governments,( government( departments( and(agencies(being(organisations(within(those(institutions.(This(would(reflect(what(was(seen(in(the(
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case( studies,( namely( that( these( arrangements( and( structures( influence( the( way( in( which( the(government( organisations( interact,( as( well( as( their( agency( and( influence( over( urban(development( and( the( use( of( urban( nature.( Further,( it( was( seen( that( these( government(organisations(were( in( turn(critical( to( influencing(both(regulatory( frameworks(and(government(structures(and(arrangements.(This(appears(to(indicate(interplay(between(the(“institutions”(and(“organisations”(suggested(by(Institutional(Theory,(and(may(provide(an(analytical(lens(to(deepen(the(understanding(of( the( importance(of( these(governance(arrangements(and(structures(on( the(mainstreaming(process.(
For( instance,( the( structure( of( government( agencies( in( Berlin( and( Singapore( allowed( the(government(organisations( responsible( for(urban(greening( to(direct( the( inclusion(of(provisions(for( urban( nature(within( landJuse( and( climate( change( policies( (Berlin),( and( infrastructure( and(urban( development( policies( (Singapore).( In( Portland,( informal( collaboration( between(government(agencies(directed(by( the( individuals(within(one(department( led( to( the(creation(of(formal(interJagency(committees((organisations),(which(in(turn(shaped(policies(regarding(the(use(of( urban( nature.( The( difficulty( experienced( in( categorising( “governance( arrangements( and(structures”( as( either( a( pathway( factor( or( formalising( factor( may( be( explained( through( this(insight(provided(by(Institutional(Theory,(that(there(may(in(fact(be(reciprocal(influences(between(the(institutions(and(organisations(that(make(this(interplay(both(a(necessary(part(of(both(building(support(and(momentum(for(mainstreaming(biophilic(urbanism,(as(well(as(then(embedding(this(within(a(new(system(of(urban(governance.(
Reflections%on%the%research%findings,%path%dependencies%and%critical%junctures%Additional(insight(into(the(research(findings(may(be(gained(through(literature(and(theories(that(have(further(explored(questions(of(what(mediates(the(influences(directing(institutional(change,(such( that( institutional( change( is(observed( in( some(cases(and(at( certain(points,( but(not(others.(This(includes(in(particular(the(concepts(of(path(dependence(and(critical(junctures.(
Three(contextual(factors(were(observed(across(the(case(studies,(which(appeared(to(contribute(to(the(development(of(an(agenda(for(biophilic(urbanism.(The(apparent(importance(of(these(factors(suggests(that(new(ideas(and(processes(may(not(be(adopted(despite(recognition(that(they(could(provide(value,(due(to(strong(forces(that(embed(and(perpetuate(the(status(quo.((
Visible(challenges(to(business(as(usual,(and(external(policy(changes(may(be(critical(junctures(that(dislocate( the(previous(path(dependent( institutional(arrangements(and(create(circumstances( in(which(wider(range(of(choices(and(actions(are(available(to(agents(and(organisations.(This(may(be(evident,(for(example,(in(the(influence(of(the(federal(Clean(Water(Act(on(stormwater(management(
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practices(and(policies(in(Portland.(This(external(policy,(coupled(with(a(citizen(lawsuit(against(the(city(and(consequential(high(costs(from(resulting(obligations(to(significantly(improve(stormwater(management( resulted( in( a( government( agency( including( provisions( on( the( NPDES( permit( to(explore(green( infrastructure(options.(The(resultant( investigation(of(green( infrastructure( led( to(new(government(arrangements,(new(policies,(as(well(as(new(norms(and(public(expectations(that(have( increasingly( resulted( in( the( use( of( green( infrastructure( becoming( embedded( and(“institutionalised”( in(political,( economic(and( social( spheres(–( creating(a(new(path(dependence(related(to(the(use(of(green(infrastructure.((
The( research( also( found( pathway( factors,(which( appeared( to( assist( in( overcoming( barriers( to(mainstreaming( biophilic( urbanism( are( building( evidence( and( support( for( its( use.( Understood(through(path(dependency,(this(process(may(reflect(a(period(following(a(critical(juncture(during(which(progressive(steps(are(taken(that(incrementally(increase(the(path(dependence(of(this(new(direction(in(urban(development(and(governance.((
The( concept( of( increasing( returns( emphasises( the( importance( of( timing( and( sequence( in( the(development(of(path(dependency,(and(suggests(that(earlier(events((even(if(random,(or(seemingly(unimportant(at(the(time)(have(a(greater(impact(on(future(outcomes(than(later(events.(This(may(offer(insight(into(why(certain(events,(such(as(the(inclusion(of(a(requirement(for(Portland(City(to(investigate( alternative( stormwater( management( approaches( in( their( application( for( a( NPDES(permit( appear( to( have( been( instrumental( in( the( subsequent( establishment( of( green(infrastructure(as(a(mainstream(inclusion(in(stormwater(management(plans.(It(may(also(suggest(why(pilot(projects(were( found(to(be(so( important,( in( that( these(provide(an(early(and(tentative(step( towards( the( use( of( urban( nature( to( address( various( challenges.( The( pilot( projects( then(appeared( to( support( further( steps( that( exert( pressure( on( existing( institutions( and( promote(biophilic( urbanism,( such( as( a( costJbenefit( analysis( of( biophilic( urbanism;( and( education( and(outreach(to(spread(awareness(of(the(outcomes(from(pilot(projects.(
Whilst(further(research(would(be(needed(to(explore(the(possibility,(it(appears(that(there(are(two(critical( points( in( the( process( of( institutional( change:( firstly,( a( “critical( juncture”( that( disrupts(previous( institutional( arrangements( sufficiently( to( allow( agents( and( organisations( to( consider(the( previously( restricted( “choice”( of( integrated( urban( nature( as( a( response( to( certain( urban(challenges;( and( secondly( a( point( at( which( formal( institutions( change( such( that( institutional(frameworks( embed( biophilic( urbanism( through( policy,( governance( arrangements,( market(mechanisms( and( norms( in( urban( development.( These( two( critical( points( are( separated( by( a(period( during( which( it( can( be( retrospectively( seen( that( actions,( choices( and( processes(
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progressively( increased( the( path( dependence( of( biophilic( urbanism( through( a( process( of(increasing(returns.((
Reflections%on%the%research%findings%and%policy%entrepreneurs%%The(role(of(champions(in(creating(and(driving(an(agenda(for(biophilic(urbanism(is(evident(in(the(case( studies.( The( nature( of( these( champions( differed( across( case( studies,( including( highJlevel(leaders(in(Chicago,(Singapore(and(Toronto,(citizen(leaders(working(with(a(receptive(government(in( Freiburg,( a( leading( government( agency( in( Portland( and( leaders( in( nonJgovernment(organisations(in(Toronto.(The(research(indicated(that(these(champions(were(effective(in(creating(an( agenda( for( change( –( however( this( differed( to( the( role( of( “visible( challenges( to( business( as(usual”( or( “external( policy( change”,( in( that( they( represent( an( internal( push( for( change( (rather(than(an(external(pressure),(and(these(leaders(specifically(pushed(for(the(use(of(urban(nature,(in(some(cases(by(demonstrating(shortcomings(of(existing(policies(and(approaches((rather(than(by(just( making( evident( the( problems( with( the( status( quo( and( creating( the( opportunity( for(alternatives(to(be(considered).(
The(champions(identified(in(the(case(studies(in(some(cases(appear(to(fit(the(conditions(of(policy(entrepreneurs,( and( this( theoretical( concept(may( hence( provide( a( framework( for( investigating(and(better(understanding(how(these(individuals(and(small(groups(helped(to(drive(an(agenda(for(biophilic( urbanism.( For( instance,( in( Portland,( an( individual( within( the( city( government( was(found( to( have( been( personally( interested( in( the( potential( for( green( roofs( to( contribute( to(stormwater(management(and(other(environmental(outcomes,(and(he(consequently(built(a(green(roof(on(his(own(garage(and(took(measurements.(The(role(of(this(individual(in(building(coalitions(to( push( this( agenda,( and( in( highlighting( the( problem( regarding( stormwater( and( conventional(management(approaches( is(not( clear,( and( indeed( this( individual(was(not(widely(mentioned( in(the(documents(or(by(interviewees.(These(features(of(policy(entrepreneurship(may,(however,(be(evident(in(the(BES((which(could(represent(such(a(coalition)(in(highlighting(identifying(a(“window(of(opportunity”(with(the(NPDES(permit(and(need(for(action(with(stormwater,(and(they(took(this(opportunity( to( include( provisions( that( required( the( city( to( investigate( green( infrastructure(alternatives( to( stormwater(management.( The( BES( demonstrated( “social( acuity”( through( their(understanding(of(the(broader(political(context((such(as(through(a(review(of(all(policies(and(codes(related( to( stormwater( management,( and( developing( networks( with( other( government(departments),(and(they(developed(Early(Action(Projects(that(provided(proof(of(concept(of(green(infrastructure.(
Richard( Daley( in( Chicago,( Lee( Kwan( Yew( in( Singapore( and( David( Miller( in( Toronto( may( be(examples( of( policy( entrepreneurs,( however( it( seems( that( their( position( as( political( leaders(
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afforded(them(the(power(to(direct(the(use(of(urban(nature(and(as(such(did(not(necessarily(need(to(build(coalitions(to(help(drive(the(process.(This(may,(however,(simply(be(another(form(of(policy(entrepreneurialism,( and( others( have( suggested( that( there( are( various( types( of( policy(entrepreneurs((For(example(Roberts(&(King,(1991;(Weissert,(1991).(For(example,(Richard(Daley(used(his(networks(to(encourage(philanthropists(to(fund(much(of(Millennium(Park,(stated(that(he(considered( an( important( part( of( his( role( was( to( create( unity( through( the( government,( and(created(positions(such(as(a(sustainability(officer(to(help(with(this(goal.(Lee(Kwan(Yew(prioritised(urban( nature( through( creating( high( level( departments( that( sat( within( the( Prime( Minister’s(Cabinet,(ensuring(sufficient( funding(was(allocated( to(urban(greening,(and(by(ensuring(a(vision(for(urban(greening(filtered(down(to(other(parts(of(the(government.(
Forum( Vauban( in( Freiburg( may( be( another( example( of( policy( entrepreneurialism,( whereby(citizen( leaders(worked(within(a( formalised(structure(with( the(Freiburg(City(Council( to( include(innovative( ideas( in(the(Vauban(district.(As(part(of( the(phased(development,(citizens(developed(demonstrations( of( these( ideas,( including( applications( of( the( Baugruppen( building( model((including( amongst( the( first( multiJresidence( passive( houses,( and( other( innovative( ideas( that(were(tested),(and(the(parkingJfree(mobility(concept.(This(helped(lead(to(higher(energy(standards(in(Freiburg,(however(did(not((for(example)(result(in(policy(changes(regarding(parking(provisions(in(developments.(
In(summary,(the(empirical(data(collected(in(this(dissertation(appears(to(support(the(theoretical(propositions( that( institutions(become(embedded(and(difficult( to( change,( and( that( a( significant(impetus(for(change(is(required(in(the(form(of(a(shock(to(the(system((critical(junctures),(and/or(powerful(agents(for(change((policy(entrepreneurs).(The(data(also(appears(to(reflect(the(concept(of( increasing( returns( and( the( need( for( progressive( development( of( informal( institutions( that(support( biophilic( urbanism( to( ultimately( result( in( changes( to( formal( institutions( that( would(make( this( practice(mainstream.( From( this( preliminary( comparison(of( the( research( findings( to(Institutional( Theory,( it( is( suggested( that( that( Institutional( Theory( appears( offer( a( useful(analytical( lens( for( understanding( the( phenomenon( of( mainstreaming( biophilic( urbanism( and(that(future(research(could(consider(this(in(more(detail.(
8.3 Conclusion'
This(dissertation(research(contributes(to(the(emerging(field(of(biophilic(urbanism(by(providing(a(detailed(and(empirically(grounded(exploration(of(mainstream(biophilic(urbanism(from(six(case(studies( that( span( some( variations( in( geographical,( cultural( and( political( contexts.( Without(stating( that( this( research( is( representative( of,( or( generalisable( to( all( such( contexts,( the(
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metanarrative( of( mainstreaming( biophilic( urbanism( developed( from( consideration( of( these(cities( contributes( evidence( and( new( insights( to( the( field( to( assist( efforts( in( Australia( and(potentially(elsewhere(to(mainstreaming(biophilic(urbanism.((
In(particular,(the(research(confirms(the(potential(of(biophilic(urbanism(to(respond(to(challenges(facing( Australian( cities( and( develops( categories( of( biophilic( elements( including( a( survey( of(existing(knowledge(about(their(functionality,(benefits(and(considerations(for(use.(Understanding(of(mainstreamed(biophilic(urbanism(is(also(expanded,(both(in(terms(of(how(this(builds(on(urban(greening( efforts( in( Australia( toJdate,( and( in( terms( of( the( policy,( governance( and( practice(structures( and( norms( that( contribute( to( this( being( formalised( and( embedded( in( urban(development(processes(and(outcomes.(The(research(uncovered(a(pattern(of(14(factors(that(were(found(to(create(conditions(to(the(mainstreaming(of(biophilic(urbanism.(
These(research( findings(were(broadly( found( to( reflect( those(of( related( fields( that( consider( the(mainstream( application( of( sustainable( technologies( to( urban( development,( including( in(particular( WSUD,( urban( tree( planting( and( lowJcarbon( retrofitting.( The( findings( from( these(related(studies(suggest(some(additional(factors(and(considerations(that(were(not(evident(in(this(research,( and( introduces( possible( new( language( and( conceptualisations.( This( provides(opportunities( for( further( investigation( of( the( case( studies( to( determine(whether( these( factors(and(considerations(are( indeed(evident( in(the(data,(and(to(see(whether(this( language(and(these(conceptualisations(are(an(appropriate( fit,( and( to( thereby(make( further( reflections(on(how(this(research( and( the( phenomena( of( mainstreaming( biophilic( urbanism( relate( to( these( existing(studies.(
Comparison(of(the(research(findings(to(extant(theory(revealed(the(potential(for(transition(theory(and( Institutional( Theory( to( provide( theoretical( interpretations( and( understanding( of( the(research( findings.( This( provides( an( opportunity( to( draw( on( both( these( theoretical( fields( in(discussing( the( mainstreaming( of( biophilic( urbanism,( with( the( potential( to( both( raise( the(research( findings( to( a(more( abstract( level( to( provide( theoretically( based( explanations( for( the(dynamics(and(processes(observed(in(the(research,(while(contributing(to(the(significant(body(of(work(utilising(these(theories(to(add(further(empirical(evidence(to(how(these(theories(may(apply(in( reality.( Future( research( may( use( these( theories( as( lenses( to( better( understand( the(mainstreaming( of( biophilic( urbanism,( further( building( on( the( research( findings( of( this(dissertation.((
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With(these(considerations(and(reflections(in(mind,(the(final(Chapter(in(this(thesis(reflects(on(the(overall(study(to(consider(how(the(research(findings(have(addressed(the(research(questions,(and(propose(implications(for(practice,(for(theoretical(frameworks,(and(for(future(research.(
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This( Chapter( presents( the( overall( conclusions( of( this( dissertation.( The( Chapter( begins(with( a(brief(summary(of(the(research,(and(then(discusses(propositional(knowledge(developed(through(the( research.( Implications( of( this( new( knowledge( for( advancing( biophilic( urbanism( are(discussed,( followed( by( implications( for( the( theoretical( field( of( institutional( change.(Opportunities(for(future(research(evident(from(the(research(are(highlighted.(
9.1 Summary'of'the'research'
The(dissertation(comprised(a(threeJyear( inquiry( into(mechanisms(that(support(the( intentional,(strategic(and(comprehensive( integration(of(nature( into(the(built(environment(as(a(mainstream(practice.( The( research( is( situated(within( the( emerging( field( of( biophilic( urbanism,( specifically(considering(urban(design(that(provides(for(people’s(inherent(need(for(experiences(with(nature,(whilst( concurrently( building( resilience( to( complex( and( unprecedented( challenges( facing(Australian(cities.((
Two( research( questions( were( posed,( which( were( subsequently( addressed( through( literature(review(and(case(study(research.(These(questions(were:(
1. What#is#the#potential#of#biophilic#urbanism#to#respond#to#the#challenges#facing#Australian#cities#
while#allowing#for#urban#consolidation?#
2. What#can#be# learned# from# international#experience# to# inform#the#mainstreaming#of#biophilic#
urbanism#in#Australian#cities,#within#the#context#of#the#urgent#challenges#faced?#
Responses( to( these( questions( from( the( dissertation( research( are( discussed( in( the( following(paragraphs.(
9.1.1 Response'to'the'first'research'question'
A( review( was( conducted( of( literature( concerning( urban( nature( from( over( 40( years( of(international(experience.(This(found(a(wide(range(of(ways(in(which(nature(can(be(integrated(into(urban(environments(that(are(compatible(with(urban(consolidation,(and(which(respond(to(many(of( the(challenges( facing(Australian(cities,(while(providing(beneficial(physiological,(neurological(and( emotional( responses( in( humans( (Chapter( 5).( This( confirmed( the( opportunity( to( use(integrated(urban(nature(to(synergistically(contribute(to(the(creation(of(urban(environments(that(are(dense,(climate(resilient,(adapted(to(growing(resource(shortages,(and(that(provide(conditions(beneficial(to(human(health(and(wellbeing.((
These( forms( of( nature( were( termed( “biophilic( elements”.( The( taxonomy( of( these( elements(creates(a(menu(of(options(for(policy(makers(of(natural( features(that(can(be( integrated(into(the(
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urban( environment( that( have( been( demonstrated( around( the( world,( tailored( to( the( needs( of(Australian(cities.(
In(considering(this(literature,(several(key(insights(regarding(biophilic(urbanism(surfaced.(Firstly,(it(was(evident(the(emergent(biophilic(elements(could(be(categorised(into(three,(functional(levels(or(scales(of(application;(building,(street(and(city.(At(each(of( these(scales,( the(range(of(benefits,(opportunities( for( application,( and( considerations( for( use( are( most( similar,( and( between( the(scales( these( benefits,( opportunities( and( considerations( are( somewhat( differentiated.(Considering( these( scales( of( biophilic( elements( within( the( context( of( urban( development( in(Australia,(it(was(evident(that(strategic(efforts(may(be(needed(to(encourage(in(particular(building(and(street(scale(element(as(these(have(the(greatest(potential(to(be(retrofitted(into(existing(urban(areas(whilst( allowing( for(urban( consolidation.(These(elements(generally(have(higher( technical(requirements( and( governance( implications( in( terms( of( interacting(with( property( owners,( and(balancing(the(needs(of(many(different(users(of(these(landJuse(types.(CityJscale(elements(provide(critical( relief( from( the( built( environment( and( provide( important( benefits( not( achieved( to( the(same(degree(by(elements(at(the(other(scales,(such(as(recreational(opportunities(and(refuge(for(biodiversity.(These(elements(are(harder( to( retrofit( into(urban(environments(due( to(competing(land(uses,(however(from(a(technical(and(engineering(perspective(are(generally(relatively(simple(to(develop.(The(need(for(local(testing(and(demonstration(of(biophilic(elements(was(also(evident,(to(determine(more(precisely(the(magnitude(of(benefits(possible(in(local(conditions,(and(to(refine(designs(to(the(local(climate,(ecosystem(characteristics(and(needs.((
9.1.2 Response'to'the'second'research'question'
Fourteen( factors( that( contribute( to( the( process( of( mainstreaming( biophilic( urbanism( were(uncovered(in(this(research((Chapter(7).(These(factors(were(discovered(through(the(development(of(a(detailed(understanding(of(six(cities(around(the(world(that(mainstreamed(biophilic(urbanism((Chapter( 6( and( Appendix( D).( These( cities( do( not( represent( all( of( the( climatic,( demographic,(geographic,( political( or( economic( conditions( around( the( world.( However,( they( provide(prominent( examples(of( cities( that(have(made(a( transition( from( the(ad#hoc( and(variable(use(of(urban(nature,(to(an(intentional,(comprehensive(and(strategic(use(of(natural(design(features(such(that(these(are(a(fundamental(and(celebrated(component(of(the(fabric(of(the(urban(environment.(
The( deeper( consideration( of( the( role( that( each( of( the( fourteen( factors( played( in( the(mainstreaming( process( led( to( the( discovery( that( they( could( be( grouped( into( three( major(categories:(contextual,(pathway(and(formalising(factors.(The(three(contextual(factors(were(found(to(create(conditions(in(which(an(agenda(for(biophilic(urbanism(emerged(and/or(a(change(from(
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the(previous(status(quo(of(urban(development(was(possible.(The(six(pathway(factors(were(found(to(overcome(barriers(to,(and(build(support(for(the(mainstream(use(of(biophilic(urbanism.(Finally,(the( five( formalising( factors( were( found( to( embed( and( support( the( comprehensive( use( of(biophilic( elements( in( the( urban( environment,( and( describe( what( mainstreamed( biophilic(urbanism(“looks(like”(with(regards(to(the(policy,(governance(and(practice(structures(and(norms(that( contribute( to( and( reflect( the( integration( of( nature( into( the( built( environment( as( a(mainstream(practice.(
The( identification(of( these( factors(and(categories(provides( insight( into( conditions( that(may(be(conducive( to(mainstreaming(biophilic(urbanism.(The( research(does(not( imply( that( all( of( these(factors( are(necessary( for( a( transition( to(mainstream(biophilic(urbanism(–(or( even( indeed( that(any(of(them(are.(Rather,(it(indicates(that(these(factors(have(played(a(role(in(the(mainstreaming(process( in( the( case( study( cities,( and( within( this( context( may( provide( opportunities( for(mainstreaming(efforts(elsewhere,(and(a(basis(for(further(research.(
Comparing( these( research( findings( with( extant( literature( (Chapter( 8),( this( research( can( be(situated( within( a( broader( field( of( scholarly( work( that( similarly( considers( transitions( to( the(mainstream(use(of( alternative( technologies( that( are(more(holistic( and(often(distributed( in( the(urban(environment.(This( includes(the(use(of(WSUD,(urban(forestry(and(tree(planting,(and(lowJcarbon( retrofitting.( Similarly,( comparing( findings(with( various( theoretical( fields( highlights( the(potential(of(institutional(change(theory(and(transition(theory(to(explain(and(provide(additional(understanding(to(the(research(findings.((
Within( the( context( of( these( research( findings,( attention( is( now( given( to( knowledge( that( this(dissertation( is( proposed( to( offer,( before( considering( what( implications( emerge( for( practice,(theory(and(future(research.(
9.2 Propositional'knowledge'
This( dissertation(makes( a( contribution( to( existing( knowledge( regarding( the(mainstreaming( of(biophilic( urbanism( in( three( main( areas,( as( discussed( in( Chapter( 8.( These( include( firstly( a(categorisation( of( forms( of( urban( nature( that( have( the( potential( to( assist( in( responding( to(challenges( facing(Australian(cities;( secondly(an(understanding(of(what(mainstreamed(biophilic(urbanism(could( look( like,( including(policy,(governance(and(practice(structures(and(norms;(and(thirdly(insight(into(the(processes(that(assist(in(mainstreaming(biophilic(urbanism.(
Considering( these( three( areas,( several( key( statements( can( be( made( regarding( this( new(knowledge(about(biophilic(urbanism.(These(are(discussed(in(the(following(paragraphs.(
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1.#Biophilic#urbanism#offers#significant#potential#to#assist#in#the#response#to#the#challenges#
facing#Australian#cities#
This(research(demonstrates(the(significant(potential(for(biophilic(urbanism(to(contribute(to(the(response(to(current(and(future(challenges( facing(Australian(cities.(Whilst( the(magnitude(of( the(benefits(varies(according(to(design,(species(selection,(climate,(and(local(conditions,(the(physical,(chemical( and( biological( basis( for( these( benefits( is( increasingly(well( understood.( In( particular,(urban(nature(was( found(to(have(the(potential( to( improve(human(health(and(wellbeing,(reduce(building( energy( demand,( reduce( the( UHI( effect,(mitigate( climate( change,( assist( in(water( cycle(management,( improve( air( quality,( and( support( urban( biodiversity,( as( well( as( a( number( of(additional(benefits(that(relate(more(specifically(to(particular(forms(of(urban(nature.(Considering(the( challenges( facing(Australian( cities,( as( discussed( in( Chapter( 2,( it( is( clear( that( this( does( not(provide(a(complete(solution(on(its(own.(However,(by(providing(multiple(benefits(across(areas(of(interest,(it(is(evident(that(biophilic(urbanism(can(be(an(effective(component(of(broader(strategy,(and( in(particular(one( that(offers( the(potential( for( immediate(benefits( to(multiple( stakeholders(while( mitigating( the( risk( of( future( impacts( of( climate( change,( population( pressures( and(resources(shortages.(
2.# Mainstreamed# biophilic# urbanism# is# intentional,# innovative,# multi<functional# and#
embedded#in#policy#and#practice#
Patterns(observed(across( the( six( case( study(cities( regarding(mainstreamed(biophilic(urbanism(suggest(that(this(has(several(aspects,(including:(J Multiple( benefits( of( urban( nature( are( explicitly( recognised( in( government( policies,( and(throughout( the( community( such( that( urban( nature( is( valued,( celebrated( and( used(strategically(to(achieve(multiple(outcomes;((J Urban( nature( is( strategically( and( formally( included( as( an( integral( component( of( urban(development(policies(and(practices(such(that(urban(nature(increases(as(the(city(develops;((J Tension( between( competing( policy( agendas( and( landJuse( demands( are( overcome( through(collaborative( development( processes( that( find( synergies( between( these( policy( goals( and(land(uses(through(the(use(of(integrated,(multiJfunctional(nature;(J Ongoing( innovation( to( support( continued( adaptation( and( expansion( of( urban( greening(efforts(as( circumstances(evolve( (rather( that( confining(efforts( to( the(use(of( forms(of(nature(already(in(use,(and(development(processes(used(in(the(past).(
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3. Mainstreaming# biophilic# urbanism# may# require# changes# to# governance# structures,#
urban#development#processes,#and#policy#instruments#
The(research( findings( indicate( that(mainstream(biophilic(urbanism( is(not( simply(an(addJon(or(extension( of( preJbiophilic( urbanism( policies( and( processes( of( urban( development,( but( rather(that(this(is(embedded(within(a(complex(of(systems,(processes(and(norms(that(appear(to(differ(in(several(key(regards.(These(can(include:(J Holistic( and( integrated( approaches( to( urban( development,( economic( development,(environmental(management(and(community(wellbeing;(J High(levels(of(interdepartmental(and(intergovernmental(collaboration(and(integration;(J Recognition(and(pricing(of(externalities(resulting(from(urban(development;(J Recognition(of(coJbenefits(and(intangible(benefits(of(urban(nature;(J High(levels(of(citizen(engagement(in(the(urban(development(process(and(in(the(management(and(maintenance(of(biophilic(elements;(J ActionJcentred(approaches(to(policy(and(urban(development(and(change(that(allow,(or(even(promote(learning(through(experimentation;(J Policy(mechanisms( that( direct( the(use(of( urban(nature( as( an( integral( component( of( urban(development,( as( mandatory( prescriptive( requirements,( through( performanceJbased(instruments( that( favour( the( use( of( biophilic( elements,( through( direct( and( nonJdirect(incentives(and/or(through(direct(government(investment.(
4.#An#impetus#for#change#may#be#needed#
It( is(apparent(from(the(research(findings,(and(reflected(within(the(extant(literature(and(theory,(that(an( impetus( for(change(may(be(needed(to(enable(a(deviation( from(the(status(quo(of(urban(development.( Policies,( processes( and( norms( appear( to( be( embedded,( for( reasons( potentially(explained(through(the(theoretical(fields(of(institutional(change(theory(and(transition(theory.(At(a(cityJscale,( three(main( opportunities(were( identified( in( the( research( as( “contextual( factors”( to(create( such( an( impetus( (Chapter( 7),( and( further( opportunities( and( understanding( are( gained(from( consideration( of( experiences( in( related( fields( and( theoretical( fields( concerned( with(processes(of(change(in(large(and(complex(systems((Chapter(8).((
5.#Government#leadership#and#support#is#important#to#the#mainstreaming#process#
Government( leadership( is( implicated( in( many( of( the( factors( found( to( contribute( to(mainstreaming( biophilic( urbanism.( This( includes( setting( an( agenda( and( vision( for( the( use( of(
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biophilic( urbanism;( testing( and( demonstrating( biophilic( elements( as(well( as( new( policies( and(programs;(providing(education,(training(and(community(outreach;(and(directing(horizontal(and(vertical( collaboration(between(government(departments(and(between( levels(of(government( to(achieve( a( coordinated( and( consistent( approach( to( the( integration( of( nature( into( urban(environments.( Ultimately,( strong( government( leadership( is( also( required( to( set( regulatory(requirements(that(formalise(the(use(of(biophilic(urbanism.(
Government( funding( and( risk( sharing( were( found( to( often( be( necessary( to( develop( early(examples(of(biophilic(elements,(as(well(as(to(build(industry(capacity(and(develop(economies(of(scale,( and( to( address( upJfront( cost( barriers( for( private( property( owners.( Government(investment(in(greening(publicly(owned(areas(of(cities(is(also(important,(as(these(can(constitute(a(large(proportion(of(the(urban(space.((
Economic# justification#does#not#appear#necessary#to#mainstreaming#biophilic#urbanism#in#
all#contexts#
The( importance( of( having( an( economic( argument( to( enable( the( use( of( biophilic( urbanism(appears( to( be( related( to(whether( there( are( strong( legislative( requirements( for( their( use,( and(whether( there( is( strong( executive( leadership.( In( addition,( strong( public( support( for( urban(greening( can( mitigate( the( need( for( economic( justification( of( urban( greening( efforts.(Demonstrating(net(public(good(from(investments(in(biophilic(urbanism(was(found(to(be(possible(using( a( number( of( approaches,( and( doing( so( can( facilitate( the( mainstreaming( of( biophilic(urbanism(as(an(economically(rational(proposition.((
However(the(persistent(difficulty(in(quantifying(many(of(the(intangible(benefits(of(urban(nature,(and( issues( regarding( the( transferability( of( cost( and( performance( data( from( one( location( to(another,( can(make( economic( analyses( problematic( to( conduct.( The( experiences( of( some( cities(suggests( that( people( have( a( tendency( to( intrinsically( value( urban( nature,( and( will( tend( to(support( efforts( to( create( biophilic( elements,( and(will( themselves( seek( to( create( urban( nature(when( given( the( opportunity.( Despite( the( dominance( of( economic( discourses( globally,( the(research( findings( suggest( that( in( some( cases( it( can( also(be( effective( to( raise( awareness(of( the(value( of( biophilic( urbanism( by( providing( personal( experiences( with( urban( nature,( and(discussing(their(benefits(in(nonJmonetary(terms.(
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7.# Enhanced# roles# for# citizens# and# community# organisations# can# provide# value# to# the#
mainstreaming#process%
Citizens( and( community( organisations( were( found( to( play( significant( and( varied( roles( in( the(mainstreaming(journeys(within(the(case(study(cities,(in(some(cities(becoming(active(participants(in(the(creation(and(maintenance(of(the(urban(environment.(This(includes,(for(instance,(assisting(in( the( design( and( construction( of( innovative( urban( developments( and( biophilic( elements;(advocating( for( the( protection( of( existing( nature( and( creation( of( new( urban( nature;( actively(participating(in(urban(planning(and(development;(and(in(managing(and(maintaining(publicly(and(privately(owned(biophilic(elements.(This(active(engagement(of(the(public(was(found(to(enhance(innovation,(contribute(to(the(prioritisation(of(urban(nature(in(urban(development(processes,(to(provide(capacity(for(the(management(and(maintenance(of(distributed(biophilic(elements,(and(to(create(urban(spaces(that(meet(the(needs(of(urban(residents.((
7.#Pilot#projects#and#experimentation#are#central#to#the#mainstreaming#process#
Amongst( the( suite( of( mainstreaming( factors,( it( is( evident( that( pilot( projects( and( local(experimentation(play(a(pivotal(role.(Pilot(projects(can(provide(local(cost(and(performance(data,(allow(designs(to(be(adapted(to(local(conditions,(provide(demonstration(of(biophilic(elements(and(begin(to(build(industry(and(institutional(capacity.(It(appears(important(that(these(are(structured(as( learning( opportunities( in( which( shortcomings( are( not( viewed( as( failures.( In( addition,(comprehensive(monitoring(and(evaluation(of(pilot(projects(are(important(to(enable(the(costs(and(benefits( of( biophilic( elements( to( be( quantified( in( local( conditions,( and( to( provide( a( basis( for(strategic(and(meaningful(communication(of(these(outcomes(to(various(stakeholder(groups.(The(concept( of( piloting( can( be( similarly( applied( to( testing( new( programs( and( policies,( providing(proof(of(concept(before(these(are(more(widely(applied.(
Whilst( governments( were( found( to( generally( share,( or( fully( bear,( the( risk( and( cost( for( local(experimentation,( cases( were( observed( in( the( research(where( private( citizens(were(willing( to(take( on( this( risk( themselves.( In( these( cases,( citizens( sought( government( support( primarily( to(allow(them(to(develop(these(local(innovations(within(what(might(otherwise(be(restrictive(policy(frameworks(or(government(priorities.(These(were( found(to(provide(rich(sources(of( innovation(adapted(to(the(needs(of(local(communities.(
9.3 Implications'for'practice'
This( dissertation( is( premised( on( the( understanding( that( there( is( a( critical( need( for( holistic(strategies(to(respond(to(the(challenges(facing(Australian(cities(to(ensure(their(ongoing(liveability,(
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resilience(and(economic(prosperity.(With( this( context( in(mind,( the( research( findings( from( this(dissertation(have(a(number(of(implications(for(advancing(biophilic(urbanism(in(Australian(cities,(given(the(significant(potential(identified(for(this(to(contribute(to(such(a(response.((
The(following(paragraphs(highlight(implications(of(the(research(for(governments(in(Australia,(as(well(as(for(other(stakeholders(involved(in(urban(design(and(development.((
9.3.1 Implications'for'government'
The(research(provides(an(indication(both(of(what(mainstreamed(biophilic(urbanism(could(look(like,(as(well(as(how(this(might(be(achieved.(In(comparing(the(current(situation(regarding(urban(governance( and( development( in( Australia( with( the( structures( found( to( be( conducive( to(mainstreaming(biophilic(urbanism,(it(is(apparent(that(there(is(a(need(for:((J Increased( coordination( between( government( departments( and( policy( areas( to( achieve(consistency(in(their(priorities,(and(alignment(between(entities(invested(with(responsibilities(for( addressing( the( implications( of( the( challenges( facing( Australian( cities,( with( those( that(have(the(responsibility(for(their(planning(and(development;(J Greater( recognition( of( externalities( of( urban( development,( and( allocation( of( these(responsibilities(to(the(producer(where(possible;(and(J Policy( and( regulatory( changes( that( direct( and( formalise( the( integration( of( nature( into( the(built(environment(in(ways(consistent(with(urban(consolidation(and(the(challenges(faced.(
The( research( findings( indicate( that(achieving( these(kinds(of( changes( is( an(organic( rather( than(linear(process.(It(appears,(for(example,(that(it(may(not(be(possible,(or(desirable,(to(immediately(introduce(policy(measures(that(stipulate(the(use(of(specific(biophilic(elements,(particularly( the(building(and(street(scale(elements( that(are(needed(to(achieve(biophilic(urbanism(in(Australian(cities.( The( lack( of( local( data( and( experience( and( incompatibility( of( current( institutional(arrangements( create( significant( risk( that( such( policies( would( fail( due( to( poorly( designed(installations(or(a(lack(of(institutional(support.(
Hence,(there(are(a(number(of(opportunities(evident(in(the(research(findings(for(governments(in(Australia(to(catalyse(and(drive(a(mainstreaming(process(to(achieve(these(changes,(including:(J Create#an#impetus#for#change:(Governments,(along(with(organisations(and(individuals,(can(assist( in( creating( an( impetus( for( change.( Commentary( in( Australia( suggests( that,( despite(recognition( of( challenges( facing( Australian( cities,( and( pioneering( efforts( by( several( local(governments,( rhetoric(regarding(the(need(and(potential( for( integrated(urban(nature( is(still(not(translated(into(mainstream(practice.(The(task(for(change(agents(in(government((and(the(
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community)( may( be( to( increase( the( visibility# and( appreciation# of# the# urgency# of( the(challenges( facing( Australian( cities,( and( to( highlight( the( deficits( of( current( approaches( to(urban( development( in( this( regard.( This( may( include( research( to( provide( better(understanding( and( quantification( of( their( extent( and( impacts,( as(well( as( developing(more(effective(methods(of(meaningfully(communicating(these(challenges(to(government,(industry(and(the(general(public.((Examples(currently(seen( in(Australia( that(provide(precedent( for(such(efforts(might( include(the(investigations(to(determine(the(extent(of(the(UHI(effect(in(inner(city(Melbourne((Raalte,(Nolan,(Thakur,(Xue,(&(Parker,(2012)(and(Adelaide((Guan(et(al.,(2013)(and(discourse(linking(recent(heat(waves(to(excess(deaths((for(example:(ABC,(2014;(Department(of(Human(Services,(2009;(Medew,( 2014).( This(may( also( include( further( efforts( to( understand( and( specify( the(legal(liability(of(governments(for(climate(change(impacts((Baker(&(McKenzie,(2011;(Buckley(et( al.,( 2007;( Productivity( Commission,( 2013),( or( the( impacts( of( current( forms( of( urban(development( on( city( productivity( and( competitiveness( (for( example,( Bureau( of( Transport(and( Regional( Economics,( 2007).( Conducting( similar( investigations( to( understand( and(quantify(the(current(impact(of(the(challenges(described(in(Chapter(2(for(all(Australian(cities,(and( communicating( the( findings( clearly( to( the( public( and( stakeholder( groups(may( inform(and(drive(an(agenda(for(change.(J Frame#discourses#and#strategic#research#agendas:(The(research( findings(highlighted(the(importance( of( aligning( agendas( for( change( with( issues( of( current( concern.( Both( urban(development( and( climate( change( discourses( in( Australia( are( dominated( by( economic(considerations( (Christoff,( 2013;( Dodson,( 2009;( Sager,( 2011;( Steele,( 2009;( Williams( &(Maginn,(2012).(Amongst( the( general(public,( concerns( regarding( the( economy(and( jobs( are(also(dominant.(For(instance,(a(2013(report(from(the(Climate(Institute(found(that(whilst(most(Australians(recognise(that(climate(change(is(occurring,(addressing(this(is(a(less(of(a(priority(now(than(it(was(in(2007,(and(it(ranks(behind(other(concerns,(including(the(growing(cost(of(living,( effective( delivery( of( health( and( education( services,( infrastructure( and( immigration((Stefanova,( 2013).( It( may( therefore( be( important( to( frame( discourses( regarding( the(opportunities(presented(by(biophilic(urbanism(within(such(concerns.(J Develop# and# enable# pilot# projects:( Pilot( projects,( or( learning( through( experimentation,(emerged( as( a( key( mechanism( by( which( both( technical( and( institutional( barriers( to(mainstream(biophilic(urbanism(can(be(overcome.(All( levels(of(government( in(Australia(can(contribute( in(this(regard,( through(directly(developing(pilot(projects,(providing( funding(and(support( to(private(entities,(as(well(as(by(enabling(private(entities( to(develop(pilot(projects(through(development(approval(processes(and(requirements.(It(appears(important(that(such(
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projects(be(designed( to(provide( information(and(outcomes( that( inform( the(mainstreaming(process,( including( the( viability( of( various( species( and( substrate( types( in( local( conditions;(longJterm( maintenance( requirements;( and( technical,( cost( and( performance( data.(Governments( can( further( enhance( outcomes( of( pilot( projects( by( communicating( findings(within(government(as(well(as(to(industry(stakeholders(and(the(general(public;(by(using(data(from( the( pilot( projects( in( technical( guidelines( and( standards;( and( in( developing( economic(analyses.(J Provide# federal# leadership# to# address# externalities:( Federal( government( leadership( in(directing(consideration(of(externalities(of(urban(development(and(the(adoption(of(measures(to(mitigate(the(challenges(faced(may(be(needed,(given(the(current(fragmentation(of(roles(and(responsibilities( for( governing( urban( development( as( well( as( those( for( addressing( the(negative(impacts(this(can(engender.(The(current(neoliberal(context(for(urban(development(in(Australia,(and(competition(between(the(major(cities(for(private(investment(is(such(that(state(governments( may( be( ill( equipped( to( provide( adequate( leadership( to( direct( the( kinds( of(structural( and( regulatory( changes(necessary( to(address( these( issues.(Although( the(Federal(Government(has(no(constitutional(responsibility(for(urban(development,(its(responsibilities(for( taxation,( funding( major( infrastructure,( environmental( protection,( and( ratifying(international( agreements( provide( avenues( through( which( the( context( for( urban(development(in(Australia(can(be(adjusted(at(this(level.((The( important( role( of( federal( leadership( and( policies( was( seen( in( the( case( studies,( and(directs( the( consideration( of( several( key( opportunities( in( particular.( These( include,( for(instance,( legislation( requiring( cities( to( account( for( and(mitigate( their( vulnerability( to( and(legal( liability( for(climate(change;( legislation(protecting( landscape(values(and(urban(nature;(legislation(for(habitat(and(biodiversity(provision(in(cities;(or(taxation(or(other(mechanisms(that( price( current( externalities( of( urban(development.( In(Australia,( this( could( also( include(nonJstatutory( policy( changes( regarding( the( funding( of( urban( infrastructure,( such( as(requirements( for( this( to(maintain(or( increase( levels(of(urban(nature(or( for( this( to(produce(certain(performance(outcomes,(such(as(climate(resilience(or(increased(health(and(wellbeing(of(urban(residents.(J Provide# secure# funding:( A( stable( source( of( funding(was( found( to( be( important( to( ensure(pilot( programs,( research( efforts,( incentive( programs,( maintenance( strategies( and( other(initiatives( are( well( supported( and( can( be( sustained( over( time( periods( necessary( to( build(sufficient(evidence(and(support(for(regulatory(and/or(other(institutional(changes.(Although(maintaining(funding(commitment(can(be(difficult(amidst(political(and(economic(fluctuations,(the(research(findings(indicate(that(this(can(be(facilitated(by(basing(funding(commitments(on(
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evidence( or( estimation( of( cost( savings( from( biophilic( urbanism;( by( embedding( urban(greening( agencies( within( larger( departments( with( relatively( secure( funding( such( as(infrastructure(development;(or(through(developing(a(dedicated(and(related(income(stream,(such( a( separated( stormwater( charges.( Government( funding( may( also( be( provided( for(research,( such( as( through( the( Australian( Research( Council( or( CSIRO,( or( more( directly( to(support(pilot(projects(and(associated(research(activities.((J Create#strategic#government#linkages#and#structures:(Strategic(government(linkages(and(structures( were( observed( in( the( case( studies( to( create( opportunities( for( mainstreaming(biophilic( urbanism( by( directing( the( consideration( of( urban( nature( within( various( policy(areas,( providing( access( to( budgets( and( creating( consistency( in( priorities( and( policies( and(accountabilities.(A(number(of(strategies(for(achieving(integration(are(seen(in(the(case(study(cities,( which( may( provide( opportunities( for( the( Australian( situation.( Within( government,(observed( strategies( included( developing( interdepartmental( taskforces;( embedding( an(agency( for( urban( greening( within( infrastructure( and/or( urban( planning( departments;(creating( a( high( level( position( within( government( to( direct( and( coordinate( policies( and(decisionJmaking(across(other(departments(with(clear(and(consistent(priorities.(Developing(integrated( policy( and( planning( instruments( was( also( found( to( be( effective,( particularly(regarding( transportation,( infrastructure,( environmental( management( and( climate( change(considerations.((
9.3.2 Implications'for'nonUgovernment'stakeholders'
The( research( findings( indicate( that( actions( by( nonJgovernment( stakeholders( also( have( the(potential(to(influence(the(mainstreaming(process.(Considering(the(influence(of(private(interests(on( urban( development( in( Australia,( nonJgovernment( stakeholders( may( be( particularly(important( in( the( Australian( context.( Some( key( opportunities( identified( in( the( research( are(discussed(in(the(following(paragraphs.(J Develop#local#innovation:#Pilot(projects(of(biophilic(elements(developed(by(citizen(pioneers(and( private( developers( have( the( potential( to( provide( significant( opportunities( to( develop(local( experience( and( knowledge( in( the( use( of( biophilic( urbanism.( NonJgovernment(stakeholders(may(be(able( to(enhance(the(contribution(of(such(projects( to(a(mainstreaming(process(by(engaging(their(community(in(the(pilot(project;(lobbying(government(for(support(and( recognition( of( the( project;( and( through(monitoring,( evaluation( and( communication( of(outcomes.#J Lobby# government# and# advocate# within# the# community:#NonJgovernment( stakeholders(can(progress(an(agenda(for(biophilic(urbanism(through(lobbying(government(and(advocating(
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for( biophilic( urbanism(within( the( community.(With( regards( to( lobbying( government,( this(may(include(to(gain(permission(and(financial(or(other(support(for(pilot(projects;(to(seek(the(implementation(of(policies(and(programs(that(support(biophilic(urbanism;(and(to(contest(the(loss(of(urban(nature(at(specific(sites.(With(regards( to(advocacy(within( the(community,( this(may( include( creating( organisations( and( networks( related( to( urban( nature;( and( promoting(the(benefits(of(urban(nature(to(the(community.#J Involvement# in# urban# design# and# development:( NonJgovernment( stakeholders( may(contribute( to( biophilic( urbanism( through( active( involvement( in( urban( design( and(development( processes.( This( might( include( citizens( engaging( with( the( development( of(policies(and(plans(that(direct(urban(development;(citizens(being(active(in(more(siteJspecific(development( processes( such( as( through( building( collectives;( and( citizens( and( property(developers( actively( including( urban( nature( within( their( own( building( and( property(developments.#J Recognition# of# intangible# benefits:# The( installation( of( biophilic( elements( on( private(properties(is(a(critical(component(of(biophilic(urbanism,(which(is(found(to(often(be(limited(due( to( an( inability( to( quantify(many( of( the( benefits( that( such( biophilic( elements( provide.(NonJgovernment( stakeholders( may( take( into( account( the( intangible( benefits( of( biophilic(urbanism( in( their( decisionJmaking( processes,( including( potential( increases( in(mental( and(physical(wellbeing,(productivity,(job(and(life(satisfaction.(This(may(provide(opportunities(to(gather( case( study( evidence( of( such( intangible( benefits( to( assist( in(measures( to( encourage(others(to(similarly(invest(in(biophilic(elements.#
9.4 Implications'for'theory'
This(dissertation(adopted(an(inductive(research(process(that(privileged(the(empirical(data(in(the(development(of(research(findings(regarding(the(phenomena(mainstreaming(biophilic(urbanism.(In( Chapter( 8,( it( was( found( that( these( research( findings( can( be( interpreted( through( two( key(theoretical( frameworks( in( particular:( Transition( Theory,( and( Institutional( Theory.(Within( this(context,( this( research( provides( empirical( evidence( that( contributes( to( and( strengthens( these(theoretical(fields(and(provides(a(foundation(for(future(research(to(explore(the(mainstreaming(of(biophilic(urbanism(deductively(through(these(theories(to(allow(for(a(more(focused(examination(and(evaluation(of(their(fit.((
9.5 Implications'for'future'research''
The( research( findings( highlight( several( key( opportunities( for( future( research( to( build( on( and(further(enquire(into(the(phenomenon(of(mainstreaming(biophilic(urbanism.(
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J Research# to# further# refine# the# understanding# of# the#mainstreaming# process:( Patterns(were(identified(across(the(six(case(studies(developed(for(this(research.(Future(research(may(further( refine( the( emergent( understanding( of( the( mainstreaming( process,( including( by(conducting(additional(interviews(and(research(within(the(six(case(studies(to(provide(deeper(insight( into( the( emerging( research( findings,( as( well( as( developing( other( case( studies( to(provide(a(broader(base(of(evidence.(J Develop# pilot# projects:# This( dissertation( highlighted( the( importance( of( pilot( projects( to(mainstreaming( biophilic( urbanism.( Future( research( may( develop( such( pilots( to( test( and(demonstrate( biophilic( elements,( as( well( as( to( test( programs,( policies( and( initiatives( to(encourage( their( use.( Lessons( identified( from( the( six( case( studies( in( this( dissertation(regarding(aspects(of(pilot(projects(that(contribute(to(their(success(may(inform(such(research.(J Develop# Australian# case# studies# of# mainstreaming# efforts:( There( is( an( opportunity( to(investigate( the( experiences( of( several( local( governments( in( Australia( that( are( currently(seeking(to(mainstream(the(use(of(urban(nature(to(determine(the(degree(to(which(this(reflects(the(findings(from(the(dissertation.((Additionally,(actionJbased(research(may(investigate(the(application(of(the(research(findings(to(an(Australian(city,(such(that(various( factors(and(opportunities( identified( in( the(research(are( tested( to( determine( whether( these( can( assist( in( creating( mainstreaming( biophilic(urbanism(in(these(circumstances.(J Economic# investigation# of# biophilic# elements:( The( research( highlighted( many( aspects(relating(to(the(economics(of(biophilic(urbanism(that(warrant(further(research.(For(instance,(the( literature( review( of( biophilic( elements( found( that( economic( aspects( were( explicitly(evident(for(some(benefits,(and(could(be(implicit(in(many(others.(Efforts(have(been(expended(around( the( world( to( quantify( the( value( of( nature,( including( through( ecosystem( service(evaluation(and(other(research(approaches.(There(is(an(opportunity(to(further(such(research(in( the( field(of(biophilic(urbanism,(considering(how(the(benefits(can(be(valued( in(ways( that(are(meaningful( to(decision(makers,( and(models( for( addressing( the(unequal( distribution(of(risk( and( cost( relative( to( benefits( between( government( and( private( stakeholders.( These(questions(are(currently(being(considered(in(a(related(PhD(project(by(Ms.(Omniya(el(Baghdadi(at(QUT.(J Deductive# research# testing# transition# theory# and# institutional# theory# in# the# field# of#
biophilic# urbanism:( The( inductive( research( indicated( that( mainstreaming,( biophilic(urbanism( may( be( understood( through( the( lenses( of( transition( theory,( and( institutional(theory.(Deductive(research(may(provide(a(deeper(understanding(of(the(ways(in(which(these(
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theories(explain(these(phenomena,(and(allow(biophilic(urbanism(to(be(more(firmly(situated(within( these( theoretical( fields.( This( may( also( provide( opportunities( to( contribute( to( the(discourse(regarding(the(relationship(between(these(theoretical(fields.((
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SUMMARY  
Links between human health and wellbeing, and contact with nature are well understood in 
the fields of health and psychology, and more recently are gaining attention in the built 
environment industry. In 1984, E.O. Wilson coined the term ‘biophilia’ to describe the 
tendency for humans to have an innately emotional response to other living organisms. A 
growing number of researchers around the world are now exploring the impact of nature in 
urban environments (i.e. biophilic urbanism) on the human condition, including many 
indicators of human physical and mental health, recovery and performance. There is also an 
emergence of research on the potential for biophilic urbanism to address other challenges 
related to climate change mitigation and adaptation. This paper presents key findings from a 
review of key literature to date, discussing opportunities for biophilic urbanism to both 
improve occupant experience and performance, as well as addressing other sustainability 
objectives including climate change mitigation and adaptation. The paper presents an 
emerging framework for considering biophilic design opportunities and highlights 
implications for the built environment industry. This research draws on an Australian project 
considering biophilic urbanism in the response to climate change, within the Sustainable Built 
Environment National Research Centre. This includes findings from a literature review, a 
survey pilot study and two workshops undertaken in Perth and Brisbane with a variety of 
industry and government stakeholders.  
 
KEYWORDS  
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Links between human health and wellbeing, and contact with nature are well understood in 
the fields of health and psychology, and more recently are gaining attention in the built 
environment industry. In 1984, E.O. Wilson coined the term ‘biophilia’ to describe the 
tendency for humans to have an innately emotional response to other living organisms  
(Wilson, 1984). A growing number of researchers around the world are now exploring the 
impact of nature in urban environments (i.e. biophilic urbanism) on the human condition, 
including many indicators of human physical and mental health, recovery and performance. 
There is also an emergence of research on the potential for nature in cities to address other 
challenges related to climate change mitigation and adaptation (e.g. Gill et al, 2007).  
 
Globally, urban populations are growing in size and density due to population increase and 
relocation of rural populations to urban centres. By mid-century it is anticipated that the 
global urban population will have doubled, with over two thirds of the world’s population 
living in cites and megacities (United Nations, 2009). This urban growth adds pressure to 
systems including energy, water, food production and distribution, civil infrastructure 
provision, and manufacturing. These systems are already being strained as they attempt to 
reduce their greenhouse gas emissions, while adapting products and services to changing 
operating conditions due to diminishing resources such as oil and fresh water, changing 
climatic conditions and an unstable global financial system. The convergence of such urgent 
and challenging issues provides strong impetus for developing systems based solutions that 
can reduce the speed and severity of these issues, in addition to addressing the underlying 
system failures that have caused their emergence. 
 
Research investigating the application of biophilia has furthered the understanding of this 
‘innate emotional affiliation’ of humans with nature, finding that experiences with nature can 
lead to significant mental and physical benefits. Within this context, Timothy Beatley has 
explored how urban environments can be designed to foster ‘closeness to nature’, through 
both preserving and restoring existing urban nature and finding innovate ways in which to 
inject nature into the fabric of the built environment (Beatley, 2010). This emerging body of 
research, termed ‘biophilic urbanism’, can produce synergistic design solutions to address the 
multiple challenges facing society and urban settlements, such as mitigating the heat island 
effect and improving thermal comfort, improving social outcomes and well-being, improving 
business and productivity outcomes, and improving water cycle management.  
 
With this context in mind, this paper distills the key findings from the body of research 
investigating biophilia, biophilic urbanism, green infrastructure and the link between nature 
and human health and wellbeing, to discuss opportunities for biophilic urbanism to be applied 
in Australian buildings and cities. The intent of the biophilic urbanism research is to both 
improve occupant experience and performance, as well as addressing other sustainability 
objectives including climate change mitigation and adaptation. An emerging framework is 
presented for how biophilic design opportunities can be considered by decision makers in the 
built environment industry.  This research draws on an Australian project considering 
biophilic urbanism in the response to climate change, within the Sustainable Built 
Environment National Research Centre (SBEnrc). This includes findings from a literature 
review, a survey pilot study and two workshops undertaken in Perth and Brisbane with a 
variety of industry and government stakeholders. 
 
2 METHOD  
 
The research methodology for inquiring into the biophilic urbanism agenda comprises a 
qualitative, mixed method approach to explore the body of foundation and emergent 
literature, and address apparent gaps.  To date this has included literature review, case study 
analysis (20 case studies to date), and two stakeholder focus groups in Perth and Brisbane.  
 
Initially the authors undertook to synthesise the biophilic urbanism literature, distilling a 
number of elements of biophilic design that are informing initiatives to green cities around the 
world. The desktop review sought to identify the breadth of ways in which nature can be 
integrated into the fabric of the built environment, seeking specifically elements which 
concurrently responded to the predicted impacts of climate change and population pressures 
on Australian settlements, and provided ‘biophilic’ benefits to residents. Hence, the literature 
review concentrated in general on external biophilic elements (i.e. outside the building shell), 
and those that incorporate vegetation and substrate (i.e. for example as distinct from purely 
aesthetical representations of nature, which may provide biophilic benefits but do not assist in 
the response to climate change or population pressures). The literature review considered 
Australian and international experience, identifying in particular case studies that described 
and/or quantified the costs and benefits of urban biophilic elements, and those which provided 
insights into the social, economic and political factors that both enabled and disabled the 
application of biophilic urbanism. The aim of this literature review was to unpack the concept 
of biophilic urbanism to provide decision makers with a functional framework that, along 
with the further development of an economic argument and policy pathway for the Australian 
context, facilitate the application of biophilic urbanism in Australian cities. 
 
A series of workshops was then undertaken in June (Perth, 14 participants) and September 
(Brisbane, 11 participants) 2011 to inquire into: 1) the level of understanding of ‘biophilic 
urbanism’; 2) enablers and disablers to biophilic urbanism in Australia; 3) potential pathways 
to increasing biophilic urbanism in Australian cities; and 4) key components of an effective 
economic argument for biophilic urbanism. The workshops were held as part of the SBEnrc 
by a joint research team from Curtin University and Queensland University of 
Technology. Workshop participants included key industry, government and academic 
representatives responsible for decisions relating to biophilic urbanism and/or engaged in 
urban planning, green building, and urban biodiversity.  
 
The workshops used the ‘Collective Social Learning’ process, created by Emeritus Professor 
Valerie Brown (Brown & Harris, 2012). This steps participants through a process of first 
considering their vision for an ideal biophilic city (what should be); followed by an inquiry 
into the current situation and what is enabling and disabling progression to the ideal biophilic 
city (what is). Participants are then asked to consider how those enablers and disablers could 
be addressed (what could be); before making a personal commitment to an action that they 
will take in the immediate future to help create biophilic urbanism in Australia. Participants 
also collectively explored key components of an effective economic argument, and how to 
value externalities and non-quantitative benefits. The workshops involved both brainstorming 
within small groups, and discussing findings as a whole group. This ensured a diversity of 
responses was received while enabling key points to emerge from the groups as a collective.  
 
The workshop data was analysed using a subjective, qualitative approach that began during 
the workshop itself with participants asked to prioritise and group enablers and disablers, and 
key measures to be taken to respectively enhance enablers and overcome disablers to biophilic 
urbanism. The research team further distilled key language, themes and ideas from the 
workshops, based on both notes taken by the research team during the workshops and from 
the written data provided by workshop participants. 
 
The results of the literature review, combined with the findings of a survey pilot study and 
two workshops undertaken in Perth and Brisbane, were used to inform an emerging 
framework for considering biophilic design opportunities. The following stage of this research 
initiative, funded through the SBEnrc as part of the Greening the Built Environment Research 
Program is to use expert peer review and further case study exploration to inform the 
framework and the elements of biophilic urbanism. 
  
3 RESULTS  
 
Summary of literature review 
In considering the overlap between the benefits derived from biophilic urbanism, and the 
threats posed to Australian cities by climate change and population pressure, the review of 
available literature found significant synergies. Although evidence of a truly ‘biophilic city’ 
was not found, there is a wealth of experience from around the world of the use of biophilic 
elements to address urban issues including: improving water cycle management and 
mitigating the effects of increased precipitation (e.g. Holman-Dodds, et al, 2003; Mentens et 
al, 2006; Loh, 2008); mitigating rising urban temperatures, and the urban heat island effect; 
mitigating urban energy demand (base and peak) (e.g. Akbari, 2002); mitigating threats to 
biodiversity (e.g. Benedict & McMahon, 2002); reducing GHG emissions and sequestering 
carbon (e.g. Nowak, 1993; Jo & McPherson, 1995; Pouyat, et al, 2006); encouraging active 
transport (e.g. Dixon & Wolf, 2007); and enhancing urban food security (e.g. Deelstra & 
Girardet, 1999).  
 
These benefits of biophilic elements address many of the key threats to Australian settlements 
from climate change and population pressures. Additional benefits were found for the impact 
of biophilic urbanism on urban residents, including for example enhanced recovery from 
illness (e.g. Ulrich, 1984); reduced neuropsychological, mucous membrane and skin 
symptoms in office workers (e.g. Fjeld et al 1998); increased productivity and reduced stress 
(e.g. Lohr et al 1996); and reduced stress and enhanced performance (e.g. Hartig et al, 2003). 
It is beyond the scope of this paper to provide a detailed summary of these findings here, 
other than to note that the research covers a breadth of biophilic elements, and evidences an 
emergent interest in the application of biophilic urbanism (frequently termed green 
infrastructure, urban nature or discussed by biophilic element, such as those listed below in 
Table 4). The body of research stems largely from Europe and North America, however 
limited data was found for the Australian context or climate. 
 
Summary of Workshop findings  
A detailed account of the workshop findings is presented in the SBEnrc Project 1.5 
Harnessing the Potential of Biophilic Urbanism in Australian Cities, Stakeholder 
Engagement Report. In summary, participants from all three workshops noted the need for 
local evidence for biophilic urbanism, as the research in this field is currently focused on 
North America and Europe, where the vegetation, climate and urban development patterns 
differ from those in Australia. Considering an economic argument for biophilic urbanism, the 
workshop findings strongly suggest that a successful economic argument will be critical to 
stimulate an increase in the implementation of biophilic urbanism in Australian cities. 
Workshop participants identified a clear need for metrics and indicators to measure the costs 
and benefits of biophilic urbanism. Furthermore, the workshop participants in all three 
locations identified many innate benefits that are difficult to quantify, but which provide 
further evidence and a broader picture of the impacts, interactions and benefits of biophilic 
urbanism. 
 
With regard to challenges and opportunities, the workshop findings revealed that these are 
frequently paired, such that a disabler (such as policies and planning frameworks) can also be 
an enabler (or become an enabler), depending on the context and content. The following two 
tables summarise the wide range of enablers (Table 1) and disablers (Table 2) that workshop 
participants identified may assist in increasing biophilic urbanism in Australian cities. 
 
Table 1. Factors that enable greening of urban environments 
Factor Description 
Policy Supportive and adaptive policies and building/design standards that encourage and enable 
beyond compliance performance to drive innovation. 
Government Leadership in various levels of government and planning and a willingness to trial and/or 
introduce supportive policy measures. Creative leadership responsive to community 
expectations rather than political cycles and traditional economics. 
Social 
pressures 
Existing social capital, including community groups, community gardens and community 
appreciation of and pressure for biophilic urbanism. Availability of community leaders and 
change agents to assist in educating their community, establishing norms and supporting 
political processes. Existing appreciation of the benefits of nature. 
Private Sector The private sector can provide funding, leadership and ‘biophilic entrepreneurship’ to 
drive the development of biophilic urbanism demonstration sites and general use within 
cities. This is further enabled through effective policies and incentives, and new economic 
models and valuation methods.   
Demonstration A growing number of demonstration sites showcasing the multiple benefits of biophilic 
urbanism and driving new norms in urban design. 
Economics Interest in new valuation techniques and metrics to enable the inclusion of traditional 
externalities in financial evaluations of building and urban design with biophilic urbanism, 
which in turn may enable access to finance for biophilic elements. 
 
Table 2. Factors that disable greening of urban environments 
Factor Description 
Lack of proof 
and 
quantification 
Limited local research, information and economic data on biophilic elements prevents 
decision makers from making informed and justifiable decisions. Biophilic elements are 
vulnerable to financial pressures due if the full economic and social value isn’t 
demonstrable. 
Existing policy 
and planning 
frameworks 
A “silo effect” does not allow governments to look holistically at a concept, and 
exacerbates split incentives. A lack of mandatory requirements makes biophilic urbanism a 
‘beyond compliance’ addition to building and planning. Existing regulations and planning 
requirements generally don’t seem to support the inclusion of biophilic urbanism elements. 
Cultural and 
social inertia  
Cultural disconnection from the natural environment leads to ignorance of the benefits of 
experiences of nature and a lack of support for policies to increase urban nature.  
Split incentives Benefits and costs of biophilic urbanism are unequally borne by various government 
departments and between stakeholders (i.e. private organisations, government and society) 
such that the costs may be paid by a department, organisation or individual that doesn’t 
recoup the full benefits. 
Traditional 
economics 
Traditional economic models that do not value externalities disempower decision makers 
from including biophilic elements in urban and building design. 
 
Summary of case study findings 
A review of cities around the world that have facilitated an increase in biophilic urbanism 
highlight the myriad ways that nature can be woven into the fabric of the built environment, 
as well as pathways to overcome many of the disablers uncovered in the workshop series, and 
capitalize on the enablers. The following table highlights the emergent classification of 
elements that was observed through the case study analysis, grouped by three geographic 
areas. 
 
Table 3. Case studies of greening of urban environments 
Initiative & Location Biophilic Element 
America/ Canada/ South America 
Backyard Commons, USA (National) Green island, Green corridors 
Millennium Park, Chicago, USA Green Roof 
Green Alleys Program, Chicago, USA Green streets 
The High Line Park, New York City, USA Green corridors 
Green Streets, Portland, USA Green streets 
Street Edge Alternatives, Seattle, USA Green streets 
Green Roofs Bylaw, Toronto, Canada Green Roofs 
Urban Forest, Toronto, Canada Green island 
Green Links Project, Vancouver, Canada Green corridors 
Reduced Road Infrastructure, Curitiba, Brazil Green corridors 
United Kingdom/ Europe 
Urban Green Space Access, United Kingdom (National) Green island 
Green Roof Legislation, Copenhagen, Denmark Green Roofs 
Vauban Ecological Traffic and Mobility Concept, Freiburg, Germany Green corridors 
BAF System, Berlin, Germany Green island 
Minimum Green Space Requirements, Malmo, Sweden Green island 
Asia-Pacific 
Urban Forest Biodiversity Program, Adelaide, Australia Green island, Biodiversity  
Core Biodiversity Network and city greening projects, Brisbane, Australia Green island, Green corridors 
Collingwood Childrens’ Farm, Melbourne Australia Green island 
City in a Garden, Singapore Green island, roofs, corridors 
Day-lighting an Urban River, Seoul, Korea Waterways 
 
 
4 DISCUSSION 
 
Emerging Elements of Biophilic Urbanism  
A comprehensive review of how cities around the world have integrated nature into the fabric 
of the built environment has been distilled into an emerging taxonomy of biophilic elements, 
as presented in Table 4. The taxonomy, which is by no means exhaustive or definitive, can 
guide decision makers towards a consideration of the diversity of ways, and scales, in which 
biophilic urbanism can be created and enhanced. 
 
The elements have been categorized by the scale at which they are applied, being either 
building, neighbourhood or city, building on findings of the literature review that the benefits 
of biophilic urbanism are maximised when applied in a diversity of forms and scales. 
 
Table 4. Emergent Elements of Biophilic Urbanism 
Scale Element Incorporated terms and applications 
Building 
Green indoor environments Pot plants, Indoor living walls 
Green roofs Shading roof spaces, vegetated walls 
Green walls Vertical green space, vegetated walls, shaded walls, shade trees 
Green outdoor environments Private green space, backyard, lawns, vegetated balconies 
Neighbourhood 
Green streets Street trees, shade trees, green verges, green roads, green alleys, green footpaths 
Green Islands Urban forest, nature reserves, parks, backyard commons, community gardens, zoo, sporting fields 
City 
Green Corridors Connecting green space, biodiversity corridors, backyard commons 
Waterways Day-lighted streams, rivers, coastal areas, wetlands, ponds 
 
 
5 CONCLUSIONS 
The findings presented in this paper provide the basis for a whole system perspective on the 
application of biophilic urbanism in Australian cities. Biophilic urbanism, as for the broader 
concept of sustainability, engenders the consideration of new methods of economic valuation, 
as well as policy development and application and decision-making. As highlighted through 
the stakeholder workshops, enabling the application of biophilic urbanism requires taking into 
account benefits which currently are not quantifiable, and involves an ongoing collaboration 
between a broader group of stakeholders and decision-makers than for many traditional urban 
planning and design processes, potentially including private entities, various government 
departments, community groups and educational facilities.  
 
In many of the reviewed case studies, the introduction of biophilic elements has seen the 
emergence of non-linear outcomes, such as urban renewal and economic stimulation, 
enhanced community engagement and involvement, increased social, psychological and 
physical health, reduced overall and peak energy demand, and repaired ecosystems leading to 
restored ecosystem services (flood mitigation and water cycle management, urban heat island 
mitigation, air quality improvement, habitat provision, carbon sequestration and food 
provision). In most cases, the biophilic element was introduced for one specific purpose, with 
other benefits received as a ‘bonus’.  
 
Further, the literature review and investigation of case studies showed the variety of biophilic 
elements that can be incorporated into an urban environment, and of greater consequence that 
these can be retrofitted into the existing urban fabric and do not need to reduce urban densities 
or compromise the provision of infrastructure or services. Indeed, the innovative inclusion of 
nature onto roofs and walls, inside buildings and along existing corridors such as roads and 
rivers can reduce the strain on urban systems, such as energy provision, water cycle 
management, food production, and transportation.  
 
There are hence a number of implications of the findings to date, including a body of local, 
state, and federal government precedents to underpin the development of a policy pathway to 
encourage biophilic urbanism in Australia. The research has identified clear opportunities in 
both how biophilic urbanism can be applied (i.e. a broad range of biophilic elements) as well 
as a synergy of benefits emerging from such biophilic elements. Further, the research has 
highlighted emerging common barriers that can be addressed through strategic policy and 
incentives, and enhanced collaboration between stakeholders including building designers, 
urban planners, residents and governments. With these findings in mind, the research team, 
within the SBEnrc, will consider how to unpack the learnings from these case studies to 
address the identified enablers and disablers to biophilic urbanism in Australia, including the 
development of an economic argument for the Australian context and a policy pathway for 
decision makers to encourage and enable biophilic urbanism.   
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Abstract:  
Urban design that harnesses natural features (such as green roofs and green walls) to improve 
design outcomes is gaining significant interest, particularly as there is growing evidence of links 
between human health and wellbeing, and contact with nature. The use of such natural features can 
provide many significant benefits, such as reduced urban heat island effects, reduced peak energy 
demand for building cooling, enhanced stormwater attenuation and management, and reduced air 
pollution and greenhouse gas emissions. The principle of harnessing natural features as functional 
design elements, particularly in buildings, is becoming known as ‘biophilic urbanism’. Given the 
potential for global application and benefits for cities from biophilic urbanism, and the growing 
number of successful examples of this, it is timely to develop enabling policies that help overcome 
current barriers to implementation. This paper describes a basis for inquiry into policy 
considerations related to increasing the application of biophilic urbanism that captures and 
integrates knowledge from lived experience around the world. The paper draws on research 
undertaken as part of the Sustainable Built Environment National Research Centre (SBEnrc) in 
Australia. The paper discusses the emergence of a qualitative, mixed-method approach that 
captures lived experiences and extends beyond the literature and documented journeys of 
international cities that have encouraged biophilic urbanism. Stakeholder workshops provide 
context and scope to research to ensure it is targeted, and a meta-narrative is developed to extract 
key learnings of relevance.  
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Introduction 
Globally, a convergence of complex and rapidly evolving challenges is likely to 
force significant shifts in the design and function of cities, including climate 
change, resource shortages, population growth and urbanization, and financial 
pressures. The scale of change needed to respond to such challenges, and the 
timeframe available in which to make such change, is unprecedented [1,2]. With 
increasingly globalized knowledge transfers, there is also an unprecedented 
opportunity to learn from international experience to adopt demonstrated 
approaches to addressing these challenges. For example, the High Line park in 
New York was inspired by the Promenade Plantée in Paris, and is now inspiring 
similar developments in St Louis, Philadelphia, Jersey City, Rotterdam and 
Sydney [3,4]. New York is considering Sydney’s waste management strategy, 
which was itself based on London’s approach [5].  
However this process of learning by example has inherent problems, as the 
Oxford Programme for the Future of Cities notes [5],  
“We are now confronted with overwhelming amounts of information about 
urban life. Ideas and innovations are continually assembled, mobilized and 
translated within and across cities by means of different networks and 
gatekeepers ... Yet, these processes of learning and knowledge transfer are 
continuously confronted by the dissociation of mundane and scholarly, policy 
and technical, lay and scientific.”  
With these challenges in mind, The Oxford Programme raised two key questions 
for researchers that are relevant to the focus of this paper: 
− “How can we prompt methodological advancements that overcome these 
dichotomies, trace different urban discourses, and promote fruitful learning in 
and among cities?  
− How can these knowledge networks better respond to the governance and 
socio-economic challenges we see emerging in cities today?” [5] 
Within this context, this paper presents a basis for a targeted inquiry into policy 
considerations to increase the application of biophilic urbanism, based on a 
method developed and refined through a project undertaken with funding from the 
SBEnrc in Australia. The research team proposed a method combining 
stakeholder workshops to provide scope and direction, literature review to provide 
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a foundation of base knowledge, an interview series to provide context and 
capture lived experiences, and the development of a meta-narrative to identify 
emergent themes and learnings. From this, a practical evidence-base could 
provide a robust foundation for visioning; gaining public, political and industry 
support; risk assessment and mitigation; development of specifications and 
guidelines; and capacity building.  
This paper provides context for such an inquiry, highlighting that the challenges 
facing society today require holistic solutions that address the underlying system 
failures that have led to this point. The background to the existing investigation is 
discussed, providing insights into the authors’ experience of what is possible 
when working within the global context of urgent and challenging times. The 
emergent basis for inquiring into policy considerations is then presented, along 
with the lessons learnt through this work. 
Complex problems and synergistic solutions 
Cities are facing critical decisions over how to enhance, replace and repair 
infrastructure in the face of emerging and serious challenges to provide essential 
services and ensure urban environments are liveable and functional [6]. Biophilic 
urbanism is an emerging design principle capable of considering the multi-
dimensional and interdependent complexities of urban systems and infrastructure, 
including stormwater management, electricity demand, urban heat island 
mitigation, air pollution, food production, biodiversity preservation, congestion 
management, and place making (see [7]). Through the use of natural design 
features, biophilic urbanism can meet society’s inherent need for contact with 
nature, and assist efforts to respond to these mounting pressures. The principle 
directs the creation of urban environments that are conducive to life, and that 
deliver benefits to a range of stakeholders including governments, developers, 
building owners, occupiers and the surrounding community [7].  
A growing number of cities around the world are developing and implementing 
mechanisms to encourage and require the use of biophilic elements, although as 
yet these remain generally ad hoc and largely disconnected [8]. However, by 
learning from these emerging experiences, knowledge can be developed to 
potentially fast-track implementation of similar policies elsewhere within the 
necessary timeframes to adapt and build resilience to the rising urban challenges. 
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Creating a basis for inquiry 
As part of the SBEnrc project, the research team undertook rigorous, iterative 
consultation with key stakeholders in Australian government, industry and 
academia, and identified the following clear needs for the research to provide [7]: 
- An understanding of how biophilic urbanism can be practically applied;  
- Key considerations in design and application and how to mitigate risks;  
- Expected performance, and how to value and compare this performance to 
conventional approaches to urban design; and  
- How to optimize the process of developing and implementing policies to 
enable biophilic urbanism so these are effective, timely and well accepted.  
It was concluded from this stakeholder engagement that a pragmatic and novel 
approach was needed to gain a deeper understanding of the emerging experience 
and knowledge with biophilic urbanism, including insights into the processes of 
gaining public, industry and government support for biophilic urbanism, 
experiences in policy development and implementation including risk mitigation, 
addressing challenges, and what was learnt from aspects that worked well and 
those which didn’t. It was clear that a method to gain such knowledge must 
extend beyond commonly available information in the literature and the internet.  
In the recent UN Habitat Urban Patterns for a Green Economy: Working with 
Nature publication, this need was confirmed from a global perspective, noting 
that, “Increasingly, city managers wish to learn by example. Rather than more 
theory and principles, they want to know what has worked, what has not, and 
which lessons are transferrable to their own contexts. There is much information 
available, but little time.” [9] As this quote highlights, information is not always 
useful, nor does it always represent the reality of the situation but rather the 
interpretation of the party presenting the information. Reports and reviews of 
case-study cities typically focus on outcomes rather than processes, reporting for 
example the number of trees planted, square footage of green roofs developed, or 
the size of the budget allocated [10]. This is of little value to cities elsewhere 
seeking to understand how to overcome challenges and barriers to achieve similar 
outcomes, how to reduce the political and financial risks and leverage 
opportunities, and what policies and programs are most appropriate for their 
circumstances. Furthermore, cities tend to discuss their successes and not aspects 
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that haven’t worked, such that those seeking to use such cities as a model cannot 
learn from these mistakes through literature alone. 
Hence, the project team developed the following method, informed by previous 
work as part of the Townsville Solar City Program, in collaboration with 
Townsville City Council and Ergon Energy to create an innovative electricity 
demand reduction program, that included the study of international case studies of 
similar programs and interviews with program proponents [11]. The research used 
a grounded research approach, based on the best existing knowledge and practice 
in the field, and which continues to evolve as knowledge and experience grow. As 
shown in Figure 1 and outlined below, four key phases provide a basis for 
developing targeted knowledge. 
 
Figure 1: Method for inquiry into policy considerations to increase the use of biophilic urbanism 
The method shown is designed as a series of layers of inquiry that provide an 
ever-deepening understanding of the complexity of the relationships between the 
challenges, the wide ranging benefits provided by biophilic urbanism, and the 
political, social and economic systems that interplay with each. The method is 
reflective, considering the broad field and the current state of knowledge and 
practice, and drawing on the personal experiences and reflections of interviewees, 
to provide new and important perspectives and insights into the journey towards 
biophilic urbanism of the city in which they worked. Each of the method phases is 
outlined in greater detail below. 
Phase 1: Develop a foundation of understanding 
In this phase, the critical literature and knowledge are gathered, as well as details 
of leaders in the field. This is not just about the ‘what’ and the ‘why’, but also the 
“What&the&field&says&–&
emergence&of&the&
enquiry”&
“What&the&field&says&–&
locally&relevant&
challenges&and&
opportuni;es“&
“What&the&case&study&
key&contacts&reflect&–&
their&lived&experience”&&
“What&can&be&
confidently&applied&to&
this&policy&inquiry”&
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‘who’. It is essential to map the existing knowledge and practice in the field. This 
establishes the ‘what’s so’ of available tools, technologies, policies and systems, 
and a vision of ‘what’s possible’ by learning from the experiences of others 
elsewhere. This is not to suggest that other cities or initiatives are more 
‘advanced’ or sustainable. Rather, as the challenges faced around the world vary, 
as do the opportunities, there may be an emergence of unique knowledge and 
practice that can inform strategies for cities elsewhere to respond to new or 
similar challenges imposed by rapidly changing conditions in the world today. 
In the case of the SBEnrc project, this entailed investigating how nature could be 
integrated as design features into the built environment at various levels, what 
benefits this provided, and what challenges this presented. Existing case studies, 
city reports, historical data, industry reports and academic research were 
reviewed. This provided a detailed mosaic of ‘biophilic elements’ (specific 
applications of biophilic urbanism), along with a range of benefits specific to each 
element and those common to all elements. [8]. 
Phase 2: Identify specific challenges and opportunities 
Knowledge of the availability of alternative options is rarely sufficient to cause 
their actual use. More commonly, an array of challenges prevents their integration 
into mainstream practice. Uncovering specific challenges and potential 
opportunities requires considering the perspective of multiple stakeholders, 
including government representatives, industry practitioners, academics, and 
citizens or citizen groups. The Collective Social Learning (CSL) methodology 
developed by Emeritus Professor Valerie Brown for addressing ‘wicked’1 
problems in society [12] is proposed as a structure for uncovering perspectives 
and insights from each stakeholder group, to uncover challenges to be addressed, 
and key strategies and opportunities to enable this to occur.  
The CSL methodology steps workshop participants through four questions, 
requiring them to consider alternative perspectives of the problem at hand. These 
steps are described here, as used in stakeholder workshops for the SBEnrc project: 
                                                
1 A"‘wicked"problem’"has"been"variously"defined"by"many"authors"since"being"comprehensively"described"by"University"of"
California"Berkeley"scholars,"Rittel"and"Webber"in"1973,"and"can"be"summarized"as"a"class"of"problems,"which"are"poorly"
defined;"where"the"information"is"confusing;"where"there"are"many"stakeholders"with"conflicting"values;"and"where"
changes"to"one"aspect"of"the"system"can"lead"to"unexpected"and"nonHlinear"change"to"other"parts"of"the"system."There"is"
no"clear"solution"to"such"problems,"they"have"interHdependencies"and"often"multiHcausalities"and"are"socially"complex."
[14] 
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1. What should be? Participants share ideals through a visioning exercise of what 
an ideal biophilic city would look like, uninhibited by existing barriers. 
2. What is? Participants establish the facts of the current situation, considering 
the enablers and disablers to biophilic urbanism in Australia. 
3. What could be? Participants discuss strategies and considerations for bridging 
the gap between ‘what should be’, and ‘what is’ – in this case, strategies and 
opportunities for biophilic urbanism, including potential components of an 
economic framework to value the benefits provided.  
4. What can be? This stage inspires collaborative action from participants, as key 
stakeholders in the issue. Participants in the workshop developed commitment 
statements to take actions to further the biophilic urbanism in Australia. 
Phase 3: Capture existing knowledge 
Information readily available about initiatives taken by cities to encourage 
biophilic urbanism is typically focused on outcomes rather than processes of 
developing such initiatives, providing little insight to those seeking to learn from 
these experiences. Further, the challenges and misguided attempts that may have 
occurred as part of developing the policies and programs are not frequently 
publicized, yet are vital learnings. Finally, many such initiatives are ad hoc rather 
than systemic and intentional, and stem from contextual circumstances that may 
not exist elsewhere. This context must be understood as background to a case 
study and learnings taken from it. 
Thus, identifying and gathering critical information must actively engage key 
actors who can reflect on the processes, challenges, and systems that influenced 
the outcomes. This critical information includes ‘what’ (policies, programs and 
outcomes), ‘who’ (key actors), ‘how’ (processes for overcoming barriers, 
enhancing opportunities, gathering support, and developing and implementing 
policies and programs), and ‘why’ (key drivers and contributing circumstances).  
Multiple case studies are hence developed using a mixed-methods approach 
involving desktop review and semi-structured interviews that seek to answer a set 
of key questions that provide insights into the processes of developing initiatives, 
that would inform efforts elsewhere. Key questions include: 
- What were the principle drivers for the initiatives, and what contextual factors 
enabled these initiatives to emerge? 
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- Were there challenges or barriers to these initiatives, and how were these 
overcome?  
- What opportunities or benefits catalysed these initiatives? 
- What policy tools, planning frameworks or legislative measures have been 
used to underpin the application of biophilic urbanism?  
- To what extent was an economic argument used to support or justify the 
development of these policies and programs? and 
- Have there been any unexpected benefits, or consequences?  
Interviews are often with policy makers, program leaders, industry 
representatives, and academics that developed and/or reviewed initiatives.  
Phase 4. Develop a Meta-Narrative  
Case studies can provide significant insights. However these occur within a 
specific set of contextual circumstances, defined by factors including climate, 
population and socio-economic descriptors, governance structures, history, 
environment, culture, and individuals. Attempting to replicate the processes that 
have been successful elsewhere is unlikely to produce the same outcomes without 
contextualisation. It can be valuable to develop a meta-narrative to consider 
emergent patterns, gaps, and themes across multiple case studies. This can provide 
an indication of the developing maturity of the field, what new knowledge is 
needed; identifies patterns in language and practice; and synthesizes common 
factors and considerations that have contributed to the success or failure of 
initiatives around the world, under certain circumstances. Links between key 
challenges faced in various case studies, and the mechanisms used for overcoming 
these can be identified, and the potential for this understanding to inform efforts 
elsewhere can be discussed. The process of developing this meta-narrative is 
qualitative, with the researcher reflecting on the previous three phases of 
investigation. In the SBEnrc project, the findings from the case studies were 
viewed from the perspective of application to the Australian context, as described 
by the stakeholders, to determine what findings are of particular relevance. The 
process is subjective and reliant on the researcher to observe emerging themes, 
complex relationships and relevant patterns. 
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Conclusions 
Implications for policy development 
The emergent method described in this paper provides a basis for a rigorous, 
efficient and transparent process for investigating and learning from lived 
experiences around the world. It addresses common issues associated with 
learning by example, including a need for information on processes, not just 
outcomes; to investigate failures as well as successes; and to tailor research to 
give insights into overcoming specific and localised challenges. It requires the 
researcher to seek to identify emergent patterns, themes and gaps in global 
knowledge and practice that can inform policy development and application. 
Given the scale of the challenges faced and the urgency of addressing these within 
the coming decades, this method provides a significant opportunity for decision 
makers to reduce risks and shorten timeframes for developing and implementing 
policies and programs. Furthermore it connects researchers, practitioners and 
advocates in the field, allowing for ongoing collaboration and collective learning 
to further enhance the speed and depth of the cycle of learning and practice.  
Beyond biophilic urbanism - implications for other challenges 
This method has been applied to the context of enabling biophilic urbanism in 
Australian cities, however there is an opportunity to apply this methodology to 
addressing similar policy challenges in other rapidly emergent fields, such as 
structural adjustment for reduced greenhouse gas emissions, responding to peak-
oil and other resource shortages, and climate change adaptation. These challenges 
are similarly complex, or ‘wicked’, and require policy development to occur 
within more contracted timeframes than has historically been possible.  
Using the presented method to address these challenges may produce the 
possibility of enhanced global cooperation to find and apply innovative solutions, 
and change expectations around the timeframes, and scale, of change that is 
possible. Whilst the method is intended to be flexible and to be adapted to the 
circumstances of each unique challenge it is used to address, it is anticipated that 
having a broad framework will provide guidance for a tested pathway to learning 
from lived experience around the world.  
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enhance the performance of constructed assets 
Biophilic Urbanism: Harnessing natural elements to enhance the 
environmental and social performance of constructed assets  
Creating climate resilient, low-carbon urban environments and assets is a policy goal of 
many governments and city planners today, and an important issue for constructed asset 
owners. Stakeholders and decision makers in urban environments are also responding to 
growing evidence that cities need to increase their densities to reduce their footprint in the 
face of growing urban populations. Meanwhile, research is highlighting the importance of 
balancing such density with urban nature, to provide a range of health and wellbeing benefits 
to residents as well as to mitigate the environmental and economic impacts of heavily built 
up, impervious urban areas. Concurrently achieving this suite of objectives requires the 
coordination and cooperation of multiple stakeholder groups, with urban development and 
investment increasingly involving many private and public actors. Strategies are needed that 
can provide ‘win-win’ outcomes to benefit these multiple stakeholders, and provide 
immediate benefits while also addressing the emerging challenges of climate change, 
resource shortages and urban population growth. 
Within this context, ‘biophilic urbanism’ is emerging as an important design principle for 
buildings and urban areas. Through the use of a suite of natural design elements, biophilic 
urbanism has the potential to address multiple pressures related to climate change, 
increasing urban populations, finite resources and human’s inherent need for contact with 
nature.  The principle directs the creation of urban environments that are conducive to life, 
delivering a range of benefits to stakeholders including building owners, occupiers and the 
surrounding community.  
This paper introduces the principle of biophilic urbanism and discusses opportunities for 
improved building occupant experience and performance of constructed assets, as well as 
addressing other sustainability objectives including climate change mitigation and 
adaptation. The paper presents an emerging process for considering biophilic design 
opportunities at different scales and highlights implications for the built environment industry. 
This process draws on findings of a study of leading cities internationally and learnings 
related to economic and policy considerations. This included literature review, two 
stakeholder workshops, and extensive industry consultation, funded by the Sustainable Built 
Environment National Research Centre through core project partners Western Australian 
Department of Finance, Parsons Brinckerhoff, Townsville City Council CitySolar Program, 
Green Roofs Australasia, and PlantUp. 
Keywords: Emerging process, sustainable urban design, biophilic urbanism 
1. Introduction 
Cities around the world are growing rapidly in size and number, as they provide 
unprecedented economic and social opportunities. The importance of both the scale and 
density of cities in creating these opportunities is now well understood (Glaeser, 2011; 
Newman and Kenworthy, 1999). However, in achieving such scale and density, urban areas 
are becoming increasingly abstracted from nature, and urban residents are more 
disengaged from the natural world than potentially at any other period in human history. 
Within this context, the last two decades in particular has seen an emergence of research 
into how experiences of nature affect human health and wellbeing. A growing body of 
evidence suggests that humans have a psychological, physiological and emotional need for 
regular experiences with nature, manifested in a range of neurological and physical 
responses (Kellert et al, 2008). This research is of interest to planners, developers and 
citizens for the potential to create more liveable, economically viable and functional urban 
environments (Reeve et al, 2011). There is also increasing evidence of a range of direct and 
indirect benefits from using nature as a design principle, addressing pressures related 
to climate change, increasing urban populations, and finite resources (SBEnrc, 2012). 
Consequently, the principle of ‘biophilic urbanism’ is appearing in the design and retrofit of 
buildings and cities around the world. The term has been recently defined as an 
emerging design principle for buildings and urban areas, featuring a suite of natural design 
elements that address multiple pressures related to climate change, increasing urban 
populations, finite resources and our inherent need for contact with nature.  The principle 
directs the creation of urban environments that are conducive to life, delivering a range of 
benefits to stakeholders including building owners, occupiers and the surrounding 
community (SBEnrc, 2012). 
Research undertaken as part of the Sustainable Built Environment National Research 
Centre’s (SBEnrc) ‘Greening the Built Environment Research Program’ (2011-2012) 
investigated biophilic urbanism, and how to enable its broader application in Australia. The 
research was informed by industry and government stakeholders, as well as by leading 
academics and practitioners in the field. The research specifically sought to identify ways in 
which nature was being integrated into the built environment around the world, and what 
benefits this was providing. Key barriers to the use of biophilic urbanism in Australia, as well 
as strategic opportunities were identified via stakeholder workshops. This formed the basis 
of an inquiry into city-scale case studies around the world for policies, programs, and 
initiatives that support the use of biophilic urbanism, and lessons that could be learnt to 
inform efforts to overcome barriers and enhance opportunities in Australia.  
This paper outlines the findings from this research project, including an overview of the 
literature on the theory of biophilia; evidence of links between human health and wellbeing, 
and experiences of nature; and how nature is being integrated into urban environments 
around the world to provide a wide range of benefits. An emerging process for encouraging 
the application biophilic urbanism is then presented, along with key considerations for policy 
and decision makers. 
1.1 The theory of biophilia 
‘Biophilia’ is a concept that has been explored by researchers for several decades, 
beginning with the German psychoanalyst Eric Fromm in the 1960s, and popularised by 
Edward O. Wilson in 1984, in his book Biophilia. In this, Wilson suggested that humans have 
‘an urge to affiliate with other forms of life’ (Wilson, 1984, p85) that can be explained through 
evolutionary processes of survival and natural selection. Humans display positive 
psychological and physiological responses towards certain forms of nature that have 
historically been vital for human survival (Wilson, 1984; Kellert & Wilson, 1993). Researchers 
have explored these ideas since. There is general consensus that human’s material needs 
for nature, such as for food, water and shelter, have led to aligned psychological, emotional 
and spiritual needs (Beatley, 2009; Wilson, 1984; Kellert & Wilson, 1993; Lohr, 2007). 
Over the last few centuries, there have been significant shifts in the way humans live. With 
widespread urbanization, over half the world’s population lives in cities. In reaction to 
industrialism of the 19th century, cities reduced in density throughout the 20th century, often 
rationalized in terms of seeking to be closer to nature (Mumford, 1961). This ‘urban sprawl’ 
has brought a range of issues, including increased dependence on the car and a growing 
ecological footprint from sprawling cities (Newman and Kenworthy, 1999). However, this 
pattern appears to be reversing and urban densities are rising again after 100 years of 
decline (Newman and Kenworthy, 2011). Young people especially are moving back into 
cities and are choosing not to use cars; the rationale for this is now being led by the health 
profession who instead of seeing suburbia as natural and healthy, now see it as having bred 
a generation of obese and unhealthy people who have lost the ability to walk (Newman and 
Matan, 2012). In parallel to this pro-urban movement there has been a new emphasis on 
how nature can be more directly and effectively brought back into this dense, urban 
environment. This is the driving force for biophilic urbanism as it is most clearly being 
articulated and demonstrated in dense cities and central areas. 
1.2 Links between experiences with nature, human health and well-being  
Recent research has shown that urban nature (biophilic urbanism) provides multiple 
benefits, including reduced crime, increased psychological wellbeing, reduced stress, 
depression and anxiety, enhanced productivity, enhanced healing from illness, increased 
immunity, increased attention recovery and cognitive abilities, and developmental benefits to 
children (see Reeve et al, 2011). As Timothy Beatley highlights, even small doses of nature, 
such as a window view of trees and parkland, pot plants in buildings, a short walk in a park, 
or rooftop gardens can produce benefits (Beatley, 2009). This is an important finding, as 
injecting nature into an existing built environment will require taking advantage of 
opportunities to vegetate smaller space, while always seeking ways in which to provide 
‘more intense and protracted exposure to nature’ where possible (Beatley, 2009, p212).  
In addition to these health and wellbeing benefits, biophilic urbanism is also being shown to 
address many significant challenges in urban environments, including climate change, 
resource shortages, population growth and global financial crises. Biophilic urbanism has 
been shown to: provide reduce energy demand for heating and cooling; manage stormwater 
runoff; improve air quality; reduce congestion by encouraging walking and cycling; increase 
property values and stimulate the economic development and rejuvenation of urban areas; 
sequester carbon and reduce carbon emissions; enable urban food production and enhance 
food security; and increase urban biodiversity (Reeve et al, 2011).  
Ideally, biophilic urbanism can be considered on multiple scales: at the building, 
neighbourhood and city level, with natural design features, or ‘biophilic elements’ integrated 
into the urban environment across all three. Table 1 outlines some of the key biophilic 
elements commonly used today in cities at various scales, and highlights the principle 
benefits provided by each. Urban environments and constructed assets at each of these 
scales are designed, developed and owned by a range of public and private stakeholders, 
increasingly in partnerships with each other. These stakeholders often have different, if not 
divergent, motivations and considerations in their investment decisions. As may be evident 
upon closer inspection, many of the benefits listed in Table 1 may not flow directly to the 
stakeholder responsible for investment decisions related to introducing a biophilic element 
into a built environment assets. Further, many of the benefits are accrued over long time 
periods, or would need widespread application of biophilic urbanism to be realised. These 
issues highlight some of the complexity involved in the application of biophilic urbanism. 
Table 1: Overview of biophilic elements, across scales of application  
Element Forms Specific Benefits Common Benefits 
B
ui
ld
in
g 
Indoor 
Plants 
! Pot plants in buildings ! Indoor living walls, including pots within 
a frame (also see Green Walls) ! Indoor planted vegetation, such as 
atriums and large planted installations 
! Reduces illness ! Increases 
productivity ! Improves air quality 
Revitalises urban 
environments 
 
Reduces urban heat 
island effect  
 
Improves air quality 
 
Improves microclimate 
 
Sequesters carbon/ 
reduces 
greenhouse gas 
emissions  
 
Increases biodiversity 
 
Improves water cycle 
management 
 
Provides amenity 
 
Enhances well-being/ 
reduces stress 
 
Green 
Roofs 
! ‘Intensive’: Soil deeper than 200mm 
and vegetation up to the size of trees ! ‘Extensive’: Soil up to 200mm with 
ground cover vegetation 
! Improves building 
energy efficiency ! Water management ! Space efficiency ! Food production ! Sound insulation ! Increases roof/wall 
lifespan ! Vertical urban 
farming 
Green 
Walls 
! Internal and external green walls ! Include: vegetation directly attached to 
infrastructure (such as ivy), panel 
systems with substrate (such as 
preplanted panels with soil), and 
container or trellis systems. 
N
ei
gh
bo
ur
ho
od
 
Green 
Verges 
! Street trees and canopies  ! Shade planting for buildings  ! Green streets and alleys that create 
cool pervious greenways ! Rain gardens and bio-swales integrated 
into stormwater management plan and 
consisting of pervious channels ! Green permeable sidewalks 
! Encourages 
walking, and cycling ! Reduces building 
cooling/ heating 
energy use ! Water management ! Food production 
Green 
Islands 
! Urban parks and gardens placed close 
to transportation routes ! Community farms close to homes ! Residential backyards  ! Lawns and gardens (public and private) 
! Encourages walking 
and cycling ! Food production ! Increases 
community 
cohesion 
C
ity
 
Green 
Corridors 
! Green corridors (biodiversity corridors) 
reaching outside the urban area ! Highway crossings and migratory ! Links biophilic elements ! Encourages walking 
routes ! Backyard commons  ! Vegetated buffer zones along coastal 
areas 
and cycling 
 Recreation"
 
Reconnects with 
nature 
 
Revitalises cities 
 
Increases property 
value 
 
Enhances tourism 
Urban 
Farming 
! Large scale community gardens and 
urban farms ! Urban and peri-urban agriculture ! Food production ! Employment and education 
Waterways, 
and water 
sensitive 
urban 
design 
features 
! Wetlands (natural and constructed) ! Ponds and lakes  ! Rivers and streams ! Vegetated swales, drainage corridors, 
infiltration basins, etc. ! Oceans and associated coastal 
vegetation 
! Water 
management, 
treatment and 
storage ! Protects 
downstream water 
bodies 
(Reeve et al, 2012a) 
2. Emerging process for biophilic urbanism 
This emerging evidence of the potential of biophilic urbanism to address multiple pressures 
on urban systems and provide a host of benefits has not yet resulted in its mainstream, 
intentional use. Its use around the world remains ad hoc and largely disconnected. As part of 
the SBEnrc research project, two stakeholder workshops were held in the early stages of the 
project to identify current barriers and opportunities for biophilic urbanism in Australia. Key 
barriers that were found included (Reeve et al, 2012a): 
- Limited local research and data on biophilic elements, preventing decision makers 
from making informed and justifiable decisions. Biophilic elements are vulnerable to 
financial pressures if the full economic and social value isn’t demonstrable. 
- Benefits and costs of biophilic urbanism are unequally borne (split incentives) by 
various government departments and between stakeholders such that the costs may be 
paid by a department, organisation or individual that doesn’t recoup the full benefits. 
- A “silo effect” restricts holistic governance, and exacerbates split incentives. A lack of 
mandatory requirements makes biophilic urbanism a ‘beyond compliance’ addition to 
building and planning. Existing regulations and planning requirements generally 
don’t support the inclusion of biophilic urbanism elements. 
- Cultural disconnection from natural environments causes ignorance of the benefits 
of experiences of nature and a lack of support for policies to increase urban nature. 
- Traditional economic models that do not value externalities disempower decision 
makers from including biophilic elements in urban and building design. 
Several existing opportunities were also identified, many of which mirrored the barriers: 
- Some supportive and adaptive policies and building/design standards that 
encourage and enable beyond compliance performance to drive innovation.  
- Leadership in various levels of government and a willingness to trial and/or introduce 
supportive policy measures. Creative leadership responsive to community expectations 
rather than political cycles and traditional economics. 
- Existing social capital, including community groups, community gardens and 
community appreciation of and pressure for biophilic urbanism. Community leaders and 
change agents assisting in educating their community, establishing norms and 
supporting political processes.  
- The private sector can provide funding, leadership and ‘biophilic entrepreneurship’ to 
develop demonstration sites.  
- A growing number of demonstration sites showcasing the multiple benefits of biophilic 
urbanism and driving new norms in urban design. 
- Interest in new valuation techniques and metrics to value externalities in evaluations 
of biophilic urbanism, which in turn may enable access to finance. 
To enable widespread use of biophilic urbanism in Australia, strategic ways of overcoming 
these barriers and enhancing the opportunities needed to be found. A method of ‘learning by 
example’ was developed in consultation with project stakeholders (see Reeve et al, 2012b) 
involving an investigation of five global cities that are forerunners in this field. This provided 
insights into the experiences, processes and outcomes of increasing the application of 
biophilic urbanism and into addressing the barriers and opportunities identified for Australia.  
By looking across these five case studies of forerunning cities, an understanding of the 
important processes and steps leading to the application of biophilic urbanism has been 
developed. This takes into account the contextual circumstances of each city, and highlights 
important precedent factors that influence a city’s ability to introduce policies and other 
initiatives to encourage biophilic urbanism.  
The findings from this investigation have been distilled into the emerging process shown in 
Figure 1, with further detail given below. The process is not presented as an endpoint. It is 
part of an ongoing evolution of understanding and experience of how to encourage and 
enable biophilic urbanism. As the historical, cultural, political, economic, geographic, 
demographic (among other) factors differ between each city, no one process or pathway is 
likely to be appropriate for all cities. This process has been developed with reflection of the 
barriers and opportunities that were found to exist in Australian cities (however again, these 
will differ between each individual city in Australia), and the learnings from the case-study 
cities relevant to these.  
Figure 1: Emerging process for enabling the application of biophilic urbanism 
1. Identify the key challenge(s) and driver(s): Identify key challenges faced by the city 
that can be addressed by biophilic urbanism, especially where there is an existing 
conversation in government and public domains about the need to address this. There is 
a long ‘menu’ of benefits provided by biophilic urbanism, however it can be more 
effective to focus discussions of biophilic urbanism on areas of existing concern. This 
‘piggybacking’ reduces the need to make a case for action, may facilitate cost/benefit 
analysis and data collection where existing work is being done in this area, and ensures 
that the way in which the biophilic element is implemented throughout the city optimises 
the outcomes of particular concern to that city. While taking an issue-specific focus is 
important, a whole-system perspective is also necessary when comparing the costs of 
biophilic elements to conventional systems. 
Common drivers to date have included stormwater management, to increase urban 
amenity, economic revitalization of derelict urban areas, enhanced international 
competitiveness, countering the loss of biodiversity and ecosystem services, and to a 
lesser extent, mitigating the urban heat island effect.  
2. Develop baseline data: Gather initial evidence of existing policies, programs and 
requirements, as well as environmental conditions. This will help to ensure that any 
mechanisms developed will be strategic, targeted, transparent and minimize unintended 
consequences. Data is also needed on the potential application of biophilic elements. 
For example, an inventory of all available and appropriate roof space for green roofs; a 
breakdown of land-uses throughout the city, and of government, commercial, residential 
and other property ownership. This informs the strategy development by identifying the 
scope for application of any initiatives, and the target audience. 
3. Assessing the costs and benefits: An economic argument is important to gain support 
from the community and private sector, as well as from decision makers within the 
government. From a government’s perspective, an economic argument gives some basis 
for understanding the extent to which biophilic urbanism will reduce their existing 
financial liabilities (for instance, for stormwater management), and to develop appropriate 
incentives that reflect this value. From the public, and private sector, perspective, this is 
a business case to assist in decisions of whether to include biophilic elements in their 
building developments themselves. 
It may not be possible to develop a full cost-benefit analysis due to the large number of 
externalities and unquantifiable benefits. Considering the costs and benefits that can be 
quantified, however, may indicate whether there is sufficient public good to pursue a 
strategy to encourage biophilic urbanism/elements. Such an investigation provides a 
starting point for discussions around green roofs by answering high-level questions, such 
as what are the societal benefits, what are the city-wide benefits, and what are the 
benefits to individual building owners. 
4. Demonstration: Develop demonstration and pilot initiatives to test, refine and develop 
local data for biophilic elements. Municipal buildings, and participating commercial 
buildings, can be used. Monitoring, evaluation and communication of the benefits and 
performance of elements needs to be an integral part of demonstration project 
strategies. This should lead to technical guidelines, standards and locally relevant 
evidence of best practice.  
Demonstration of biophilic elements is vital, as many of the benefits are difficult to 
quantify. It has been found that where citizens have personal experiences with biophilic 
elements, they inherently understand and value the benefits and are generally supportive 
of policies and programs to increase their application. 
5. Provide incentives: Financial incentives are generally necessary to encourage private 
property owners to integrate nature into their property, especially for more costly biophilic 
elements. Economic modeling done elsewhere suggests that biophilic elements provide 
an array of public benefits, which can typically justify such incentives. As biophilic 
urbanism becomes more mainstream, achieving economies of scale, it may be possible 
to refine eligibility for incentives to promote particular outcomes such as innovation and 
greater public benefits. 
6. Policies and programs: Policies, mandatory requirements and broad programs to 
require and encourage biophilic urbanism/elements are the final stage of this process. 
Extensive community and industry consultation has been found to reduce opposition to 
new policies and programs for biophilic urbanism. It also ensures that these are 
balanced and meet the needs of the community, and creates a sense of ownership and 
inclusion that has in some cities underpinned community and volunteer projects that 
enhances the biophilic benefits and reduces municipal costs for implementation and 
maintenance of the biophilic elements. 
Performance based policies and standards can drive innovation and improve outcomes. 
These can require more work in ensuring that a biophilic element does indeed meet the 
performance requirements, however the requirement to do so results in greater 
transparency, and by measuring and evaluating outcomes, can help communicate the 
benefits of the biophilic elements and drive continual improvement in these.  
Integration and consistency across policies that encourage or require the use of a 
biophilic element can be achieved through several mechanisms, including: high level 
policy or vision that provides a process for issue-specific policies, plans and programs; a 
senior political champion, who sets the agenda and enables inter-departmental 
cooperation; Multi-departmental advisory boards, or other instituted mechanisms for 
cross-departmental communication and collaboration; creating a position, such as a 
sustainability officer, with power to direct other departments on relevant policy and 
program areas. 
2.1.1 Additional considerations for policy development and implementation 
In addition to the process, there are a number of findings from the case study cities that 
provide important insight into the process of encouraging and enabling biophilic urbanism. 
The relative importance of these findings will differ between cities. 
Program and policy development: There were a number of consistent, important 
precedent factors common to many of the case study cities that were found to enable 
biophilic urbanism program and policy development, including: ! The role of champions and advocates: To a large degree, the efforts of an individual or 
group of individuals was of fundamental importance in catalyzing a process of 
developing demonstration projects to provide evidence and experience with the biophilic 
element, and enable techniques and technologies to be refined and adapted to the 
climate and circumstances of the city. In several cities, this included a political 
champion, who helped overcome the ‘catch-22’ of cities lacking experience or evidence 
of the performance of biophilic elements to justify their use, with this in turn preventing 
them from being able to develop demonstration sites to gain experience and evidence. 
! A visible ‘crisis’ or challenge: In most case study cities, a crisis or challenge was the 
impetus for the city to consider biophilic urbanism as an urban design principle. This 
includes combined sewer overflows and national pollutant discharge limits in the United 
States, a need to remain internationally competitive and attractive to investors 
(Singapore), or to balance increasing urban density and development requirements with 
public expectation for urban greenspace (Berlin). Such a crisis or challenge typically 
provides an economic, social, political and/or environmental imperative to move away 
from the status quo of urban design, and helps overcome resistance to such change. 
Making present and future challenges more visible to politicians, business and the public 
may assist in enabling biophilic urbanism. 
Policy mechanisms: In terms of the policy mechanisms implemented in case study cities, 
some common considerations and findings included: ! Fee-bate systems: Feebate systems can put a price on what is otherwise a market 
externality, such as stormwater runoff, the urban heat island effect, or loss of visual 
amenity in cities. Several case study cities introduced separate charges for such 
externalities (in particular for stormwater runoff). This provided encouragement to 
private property owners to reduce their individual contribution to such costs, and 
provided the city with dedicated funding to also address the issue.  ! Financial Incentives: Financial incentives were found to be typically necessary to 
encourage private property owners to integrate natural design features into buildings 
and/or to preserve additional greenspace, at least until economies of scale and 
evidence of the benefits developed. Such incentives were justified on the basis of the 
public benefit such design features provide. Conditions for receiving such incentives 
generally ensured good design that enhanced the public benefits. ! ‘Biotope Factor’: Berlin’s biotope factor requires any new, or substantial re-development, 
include a given proportion of green space. Various biophilic elements are given 
weightings, depending on the degree to which they meet the city’s green space 
objectives, enabling developers to determine the most effective mix of elements for each 
development. The mechanism has been adopted by cities around the world, as it is 
found to increase innovation and be effective in its application.  ! Performance based requirements: Performance based mandatory requirements to 
include biophilic elements into the built environment tend to result in greater innovation, 
provide greater transparency, and ensure that elements are functional rather than ‘tick 
box’ inclusions. These can require greater work in evaluating designs and assessing 
performance. ! Requirements for new build and significant renovation: Mandatory requirements have 
only been introduced for new build and significant renovations in the case-study cities 
considered. It would appear to be politically too difficult to otherwise require existing 
buildings to retrofit with biophilic elements. ! Offset mechanisms: Offset mechanism can balance development needs with ecological 
preservation. It is generally considered a last-resort mechanism, to be used if 
conservation of the original ecosystem is not possible. 
Economic argument: In terms of developing an economic argument, or cost-benefit 
assessment to support the use of biophilic elements in cities, the following findings emerged 
from the case study cities. ! Externalities in urban environments: Many costs associated with urban environments 
are often not fully recognised, such as the urban heat island effect, increased 
stormwater runoff, a lack of visual amenity and green space, and a loss of biodiversity. 
The costs related to these urban issues are often aggregated into many different 
municipal, state and federal budgets. As such, governments and citizens are often 
unaware of their extent of such costs, nor of the financial benefits thus possible by 
mitigating these issues. ! Recognising unquantified benefits: Many benefits of biophilic urbanism cannot be readily 
quantified for a range of reasons. This includes many of the social, healthy and well-
being, and environmental benefits described in this paper, some of which evidence 
suggests that these may indeed be economically significant. Hence, most cities justified 
the use of biophilic urbanism based on a partial cost-benefit analysis with quantifiable 
benefits, however in comparing the use of biophilic urbanism to conventional urban 
design and infrastructure approaches, recognised the wide array of additional benefits 
provided. 
3. Conclusions and recommendations 
Biophilic urbanism has the potential to provide significant benefits in cities, including a wide 
range of social, psychological and wellbeing benefits to residents, as well as functional and 
economic benefits to the city as a whole. There is an emerging body of evidence that 
demonstrates and to an extent quantifies these benefits, and provides insights into the 
underlying mechanisms that produce them. Despite this, their use in Australia and 
internationally remains ad hoc, constrained by a number of key barriers.  
To address some of these barriers, an in-depth investigation of forerunning cities that have 
to some degree introduced policies, programs and initiatives to encourage the use of 
biophilic urbanism was undertaken. This provided insights into factors that have led the 
development of such policies, programs and initiatives, and what can be learnt from these 
experiences to help cities elsewhere similarly increase their use of biophilic urbanism. An 
emerging process is suggested, based on these insights, and within the particular context of 
the barriers and opportunities to biophilic urbanism in Australian cities, as identified by 
relevant stakeholders. The emerging process will continue to be developed, informed by 
growing experience with and understanding of the application of biophilic urbanism in 
Australia and internationally.  
Future work by the research team and others will investigate applications of biophilic 
urbanism to develop metrics that describe their performance across a range of benefits. This 
will inform a process for assessing biophilic elements, with a specific focus on building-scale 
elements. Capacity building training and educational materials will also be developed to 
enable industry and government to cost- and time-effectively evaluate the value of biophilic 
elements, and ensure they are well designed to maximise all possible and desirable benefits. 
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ABSTRACT:  Globally, cities face a convergence of complex and rapidly evolving challenges, 
including climate change, resource shortages, population growth and urbanization, and financial 
pressures. Biophilic urbanism is an emerging design principle capable of considering the multi-
dimensional and interdependent complexities of urban systems and infrastructure, which through the 
use of natural design features, can meet society’s inherent need for contact with nature, and assist 
efforts to respond to these growing challenges. Considering the imperative for addressing these 
challenges, this paper proposes that significant lessons can be learned from existing examples of 
biophilic urbanism, avoiding ‘re-invention of the wheel’ and facilitating accelerated innovation in other 
areas. Vauban is a 38-hectare brownfield development located 3 kilometers from the centre of 
Germany’s ‘ecological capital’ of Freiburg city. It was developed using an innovative process with 
strong community participation and reinterpreted developer roles to produce an example of integrated 
sustainability. Innovation in transport, energy, housing, development and water treatment has enabled 
a relatively high-density, mixed-use development that integrates a considerable amount of nature.  
This paper discusses Vauban in light of research undertaken over the last two years through the 
Sustainable Built Environment National Research Centre in Australia, to investigate emerging 
elements of ‘biophilic urbanism’ (nature-loving cities), and their potential to be mainstreamed within 
urban environments. The paper considers the interplay between the policies, community dynamics 
and innovations in Vauban, within the context of the culture, history and practice of sustainability in 
Germany, and how these have enabled nature to be integrated into the urban environment of Vauban 
while achieving other desirable goals for urban areas. It highlights potential applications from Vauban 
for Australian cities. 
KEYWORDS: biophilic urbanism, climate change, community engagement, policy development, 
Vauban. 
1 Introduction  
Globally, cities face a convergence of complex 
and rapidly evolving challenges, including 
climate change, resource shortages, 
population growth and urbanization, and 
financial pressures. Collectively, these 
challenges are forcing a re-evaluation of the 
‘business as usual’ approach to urban design. 
Cities are the epicentres of a nation’s 
economic livelihood, bringing together labour, 
industry, demand for goods and services, and 
enabling innovation. Urban populations are 
rapidly growing worldwide,i and cities face the 
task of accommodating the influx of people. 
The impacts of suburbanization and greenfield 
development are well documented.ii Hence, 
governments are increasingly favouring urban 
infill and increased urban densities. However, 
there is a need to mitigate the impacts of 
dense urban environments, which include the 
urban heat island effect, increased stormwater 
runoff and localized flooding, loss of 
biodiversity and visual amenity, as well as a 
range of social and psychological impacts.  
Biophilic urbanism is emerging as an important 
urban design principle, which features a range 
of natural design features that address multiple 
pressures related to climate change, 
increasing urban populations, finite resources, 
and human’s inherent need for nature 
(biophilia).  The principle directs the creation 
of urban environments conducive to life, 
delivering a range of benefits to stakeholders 
including building owners, occupiers and the 
surrounding community.iii As such, biophilic 
urbanism can contribute to the balancing of 
density, urban function and liveability. 
However, a range of barriers prevents its 
mainstream use.iv In stakeholder engagement 
workshops held in 2011 as part of the SBEnrc 
Biophilic Urbanism research project, key 
  
barriers identified to widespread use of 
biophilic urbanism in Australia included: 
- Lack of local evidence and understanding 
of performance; 
- Planning and policy frameworks that don’t 
support inclusion of biophilic urbanism in 
buildings or neighbourhoods; 
- Governance structures that make cross-
departmental collaboration difficult; 
- Inability to value benefits of biophilic 
urbanism with traditional economics, and 
to therefore value these with conventional 
decision making methods; 
- Split incentives for costs and benefits of 
biophilic urbanism, reducing the 
attractiveness for private property owners 
to invest in biophilic elements; and 
- Cultural and social inertia to accept or 
seek new forms of urban design due to a 
lack of experience with these. 
This paper presents the example of the City of 
Freiburg, Germany, and in particular the inner-
city Vauban development, as an example of 
how a combination of policies enable dense, 
affordable inner city area with significant green 
space throughout, and provide insights into 
how barriers to biophilic urbanism in Australia 
could be addressed.  
Vauban is recognized internationally as being 
an example of innovative, sustainable urban 
development. However, much of what has 
been achieved in Vauban has not been 
possible elsewhere. Hence, this paper also 
discusses the drivers and enabling factors that 
have been important in the development of 
Vauban, as well as challenges that were 
overcome, with a view to providing a deeper 
understanding for how such initiatives might be 
implemented elsewhere, if they are deemed 
appropriate given the context with which they 
were implemented in Freiburg. 
2    Freiburg and the Vauban District 
Freiburg is known as the ‘ecological capital’ of 
Germany, is a hub for innovation, renewable 
energy and energy efficient design, and has 
won many national and international awards 
for environmentally sensitive and sustainable 
urban design. Vauban is a mixed-used 
development, 3km from the city centre, built on 
land formerly occupied by the French military. 
Planning for the district began in 1992 with 
extensive citizen engagement. A ‘learning 
while planning’ philosophy provided a context 
for testing new ideas, and the District was 
developed in stages from 1993 up to the final 
stages being completed today. The 38-hectare 
site is home to over 5000 residents, 600 jobs, 
and has the highest density in Freiburg with 
approx. 130 persons/hectare.  
 
Figure 1: Map of the Vauban district (Source: 
Lutz, 2012) 
3 Policy mix to enable high-density, 
biophilic urban areas 
Competing land use requirements often result 
in the loss of green space in urban 
environments,v especially when the benefits 
such green space provides cannot be 
effectively quantified with existing economic 
valuation techniques.  
In Vauban, a combination of a mobility concept 
that reduces personal car use, and a 
development model that favours communal 
space and facilities, have reduced land-use 
demands and resulted in a high density district 
with an estimated 20% ground-level green 
space.vi Vegetation is also integrated into the 
built environment on roofs, walls and inside 
buildings, into transport infrastructure (tram 
tracks), and to replace traditional grey 
infrastructure (stormwater culverts). 
3.1 Mobility polices 
The proportion of space in cities typically 
dedicated to road infrastructure is significant, 
from an average of 25% in Europe, to 30% in 
the USA, and as high as 40% in Los Angeles.vii 
‘Walking cities’, however, on average devote 
only 10% of land to streets and parking.viii 
Hence, mobility policies are pivotal to 
balancing density and land use in cities. 
The City of Freiburg began actively 
pedestrianising in the 1970s, supported by a 
growing environmental ethic amongst the 
community and a desire to reduce oil 
dependency in the face of the oil crises during 
that decade.ix Today, the city has around 30 
kilometers of tramlines and 169 kilometers of 
  
bus routes. Over two thirds of the population 
live within 500 meters of a tram stop, and 
these come every 7.5 minutes during rush 
hour. The City introduced measures to ensure 
these are affordable, with resulting high 
patronage making this amongst the world’s 
most financially viable public transport 
systems.x There are approximately 420 
kilometers of cycle paths throughout the city.xi 
Over 90% of Freiburg residents live on streets 
where the speed limit is 30 km/hr, with many 
limited to 7 km/hour.xii Freiburg has an 
extremely low private car density compared to 
other major German cities (423 vehicles/1000 
persons).xiii These achievements are noted 
within the context of Freiburg’s urban nature – 
43% of the borough area is woodland, and 660 
hectares of greenspace extend from the 
outskirts of the city into the city centre – while 
the City’s most recent Land Use Plan 
significantly reduces land consumption through 
increasing density.xiv   
The Vauban development went beyond these 
city-wide initiatives. The district Masterplan 
prohibits parking spaces in residential areas 
for large parts of the district. As the State of 
Baden-Württemberg requires that residential 
properties must all have a car parking space, 
this required extensive negotiations to reach a 
suitable compromise. These negotiations were 
undertaken by the citizen group ‘Forum 
Vauban’, as it was the future residents rather 
than the City of Freiburg that were pushing for 
the parking-free concept. To accommodate 
State requirements, communal garages on the 
periphery of the district are available for 
residents who choose to own a car, and a 
parking place must be purchased for 
approximately  €18,500–€22,500 (depending 
on the garage), being the cost of the land and 
construction, plus annual property charges.xv  
‘Car-free’ residents pay a one-off charge of 
around €3,700 to purchase land through the 
‘Verein für autofreies Wohnen’, (Association 
for Car-Free Living), for the future construction 
of parking space if in the future they decide to 
own a car. This land is in the meantime open 
space used by the community for sport and 
recreation.xvi  
Car reduced living is enabled through a range 
of practices and planning, including short 
distances between end uses; mixed-use 
design - residents can live, work, study, shop 
and play within the district; easy access to 
Freiburg city by tram, bus and bicycle within 
10-15 minutes; and a car sharing organisation 
that provides options for occasional car users.  
Consequently, 40% of Vauban households 
don’t own a car, and no households have more 
than one.xvii There is significantly reduced land-
use demand in Vauban for road and parking 
infrastructure. The areas in front and behind 
residential buildings in Vauban are devoted to 
private and communal gardens and green 
space, rather than driveways, garages and 
roads. In addition, the tramlines in Vauban lie 
on a belt of grass, noticeably adding to the 
district’s green space (See Figure 2). 
3.2 Development processes and 
covenants 
Both the process of designing and developing 
Vauban, and outcomes from this process, 
resulted in greater nature being integrated into 
the district.  
 
Figure 2: Green tram tracks running through 
Vauban 
Processes: 
Extended citizen participation through the 
design and development of Vauban was 
facilitated by a non-government organization, 
Forum Vauban. This was begun by volunteers 
and later received funding that enabled them 
to create paid positions.xviii Forum Vauban 
liaised with the City on the District’s design and 
development and managed the publicity 
campaign, including running over 40 
workshops to educate potential future 
residents about the proposed ideas and 
benefits that could be expected.xix The 
  
community participation exceeded legal 
requirements and was an integral component 
of the plan to test and demonstrate 
cooperative, participatory urban design to 
better meet the community needs as well as 
ecological, social, economic and cultural 
requirements.xx This built on previous 
experience in the Rieselfeld development,xxi  
and had been a feature of urban planning in 
Freiburg for many years.xxii  
Enabling the community to participate in the 
design and development of the district in which 
they would live meant that the long term 
liveability, affordability and sustainability of the 
district were priorities, rather than more short-
term objectives to maximize saleability and 
profitability that are more dominant in 
developer-led developments.xxiii   
From Vauban’s inception, citizens emphasised 
the importance of integrating green space 
throughout the district due to the important role 
they played in the health and wellbeing of 
residents. The Masterplan incorporated three 
main green belts, a creek through the southern 
part of the development, and the preservation 
of many pre-existing trees, as seen in Figure 
3.xxiv Residents were concerned with ensuring 
the maximum proportion of space was 
permeable, that the natural water cycle was 
maintained, and that native vegetation and 
diverse design allowed for greater 
biodiversity.xxv Green spaces are 
multifunctional, providing aesthetic value, 
shading and giving privacy to the residential 
buildings, integrating play and learning 
opportunities for children, integrating wetlands 
and swales for water capture, treatment and 
infiltration, and even allowing for some food 
production (see Figure 4 - Figure 9).xxvi   
 
Figure 3: Preserved mature trees are home to 
treehouses for the many children in Vauban 
There was no cost benefit analysis to support 
the citizens’ contention that such spaces were 
valuable in the district, and no quantification of 
the probable performance of nature in the 
district with respect to managing stormwater, 
urban temperature, providing food or other 
benefits. It appears, however, that such an 
analysis was not necessary. The citizens 
inherently understood that significant value is 
provided and fought for the inclusion of the 
‘biophilic elements’ on this basis. Citizens 
fought for the preservation of some open 
space in the district as it developed, which 
would otherwise have been developed to 
provide greater cost recovery to the City, by 
working with the City and presenting an 
argument for the value of maintaining open 
space to the community.xxvii  
The ‘learning while planning’ concept, and 
stage-wise development of Vauban over many 
years, allowed new ideas to be tested in a 
small section of the District by a handful of 
willing residents, providing demonstration and 
learning opportunities for others that informed 
future stages of development.xxviii  
  
 
Figure 4: Vegetated swales filter rainwater 
 
Figure 5: Streets are full of children playing, 
and greened front yards rather than carparks 
Baugemeinschaften building projects 
Most residential buildings in Vauban were 
developed by citizen building communities, or 
‘Baugemeinschaften’ (also called 
Baugruppen). The concept of 
Baugemeinschaft in the area dates back to the 
1920s, however the dominance of centralized 
planning in the Post-War period limited its 
contemporary use.xxix The first modern-day 
Baugemeinschaft development was in 
Rieselfeld, the success of which led to more 
extensive Baugemeinschaften in Vauban.  
In Baugemeinschaften, future residents design 
and construct the building together. Residents 
report that through this process, they develop 
a relationship with other members that often 
leads to including communal spaces and 
facilities that replace private spaces and 
facilities in each individual apartment. This 
reduces costs and space requirements and in 
some cases enhances utility, with apartment 
buildings having (for example) shared guest 
rooms, media rooms, function rooms, bicycle 
facilities, and shared gardens. Secondly, 
Baugemeinschaft enable greater innovation in 
building design, as future residents prioritise 
the long-term performance of the buildings 
rather than short-term profits. Households 
design their apartment to meet their needs, 
within the bounds of the Vauban Masterplan 
and Baugemeinschaft agreement, in most 
cases choosing higher quality materials and 
design for long-term value. This has resulted in 
highly energy efficient properties; with the first 
multi-residence passive houses in Germany 
were built in Vauban. All houses in Vauban 
were low-energy, passive-haus, or even plus-
energy homes, using 0-30% of the energy of 
the average house in Germany, which are 
already efficient by international standards.xxx 
The District generates 65% of its own 
electricity requirements through extensive 
solar panels and an onsite combined heat and 
power plant (natural gas and waste biomiass), 
which results in an estimated reduction in CO2 
emissions of 60%.xxxi  Residents involved in an 
early passive haus project reflected that they 
were the kind of people who were eager to 
undertake such a project and weren’t 
confronted by the inherent risk in being a 
pioneer in this regard. It was estimated that it 
then cost 10% more to build a passive house, 
however in their perspective this was ‘common 
sense’, given the long-term energy savings.xxxii   
An important component contributing to the 
success of the Baugemeinschaft model is the 
City of Freiburg’s policy to sell City-owned land 
for a fixed price, such that tenders compete 
over the quality of the proposed development 
and value to the City, rather than over price. 
The City also has a policy of preferencing 
Baugemeinschaft rather than developers.xxxiii   
The role the Baugemeinschaft model played in 
enabling a higher proportion of urban nature is 
less clear. However, the balance between 
density, functionality and land use appears to 
be aided by residents creating communal 
spaces that provide utility with minimal land 
demand, and by having unbounded (shared) 
gardens in front of the apartments, creating 
interconnectivity and a sense of more 
expansive green space. It is also clear on 
visual inspection of Vauban that urban nature 
is inherently valued by residents, as evidenced 
by nature being integrated onto, into and 
around buildings.xxxiv  
  
 
Figure 6: Residents designed greenspaces 
between their homes, often as play parks 
 
Figure 7: Local businesses are integrated into 
the District 
 
Figure 8: The Children's Adventure Farm, an 
initiative by Vauban residents 
 
Figure 9: Residences have shared bike 
parking facilities 
Masterplan covenants 
From the early stages of Vauban’s 
development, a range of ‘moderate 
regulations’ were in place, as required in 
Vauban’s Masterplan, by the City’s marketing 
guidelines and those that evolved through the 
consultation process with Forum Vauban. A 
number of these in particular contributed to the 
biophilic urbanism in Vauban, including: 
! Buildings with flat roofs had to be either 
fitted with vegetation (i.e. a green roof), or 
with solar panels (either photovoltaic or 
solar thermal), with combinations possible.  
! Water sensitive design features in and 
around buildings to capture and infiltrate 
rainwater (i.e. green roofs, infiltration 
trenches, green belts, and open space). 
! Preservation of existing, mature trees in 
the District’s design. 
4 Drivers that enabled this policy mix to 
emerge 
This discussion of drivers and enabling factors 
that supported the emergence of the urban 
design principles in Freiburg, and more 
specifically Vauban, is intended to provide vital 
background context to this case study, and 
inform a discussion on the transferability of 
these principles and practices. 
  
Environmental ethic and community cohesion 
in Freiburg: Germany was strongly affected by 
the oil crashes during the 1970s, which 
catalysed energy efficiency efforts to reduce 
Germany’s oil dependency. 17 nuclear power 
plants were commissioned throughout 
Germany, including one near Freiburg. Due to 
growing public concern about nuclear power, 
there was a well-supported, bi-partisan protest 
against this power plant. This united the 
diverse population of the region, and resulted 
in a mainstream environmental ethic that is 
widely believed to have supported on-going 
initiatives to make Freiburg more 
sustainable,xxxv  and also underpinned the 
formation of Germany’s first Green political 
party in Freiburg.xxxvi  These early catalytic 
events resulted in several important factors 
that are thought to have enabled Vauban’s 
development, including:xxxvii   ! A strong, bi-partisan environmental ethic, 
and establishment of businesses related to 
sustainable energy research and 
development, reduced-car living, and 
passive-house design;  ! Passionate, empowered and vocal citizens 
willing to be ‘pioneers’ and take on the risk 
of testing the limits of urban sustainability;  ! A local government supportive of 
sustainability and innovation, that was 
willing to work with citizens;  ! Extensive public transport and cycling 
facilities throughout the city; ! Experience in reduced-car living and 
innovative sustainable urbanism in the 
Rieselfeld development and to a degree, 
throughout Freiburg. 
City policies and strategies: Freiburg adopted 
4 key principles in the early 1980s in their 
urban planning which have shaped the form of 
the City until today. These included:xxxviii  
1. A city of short distances, where one can 
walk or cycle to all daily needs to reduce 
dependence on private cars, and to help 
build viable communities; 
2. To focus development along public 
transport routes, building up density in 
proximity to existing or new public transport 
to reduce car dependency; 
3. To develop a diverse, decentralized, 
socially inclusive city with viable suburbs. 
Districts have work, shopping, schooling 
and leisure integrated into residential areas. 
Further, areas deliberately avoid 
segregation of demographic, socio-
economic or cultural groups;  
4. Prevent the future development of big 
shopping malls on the outskirts of the city. 
Such developments make local shops 
unviable, can ‘kill’ the suburbs, and force 
people to drive cars, counteracting 
progress made by the previous three urban 
planning strategies.  
Land availability: The Vauban site was 
occupied by the French military after World 
War II. The land reverted to the German 
government in 1992, and the City of Freiburg 
bought this land at a relatively low cost.xxxix  By 
owning the land, the City could plan the 
development with citizens,xl creating a very 
different dynamic to commercial developer-led 
urban developments, and is credited with 
having enabled many of the innovative aspects 
of Vauban to emerge.  
Existing experience with sustainable 
development: The earlier development of the 
Rieselfeld district tested many of the concepts 
found in Vauban, including reduced-car living, 
Baugemeinschaft developments, and 
sustainable housing design. This provided 
valuable experience and demonstration of 
these principles, along with Freiburg’s 30-year 
history of pedestrianizing the city, limiting 
urban sprawl, invigorating life in the suburbs, 
and increasing the energy efficiency of the 
building stock. 
Barriers to creating this policy mix 
There was a range of barriers that needed to 
be addressed as part of the process of 
designing and developing Vauban. 
Risk taking and breaking new ground: Despite 
lengthy waiting lists of residents interested in 
living in Vauban once built, property 
developers were unwilling to invest in the 
district once the Masterplan had been 
developed due to it being an untested 
concept,xli highlighting how difficult such 
concepts can be to implement. In Vauban, this 
barrier was to a large extent overcome by 
building incrementally on previous experience, 
and by ‘pioneering’ citizens being willing to 
take on much of this risk themselves.xlii The 
Baugemeinschaft concept also reduced the 
need for private developers. 
Overcoming ingrained beliefs and social 
norms: In Freiburg, urban planning policies 
were introduced that directed urban 
development and transportation in the city 
towards sustainable, energy efficiency 
outcomes. These contrasted with the status 
  
quo of other cities and regions in Germany, 
and some were among the first of their kind. 
There are inherent economic and political risks 
associated with implementing new policies and 
concepts in urban design that can be a 
significant barrier to such measures. Several 
key factors that enabled Freiburg to overcome 
this barrier, including:xliii 
Demonstration and time: Acceptance of new 
ideas is facilitated by demonstration and 
personal experience, and cannot be forced on 
people. Governments can assist by enabling 
individuals who are keen to ‘pioneer’ such new 
ideas, such as the early Vauban residents. 
Many of the concepts trialed in the first stages 
of Vauban, including higher energy efficiency 
standards, Baugemeinshaft model, and 
mobility concept were then adopted throughout 
Vauban, and later in other cities. 
Visible catalysts and challenges: Mainstream 
change generally requires some crisis as a 
catalyst, to provide an impetus for people to 
move away from the status quo. In Freiburg, 
the proposed nuclear power station, energy 
crises and Chernobyl disaster highlighted the 
need for the city to become more energy 
efficient and sustainable and gave impetus to 
the people and the City to explore new ideas. 
These challenges are now viewed as having 
been beneficial to Freiburg’s development, and 
the City’s current dominance in renewable 
energy research and development. 
A champion for new ideas: In Vauban, 
individual citizen champions (i.e. pioneers) and 
those within the City Council were responsible 
for the adoption of more far-reaching 
initiatives, despite significant barriers.xliv  
Incremental change: The adoption of new 
forms of urban design and lifestyles is often 
facilitated through the use of intermediary 
steps towards an end goal, which can take 
significant time. Vauban’s ‘learning while 
planning’ and stage-wise development enabled 
incremental learning and implementation of 
new ideas.xlv 
Confronting lobby groups and vested interests: 
Many of the urban planning measures 
introduced in Freiburg (such as restricting 
urban sprawl and prohibiting the development 
of large, ex-urban shopping malls) were 
resisted by development and investment 
groups. There was furthermore some 
resistance from citizens, many of whom 
wanted to have large, US style shopping malls 
in their City, or to be able to build larger 
houses on the suburbs of the City.xlvi 
The City of Freiburg allowing for a public 
debate, in which they clearly communicated 
the rationale for introducing such urban design 
strategies. They discussed the benefits they 
would provide, as well as the likely 
consequences of unfettered ‘business-as-
usual’ development. Of note is that within four 
to five years, property developers were 
investing in smaller scale suburban 
developments. This has perhaps demonstrated 
that investment will find opportunities and fit 
within the parameters set by the government, 
even if there is a period of adjustment.xlvii  
Cost recovery: Cost recovery was an important 
consideration for the City in developing 
Vauban.xlviii According to members of Forum 
Vauban, this led to some contention over how 
certain land should be developed, with the 
citizens at times pushing to retain open space 
or green space for public use, and the City 
preferring to sell the land for development, to 
enable some cost recovery.xlix Effective 
communication of alternative proposals for the 
use of land led to the citizens successfully 
retaining some areas of open space, which 
involved communicating the (often intangible) 
value of such spaces to the community.l 
Meeting state-level legislative requirements: 
The Baden-Württemberg State planning 
requirements’ had minimum parking 
requirements for residential areas, posing a 
barrier to the proposed mobility concept in 
Vauban. As the push for reduced-car living 
came from the future residents rather than the 
city, Forum Vauban undertook extended 
negotiations with the State and reached a 
compromise, in which a parking ratio of less 
than 0.5 spaces per housing unit was allowed, 
with these spaces located in the peripheral 
multi-storey car park, and an association 
established to manage land for the future 
development of additional car parking, if 
necessary. A legal framework developed with 
the City of Freiburg required households to 
sign a declaration indicating whether or not 
they owned a car, and if so to purchase a car 
parking space in the multi-storey garage. 
Discussion: What can be learnt from 
Freiburg’s experience  
On overcoming lack of local evidence and 
quantification of performance: ! Grassroots, citizen-led development 
processes in Vauban are considered 
responsible for many of the District’s 
innovative concepts, including reduced-car 
living, extensive use of Baugemeinschaften, 
and exceeding legal energy efficiency 
  
requirements for buildings, as well as the 
extensive inclusion of green and open space. 
Enabling citizens to engage in the 
development process can introduce a 
powerful driver for innovation that can 
somewhat circumvent the need for evidence 
that such measures may reduce costs or 
provide a certain degree of benefits.li ! Enabling pioneers to develop pilot projects as 
demonstration of innovative ideas, and 
communicating the outcomes, is an effective 
way of catalysing their wider use. ! Challenges drive innovation. Increasing the 
visibility of challenges enables wider 
understanding and acceptance of the 
imperative for new ideas and practice. 
Freiburg City made the challenges 
associated with a growing population, 
suburbanization and growing car 
dependency visible to the people, which 
provided a background of support and 
understanding for the need to investigate 
alternative forms of urban living, including 
pedestrianisation of inner city areas, 
investment in public transport, 
redevelopment of inner-city brownfield areas 
with high density living, and a need to 
integrate nature into the built environment. 
On addressing planning and policy 
frameworks: ! Bringing together stakeholders, meaningfully 
and early on in the development process can 
ensure there are multiple perspectives on 
ways to address planning and policy 
framework barriers.lii In Vauban, a 
compromise to the parking requirements 
within state planning legislation was found by 
providing the citizen group access to official 
channels to negotiate a solution. ! Enable pilot projects to test small-scale 
variations to planning laws. By creating a 
‘demonstration’ project of parking-free living 
in Vauban, such ideas could be tested with 
willing citizens without needing to 
immediately address the State-wide planning 
legislation. ! Consider urban design holistically, to 
highlight synergies and interactions between 
aspects of urban design. For instance, in 
Vauban the mobility concept works due to 
the district being mixed-use, and in turn 
supports the City’s goals of creating a space 
for young families (through safer streets and 
more land available for green/open space for 
children), higher density living, and to 
maintain viable suburbs. Similarly, adopting 
extensive citizen engagement as a strategy 
for urban planning, and preferencing the 
Baugemeinschaft approach, has resulted in 
greater innovation, enabled demonstration of 
new urban design concepts, and enhanced 
urban sustainability. 
On valuing externalities and intangible 
benefits: ! Separately and realistically pricing the costs 
of car parking in Vauban ensures residents 
make clear and informed decisions about 
personal car usage and whether the benefits 
they receive from this outweigh the costs. 
Pricing this externality contributes to lower 
car usage, and lower housing costs for those 
who chose to be car-free.liii  ! Extensive citizen engagement in the 
development process in Vauban resulted in 
‘public’ benefits being prioritised, even when 
they couldn’t be economically quantified, 
such as the importance of green space to the 
health and wellbeing of residents, or the 
value of ‘streets for living’.  ! The Freiburg City policy of fixing the price of 
land sold by the City, such that tenders are 
assessed on the basis of the overall value 
they provide to the City, means that some 
externalities of urban development are 
considered and ‘valued’ in the urban 
development process. 
On overcoming split incentives: ! The Baugemeinschaft development model 
overcame the issue of split incentives in 
building development, as future residents 
design and build their own apartment and 
could prioritise the long-term performance of 
the building rather than short-term profits. 
This furthermore allowed for greater 
innovation and ‘risk-taking’ in design, trying 
new ideas that a developer may not, for fear 
that the concept may not attract buyers.  ! The sale of city owned land at a fixed price 
better aligns property development goals with 
public interest, as bidders must compete for 
the land in their tenders by providing value to 
the City and the public.  
Cultural and social inertia 
Several important emerging elements that 
facilitated social acceptance of new ideas in 
Vauban include: ! Demonstration of new concepts: Vauban was 
itself a demonstration of higher density living, 
and the reduced-parking mobility concept. 
Ideas tested in the first stages were more 
  
readily adopted in following stages, and in 
other cities in Germany.  ! Effective communication of outcomes: 
Workshops run by Forum Vauban helped 
educate future residents about the benefits of 
the proposed design, and the outcomes of 
the early stages of development.liv By 
contrast, sensationalist coverage of Vauban 
in the popular media with often presents this 
as an ‘environmentally extreme’ lifestyle has 
marginalized the notion, and at times failed to 
capture the holistic benefits the Vauban 
model provides, potentially limiting its 
broader application.lv  ! Don’t force the change, but celebrate the 
benefits it brings: Many residents living in 
Vauban advocate a softer path, in which the 
urban design concepts are not forced on 
others, but the benefits are widely 
celebrated. Some consider that the 
conversation is too frequently dominated by a 
discussion of ‘how do people live with 
reduced access to cars’, rather than 
highlighting how children have more freedom 
to move around the district, that they have 
more greenspace and fewer roads, and that 
such a high proportion of residents cycle, 
walk or take public transport to work. The 
cost savings of car-free living, or even 
parking-free living, are often obscured by an 
interest in the cost of purchasing a car-
parking spot, despite equivalent costs being 
integrated into the cost of at-home parking in 
other areas.lvi ! Support and enable pioneers: Those involved 
in Vauban’s development suggest that there 
are always people willing to create such 
projects, and require only that the 
government provides the context and 
permission to do so.lvii 
4 Conclusions and recommendations 
The case study of Freiburg, and in particular 
the Vauban development, provides insights 
into both processes and principles in urban 
design that can balance density with liveability, 
enhance urban sustainability, and enable 
innovation and the application of new ideas. 
More specifically, guidance as to how to 
integrate nature into a dense built environment 
can be found from an inspection of the Vauban 
district.  
Key learnings from this case study, with 
respect to Australian efforts to increase 
biophilic urbanism, include that a multi-policy 
focus can enable synergies between policy 
goals and support the adoption of new forms of 
urban design; that meaningful, extensive and 
early citizen engagement in the design process 
can potentially overcome a lack of local 
evidence and economic quantification of 
benefits; the Baugemeinschaft model of 
property development reduces split incentives 
and can lead to space efficient, lower cost 
design that enables more surrounding green 
space; and that the adoption of new ideas can 
be best facilitated by governments by 
supporting pioneering citizens to demonstrate 
these ideas, and effectively communicating the 
benefits this brings more widely. 
The 40-year history of urban greening, energy 
efficiency, environmental activism and 
innovation in Freiburg no doubt underpins the 
success of Vauban’s development, however 
learnings from this study may help reduce 
timeframes to achieve similar outcomes 
elsewhere. Certainly, the example of Freiburg 
and Vauban demonstrates how high-density 
living, with reduced personal car usage and 
increased citizen involvement can provide wide 
ranging benefits that are heartily supported by 
those who live there.  
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Stakeholder!Engagement!Report!–!Stakeholder!Workshops!
Workshop Details 
Workshop!Details!7!Perth!
Date:!! ! Wednesday!13!July!2011! Time:! 9:15am!–!12:30pm!
Venue:! Optima!Centre,!Osborne!Park! Facilitators:! C.!Hargroves!(CU),!C.!Desha!(QUT)!
Team:! A.!Reeve,!M.!Bucknum,!O.!Baghdadi,!D.!Sparks,!M.!Walker,!C.!Hargroves,!&!C.!Desha.!
!
Workshop!Details!–!Brisbane!
Date:!! ! Wednesday!7th!September!2011! Time:! 9:30am!–!3:00pm!
Venue:! Parsons!Brinckerhoff,!Northbank!Plaza! Facilitator:! C.!Desha!(QUT)!
Team:! A.!Reeve,!M.!Bucknum,!O.!Baghdadi,!D.!Sparks,!O.!Wilson,!and!C.!Desha.!
Workshop Context 
As! part! of! the! Sustainable! Built! Environment! National! Research! Centre! (SBEnrc)! a! research!
team! from!Curtin!University!and!Queensland!University!of! Technology!(QUT)!held!a! series!of!
stakeholder! and! experts’! workshops! in! Brisbane! and! Perth.! Topics! investigated! in! the! three!
workshops! included:! the! post\occupancy! assessment! of! the! performance! of! green!
commercial/office! buildings;! an! investigation! into! the! role! that! roads!will! play! in! supporting!
Australia’s!response!to!climate!change!and!other!associated!challenges;!and!a!consideration!of!
the!application!of!E.!O.!Wilson’s!concept!of!‘Biophilia’!to!urban!planning!to!enhance!Australian!
cities.!!
Along!with! a!project! focused!on! sustainable! infrastructure!procurement!based!at! Swinburne!
University!and!QUT!and!led!by!Professor!Russell!Kenley,!the!projects!make!up!the!first!round!of!
projects!as!part!of!the!SBEnrc!‘Greening'the'Built'Environment’!program!led!by!Professor!Peter!
Newman,! Curtin! University.! The! program! is! investigating! important! aspects! of! greening! the!
built! environment! that!will! assist! Australia! to! respond! to! growing! environmental,! social! and!
economic! issues! related! to! climate! change! and! other! environmental! pressures.! The! projects!
are! designed! as! industry! collaborations! and! involve! a! number! of! government! and! industry!
partners.!!
Interested!parties,!stakeholders,!SBEnrc!partners,!and!experts!in!the!field!were!invited!to!join!
each!of!the!three!workshops!to!contribute!to!informing!the!direction!of!the!first!stage!of!each!
of!the!projects,!which!will!be!completed!in!September!2012.!Based!on!the!learnings!of!the!first!
stage! the! second! stages! of! each! project! will! be! developed! in! close! consultation! with!
stakeholders! and! partners,! beginning!October! 2012.! The!workshops!were! aimed! at! learning!
from!the!experiences!of!participants,!identifying!a!range!of!challenges!the!research!team!must!
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consider,! and! gaining! a! strong! understanding! of! how! the! research! can! directly! support! and!
enhance! industry! and! government! practices! and! policies.!Hence,! the! workshops! were! a!
valuable!opportunity!for!the!research!teams!to!engage!with!the!project!partners!and!experts!in!
the!field!to!ensure!that!the!projects!are!well!informed!and!guided!towards!tangible!outcomes.!!
Overview of Project 
The! focus! on! ‘biophilic! urbanism’! is! inspired! by! E.! O.! Wilson’s! concept! of! ‘Biophilia’! that!
suggests! that!human!beings!have!an! innate!affinity!and!need!to!connect!with!nature.!Such!a!
need!to!connect!with!nature!is!potentially!evident!to!many,!however!studies!now!qualify!these!
benefits,! including! that! a! connection! with! nature! tends! to! lead! to! reductions! in! cases! of!
depression,!and!the!incidence!of!anger,!tension!and!fatigue.!Having!been!applied!to!a!number!
of!aspects!of!psychology!and! interior!design,!the!concept!of!Biophilia! is!now!receiving!strong!
attention!as!a!core!urban!design!principle.!Research!and!preliminary!experience!indicates!that!
the! application! of! biophilic! urbanism! can! improve! physical! and! psychological! well\being,!
improve! social! connectivity,! improve! environmental! conditions,! and! a! range! of! direct! and!
indirect!economic!benefits.!As!the!psychological,!physical,!social!and!environmental!benefits!of!
biophilic!urbanism!have!been!well!documented!elsewhere,! the! first! stage!of! this!project!will!
focus!on!developing!and!trialing!a!robust!framework!to!investigate!the!economic!benefits!and!
communicating!the!initial!results!to!industry!and!policy!makers.!This!stage!will!also!describe!the!
various!options! for! landscaping!buildings,! roads!and!other!civil! infrastructure!associated!with!
reducing! urban! heat! island! effects,! reducing! energy! consumption,! improving! water!
management,!and!increasing!urban!biodiversity.!
The!development!of!the!framework!will!include!a!number!of!case!study!assessments!and!pilot!
trials!with!project!partners!that!will! investigate!the!direct!and!indirect!economic!benefits!and!
inform! a! range! of! national,! state,! and! local! government! programs! and! policies.! Anticipated!
benefits!to!government!include!a!better!understanding!of!the!economic!benefits!of!the!use!of!
biophilic!elements!in!urban!centers!and!public!buildings!such!as:!reducing!energy!consumption,!
reducing! heat! island! effects! (such! as! reducing! urban! heating! from! concrete! and! pavements!
open!to!solar!radiation!that!will!heat!buildings!and!vehicles),!enhancing!urban!biodiversity!that!
may!provide!greater!tourist!attraction!and!greater!levels!of!well\being,!improving!resilience!to!
natural! disasters! and! extreme! weather! conditions,! improved! health! and! healing! outcomes,!
improving! the! experience! of! those! visiting! and!working! in! urban! areas! and! public! buildings,!
providing! learning! opportunities! through! living! learnscapes,! and! responding! to! pressures!
related!to!densification!and!revitalisation!of!cities.!
The! founding! partners! of! the! project! include:! Parsons! Brinckerhoff,! Western! Australian!
Department! of! Finance,! Townsville! City! Council! (CitySolar! Program),! Curtin! University,! and!
QUT.!The!project!will!be!advised!by!Professor!Tim!Beatley!(University!of!Virginia,!USA),!a!world!
leading!biophilic!urbanism!expert!and!author!of!the!new!book!‘Biophilic'Cities’.!
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Workshop Summary 
The!workshops!were!hosted!by!project!partners,!including!the!Western!Australian!Department!
of!Finance!(Perth!workshop)!and!Parsons!Brinckerhoff!(Brisbane!workshop).!The!research!team!
wishes! to! in! particular! thank! Carolyn!Marshall! and!Anna! Evers! from! the!WA!Department! of!
Finance,!and!Shaun!Nugent!and!Tony!Duncan!from!Parsons!Brinckerhoff!for!their!support!and!
commitment!to!the!research!project.!!
The!Perth!workshop!was!opened!by!a!keynote!by!Professor!Tim!Beatley!from!the!University!of!
Virginia,! a! world\renowned! expert! in! biophilic! design,! who! provided! an! overview! of! the!
concept! and! outlined! a! series! of! projects! in! cities! around! the!world! that! are! harnessing! the!
potential!of!biophilic!urbanism!to!deliver!substantial!benefits.!In!Brisbane,!Dr!Cheryl!Desha!and!
Angela! Reeve! provided! provocation! to! the! topic! through! outlining! key! concepts! and! some!
examples!of!biophilic!urbanism!in!Australian!cities.!
The!Stakeholder!Engagement!Workshops!used!a!workshop!process!based!on!the!methodology!
of! ‘Collective! Social! Learning’,! created! by! Emeritus! Professor! Valerie! Brown,1! to! guide!
participants! through!a!process! to!consider! first! their!vision! for!a!biophilic! (nature! loving)!city!
and!the!aspects!that!enable!and!disable!achieving!such!vision.!Following!this!a!brainstorm!was!
undertaken!to!consider!the!various!elements!of!an!economic!consideration!of!both!direct!and!
in\direct!economic!benefits!and!costs!of!the!use!of!biophilic!elements!in!cities!and!urban!areas.!
In! Perth,! there! were! 14! workshop! participants,! with! over! 35! people! attending! the! opening!
keynote!presentation!by!Prof.!Beatley.!Participants!included!staff!of!Building!Management!and!
Works,!Western!Australia!Department!of!Finance!(a!SBEnrc!Core!Partner!and!founding!partner!
in! the! development! of! the! research! project),! staff! from! the! Curtin! University! Sustainability!
Policy!Institute!and!the!QUT!Faculty!of!the!Built!Environment,!and!industry!practitioners.!The!
Brisbane!workshop!was!attended!by!11!participants,! including!representatives! from!Brisbane!
City!Council,!Department!of!Parks!and!Wildlife,!AECOM,!Queensland!University!of!Technology,!
Australian!Green!Infrastructure!Council,!Deicke!Richards!and!Parsons!Brinckerhoff.!!
Key Workshop Outcomes 
The!two!workshops!were!structured!to!be!consistent!and!facilitate!similar!discussions!with!the!
participants! in! each.! Due! to! practical! factors,! however,! the! time! available! for! the! Perth!
workshop!was! less! than! for!Brisbane,!and! it!was! furthermore!not!possible! to!have!Prof.! Tim!
Beatley!present!at!the!Brisbane!workshop.!Hence!the!workshop!structure!and!direction!of!the!
conversations! differed! in! some! respects! between! Perth! and! Brisbane.! The! diversity! of!
participant!backgrounds!also!differed!between!the!workshops.!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!
!
1!Brown,!V.,!and!Harris,!J.!(2012)!The!Collective!Learning!Handbook:!from!collaboration!to!transformation"!!
Earthscan,!London.!
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The! research! team!did!not! seek! to! compare! findings!between! the!workshops,! and! rather! to!
cumulatively!build!a!broader!understanding!of!the!research!questions!(listed!below),!hence!this!
report!will!not!draw!comparisons!between!the!findings!of!each!workshop!and!instead!seeks!to!
address!the!following!key!outcomes:!
− Appreciation!of!the!level!of!consideration!and!understanding!of!biophilic!urbanism!amongst!
participants!and!stakeholders,!
− Comparison!to!the! literature!review!findings!of!biophilic!urbanism!elements!to!assess!the!
completeness!and!appropriateness!of!these,!
− Identification! and! consideration! of! potential! enablers! and! disablers! to! the! application! of!
biophilic!urbanism,!
− Consideration!of!components!of!an!effective!economic!analysis!of!biophilic!urbanism.!
Workshop Facilitation Process 
The!Perth!workshop!was! facilitated!by! the!project! leaders!Charlie!Hargroves! (Curtin)!and!Dr.!
Cheryl!Desha!(QUT).!As!the!workshop!was!designed!as!a!half!day!session,!following!the!keynote!
session! by! Prof.! Beatley! the! facilitators! encouraged! participants! to! quickly! enter! into! small!
group! discussions! and! creation! rather! than! undertake! introductory! and! context! setting!
activities.! This! furthermore! served! to! encourage! additional! attendance! from! the! keynote!
audience!and!to!maximize!the!time!invested!by!the!participants.!!
The!Brisbane!workshop!was!facilitated!by!the!Brisbane!project!leader,!Dr.!Cheryl!Desha!(QUT).!
The! workshop! ran! from! 9:30am! to! 3:00pm,! beginning! with! a! provocation! and! overview! of!
Biophilic!Urbanism!in!Australian!cities!by!Dr.!Desha!and!Ms.!Reeve!(QUT).!Due!to!having!more!
time!available!for!this!workshop,!the!process!was!extended,!as!noted!in!the!workshop!outline!
below:!
The!workshop!was!undertaken!in!with!three!main!stages!in!Perth,!with!an!additional!stage!in!
Brisbane:!!
1. What!should!be:!A!visioning!exercise,!which!invited!participants!to!envision!what!a!biophilic!
city! would! look! like,! as! a! first! step! to! explore! the! concept! and! application! of! biophilic!
urbanism;!
The'purpose'of'this'stage'of'the'workshop'was'to'a)'allow'the'participants'to'create'a'vision'
of' how' biophilic' urbanism' can' be' applied,' considering' how' this' could'make' urban' areas'
places'more'liveable,'and'b)'provide'some'inspiration'and'background'to'the'remainder'of'
the'workshop,' encouraging' the' participants' to' focus' on' how'biophilic' urbanism' could' be'
applied'in'Australian'cities.'
2. What!is:!An!exploration!of!current!enablers!and!disablers!of!biophilic!urbanism;!
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The'purpose'of'this'stage'of'the'workshop'was'to'provide'insight'to'the'current'situation'of'
what' is' enabling' and' disabling' the' greater' inclusion' of' biophilic' urbanism' in' Australian'
cities,'allowing'the'research'team'to'structure'the'project'to'strategically'target'key'areas'
to'overcome'disablers'and'enhance'enablers.'The' findings' from' this' stage'will' inform' the'
investigation'of'policy'frameworks'to'encourage'biophilic'urbanism.'
3. What! could! be:! A! discussion! of! key! considerations! and! components! of! an! effective!
economic!analysis!of!biophilic!urbanism;!
The' purpose' of' this' stage' of' the'workshop'was' to' gain' a' deeper' appreciation' of' the' key'
elements' to' be' considered' for' inclusion' in' an' effective' economic' analysis' of' biophilic'
urbanism' to' enable' decision' makers' to' assess' the' viability' and' value' of' including' these'
elements'in'Australian'cities.'The'findings'from'this'stage'will'inform'the'development'of'a'
framework'for'economic'analysis'of'biophilic'urbanism.'
4. What!can!be! (Brisbane!only):!A!commitment!statement! to!undertaking!actions! to! further!
the!biophilic!urbanism!agenda!in!Australia!
The'purpose'of'this'stage'of'the'workshop'was'to'provoke'participants'to'consider'how'they'
could'undertake'personal'actions' to' create' the' kinds'of' change'discussed' throughout' the'
workshop.' The' research' team'will' not' track'any'of' the' commitment' statements'made'by'
participants,' and' this' stage' of' the' workshop' was' intended' to' provide' completion' and' a'
sense'of'empowerment'to'participants.'
Participants! were! clustered! into! 4! groups! of! between! 3! and! 5! participants! at! tables! in! the!
workshop!room.!The!discussions!and!activities!used!several!techniques!to!capture!information,!
including:!
a) Brainstorming!within!each!sub\group,!and!documenting!ideas,!thoughts!and!comments!on!
butchers’!paper;!
This'technique'was'used'for'the'first'stage'(visioning'biophilic'urbanism)'and'for'the'second'
stage' (exploring' enablers' and' disablers).' The' purpose' of' using' this' technique' was' to:' a)'
capture' a' wider' breadth' of' ideas' by' allowing' each' subgroup' to' explore' the' concept'
separately;'b)'to'provide'the'research'team'with'a'hard'copy'of'the'brainstorming'process'
to'accurately'capture' the' language'and' ideas'of'participants;'c)' to'ensure'all'participants'
had' the' opportunity' to' share' their' ideas;' and' d)' to' encourage' interaction' between'
participants.'
b) Whole! of! workshop! discussions,! including! reporting! the! findings! of! the! sub\group!
brainstorming,!with!results!and!findings!documented!on!a!whiteboard;!
This' technique'was' used' for' the' first' stage' (visioning' biophilic' urbanism)' and' the' second'
stage' (exploring' enablers' and' disablers).' The' purpose' of' using' this' technique' was' to:' a)'
provide' feedback' to' all' participants' of' the' breadth' of' possible' applications' of' biophilic'
urbanism;' b)' to' identify' any' emerging' consensus' within' the' group' of' the' application' of'
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biophilic' urbanism;' c)' to' ensure' participants' could' share' their' thoughts' and' ideas' to' the'
workshop.!
c) Whole!of!workshop!brainstorming!and!discussions,!with!ideas!and!findings!documents!on!a!
whiteboard;!
This'technique'was'used'for'the'third'stage'(considering'an'effective'economic'argument).'
The'purpose'of'using'this'technique'was'to:'a)'quickly'identify'any'emerging'consensus;'b)'
capture' the' findings' of' this' discussion' on' the' whiteboard' for' the' research' team,' and' c)'
ensure' participants' agreed' with' the' language' and' content' of' how' the' discussion' was'
transcribed'on'the'whiteboard.!
Workshop discussion and key outcomes 
Session One: Visioning Biophilic Urbanism 
Participants!were! asked! to! brainstorm!what! they! felt! biophilic! urbanism!meant,! and! how! it!
could!be!applied! in!an!Australian!city.!The! facilitators! invited!participants! to! list!and/or!draw!
these! ideas!on!butchers’!paper!within!the!sub\groups!at!each!table.!Participants! in!the!Perth!
workshop!appeared! to! see!biophilic! urbanism!as! a! holistic! concept,! incorporating! the! social,!
technological,! economic,! commercial! and! functional! aspects.! Participants! appeared! to!
appreciate! the! social! and! psychological! aspects! of! biophilic! urbanism! (as! opposed! to! ‘green!
infrastructure’! which! may! not! consider! the! human! experience).! In! the! Brisbane! workshop,!
participants! viewed! biophilic! urbanism! as! an! integral! part! of! sustainable! development! and!
sustainable! living.!Concepts!of! sustainable! transport,!passive!solar!design,! renewable!energy,!
new! economic! models,! self\sufficient! food! systems,! improved! planning! processes,! social!
integration! and! community! connectivity,! culture! and! education! were! all! discussed! in! the!
groups.!Participants!discussed! less!what! ‘elements’!might!be! included! in!a!biophilic! city,! and!
focused!more!on!the!sort!of!systems!and!concepts!that!would!underpin!the!development!and!
functioning! of! such! a! city.! 'A! summary! of! the! findings! from! each! of! the! sub\groups! can! be!
found!in!Appendix!B,!and!the!key!findings!from!the!workshops!overall!are!summarised!below:!2!
– Participants'discussed'the'concepts'of'Biophilic'Urbanism'as'including:'
⇒ City!as!an!ecosystem!
⇒ Resilience!
⇒ Regenerative!city!
⇒ Multi\level,!vertical!nature!
⇒ Integration!and!connectivity!(of!nature/habitat!and!communities)!
⇒ Closed!resource!loops!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!
!
2!Note:!Information,!recommendations!and!opinions!expressed!herein!are!not!intended!to!address!the!specific!
circumstances!of!any!particular!individual!or!entity.!This!list!has!been!produced!for!general!information!only!and!
does!not!represent!a!statement!of!the!policy!of!the!participants!of!the!stakeholder!workshop,!the!SBEnrc,!or!the!
SBEnrc!partner!organisations.!
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– Ideas'were'presented'for'various'urban'settings,'including'residential,'roads,'industrial,'and'
services' (i.e.' schools),' and' participants' explored' a' wide' range' of' possible' applications'
including:'
⇒ Green!(vegetated)!roofs,!
⇒ Green!(vegetated)!walls!(incorporating!vines!and!trellises),!
⇒ Day\lighting! streams! (referring! to! uncovering! waterways! contained! in! pipes,! under! roads! or!
under!urban!landscapes),!
⇒ Creating! wildlife! corridors! along! infrastructure! corridors! based! on! tracked!migration! patterns!
(such!as!roadways),!
⇒ Parks!(connected!by!wildlife!corridors),!
⇒ Community!information!centres!providing!knowledge!on!local!species!and!environment,!
⇒ Creating!storm/sea!buffer!zones!with!vegetation,!
⇒ Vegetable!gardens,!and!community!gardens,!
⇒ Greening!verging!strips,!including!with!food!production,!
⇒ Street!trees,!and!canopies!over!streets,!including!for!food!production,!
⇒ Internal!plants!and!vegetation!for!buildings!(incorporating!aquaponics),!
⇒ Urban!constructed!wetlands!(incorporating!storm!and!wastewater!capture!and!treatment),!
⇒ Shopping!centre!greening!(as!communal,!public!spaces,!and!taking!advantage!of!increased!sales!
in!greened!commercial!districts),!
⇒ Running!water!(incorporating!water!capture!and!storage,!and!evaporative!cooling),!
⇒ Shade!plantings!(strategic!planting!to!reduce!internal!building!temperatures!in!summer),!
⇒ Swales!(to!be!utilised!rather!than!traditional!stormwater!conduits),!
⇒ The!use!of!natural!light!and!ventilation!in!buildings,!
⇒ Green!sidewalks!(rather!than!pavement),!and!
⇒ Connectivity!within!green!spaces!and!greenways.!
– Ideas'were'presented'as'part'of'a'vision'of'a'biophilic'city,' such'as' integrating'renewable'
power'generation'and'water'tanks'into'urban'areas;'and'urban'planning'concepts,'such'as'
integrated'work' and' living' and' transit' orientated' design' concepts,' as'well' as' sustainable'
coastal'management'planning.'
– Similarly,' some'participants'discussed'what'systems'are'essential'and' integral' to'biophilic'
cities,' including:' Education' (integrating' sustainability,' connecting' people' and' nature,'
creating'nature'based'experiences);'Transport'(public'transport,'enable'walking'and'cycling,'
efficient'and'wholeLsystem'optimized'freight);'Economic'systems'(resolving'split'incentives,'
quantifying'externalities);'Energy'systems'(renewable'energy,'coLgeneration,'triLgeneration,'
energy'efficiency);'Governance'(new'planning'frameworks);'Water;'Health'and'Food!
– Participants'discussed'potential'barriers'to'biophilic'urbanism,'including:'
⇒ Water!shortages,!
⇒ Lack!of!local!research!into!the!viability!of!Australian!native!flora!for!biophilic!urbanism!elements,!
and!!
⇒ Lack!of!local!research!into!appropriate!damp!proofing!for!the!Australian!climate.!
– Participants' discussed' the' process' for' integrating' biophilic' urbanism,' and' some' key'
considerations'were:''
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⇒ The!need!to!firstly!understand!the!intrinsic!needs!of!the!environment!and!to!use!this!as!a!base!
for!designing!a!biophilic!urban!area,!
⇒ That!biophilic!urbanism!is!non\linear,!never!‘finished’,!human!scale!(rather!than!car!scale),!and!
provides!a!sense!of!ownership!and!responsibility!to!residents,!
⇒ Appropriate!place!naming,!incorporating!aboriginal!history!and!knowledge,!
⇒ Incorporating!appropriate!signage!to!inform!residents,!
⇒ Design!for!biophilic!urbanism!must!be!embedded!within!the!design!and!planning!process,! ‘not!
the!last!thing’,!and!
⇒ Spatially!analyse!the!natural!elements!of!a!municipality!and!their!existing!connectivity!through!
mapping!software.!
– Some'key'opportunities'for'integrating'biophilic'urbanism'were'identified,'including:'
⇒ Identifying!and!utilising!cheap!land!(this!may!include!disused!industrial!sites,!landfill!sites,!vacant!
lots,!etc.),!
⇒ Targeting! ‘green’! companies! who! may! achieve! competitive! advantage! or! marketing! benefits!
from!biophilic!urbanism!in!their!building!or!precinct,!
⇒ Incentivising!residents!to!develop!and!maintain!biophilic!urbanism!elements! in!their!area!–!for!
example,!to!adopt!and!take!responsibility!for!a!verge!strip,!roadside!garden!or!creek,!
⇒ Mandating!a!percentage!of!construction!budgets!to!be!spent!on!biophilic!urbanism!elements!(to!
insulate!spending!on!BU!elements!from!financial!shocks),!and!
⇒ Integrating! social! and! technological! values,! creating! a! sense! of! place! and! connection,! and!
fostering!community!responsibility.!
– Key'considerations'in'designing'a'biophilic'city'include:'
⇒ Considering!scale,!from!individual!houses,!to!streets,!neighbourhoods!and!whole!cities!
⇒ Optimising!urban!density!and!green!space!concurrently!
⇒ The! use! of! local! and! endemic! species,! or! exotic! species! that!may! be!more! resilient! or! better!
adapted!to!the!urban!environment!
⇒ Creating!designated!space!for!life!within!cities!
⇒ Finding!the!most!impactful!areas!to!target!in!the!system!to!maximise!the!benefits!and!outcomes!
⇒ Considering!and!designing!to!enhance!multi\functionality!of!biophilic!urbanism!and!urban!design!
!
Session Two: Exploring Enablers and Disablers 
Participants!were! asked! to!work!within! their! sub\groups! to! create! two! lists! on! the!provided!
butchers’!paper:! ‘enabling’!factors!(enablers),!which!are!currently! likely!to!assist! in! increasing!
biophilic!urbanism! in!Australian! cities,! and! ‘disabling’! factors! (disablers),!which!are! impeding!
such! an! increase.! Having! created! these! lists,! the! facilitators! in! the! Perth! workshop! asked!
participants! to! highlight! what! they! felt! were! the! top! three! enablers! and! disablers,! and! to!
present! these! to! the! group.!A! summary!of! the! findings! from!each!of! the! sub\groups! can!be!
found!in!Appendix!B,!and!the!list!of!the!top!three!enablers!and!disablers!from!each!of!the!three!
groups!is!presented!below!in!Table!1!which!captured!the!key!enablers!and!disablers!raised!by!
each!group!during!the!full!workshop!discussion.!
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Table 1: Summary of key enablers and disablers to biophilic urbanism from Perth 
workshop 
Enablers!
– Innovative'and'adaptive'frameworks,'
– Leadership'in'planning'authorities,'
– Social'pressures'–'community'forums,'
– Local'/'State'Gov'policy'able'to'be'
informed'by'BU'metrics,'
– Demonstration'sites'e.g.'New'Delhi'(UHI),'
Ulrich'(health'benefits),'
– Community'gardens'and'associated'
community'groups,'
– Corporate'donations'and'sponsorship,''
– Supportive'local'governments'that'are'
connected'to'the'needs'of'community'
– Availability'of'vacant'lands'to'be'used'as'
biophilic'elements,'and''
– Growing'level'of'education,'experience,'
and'exposure'in'nature'in'cities.'
– A'lot'of'good'work'being'driven'at'
grassroots'level!
Disablers!
– Planning'frameworks'(Business'as'usual),'
– Lack'of'quantitative/financial'analysis'of'
BU'(rather'than'qualitative…)''
– Cultural'stagnation,''
– Control'issues'(e.g.'at'local'government'
level'there'are'internal'struggles'about'
control'and'how'things'happen),'
– Lack'of'Info'at'the'level'of'the'decision'
makers'(eg'buildings,'town'planning'etc'
– Lack'of'research'on'local,'holistic'systems,'
– Benefits/Costs'fragmented,''
– Regulations/Planning'permit'
requirements,'
– Lack'of'integrated'planning,'
– Lack'of'rigorous'cost'benefit'analysis'
using'a'systems'approach,'and''
– Level'of'social'disconnection'to'natural'
environments.!
Note: Information, recommendations and opinions expressed herein are not intended to address the specific circumstances of any 
particular individual or entity. This table has been produced for general information only and does not represent a statement of the 
policy of the participants of the stakeholder workshop, the SBEnrc, or the SBEnrc partner organisations. 
Source: SBEnrc Stakeholder Workshop, Hosted by the Western Australian Department of Finance (held 
at the Optima Building), and facilitated by Curtin University and QUT, 13 July 2011, Perth. 
In! the! Brisbane! workshop,! participants! were! asked! to! denote! the! relative! importance! of!
enablers! and! disablers! using! arrows! of! varying! length! and! thickness.! In! reviewing! the! data,!
there! is! little! differentiation! between! the! enablers! and! disablers! listed.! Hence,! the! data! has!
been!reviewed!by!grouping!enablers!and!disablers!into!common!themes,!which!were!found!to!
include:!
- Economic!enablers!and!disablers!(Table!2)!
- Policy!and!governance!enablers!and!disablers!(Table!3)!
- Industry!and!private!investment!enablers!and!disablers!(Table!4)!
- Citizen,! social! and! community! based! enablers! and! disablers,! including! education! and!
establishment!of!norms!and!expectations!(Table!5).!
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There! is! significant!overlap!between!these!themes,!which!are!presented! in! the!tables!below,!
with! a! summary! of! the! lists! prepared! by! each! of! the! sub\groups! at! the! workshop! in! the!
appendices.!
Table 2: Summary of economic enablers and disablers to biophilic urbanism from the 
Brisbane workshop 
Enablers!
– Incentives'(offset'uptake'costs)'
– Economic'analysis'
- Perception'change'
- Forward'planning'
- Economies'of'scale'
– Recognition'of'building'upfront'and'
operational'costs'
– Establishing'building'value/valuation'
techniques'
- Loan'conditions'
- Green'star!
– Quantify'the'value'of'ecosystem'services'
(make'economic'case)'
– Rewards'for'truly'sustainable'solutions'
– Consumption'and'expectation'need'
– Competitive'edge'
– Economic'arguments'
– Positive'development'frameworks'
– New'wealth'opportunities!
Disablers!
– Pay'back'period'
– OwnerLoccupant'benefit'
– Mindset'(perception'that'traditional'
solutions'cheaper/easier'and'lower'risk)'
– Lack'of'reward'for'truly'sustainable'
solutions'
– Lack'of'funding'
– Cost,'different'economics'–'short'term'
economic'thought'
– Consumption'and'expectation'–'cost'
– Economic'system/ideological'growth'
– Split'incentives'
– Traditional'economic'theories'(values)'
– Current'investment'in'existing'
infrastructure!
Note: Information, recommendations and opinions expressed herein are not intended to address the specific circumstances of any 
particular individual or entity. This table has been produced for general information only and does not represent a statement of the 
policy of the participants of the stakeholder workshop, the SBEnrc, or the SBEnrc partner organisations. 
Source:'SBEnrc!Stakeholder!Workshop,!Hosted!by!Parsons!Brinckerhoff,!and!facilitated!by!
Curtin!University!and!QUT,!07!September!2011!Brisbane.!
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Table 3: Summary of policy and governance enablers and disablers to biophilic 
urbanism from the Brisbane workshop 
Enablers!
– Government'policies'(follows'other'
enablers)'
– ‘Human’'decision'makers'(turn'their'lights'
on!)'
– Creative'leadership'
– Transparency'
– Key'people'/'leaders'innovators'
– Governance,'long'range'reflective''
– Top'down'action'
– Strong'governance'with'social'conscience'
– Building'regulation'flexibility'
– R&D'
- Private'
- Government'
– Green'door'‘fast'tracks’'development'
application'processes'
– Design'standards'(for'new'developments'
and'brown/greyfield)'
– Offsets'for'environmental'disturbance'(no'
net'canopy'loss'etc)'
– Rewards'for'truly'sustainable'solutions'
– Commonwealth'government'needs'
greens'preferences!
Disablers!
– Political'tenure'–'short'term'thinking'
– Government'policies'
– Education'not'applied,'information'not'
action'(inaction'not'enabled)'–'
disempowered'
– Governance'not'society'driven,'driven'by'
economics'–'slower'to'action'
– Building'regulation'baby'steps'–'not'open'
to'change'
– Planning'approval'processes'
– Lack'of'consequences'for'poor'
compliance.'Inertia'of'old'habits'
– ShortLterm'focus'of'elected'officials'and'
decisionLmakers'
– Legislation'(difficulty'of'meeting'
performance'standards'vs.'
prescription/acceptable'standards)'
– Lack'of'reward'for'truly'sustainable'
solutions'
!
Note: Information, recommendations and opinions expressed herein are not intended to address the specific circumstances of any 
particular individual or entity. This table has been produced for general information only and does not represent a statement of the 
policy of the participants of the stakeholder workshop, the SBEnrc, or the SBEnrc partner organisations. 
Source: SBEnrc Stakeholder Workshop, Hosted by Parsons Brinckerhoff, and facilitated by Curtin 
University and QUT, 07 September 2011 Brisbane. 
!
!
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Table 4: Summary of industry and private investment enablers and disablers to 
biophilic urbanism from the Brisbane workshop 
Enablers!
– Building'regulation'flexibility'
– Incentives'(offset'uptake'costs)'
– Best'practice'case'studies'
– Recognition'of'building'upfront'and'
operational'costs'
– Establishing'building'value/valuation'
techniques!
- Loan'conditions'
- Green'star'
– Green'door'‘fast'tracks’'development'
application'processes'
– R&D'
- Private'
- Government'
– Technology'(ingenuity'to'solve'any'
problem)'
– Design'standards'(for'new'developments'
and'brown/greyfield)'
– Offsets'for'environmental'disturbance'(no'
net'canopy'loss'etc)'
– Rewards'for'truly'sustainable'solutions'
– Safety'(heat'reduction),'less'pollution'
– Action,'embarrassing,'uncertainty'
– Skills,'broad'knowledge'
– Competitive'edge'
– Economic'arguments'
– Positive'development'frameworks'
– New'wealth'opportunities!
Disablers!
– Building'regulation'baby'steps'–'not'open'
to'change'
– Industry'anxiety'
– Information'gap'
– Developers'
– Operation'
– Clients'
– Available'technology'
– Pay'back'period'
– OwnerLoccupant'benefit'
– Planning'approval'processes'
– BuyLin'to'tech.'solutions'(convincing'
decision'makers)'
– Competition'for'space'
– Lack'of'consequences'for'poor'
compliance.'Inertia'of'old'habits'
– Legislation'(difficulty'of'meeting'
performance'standards'vs.'
prescription/acceptable'standards)'
– Lack'of'reward'for'truly'sustainable'
solutions'
– Lack'of'funding'
– Safety'/'risk,'(eliminate'risk)'
– Split'incentives'
– Current'investment'in'existing'
infrastructure!
Note: Information, recommendations and opinions expressed herein are not intended to address the specific circumstances of any 
particular individual or entity. This table has been produced for general information only and does not represent a statement of the 
policy of the participants of the stakeholder workshop, the SBEnrc, or the SBEnrc partner organisations. 
Source: SBEnrc Stakeholder Workshop, Hosted by Parsons Brinckerhoff, and facilitated by Curtin 
University and QUT, 07 September 2011 Brisbane. 
!
!
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Table 5: Summary of citizen, social and community based enablers and disablers to 
biophilic urbanism from the Brisbane workshop 
Enablers!
– Best'practice'case'studies'
– Training'opportunities'
- Schools/Universities'
- Workplaces'
– Innate'biophilic'tendency'
– Technology'(ingenuity'to'solve'any'
problem)'
– Community'awareness'and'demand'for'
change'
– Community'objection'to'subLoptimal'
outcomes'
– Key'people'/'leaders'innovators'
– Practice'–'social'conscience'
– Collective'conscience'
– Strong'governance'with'social'conscience'
– Skills,'broad'knowledge'
– Inner'connected'communities'(people'and'
place)'
– Hope,'positive'thinking'
– Population:'growth'is'inherently'hopeful'–'
obligation/hope'
– Consumption'and'expectation'need'
– Feelings'
– '‘Human’'decision'makers'(turn'their'
lights'on!)'
– Communities'–'social'mobilisation'
– Establishment'of'norms'
– Community'awareness'
– Guilt'
– Creative'leadership!
Disablers!
– Information'gap'
– Clients'
– OwnerLoccupant'benefit'
– Extinction'of'biophilic'experience'(TV,'
videogame'etc)'
– Mindset'(perception'that'traditional'
solutions'cheaper/easier'and'lower'risk)'
– Disempowerment'
– ‘Near'enough'is'good'enough’'mentality'
– BioLphobia'/'fear'/'health'danger'of'
nature,'mixing'with'people'and'
infrastructure'
– Education'not'applied,'information'not'
action'(inaction'not'enabled)'–'
disempowered'
– Cocooning,'removal'from'
nature/cyberspace'
– Disconnected'
– Negative'thinking'–'the'end'of'the'world'
– ***Overpopulation'at'high'consumption'
levels***'
– Consumption'and'expectation'–'cost'and'
benefit'analysis'–'want'
Note: Information, recommendations and opinions expressed herein are not intended to address the specific circumstances of any 
particular individual or entity. This table has been produced for general information only and does not represent a statement of the 
policy of the participants of the stakeholder workshop, the SBEnrc, or the SBEnrc partner organisations. 
Source: SBEnrc Stakeholder Workshop, Hosted by Parsons Brinckerhoff, and facilitated by Curtin 
University and QUT, 07 September 2011 Brisbane. 
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A!subjective,!qualitative!analysis!of!the!findings!from!this!stage!of!the!workshops!suggest!that!
there!are!a!wide!range!of!enablers!that!may!assist!in!increasing!biophilic!urbanism!in!Australian!
cities,!including:!
– Policy:! policy! frameworks! and! building/design! standards! that! go! beyond! compliance! to!
drive!innovation,!and!are!adaptive!and!supportive!of!biophilic!urbanism.!
– Government:! Various! levels! of! government! and! planning! authorities! willing! to! show!
leadership!to!trial!and/or!introduce!policy!for!biophilic!urbanism.!Creative!leadership!based!
on! social! and! community! expectations! rather! than! political! cycles! and! traditional!
economics.!
– Social! pressures:! Existing! community! groups,! community! gardens! and! networks! are! a!
strong!driver!for!biophilic!urbanism,!which!has!many!innate!but!potentially!unquantifiable!
benefits!to!the!broader!community.!Fostering!innate!biophilic!tendency!through!education,!
access!and!awareness,!and!enabling!community! leaders!to!drive!the!development!of!new!
social!norms!and!a!collective!conscience.!Reconnecting!to!‘feelings’!related!to!nature,!and!
fostering!hope!and!positive!thinking.!
– Private! Sector:! The! private! sector! can! provide! funding,! leadership! and! ‘biophilic!
entrepreneurship’!to!drive!the!development!of!biophilic!urbanism!demonstration!sites!and!
general! use!within! cities.! Effective! policy!mandating! certain! percentages! of! construction!
funds!be!spent!on!biophilic!elements!can!drive! innovation!in!the!field,!while!quarantining!
this! budget! from! financial! shocks.! New! economic! models! and! valuation! methods! can!
enable!the!private!sector!to!correctly!value!biophilic!urbanism.!
– Demonstration:! Developing! demonstration! sites! to! showcase! (to! provide! education,!
experience!and!exposure)!and!quantify!benefits!of!biophilic!urbanism.!This!may!help!foster!
social!acceptance!and!pressure!for!biophilic!urbanism!and!provide!a!foundation!for!policy!
shifts.!Using!existing!vacant! land!can!enable! initial!biophilic!urbanism!demonstration!sites!
to!potentially!encourage!the!use!of!these!elements!to!retrofit!currently!developed!areas.!
– Economics:! Establishing!new!valuation! techniques!and!metrics! to!enable! the! inclusion!of!
traditional!externalities!in!financial!evaluations!of!building!and!urban!design!with!biophilic!
urbanism,!which!in!turn!may!enable!access!to!finance!for!biophilic!elements.!
A!similar!inspection!of!the!disablers!identified!by!workshop!participants!suggests!the!following!
key!factors!are!impeding!the!increased!application!of!biophilic!urbanism!in!Australia:!
– Lack!of!proof!and!quantification:!There!is!a!lack!of!local!research!and!information!to!assist!
decision! makers! in! making! informed! decisions! and! to! appropriately! apply! biophilic!
elements! to!Australian! cities.!Without! a! clear! economic! argument,! it!may!be!difficult! for!
decision! makers! to! justify! including! biophilic! elements,! and! to! appreciate! how! these!
elements! will! affect! long\term! bottom! lines.! Further,! without! proper! quantification,!
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biophilic! elements! are! particularly! vulnerable! when! financial! pressures! such! as! the! GFC!
result!in!budget!cuts!to!designs.!
– Existing!policy!and!planning!frameworks:!There!is!currently!a!perceived!lack!of!integration!
across!government!departments,!which!may!hinder!the!ability!to!introduce!effective!policy!
for!biophilic!urbanism,!as!the!costs!and!benefits!are!spread!across!multiple!departments.!A!
“silo!effect”!does!not!allow!governments!to!have!the!ability!to!look!holistically!at!a!concept,!
as! there! are! offices! devoted! to! exclusively! look! at! one! or! two! sub\areas.! ! There! is!
furthermore!a!perception!that!there!is!a!lack!of!mandatory!requirements,!making!biophilic!
urbanism!a!‘beyond!compliance’!addition!to!building!and!planning.!Existing!regulations!and!
planning!requirements!generally!don’t!seem!to!support!the!inclusion!of!biophilic!urbanism!
elements.!
– Cultural!inertia!and!social!stagnation:!There!is!a!perceived!general!disconnection!from!the!
natural!environment!such!that!there!may!be!a!common!lack!of!appreciation!of!the!benefits!
of! nature,! or! knowledge! of! place! and! local! species.! This! can! impede! the! application! of!
biophilic! urbanism! if! nature! and! nature\based! experiences! are! not! valued! by! society.!
Further,!sustainable!development!is!often!a!secondary!consideration!and!is!frequently!cut!
from!construction!budgets!if!funding!is!tight.!
– Split!incentives:!A!key!disabler!to!biophilic!urbanism!is!that!the!benefits!and!costs!are!split!
across! government! departments! and! between! stakeholders! (i.e.! private! organisations,!
government!and!society)!such!that!the!costs!may!be!paid!by!a!department,!organisation!or!
individual!that!doesn’t!recoup!the!full!benefits.!
– Traditional! economic! models:! Traditional! economic! models! are! not! able! to! value!
externalities!and!disempower!decision!makers! from! including!biophilic!elements! in!urban!
and!building!design.!
Key Economic Argument Considerations 
To identify the key considerations for an economic argument for biophilic urbanism in 
Australia, participants were asked to consider what they feel are the factors that would 
be most important to decision makers. The workshop participants brainstormed as a 
group, with their thoughts and responses collated on the whiteboard (Perth workshop) 
and Note: Information, recommendations and opinions expressed herein are not intended to address the specific circumstances 
of any particular individual or entity. This table has been produced for general information only and does not represent a statement 
of the policy of the participants of the stakeholder workshop, the SBEnrc, or the SBEnrc partner organisations. 
Figure!2!(Brisbane!workshop)!below),!with!the!following!being!a!summary!of!the!key!findings:!
– Participants' identified' several' potential' indicators' and' metrics' for' understanding' and'
measuring'the'economic'costs'and'benefits'of'biophilic'urbanism,'including:'
⇒ Staff!retention!rates,!
⇒ Infrastructure!costs!vs.!Payroll!costs,!
⇒ Productivity!
⇒ Liveability!
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⇒ Temperature!and!HVAC!cost!differences,!
⇒ Building!inputs!and!outputs!–!connection!with!biophilic!elements,!
⇒ Health!costs!and!savings,!especially!related!to!particular!biophilic!elements!and!experiences!(for!
example,!being!outdoors! for!a! certain!amount!of! time,! a! view!of!nature! through! the!window,!
etc),!
⇒ Some!measure!of!economic!viability!–!being!an!attractive!place!to!live/work!etc,!and!
⇒ Returns!on!investment.!
– Participants' suggested' the' use' of' case' studies' to' provide' a' comparison' between' two'
different' locations' (with' and' without' biophilic' urbanism),' and' the' use' of' indicators' to'
quantify'the'costs'and'benefits.'
– Schools' (and' other' similar,' institutional' building' environments)' are' a' useful' case' study,'
providing'dual'purposes'of'being'both'a'case'study'and'an'educational' facility.'There'are'
many' ways' in' which' biophilic' urbanism' could' be' applied,' such' as' school' gardens' and'
maintaining' existing' vegetation,' while' measuring' heat' loads' and' encouraging' learning'
about'the'environment'and'fostering'a'sense'of'place.'
– In'developing'an'economic'argument,'it' is'possible'to'use'a'mixture'of'cost'measures'as'a'
foundation,'supported'by'additional'qualitative'benefits.'What'is'needed'are'some'metrics'
(not'necessarily'economic'values)'to'measure'the'benefits'of'nature'in'cities,' including'net'
positive'benefits'(i.e.'not'only'reduction'in'negative'impacts).'There'is'currently'a'shortage'
of'indicators'and'metrics'for'successes.''
– Some'key'considerations'for'an'economic'argument'include:'
⇒ Considering!other!measures!of!progress!to!accompany!an!economic!argument,!such!as!a!human!
happiness/experience! indicator! (What! is! already!being!done! in! this! area?! See!Bhutan! and! the!
UK),!
⇒ There!is!a!need!to!consider!the!audience!for!an!economic!argument,!and!there!may!be!several,!
⇒ Note!the!different!between!innate!benefits!vs.!tangible,!
⇒ ‘Dynamic!localism’!and!economic!benefits,!
⇒ Systemic!interactions!of!biophilia!–!non\linear!multiplicative!benefits!–!need!to!highlight!these,!
⇒ Integrated!nature!of!pricing!that!cannot!be!‘extracted’,!and!
⇒ Considering! costs! and! benefits! longitudinally,! for! example! \! ‘now’! workers! and! ‘later’!
intergenerational! (done! previously! or! by! case! etc).! This! may! enable! inclusion! of! long! term!
impacts!and!benefits!into!the!economic!argument!
⇒ Considering!the!scale!of!economic!assessments,!to!be!able!to!measure!these!at!a!building!level!
as!well!as!city!level!(and!scales!in!between).!
!
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!
Note: Information, recommendations and opinions expressed herein are not intended to address the specific circumstances of any 
particular individual or entity. This table has been produced for general information only and does not represent a statement of the 
policy of the participants of the stakeholder workshop, the SBEnrc, or the SBEnrc partner organisations. 
Figure!1:!Summary!of!economic!considerations!from!Perth!workshop!participants!
Source: SBEnrc Stakeholder Workshop, Hosted by the Western Australian Department of Finance (held 
at the Optima Building), and facilitated by Curtin University and QUT, 13 July 2011, Perth 
 
Note: Information, recommendations and opinions expressed herein are not intended to address the specific circumstances of any 
particular individual or entity. This table has been produced for general information only and does not represent a statement of the 
policy of the participants of the stakeholder workshop, the SBEnrc, or the SBEnrc partner organisations. 
Figure!2:!Summary!of!economic!considerations!from!Brisbane!workshop!participants!
Source: SBEnrc Stakeholder Workshop, Hosted by Parsons Brinckerhoff, and facilitated by Curtin 
University and QUT, 07 September 2011 Brisbane. 
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Key findings and considerations for the SBEnrc project 
A!key!aim!of!the!workshop!was!to!allow!the!workshop!findings!to!guide!the!scope!and!
structure!of!the!SBEnrc!project,!ensuring!that!the!project!would!deliver!strategic!benefits!to!
stakeholders!and!partners,!in!the!current!and!future!stages.!Listed!below!are!key!findings!and!
considerations!drawn!from!this!process!of!stakeholder!engagement,!supported!by!the!
literature!review:!
- There! appears! to! be! a! strong! understanding! of! biophilic! urbanism! amongst! the! project!
stakeholders.!In!visioning!a!biophilic!city,!workshop!participants!acknowledged!the!variety!
of!settings!in!which!biophilic!urbanism!could!be!applied!(i.e.!roads,!buildings,!public!spaces,!
commercial!spaces,!industrial!zones,!parkland!etc.);!the!range!of!considerations!of!biophilic!
urbanism! which! distinguish! this! field! from! green! infrastructure! (i.e.! sense! of! place,!
encouraging! biodiversity,! the! human! experience! of! the! biophilic! elements,! education,!
fostering! well\being! and! health! as! well! as! cost! and! energy! savings,! etc);! and! a! wide!
selection!of!potential!biophilic!elements!(i.e.!green!roofs,!green!walls,!street!trees!etc).!!
- Workshop! participants! did! not! frequently! link! biophilic! urbanism! to! climate! change!
adaptation,!however!did!make!reference!to!peak!oil,!and!climate!change!mitigation.!
- The! exploration! of! key! enablers! highlighted! the! need! to! foster! an! appreciation! and!
understanding! of! biophilic! urbanism! from! multiple! perspectives,! and! reinforced! the!
approach!of! this!project! in!developing! local! (Australian!based)! research!and!case!studies,!
developing!an!economic!argument,! creating!a!policy! framework!and! in!disseminating! the!
findings!of!this!research!more!widely!amongst!the!community.!
- The! exploration! of! key! disablers! highlighted! how! the! approach! taken! in! this! project! can!
address! many! factors! currently! impeding! the! wider! application! of! biophilic! urbanism! in!
Australia,!such!as!addressing!split!incentives!for!biophilic!urbanism!through!quantifying!the!
costs!and!benefits,!providing!proof!and!quantification!of!the!costs!and!benefits!to!enable!
informed! decision!making! and! policy! development,! and! providing! guidance! for! effective!
policy!development!to!encourage!biophilic!urbanism!through!the! investigation!of!a!policy!
framework.!
- The! exploration! of! key! disablers! revealed! that! there! are! few! (if! any)! significant! physical!
impediments!to!biophilic!urbanism,!rather!that!the! impediments!are! largely!systemic!and!
grounded!in!current!social,!political!and!economic!paradigms.!!
- The! exploration! of! key! enablers! and! disablers! showed! that! there! are! cultural,! social! and!
community! factors! that! may! both! enable! and! impede! the! wider! application! of! biophilic!
urbanism!in!Australian!cities.!This!project!does!not!address!these!factors!directly,!however!
through! the! development! of! local! case! studies,! describing! the! biophilic! elements,!
quantifying! the! costs! and! benefits,! and! disseminating! the! findings,! this! project! may!
indirectly!foster!a!greater!appreciation!and!understanding!of!biophilic!urbanism!within!the!
community.!
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- The!exploration!of!enablers!and!disablers,!and!conversation!around!key!considerations!of!
an!economic!argument!suggest!that!this!will!be!the!foundation!for!stimulating!an!increase!
in!biophilic!urbanism!in!Australian!cities.!This!will!likely!form!the!basis!for!policy!change!and!
innovation,!and!may!also!be!necessary!to!gain!public!support!for!such!measures.!
- The!exploration!of!enablers!and!disablers! revealed!that! these!are! frequently!paired,!such!
that! a! disabler! (such! as! policies! and! planning! frameworks)! can! also! be! an! enabler! (or!
become!an!enabler),!depending!on!the!context!and!content.!
- Biophilic!urbanism!has!many!innate!benefits!that!are!difficult!to!quantify,!and!these!should!
be! used! alongside! a! cost\benefit! economic! analysis! to! provide! further! evidence! and! a!
broader!picture!of!the!impacts,!interactions!and!benefits!of!biophilic!urbanism.!
- There! is! a! clear! need! for! metrics! and! indicators! to! measure! the! costs! and! benefits! of!
biophilic!urbanism.!
- There! is! a! need! for! local! evidence! for! biophilic! urbanism,! as! the! research! in! this! field! is!
currently!focused!on!North!America!and!Europe,!where!the!vegetation,!climate!and!urban!
development!patterns!differ!from!those!in!Australia.!!
Project/Scope!Recommendations!
Based!on!the!key!findings!and!considerations!from!the!workshop,!the!following!
recommendations!are!made!for!the!project!scope!and!structure:!
- The! scope! of! the! project! is! likely! to! provide! significant! benefits! to! stakeholders! and!
partners,!and!to!encourage!the!application!of!biophilic!urbanism! in!Australia.!The!project!
should! maintain! the! focus! on! the! development! of! local! case! studies! (i.e.! in! WA! and!
Townsville),!and!where!possible!provide!locally!relevant! information!and!quantification!of!
costs!and!benefits.!
- The!project!should!develop!a!focus!as!part!of!the!first!stage!(up!to!September!2012)!and!in!
the! second! stage! starting! October! 2012! on! the! building! level! application! of! biophilic!
urbanism.! The! project! should! focus! on! biophilic! urbanism! elements! or! case! studies! that!
could!be!practical!on!single\building!projects.!These!case!studies!would!be!assessed!from!a!
point!of!view!of!practicality!and!value!for!money.!
- The!second!phase!of!the!project,!in!which!a!cost\benefit!analysis!will!provide!an!economic!
argument! for! biophilic! urbanism,! will! establish! the! foundation! for! policy! change! and!
acceptance! of! biophilic! urbanism.! The! research! team! should! focus! on! developing!
appropriate! metrics! and! indicators,! and! quantifying,! where! possible,! these! costs! and!
benefits.!Although!the!innate!benefits!are!currently!less!readily!considered!through!existing!
decision!making!mechanisms,! these! should! be! provided! as! supporting! information! to! an!
economic!argument.!!
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- It! is! likely! that! the! ‘split! incentives’! nature! of! biophilic! urbanism,! and! persistent! ‘silo’!
approach!to!governance!and!policy!will!complicate!the!use!of!an!economic!argument,!and!
the!research!team!should!attempt!where!possible!to! identify!measures!to!overcome!this.!
This!may!result!in!an!alternative!form!of!presenting!the!economic!argument,!or!potentially!
in!policy!measures!which!reduce!this!disabler.!
- A!policy!framework!to!enable!biophilic!urbanism!in!Australian!cities!may!differ!considerably!
from! existing! policy! frameworks,! as! it! will! need! to! internalise! the!many! innate,! holistic,!
benefits! of! biophilic! urbanism,! and! overcome! traditional! ‘silo’! approaches! to! decision!
making! and! policy! formation.! It! may! place! greater! importance! on! ‘grass\roots’! and!
community! movements,! taking! a! bottom\up! approach! to! decision\making! and! policy!
change.!Conversely!(or!potentially!concurrently),!it!may!consider!higher\level!policy!options!
to!over\arch!traditionally!separate!departments!and!budgets.!!
- The! finding! that! the! key! impediments! to! biophilic! urbanism! are! largely! systemic! and!
grounded! in! current! social,! political! and! economic! paradigms,! rather! than! physical,!
reinforces! the! non\technical! focus! of! this! project.! However! it! is! understood! that! local!
evidence!is!required!as!particular!many!types!of!biophilic!elements!may!not!be!well\proven!
in!an!Australian!context.!The!project!needs! to!consider! local!evidence! that! the!economic!
benefits!outweigh!the!costs.!!
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Appendix!A:!Workshop!Run7sheets!
Perth:!
WORKSHOP OUTLINE 
9:15 – 9:20:  Participants are seated, brief introduction of Tim Beatley 
9:20 – 10:00:  Presentation by Tim Beatley - an introduction to biophilia and Biophilic 
Urbanism, including case studies from around the world. 
10:00: Morning tea and coffee are served, to be enjoyed while the participants are seated 
at tables 
10:00 – 10:15: Overview of workshop schedule and anticipated outcomes (10 mins) 
10:15 – 10:45: Conceptualising Biophilic Urbanism:  
 INDIVIDUAL Ask participants to individually write or draw their ideal biophilic 
city, imagining that there are no barriers or limitations to what they could create 
(10 mins) 
 GROUP: Ask participants to present their visioning findings to the group (15 
mins) 
11:15 – 12:15: Discussion of barriers and benefits: 
 INDIVIDUAL: Ask participants to create two lists on their paper in front of 
them: one of the enablers to biophilic urbanism in Australia, and one of the 
disablers of biophilic urbanism in Australia. 
 GROUP: Ask participants to note the top 3 enablers, and top 3 disablers on their 
sheets, and present these to the group. As a group, we will cluster these on the 
board. 
Provocation:  Discussion of key considerations for an economic argument 
 1. If you were doing any economic analysis, what would you consider? GROUP 
DISCUSSION - What we are wanting to find out: How would you like/need the 
economics to be reported so that they can be used in decision-making?  
12:15 – 12:30 Wrap up, opportunities for final questions, provide details for where to find 
further information on the project 
Invite participants to enjoy some light refreshments 
!
!
!!
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Brisbane:!
WORKSHOP OUTLINE 
9:30 – 9:40:  Participants arriving, serving coffee/tea and getting seated into smaller groups (4-5 
participants per table) 
9:40 – 10:00:  Brief welcome, introduction of the team, overview of the workshop, and  Project 1.5 
outline (briefly outline the project scope, and work that has been completed to date) 
10:00 – 10:30: Participant introductions: Invite participants to introduce themselves, their professional 
background/interest, and a brief (1-2 min) example of an urban nature experience. 
10:30 – 11:00: Conceptualising Biophilic Urbanism:  
 TABLE GROUPS: Ask participants to write or draw their ideal biophilic city, imagining 
that there are no barriers or limitations to what they could create (what should be) (10 
mins) 
 WHOLE WORKSHOP: Ask participants to present their visioning findings to the group 
(15 mins) 
11: 00 - 11:15:  Morning tea and coffee are served 
 
11:15 – 12:15 Discussion of enablers and disablers: 
 TABLE GROUPS: Ask participants to create two lists on their paper in front of them: 
one of the enablers to biophilic urbanism in Australia, and one of the disablers of 
biophilic urbanism in Australia. 
 WHOLE OF WORKSHOP: Ask participants to note the top 3 enablers, and top 3 
disablers on their sheets, and present these to the group. As a group, we will cluster these 
on the board. 
12:15 – 1:00 Key provocations: Discussion of key considerations for an economic argument 
 1. If you were doing any economic analysis, what would you consider? GROUP 
DISCUSSION - What we are wanting to find out: How would you like/need the 
economics to be reported so that they can be used in decision-making?  
1:00 – 1:45:  LUNCH IS SERVED 
1:45 – 2:40: Brainstorm the most important thing to progress the biophilic urbanism agenda? What 
would be your top three? Cluster these as a group. 
PERSONAL COMMITMENT, by when? 
2:40 – 3:00 Wrap up, opportunities for final questions, provide details for where to find further 
information on the project 
Invite participants to enjoy some light refreshments 
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Synopsis 
Biophilic urbanism, or urban design which refl ects human’s 
innate need for nature in and around and on top of our 
buildings, stands to make signifi cant contributions to a 
range of national, state and local government policies related 
to climate change mitigation and adaptation. Potential 
benefi ts include reducing the heat island effect, reducing 
energy consumption for thermal control, enhancing urban 
biodiversity, improving well being and productivity, improving 
water cycle management, and assisting in the response to 
growing needs for densifi cation and revitalisation of cities. 
This discussion paper will give an overview of the concept of 
biophilia and consider enablers and disablers to its application 
to urban planning and design. The paper will present fi ndings 
from stakeholder engagement related to a consideration 
of the economics of the use of biophilic elements (direct 
and indirect). The paper outlines eight strategic areas being 
considered in the project, including how a ‘daily minimum 
dose’ of nature can be received through biophilic elements, 
and how planning and policy can underpin effective 
biophilic urbanism.
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EO Wilson fi rst popularised the concept of 
biophilia in the early 1980s with his landmark book 
of the same name1, later clarifying the concept in 
The biophilia hypothesis2, saying: ‘Biophilia … is 
the innately emotional affi liation of human beings 
to other living organisms’. In considering how to 
apply this to urban planning, leaders such as Tim 
Beatley and Peter Newman have contributed to 
the creation of the fi eld of ‘biophilic urbanism’.3 
It refl ects a growing need to landscape not only 
the spaces between buildings but the buildings 
themselves. Nearly every new urban development 
across the world is seeking to incorporate green 
qualities into its structure and function, and many 
are seeking to display biophilic elements, such as 
green roofs, green walls and plant installations. 
When the Sustainable Built Environment National 
Research Centre (SBEnrc) was established to 
highlight areas of innovation in our cities, it was 
quickly realised that this would form an important 
part of the future of cities in Australia and around 
the world. This discussion paper presents the 
fi ndings of literature research and the results of 
workshops with stakeholders facilitated by the 
research team from Curtin University and QUT. 
The project is mentored by the father of biophilic 
urbanism, Professor Tim Beatley, who inspired the 
team through a set of memorable presentations 
while on his Fulbright Scholarship at Curtin 
University. The discussion paper presents eight 
strategic areas for research.
1. Introduction
Australia has one of the highest urbanised 
populations in the world, with around 90% already 
living in cities and large towns. This is predicted 
to remain the situation for the foreseeable future, 
with only 6% of the population living outside 
urban areas in 2050.4 By mid-century it is also 
anticipated that the global urban population will 
have doubled, with over two-thirds of the world’s 
population living in cities and megacities.5 This 
concentration of people in urban environments 
is putting increasing strain on systems, such 
as energy and water supply, civil infrastructure 
provision, manufacturing, and food production 
and distribution. Furthermore, these systems are 
being strained as they attempt to reduce their 
greenhouse gas emissions while also creating 
innovative products and services to compensate 
for increasing costs of energy and diminishing 
access to many resources such as fresh water. 
The predicted impacts of climate change on 
Australian cities and the systems that support city 
dwellers are signifi cant and are likely to have major 
implications. The convergence of such urgent 
and challenging issues provides strong impetus 
for developing systems-based solutions that can 
reduce the speed and severity of these issues.
A growing body of global evidence demonstrates 
how ‘biophilic elements’, or natural, green 
2.  Why is the application of ‘biophilia’ 
important to urban planning?
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with very little negative reinforcement (also to 
dogs, spiders, closed spaces, running water, and 
heights) but are less quick to develop a fear of 
more modern threats, such as guns, knives, cars 
or electric wiring, which are equally dangerous if 
not more so. Wilson proposes that the constant 
exposure to snakes over evolutionary time, and 
the likely natural selection of those members of a 
population who recognised the danger of snakes, 
made an appropriate behavioural response, 
and survived, has genetically predisposed their 
offspring to a similar hereditary aversion and 
fascination. 
Herein is the key to biophilia. Wilson suggests 
the current population of the human race has a 
genetic predisposition to (an innate dependence 
on) desiring a relationship with nature that is 
beyond material and physical needs because 
those with such a disposition have prevailed in 
our evolution. 
infrastructure (such as green roofs, vegetated 
walls, constructed wetlands, street trees, 
community gardens, planted swales, tree 
canopies over streets, etc.) can make a range 
of direct and indirect contributions to economic 
development. Early efforts to apply biophilia to 
urban planning have focused on landscaping 
on and around buildings, and have prompted 
investigations on the wider application across 
cities. Further integrating such elements into urban 
design may help adaption to many of the impacts 
and consequences of climate change, such as 
increased urban temperatures (exacerbating 
the urban heat island effect), increased energy 
demand, intensifi ed storm events, loss of 
biodiversity and declining agricultural yields. 
As mentioned, the concept of biophilia was fi rst 
popularised by EO Wilson over 25 years ago6, 
has since been explored within the social and 
psychological disciplines, and is now receiving 
much attention to consider its application to urban 
planning and design. Wilson suggests this innate 
affi liation to other living organisms may come as a 
result of human evolution, in that this has created 
a pre-conditioning to be more likely to respond 
with a particular behaviour when presented 
with a particular stimulus. For example, Wilson 
postulates that such pre-conditioning (referred 
to by Wilson as ‘gene-culture co-evolution’) may 
manifest as an aversion to and fear of snakes. 
Poisonous snakes can cause death and illness, 
and almost universally elicit a strong natural fear 
and fascination. Across a wide variety of cultures, 
snakes are the most commonly dreamed about 
animal, and feature prominently in cultural beliefs 
and mythology. In the case of monkey and ape 
communities, the aversion has resulted in a 
specifi c signal to warn of the presence of snakes 
that can cause the entire primate group to react 
and leave the immediate area. Wilson suggests 
that humans quickly develop a fear of snakes 
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Studies have shown that a connection to nature 
can lead to reductions in depression, anger, 
tension and fatigue. Having been applied to a 
number of aspects of psychology and interior 
design, the concept is now receiving strong 
interest as an urban design principle, not only for 
the wellbeing benefi ts to humans, but for a range 
of direct and indirect economic and environmental 
benefi ts, especially in such utilitarian issues as 
cooling cities as climate change–induced heat 
island effects increase. With our connection to 
nature steadily reducing in cities around Australia, 
a more biophilic city is likely to reduce the sense of 
population pressures as our cities grow and, more 
particularly, as they become denser, to reduce 
car dependence.7
Biophilic urbanism conceptually extends beyond 
the physical conditions, or the use of green design 
and natural elements in a city, to include how 
connected and engaged those who live there are 
with nature and their surrounds. Hence Beatley 
advises that in addition to considering the size 
and number of biophilic elements within a city, it is 
important to consider how well they are used by 
residents, and whether they create opportunities 
for people to enjoy, care for and appreciate 
nature.8 Biophilic design can be applied at multiple 
scales, including at the level of a building, street, 
city and region, and the greatest benefi ts are likely 
to be derived from the simultaneous consideration 
of all these scales. Furthermore, when biophilic 
design and green infrastructure plans are coupled 
the resulting urban form promotes energy security 
through decentralised embedded generation 
(and less reliance on fossil fuels), water security 
through greater ability to capture runoff (and less 
reliance on groundwater, which in many cities is 
being severely damaged by saline intrusion) and 
food security through introducing more urban 
agriculture. 
Image courtesy of Plant Up
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protects and nurtures what it has … actively 
restores and repairs the nature that exists, while 
fi nding new and creative ways to insert and inject 
nature into the streets, buildings and urban living 
environments.9 Using a process based on the 
methodology of ‘Collective Social Learning’10, 
created by Emeritus Professor Valerie Brown, 
participants of a project stakeholder workshop 
held in Perth in September 2011 brainstormed 
potential elements that might be part of the 
application of biophilic urbanism (see the results 
in Table 1).
3.  How can biophilic urbanism be applied to 
Australian cities?
Biophilic design is an urban design principle 
that identifi es how cities can be planned for 
and retrofi tted to incorporate a greater degree 
of the natural environment (e.g. green roofs, 
living walls, daylighting urban streams). Timothy 
Beatley suggests that there is no strict defi nition 
of a biophilic city, but many different expressions 
of urban biophilia, which manifest as different 
combinations of biophilic elements, qualities and 
conditions. To provide an overarching defi nition, 
Beatley suggests that: A biophilic city is a city 
that seeks to foster a closeness to nature — it 
Table 1: Possible applications of biophilic urbanism  
• Green (vegetated) roofs
• Green (vegetated) walls (incorporating vines and trellises)
• Daylighting streams (referring to uncovering waterways contained 
in pipes, under roads or under urban landscapes)
• Creating wildlife corridors along infrastructure corridors based on 
tracked migration patterns (such as roadways)
• Community information centres providing knowledge on local 
species and environment
• Creating storm/sea buffer zones with vegetation
• Vegetable gardens, and community gardens
• Greening verging strips, including with food production
• Street trees and canopies over streets, including for food 
production
• Internal plants and vegetation for buildings (incorporating 
aquaponics)
• Parks (connected by wildlife corridors)
• Urban constructed wetlands (incorporating stormwater and 
wastewater capture and treatment)
• Shopping centre greening (as communal public spaces, and 
taking advantage of increased sales in greened commercial 
districts)
• Running water (incorporating water capture and storage, and 
evaporative cooling)
• Shade plantings (strategic planting to reduce internal building 
temperatures in summer)
• Swales (rather than traditional stormwater conduits)
• The use of natural light and ventilation in buildings
• Green sidewalks (rather than pavement)
• Connectivity within green spaces and greenways
* Note: Information, recommendations and opinions expressed are not intended to address the specific circumstances of any particular individual or entity. This table has been 
produced for general information only and does not represent a statement of the policy of the participants of the stakeholder workshop, the SBEnrc, or the SBEnrc partner 
organisations.
Source: SBEnrc Stakeholder Workshop, hosted by the Western Australian Department of Treasury and Finance (held at the Optima Building) and facilitated by Curtin University 
and QUT, 
13 July 2011, Perth.
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Enablers Disablers
• Innovative and adaptive frameworks
• Leadership by planning authorities
• Social pressures – community forums
• Local and state government policy able to be informed by BU 
metrics
• Demonstration sites e.g. New Delhi (UHI), Ulrich (health benefi ts)
• Community gardens and associated community groups
• Corporate donations and sponsorship
• Supportive local governments that are connected to the needs 
of community
• Availability of vacant lands to be used as biophilic elements 
• Growing level of education, experience and exposure to 
nature in cities
• A lot of good work being driven at grassroots level
• Planning frameworks (business as usual)
• Lack of quantitative/fi nancial analysis of BU 
(rather than qualitative) 
• Cultural stagnation 
• Control issues (e.g. at local government level there are internal 
struggles about control and how things happen)
• Lack of Information at the level of the decision makers 
(e.g. buildings, town planning)
• Lack of research on local, holistic systems
• Benefi ts/costs fragmented
• Regulations/planning permit requirements
• Lack of integrated planning
• Lack of rigorous cost–benefi t analysis using a 
systems approach 
• Level of social disconnection to natural environments
Table 2: Summary of key enablers and disablers to the application of biophilic urbanism
Note: Information, recommendations and opinions expressed herein are not intended to address the specific circumstances of any particular individual or entity. This 
table has been produced for general information only and does not represent a statement of the policy of the participants of the stakeholder workshop, the SBEnrc, or the 
SBEnrc partner organisations.
Source: SBEnrc Stakeholder Workshop, hosted by the Western Australian Department of Treasury and Finance (held at the Optima Building) and facilitated by Curtin 
University 
and QUT, 13 July 2011, Perth. SBEnrc Stakeholder Workshop, hosted by Parsons Brinckerhoff and facilitated by Curtin University and QUT, 7 September 2011 Brisbane.
When then asked to consider what might be 
enabling or disabling the application of the 
elements in Australian cities, the participants 
brainstormed a number of institutional, information 
and market factors, as summarised in Table 2.
A key fi nding of the stakeholder workshop, 
which was clearly evident in the literature review 
done as part of preparing the project, was that 
although there was a growing number of studies 
attempting to quantify the performance of 
particular biophilic elements (such as green roofs), 
there is a clear need for further quantifi cation of 
the costs and benefi ts, a valuable contribution 
to underpin the increased coverage of biophilic 
urbanism in various government policies and 
planning schemes. Examples of economic 
benefi ts identifi ed in the literature review include:
• Street trees can provide aesthetic and 
functional benefi ts to road users, pedestrians 
and neighbourhoods. Research into the use 
of street trees suggests that these provide 
wide fi nancial and social benefi ts, with one 
study on the Davis community in California, 
USA, estimating the 24,000 public street trees 
provided about US$1.2 million net annual 
environmental and property value benefi ts, 
with a benefi t to cost ratio of 3.8:1.11 
•  Experiments on the use of shade trees at 
residential houses in California found that 
installing eight large and eight small shade 
trees could reduce cooling energy use by 
30%, or around 4 kWh per day, with peak 
energy savings of 0.7 kW. In Florida, a similar 
experiment using a mobile trailer revealed 
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reductions in airconditioning electricity 
consumption of 50%.12 Sustainability Victoria 
noted that using plants to shade a building can 
reduce the internal temperatures of a house in 
summer by between 6 and 12°Celsius.13 
•  Chicago’s Millennium Park remains one of the 
most famed examples of the transformation 
of a paved parking and railyard area into 
potentially the world’s largest green roof, 
creating a 24.5-acre (close to 10 ha) park 
incorporating performance venues, art, 
sculpture, architecture and landscape 
architecture. Beneath the park, the railyard 
continues to operate alongside a 2,218-space 
parking garage and a large bicycle garage 
with facilities for repairs and showers. Around 
half of the park area is permeable ‘green roof’, 
with the remainder incorporating pathways, 
buildings, fountains, artworks and other 
attractions. The Millennium Park has become 
a place for musical events, tourism, cultural 
expression and recreation. The US$490 million 
project has increased nearby property values 
by a total of US$1.4 billion, and increased 
tourism revenues by US$2.6 billion.14 
•  The use of well-placed green walls has been 
found to greatly reduce indoor temperatures 
in buildings – for example, a study in Tokyo 
revealed a 10ºC difference between exposed 
wall surfaces with and without plant screening, 
while in Beijing a 28% reduction in the peak-
cooling load transfer to a building’s interior was 
observed when a green wall was installed on 
the west façade. These fi ndings are supported 
by studies in Canada, which reported a 
23% reduction in energy consumption for 
summertime cooling.15
•  Vertical and rooftop gardens can be used 
for food cultivation, making use of space 
throughout an urban area and facilitating 
the production of food close to where it will 
be needed.16 For example, the Fairmont 
Royal York hotel cultivates herbs, fruits and 
vegetables on the hotel’s rooftop garden to 
supply the restaurant. The 18-storey-high, 
372 m2 garden provides a wide variety of fresh 
produce, including many ingredients not widely 
available through supermarkets or distributers, 
and has recently introduced bees. Having 
pioneered the concept, the Fairmont Royal 
York has been an inspiration for many other 
restaurants throughout Canada, Singapore, 
Hawaii, Dallas, San Francisco and Washington, 
DC, with benefi ts including cost savings, 
energy savings, fresher produce and better 
fl avours.17 
•  Research indicates that indoor plants can 
improve the environment by removing 
pollutants, such as volatile organic 
compounds, nitrogen and sulfur oxides, 
particulate matter and ozone, and reduce 
indoor carbon dioxide levels. Reduced illness 
has been associated with indoor plants, 
including reduced sick leave in offi ce staff and 
school children, reduced respiratory illnesses, 
lower blood pressure, reduced attention fatigue 
and increased worker satisfaction. Similarly, 
indoor plants have been found to increase 
worker productivity, improve creativity, increase 
attentiveness and improve ability to perform 
tasks. Staff working in environments with one 
or more plants show reduced levels of anxiety 
(37% less), anger (44% less), depression (58% 
less), fatigue (38% less), confusion (30% less), 
overall negativity (65% less) and overall stress 
(50% less).18 
•  A study of Los Angeles, California, investigated 
the underused potential of alleys throughout 
the city, fi nding that although most are 
walkable and quiet, they are generally dirty 
and unsafe.19 It is estimated that there are over 
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1,450 km of alleys in Los Angeles, presenting a 
valuable resource in a relatively land-poor city.20 
If such alleyways were able to be greened, 
it would be possible to create recreational 
opportunities in park-poor neighbourhoods; 
encourage walking and cycling through 
increased connectivity and added amenity; 
improve water quality and supply through 
reduced impervious surface cover and use 
of stormwater management devices, such as 
bioswales and pervious pavements, reduce 
urban temperatures, enhance biodiversity, 
and reduce crime through improved lighting 
and increased use of alleyways. Similar 
assessment of the value of Melbourne 
alleyways has led to their revitalisation, 
including some biophilic elements. 
To identify key considerations for an economic 
argument for biophilic urbanism in Australia, 
participants of the stakeholder workshop were 
asked to consider what they felt were the factors 
that would be most important to decision makers. 
These fi ndings (see Table 3) will be combined with 
additional stakeholder engagement workshops 
and interviews to inform the development of 
an economic analysis tool for considering the 
application of biophilic urbanism 
in Australian cities. 
Table 3: Potential economic indicators and metrics, and considerations for economic analysis 
of the application of biophilic urbanism
Potential economic indicators and metrics Key economic considerations
• Staff retention rates
• Infrastructure costs vs. payroll costs
• Temperature and HVAC cost differences
• Building inputs and outputs – connection with biophilic elements
• Health costs and savings, especially those related to particular 
biophilic elements and experiences (for example, being 
outdoors for a certain amount of time, a view of nature 
through the window)
• Some measure of economic viability – being an attractive 
place to live/work etc.
• Returns on investment
• Other measures of progress to accompany an economic 
argument (such as human happiness/experience)
• The audience for an economic argument (there 
may be several)
• The different between innate benefi ts and tangible benefi ts
• ‘Dynamic localism’ and economic benefi ts
• Non-linear multiplicative benefi ts
• Costs and benefi ts longitudinally, ‘now’ workers and ‘later’ 
intergenerational: this may allow long-term impacts and 
benefi ts to be included in the economic argument
* Note: Information, recommendations and opinions expressed are not intended to address the specific circumstances of any particular individual or entity. This table has been 
produced for general information only and does not represent a statement of the policy of the participants of the stakeholder workshop, the SBEnrc, or the SBEnrc partner 
organisations.
Source: SBEnrc Stakeholder Workshop, hosted by the Western Australian Department of Treasury and Finance (held at the Optima Building) and facilitated by Curtin University and 
QUT, 13 July 2011, Perth.
It is the purpose of the Biophilic Urbanism 
project to explore the key issue of quantifying 
and interpreting the performance of biophilic 
elements in Australian urban environments 
and provide strategic guidance to industry and 
governments tasked with creating and maintaining 
our growing cities.
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4.  How is biophilic urbanism 
being used in cities?
Case study: The High Line Park, New York City
The High Line Park was developed on a disused 
elevated freight line on the lower west side of 
Manhattan, New York, and now extends for 
1.5 miles and covers 6.7 acres. The park 
retains much of the original architecture and 
feel of the rail line, with wild fl owers and grasses 
growing between the cracks of concrete pavers 
and in purposely designed gardens. The park 
has developed signifi cant green space within 
New York, increasing nearby property values 
and creating a marketable ‘brand’ for nearby 
businesses. The urban revival sparked by the 
High Line has created interest for a similar 
conversion of disused infrastructure in other cities 
into green space.21 
Case study: Portland, Oregon
The City of Portland, Oregon, has been converting 
traditional streets into green streets over several 
years, using water-sensitive urban design 
elements, such as bio-infi ltration pits and rain 
gardens built into stormwater curb extensions and 
sidewalks, to capture and infi ltrate runoff from the 
road and pavement. These gardens provide visual 
amenity and habitat, clean the runoff, reduce 
sewer backups in basements, reduce street 
fl ooding and combined sewer overfl ows (CSOs) 
to the Willamette River, enhance pedestrian and 
cyclist safety, and reduce the urban heat island 
effect.22 The green streets are valued so highly by 
residents and visitors to Portland that maps are 
provided for a ‘green streets tour’ of some of the 
best examples throughout the city.23 
Case study: Vauban, Freiburg, Germany
Vauban is a suburban district in the Germany city 
of Freiburg, which has adopted an ‘ecological 
traffi c and mobility concept’ in which car driving 
is discouraged through a number of regulations. 
With low car usage and the consequent reduced 
need for infrastructure (roads, parking space), 
Vauban has extensive, connected green space 
throughout the medium-density district. Residents 
played an active role in directing and designing 
the development of the green space, which 
includes intensive local food gardens, parks, 
old-growth pockets and public green spaces.24 
The development does not involve green roofs 
but has extensive green walls covered by vines 
and other plants grown on frameworks. There 
were several initiatives that reduced car usage 
in Vauban. For example, households may own 
a car, but must park it in one of two multi-storey 
car parks on the perimeter of the district at 
a substantial cost rather than at their house. 
Consequently, over 40% of households do 
not have a car, and none have more than one. 
Cycling and walking are the favoured means of 
transport, accounting for 64% of all trips. A car-
free life is facilitated by a car-sharing association, 
which also provides free annual public transit 
for the entire Southern Black Forest region and 
a free BahnCard, which provides a half-price 
subscription pass for German rail. It is aided 
by deliberate policies to encourage shops and 
businesses to establish throughout the district, 
although movement of these businesses into the 
ground fl oor of mixed-use buildings has been 
slow.25
Case study: Australian Government: Biodiversity 
Conservation Strategy
Australia’s Biodiversity Conservation Strategy 
2010–2030 provides a guiding framework for the 
next 20 years. Among the national targets are the 
aims to increase the number of Australians and 
public and private organisations that participate 
in biodiversity conservation activities by 25% 
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by 2015, to double the value of complementary 
markets for ecosystem services by 2015, to 
signifi cantly increase native and restored habitat 
reserved for biodiversity conservation, and to 
improve ecological connectivity.26 This strategy 
operates at a continental scale; however, it has 
implications for Australian cities, particularly 
in increasing the degree of engagement of 
Australians with biodiversity conservation and in 
restoring and preserving habitat and connectivity. 
As over 80% of Australians live in cities, Australian 
cities may provide ideal opportunities for habitat 
that the majority of Australians can engage with on 
a daily basis, rather than biodiversity conservation 
being viewed as something that occurs outside 
cities. Examples of how this is already occurring in 
cities, especially in Australia, have been set out.27 
Case study: Chicago Green Alley program
In Chicago, the Department of Transportation 
initiated the Green Alley program to better manage 
stormwater, using green infrastructure rather 
than traditional stormwater drains. Although the 
Chicago Green Alley program does not specifi cally 
aim to increase biodiversity in the city, this case 
study lends weight to the possibility of retrofi tting 
alleys throughout a large, highly developed city.  
Comprising 1,900 miles (3,000 km) and 3,500 
acres (1,400 ha) of alley space, most without any 
sewer or drainage infrastructure, alleyways are a 
signifi cant and extensive piece of infrastructure 
in Chicago. Alleyways were retrofi tted with 
permeable pavements, high albedo pavements, 
proper pitching to ensure excess stormwater 
drained to the street sewers, and energy-effi cient 
lights that shine downwards towards the alley 
rather than up towards the sky. Since the initial 
pilot program in which six alleys were retrofi tted, 
more than 80 of Chicago’s alleys have been 
retrofi tted.28 
Case study: Seattle Street Edge Alternative
Seattle completed a pilot Street Edge Alternatives 
project (SEA Streets) in 2001, in which residential 
streets were redesigned to refl ect natural 
drainage patterns through the use of bioswales, 
evergreen trees and shrubs. These redesigned 
streets had on average 11% less impervious 
surface than conventional streets, and reduced 
the stormwater runoff by 99%. Summer heat 
was reduced on targeted streets, and there were 
anecdotal reports that residents were happy 
with the project. A second, expanded project 
was completed in 2006, which encompassed 
16 blocks and used the same tools as the pilot. 
In addition to managing stormwater fl ows and 
preventing fl ooding, the SEA Streets project 
aimed to recharge groundwater, reduce pollutant 
transport, provide healthy wildlife habitat in creeks, 
and improve neighbourhoods. The program 
met the technical aims but there were problems 
with verbal agreements with residents over the 
maintenance of the vegetation; some residents 
kept these agreements while others did not. Later 
efforts to engage residents were met with limited 
success, and in 2008 the city began to investigate 
alternative maintenance arrangements.29 Similar 
examples of water-sensitive urban design are 
given in Beatley and Newman.30 
Case study: Village Homes community, 
Davis California
Village Homes is a well-established 70-acre 
housing development in Davis, California, which 
began in 1975 and today includes 225 houses 
and 20 apartments. Most houses use passive 
solar design, and all showcase sustainable 
design integrated with nature. There are 23 acres 
of greenbelts, orchards, vineyards, vegetable 
gardens and edible landscape, and swales run 
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throughout the village to capture and direct 
rainwater to irrigate the trees and orchards. 
Households share the communally grown 
produce, adhering to an honour system through 
which they only take the food that they can 
consume.31 The community has the same density 
as neighbouring suburbs, and maximises the 
amount of green space available, in part through 
reducing the width of the streets and not having 
additional pavements beside the roads. The roads 
are curved with many cul-de-sacs, and just less 
than 8m wide, reducing the speed of traffi c and 
making it more convenient for most residents to 
cycle and ride. There are extensive walking and 
cycling paths linking common areas and passing 
through landscaped and garden areas, enhancing 
the travel experience. There are also two large 
parks, extensive greenbelts, two vineyards and 
two large common gardening areas. The area 
does not include biophilic elements on top of roofs 
or on walls.32 
Case study: Berlin, Germany
In Berlin, Germany, new building developments 
are required to leave a certain proportion of the 
development area as green space, with the 
proportion referred to as the Biotope Area Factor 
(BAF or BFF for Biotop Flächenfaktor). The BAF 
is otherwise defi ned as the ecologically effective 
surface area per total land area. Because of the 
high density of Berlin, there was strong concern 
over the degree of soil sealing, inadequate 
replenishment of groundwater, low urban humidity, 
increased urban temperatures and biodiversity 
pressures. One key advantage of the BAF system 
is that it allows the developer to decide how to 
incorporate the green space, providing fl exibility 
while still achieving the goal of greater city green 
space. Various green space and surface coverings 
are given a weighting to estimate their contribution 
to the green space goals. The BAF builds on 
earlier green space planning initiatives, such as the 
Courtyard Green Program, which subsidised the 
development of green roofs, green facades and 
backyard community gardens, which resulted in 
86.5ha of green space and facades.33 
Case Study: Seoul, Korea
In Seoul, Korea, a 10-lane freeway that had been 
built over a major river was removed and replaced 
with an urban park 6km long, running alongside 
the restored Cheong Gye Cheon River. Fish, birds 
and insects have repopulated the area, which is 
about 3.6ºC cooler than other parts of the city. 
The area is widely used by city residents and 
visitors, and incorporates art, historical plaques, 
walkways, markets and landscaping. The project 
was initiated by the local community because of 
widespread concerns over the health impacts 
from the large volumes of traffi c using the freeway, 
and the decreasing stability of the structures. 
There was some opposition to removing the 
freeway, mainly due to concerns that it would 
result in traffi c congestion, and that businesses 
would suffer economic losses during construction. 
To alleviate congestion, a transportation policy 
was introduced with a primary focus on public 
transport; the city also provided a stability fund 
to help businesses suffering any adverse impacts 
during the construction period. Around 4,000 
meetings were held with over 20,000 residents, 
both individually and in groups, to encourage 
participation and address concerns. The 
restoration took 27 months, with construction 
costs of around $281 million. Almost all (96%) 
of the asphalt and concrete from the dismantled 
freeway was recycled, as was all of the reinforcing 
steel. Although the river is far from natural, 
incorporating concrete- and granite-lined channels 
and embankments, water treatment plants, 
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walkways and clay mats, it nonetheless provides 
the city with many of the benefi ts of a natural 
stream and considerable increases in biodiversity 
have been measured.34 
Case study: Malmö, Sweden
In the Western Harbour project of Malmö, 
Sweden, new developments are required to have 
an average green space factor of 0.5, with each 
surface covering scoring a green rating between 0 
and 1. For example, an impervious surface rates 
as 0.0 while a tree is 0.4 and a green roof 0.8. 
The fi rst phase of the project, Bo01, has 1,000 
homes, and maximises green space by reducing 
road infrastructure while maintaining relatively low-
density housing. Developments must achieve a 
minimum of 10 ‘green points’, which are awarded 
for the inclusion of elements that encourage 
biodiversity, such as bird nesting boxes, butterfl y 
fl ower beds, a wide diversity of wildfl ower 
species and deep soil. Visible waterways feature 
in the landscape, and are fringed by trees and 
undergrowth to provide aesthetic, stormwater and 
biodiversity benefi ts. The Bo01 development is 
intended to showcase how urban development 
can increase environmental quality.35 
In another example, the inner-city, high-density 
suburb of Augustenborg in Malmö is a well-cited 
case study of retrofi tting an existing suburb with 
an open stormwater system incorporating green 
roofs, swales, open channels, ponds and a small 
wetland. Augustenborg is unusual, as there 
are few examples of such a retrofi t; most open 
stormwater systems have been introduced during 
the design phase of new developments. The 
original use of combined sewers in Augustenborg 
was resulting in overfl ows from the sewers and 
fl ooding in basements and garages during heavy 
rain, prompting a rethink of the stormwater 
management system in 1997 as part of a 
broader urban renewal project. Implementing 
a conventional, separated sewer would have 
necessitated major earthworks and may have 
encountered problems related to joining newer 
stormwater drainage networks to an older system 
not designed for such fl ows. The retrofi t adopted 
a three-pronged approach: reducing the runoff 
response from (or effi ciency of) the impervious 
area; conserving open space and aesthetics; and 
reducing the total fl ow of stormwater. The design 
of the stormwater system was complicated by 
existing land uses (e.g. buildings, car parks, parks) 
and the values and concerns of residents (i.e. 
preserving aesthetics, function and sanitation). 
These have imposed design limitations, and 
consequently the arrangement of the various 
elements in the system is somewhat ad hoc. 
Further, concerns over potential property damage 
from deep percolation of rainwater have meant 
that geotextiles have been used underneath many 
of the elements in the system. Analysis of the 
system reveals the importance of all elements, 
which act to varying degrees to reduce the 
total fl ow volume (through storage capacity in 
substrate, ponds, wetlands etc.) and to attenuate 
fl ow peaks (through low-frequency, high-intensity 
storage capacity in ponds). The retrofi t was 
completed in 2001, and besides some initial 
teething problems, it is now effective to such an 
extent that the combined sewers are receiving 
wastewater almost exclusively (i.e. almost no 
stormwater is entering the combined sewers). 
Many of the drainage elements in the system 
function also as recreational areas; for example, 
a shallow infi ltration strip in a schoolyard doubles 
as a miniature amphitheatre, and the use of 
design features surrounding channels and ponds 
create aesthetically pleasing features in the urban 
environment.36 
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Strategic Area 1: Transforming roads and paved 
areas (including permeable pavements, high 
albedo pavements, bioretention areas, urban 
trees and forest (street trees), conversion of 
disused road infrastructure to parkland, green 
streets, and promoting alternative transport to 
reduce road infrastructure)
In most cities, one of the greatest constraints to 
urban renewal and urban greening is the lack of 
available space and existing infrastructure. The 
proportion of space in cities typically dedicated to 
road infrastructure is signifi cant. For example, in 
Europe, road infrastructure consumes on average 
25% of urban areas and in the USA 30%. In Los 
Angeles, road infrastructure accounts for 40% of 
the city area.37 However, cities that have focused 
on promoting alternative forms of transport, 
commonly termed ‘walking cities’, on average 
devote only 10% of the land space to streets 
and parking.38 Hence, there is hence a signifi cant 
potential to recapture land within cities through 
reducing dependence on private automobiles and 
converting road infrastructure to alternative land 
forms. At the same time, roads can increase their 
use of street trees so that canopy coverage can 
reduce heat absorption in asphalt and concrete. 
Strategic Area 2: Incorporating green space into 
the built environment (including biodiversity 
corridors in urban environments, green streets 
and alleys, land development to enhance 
biodiversity refuges and corridors, green roofs, 
green walls, city farms and urban agriculture, and 
constructed wetlands)
Incorporating green space into urban areas can 
play a vital role in providing habitat and refuge for 
fl ora and fauna, while also improving the climatic 
and hydrologic conditions to mitigate the impact 
of the urban areas on surrounding ecosystems. 
Preserving existing biodiversity and green space in 
new urban developments can ensure mature 
trees and other vegetation are available to fauna 
already living in the area, and may help create 
a sense of place and connection for residents. 
For example, most of the old trees in Vauban, 
Germany, were preserved during its development 
and are now considered to be the ‘jewels’ of the 
suburb, with extensive and carefully planned green 
space and green corridors designed along side 
them.39 
Strategic Area 3: Climate control in buildings and 
the built environment (including shade trees, 
vegetated areas to reduce refl ection (lawns, 
gardens), green walls, green roofs and indoor 
vegetation) 
A key consideration for the development and 
retrofi t of urban areas is to ensure buildings are 
liveable and functional in a future with increased 
temperatures, greater density and potentially 
limited energy resources. Many urban buildings 
are viable only through mechanical heating and 
cooling, which requires vast amounts of energy 
and contributes to the urban heat island effect. 
Such buildings are also required to be completely 
enclosed so the interior can be kept signifi cantly 
cooler than the outdoor ambient temperature. This 
results in symptoms commonly collectively termed 
‘sick building syndrome’, including tiredness, 
headaches, mucosal membrane symptoms, 
and skin irritation and disorders caused by 
the build-up of air pollutants. Specifi c building 
disorders are also identifi ed in some cases, as well 
as enhanced transmission of infectious diseases.40 
These considerations provide considerable 
impetus for addressing building design and 
operation. As Janis Birkland41 outlines, existing 
buildings and cities need to be retrofi tted, as it 
will not be possible to substantially improve the 
sustainability of the built environment through the 
construction and use of new buildings alone.
5.  What are the key strategic areas 
for investigation?
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Strategic Area 4: Mitigating the urban heat island 
effect (including urban parks, street trees, green 
roofs and green walls) 
The urban heat island effect is a well-researched 
phenomenon affecting most cities around the 
world, and is expected to be exacerbated by 
climate change. The effect is mainly due to the 
increased amount of heat generated from urban 
structures, which consume and reradiate solar 
radiation, and from anthropogenic heat sources 
(such as cars, airconditioners and industry).42 
The impact of these heat sources is exacerbated 
by the urban form, which tends to have minimal 
vegetation (thereby minimising the cooling benefi ts 
of evapotranspiration and shading of paved 
areas), high surface roughness and decreased 
sky view factor (which reduces convective heat 
removal). In Australia, as much as a 75% increase 
in heat-related premature mortality is predicted 
in some Australian cities by 2050. Human health 
can be compromised by exposure to heat stress 
for as little as 48 hours, with deaths related to 
heatwaves exceeding those from all other climatic 
events.43 The effect has other implications, 
including increased energy demand to create a 
comfortable living environment, and increased 
ground level ozone (ozone is produced at a 
higher rate at higher temperatures). Although in 
some cities, the increased urban temperatures 
can create independent breezes as the warm air 
rises, drawing in cooler air from the surrounding 
areas, in others the urban form produces 
stagnant conditions, which can result in a highly 
polluted urban atmosphere, causing cardiac and 
cardiopulmonary disease and death.44 
Strategic Area 5: Enhancing carbon emission 
reductions and sequestration (including soil 
organic carbon, carbon sequestration by urban 
shade trees, reduced greenhouse gas emissions 
due to shade trees, mangroves, green roofs 
and green walls)
Urban soils and vegetation play a dual role in 
climate change mitigation by storing carbon, as 
well as reducing the production and emission of 
carbon dioxide through reducing energy demand. 
Fossil fuels account for around 93% of Australia’s 
electricity generation, with renewable energy 
sources constituting only 7%, the majority of which 
is hydro-electricity.45 As electricity generation 
contributes a little over 35% of Australia’s total 
greenhouse gas emissions,46 reducing energy 
demand can greatly enhance carbon emission 
reductions. There may be systemic, cascading 
greenhouse gas reductions from increasing urban 
biophilic elements. For example, there is evidence 
to suggest that by increasing shade vegetation 
and places with natural amenity, residents are 
more likely to walk and cycle, further reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions from automobiles. 
Reducing reliance on automobiles will result in 
reduced road and car park space, both typically 
covered with dark asphalt. Replacing such areas 
with lighter coloured pavement or vegetation will 
increase the surface albedo, reducing the urban 
heat island effect and energy consumption. 
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Strategic Area 6: Enhancing urban water cycle 
management (including green roofs, green walls, 
constructed wetlands, ponds and lakes, 
daylighting and restoring streams, vegetated 
swales, infi ltration basins and swales, and 
infi ltration trenches and soak ways, sidewalk 
and roadside gardens) 
The effects of urbanisation on the hydrological 
cycle can be seen in intensifi ed stormwater 
runoff, diminished groundwater recharge, 
reduced basefl ow and enhanced stream channel 
and river erosion. These effects are largely the 
result of increased impervious cover on roofs, 
roads and pavements. This prevents rainwater 
from penetrating the surface, increases the speed 
and volume of runoff during rainfall, and decreases 
runoff during periods of low rainfall. These urban 
changes also affect the quality of stormwater 
runoff, which is frequently contaminated with 
pollutants collected from roads, gardens and 
roofs and without the natural fi ltering processes 
provided by vegetation and soils.47 Green 
infrastructure provides multiple opportunities 
to enhance water cycle management through 
returning to, or replicating, many of the features 
and functions of the original landscape 
in a watershed.
Strategic Area 7: The economics of biophilic 
urbanism (including fi nancial and non-fi nancial 
costs and benefi ts, along with benefi ts to society 
and the wider urban system)
Each of the above strategic areas has economic 
implications that can be estimated and drawn 
into the basis of a framework for consideration by 
planners and developers. As part of the feasibility 
of a biophilic urbanism a series of economic 
questions can be asked to inform further efforts, 
such as: was an economic case presented 
to demonstrate the viability of the intended 
installation that considered both fi nancial and 
non-fi nancial elements; what were the actual direct 
and in-direct costs of the installation compared 
to the estimates; what were the construction and 
maintenance costs; was fi nancial support received 
for the project; what was the return on investment 
period; were economic multiplier effects identifi ed; 
and have studies on occupant or pedestrian 
experience been done. When considering the 
benefi ts to society, the research team will use the 
‘daily minimum dose’ of nature methodology being 
developed by the project’s mentor Professor Tim 
Beatley. 
Strategic Area 8: Underpinning effective 
biophilic urbanism (including planning and 
policy considerations, and identifying 
opportunities for biophilic urbanism 
related inclusions)
As with economic considerations, each of 
the strategic areas has planning and policy 
implications that can be explored to create 
a framework to support governments in 
underpinning effective biophilic urbanism in 
Australia. As part of the feasibility of a biophilic 
urbanism a series of planning and policy questions 
can be asked to inform further efforts, such as: 
what were the biggest challenges in developing 
this biophilic urbanism element, and how were 
these overcome with government support; what 
were the greatest opportunities that catalysed the 
development of this biophilic urbanism element, 
and how were these capitalised on; what policy 
tools were used in causing the development of 
this biophilic urbanism element; how effective were 
these policy tools. 
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Given the strong collaboration between university, 
industry and government on the SBEnrc, the 
project’s initial focus has been on preparing for 
and using a range of stakeholder engagement 
activities to inform its outcomes. The project has 
a dual focus on both the economic and policy 
considerations of biophilic urbanism and has 
developed a set of strategic questions for each 
to allow case study evaluation. The project will be 
developed through a number of steps: 
• Literature review. A comprehensive literature 
review by the research team produced a 
summary of fi ndings of over 22,500 words 
that was then refi ned to produce a 57-page 
summary. The literature review provides a 
valuable overview of a number of strategic 
areas, and was used as the basis of the 
stakeholder engagement
• Stakeholder engagement. A series of 
stakeholder meetings have been held along 
with the facilitation of three stakeholder 
workshops involving over 30 participants, in 
Perth and Brisbane. The workshops were 
based on the methodology of ‘collective 
social learning’, created by Emeritus Professor 
Valerie Brown,48 to guide participants through 
a process to consider fi rst their vision for a 
biophilic (nature-loving) city and the aspects 
that enable and disable achieving such vision. 
Then the various elements of an economic 
consideration of both direct and indirect 
economic benefi ts and costs of the use of 
biophilic elements in cities and urban areas 
were used in a brainstorming activity
6.  What is the focus of the biophilic 
urbanism project?
•  Case study assessment. The team is focusing 
on assessing case studies to consider the 
economic and policy considerations to inform 
the use of biophilic elements 
•  Report and recommendations. Each of the 
three key areas will produce a report that will 
focus on outlining the associated fi ndings. 
This will include a report on the key elements 
and aspects of biophilic urbanism, especially 
those related to building landscaping; a report 
on the economic considerations of the use of 
biophilic elements; and a report on the policy 
considerations to underpin the wider uptake 
of biophilic elements. Each of the outcomes 
will be focused on providing value to partners 
and will continue to be developed in close 
collaboration with stakeholders.
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Synopsis 
Biophilic urbanism, or urban design that reflects humanity’s 
innate need for nature, stands to make significant 
contributions to a range of national, state and local 
government policies related to climate change mitigation 
and adaptation, by investigating ways in which nature 
can be integrated into, around and on top of buildings. 
Potential benefits of such design include reducing the heat 
island effect, reducing energy consumption for thermal 
control, enhancing urban biodiversity, improving well being 
and productivity, improving water cycle management, and 
assisting in the response to growing needs for densification 
and revitalisation of cities. This report will give an overview of 
the concept of biophilia and consider enablers and disablers 
to its application to urban planning and design. The paper 
will present findings from stakeholder engagement and a 
series of detailed case studies, related to a consideration of 
the economics of the use of biophilic elements (direct and 
indirect). 
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As urban populations grow and the economic drivers for large, dense cities become more evident 
biophilic urbanism is emerging as a critical response to the increasing density of cities. Biophilic 
urbanism will ensure that urban residents receive their ‘daily dose’ of nature. Thus merging E.O. Wilson’s 
concept of ‘Biophilia’1 – that there is an innate emotional affiliation of human beings to nature – with the 
imperatives of urban development, biophilic urbanism focuses on the greater use of natural elements 
in the design and function of cities. Such elements range from green roofs, green walls and indoor 
plantings, to green verges, green islands and green corridors, from urban farming to regenerated 
waterways. 
These natural elements are being shown to deliver a range of benefits when applied throughout cities. 
They reduce the urban heat island effect, lessen heating and cooling loads in buildings, improve air 
quality, allow urban food production and improve stormwater management. Furthermore, such elements 
provide aesthetically pleasing surroundings that have been shown to enhance urban liveability, reduce 
crime and violence, reduce depression, and encourage greater community connectivity. Biophilic 
urbanism has also been linked to reduced stress, improved health and well-being, increased cognitive 
abilities, higher productivity, and enhanced early childhood development.
This project has focused on responding to three key industry needs expressed by project stakeholders, 
namely, for the project to:
1. Provide a clear description of a range of biophilic urbanism options,
2. Investigate the costs and benefits of various biophilic urbanism programs, and
3. Investigate policies and programs that can inform efforts to achieve biophilic urbanism in  
Australian cities.
The project has included a detailed investigation of five leading ‘biophilic cities’, Berlin, Chicago, Portland, 
Singapore, and Toronto, with a detailed case study developed for each (including interviews with key 
persons involved), as outlined in this report. The mainstreaming and development of metrics on biophilic 
urbanism outcomes appear to be the next phase in this new phenomenon. 
About the Research Team: 
Professor Peter Newman led an experienced research team from Curtin University and the Queensland University of Technology, 
which was managed by emerging sustainability authors Charlie Hargroves (Curtin University) and Dr Cheryl Desha (QUT). The 
team includes outstanding sustainability doctoral researchers Angela Reeve, Omniya Baghdadi, Megan Bucknum, and Mariela 
Zingoni, Jana Soderlund, and Rob Salter. Professor Newman is the John Curtin Distinguished Professor and is the Director of 
the Curtin Sustainability Policy (CUSP) Institute. Newman is the co-author of nine books and over 200 papers on sustainability, 
is on the Board of Infrastructure Australia, and is the current Lead Author for Transport on the IPCC. As part of The Natural 
Edge Project, Hargroves and Desha have worked with a range of co-authors to publish four international books on sustainable 
development, selling over 80,000 copies in 4 languages. The books have received a Prime Minister’s Banksia Award, and 
have been ranked 5th and 12th amongst the ‘Top 40 Sustainability Books of 2010’ by the Cambridge University Sustainability 
Leadership Program. 
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Cities around the world are growing dramatically as they provide unprecedented economic and 
social opportunities. The importance of scale and density in creating these opportunities is now well 
understood.2 But there has been a parallel emergence of the evidence of the need for people to be 
more closely linked to nature, and to create cities that are more sensitive to natural systems. Thus an 
increasing number of cities are now actively engaged in the process of incorporating nature into their 
design and function to an increasing extent. Rather than just focusing on urban beautification or even 
environmentally sensitive design, these cities are seeking to capitalise on a range of direct and indirect 
benefits from the use of nature as an intentional functional design element that can be brought into the 
daily lives of urban dwellers. As the Prime Minister of Singapore has said, we need to ‘bring nature to our 
doorsteps’.3 This new approach is called ‘biophilic urbanism’. 
Biophilic urbanism is bringing tangible benefits to cities, ranging from improved stormwater management, 
reduced air-conditioning loads, reduced urban temperatures, improved health and well-being, lower 
crime rates, and increased productivity. It is providing a way to continue the great urban experiment 
which has created so much economic value by balancing the concrete and steel urban infrastructure 
with innovative and well-integrated forms of urban nature that ensure urban environments remain 
aesthetic, liveable and attractive to existing and future residents. Such considerations are driving efforts 
that are seeing nature spreading rapidly across well-known cities around the world, such as Berlin, 
Chicago, Portland, Singapore and Toronto. 
Biophilic urbanism is an important emerging  
design principle for buildings, featuring a suite of  
natural design features that address multiple pressures 
related to climate change, increasing urban populations, 
îQLWHUHVRXUFHVDQGRXULQKHUHQWQHHGIRUFRQWDFWZLWK
nature. The principle directs the creation of  
urban environments that are conducive to life, 
GHOLYHULQJDUDQJHRIEHQHîWVWRVWDNHKROGHUV 
including building owners, occupiers and the 
surrounding community.4 
Introduction
The Importance of Biophilic Urbanism
‘
’
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in average precipitation in southwest and 
southeast Australia is predicted, with increases 
in precipitation in the northwest.7 
t Population Pressures: Australia has one of 
the most urbanised populations in the world, 
with more than 75 per cent living in cities 
and large towns.8 According to Treasury the 
Australian population is forecast to grow  
from 23 million to some 35 million in 2050.9 
While this will increase the labour force,  
it will also place greater pressure on the 
country’s energy and water supplies, 
infrastructure, food production and  
distribution, services, and the environment.10 
These pressures have led to widespread 
concern that our cities are becoming 
overcrowded and dysfunctional. 
Increasing the extent of nature within cities 
addresses both these issues. Landscaping  
around buildings ‘air conditions’ the city and 
thus reduces energy use, while allowing people 
to connect regularly with nature is thought to 
reduce their sense of population pressure. Hence 
as Australia’s cities grow to accommodate a 
burgeoning population, and respond to climate 
change, it will be increasingly important to find 
innovative ways to include nature within cities,  
and to reach a balance between the levels of 
nature necessary for health and well-being, and 
the performance demands of city infrastructure.
Increasing interest in biophilic urbanism can 
be understood by looking at two key issues of 
our time: the increasing risks and impacts from 
climate change, and the threats from mounting 
population pressures. The impacts of both climate 
change and population growth can be significantly 
mitigated through embedding nature within urban 
areas: 
t Climate Change: Australia’s temperatures 
are projected to increase by as much as 
1.0˚C by 2030 and up to 5˚C by 20705 (with 
significant variation in estimates depending 
on the emission scenario). As a result of this, 
Australian cities are expected to be impacted 
by more frequent and intense tropical cyclones 
and heat waves that will degrade infrastructure 
and have public health implications. Changes 
in average precipitation are also expected to 
result in more climatic extremes, with areas in 
which rainfall increases expected to see more 
extremely wet years, and those in which rainfall 
decreases expected to have more droughts.6 
Australia’s agriculture and forestry may initially 
benefit from longer growing seasons and 
increased atmospheric CO2 concentrations, 
but the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change anticipates that agriculture and 
forestry will over time decline throughout 
southern and eastern Australia by 2030 due 
to increased drought and fire. A further decline 
Singapore airport green wall. Image: G Impolex, 2009.
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E.O. Wilson first popularised the concept of 
‘biophilia’ in the early 1980s with his seminal  
book of the same name,11 using the term to mean 
‘the innately emotional affiliation of human beings 
to other living organisms’. Having been used in 
psychology and interior design, biophilia is now 
being applied to urban design, and leaders in this 
area such as Tim Beatley and Peter Newman  
have created the field of ‘biophilic urbanism’, or 
‘nature loving cities’.12 Landscape architecture 
has sought to bring nature into cities for hundreds 
of years, especially through works like Design 
with Nature by Ian McHarg in 1966. But as with 
many attempts by the environmental movement 
to bring environmentally sensitive design into cities 
from the 1970s on, this has been largely anti-
urban, and has not tried to embrace the broader 
built environment. Thus early efforts in biophilic 
urbanism focused mainly on the landscaping of 
individual buildings using green roofs and green 
walls, but their success in delivering a range of 
benefits has prompted investigations into the 
wider application of biophilic principles across the 
fabric of cities around the world. This has included 
complete canopy covers over roads and the 
conversion of concrete drains into living streams  
in urban water management. 
For its literature review the project has categorised 
biophilic urbanism into three scales, namely, the 
building, neighbourhood, and city scales, as 
summarised in Table 1. Particular biophilic design 
elements can provide different benefits at different 
scales. For example at the building scale, green 
roofs and green walls reduce energy demand and 
improve water management, while at higher scales 
biophilic elements help to alleviate the urban 
heat island effect and improve air quality and the 
microclimate. The greatest benefits will be derived 
from implementing biophilic design elements 
across all scales in cities. The many applications  
of biophilic urbanism present exciting opportunities 
for the design of cities and communities around 
the world, with a growing number of politicians 
gaining significant public support for programs 
to increase nature within cities. For example, 
former Chicago Mayor Richard Daley presided 
over a 22 year focus on urban greening, and the 
former Mayor of Seoul Lee Myung-bak oversaw 
numerous greening programs including the 
demolition of over 8 kilometres of freeway covering 
the Cheonggyecheon River and the regeneration 
of the area as an urban river park. Lee Myung-bak 
later became the 17th President of Korea. 
The Application of Biophilic Urbanism
A green roof in Berlin’s Potsdamer Platz, where a range of biophilic 
elements are used to capture, filter and beneficially use rainwater. 
Image: Secretariat, S., 2010.
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Element Forms Specific Benefits Common Benefits
Indoor 
Plants
t Pot plants, on desks, around office, or in 
banks of pots
t Indoor living walls, including pots within a 
mess frame (also see Green Walls)
t Indoor planted vegetation, such as atriums 
and large planted installations
t Reduces illness
t Increases productivity
t Improves air quality
t Responds effectively 
to growing need for 
densification of cities
t Revitalises urban 
environments
t Alleviates urban heat island 
effect 
t Improves air quality
t Improves microclimate
t Sequesters carbon/ reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions 
t Increases biodiversity
t Improves water cycle 
management
t Provides amenity
t Enhances well-being/ 
reduces stress
t Recreation
t Reconnects with nature
t Revitalises cities
t Increases property value
t Enhances tourism
Green 
Roofs
t ‘Intensive’: Soil deeper than 200mm and 
vegetation up to the size of trees
t ‘Extensive’: Soil up to 200mm with ground 
cover vegetation
t Improves building energy 
efficiency
t Water management
t Space efficiency
t Food production
t Sound insulation
t Increases roof/wall lifespan
t Vertical urban farming
Green 
Walls
t Panel System: Pre-planted structural panels 
that are secured to wall and have an in-built 
watering system
t Felt System: Pre-fabricated structural panel 
with felt planting pockets that is planted onsite 
and kept moist
t Container/Trellis System: Pre-fabricated 
structural panel with planting pots and drip 
irrigation system for the pots
Green 
Verges
t Street trees and canopies chosen depending 
on physical properties
t Shade planting for buildings placed to remove 
heat load 
t Green streets and alleys that create cool 
pervious greenways
t Rain gardens and bio-swales integrated into 
stormwater management plan and consisting 
of pervious channels
t Green permeable sidewalks
t Reduces traffic / encourages 
walking, and cycling
t Reduces building cooling/ 
heating energy use
t Windbreak
t Water management
t Food production 
Green 
Islands
t Urban parks and gardens placed close to 
transportation routes
t Community farms close to homes
t Residential backyards with space for food 
production
t Lawns and gardens reducing UHI effects
t Waterways and streams uncovered and 
rehabilitated
t Reduces traffic / encourages 
walking and cycling
t Food production
t Reduces reflection
t Community sense
t Education
Green 
Corridors
t Green corridors (biodiversity corridors) 
reaching outside the urban area
t Highway crossings and migratory routes
t Backyard commons that can be part of the 
green corridor
t Buffer protection from storms surges along 
coastal areas
t Links biophilic elements
t Reduces traffic / encourages 
walking and cycling
t Connectivity
t Increases tourism 
t Cognitive way finding
Urban 
Farming
t Community gardens
t City farms
t Urban and peri-urban agriculture
t Food production
t Creates employment
t Education
Water 
Ways
t Wetlands
t Constructed wetlands
t Ponds and lakes 
t Day-lighted streams
t Vegetated swales and drainage corridors
t Infiltration basins
t Mangroves
t Water management
t Water treatment
t Water storage
t Filtration / enhance water 
quality
t Protects downstream water 
bodies
B
ui
ld
in
g
N
ei
gh
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ur
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od
C
ity
Table 1: Overview of the elements of Biophilic Urbanism
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A growing number of cities internationally have 
a strong focus on biophilic urbanism and thus 
receive a range of direct and indirect benefits, 
summarised in this report. These cities include:
t Berlin: The City of Berlin has a long history of 
integrating nature into the built environment, 
and has some of the most advanced and 
sophisticated urban greening policies and 
programs in the world. These are strongly 
supported by citizens and developers, whose 
experiences of urban nature have led to an 
inherent understanding of their financial and 
broader social, environmental, and personal 
benefits. As a result, approximately one third 
of greater Berlin is natural habitat and green 
space, and nature continues to be added to 
the city. The Berlin Senate Department for 
Urban Development and the Environment 
boasts, ‘The appearance of the city is defined 
as much by open space as by individual 
buildings or architectural ensembles. They are 
responsible for the feeling of well-being and 
ease which the city provokes, and are crucial 
for the sense of identity the inhabitants have 
with their city’. This is all within one of the 
densest cities in Europe.
t Chicago: Over more than 20 years, driven 
by former Mayor Richard Daley, the city has 
created numerous plans, ordinances, policies, 
and programs to encourage the use of various 
forms of nature in urban design, and this 
has transformed it from its industrial roots to 
become one of the world’s greenest cities. 
In Chicago there are now over 600 green 
roofs covering over 5 million square feet;13 
over 1,300 acres of new open space;14 over 
500,000 trees planted, and a network of over 
110 miles of landscaped median strips.15 The 
Millennium Park is one of Chicago’s most 
recent biophilic urbanism projects and is a 
popular destination for tourists and residents, 
attracting around 19 million people since its 
opening in June 2004,16 and contributing to 
the city’s status as America’s most popular 
tourist destination in 2006.17 Significant 
tourism revenue is expected over the next 
ten years with hotels associated with the park 
expected to generate as much as $580 million, 
restaurants $865 million and retailers some 
$710 million.
t Portland: The City of Portland has a highly 
comprehensive urban greening program, 
largely driven by stormwater management 
concerns. However, as experience with urban 
greening tools and technologies has grown, 
the city has been able to recognise broader 
benefits that can leverage further support for 
urban greening. The use of demonstration 
sites, public education and public policy 
has underpinned Portland’s urban greening 
activities. The evaluation, quantification, and 
communication of the performance of urban 
greening installations have been an integral 
component of the success of these projects. 
Successful programs such as the ‘Grey to 
Green Initiative’ introduced in 2008 have 
accelerated urban greening, and by 2011 had 
resulted in an additional 6.5 acres of green 
roof space with approvals for an additional 
8.4 acres, 8,500 trees planted in private yards 
and 9,000 street trees,18 and 546 new green 
street projects, and well as 261 acres of land 
purchased for conservation and open space,19 
and the beginnings of restoration of over  
2,800 acres of natural area in the region.20 
t Singapore: The greening of the city-state 
of Singapore began with the ‘Garden City’ 
campaign under the auspices of then Prime 
Minister Lee Kuan Yew in the 1960s, well 
before the international focus on the benefits of 
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biophilic urbanism. Lee recognised that urban 
parks and greenery contribute to the city’s 
quality of life and can be a decisive factor in 
its global competitiveness, reflecting in 1996, 
‘In wooing investors, even the trees matter’.21 
Today, Singapore is arguably the world’s 
best example of a ‘biophilic city’. Natural 
elements are an intentional, mainstream and 
integrated component of urban design, and 
are well supported by policies, programs 
and the community. Singapore has a vision 
of becoming a ‘City in a Garden’, where 
natural elements are integrated into the built 
environment to create ‘a city that is nestled in 
an environment of trees, flowers, parks and 
rich bio-diversity’.22 It has faced the challenge 
of finding a balance between development, 
density and the presence of nature in the city. 
The population nearly doubled from 2.7 million 
to over 5 million in the 25 years between 1986 
and 2010, and yet the city has simultaneously 
managed to increase the green cover from  
36 to 47 per cent.23 
t Toronto: Toronto has a population of  
2.7 million people, making it the largest city 
in Canada and the fifth most populous in 
North America. Toronto is facing numerous 
environmental challenges commonly 
associated with urban development, such as 
poor air quality, increased urban heat island 
effects and stormwater management issues.24 
The city has taken many environmental 
initiatives to address these issues, such as 
a ‘Green Development Standard’, a ‘Green 
Economic Sector Development Strategy’, a 
‘Climate Change, Clean Air and Sustainable 
Energy Action Plan’, a ‘Climate Change 
Adaptation Strategy’, and an ‘Environmental 
Plan’.25 In May 2009, Toronto became the 
first city in North America to adopt a by-law 
that requires and governs the construction 
of green roofs, and this applies to all building 
applications for new residential, commercial, 
institutional, and industrial developments. The 
by-law requires green roof coverage of  
20 to 60 per cent on all new developments 
above 2,000m2 of gross floor area. 
Gardens by the Bay is a 101-hectare site that brings people, nature and technology together. This is the Supertree Grove – the metallic structures are 
covered in plants and epiphytes, and you can climb the stairs inside for a view of the area. Image: P Newman.
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As part of the Sustainable Built Environment 
National Research Centre’s (SBEnrc) focus on 
industry-led research, two stakeholder workshops 
were held in the early stages of the project, hosted 
by SBEnrc Core members, the Western Australian 
Department of Finance in Perth, and Parsons 
Brinckerhoff in Brisbane. The workshops involved 
the research team presenting the findings of the 
literature review and working with a total of 25 key 
stakeholders to identify areas of interest for the 
project to develop. The result of the workshops 
was a project scope that investigated key areas 
of interest to partners, areas that would provide 
clear benefits to industry and government. The 
workshop format was based on the methodology 
of ‘Collective Social Learning’, created by 
Emeritus Professor Valerie Brown,26 which guided 
participants through a process to consider, 
firstly, a vision for a ‘nature loving city’ and, 
secondly, factors that either enable or obstruct 
the achievement of such a vision. Three key 
challenges identified as important to bear in mind 
in the scope of the research were: 
t The lack of understanding of the associated 
costs and benefits: Stakeholders expressed a 
need to see greater evidence of the feasibility 
of urban greening projects, in order to assist 
decision makers in making informed decisions 
around appropriate application in Australian 
cities. While primarily concerned with the direct 
economic performance, stakeholders also 
wanted to find out more about other financial 
and non-financial benefits. 
t The lack of understanding of options for 
effective government policy and programs: 
Stakeholders expressed a view that existing 
regulations and planning requirements 
generally didn’t support urban greening 
initiatives. They were interested in learning 
about successful policies and programs, 
especially ones that involved multiple 
departments and agencies.
t The lack of understanding of and involvement 
in such programs by the community: 
Stakeholders perceived a general 
disconnection of the community from the 
natural environment, such that there may 
be a common lack of appreciation of the 
benefits of nature. Stakeholders expressed 
interest in learning about key ways to engage 
communities in urban greening programs and 
initiatives, and in learning about the benefits 
being achieved by such programs. 
A clear result of the workshops was that 
stakeholders felt that the project focus should 
be less on the technical nature of installing and 
maintaining natural elements, such as green walls 
and roofs, and more on solutions to key systemic 
impediments to biophilic urbanism that are well-
grounded in current social, political and economic 
realities and supported by international precedent. 
Based on this industry engagement the project 
has focused on:
1. Providing a clear description of a range of 
biophilic urbanism options. This was done 
through a literature review of key elements of 
biophilic urbanism, as summarised in Table 1.
The Value of Biophilic Urbanism
Industry Led Outcomes
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2. Investigating the costs and benefits of various 
biophilic urbanism programs. This was 
undertaken through a literature review and the 
development of five detailed cases studies of 
leading biophilic cities, as summarised in this 
report, and 
3. Investigating actual urban greening policies 
and programs. This was also done through a 
literature review and consideration of the same 
five cases studies.1 
Expectations for urban development are rapidly 
shifting. Governments and citizens alike are 
increasingly demanding smart, sustainable, 
sophisticated urban design solutions to meet 
the pressing challenges facing cities today. 
Developments need to be multi-dimensional 
and provide aesthetic, social, and environmental 
benefits along with innovative solutions to meet 
growing demand for infrastructure and services. 
In such a competitive industry, firms need new 
approaches to differentiate themselves from their 
competition, and they need to show that they 
can deliver multiple outcomes. Biophilic urbanism 
provides such an approach and the outcomes  
of this project can benefit industry in the following 
ways:
t Building Demand for Biophilic Urbanism: The 
project’s findings will be widely promoted to 
inform government and industry about the 
benefits of biophilic urbanism, increasing the 
level of discussion about it and supporting 
the case for biophilic requirements in urban 
development proposals and tenders. 
t Forecasting Future Requirements: The findings 
provide evidence of the current level of 
government requirement for biophilic urbanism 
in a number of cities around the world, thus 
substantiating forecasts of such requirements 
in Australia and the region in future. 
t Improving Strategic Positioning: The findings 
provide clear guidance to industry as to 
current and future opportunities for harnessing 
biophilic urbanism to enhance strategic 
positioning efforts. Biophilic urbanism is rapidly 
growing as a core urban design paradigm, 
and companies in the sector will benefit from 
appropriate consideration of this opportunity. 
t Increasing Capacity Building: The project’s 
literature review and case studies provide a 
clear and structured understanding of how 
key elements of biophilic urbanism can be 
practically applied, and the benefits likely to 
accrue from this. 
t Enhancing Project Offerings: The findings 
provide designers, consultants and contractors 
in the built environment sector with a clear 
overview of how biophilic urbanism is being 
implemented around the world, which will 
inform innovative design inclusions in a range 
of urban development projects.
t Reporting Industry Perceptions: The 
stakeholder engagement report provides 
industry with an indication of the perceptions 
of biophilic urbanism held by the industry. 
The report provides guidance as to the ways 
biophilic urbanism may be applied in Australia 
along with consideration of the key enabling 
and disabling factors. 
%HQHîWVWR,QGXVWU\RIWKHo%LRSKLOLF8UEDQLVPp3URMHFW
1   The cities investigated were Berlin, Brisbane, Chicago, Portland, Singapore and 
Toronto, and include interviews with key persons.
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The findings provide governments with valuable 
information about the range of benefits from 
biophilic urbanism for government programs and 
the broader community, as follows:
t Benefits to Government: These include 
enhanced stormwater management, 
reduced urban energy demand, lower urban 
temperatures, reduced impacts of heat waves, 
and increased tourism and tax revenue. 
t Benefits to the Community: Such benefits 
include enhanced liveability in cities, increased 
health and well-being, improved productivity, 
increased real estate values, and reduced 
crime and violence. 
t Informing Policy Design: The findings outline 
what cities around the world are doing to 
introduce and support biophilic urbanism, 
and thus highlight the range of successful 
mechanisms currently in use. 
t Project Precedent: The findings provide a 
detailed consideration of five leading ‘green’ 
cities to identify evidence of the application  
of biophilic urbanism. The case studies provide 
valuable precedents to build support and 
understanding for greater biophilic urbanism  
in Australia. 
 
%HQHîWVWR*RYHUQPHQWRIWKHo%LRSKLOLF8UEDQLVPp3URMHFW
158 Cecil Street, featuring Professor Tim Beatley inside the green facade. Image: P Newman, 2012.
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The project distilled the following key 
recommendations for policy and program design. 
Success biophilic urbanism projects need to have:
t A focus on specific beneficial outcomes: 
These can include improved stormwater 
management, increased urban amenity, the 
economic revitalization of derelict urban areas, 
enhanced international competitiveness, a 
countering of the loss of biodiversity and 
ecosystem services, and mitigation of the 
urban heat island effect. 
t A high level champion with a policy or vision: 
Successful project typically have champions 
with high political and public profiles (such as 
Mayor Daley in Chicago, and President Lee 
Myung-bak in the Republic of Korea). There 
is also an overarching governing framework 
that provides a central focus for issue-specific 
policies, plans and programs, such as the 
German and Berlin Nature Conservation Acts. 
Multi-departmental advisory boards (such as 
Portland’s Bureau of Environmental Services) 
or institutional positions (for example a Chief 
Sustainability Officer) also provide opportunity 
for cross-departmental communication and 
collaboration.
t Support through government demonstration 
and local data capture: Governments need to 
initiate or support demonstration projects and 
pilot programs in order to generate evidence 
and experience, and to refine techniques 
and technologies and adapt them to the 
geographical, climatic, and cultural context 
of the city. It is vital to start small and develop 
through effective demonstrations, as many 
benefits are difficult to quantify. However, 
the benefits of urban greening need to be 
measured if possible, and communicated 
across government, industry and the 
community. 
t Mandatory measurement requirements, 
especially for new and renovated properties: 
Mandatory performance measurement can 
drive innovation and improve outcomes, 
resulting in greater transparency. Measuring 
and evaluating outcomes can help 
communicate the benefits of biophilic elements 
and drive continual improvement in these. 
Some examples include Portland’s stormwater 
and drainage management policies, and 
Berlin’s Biotope Area Factor.
t Specific incentives for private property owners: 
Several cities that were investigated as part 
of this project charged property owners 
separately for stormwater, enabling them to 
then provide a discount where stormwater was 
managed onsite, principally through the use 
of biophilic elements. These schemes raise 
awareness about the costs of stormwater 
management, and engage property owners 
as partners with the city in managing the issue 
together. 
Key Findings
Policy and Program Findings
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The project distilled a number of economic 
recommendations for urban greening that highlight 
how this field is still emerging and needs further 
research if it is to be mainstreamed. Success 
requires:
t An understanding of the range of benefits of 
biophilic urbanism: The full scope and cost 
of urbanisation challenges are generally not 
recognised. They include the urban heat island 
effect, increased stormwater runoff, a lack 
of visual amenity and green space, a lack of 
local food and food security, and a loss of 
biodiversity. As the costs these challenges 
impose are often disaggregated into many 
different municipal, state and federal budgets, 
governments and citizens are often unaware of 
their extent, or of the scale of benefits possible 
through urban greening. 
t A balance of economic, social and 
environmental arguments: The experience of 
Berlin, Singapore, and Chicago has shown 
that economic arguments alone are not always 
strong enough drivers for biophilic urbanism. 
There also need to be arguments that highlight 
the innovation and world-leading practice 
involved, that stress the importance of urban 
beautification and enhanced liveability, and 
that point out how real but unquantified urban 
challenges like the urban heat island effect and 
flooding are alleviated through urban greening. 
As Portland and Toronto have shown, a partial 
cost-benefit analysis can be sufficient to justify 
action, particularly when it is recognised that 
other benefits will result even though their 
economic value can’t always be calculated. 
t Data on financial costs and benefits of 
urban greening: A lack of cost-benefit data 
about urban greening may prohibit a holistic 
approach and consistent support. Economic 
reporting can support benchmarking, 
demonstrate the effectiveness of biophilic 
features and foster knowledge sharing 
between cities worldwide. Data can show 
how urban greening boosts revenue from 
property and sales taxes, stimulates real estate 
development, improves living standards and 
enhances tourism.
t Financial incentives: Meaningful financial 
incentives can encourage private property 
owners to integrate nature into their property, 
especially in the case of more costly biophilic 
elements such as green roofs and green walls. 
Economic modelling elsewhere suggests that 
these biophilic elements provide an array of 
public benefits that can justify such incentives. 
t Communication of the competitive advantage 
that urban greening provides: Visionary and 
innovative approaches to urban planning 
have given cities like Berlin and Singapore 
a competitive advantage in various green 
technology markets and a leading edge in 
the global environmental sector workforce. 
According to the head of Singapore’s 
Lee Kuan Yew Public Policy Centre, Dr 
Balakrishnan, at the World Cities Summit 
in 2012, ‘cities that provide a green and 
welcoming environment soothe their citizens 
and gain a competitive advantage…people 
want to stay and invest in your economy’. 
t Creative funding systems that respond to 
local context: A creative financial scheme that 
attracts private or public funding is particularly 
important to ensure a consistent source of 
funding for a project such as an urban park. 
Economic Assessment Findings
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The imperative to respond to climate change, increasing costs of energy, and steadily growing urban 
populations all call for innovative approaches from companies and governments. The popularity of 
biophilic urbanism is rapidly growing in cities around the world as it provides a proven innovative 
approach to urban development that can deliver a range of benefits. Building an evidence base to 
support this, however, can be complex, and it requires some level of risk to trial and demonstrate new 
tools and techniques. The findings of this project will contribute to reducing this risk by providing a 
foundation of evidence for the application of biophilic urbanism. Table 2 highlights a growing number of 
cities developing regulations and incentives to support biophilic urbanism and reaping multiple benefits 
as a result. 
Summaries of Detailed Case Studies
Location Name of Policy Key Policy Requirements
Linz, Austria Linz Green Space Plan New buildings with area of over 100m2 and a slope of up to 20˚ 
require a compliant green roof, with a subsidy available. 
Port Coquitlam, 
Canada
Zoning Bylaw, No 2240 and 3569 All new commercial and industrial buildings of greater than 
5,000m2 require a green roof of at least 75% of the roof area.
Toronto, Canada Toronto Bylaw No 583, 2009 All new developments above 2,000m2 require 20-60% green 
roof (except residential buildings of less than or equal to the 
greater of six storeys or 20 metres).
Faenza, Italy Municipal Structural Plan Subsidies are available to encourage developments to maximise 
ground permeability, save water and include green areas and 
appropriate landscaping.
Berlin, Germany Development Code: Biotope  
Area Factor 
New residential structures require 60% ecologically effective 
area and new commercial structures 30%. (Only mandatory in 
areas with legally binding landscape plans.)
Cologne, Germany Cologne Green Roof Policy  
(Flood Mitigation)
A 50% stormwater fee subsidy is offered for compliant  
green roofs.
North Rhine 
Westphalia, 
Germany
Initiative for Ecological and 
Sustainable Water Management
A subsidy is available for green roofs with either a minimum 
depth of 15cm or certification of a runoff coefficient of less  
than 0.3.
Basel, Switzerland City of Basel’s Building and 
Construction Law
All new and renovated flat roofs require a compliant green roof 
with native vegetation.
Portland, USA Stormwater Management Manual New developments and redevelopments with over 500ft2 of 
impervious surface are required to manage stormwater onsite 
through replicating as much as possible the pre-development 
hydrological conditions.
Building Code Floor Area Ratio 
Bonus
Developers are offered an extra 3ft2 of building space per foot  
of green roof without additional permits, along with a grant of 
$5/ft2 for stormwater retention.
New York City, USA New York State Law A subsidy is offered for a green roof of more than 50% of 
available roof space.
Seattle, USA Seattle Green Factor There is a requirement for 30% landscaped area for commercial 
developments. 
Table 2: Examples of requirements and incentives for Biophilic Urbanism in cities
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Overview
Chicago is a leader in green urban design. Over 
the last 20 years, the city has created numerous 
plans, ordinances, policies, and programs to 
encourage the use of various natural elements in 
urban design, and this has transformed the city 
from its industrial roots into one of the world’s 
greenest cities. Chicago has actively encouraged 
the development and application of many types of 
urban greening, including urban parklands, street 
trees, green roofs, green alleys, and the iconic 
‘Millennium Park’. The transition was driven by 
former Mayor Richard Daley, who served for  
22 years from 1989 to 2011 and initially focused 
on urban beautification and access to green 
space.27 The economic and political benefits soon 
became evident, and these continue to underpin 
Chicago’s ongoing urban greening initiatives. 
In Chicago there are now over 600 green roofs 
covering over 5 million square feet,28 over 1,300 
acres of new open space,29 over 500,000 trees 
planted, and a network of over 110 miles of 
landscaped median strips.30
What were the key drivers for biophilic urbanism 
in Chicago? 
There were several major drivers for Chicago’s 
urban greening policies and programs, including:
t Access to green space: In 1998, Chicago 
compared poorly to other US cities in terms 
of open space provision, with 63 per cent of 
Chicago residents having only limited access 
to parks and green space. Chicago sought to 
improve its international competitiveness by 
increasing green space access, as, according 
to Richard Florida,31 companies and individuals 
consider a city’s quality of life when deciding 
where to be based.32 
t Stormwater management: Chicago’s 
combined sewer and stormwater mains are 
over 100 years old and have not been able to 
keep pace with the increased imperviousness 
of the city, which leads to overflow with as little 
as 170cm of rain in 24 hours.33 The financial 
and political implications of surface ponding, 
basement flooding, and the release of sewage 
into the Chicago River were a strong incentive 
to increase vegetation and pervious surface 
cover.34 
t Urban heat island effect: Summer 
temperatures in Chicago typically exceed 32˚C 
on around 17 days each year. During a heat 
wave in 1995, temperatures reached 41˚C and, 
along with the associated high humidity, led to 
approximately 600 deaths.35 
t Climate change: Temperatures and heavy 
rainfall events in Chicago have already 
significantly increased, and projections suggest 
that, even under low emissions climate 
scenarios, future weather events will have even 
more serious impacts on human health and 
welfare, the city’s infrastructure and economy, 
energy demand, flood frequency and 
stormwater management, and biodiversity.36 
The City of Chicago, USA
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How was support built for biophilic urbanism  
in Chicago? 
Support for urban greening was gained by first 
demonstrating and providing education about 
its benefits and performance, and then this was 
followed by incentives for private landholders, 
before mandating the use of natural elements 
where appropriate. This process was particularly 
important where evidence was not yet available 
on the benefits. Demonstrating the biophilic 
elements provided experience and acceptance 
of benefits, including those that are difficult to 
describe and quantify, such as impacts on health 
and well-being. Members of the public initially 
opposed to urban greening often supported it 
once they had direct personal experience. By 
recognising the full suite of benefits provided by 
urban greening programs, the city has been able 
to access funding from multiple sources, including 
several government departments, philanthropists 
and property developers. The city was also 
able to leverage future income from property 
tax and assets, as well as from the willingness 
of philanthropists and developers to meet the 
minimal upfront cost of urban greening if the  
city carried the cost of maintenance, as it did  
for many developments.
+DYHWKHUHEHHQHFRQRPLFEHQHîWVIURP
biophilic urbanism in Chicago? 
Urban greening has stimulated significant 
economic development in Chicago, such as 
the Millennium Park development which cost 
approximately US$490 million, but is estimated  
to have increased nearby property values by a 
total of US$1.4 billion and tourism revenues by 
US$2.6 billion.37
The following are examples of biophilic urbanism’s 
benefits: 
t Property value: While under construction a 
Michigan Avenue commercial building was 
reportedly sold for $90/ft2, more than double 
what the seller purchased it for six years 
before. Once construction was complete 
buyers were reported to be ‘standing in line 
for hours to put down deposits, and sales 
contracts being signed at a faster pace than 
any other downtown neighbourhood’.38 The 
Heritage tower completely sold out all its 
apartments, selling at a premium of $592/ft2.39
t Tourism revenue: The Millennium Park is one 
of Chicago’s most popular destinations for 
tourists and residents, attracting around  
19 million people since its opening in  
June 200440 and helping to make Chicago 
Chicago Hancock Tower green roof. Image: C Seeman, 2009.
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America’s most popular tourist destination 
in 2006.41 Significant tourism revenue is 
anticipated over the next ten years with  
hotels expecting to generate as much as  
$580 million, restaurants $865 million and 
retailers some $710 million.
t Tax revenue: Individual buildings in proximity  
to the Park are known to produce over  
$10 million more than pre-Park amounts 
annually in property taxes. In addition, over 
$4 million is generated annually in sales tax 
revenue from the new population of downtown 
residents.42
+DYHWKHUHEHHQVRFLDOEHQHîWVIURPELRSKLOLF
urbanism in Chicago? 
In a study of crime rates in Chicago 
neighbourhoods over a two year period, buildings 
surrounded by greenery reported 52 per cent 
fewer felonies than those devoid of surrounding 
greenery, and of this a 7 to 8 per cent reduction 
was estimated to be directly attributable to the 
greener surroundings.43 Research of parks and 
green spaces in Chicago also found that residents 
who live in housing developments near green 
space tend to build stronger social relationships 
with their neighbours than those who live in similar 
developments surrounded by concrete.44 
Taking a whole of government approach
Collaboration is vital for effective urban greening 
policies and programs, particularly between 
government departments. In the Chicago, a 
number of key policies provide strategic  
direction to development in the city across  
12 departments, including the ‘Chicago 
Stormwater Ordinance’, the ‘Adding Green to 
Urban Design Plan’, the ‘Chicago CitySpace 
Plan’, and the ‘Chicago Climate Change Action 
Plan’. These policies work towards multiple goals, 
and each highlights how urban greening can be 
used to achieve various development goals and 
provide a range of additional co-benefits. The 
city’s Department of the Environment and the 
Chief Sustainability Officer are able to provide 
centralised guidance and foster communication 
between departments. Similarly, key plans and 
policies have been introduced after extensive 
community consultation, enabling them to be 
targeted to community needs and resulting in 
community groups providing in-kind support for 
many projects. Aaron Durnbaugh, who worked 
with the city’s Department of Environment for 
over ten years, summarised this history as a 
three-pronged approach: the ‘tambourine’ 
(demonstration, quantification and education), the 
‘carrot’ (incentives) and the ‘stick’ (regulation)’.45 
Underpinning efforts
To overcome cost barriers to the use of biophilic 
elements, several financial instruments were 
introduced, many of which were cost-neutral or of 
minimal cost to the city, for instance, expediting 
building permit applications through the Green 
Permit Program, offering grants to support green 
roof construction through the Green Roof Grants 
Program, offering a density bonus for downtown 
developments with green roofs that increased the 
number of dwellings allowed, and leveraging future 
revenue from increased property taxes using Tax 
Increment Financing. In the case of Millennium 
Park, a skilful combination of public and private 
funding helped the Park become what it is today. 
In an interview with the Executive Director of 
Millennium Park, Ed Ulhir, the research team 
learned that attracting donations from Chicago 
philanthropists helped the city secure donations 
for the park totalling US$220 million. Ulhir added 
that these donations enabled the city to fund 
iconic sculptures and infrastructure in the park, on 
a scale that would have been inappropriate to fund 
with public money. The donations also provided 
access to some of the most influential sculptors in 
the world.46
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A Historical Timeline of Biophilic Urbanism in Chicago
1989: A tree-planting campaign was launched by then Mayor Daley, resulting in over 500,000 trees 
being planted by 2008 through public-private partnerships. 
1991: The Landscape Ordinance was introduced (and later updated in 1999) to beautify the city, 
requiring developers to integrate green elements into their projects.47 
1995: Over 80 miles of median strips on Chicago’s main thoroughfares were landscaped, and the 
‘Greencorps’ was launched as a community landscaping and job training program.48
1997: Chicago adopted the ‘Cityspace Plan’ outlining key opportunities for increasing green space 
throughout the city.49
1998: The city introduced the ‘Open Space Impact Fee Ordinance’ requiring developers of new 
residential properties to contribute a proportionate share of open space and recreational 
facilities, or pay the ‘Open Space Impact Fee’, the funds from which are used for open space 
acquisition and improvements.50
1998: In collaboration with 270 other mayors of metropolitan regions, Chicago initiated ‘Clean Air 
Counts’ as a public-private initiative to voluntarily improve air quality.51
2001: The Chicago City Hall green roof was officially opened, covering 38,000 square feet and 
encompassing one square block.52
2001: O’Hare Airport developed a design manual to improve the sustainability of the airport, with the 
air traffic control tower being the first in the USA to have a green roof.
2002: The Chicago Center for Green Technology opened as a free green design educational facility. 
The building was the first municipal renovation in the world to be a LEED Platinum building.53
2003: The Chicago Water Agenda was introduced, and this provided for increased green 
infrastructure throughout the city to reduce the strain on the combined sewer system.54
2003: Chicago signed on to become a charter member of the Chicago Climate Exchange and 
committed to reduce the city’s greenhouse gas emissions by 6 per cent by 2010.
2004: Millennium Park was opened, a 24.5 acre landscaped park built over two underground 
carparks and commuter rail lines, making it one of the world’s biggest green roofs.55 
2006: Chicago Conservation Corps was launched. This trains members of the community to run 
local projects introducing nature into the urban environment.56
2007: The City of Chicago ‘Stormwater Management Ordinance’ was passed, requiring 
developments over a certain size and density to manage the stormwater falling on the site.57
2008: The ‘Chicago Climate Action Plan’ was introduced (with 26 mitigation actions and  
9 adaptation actions) to guide the city to reduce greenhouse gases to a level 25% below the 
1990 level by 2020. Measures include the addition of natural elements to the city to reduce 
the urban heat island effect, reduce building energy consumption, manage stormwater and 
sequester carbon.58
2008: The ‘Adding Urban Green to Urban Design Plan’ was adopted and identifies strategies 
to marry compact, mixed-use, dense urban design with tools to mitigate the negative 
environmental impacts of this urban form.59
2010: FedEx installed a 174,442 square foot green roof at its O’Hare facility, creating the largest 
freestanding green roof in the Chicago metro area and the largest at an airport worldwide.60
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Overview
Berlin has a long history of integrating nature 
into the built environment, and has some of the 
most advanced and sophisticated urban greening 
policies and programs in the world. These are 
strongly supported by citizens and developers, 
whose experiences of urban nature have led them 
to understand the financial, social, environmental, 
and personal benefits that it brings about. As a 
result, approximately one third of the Greater Berlin 
area is natural habitat, and, through mechanisms 
such as the ‘Biotope Area Factor’, green space 
and nature continue to be added to the city.61 
These policies and programs are underpinned 
by strong federal and city level legislation that 
protects them from changing political and 
economic fortunes. Because far-sighted policies to 
protect and conserve the environment have been 
mainstreamed in all areas of the city’s economic 
activity, Berlin today enjoys a ring of parks, 
allotments, forests and agricultural areas in and 
around city. Its land use consists of 43.6 per cent 
developed areas, 18 per cent forest, 15.2 per cent 
traffic areas, 11.9 per cent open space, 6.7 per 
cent water and 4.9 per cent agriculture.62 
What were the key drivers for introducing 
biophilic urbanism in Berlin? 
The proliferation of urban greening has clearly 
been supported by a complex set of political 
requirements at multiple levels of government. 
These in turn have come about partly in response 
to a range of drivers, including:
t Historical and cultural concern for the 
environment: Strong environmental sensitivity 
amongst the residents of Berlin strengthens 
the mandate for biophilic urbanism policies 
and initiatives, and residents continue to be 
vocal in their support and demands for these.63
t Urban heat island effect: After the fall of 
the Berlin Wall, the city developed rapidly, 
particularly in inner-city areas, resulting in 
significant soil-sealing, inadequate infiltration 
of rainwater, a lack of green space, and low 
humidity.64 These factors contribute to the 
urban heat island (UHI) effect, which is most 
pronounced in inner Berlin and has been 
measured to produce temperatures 9˚C 
higher than surrounding areas. A recent study 
predicts up to 7,500 heat deaths in the city  
by 2100.65 
t A focus on quality of life: Germany has one of 
the strongest ecological traditions in Europe,66 
and Berlin seeks to promoting a relaxing and 
pleasant atmosphere. Recreation opportunities 
are thus regarded as essential to the quality of 
life in a congested metropolis.67 
t Waterway protection: In total, 6.6 per cent 
of the Berlin area is water.68 The city protects 
these waterways for their aesthetic and 
environmental value, as well as for drinking 
water, by classifying ‘water protection areas’ 
throughout the city and giving them special 
protection.69 
+DYHWKHUHEHHQHFRQRPLFEHQHîWVIURP
biophilic urbanism in Berlin? 
Ingrid Cloos (Berlin Senate Department for Urban 
Development and the Environment) reported to 
the research team that the city had not undertaken 
economic modelling or assessment of the urban 
greening projects as they were not in dispute, but 
rather had focused on understanding, quantifying, 
and mapping environmental conditions throughout 
Berlin to inform biophilic urbanism efforts. Cloos 
considered that there is already an inherent 
understanding of the benefits of urban greening, 
as evidenced by the strong bi-partisan political 
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support it receives, as well as by citizen advocacy 
for and developer interest in greening the city.70 
This is not to say that economics is not playing an 
influential role in biophilic urbanism in Germany. 
Though the 2008 global financial crisis led to 
budget cuts and significant staff reductions in the 
Department of Urban Planning and Environment, 
thus slowing the progress of some programs, the 
legally binding environmental requirements in place 
have continued to deliver valuable outcomes.
However, as with most cities, competition 
between land uses in Berlin puts constant 
pressure on green and open space, while financial 
pressures limit the city’s ability to maintain existing 
green space and develop new areas. 
$UHWKHUHVRFLDOEHQHîWVIURPELRSKLOLFXUEDQLVP
in Berlin? 
The strong ecological tradition in Germany, 
with mainstream appreciation of the benefits 
of integrating nature into cities and towns, has 
been a key driver for Berlin’s urban greening. 
It continues to ensure that the city preserves 
and even enhances its urban nature in the 
face of financial pressures and demand for 
urban development. Hence there is a good 
understanding of the social benefits of green 
space and features in the city. According to the 
Berlin Senate Department for Urban Development 
and the Environment: 
The appearance of the city is defined as 
much by open space as by individual 
buildings or architectural ensembles. The 
size of the open spaces and the extent to 
which they blend harmoniously with the 
surrounding buildings make a first and 
lasting impression. They are responsible for 
the feeling of well-being and ease which the 
city provokes, and are crucial for the sense 
of identity the inhabitants have with their city. 
Open space brings to life the natural and 
cultural development of Berlin.71
Taking a whole of government approach
Post-reunification, unemployment in Berlin was 
exceptionally high and an influx of refugees 
entered the city increasing the population. With 
the global financial crisis further exacerbating 
these problems, economic stimulus was  
required. With national, state, and local funding  
in place, broad inter-governmental collaboration  
and strong community engagement, some  
The Biotope Factor, Stormwater management fee and incentive system, and public education have resulted in widespread use of green roofs,  
green walls and vegetated private lands such as this property in Spaziergang Rehberge, Berlin (Image: Patrick G, 2011).
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43 projects were undertaken, designed to trigger 
economic development. This established a 
strongly collaborative government process and 
the mainstreaming of environmental conservation 
policies in numerous government departments, 
creating a holistic approach to nature protection. 
For instance, collaboration between staff from 
Berlin’s Landscape Planning and Town Planning 
departments helped to develop new classifications 
(e.g. for environmental mitigation and replacement 
measures) in the Landscape Programme.  
Cross-departmental working also helped to 
improve mutual understanding of the various laws 
applicable to green spaces.72
Underpinning efforts
Use of flexible regulations rather than financial 
incentives has proven to be an effective means of 
increasing green cover in Berlin. For instance the 
‘Biotope Area Factor’, which requires applicable 
new residential structures to have 60 per cent 
ecologically effective area and new commercial 
structures 30 per cent, allows developers to select 
from various options to achieve this outcome.73 
Further, the comprehensive mapping of the city’s 
greenspace and environmental conditions has 
supported urban planners to make informed 
decisions and target efforts and funding towards 
areas of need in the city, while also demonstrating 
the impact such efforts have on the city’s 
stormwater, air quality, urban temperatures, and 
biodiversity.74 The green roof industry in Germany 
initially faltered because a rapid boom in green 
roof construction led to the emergence of new, 
inexperienced companies making and installing 
poor quality green roofs and cutting corners on 
installation to keep costs down. The resulting 
slump in consumer confidence affected the entire 
green roof industry, and led to the development 
of the ‘Guidelines for the planning, execution and 
upkeep of Green Roof sites’ to ensure compliance 
with appropriate standards.75
A Summary of Biophilic Urbanism related policies and programs 
Policy or Program Description of the Policy or Program
The Federal Nature 
Conservation Act, and Berlin 
Nature Conservation Act
The German Federal Nature Conservation Act was first established in 1976 to regulate 
development in order to conserve, preserve and develop nature and landscapes throughout 
Germany, while balancing these objectives against other demands of the community on nature 
and landscapes.
The Federal Building Code The Federal Building Code establishes the legal requirements for building in Germany, and 
seeks to minimise the impact of development on the environment. 
Natura 2000 Natura 2000 is a coherent network of protected areas throughout Europe to ensure that habitat 
and species protection permanently preserves biodiversity.
Landscape Programme and 
Land Use Plan (LaPro)
The LaPro specifies strategic background policies related to environmental and landscape 
issues on a citywide level, and sets a city level basis for evaluating environmental issues 
required under federal legislation.
General Urban  
Mitigation Plan
The General Urban Mitigation plan supports the LaPro, and defines the areas throughout the 
city where there is a particular need for urban greening as potential offset sites.
Biotope Area Factor (BAF) The Biotope Area Factor policy dictates the percentage of total land that should incorporate 
vegetation to provide an ecologically-effective surface.
Berlin StEPKlima Berlin’s climate change action plan, the StEPKlima, was passed by the Senate in May 2011 as 
a binding plan of action for addressing climate change in Berlin.
Environmental Atlas The Atlas uses GIS to depict information on over 80 topics, with over 500 maps under the 
broad headings of soil, water, air, climate, land use, traffic, noise and energy.
Berlin Agenda 21 The ‘Berlin Agenda’ provides an overarching structure for Berlin’s social and physical 
development, and allows for future links and synergies between these development goals.76
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Overview 
Toronto has a population of 2.7 million people, 
making it the largest city in Canada and the fifth 
most populous city in North America, while the 
Greater Toronto Area surrounding Toronto city is 
home to 5.6 million people. Toronto is also ranked 
the 10th most economically powerful city in the 
world by Forbes magazine,77 with Canada one of 
the fastest growing of the G8 nations. Toronto 
is facing numerous environmental challenges 
commonly associated with urbanised 
environments, such as poor air quality, increased 
urban heat island effect, and stormwater 
management issues.78 The city has developed 
several environmental initiatives to address these 
issues, such as a ‘Green Development Standard’, 
a ‘Green Economic Sector Development Strategy’, 
the ‘Climate Change, Clean Air and Sustainable 
Energy Action Plan’, a ‘Climate Change 
Adaptation Strategy’, and an ‘Environmental 
Plan’.79 In May 2009, Toronto became the first city 
in North America to adopt a by-law that requires 
and governs the construction of green roofs 
and applies to all building applications for new 
residential, commercial, institutional and industrial 
developments. It mandates green roof coverage of 
20 to 60 per cent on all new development above 
2,000m2 of gross floor area. 
What were the key drivers for urban greening in 
Toronto? 
There were several key drivers for Toronto’s urban 
greening policies and programs, including:
t A desire for enhanced urban liveability: The 
City of Toronto’s formal involvement in green 
roofs began with the 2001 Environment Plan, 
which set out a strategy to encourage green 
roofs and rooftop gardens as part of a broader 
strategy to produce a cleaner, greener, 
healthier and more sustainable future  
for Toronto.
The City of Toronto, Canada 
Toronto City Hall green roof. Image: P J Mixer, 2010.
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t The need to manage stormwater and improve 
water quality: Green roofs were also included 
in the Wet Weather Flow Management Master 
Plan for the City of Toronto completed in 
2000, which examined ways to improve the 
water quality of local rivers and Lake Ontario 
by strengthening mechanisms to prevent and 
reduce stormwater runoff. 
t A response to climate change: More recently, 
green roofs are being promoted as a 
greenhouse gas mitigation tool. The Eco-Roof 
Incentive Program promotes both green roofs 
and cool roofs. It was adopted by City Council 
in 2009, and is a key element of the city’s 
Climate Change Action Plan.
How was support built for urban greening in 
Toronto? 
Support for urban greening was gained through 
a number of mechanisms designed to gain both 
public and political support. Extensive community 
consultation and engagement was undertaken 
to inform the initial ‘Green Roof Strategy’, which 
included installing green roofs on city buildings, 
running a pilot incentive program, developing 
approval processes for green roofs, and engaging 
in publicity and education. Public acceptance 
and participation in green roof programs fostered 
a sense of community ownership, encouraging 
people to volunteer time to help construct and 
maintain some of the roofs. Political support 
was gained by highlight how green roofs 
would contribute to solutions to a range of 
existing political concerns, and how they would 
align with existing programs and policies. To 
support the uptake of green roofs a ‘Green 
Roof Demonstration Project’ was developed to 
demonstrate Council’s commitment, enhance 
knowledge, address concerns and visually 
demonstrate the aesthetic benefits of a green roof. 
The City of Toronto also developed a Construction 
Standard for Green Roofs to guide their design 
and development.80
$UHWKHUHHFRQRPLFEHQHîWVIURPXUEDQJUHHQLQJ
in Toronto? 
A number of economic benefits have been 
delivered by biophilic urbanism in Toronto, 
including:
t Effects on urban air quality: A study of  
72 monitored plots (of 400m2 each) in midtown 
Toronto was undertaken to investigate the 
localised reductions in atmospheric pollutants, 
03, S02, N02, C0, and PM10. The study 
estimated that the economic value of the air 
quality benefits resulting from the installation 
of green roofs on all suitable roofs across the 
entire city of Toronto would be US$394.07 per 
hectare (or US$1,970,000 in total).81
t Effects on energy budgets of individual 
buildings: Several studies report that green 
roofs act as thermal insulators by reducing 
surface temperature,82 thus reducing daily 
demand for air-conditioning by as much as  
75 per cent. Research on the effects of the 
green roofs on Toronto City Hall found that 
heat flow was reduced by 50 to 90 per cent 
during the summer, while in winter it was 
reduced by 10 to 40 per cent.83 According 
to a 2007 report by Toronto and Region 
Conservation, during a typical July day in 
Toronto an 820ft2 green roof achieved  
energy savings of 73, 29 and 18 per cent,  
for 1, 2 and 3 storey air-conditioned buildings 
respectively.84 
t Roof longevity: The literature suggests that 
green roofs last longer than standard roofs, 
further strengthening the economic case. One 
study by Acks85 found that a green roof will 
have a service life of up to 40 years, some  
20 years more than a standard roof. 
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Toronto? 
A study by Ryerson University identified a range 
of direct and indirect economic benefits from 
green roofs in Toronto.86 Benefits can accrue to 
the local municipality, such as through reduced 
stormwater flows, or to building occupants, such 
as at the Toronto Metro Central YMCA, where 
the green roof installed in 2009 has been used 
for conferences, movie nights, yoga classes, 
school classes, as well as for running, relaxation, 
and recuperation. According to Alex Versluis, 
Vice President, Property Management YMCA 
of Greater Toronto, there has been significant 
community engagement in the design, installation, 
and ongoing maintenance of the roof.87 
Taking a whole of government approach
A number of Toronto’s existing policies, such as 
the Environmental Plan, foster inter-departmental 
cooperation that creates consistency in 
policies and programs across the departments 
involved. For example the Green Roof bylaw 
involves departments responsible for parks and 
wildlife, water, planning, building approvals, 
economic development and air pollution. The 
issue of government departments operating 
in individual ‘silos’ is often a barrier to biophilic 
urbanism, due to the fact that the costs, benefits 
and responsibilities are often spread across 
departments.88
Underpinning efforts
A basic, lower-cost green roof may not offer 
the full range of benefits that green roofs can 
provide, and for building owners and tenants 
considering installing a green roof, the additional 
costs necessary to achieve a greater level of 
benefits may be daunting. However, presenting 
these benefits as a set of stratified thresholds 
– that is, showing which benefits are likely to 
result from which aspects of the roofs – allows 
decision makers to make informed decisions 
about the levels of investment they can make, and 
the benefits that will accrue from these different 
levels. For instance, greater accessibility to the 
roof and a greater diversity of plant species may 
make design and construction more expensive, 
but it will provide additional benefits in terms of 
the health and wellbeing of building tenants, and 
environmental benefits from greater biodiversity. 
In this case, government grants (such as the 
Toronto Water Incentive Program and the Eco-roof 
Incentive Program) are effective in underpinning 
such upgrades.
Toronto City Hall green roof. Image: Wiliepoon, 2010.
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Overview 
The City of Portland has one of the most 
comprehensive urban greening programs in 
the world. Initially, this was largely driven by 
stormwater management concerns, although, 
as experience with urban greening tools and 
technologies has grown, the city has recognised 
the broader benefits of urban greening that can be 
used to leverage further support for it. The use of 
demonstration sites, public education and public 
policy has underpinned Portland’s urban greening 
activities, and the evaluation, quantification, and 
communication of the performance of urban 
greening installations have also been integral to 
these projects’ success. Programs such as the 
‘Grey to Green Initiative’ introduced in 2008 have 
accelerated urban greening, and by 2011 the 
benefits have been extensive: an additional  
6.5 acres of green roof space with approvals for 
an additional 8.4 acres, 8,500 trees planted in 
private yards and 9,000 street trees planted,89 
546 new green street projects, 261 acres of land 
purchased for conservation and open space,90 
and the restoration of over 2,800 acres of natural 
area in the region commenced.91 
What were the key drivers for urban greening in 
Portland? 
There have been several key drivers for Portland’s 
urban greening policies and programs, including:
t Stormwater management: The Federal Clean 
Water Act requirements and regular sewer 
overflows constituted a huge financial and 
political cost for the city. The scale of traditional 
infrastructure investment necessary to mitigate 
these problems led the city to trial and 
evaluate the performance of natural design 
elements, which were found to be well suited 
to Portland’s rainfall patterns.92 
t Cost savings to government: The city has 
demonstrated that urban greening projects 
make good fiscal sense. For example, for 
a particular design of a large stormwater 
management system the inclusion of natural 
elements into the design saved in the order of 
US$60 million.93 
The City of Portland, USA
Green streets used throughout Portland incorporate vegetated infiltration trenches, which add visual amenity while also capturing, cleaning and 
infiltrating storm water. Image: Lisa Town, 2009.
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t Cost savings to residents and business: Since 
1977 the city has had a stormwater tax, and 
as green roofs provide stormwater retention 
it offers a way to reduce tax paid. Revenue 
from the tax provides a dedicated funding 
source for urban greening initiatives related to 
stormwater management.94
t Opportunities for co-benefits: The city realised 
that urban greening for stormwater runoff 
enabled it to meet other municipal objectives 
at the same time, such as increasing 
neighbourhood liveability, expanding green 
space throughout the city, and protecting 
groundwater.95 
How was support built for urban greening in 
Portland? 
Support for urban greening was gained 
by demonstrating and educating about its 
performance and benefits, followed by the 
provision of financial incentives and tax relief. 
Demonstration and pilot projects allowed Portland 
to build an experience and evidence base for 
urban greening, incrementally gaining support 
and understanding and allowing designs to 
be modified and improved before these were 
used throughout the city.96 A range of projects 
were trialled and evaluated, enabling cost and 
performance comparisons with conventional 
approaches.97 Projects were monitored and 
measured to provide rigour in quantifying 
performance and economic benefits.98 According 
to staff involved the projects didn’t always have full 
community support initially, but as the community 
gained first-hand experience of greening projects 
and saw evidence of cost savings support grew.99 
The city provides education and assistance in 
the design, installation, and maintenance of 
green roofs, including a do-it-yourself guide 
it has developed for homeowners.100 The city 
also conducts tours of green roofs and actively 
promotes demonstration projects around the city 
to raise awareness of and familiarity with  
the technology.101 
+DYHWKHUHEHHQHFRQRPLFEHQHîWVIURPXUEDQ
greening in Portland? 
Portland’s urban greening has demonstrated 
substantial economic benefits. For example, 
the use of natural elements for stormwater 
management reduced overall costs significantly by 
lessening the need for conventional infrastructure, 
while delivering a range of co-benefits such as 
improved air quality, groundwater recharge, and 
social benefits. This was a turning point as, by 
demonstrating urban greening’s fiscal benefits, 
the city no longer needed other justifications 
for its use as this ‘alternative’ practice.102 For 
example, a $15,000 investment in urban greening 
on one street reduced basement flooding and 
the total flow to local sewers by 85 per cent.103 
Overall, an US$8 million dollar investment in 
green infrastructure in Portland is estimated to 
have saved the city over US$250 million in hard 
infrastructure costs.104 
$UHWKHUHVRFLDOEHQHîWVIURPXUEDQJUHHQLQJLQ
Portland? 
The City of Portland has investigated and 
developed metrics for the potential social benefits 
of urban greening, focusing on health and 
community livability.105 In the area of health these 
metrics consider air quality improvements (relating 
to particulate matter and respiratory illnesses) 
along with other impacts on physical and mental 
health. Community liveability metrics consider 
improvements in amenity and aesthetics (including 
how these are reflected in increased property 
values), community cohesion (such as social 
capital and crime), access to nature (including 
the number of people affected by urban greening 
elements), and environmental equity (such as the 
share of urban greening elements in minority or 
low income neighbourhoods).
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Taking a whole of government approach
Strong political leadership in Portland has allowed 
the city to pursue urban greening while other 
cities in the USA are constrained by inexperience 
and systemic barriers.106 Staff involved reflected 
to the research team that the politicians were 
‘generally open-minded thinkers who were willing 
to look creatively at options, and seek to develop 
the capacity to design and develop innovative 
solutions’.107 The city is now moving towards an 
increasingly integrated approach that ensures 
that developments are optimised for stormwater 
management, air quality improvement, and 
habitat provision. For example the 2005 ‘Portland 
Watershed Management Plan’108 calls for the 
city’s bureaus to work together to find creative 
and collaborative ways of improving the health of 
the city’s watersheds. It explicitly acknowledges 
the city’s commitment to creating an ‘urban 
environment where nature and city coexist 
and support each other’, and recognises the 
interconnectedness of watersheds, transportation 
systems, neighbourhoods and the economy 
in developing whole-of-system stormwater 
management solutions.
Underpinning efforts
The City of Portland has a number of procurement 
requirements related to government owned 
buildings and government run programs. For 
instance, the ‘Green Building Policy’ requires all 
city-owned buildings to install a green roof,  
and provides incentives for private building  
owners to do so. The city’s ‘Stormwater 
Management Manual’ requires that new 
developments and redevelopments with over 
500ft2 of impervious surface manage stormwater 
onsite through replicating as much as possible the  
pre-development hydrological conditions.109 
The Green Streets Policy stipulates that green 
street facilities be incorporated into all City of 
Portland funded development, redevelopment or 
enhancement projects, while the ‘1% for Green’ 
fund requires qualifying city-funded development, 
redevelopment or enhancement projects to 
invest 1 per cent of the project’s construction 
costs in green measures. Finally, the Green 
Street Resolution requires that either green 
street facilities be incorporated into public and 
private developments, or an off-site stormwater 
management fee be paid.110 
Infiltration gardens reduce storm water runoff throughout Portland, reducing the need for more costly grey infrastructure. Image: Steve Vance, 2010.
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reliant on being an attractive place for top 
talent to live and work, and for companies to 
base their operations.114
t Economic stimulation: The ‘Gardens by the 
Bay’ development opened in June 2012, and 
spearheads the city’s ambition to transition 
from a stopover to a destination. Nature is 
used in innovative ways to encourage visitors 
to engage with the plants and animals, and  
to see the relationship between human beings, 
the built environment and nature in a new light.  
It is anticipated that the park will increase 
property values in surrounding areas by around 
15 to 20 per cent.115 
t Stormwater management: Singapore 
redesigned its stormwater management 
infrastructure, through the ‘Active, Beautiful, 
Clean’ (ABC) master plan. Concrete canals  
are being replaced with natural elements,  
thus enhancing biodiversity and aesthetics 
while concurrently meeting stormwater 
management goals. 
How was support built for urban greening in 
Singapore? 
Singapore has faced the challenge of finding 
a balance between development, density, and 
preservation of urban nature. The population 
nearly doubled from 2.7 million to over 5 million 
in the 25 years between 1986 and 2010, and yet 
the city has simultaneously managed to increase 
green cover from 36 to 47 per cent.116 This is 
impressive by international standards, and is due 
in part to the wide level of support for biophilic 
urbanism investments. With strong leadership 
from Singapore’s Prime Ministers, the vision and 
understanding of urban nature’s importance in 
the city’s economic development has been clearly 
communicated and widely understood. Singapore 
Overview
The greening of the city-state of Singapore 
began with the ‘Garden City’ campaign under the 
auspices of then Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew in 
the 1960s, well before the international focus on 
the benefits of biophilic urbanism. Lee recognised 
that urban parks and greenery contribute to the 
quality of life in the city and can be a decisive 
factor in a city’s global competitiveness, reflecting 
in 1996, ‘In wooing investors, even the trees 
matter’.111 Today, Singapore is arguably the 
world’s best example of a ‘biophilic city’. Natural 
elements are an intentional, mainstream and 
integrated component of urban design, and are 
well supported by policies, programs and the 
community. Singapore has set a new vision of 
becoming a ‘City in a Garden’, where natural 
elements are integrated into the built environment 
to create ‘a city that is nestled in an environment 
of trees, flowers, parks and rich bio-diversity’.112 
This new vision integrates the 2007 Streetscape 
Greenery Master Plan, which aims to create a 
‘seamless green mantle’ throughout the island, 
and the Park Connector Network – a recently 
developed network of almost 200 kilometres  
of linear parks throughout Singapore that 
connects major green areas and destinations to 
allow people, flora and fauna to move between 
these areas.113 
What were the key drivers for biophilic urbanism 
in Singapore? There have been several key drivers 
for Singapore’s biophilic urbanism policies and 
programs, including:
t International competitiveness: The primary 
interest in urban greening in the 1970s was to 
ensure that the city remained internationally 
competitive for foreign investment. Singapore 
has no natural resources and is economically 
The City of Singapore, Singapore
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has additionally invested in research, development 
and demonstration of urban greening, such as 
the green wall and roof test sites in ‘Horticulture 
Park’. Financial incentives are used to reduce cost 
barriers to industry, such as through the ‘Skyrise 
Greenery’ scheme, which funds up to half the 
costs of installation of green roofs and vertical 
greenery in skyscrapers throughout the city.117 
+DYHWKHUHEHHQHFRQRPLFEHQHîWVIURP
biophilic urbanism in Singapore? 
The economic benefits of biophilic urbanism 
are integral to Singapore’s ‘City in a Garden’ 
agenda, with recognition across Singapore’s 
policies and plans that urban greening makes 
the city internationally competitive for investment, 
enhances property values and the urban aesthetic, 
improves health and well-being (such as through 
better healing rates), reduces stress, increases 
walking and cycling rates,118 and provides 
ecosystem services (including improved air and 
water quality).119 
$UHWKHUHVRFLDOEHQHîWVIURPELRSKLOLFXUEDQLVP
in Singapore? 
The benefits of urban nature on people can be 
seen in Singapore’s hospitals. The Alexandra 
Hospital was renovated to include a medicinal 
garden, fragrance garden and water features,120 
and its success led to the biophilic design of 
the new Khoo Teck Puat (KTP) Hospital, which 
integrates food producing roof gardens, green 
walls, green balconies and a public garden, 
using the concept that ‘nature would nurture’.121 
The innovative design of this hospital is driven 
by the challenge of integrating nature within the 
constraints of minimal space, as the relatively 
small block (3.4 hectares) had to house the 
110,000m2 building. Research is ongoing to verify 
anecdotal evidence that healing rates are faster in 
KTP than in other non-biophilic hospitals.122 
Taking a whole of government approach
The Singapore National Parks Board was 
integrated into the Ministry of National 
Development in 1963, and the Ministry now 
supports innovation for the biophilic city in 
Singapore.123 In 1968, the government set its 
urban greening agenda during the second reading 
of the Environmental Public Health Bill, stating 
‘the improvement in the quality of our urban 
environment and the transformation of Singapore 
into a garden city – a clean and green city – is the 
declared objective of the Government’.124 From 
these initial efforts, the 1992 Singapore Green 
Plan was introduced as the country’s first formal 
plan to balance environmental and developmental 
needs. This was periodically reviewed and revised, 
with the most recent version released in 2002 
and updated in 2006.125 The Green Plan is the 
government’s blueprint for realising Singapore’s 
vision of a green, environmentally sustainable 
city. Key components of the Plan are to replace 
any natural areas disturbed by development, 
to educate locals and visitors on local nature, 
and to create new parks and park connectors. 
There are multiple drivers for the Green Plan, 
including biodiversity improvements, reductions 
in the urban heat island effect, improved urban 
liveability, mitigation of stormwater surges in the 
city, and reduced building energy demand.126 
To facilitate measurement of progress towards 
urban biodiversity by any city, the ‘Singapore 
Index on Cities’ Biodiversity’ was endorsed on 
29 October 2010. This scientifically credible and 
robust evaluation tool enables cities to measure 
and benchmark their biodiversity conservation 
efforts.127 
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The rise of biophilic urbanism is a phenomenon that builds on earlier traditions of environmental planning 
and landscape architecture and has taken a more deliberate and detailed approach to bringing nature 
into the very fabric of cities. The examples provided here show that there are multiple benefits, but 
unfortunately not enough cities are implementing biophilic urbanism policies and reaping these benefits. 
The mainstreaming of biophilic urbanism and the development of key metrics to measure its outcomes 
does, therefore, need to be clearly on the agenda for all competitive cities of the future. 
Conclusion
Biophilic urbanism is emerging as an important urban design principle within urban planning and design, 
yet it is still an ad hoc addition to most planning processes. It is capable of considering the multi-
dimensional and interdependent complexities of many aspects of urban systems and infrastructure. It is 
also recognised as being able to enhance ‘urban liveability’, providing benefits to residents by creating 
living conditions that are conducive to health and wellbeing, reducing stress, increasing cognitive abilities 
and attention. However, research from the first stage of the project (2010-2012) identified a number 
of significant barriers to implementation, spanning technical issues to behavioural constraints. Hence, 
the lack of current integration is seen as a significant opportunity for Australian cities and planning, if 
the challenges to mainstreaming its application can be overcome. A proposed ARC Linkage proposal 
will investigate key barriers to mainstreaming this innovation in city building. Collaboration with industry 
partners will enable innovative field research and establish precedents for biophilic urban design 
principles to be incorporated into our mainstream urban planning.
Future Work
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Table&1:(Commonwealth(and(national(policies(and(strategies(with(potential(to(contribute(to(urban(greening(
Policy Potential contribution to urban greening 
Environment 
Protection and 
Biodiversity 
Conservation Act 
1999 (Australian 
Government, 
1999a) 
Provides the framework for environmental protection in Australia environment, including biodiversity and natural and culturally significant 
places. The Act is triggered when an action (a project, development, undertaking or an activity or series of activities) may impact on World 
Heritage properties; Ramsar wetlands; nationally threatened species and ecological communities, migratory species; Commonwealth marine 
areas or nuclear actions (including uranium mining), or actions that have a significant impact on the environment. The Commonwealth 
delegates much responsibility for the Act to the States and Territories, by accrediting State process and systems, which in turn conduct 
environmental assessments required under the Act. (Australian Government, 1999b) 
National Urban 
Policy (Australian 
Government, 
2011b) 
Establishes the long-term framework to guide policy development and investment (public and private) in cities. This is a non-statutory policy 
intended coordinate actions between levels of government, and overall contribute to improved ‘productivity, sustainability and liveability’ of 
Australian cities. Key challenges to cities identified include an ageing population, population growth, the need to improve productivity growth, 
to ease congestion, to provide affordable and accessible housing, to create safe community spaces, to ensure a cohesive and inclusive 
society, and to address the implications of climate change. 
Under the goal of Sustainability, there are objectives of ‘Protect and sustain our natural and built environment by protecting and enhancing 
natural ecosystems, and supporting sustainable development and refurbishment of our built environment’. Objectives that may more broadly 
contribute to urban greening include ‘Improve accessibility and reduce dependence on private vehicles’ (which can reduce road space 
requirements), ‘integrating planning systems, infrastructure delivery and management’ (which may lead to more holistic consideration of 
urban nature within the context of development and infrastructure requirements). The Policy specifically considers urban nature in noting that 
“To ensure that our cities take full advantage of the services that our natural environment provides, and do not impose unnecessary costs of 
future generations, we must protect and enhance natural ecosystems, waterways, and biodiversity. This can be done by avoiding and 
mitigating the impacts on critical environments and by incorporating quality green space, microclimate and water sensitive design into urban 
systems” (p41) 
National 
Infrastructure Plan 
(Infrastructure 
Australia, 2013)  
Infrastructure Australia is a statutory body, established under the Infrastructure Australia Act 2008, which advises governments, investors 
and infrastructure owners on issues relating to infrastructure investment and development in Australia. The National Infrastructure Plan (a 
report to COAG) recognises the multiple challenges facing Australian cities and the importance of infrastructure investment in ensuring the 
productivity, global competitiveness and liveability of Australian cities going forward. The role of urban nature in contributing to these goals, 
or ways in which nature could be integrated into infrastructure is not discussed. 
Carbon pricing 
mechanism 
(Australian 
Government, 
2011a) 
The Carbon pricing scheme became effective on 1 July 2013 through the Clean Energy Act 2011 and related legislation, and requires entities 
who emit over 25,000 tonnes per year of CO2e gases, which are not in transport or agriculture sectors, to surrender emissions permits 
(Australian Government, 2013). The current government has announced their intention to repeal the carbon tax, and replace this with a 
Direct Action Plan, which will include an Emissions Reduction Fun to provide incentives for abatement activities across Australia (Australian 
Government, 2014). 
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NABERS and 
NaTHERS 
The National Australian Built Environment Rating System (NABERS) and Nationwide House Energy Rating Scheme (NaTHERS) evaluate 
building energy efficiency (NaTHERS) (Standing Council on Energy and Resources, 2010), and water usage, waste management and indoor 
environmental quality (NABERS) (Office of Environment and Heritage, n.d.). NABERS can be used to rate commercial offices, shopping 
centres, hotels and homes, and measures the actual operational performance of existing buildings and tenancies (i.e. is not predictive) (NSW 
Government, n.d.). NaTHERS predicts the energy efficiency of residential homes (NSW Government, n.d.) using a number of software tools, 
and specifies what can and can’t be included in ratings. This specifically excludes the consideration of vegetation in enhancing thermal 
performance, except for protected trees with an existing preservation order or heritage protection (Department of Resources Energy and 
Tourism, 2013). 
National 
Construction Code 
(NCC)  
The National Construction Code (NCC) includes the Building Code of Australia (BCA) and the Plumbing Code of Australia (PCA), and is 
managed by the Australian Building Codes Board (ABCB), which is a COAG standards writing body (Australian Building Codes Board, 2013c). 
The NCC sets out the technical provisions for building work and plumbing and drainage installations throughout Australia, taking into account 
variations in climate and geological or geographic conditions. The BCA contains technical provisions for the design and construction of 
buildings and structures, covering matters such as structure, fire resistance, access and egress, services and equipment, as well as certain 
aspects of health and amenity (Australian Building Codes Board, 2013a). Measures for energy efficiency have been included in the BCA since 
2006 as part of a comprehensive strategy being undertaken by the Australian, State and Territory Governments to reduce GHG emissions. 
The provisions have applied to all buildings covered in the NCC since 2010 (Australian Building Codes Board, 2013b). 
The NCC is given legal effect by legislation enacted by each State and Territory, and through this legislation, the technical requirements in the 
NCC must be satisfied for any building work undertaken in Australia. Alongside this legislation are a number of administrative provisions that 
are necessary to give effect to the legislation (Department of Housing and Public Works, 2012). The State and Territory governments extend 
the scope of the NCC and BCA with their own development and building codes.  
Capital City 
Planning Reforms 
(A COAG strategy) 
COAG introduced the Capital City Strategic Planning Systems Reform in 2009 to achieve the objective of ensuring ‘Australian cities are 
globally competitive, productive, sustainable, liveable and socially inclusive and are well placed to meet future challenges and growth’ (COAG 
Reform Council, 2009).The Agenda directs the development of strategic plans by State Territory governments (by January 2012) that meet 
nine national criteria, which together provide a platform to address key challenges including managing population and economic growth; 
addressing climate change, improving housing affordability and mitigating urban congestion. The state and territory strategic planning 
systems were independently reviewed against the nine nationally agreed criteria (COAG Reform Council, 2011). (
& &
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Table&2:(Example(of(policies(with(the(potential(to(influence(urban(greening(in(NSW,(Metropolitan(Sydney(and(the(City(of(Sydney(
 Policy  Potential to influence urban greening 
Ne
w 
So
ut
h 
W
ale
s 
Environmental 
Planning and 
Assessment Act 
1979 
Directs development in the State of NSW, and outlines the way in which Local Environment Plans should be developed. Includes, amongst 
many objects, the “protection of the environment, including the protection and conservation of native animals and plants, including 
threatened species, populations and ecological communities, and their habitats”, and “ecologically sustainable development” (Government 
of New South Wales, 2012, p10). 
The NSW Housing 
Code 
Requires houses to have adequate landscaping, to allow for water absorption and reduced runoff, and for vegetation to be grown. 
Percentages are allocated, depending on the size of the lot. With regards to stormwater management, however, the default for new houses 
is that water drains to the stormwater collection system (Department of Planning, 2011). 
The NSW 2021 
State Plan (2010) 
Addresses liveability by building strong and more socially inclusive communities, in part by creating increase access to parks. A focus on 
protecting and restoring priority habitats throughout the State, and reducing pollution and impacts on these (New South Wales 
Government, 2013). 
BASIX, the NSW 
Building 
Sustainability Index  
Ensures new homes are designed to use less potable water and be responsible for fewer greenhouse gas emissions by setting energy and 
water reduction targets. This doesn’t include, for example, recognition of green roofs and walls for the contribution they could make to the 
indices set for water, thermal comfort and energy (being reviewed as part of the draft Sydney Metropolitan Plan) (New South Wales 
Government). 
Me
tro
po
lit
an
 S
yd
ne
y 
Draft Sydney 
Metropolitan Plan 
2036  
Sets the plan for development in Sydney across all 41 local council districts. It has a focus on boosting housing and jobs in the city and 
builds on the NSW 2021 business plan for the state. Whilst ‘liveability’ and a ‘healthy and resilient environment’ are amongst the 5 key 
outcomes the Plan seeks to achieve for the city, there is little within the plan to encourage new green space or the use of biophilic 
elements, although does seek to increase access to existing open and green space. Some aspects of the Plan that could potentially lead to 
greater biophilic urbanism, such as measures aimed at reducing the city’s vulnerability to floods, heatwaves and coastal erosion, although 
the use of biophilic elements is not explicitly called for. There are provisions to improve air quality, to use strategic planning to assist in 
efforts to build resilience to climate change, and to increase the use of WSUD to mitigate stormwater runoff impacts on receiving water 
bodies. The use of WSUD is slated to be delivered through “Urban renewal, land release program and Growth Infrastructure Plans”. 
The Plan allocates funds for rehabilitating existing bushland, and the purchase of in particular corridors to improve biodiversity conservation. 
Within the chapter on ‘Healthy and Resilient Environment’, the Plan calls for increased greenspace as a way of reducing the impact of 
climate change on communities, by improving air quality, reducing the impact of heat waves, managing energy demand, as well as reducing 
flooding and increasing water security (NSW Government, 2010). 
Metropolitan 
Greenspace 
Program 
Has provided funding since 1990 to improve regionally significant open space for recreationally purposes, and includes for example plans to 
improve linkages between existing bushland, parks, waterways and centres (Department of Planning and Infrastructure, 2013). 
Towards a Resilient 
Sydney project 
Longer-term risk management plan by the Office of Environment and Heritage to increase Sydney’s resilience to climate change. Work is 
underway to assess vulnerability, provide improved information, and identify responses and opportunities that assist local communities in 
developing resilience.  The proposed content of this is not yet available (Department of Environment and Heritage, 2013). 
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 Policy  Potential to influence urban greening 
Cit
y 
of
 S
yd
ne
y 
LG
A 
Local Environmental 
Plans (LEPs) 
Local governments must develop (LEPs), which direct development and the adoption of WSUD or other targets. To date, however, the lack 
of consistent policies, executive commitment and leadership, fears of failures and other barriers has limited widespread use of WSUD in LEPs 
(McManus & Morison, 2007). 
Greening Sydney 
Plan (City of Sydney 
LGA) (City of 
Sydney, 2012b) 
A focus on both private and public land. Measures to green Sydney include greening streets; acquiring more land for parks and open space; 
requiring greening on new developments; potentially offering grants for greening of existing properties; research and investigation of ways 
to encourage green roofs and walls, with a focus on including the community in these activities. 42 programs and projects are detailed, as 
partnerships with residents, local business, developers and volunteer groups, resulting to-date in over 8,650 new street trees since 2005, 
35,00 square meters of landscaping throughout streets since 2008. The Plan includes: a target to increase the urban canopy by 50% 
(current rate of 15.5%, to 23.25%) by 2030; planting in all available footpath locations; supporting the establishment of verge and 
community gardens; developing a green volunteers network; investigating WSUD opportunities; development of a green roof policy and 
urban forest strategy (adopted Feb 2013) and implementation of the Street Tree Master Plan. 
Draft Urban Ecology 
Strategic Action 
Plan (City of 
Sydney, 2013c) 
Outlines the City of Sydney’s approach to identify, protect and rebuild native plants and animals in the City. Five categories of general 
actions include park and streetscape maintenance, planning controls, staff and contractor engagement, community engagement and 
partnerships, to achieve goals of improving urban ecosystems to provide environmental and social benefits. 
Sustainable Sydney 
2030 (City of 
Sydney, 2013d) 
The City’s guiding strategic plan for the coming 25 years that sets a vision for a ‘Green, Global, and Connected City’. This includes ensuring 
residents are within a three minute walk from continuous green links. The primary component of the Plan that could contribute to biophilic 
urbanism is the “Implementation of the Greening Sydney Plan” (Objective 2.6), Other measures that could include the call for more WSUD, 
measures to enhance resilience to climate change, and moves to encourage building owners to improve the environmental performance of 
buildings. Implementing the ‘Liveable Green Network’ is a key action to encourage active transport. Given the space constraints within this 
area of Sydney, the Plan suggests a reconceptualization of streets and lanes as potential public space, and for these to be greened to 
provide better access to existing parks and other public spaces. 
City’s Street Tree 
Master Plan 2011 
(City of Sydney, 
2011) 
Provides a blueprint for street tree plantings, to improve and develop the number, health, longevity and form of street tree species. It 
ensures streetscape planting is coordinated, and robust. This is intended to enhance the distinct character of precincts in the City of 
Sydney. This fits within a matrix of tree policies for the City of Sydney, including the ‘Urban Tree Management Policy’, ‘Register of 
Significant Trees’, ‘Park Tree Management Plans’, ‘Tree Preservation Order’, and ‘Tree Donation Policy’, and is aligned with the ‘Urban 
Ecology Strategy and Action Plan’. 
Green Roofs and 
Walls Strategy  Began in 2012, and included research study into perceptions and attitudinal factors affecting the growth of local green roofs and walls industry in Sydney. The economics of green roofs and walls is strongly determined by the cost savings achieved by stormwater 
management and energy efficiency. In this way, green roofs and walls can contribute significantly to the Sustainable Sydney 2030 targets 
and objectives. The Strategy has four stages: 1) Green Roofs and Walls Perception Study (sets scope for the strategy by identifying 
perceived opportunities and barriers); 2) Green Roofs and Walls Opportunity Analysis (channels results of the perception study to identify 
locations and creates opportunities to promote the installation of green roofs and walls); 3) The Green Roofs and Walls Cost Benefit Study 
(calculates costs, benefits and risks for various scenarios for the locations identified, and makes available the knowledge needed to inform 
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 Policy  Potential to influence urban greening 
and Green Roofs and Walls Policy); and 4) Green Roofs and Walls Policy Implementation Plan (sets out a framework developing a Green Roofs 
and Walls Policy) (City of Sydney, 2012a). 
Draft green roofs 
and walls policy  
Proposes to encourages the installation of green roofs and walls through raising awareness about benefits; addressing barriers to their use 
including technical and information gaps; including recognitions of green roofs and walls in development application processes, planning 
controls and rating tools; developing green roofs and walls on Council buildings; and monitoring installations to measure performance (City 
of Sydney, 2013b). 
Community Gardens 
Policy  Establishes a framework for the City’s management of new and existing community gardens. Provides clear guidelines for establishing gardens, a basis for communication between stakeholders and rationale for decision making to ensure consistent management across the 
City’s community gardens. The policy promotes establishing demonstration sites, to increase the number of gardens, and to support these 
becoming self managed (City of Sydney, 2009). The City of Sydney has assisted in developing, and continues to host, 17 community 
gardens and 14 rain gardens through the Our Community Gardens Program (City of Sydney, 2013a) ( (
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Table&3:(Example(of(policies(with(the(potential(to(influence(urban(greening(in(Victoria,(Metropolitan(Melbourne(and(the(City(of(Melbourne(
 Policy Potential contribution to urban greening 
Vi
ct
or
ia 
Planning and 
Environment Act 
1987  
Sets out the framework for planning the use, development and protection of land in Victoria. Procedures for preparing and amending the 
Victoria Planning Provisions (VPP) and planning schemes, obtaining permits under schemes, settling disputes, enforcing compliance with 
planning schemes, and other administrative procedures are also set out. Priorities include: “to provide for the fair, orderly, economic and 
sustainable use and development of land; to provide for the protection of natural and man-made resources and the maintenance of 
ecological processes and genetic diversity; to secure a pleasant, efficient and safe working, living and recreational environment for all 
Victorians and visitors to Victoria; to conserve and enhance those buildings, areas or other places which are of scientific, aesthetic, 
architectural or historical interest, or otherwise of special culture value; to protect public utilities and other assets and enable the orderly 
provision and coordination of public utilities and other facilities for the benefit of the community; … to balance the present and future 
interests of all Victorians.” (Government of Victoria, 2012, p7-8) 
State Planning 
Policy 
Framework  
Requires all new residential developments to be at least 20% permeable, to reduce stormwater runoff. In Metropolitan Melbourne, new 
developments must maintain pre-development runoff levels. Some specific requirements for WSUD practices. Generally requires the 
protection and conservation of biodiversity through conserving habitat, re-establishing links between habitat remnants, protecting the 
conservation value of national parks and conservation reserves. When land is developed, this should not adversely affect habitat values, 
fragment native vegetation, nearby waterways, or impact on species using the land. (Department of Planning and Community 
Development, 2010) 
Victoria Planning 
Provisions, 
Subdivision Act  
Allows councils in Victoria to seek developer contributions to new or improved open space, or cash equivalent (Government of Victoria, 
1988) 
Public Health 
and Wellbeing 
Act 2008 
Requires councils in Victoria to develop a plan that protects, improves and promotes public health and wellbeing within the municipal 
district (Government of Victoria, 2008, p33-34) 
Me
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Melbourne 2030  Includes commitments for Melbourne to have a greater sense of community, to be a safe city, and that there will be more open space and 
new parks with equitable access. Also includes goals for sustainable water use, less waste and greater resource efficiency and land use 
planning that protects habitat and biodiversity. (Currently being revised) (Department of Infrastructure, 2002). 
Plan Melbourne, 
Draft 
Metropolitan 
Planning 
Strategy 
Calls for conservation of green spaces and vegetation in the city. Notes that planning controls where a ‘net gain’ has been required have 
assisted in biodiversity conservation, these require that any native vegetation removed, is replaced by an equivalent or larger area 
elsewhere. Calls for improved attractiveness and liveability of the city to attract workers, and support the role of the city as an education 
and knowledge centre. Recognises that a highly valued characteristic of Melbourne is the green, leafy suburbs with tree lined streets and 
attractive open spaces, and development is being directed in a way that will preserve and enhance this quality. Recognises UHI effect, and 
the role of the urban canopy in dealing with this. Renewed focus on WSUD for stormwater management, including rain gardens, roof 
gardens, and other green infrastructure (Government of Victoria, 2013). 
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Melbourne Urban 
Forest Strategy 
The Strategy promotes the urban forest (includes vegetation on streets, open spaces, green roofs, green walls, balconies, along rivers 
and creeks, etc) to address emerging challenges for the city, including populations pressures, a changing climate, and the increasing 
urban heat island effect. The strategy primarily outlines responsibilities for the City of Melbourne, although there are also some 
responsibilities for property developers, residents, and various local communities. Includes a goal to plant 3,000 trees every year, to 
achieve 40% canopy coverage by 2040 and reduce urban temperatures by two to four degrees Celsius. Analysis of the value of the urban 
forest finds that the 70,000 trees in public spaces provide an amenity value of $730 million, and 22% coverage (City of Melbourne, 
2011) 
City of 
Melbourne 
Planning Scheme  
The Planning Scheme controls land use and development within the City of Melbourne. Open space is required for recreation and/or 
biodiversity and/or flood risk reduction, guided and directed by regional biodiversity conservation strategies. Calls for integrated planning 
of stormwater quality through on-site measures and developer contributions, including WSUD technique.  Development must recognise 
distinctive urban forms and layout and their relationship to landscape and vegetation (Government of Victoria, 2006). 
Our Council Plan 
20013–17 
A statement for the City of Melbourne for how the city’s vision of being a ‘bold, inspirational and sustainable city’ will be achieved (with 
the vision outlined in the Future Melbourne Community Plan). The goals are given reality through the Annual Plan and Budget. The goals 
that support the vision don’t explicitly reference urban nature, however ‘increased biodiversity and tree canopy cover in the municipality’ 
is an outcome being sought as part of the ‘eco-city’ goal (Melbourne City Council, 2013, p26). Urban greening could contribute to goals 
of ‘a prosperous city’, and ‘a city for people’, however currently isn’t seen as an explicit way of achieving this (Melbourne City Council, 
2013). ( (
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Table&4:(Example(of(policies(with(the(potential(to(influence(urban(greening(in(Queensland,(SouthEEast(Queensland(and(Brisbane(
 Policy Potential contribution to urban greening 
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Sustainable 
Planning Act 
2009  
Manages the process by which development occurs in Queensland, including the effects of development on the environment, with all 
regional, local and neighbourhood plans written underneath this legislation. This provides the basis for coordination between the State 
and Local governments, and was developed with extensive consultation with local government, property and construction industry 
and the environmental sector. The Act calls for balance between the “protection of ecological processes and natural systems at local, 
regional, State and wider levels; economic development; and the maintenance of the cultural, economic, physical and social wellbeing 
of people and communities” (p46-47), and for development to avoid “if practicable” the impacts of development on climate change, 
urban congestion and human health (p45)(Queensland Government, 2009b). 
Queensland 
Biodiversity Act 
The Queensland Vegetation Management Offsets policy, and later the Biodiversity Offset Policy, provides a mechanism to preserve 
overall vegetation and biodiversity in the state while not impeding development. An appropriate, and additional, offset for a residual 
impact on vegetation and biodiversity is required, after it has been demonstrated that all practical and reasonable efforts have been 
taken to avoid and minimise such impacts (Department of Environment and Resource Management, 2011a, 2011b). 
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South East 
Queensland 
(SEQ) Regional 
Plan  
A statutory plan supported by a funded infrastructure investment plan. The Plan recognises the impacts of urban sprawl, and calls for 
urban infill and protection of the urban boundary. The need to build resilience to climate change and to minimise the impacts of 
urbanisation through urban design is also evident. The role of nature is recognised, however the focus is primarily on preserving 
undeveloped greenspace on the periphery of cities in the region, and on bushland and parkland. The Plan seeks to balance greenspace 
demands including conservation and recreation. Values of urban greenspace, discussed in the Plan include providing “legibility, 
identity and sense of place that helps build and maintain communities”, and to build resilience to “climate change and other emerging 
global issues” through benefits that include “urban water management, cooling services for hot cities and space for community 
gardens” (Queensland Government, 2009a, p94). The biodiversity and scenic amenity of urban greenspace is also acknowledged to 
support recreation and tourism. The use of vegetation is a principle for subtropical design that is advocated for in the Regional Plan, 
including to “use extensive native vegetation and large shade trees in private and public spaces, particularly along pedestrian and 
cycling corridors.” (Queensland Government, 2009a,p93) 
Natural Assets 
Local Law 
(NALL) 
A statutory mechanism that protects Brisbane’s natural assets on public and private property. Permits are required to interfere, 
damage or remove any NALL protected vegetation. This includes trees or stands of trees that contribute to the landscape or 
character of the local area (Brisbane City Council, 2014). 
Brisbane City 
Plan 2000 
Guides and controls all building and development in Brisbane, and the effects of this on the environment. The City Plan includes a 
response to the recognized challenges of protecting green space with a growing population, and a need to diverge from previous 
perceptions of green space as “a holding zone ultimately meant for other uses’. The focus is on preserving pockets and corridors of 
green space throughout the city, for ecological and human purposes (currently under review) (Brisbane City Council, 2000). 
Draft City Plan Recognizes and contributes to Brisbane’s goal of achieving 40% of the mainland city restored to natural habitat. This is in part 
enabled through more detailed mapping of green spaces, ecological corridors and landmark trees as part of the City Plan. Developers 
and major transport projects are required to include sub-tropical boulevards along major roads. The Draft Plan seeks to preserve the 
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suburban character by limiting densities in suburban areas, however also by encouraging a shift towards public green spaces and 
urban landscaping. Key areas throughout Brisbane are slated for much higher densities and allow higher building heights. Requires 
neighbourhood plans to require deep planting and innovation in sustainable tree growth in new medium and high density 
developments. The Offset Policies are integrated into the Draft Plan, which set ‘No net canopy area loss’ policies for Council’s street 
and park trees, and for biodiversity and landscape losses (Brisbane City Council, 2013b). 
Brisbane Vision 
2031 
Acknowledges many goals achieved from Our Shared Vision 2026 and other Brisbane programs, maintains goal of 40 per cent native 
forest cover in the city, and supports resident action. Does not echo many of the goals and strategies set in Our Shared Vision 
(Brisbane City Council, 2013a). 
Brisbane’s Plan 
for Action on 
Climate Change 
and Energy 
(2007) 
Presents Brisbane City Council’s policy regarding responses to climate change. Various forms of urban nature are recognised in the 
Plan for the synergistic ways in which they respond to these challenges, including:  
- Urban(agriculture(for(providing(food(security,(reducing(food(miles,(and(providing(urban(heat(island(and(stormwater(benefits(due(to(the(vegetation;(
- The(role(of(green(roofs(in(reducing(energy(demand,(urban(temperatures(and(stormwater(runoff,(as(well(as(providing(space(for(urban(food(production;(
- The(role(of(all(forms(of(urban(nature(in(sequestering(carbon,(preserving(biodiversity((through(habitat(and(connectivity),(and(ecosystem(services(that(mitigate(the(impacts(of(climate(change.(
Key actions include: 
- Promoting(urban(agriculture(and(green(roofs(in(the(City(Plan;((
- To(actively(promote(and(remove(barriers(to(urban(food(production(through(the(City(Plan(and(other(local(laws;((
- Establishing(a(policy(of(‘no(net(vegetation(loss’(through(development;(to(increase(bushland(reserves(and(connectivity(between(them(as(a(vital(component(of(the(Regional(Carbon(Sink(and(to(provide(additional(protection(of(natural(areas(from(changing(microEclimatic(conditions;((
- Investigating(the(vulnerability(of(significant(local(natural(areas((e.g.(wetlands)(to(climate(changes;(
- Researching(means(for(adopting(green(roofs(in(Brisbane;(and(
- Researching(options(and(feasibility(of(expanding(city(farms(to(encourage(local(food(production((Brisbane(City(Council,(2007).(
Clean Air 
Strategy 
Promotes rooftop gardens, neighbourhood shade-ways, urban forests and bushland regeneration to improve urban air quality 
(Brisbane City Council, 2009). 
Bushland 
preservation 
levy 
A levy is included in rates of Brisbane residents and businesses to fund the purchase and preservation of high value natural areas. 
3,152 ha of private land have been purchased since 1990 (Brisbane City Council, 2013c). 
Wildlife 
Conservation 
Partner Program 
Brisbane residents can partner with the Council in a voluntary agreement to preserve privately-owned bushland and wetland. 
Residents receive help and advice with revegetation and conserving and restoring wildlife habitat on their land (Brisbane City Council, 
2013e). 
Two Million 
Trees Project 
(2007 – 2012) 
Restored over 500 ha of waterways, ecological corridors and bushland, planted 2 million trees throughout Brisbane (Brisbane City 
Council, 2012) 
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Draft Brisbane 
City  Centre 
Master Plan 
2013  
The Master Plan specific mentions green roofs under the 'Buildings that Breathe' theme, and the use of vegetation to create a 
subtropical city that balances climatic condition. Brisbane’s existing nature is valued, including high biodiversity and the Brisbane 
River. Economic development is a key priority within the plan, with enhanced liveability and sustainability recognised to be important 
contributing factors to this (Brisbane City Council, 2013d). ( (
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Table&5:(Example(of(policies(with(the(potential(to(influence(urban(greening(in(Western(Australian,(Metropolitan(Perth(and(Peel(and(the(City(of(Perth(
 Policy Potential contribution to urban greening 
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Draft State 
Planning Strategy  
A range of challenges are identified for the state, which the Plan seeks to address through an overarching vision for Western Australia 
to 2050, of a diverse, connected, liveable State, built on collaboration. Conservation of the State’s natural assets is a key principle that 
underpins the plan. There is recognition of the link between greenspace and public health, with a focus on retaining greenspace and 
green links. The Strategy informs all other State, regional and local planning strategies, policies and approvals (Government of Western 
Australia, 2012) 
Better Urban 
Water 
Management  
Adopted as the preferred policy approach in working towards water sensitive urban design. Ensures an appropriate level of consideration 
is given to the total water cycle at each stage of the planning system. It is intended for regional, district and local land use planning, as 
well as subdivision and development phases of the planning process, however is not intended for brownfield or infill circumstances or 
small scale sub-divisions unless significant water management issues are identified (Government of Western Australia, 2008). 
Liveable 
Neighbourhoods, 
2007 
Liveable Neighbourhoods is an operational policy that guides structure planning and subdivision of green fields and large infill sites 
throughout WA. It is a performance based code designed to encourage innovation. Aims include providing for urban structures that 
encourage active transport, and to provide form a more integrated approach to designing open space and urban water management. 
Requires larger sites to include water courses, vegetation, major open spaces and parklands. Local structure plans should include natural 
features, parkland, urban water management measures. Subdivisions should include water management measures (Western Australian 
Planning Commission, 2007). 
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Directions 2031 
and Beyond 
The high-level, spatial planning framework for metropolitan Perth and Peel region, setting out the strategic and implementation plans to 
coordinate development of the city as a whole. The plan recognises the importance of the natural environment and ecosystem services 
for the human economy and wellbeing. Seeks to integrate natural resource management into land use planning, and under the 
‘Sustainable’ objectives, outlines many strategies for the region that could be achieved through urban nature. (Government of Western 
Australia, 2010). 
Urban 
Development 
Program 
Coordinates and promotes the development of land, based on existing supply and proposed development. It is an implementation tool of 
Directions 2031 and serves as an evaluation tool to measure the delivery of the objectives of Directions 2031 and sub-regional 
strategies (Planning Western Australia, 2013). 
&
& &
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Table&6:(Example(of(policies(with(the(potential(to(influence(urban(greening(in(South(Australia,(Metropolitan(Adelaide(and(the(City(of(Adelaide(
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South Australia’s 
Strategic Plan 
Sets the vision for the development of the state. Calls for higher density development with reduced greenfield development, greater 
use of public transport, adaption to climate change, and protection of species and the environment. The strategy does not make 
specific reference to forms of urban nature (Government of South Australia, 2011). 
Water for Good The South Australian government’s water security plan, which includes a number of commitments to manage water supplies effectively, 
including the adoption of WSUD measures (Government of South Australia, 2010b). 
South Australia 
Urban Forests — 
Million Trees 
Program  
Managed by the DEWNR with funding primarily from South Australian Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure. Targets 
parks and reserves throughout Adelaide to maintain a ‘sustainable, healthy and liveable city’, through planting local native plants with a 
focus on achieving multiple outcomes including habitat restoration, water and air quality improvements, amenity and recreation 
opportunities, and carbon sequestration. Initial target of establishing one million trees was reached in 2006, and has been extended to 
3 million native plants across Adelaide by 2014 (Government of South Australia, 2009, 2013). 
Green 
Infrastructure 
Project 
Develops a vision for integrating nature throughout the urban environment. This includes developing principles that can be integrated 
into policies and plans along with guidance for doing so; promoting the benefits of green infrastructure; demonstrating green 
infrastructure; providing relevant training and capacity building; and engaging with communities. The Project brings together all key 
government stakeholders, along with industry associations and peak bodies, the private sector and broader community to value and 
provide ‘green infrastructure’ in a way that catalyses its use throughout South Australia. This builds on the success of the Sustainable 
Landscapes Project, which developed relationships between state and local government, private sector, industry groups and 
communities for conversing about appropriate integration of nature into major residential developments across Adelaide and promoted 
concepts more broadly (South Australian Government, 2012b). 
Building Innovation 
Fund 
$2 million was set aside in 2008 to demonstrate innovative ways of reducing the carbon footprint in existing commercial buildings in 
south Australia. Projects included the development and installation of a hybrid living wall prototype system suitable for Adelaide’s 
climatic conditions, to demonstrate and test the performance of the wall; and several green roof systems on the ANZ House in 
Waymouth Street, again with performance testing and demonstration of outcomes (South Australian Government, 2012a). 
Ad
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n 30 year plan for Greater Adelaide  
A dynamic spatial expression of the South Australia’s Strategic Plan (2007). Sets aside land for conservation, while seeking to shift to a 
greater proportion of urban infill to meet housing demand, and towards sustainable transport and integrated land use. Promotes 
protection of natural areas, and seeks to “create a robust urban ecology across Greater Adelaide by providing a network of open 
spaces, greenways, tree-lined streets, and green roofs and walls to help sustain an urban ecology and mitigate the urban heat island 
effect” (Government of South Australia, 2010a, p87). 
SA Million Trees 
Program 
Planting 3 million local native trees and associated understory species across the metropolitan area by 2014 to off-set carbon 
emissions, provide habitat and improve air and water quality, funded by the SA government (Government of South Australia, 2013). 
Urban Forest 
Biodiversity 
Program  
Coordinates biodiversity conservation planning and action across the Adelaide Metropolitan Area, with a focus on high priority areas. 
Includes education, training and resource provision to improve conservation practices (SA Department of Environment, 2013) 
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Institutionalising 
WSUD in the 
Greater Adelaide 
Region 
Recognises the role that green roofs and walls can play in managing stormwater, along with many ground level, vegetated water 
sensitive urban design features. The Technical manual for water-sensitive urban design in Greater Adelaide provides guidance for 
councils and planners to apply WSUD to developments and buildings, including information about legislative requirements, design 
processes and tools, construction, maintenance and operating requirements, some indicative costs, case studies and a list of useful 
resources (South Australian Government, 2009).  
Ad
ela
ide
  
Environmental 
Sustainability 
Strategy 2009-
2012 
Seeks to advance biodiversity and ecological outcomes through conserving remnant habitat, restoring habitat, and encouraging 
community participation and interaction. Calls for more plantings in Adelaide to provide shade and cooling, and better stormwater 
management, as well as green roofs and green walls. Wetland and aquifer recharge projects are also promoted (Adelaide City Council, 
2009). 
Adelaide Park 
Lands Masterplan 
Identifies current challenges and issues with the ring of parkland around the city centre. The plan looks to protect and enhance its 
aesthetic value, functionality for the people of Adelaide, biodiversity and sustainability (Adelaide City Council, 2011). (
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Appendix(D:(Case(study(descriptions(The(following(case(studies(are(included(in(this(Appendix:(1. Berlin,(Germany((2. Chicago,(USA((3. Freiburg,(Germany((4. Portland,(USA((5. Singapore((6. Toronto,(Canada(((
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Case%Study%Site%,%Berlin,%Germany%The(following(sub>sections(discuss(the(history(of(urban(greening(in(Berlin,(considering(the( influence( of( national( policies( and( priorities( for( the( protection( of( nature( and(landscapes,( and( the( way( in( which( Berlin’s( historical,( political,( economic( and( social(circumstances( have( shaped( and( directed( the( form( and( function( of( urban( nature.( The(Biotope( Area( Factor( developed( in( Berlin( has( been( exported( worldwide,( as( a(performance( mechanism( that( ensures( the( retention( of( ecological( function( and(permeability(of(urban(areas(whilst(providing(flexibility(to(developers.(The(City(of(Berlin(also( provides( insight( into( urban( greening( process( and( practices( within( economically(constrained(circumstances.(
Case%study%overview%Berlin(has(a( long(history(of(urban(greening,( and( the(policies(and(programs(seen( there(today(are( sophisticated(and(well( integrated( into( the( legislative(and(planning( structure(for( the(City.(The(Biotope(Area(Factor( is( today(used(as( a(model(worldwide( for(policies(that( balance( urban( nature,( ecosystem( function( and( urban( development( (For( example:(Hancock,(n.d.;(Seattle(Department(of(Planning(and(Development,(n.d.).(The(success(of(the(Berlin( Senate( in( implementing( these( policies( and( programs( is( couched( within( the(broader( context( of( a( strong( environmental( concern( throughout( Germany,( and( the(Federal(Nature(Conservation(Act(was(a(key(driver(for(the(policies(developed(a(local(level(in(Berlin.((Strong( public( demand( for( environmental( protection,( and( support( for( urban( greening,(has( underpinned( the( development( of( a( legislative( framework( that( mandates( the(preservation(of(nature(and(ecological( function((Cloos,(2012).(The(protection(of(nature,(and( requirements( to( further( integrate( it( into( the( built( environment,( is( embedded( in(Berlin’s(overarching(land(use,(landscape(and(climate(change(strategies.(These(recognise(the(multiple(benefits(that(urban(nature(provides,(and(see(the(integration(of(nature(into(the( fabric( of( the( city( as( a( no>regrets( strategy( to( enhance( liveability,( improve(environmental(function,(respond(to(climate(change,(and(protect(the(city’s(water(supply((Berlin(Senate,(2011;(Senate(Department(for(Urban(Development(and(the(Environment,(n.d.>a,(n.d.>b;(Senatsverwaltung(für(Stadtentwicklung(und(Umwelt,(2011).(A(balance(is(reached(between(green(space(preservation,(ecosystem(services(and(urban(development( through( this( legislative( scaffold( of( largely( performance>based(requirements( that( focus( on( the( retention( of( ecosystem( function( through( integrated(urban( nature( and( the( possibility( of( offsetting( any( unavoidable( loss( of( function( with(green( space( development( in( the( district.( This( balance( is( underpinned( by( federal(legislation,( as( well( as( by( extensive( citizen( and( stakeholder( engagement( in( the( urban(development(process.((
Key%contextual%information%
Climate:( Berlin( has( a( temperate( seasonal( climate.( Rainfall( in( Berlin( is( generally( low,(being(less(in(the(winter,(with(around(33mm(for(February.(Summer(rainfall(is(often(from(thunderous( storms,( with( June/July( being( the( wettest( months( with( estimates( ranging(from(55mm((World(Meteorological(Organization,(n.d.)(to(73mm((MetOffice,(n.d.)(rainfall(per(month.(Winters( can( be( relatively( sever,(with( lakes( and( canals( freezing( over,(with(average(minimum( temperatures( from( >1.9oC( in( January(up( to( an( average(maximum(of(2.9oC.( In( the( summertime,( temperatures( range( from( on( average( 12.4( –( 23.7oC( (World(Meteorological(Organization,(n.d.).(
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Population:(Approximately(3.5(million,( slowly(declining( at( a( rate(of( 0.06%(each(year.(The(population(density(of(the(entire(Berlin(urban(area(is(37(persons(per(hectare((Berlin(Senate,(2013a).(
City.size,.and.size.of.relevance.to.biophilic.element:(The(urban(area(covers(892km2((Berlin(Senate,(n.d.>c).(
Governance. overview:( Germany( is( a( federal( parliamentary( republic,( with( the(Bundestag,(or(German(parliament,(responsible(for(legislature.(Germany(has(18(states,(or(
Länder,( including( Berlin( as( a( Stadtstaaten,( or( city>state.( Berlin( sits( within( the( larger(Brandenburg(Länder.(The(Mayor(of(Berlin(is(also(the(State(premier((Berlin(Senate,(n.d.>d).(Within( Berlin,( there( are( 12( boroughs,( which( are( funded( through( the( Berlin( State(Government.(Within( each( borough( administration,( there( is( a( borough( assembly( and( a(borough( office,( which( are( elected( by( the( people.( The( boroughs( each( have( their( own(borough( mayor,( and( each( borough( sets( its( own( financial( priorities( and( has( relative(independence(and(autonomy((Berlin(Senate,(n.d.>a).((Urban(planning(in(Germany(is(a(shared(activity(between(the(three(levels(of(government((federal((Bund),(state((Länder),(and(the(planning(regions(and(municipalities((Schmidt(&(Buehler,(2007).(The(European(Union(also(influences(urban(planning,(however(in(a(non>statutory( role( (Schmidt( &( Buehler,( 2007).( The( federal( government( sets( the( overall(planning(framework(and(policy(structure(for(urban(planning,(however(does(not(directly(create( or( implement( plans.( The( states,( regions( and( municipalities( conduct(
Bauleitplanung,(or(local(land(use(planning,(and(Raumordnung,(or(spatial(planning,(which(are(each(directed(by(federal(legislation(including(the(Baugesetzbuch,(or(Federal(Building(Code,(which(standardises(the(levels(of(expertise,(rules(and(symbols(utilised(in(compiling(land(use(plans;( and( the(Bundes>Raumordnungsgesetz,( or(Federal( Spatial(Planning(Act,(which( sets( broad( guidelines( for( local( spatial( planning( and( defines( the( relationship(between( the( Länder( and( the( federal( government.( Both( of( these( federal( pieces( of(legislation(set(goals(that(the(municipal(plans(must(take(into(account((Schmidt(&(Buehler,(2007).( The( Federal( Building( Code( also( requires( that( local( level( plans( are( vertically(consistent((i.e.(with(state(and(federal(legislation),(as(well(as(horizontally(consistent((i.e.(with(other(local(plans(and(policies).(The(relationship(between(the(levels(of(government(is(based(on(Gegenstromprinzip,(or(a(counter>current( principle,( whereby( lower( levels( of( government( contribute( to( the(development(of(higher(levels(plans,(that(once(developed,(are(binding(and(direct(land(use(planning( at( that( level.( For( instance,( local( level( governments( participate( in( preparing(regional( levels( plans,( while( regional( governments( contribute( to( state( level( plans.((Buehler(&(Pucher,(2011;(Schmidt(&(Buehler,(2007).(Requirements(that( land(use(plans(be(both(vertically(and(horizontally(consistent(means(that(planning(can(be(an(…(Land( use( planning( in( Germany( is( explicitly( coordinated( with( housing,( transport( and(environmental(plans,(and(authorities(must(confer(with(neighbouring(jurisdictions(when(making( such( plans.( In( general,( development( in( Germany( is( very( circumscribed,( and(limited( by( law( to( areas( immediately( adjacent( to( existing( settlements,( although(exceptions( can( be( made.( The( onus( falls( on( developers,( and( the( municipality( if( in(agreement,(to(convince(higher(level(authorities(to(allow(development(of(greenfield(areas(that(aren’t(directly(adjacent(to(built(up(areas((Buehler(&(Pucher,(2011).(
Economy:(The(economy(of(Berlin(has(over(the(last(several(decades(been(based(on(high(tech(industry,(with(the(service(sector(now(playing(a(major(role,(accounting(for(over(80(per( cent( of( employment( (The(Economist,( 2010),(with( an( increasing( focus( on( research(and(innovation.(Berlin(has(for(some(time(been(a(hub(in(Europe(for(conferences(and(is(a(growing( tourist( attraction( (Berlin( Senate,( n.d.>b).(Although(Berlin’s( economy(has(been(
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growing( faster( than( that( of( the( German( average( (at( 1.7%),( it( still( remains( poorer( on(average(than(Germany.(Unemployment(in(2010(was(almost(twice(the(national(average,(and( wages( are( substantially( lower;( the( average( 2009( per>capita( average( income( in(Berlin(was(23,467(euros((US$30,660)(compared(with(43,090(euros(in(Hamburg(and(the(German(average(of(26,272(euros((Buergin,(2010).(Berlin( has( struggled( financially( for( over( 40( years,( with( high( unemployment,( and( a(substantial( €60( billion( debt( that( consumes( much( of( the( city’s( tax( revenue( and( has(correspondingly(high( interest(charges.( In(2007(the(City(had(the( first(budget(surplus( in(history,(due(to(consistent(budget(consolidation(measures((City(of(Berlin,(n.d.).(
Timeline%of%urban%greening%in%Berlin%1976:( The( German( Federal( Nature( Conservation( Act( is( established( to( regulate(development(in(order(to(conserve,(preserve(and(develop(nature(and(landscapes(throughout(Germany,(while(balancing(these(objectives(against(other(demands(of(the( community(on(nature(and( landscapes( (Federal(Republic(of(Germany,(1998,(2009).((1978:(( The(Berlin(Nature(Conservation(Act(is(introduced,(directing(the(development(of(a(Landscape( Plan(within( 5( years( (however( this( was( not( endorsed( by( the( Berlin(Senate( and( Parliament( until( 1988( due( to( a( lack( of( financial( support( for( the(research(and(knowledge(development(needed(to(underpin(this(Plan,(a(shortage(of(staff(in(the(Berlin(Senate,(and(subsequent(plans(to(align(this(with(the(Land(Use(Plan)((Lachmund,(2013).(1983:( Work(begins(on(the(Environmental(Atlas(as(a(joint(research(project(conducted(by(the(then>fledgling(Berlin(Department(for(Urban(Development(and(Environmental(Protection( and( the( Federal( Environmental( Agency( (the( latter( of( which( funded(the(project),(due(to(recognition(of(a(need(for(information(to(inform(the(Land(Use(Plan( and( Landscape( Programme,( as( requirements( of( the( Federal( and( Berlin(Nature(Conservation(Act.(The(project(hence(aims(to(prepare(and(provide(spatial(information(to(be(used(as(a(basis(for(higher>level(planning,(as(well(as(to(give(the(general( public( access( to( information( on( the( state( of( the( environment( in(Berlin((Senate(Department(for(the(Urban(Development(and(the(Environment,(n.d.>c).((1984:(( The( Berlin( Senate( decides( to( align( the( Land(Use( Plan( and( Landscape( Program((Lachmund,(2013).(1985:(( The( first( version( of( the( Environmental( Atlas( is( released,( with( around( a( dozen(maps( of( the( city( (Senate( Department( for( the( Urban( Development( and( the(Environment,(n.d.>c)(1986:( Extensive(public(consultation(is(conducted(regarding(the(Landscape(Programme,(entitled(“Berlin(hat(Plaene”((Berlin(has(plans)((Kazmierczak(&(Carter,(2010).(1988:( The( Landscape( Programme( is( officially( endorsed( by( the( Berlin( Senate( and(Parliament((abgeordnetenhaus)((Berlin(Senate;(Lachmund,(2013)(1989:(( The( Urban( Ecological( Model( Projects( programme( begins.( The( projects( are(working(models(of( sustainable(development,( that( tested(new( forms(of(building(and( development( that( incorporated( ecological( elements( and( which( were(monitored(and(evaluated(to( inform(ongoing(research(and(development((Senate(Department(for(Urban(Development(and(the(Environment,(2009).((1989:( Fall(of(the(Berlin(Wall((from(9th(November)(1990:(( Reunification(of(Germany((3rd(October)(
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1990:(( A( resolution( is( jointly(passed(by( the(West(Berlin(Senate(Department( for(Urban(Development( and( Environmental( Protection( and( the( East( Berlin( Municipal(Authority( for( the( Environment( and( Nature( Conservation( to( extend( the( Berlin(Landscape(Programme(including(Nature(Conservation(and(the(Land(Use(Plan(to(apply(to(the(whole(city((Berlin(Senate).(1991:( A( permanent( working( group( for( the( expansion( of( the( Environmental( Atlas( is(established(in(the(Senate(to(cover(all(of(the(reunified(Berlin((Senate(Department(for(the(Urban(Development(and(the(Environment,(n.d.>c).(1983>6:( The( Courtyard( Greening( Programme( is( introduced( and( runs( for( 13( years,(providing( subsidies( to( property( owners( to( vegetate( courtyards( and( add( green(roofs(and(facades(to(buildings((Kazmierczak(&(Carter,(2010)(1994:(( The( Landscape( Programme( including( Nature( Conservation( (LaPro)( for( the(reunited(Berlin(was(passed(by( the(Senate(of(Berlin((15th(March),(and(approved(by( the( House( of( Representatives( (23rd( June).( (Senate( Department( for( Urban(Development,( n.d.>a;( Senate( Department( for( Urban( Development( and( the(Environment,(n.d.>b).(This( includes(the(Biotope(Area(Factor(as(a( legally(binding(requirement( of( the( Landscape( Programme( in( certain( areas( of( Berlin((Kazmierczak(&(Carter,(2010). 1995:(The(Landscaping(and(Landscape(Development(Research(Society((FLL)(develop(the(German(Standard( "Guidelines( for( the(planning,( execution( and(upkeep(of(Green(Roof(sites"((continually(revised(and(updated)((Ngan,(2004).((2004:( The( General( Urban( Mitigation( Plan( is( introduced( under( the( Landscape(Programme( to( defines( areas( of( particular( need( throughout( Berlin( as( sites( for(potential( offset( developments,(when( developments( are( not( able( to(mitigate( all(environmental(impacts(on(site((as(is(the(requirement(of(the(Nature(Conservation(Act)((Senate(Department(for(the(Urban(Development(and(the(Environment,(n.d.>e).((2011:( The(Berlin(StEPKlima(is(introduced(as(Berlin’s(climate(change(strategy.(The(use(of( urban( nature( is( a( key( mechanism( within( the( plan( to( reduce( urban(temperatures( and(mitigate( the(UHI(effect,( to(manage( stormwater( flows,( and( to(regulate( the( urban( climate.( The( StEPKlima( Plan( is( an( integrative,( process>oriented( and( cross>departmental( instrument( that( seeks( to( address( climate(change( primarily( through( spatial( planning,( and( seeks( to( concurrently( improve(the( quality( of( life( in( Berlin( City( while( building( resilient( to( future( climatic(challenges((Berlin(Senate,(2011). 2011:( The(Strategie(Stadtlandschaft(Berlin( (Urban(Landscape(Strategy)( is( introduced,(directing( the( development( and( management( of( urban( nature( in( Berlin,( by(recognising( the( many( and( diverse( benefits( it( provides( and( finding( ways( to(manage( these( integrally,( and( to( find( optimal( outcomes( to( balance( between(various( goals( and( needs( for( urban( nature,( and( with( the( fiscal( constraints( and(land(use(competition(that(can(put(pressure(on(such(assets((Senatsverwaltung(für(Stadtentwicklung(und(Umwelt,(2011).(
Findings%from%the%research%questions%
Principal%drivers(A( strong( environmental( sensitivity( amongst( the( citizens( of( Berlin( provides( a( firm(mandate(for(urban(greening(policies(and(initiatives,(and(residents(continue(to(be(vocal(regarding(these((Cloos,(2012).(This(environmental(concern(was(evident(in(the(national(and(local(bi>partisan(support(for(environmental(policies(in(the(1970s(and(1980s,(which(resulted(in(key(policies(such(as(Nature(Conservation(Act((federal,(and(of(Berlin),(and(the(
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Landscape(Programme((LaPro).(The(LaPro(was(first( introduced(in(1984(in(West(Berlin(and( later( revised( in( 1994,( and(has( been(pivotal( in( the( development( and(protection( of(green(space(and(urban(nature(throughout(Berlin(since.(This(is(reinforced(by(awareness(of( the( environmental( impacts( of( urbanization,( which( are( made( publically( accessible(through(the(Berlin(Environmental(Atlas((Goedecke(&(Welsch,(2009;(Senate(Department(for(the(Urban(Development(and(the(Environment,(n.d.>d).(Federal(policies:(The(German(Federal(Nature(Conservation(Act(was(established(in(1976(to( regulate( development( in( order( to( conserve,( preserve( and( develop( nature( and(landscapes( throughout( Germany,( while( balancing( these( objectives( against( other(demands(of( the( community(on(nature(and( landscapes.(The(Act(preserves(non>built(up(areas,( and( where( a( disturbance( to( ‘the( balance( of( nature’( is( unavoidable,( the( overall(balance(is(to(be(maintained(through(an(offset(mechanism.(The(Act(also(provides(a(basis(for( determining( the( balance( between( conserving( nature( for( its( inherent( value,(optimising(ecosystem(services,(enabling(recreational(use(of(natural(landscapes,(and(the(exploitation(and(cultivation(of(natural(resources.(The(Act(directs(local(level(policies(and(urban( planning,( including( the( Berlin( Nature( Conservation( Act( (Federal( Republic( of(Germany,(2009)(and(the(Berlin(Landscape(Program((Thierfelder,(2013).(Federal(Building(Code(requires(local(authorities(to(minimise(the(impact(of(development(on(the(environment,(through(‘protecting(and(developing(the(basic(conditions(for(natural(life’,( ‘preservation(of( the( countryside,( in(particular(of( the( ecological( balance( in(nature,(and(of(water,(the(air,(the(ground(including(its(mineral(deposits,(and(the(climate’((Federal(Republic(of(Germany,(1997).(The(UHI(effect:(Berlin’s(dense( inner(city( is(up( to(9oC(higher( in( than(surrounding(areas((Senate(Department(for(Urban(Development,(n.d.>a).(One(of(the(aims(of(recent(landscape(planning( in(Berlin( is( to( ensure( sufficient( amount(of(open( space( throughout( the( city( to(counterbalance( this( effect.( Ventilation( paths( throughout( the( city( have( been( identified,(and( are( kept( free( from( emissions( or( buildings( that( would( obstruct( the( airflow,( and(approximately(75%(of(the(city,(or(680(square(kilometres,(have(been(shown(to(mitigate(the(UHI(and(are(hence(designated(as(climate(priority(areas(in(the(LaPro(Ecosystem(and(Environmental( Protection( Programme( Plan( (Senate( Department( for( Urban(Development,(n.d.>a).(Protection(of(water(sources:(Berlin(is(the(only(city(in(Germany(with(a(population(greater(than(one(million(that(uses( its(own(groundwater(resources(for(drinking(water.(The(City(protects(these(by(classifying(‘water(protection(areas’(throughout(the(City(and(subjecting(them( to( special( protection( (Senate( Department( for( Urban( Development,( n.d.>b).(Recognition( of( the( impact( of( urbanisation( and( soil( sealing( on( stormwater( runoff( and(receiving( water( bodies( has( led( to( holistic,( decentralised( stormwater( management(policies( that( increase( rainwater( infiltration( through( the( use( of( nature( throughout( the(City((Senate(Department(for(Urban(Development,(n.d.>b).(The(aesthetic(value(of(Berlin’s(waterways(are(also(recognized((Senate(Department(for(Urban(Development,(n.d.>b).(
Challenges%or%barrier%%Economic(constraints:(Berlin’s(economy(was(financially(stunted(following(World(War(II,(with(the(city(having(been(largely(demolished(by(bombing(and(the(ensuing(separation(of(the( city( during( the( Cold(War( stifling( growth( and( development.( Reunification( brought(challenges( and(opportunities,( as( the( eastern( and(western( sides( of( the( city( adjusted( to(each(other’s( economic( structure,( and(Berlin(was( re>established(as( the(nation’s( capital.(The( city( hasn’t( been( able( to( meet( economic( expectations( since( reunification((Organisation( for( Economic( Co>Operation( and( Development,( 2010)( and( Berlin( has(struggled( financially(with(high(unemployment,( and( a( substantial(€60(billion(debt( that(consumes(much(of(the(city’s(tax(revenue(and(has(correspondingly(high(interest(charges((City(of(Berlin,(n.d.).(This(puts(pressure(on(urban(green(space,(which(can(be(expensive(to(
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maintain,( and( to( expand.( Holle( Thierfelder( discussed( how( the( budget( for( landscape(planning(and(urban(greening(had(been(cut(by(60%(over(10(years,(with(similar(cuts( to(the(boroughs(affecting(maintenance(of(existing(green(space,(as(well(as(the(development(of( neighbourhood( plans( needed( to( enact( the( Biotope( Area( Factor( (Thierfelder,( 2013).(This(must(be(taken(within(the(context(of(all(budgets(being(cut,(and(not(as(a(reflection(of(a(lack(of(recognition(of(the(value(of(urban(nature((Cloos,(2012).(Urban(greenspace(maintenance(is(significantly(underfunded(due(to(budget(cutbacks.(In(2000,(the(boroughs(were(found(to(receive(only(39(per(cent(of(what(is(needed(to(conduct(maintenance((Rosol,(2012).(Rosol((2012)( identified( five(main(strategies( to(address(the(issue,( including( increasing(budgets( through(demands( to( the(Berlin(Senate,( introducing(user( park( fees,( and( obtaining( private( sector( donations;( reduce( staff( requirements( by(privatising( parks,( reducing( maintenance( schedules,( developing( new( management(practices( and( outsourcing( maintenance;( to( restrict( and( regulate( park( users( to( limit(graffiti,( barbeques( and( other( costly( activities;( to( reduce( park( services( such( as(playgrounds( and( summer( flower( plantings;( and( to( develop( practical( cost( saving(measures( such( as( low( maintenance( plants( or( forests.( Local( boroughs,( who( have(responsibility( for( maintaining( parks,( ran( programs( to( engage( citizens( in( park(maintenance( such( as( through( “rescue( of( the( borough( parks”( campaigns( .( (Colding( &(Barthel,( 2013;( Rosol,( 2012).( This( led( to( a( variety( of( models( for( urban( green( space(management( incorporating( citizen( volunteers,( including( urban( parks,( community(gardens( and( allotment( gardens.( There( are( reports,( however( that( such( citizen(participation(does(not(always(reduce(city(costs,(although(models(that(give(citizens(more(autonomy( appear( more( effective( (Rosol,( 2010,( 2012).( The( Berlin( Senate( increasingly(supports( grassroots( initiatives( such( as( the( Prinzessinnengarten( as( these( provide(multiple( benefits( to( the( city,( despite( issues( regarding( land>use( conflicts( (Thierfelder,(2013).(Lack(of( industry(capacity:(The(green(roof( industry(in(German(initially(faltered(due(to(a(rapid(boom( in(green(roof(construction( in( the(1990s( that( led( to( the(emergence(of(new,(inexperienced( companies( making( and( installing( poor( quality( green( roofs( and( cutting(corners(on( installation( to( keep( costs(down.(This( resulted( in( the( failure(of(many(green(roofs( installed( by( such( companies( during( that( period,( and( a( consequential( public(impression( that( green( roofs( can( be( problematic( (Ngan,( 2004).( This( lack( of( consumer(confidence( affected( the( entire( green( roof( industry,( and( led( to( Landscaping( and(Landscape( Development( Research( Society( (FLL)(to( develop( the( German( Standard("Guidelines( for( the( planning,( execution( and( upkeep( of( Green( Roof( sites"( in( 1995((continually( revised(and(updated),(which(gives(design(and(construction(standards(and(recommendations,(including(considerations(for(various(types(of(green(roofs,(vegetation(types,(building(techniques,(and(ongoing(maintenance(of(green(roofs((Ngan,(2004).((Competing(land(use(demands:(Population(growth(and(development(pressure(in(the(post>war( years( put( pressure( on( green( space( throughout( Berlin.( In( the( 1960s,( the( enclosed(western( section(of(Berlin(diverted( from( the(historical( commitment( to(urban(greening,(focusing( instead( on( expanding( residential( areas,( building( industrial( facilities( and(transport( infrastructure( (Lachmund,( 2013).( Population( growth( and( anticipated(industrial( and( economic( growth( underpinned( the( 1965( Flaechennutzungsplan( (Land(Use(Plan),(which(largely(abandoned(earlier(visions(for(a(green>belt(system(in(the(City(in(favour(of(allocating(land(for(development.((Lack( of( data( to( inform( policies( and( strategies:( The( environmental( policies( that( were(established( in( West( Berlin( in( the( 1980s( (and( expanded( to( all( of( Berlin( in( 1991),(including(the(LaPro(and(Land(Use(Plan,(were(hampered(by(a(lack(of(spatial(information(about( the( existing( environmental( assets,( and( where( there( was( a( deficit.( Berlin’s(Environmental( Atlas( collated( and( expanded( existing( urban( ecology( information( from(Berlin’s(universities.(The(Atlas(uses(GIS(software( to(depict( the( information(on(over(80(
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topics,(with( over( 500(maps( under( the( broad( headings( of( soil,(water,( air,( climate,( land(use,( traffic,(noise(and(energy.(The(maps(represent( the(entire(urban(area(of(Berlin,(and(depict( environmental( qualities( essential( for( wellbeing.( Through( the( Atlas,( the( city( of(Berlin( has( detailed( information( about( the( impact( of( urban( greening( on( the( physical(environment,(which(informs(their(policy(and(planning(decisions,(and(is(made(publically(available(to(similarly(inform(citizens(and(developers((Goedecke(&(Welsch,(2009;(Senate(Department(for(the(Urban(Development(and(the(Environment,(n.d.>d).(
Enabling%factors%Landscape(Planning:(Landscape(Planning(in(Berlin((though(the(Landscape(Programme)(recognises( the( value( of( coordinated,( proactive( open( space( planning( to( the( city( as( a(whole.( Retrospective( environmental( repair( resulting( from( the( loss( of( open( space( and(ecological( damage( from(urban( development,( is( recognised( to( carry( considerable( costs(and(to(be(only(marginally(effective.(In(this(context,(reducing(urban(open(space(to(enable(development( is( not( considered( to( solve( economic( problems.( Rather,( setting(requirements(for(open(space(protection(in(Berlin(is(considered(to(drive(the(development(of( “intelligent,( forward>looking(buildings”( and( to( safe>guard( resources( vital( to( the( city((Cloos,( 2004).( The( Landscape( Plans,( and( their( close( coordination( with( the( Land( Use(plans( (Senate( Department( for( the( Urban( Development( and( the( Environment,( n.d.>e),(have(enable(the(protection(of(urban(nature((Senate(Department(for(Urban(Development(and( the( Environment,( n.d.>b),( has( direction( the( creation( of( integrated( nature( in(redevelopments,((Berlin(Senate,(1990;(Senate(Department( for(Urban(Development(and(the( Environment,( n.d.>b)( and( through( various( mechanisms( has( provided( sources( of(funding(for(the(creation(of(new,(public(green(spaces((Senate(Department(for(the(Urban(Development(and(the(Environment,(n.d.>f).(Structure( of( the( Berlin( Senate:( Urban( planners,( landscape( planners( and( nature(conservationists(sit(within(the(same(department(in(the(Senate.(This(is(a(relatively(unique(arrangement(that(has(facilitated(the(close(alignment(between(Berlin’s(Land(Use(Plan(and(Landscape( Programme( –( an( arrangement( credited( with( ensuring( that( urban(development( in( the( city( considers( green( space( requirements( as( an( integral( starting(point,( rather( than( an( external( afterthought.( Furthermore,( the( StEPKlima( Plan( was(developed( in( the(Senate(Department( for(Urban(Development(and( the(Environment.(As(such,(adaptation(and(mitigation(to(climate(change(in(Berlin(were(considered(a(function(of(urban(design(and(development,(with(urban(nature(throughout(the(City(being(a(pivotal(component( of( the( City’s( strategy( to( address( the( challenges( of( climate( change((Thierfelder,(2013).(The(Environmental(Atlas:(The(early(environmental(policies(were(hampered(by(a(lack(of(spatial( information( about( the( existing( environmental( assets,( and( where( there( was( a(deficit.(Berlin’s(Environmental(Atlas(compiled(existing(information(about(urban(ecology(that(existed(in(Berlin’s(universities,(however(which(had(never(been(collated,(in(a(viable(form.( By( 1990,( the( value( of( the( preliminary( model( was( evident,( and( a( permanent(working(group(was(established(in(the(Senate(in(1991(to(expand(the(Atlas(to(cover(all(of(the(reunified(Berlin.(Today,(the(Atlas(uses(GIS(software(to(depict(information(on(over(80(topics,(with( over( 500(maps( under( the( broad( headings( of( soil,(water,( air,( climate,( land(use,( traffic,(noise(and(energy(for(the(entire(urban(area(of(Berlin.(Through(this,( the(City(can(see(the( impact(of(green(and(open(space(on(mitigating(the(urban(heat( island(effect,(improving(air(quality,(and(reducing(noise(pollution.(The(Environmental(Atlas(is(essential(for( balancing( the( economic( development( goals( of( Berlin( with( sustainable( resource(protection(and(green(space(provision.(By(having(reliable(information(about(the(benefits(provided( by( urban( nature,( with( detailed( information( across( the( city( of( where( these(benefits(are(sufficient(and(where(there(is(a(need(for(more,(the(city(can(make(informed,(balanced( and( transparent( planning( decisions( about( urban( greening( and( development,(and(the(citizens(are(able(to(participate(in(and(understand(these(decisions((Goedecke(&(
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Welsch,( 2009;( Senate( Department( for( the( Urban( Development( and( the( Environment,(n.d.>d).(Citizen(engagement:(Citizen(input(into(the(development(process(can(result(in(innovation(and( create( urban( vibrancy,( with( citizens( often( seeking( to( preserve( green( space( and(enhance(the(urban(nature(in(their(neighbourhood.(Giving(citizens(a(voice( in(the(design(and( development( of( urban( areas( in( Berlin( has( at( times( resulted( in( better( outcomes( –(economically,( socially( and( environmentally( –( and( resulted( in( innovated( and( diverse(ideas( that( are( locally( appropriate( and(meet( the( needs( of( people(who( live( in( the( area((Thierfelder,(2013).(Pilot(projects( to( test(new( ideas:(The(Urban(Ecology(Model(Projects(developed,( trialled(and( evaluated( new( processes( and( technologies( for( sustainable( urban( development(projects,( which( included( innovative(measures( pertaining( to( greenery( and( overall( site(ecology((Senate(Department( for(Urban(Development(and( the(Environment,(2009).(The(findings(from(these(projects(are(highly(valuable(in(terms(of(developing(new(technologies(that( have( been( incorporated( into( guidelines( and( decision>making( aids( for( the( Berlin(Senate,(to(inform(urban(development(throughout(the(city((Berlin(Senate(Department(for(Urban(Development,(2010).(These(public(building(projects(were(found(to(serve(as(role(models( and( case( studies( for( ecological,( economic( and( innovative( standards( (Berlin(Senate(Department(for(Urban(Development,(2010).(The(Berlin(Courtyard(Greening(program(previously(also(offered(small(grants(to(building(residents( to( green( their( courtyard( (and( a( previous( program( also( offered( funding( for(green( roofs).( The( experience( of( Gruene( Liga,( who( ran( this( program,( is( that( personal(experience( of( greened( courtyards( through( pilot( and( demonstration( projects,( with(effective( communication(of( projects,( enabled(people( to( perceive( the(benefits( provided(and(to(take(this(into(account(when(considering(the(potential(loss(of(other(functions,(such(as(car(parking(space((Baumann,(Nowikow,(&(Kiesant,(2013;(Liga,(n.d.).(
Policy%tools,%planning%frameworks%and%legislative%measures%German( Nature( Conservation( Act:( German( Federal( Nature( Conservation( Act( (1976)(legislates(for(the(conservation,(preservation(and(development(of(nature(and(landscapes(throughout(Germany,(however(allows(for(a(balance(between(these(objectives(and(other(demands(of( the( community(on(nature(and( landscapes.(The(Act(preserves(non>built(up(areas,( and( where( a( disturbance( to( ‘the( balance( of( nature’( is( unavoidable,( the( overall(balance(is(to(be(maintained(through(an(offset(mechanism((Federal(Republic(of(Germany,(2009).( The(Act( also( provides( a( basis( for( determining( the( balance( between( conserving(nature(for(its(inherent(value,(optimising(ecosystem(services,(enabling(recreational(use(of(natural( landscapes,( and( the( exploitation( and( cultivation( of( natural( resources.( The( Act(directs(local(level(policies(and(urban(planning,(including(the(Berlin(Nature(Conservation(Act(and(the(Berlin(Landscape(Program((Thierfelder,(2013).(Berlin( Nature( Conservation( Act:( ( The( Berlin( Nature( Conservation( Act( stems( from( the(Federal(Nature(Conservation(Act,(and(provides(statutory(authority(for(the(application(of(the(Federal(Act(in(Berlin.(Where(as(the(equivalent(Acts(in(other(states(in(Germany(direct(the(development(of(Landscape(Programmes(that(were(largely(consultative(in(nature,(in(Berlin( the( Landscape( Programme( is( internally( binding( for( all( decision( making( by( all(administrative(bodies.(This(includes(identifying(the(specific(responsibilities(of(the(Berlin(Senate(with(regards(to(nature(conservation(and(landscape(management,(and(providing(authority( for( the( Senate( to( enact( these( responsibilities.( The( Act( stipulates( that( the(protection(of(nature( and( landscape,(within( the( context( of( environmentally( sustainable(development,( is( a( mandatory( task( of( the( state( and( every( citizen( (Berliner(Vorschrifteninformationssystem,(2013;(Lachmund,(2013).((
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The( Berlin( Nature( Conservation( Act( adds( additional( requirements( to( those( of( the(Federal(Act,(including(that(changes(in(animal(and(plant(life(in(the(city(be(observed;(that(the( scientific( and( in( particular( ecological( basis( for( conservation( and( landscape(preservation( be( developed;( that( education( regarding( the( importance( of( nature( and(landscape(for(livelihoods(and(the(environment(be(conducted(to(promote(understanding(and( support( of(measures( that( direct( nature( conservation( and( landscape(management;(that( active( relationships(with( conservation( organisations( be(maintained;( and( that( any(damages( to( the( environment,( or( threats( of( such( damage( (as( defined( in( the( Federal(Nature(Conservation(Act)(be(addressed(through(additional(requirements(outlined(under(the(Environmental(Damage(Act((Berliner(Vorschrifteninformationssystem,(2013).(The(Federal(Building(Code((Baugesetzbuch)(is(the(fundamental(basis(for(building(law(in(Germany,( and( sets( ‘sustainable( urban( development’( as( the( overarching( directive( for(building’.( It( requires( attention( to( be( paid,( in( particular,( to( ‘the( requirements( of(environmental( protection…( and( through( the( use( of( renewable( energy( sources,( nature(protection(and(the(preservation(of(the(countryside(in(particular(of(the(ecological(balance(in( nature,( and( of( water,( the( air,( the( ground( including( its( mineral( deposits,( and( the(climate(…’(Federal(Republic(of(Germany,(1997).(This(effectively(establishes(the(basis(for(minimizing( impervious( soil( to( protect( groundwater( and( allow( stormwater( infiltration,(and(has(led(to(efforts(to(integrate(nature(into(the(built(environment(in(cities(throughout(Germany.(Landscape( Programme( and( Land( Use( Plan:( The( Landscape( Programme( (LaPro)( is( a(requirement( of( the( Federal( Nature( Conservation( Act( and( Berlin( Nature( Conservation(Act.( These( Acts( specify( the( requirements( for( landscape( planning,( including( that( it(provides(for:(
- biotope(and(species(protection,(
- balance(of(nature(and(environmental(protection,(
- landscape,(
- use(of(open(space(and(recreation,(
- compensation(areas(and(habitat((Berliner(Vorschrifteninformationssystem,(2013).((The( LaPro( specifies( the( strategic( background( policies( relating( to( environmental( and(landscape(issues(on(a(citywide(level,(and(the(basis(for(evaluating(environmental( issues(pursuant( to( these( requirements.(These(policies(are( concretised( in( the(Landscape(Plan,(which( is( citywide(planning(document( that( is( coordinated(with( the(Land(Use(Plan.(The(Landscape( Plan( specifies( land( uses,( and( provisions( for( the( protection( of( nature( and(landscape( values( including( maintenance,( development( and( restoration( measures( to(achieve( the( objectives( of( the( Landscape( Programme,( and( the( legal( consequences( of(failure(to(achieve(these(measures.(The(LaPro(stipulates(in(particular:(
- the(planting,(development(or(maintenance(of(vegetation(on(various(land(uses,(such(as(for(example,(green(spaces,(excavation(sites,(landfills(or(other(damaged(property,(
- the(design(and(development(of(riparian(areas,(including(the(planting(of(vegetation,(
- the(greening(and(development(of(the(urban(canal(and(river(bank(areas,(
- the( investment( in,( development( or( maintenance( of( parks( and( recreational( areas,(sports(and(play(areas,(nature(experience(areas,(hiking,(biking(and(riding(trails,(
- measures( for( the( protection( and( maintenance( of( biological( communities( and(habitats(of(animals(and(plants(of(wild(species,(especially(protected(species,(
- measures(to(secure(and(develop(the(biotope(network,(and(
- the( minimum( quantity( nature( of( effective( measures( in( the( built>up( area( (biotope(area(factor)((Berliner(Vorschrifteninformationssystem,(2013)(In( this( way,( the( LaPro( complements( town( planning( though( a( range( of( qualitative(objectives( for(urban(development.(Landscape(planning(addresses(basic(questions(such(as(acceptable(levels(of(density,(what(level(of(open(space(and(recreational(opportunities(
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are(needed,(how(to(support(biodiversity(in(the(city,(and(manage(urban(ecosystems(over(time( (Cloos,( 2004).( In( these( regards,( the( LaPro( includes( binding( requirements( for(authorities,(and(specifications,( targets(and(requirements( that(affect(all( levels(of( spatial(planning((Cloos,(2004).(The(LaPro(is(coordinated(with(the(Land(Use(plan,(and(together(these(provide(the(basis(for(development(in(Berlin,(and(embeds(the(protection(of(urban(nature.((The( LaPro( was( informed( by( an( extensive( inventory( of( Berlin’s( existing( nature( and(landscape,( and(was( based( on( the( objectives( of( the( Federal( Nature( Conservation( Law.(Based( on( this,( the( first( ever( development( goals( and(measures( were( specified( for( the(whole( city,( including( ecosystem( and( environmental( protection;( the( protection( of(biotopes(and(species;( the(characteristic( landscape;(and(recreation(and( the(use(of(open(space.( The( LaPro( fundamentally( recognises( that( only( through( preserving( natural(conditions( and( environmental( requirements( in( the( city,( can( a( forward>looking(development(of(the(city(be(guaranteed((Senate(Department(for(the(Urban(Development(and(the(Environment,(n.d.>e).(The( StEPKlima( (Berlin( Senate,( 2011)( is( Berlin’s( climate( change( action( plan.( The( plan(principally(addresses(climate(change(through(land(use(planning((Thierfelder,(2013),(and(has(core(goals(of(preserving(the(quality(of(life(for(residents(in(Berlin(under(present(and(future( climatic( conditions,( and( ensuring( the( attractiveness( of( housing( and( living(conditions.( Preserving( and( enhancing( urban( green( space,( and( encouraging( integrated(urban(nature,( are( central(mechanisms( of( the( plan.( These( assist( in(managing( the( city’s(bioclimate,( and( regulating( urban( temperatures( and( environmental( quality,( thereby(minimising(the( impact(of(climate(change(on(the(city’s(residents.(Recommendations(are(based(on(extensive(data(of(Berlin,(including(the(comprehensive(and(frequently(updated(information(of(the(environmental(benefits(of(the(city’s(soil,(water,(air,(climate,(biotope,(land( use,( transportation,( noise( and( energy.( This( data( enabled( the( city( to( estimate( the(benefits( of( green( spaces( on( urban( cooling,( and( to( evaluate( the( localised( benefits( of(specific(parks(in(the(city(on(the(climate,(ground(water(and(various(social(considerations(through( combining( this( data( with( demographic( information,( and( justified( including(urban(green(space(as(a(key(mitigation(and(adaption(measure.(Potentially(in(part(due(to(this(existing(knowledge(and(awareness(of( the(benefits(of(urban(greenspace,( there(was(overwhelming( support( from( city( planners,( politicians( and( citizens( for( the( StEPKlima((Berlin(Senate,(2011;(UN>Habitat).(The(Strategie(Stadtlandschaft(Berlin((Urban(Landscape(Strategy)((Senatsverwaltung(für(Stadtentwicklung( und( Umwelt,( 2011)( provides( overarching( structure( to( the(development(and(management(of(urban(nature(in(Berlin,(by(recognizing(the(many(and(diverse( benefits( it( provides( and( finding( ways( to(manage( these( integrally,( and( to( find(optimal( outcomes( to( balance( between( various( goals( and( needs( for( urban( nature,( and(with( the( fiscal( constraints( and( land( use( competition( that( can( put( pressure( on( such(assets.(The(policy(was(developed(with(extensive(public(involvement,(as(well(as(through(expert( consultation( and( input.( From( a( foundation( of( assessing( Berlin’s( current( status(with( respect( to(urban(nature,( considering(what( roles( this(urban(nature(plays,( and( the(economic( and( other( considerations( that( influence( urban( nature( development( and(maintenance,(the(strategy(sets(out(a(goal(of(creating(‘a(network(of(existing(green(spaces(and(streets’( linking(the(city’s(existing(parks,(urban(squares,(tree(lined(promenades(and(recreation(areas.(The(strategy(aims(for(nature(to(be(multifunctional(and(productive,(and(to(ensure(it(provides(a(connection(for(Berliners(with(nature(to(enhance(their(quality(of(life.((The(Berlin(Local(Agenda(21((2006)((Senate(Department(for(the(Urban(Development(and(the(Environment,(n.d.>b)(sets(sustainable(development(as(a(driving(theme(for(the(city’s(policies(in(the(future.(The(Berlin>Agenda(provides(an(overarching(structure(for(Berlin’s(social( and( physical( development,( and( allows( for( future( links( and( synergies( between(
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these( development( goals( to( be(made( (Senate(Department( for( the(Urban(Development(and( the(Environment,( n.d.>b).( As( part( of( the( action( programme( for( the(Berlin>Agenda,(the( 20( green( routes( are( being( developed( throughout( Berlin,( providing( a( network( of(around(550km(of(walkways,(promenades(and(urban(spaces.(They(link(parks(and(green(spaces(and(encourage(active(transport( throughout(the(city((Senate(Department( for(the(Urban(Development(and(the(Environment,(n.d.>a).(The( General( Urban( Mitigation( plan( sits( beneath( the( LaPro,( and( defines( the( areas(throughout( the( city(where( there( is( a( particular( need( for( urban( greening,( as( potential(offset( sites.( This( supports( the( LaPro( and( Nature( Conservation( Act( by( ensuring( that(offsets( are( developed( in( the( most( effective( way,( and( further( enables( the( bundling( of(funds( for( offset( projects( to( create( larger( urban( greening( developments,( such( as( the(Nordbahnhof(site,(on(which(an(inner>city(park(will(be(developed(with(finance(from(six(intervention( schemes( (Senate( Department( for( the( Urban( Development( and( the(Environment,(n.d.>f).(The( Biotope( Area( Factor( (BAF),( or( Biotop( Flächenfaktor( (BFF)( in( German,( is( an(innovative( mechanism( for( reducing( soil( sealing( and( associated( impacts( of( urban(development.(The(BAF(is(implemented(on(a(neighbourhood(scale,(where(targets(are(set(for( ecologically( effective( surface( area,( or( green( space,( depending( on( existing( land( use(and(what( is( considered( possible( to( achieve(within( a( reasonable( scope( (Berlin( Senate,(1990).(The(BAF(is(legally(required(in(the(13(areas(of(Berlin(for(which(a(neighbourhood(landscape(plan(has(been(developed.( It( is(voluntary(outside(of( those(areas,(and( is(often(used(as(a(guideline(for(environmentally(sensitive(design.((Under(the(neighbourhood(plans,(the(BAF(requirements(are(activated(when(a(property(is(sold(or( renovated,(and( the(owner(of( the(property( is( required( to(meet( these( targets(by(integrating( green( infrastructure( into( the( property.( Property( owners( are( able( to(determine( for( themselves( how( to(meet( these( criteria,( using( techniques( such( as( green(roofs,(bioswales,(facade(greening,(pervious(paving(and(plantings,(subject(to(approval(by(the( Berlin( government.( A( weighting( system( is( applied( to( each( type( of( green(infrastructure( based( on( evapotranspiration( quality,( permeability,( rainwater( storage(capacity,( connection( to( soil( functioning,( and(provision(of( habitat.( In( this(way,( the(BAF(achieves(citywide(goals(for(urban(ecology(to(provide(a(host(of(benefits(through(ensuring(that( each( parcel( of( land( developed( in( the( city( must( manage( on>site( impacts(Berlin(Senate,(1990).((Separate( and( proportional( stormwater( charges:( Tax( assessor’s( data( and( aerial(photographs(are(used(to(estimate(the(stormwater(burden(of(each(household,(based(on(the(number(of(connected,(impervious(surfaces(on(each(land(parcel.(Households(have(to(review( and( verify( these( estimates,( and( a( public( information( campaign(was( run( at( the(same( time( to( provide( context.( Households( are( then( charged( stormwater( rates(accordingly,( however( the( fees( charged(were( found( to( not( be( high( enough( to( result( in(land(use(changes((Keeley,(2007).(StadtBäume(für(Berlin((City(Trees(for(Berlin)(aims(to(plan(10,000(new(trees(on(Berlin’s(streets( and( calls( on( the(public( to( financial( support( the( initiative.( The(City( estimates( it(costs(around(1,000(Euro(per(street(tree,(and(calls(on(the(public(to(donate(500(Euro(for(a(street( tree( in( their( district,( which( will( then( be( matched( with( funding( from( the( City((Berlin(Senate,(2013b).(The(benefits(provided(by(these(trees(are(discussed(as(an(integral(part( of( the( campaign,( ranging( from( improving( the( local( air( quality,( reducing( wind(speeds,( reducing( traffic( noise,( providing( physical( and( mental( health( benefits( to(residents,(sequestering(carbon,(shading(the(city(and(providing(canopy(cover(during(rain(events((Berlin(Senate,(2013c).(The( Courtyard( Greening( Program( provided( subsidies( to( residents( and( developers( to(include( green( space( in( private( property,( offering( on( average( 19.10( €( for( each( square(
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meter( of( green( space,( which( included( funds( for( both( construction( and( design.( Green(roofs(were(reimbursed( for(around(half( the(costs,(or(between(€25(and(€60(per(square(meter.( Through( the(program,(54(hectares( of( courtyards( and( roofs(were( greened,(with(the(Berlin(government(providing( subsidies(worth(€16.5(million( in( total.(The(Program,(which(ran(from(1983(to(1996,(was(introduced(as(part(of(the(LaPro(and(helped(achieve(the(green(space(goals(for(the(city((Kazmierczak(&(Carter,(2010).(
Use%of%economic%arguments%%The(policies(and(programs(that(protect(and(enhance(urban(nature(in(Berlin(don’t(appear(to( have( been( underpinned( by( an( economic( argument,( although( some( mechanisms( to(value( the( benefits( provided( have(more( recently( been( developed.(Many( of( the( policies(and( initiatives( that( supported( urban( nature( in( Berlin( from( the( beginning( of( the( 20th(century,(were(developed(in(response(to(growing(awareness(of(the(health(and(wellbeing(impacts( of( urban( environments( and( an( industrialised( city.( Citizens( demanded( such(measures,( and( from( this( perspective( the( Berlin( Senate( did( not( have( to( justify( such(policies(to(residents((Cloos,(2012).(Federal(legislation,(principally(including(the(Federal(Nature( Conservation( Act( and( Federal( Building( Code( required( city( planners( to( protect(open(space(and(ecosystem(services,(providing(a(mandate(for(urban(greening(that(meant(this(wasn’t(a(debated( issue,( and(an(economic(argument(wasn’t(necessary( (Thierfelder,(2013).(Property(developers(today(accept(the(BAF(and(green(space(preservation(measures(as(an(operating(condition(in(Berlin.(Interestingly,(Thierfelder(noted(that(property(developers(now( realise( that( buildings( that( integrate(nature( into( and( around( them( rent( for( higher(amounts,( and(even( in(neighbourhoods(where( the(BAF(doesn’t( apply,(many(developers(still(follow(these(principles((Thierfelder,(2013).(The(continued(urban(greening(in(Berlin(in(the(face(of(the(global(financial(crisis,(and(the(consequential(shift(in(government(and(developer(priorities,(is(only(possible(through(the(active( process( of( negotiation( between( citizens,( the( government( and( developers,( and(continues(due(to( the(strong(appreciation(of( the(clear(benefits(of(urban(greening(to( the(city.(Despite(not(evaluating( the( financial(benefits( these(provide,( they(are(evident( to(all(parties(due(to(several(decades(of(experience(and(demonstration((Cloos,(2012).(
Financing%mechanisms%Much( of( the( cost( of( urban( greening( is( passed( on( to( property( owners( and( developers(through(requirements(of(the(Biotope(Area(Factor(and(General(Urban(Mitigation(Plan((as(discussed(above).(The(Berlin(Senate(also(leverages(public(financial(and(in>kind(support(where(possible.( For( instance,( the( StadtBäume( für(Berlin(program,( as( discussed( above,(seeks( public( support( for( 50%( of( the( trees.( Similarly,( the( Courtyard( Greening(Programme,( which( also( funded( green( roofs,( partially( funded( these( forms( of( urban(nature.( –( their( assistance( assists(with( upfront( costs,( however( they( do( not( pay( the( full(cost( for( the( urban( nature,( which( provides( important( public( benefits.( The( Senate’s(pioneering( project( invites( citizens( to( develop( grassroots( projects( on( vacant( land(throughout(Berlin(–(whilst(these(are(not(necessarily(urban(greening,(many(of(these(are((such(as(community(gardens),(this(enables(land(that(the(city(may(otherwise(be(unable(to(maintain(to(be(beneficial(used,(provides(environmental(and(social(benefits((as(criteria(of(the(pioneer(project(program)((Tempelhofer(Freiheit,(2013).(The( Senate( also( reduces( financial( costs( by( limiting( the( ongoing( costs( of( urban(nature.(Spontaneous(nature(is(celebrated(in(Berlin(–(this(was(how(green(roofs(began(there,(and(various(parks(and(reserves(protect(and(promote(a(landscape(that(has(taken(hold(while(the( Berlin( residents( weren’t( watching.( For( instance,( the( Schöneberger( Südgelände(Nature( Park( has( a( variety( of( native( and( non>native( species( growing( through( disused(railway( tracks,( with( old( infrastructure( blended( throughout.( Some( meadows( are(
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preserved( from( further( succession( by( a( flock( of( roving,( urban( sheep( employed(by( the(Berlin(Senate(to(maintain(such(spaces,(which(would(otherwise(be(costly(and(logistically(difficult(to(maintain((Reeve,(2013).((
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Case%Study%Site%,%Chicago,%USA%The(following(sub>sections(describe(the(process(which(the(use(of(urban(nature(became(mainstream( in( Chicago,( Illinois,( largely( building( on( the( personal( efforts( by( the( former(mayor( Richard(M.( Daley.( The( prominent( use( of( urban( nature( throughout( Chicago( has(gained(international(fame(for(the(degree(to(which(this(has(helped(transform(the(image(of(the(city(from(an(industrial(city(to(the(‘greenest(city(in(America’.(
Case%study%overview%Chicago(adopted(the(motto(of(Urbs(in(Horto((City(in(a(Garden)(in(1837,(however(by(the(late( 20th( century( had( become( more( famous( for( being( America’s( industrial( heartland,(with(popular(imagery(of(the(city(including(its(skyscrapers,(pig(farming,(big>business(and(crime(rates.(Former(Mayor(Richard(M.(Daley( sought( to(purposefully( shift( the(vision(of(Chicago( to(a(green(city(with(a(high(quality(of( life,(with( the(ambitious(goal(of(being( the(‘Greenest( City( in( America’,( and( his( successor( Mayor( Emmanuel( expanded( this( to( the(‘Greenest( City( in( the( World’.( Whilst( these( statements( carried( no( policy( weight,( they(focused( the( attention( of( the( people( of( Chicago( and( further( afield( on( the( city’s( urban(greening(efforts((for(example(Conway,(2010;(Ferkenhoff,(2006;(Svoboda,(2008).(Over(the(last(20(years,(the(City(of(Chicago(has(implemented(numerous(plans,(ordinances,(policies( and( programs( to( encourage( various( forms( of( urban( nature.( This( began( with(direct(action(tree(planting(and(landscaping(efforts(by(the(City(in(the(late(1980s,(largely(driven( by( the( former( Mayor( Richard( M.( Daley.( The( rationale( was( initially( urban(beautification,( access( to( green( space,( and( remaining( internationally( competitive( for(skilled( labour,( business( and( tourism,( however( the( economic( benefits( of( urban( green(space(soon(became(evident(and(provided(additional(impetus(for(further(measures.((Since(then,(the(City(of(Chicago(has(actively(encouraged(the(development(and(application(of(many(types(of(biophilic(elements,(including(urban(parklands,(street(trees,(green(roofs(and(green(alleys.(These(measures(have(been(encouraged(through(multiple(mechanisms(to( address( key( challenges( faced( by( Chicago.( Although( the( City( hasn’t( developed( a(comprehensive( plan( to( integrate( the( various( programs( and( policies( that( each( include(some( measure( to( encourage( the( use( of( natural( elements( in( the( Chicago,( there( are( a(number( of( key( policies( which( provide( strategic( direction( to( development( in( the( City.(These( include( the( Chicago( Stormwater( Ordinance,( the( Adding( Green( to( Urban( Design(Plan,(Chicago(CitySpace(Plan(and(the(Chicago(Climate(Change(Action(Plan.(These(policies(work(towards(multiple(goals,(and(each(highlight(how(natural(elements(can(be(used(as(a(‘no( regrets’( option( for( achieving( those( goals( while( providing( additional( co>benefits.(These(policies(and(programs(have(emerged(over(a(20>year(period,(during(which(the(City(has(built(experience(and(understanding(of(the(use(of(natural(elements.(Chicago(has(been(a(national(leader(in(this(regard,(as(there(was(limited(evidence(or(experience(of(the(costs(or(performance(of(such(natural(elements.(Support(for(the(current(policies(was(built(over(time( through(progressive( trialling(and(demonstration( the(use(of(natural(elements,(and(was(made(possible(through(the(strong(personal(support(of(the(Mayor.(
Key%contextual%information%
Climate:(Chicago(has(relatively(cold(winters(with(snowfall(that(can(range(from(around(25cm(to(228cm.(These(snowfalls(are(largely(dictated(by(the(wind(direction(across(Lake(Michigan,(however(these(typically(push(precipitation(away(from(Chicago.(Summers(are(relatively(warm(and(humid,(with(temperatures(exceeding(32oC(on(average(for(23(days(of(the( year.( Most( rain( comes( during( the( summer,( with( an( average( of( 306mm( for( June>August((National(Weather(Service,(2012a).(Chicago(has(experienced(severe(heat(waves,(with(temperatures(over(40oC(in(1995(and(high(humidity(that(increased(the(heat(index(to(
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nearly( 49oC.( Between( 465( and( 739( people( are( estimated( to( have( died( from( the( heat(wave,(which(caused(significant( infrastructure(damage(and(resulted(in(power(shortages((Angel,(2009a;(Klinenberg,(2002).(The(urban(heat(island(effect( is(estimated(to(increase(urban(temperatures(by(an(average(of(2oF,(particularly(over(night((Angel,(2009b).(The( weather( tends( to( fluctuate( rapidly( with( significant( changes( in( temperature,(humidity,( cloud( cover,( and( wind.( The( City( sits( on( Lake( Michigan,( which( moderates(temperatures( however( also( increases( snowfall.( The( polar( jet( stream( is( frequently(located( over( or( near( Illinois,( and( can( cause( low>pressure( storm( systems( to( develop((Angel,(2009b).(
Population:(Approximately(2.7(million((City(of(Chicago,(2013a).(
City. size,. and. size.of. relevance. to.biophilic. element:(The(City(of(Chicago(covers(an(area(of(60,000(hectares,(on(the(southwestern(shore(of(Lake(Michigan.(The(Chicago(and(Calumet(rivers(traverse(the(City.(Chicago(has(3,000(ha(of(parkland((City(of(Chicago,(n.d.>a).((
Governance. overview:( Governance( in( Chicago( is( separated( into( the( executive( and(legislative(branches.(The(Mayor(is(the(chief(executive,(and(the(Chicago(City(Council(is(the(legislative(body(for(the(city,(which(is(comprised(of(50(wards((City(of(Chicago,(n.d.>e).(The(budget(ordinance(largely(defines(the(city’s(priorities(and(activities,(and(official(action(by(the( city( takes(place(via(ordinances( and( resolutions.(The(Mayor( submits(proposals( and(recommendations( to( the( Council,( and( has( an( active( role( in( enforcing( ordinances.( The(Mayor( is( directly( responsible( for( the( administration( and( management( of( several( city(departments,( submits( the( city’s( budgets( and( appoints( city( officers,( department(commissioners( or( directions,( and( members( of( city( boards( and( commissions( (City( of(Chicago,(n.d.>b).(Urban( planning( in( the( United( States( is( primarily( directed( by( state( and( local(governments,( with( the( federal( government( having( no( direct( influence( (Knaap,( Talen,(Olshansky,( &( Forrest,( 2000;( Schmidt( &( Buehler,( 2007).( The( federal( government(indirectly( has( significant( influence,( however,( through( policy( areas( including( housing(development,( taxation,( transportation( and( environmental( protection( (Knaap,( et( al.,(2000).(There(is(much(diversity(between(the(states(in(the(US(regarding(urban(planning,(including( the( degree( of( involvement( of( the( state,( whether( regional/metropolitan(planning( occurs,( whether( plans( needs( to( be( vertically( and( horizontally( consistent,( as(well(as(in(the(scope(and(requirements(for(plans((Schmidt(&(Buehler,(2007).(
Economy:.Chicago(has(a(diverse(and(growing(economy,(with(a(gross(regional(product(of(close( to( US$500( billion,( nearly( 4.3( million( employees( across( many( economic( sectors.(There(are(over(400(major(corporate(headquarters(in(Chicago,(including(29(Fortune(500(companies.( The( city( continues( to( expand,(with( over( 600( new( and( expanding( facilities(planned(or(underway(in(the(metro(area(in(2012.(The(city(has(a(strong(green(economy,(and(is(considered(a(growing(leader(in(sustainable(business.(For(example,(there(are(more(LEED( registered( and( certified( buildings( than( any( other( US( city,( and( over( 2,600( LEED(credentialed( employees.( There( are( over( 20( wind( energy( companies,( including( 13(headquarters,( in( Chicago,( and( the( city( actively( encourages( cutting( edge( research( and(development(in(green(innovation((World(Business(Chicago,(n.d.).(
Timeline%of%urban%greening%in%Chicago%1989:(( A( tree>planting( campaign( is( launched( by( then( Mayor( Daley,( resulting( in( over(500,000( trees(being(planted(by(2008( through(public>private(partnerships( (City(of(Chicago,(2008a).((1990:( Daley( expressed( a( desire( for( urban( forest( research( to( support( his( plans( for(greening(Chicago,( and( the(Chicago(Urban(Forest(Climate(Project( is(begun,(with(
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US$900,000(from(the(USDA(Forest(Service.(The(project(had(aims(of(quantifying(and( assigning( monetary( values( to( many( environmental( costs( and( benefits(associated(with(the(urban(forest(ecosystem;(to(develop(management(alternatives(that(would(enhance(the(benefits;(and(develop(methods(and(models(for(assessing(urban( forest( costs( and( benefits( that( could( transfer( to( other( cities( (Nowak( &(McPherson,(1993).(1991:(( (The(Landscape(Ordinance(is(introduced((and(later(updated(in(1999)(to(beautify(the(city,( requiring(developers(of(new(or(substantially(renovated(commercial(or(large(residential(buildings(to(integrate(green(elements(into(their(projects((City(of(Chicago,(n.d.>j).(1994:( Results(of( the(Chicago(Urban(Forest( climate(Project(are( released( in(a( report( to(the(US(Department(of(Agriculture(Forest(Service,(detailing(the(estimated(number(of( trees( in( the( Chicago,( Cook( and( DuPage( Counties,( the( approximate( health( of(these,(and(the(value(that(these(provide(in(terms(of(air(pollutant(removal,(carbon(sequestration,( residential(heating(and(cooling(energy(savings,(and(approximate(costs( and( benefits( associated( with( the( urban( forest( (McPherson,( Nowak,( &(Rowntree,(1994).(1995:(( Over(80(miles(of(median(strips(of(Chicago’s(main(thoroughfares(are(landscaped,(and( the( ‘Greencorps’( is( launched( as( a( community( landscaping( and( job( training(program( that( supports( the( city’s( community( gardens( and( landscaping( (City( of(Chicago,(n.d.>h).((1996:( Mayor(Daley(invests(in(a(citywide(beautification(campaign(in(preparation(for(the(Democratic( National( Convention,( strongly( focused( on( urban( nature,( including(flowers(and(potplants(on(street(infrastructure,(neighbourhood(gardens(and(bush(and( flower( plantings( (Kass,( 1996;( Schneider,( 2005).( Publicity( from( the(Convention( amplifies( attention( given( to,( and( approval( of,( Chicago’s( changed(landscape((Cawthon,(1999;(Schneider,(2005).((1997:(( Chicago( adopts( the( Cityspace( Plan.( The( Plan( outlines( key( opportunities( for(increasing( greenspace( throughout( the( city,( and( specific( recommendations( to(ensure( that( the( city( takes( advantage( of( those( opportunities( (City( of( Chicago,(1998).((1997:(( Richard( Daley( tours( Germany,( and( realises( that( green( roofs( have( significant(potential( to( assist( in( the( greening( of( the( inner( city( parts( of( Chicago( (Johnston,(2006).(1998:(( Chicago( begins( participation( in( a( federal( EPA( investigation( of( the( urban( heat(island((UHI)(effect,(including(developing(a(green(roof(on(the(City(Hall.(1998:(( The(City(introduces(the(Open(Space(Impact(Fee(Ordinance,(requiring(developers(of(new(residential(properties(to(contribute(a(proportionate(share(of(open(space(and(recreational(facilities,(or(to(pay(the(Open(Space(Impact(Fee,(the(funds(from(which(are(used( for(open( space(acquisition(and( improvements( (City(of(Chicago,(n.d.>k).(1998:(( In( collaboration( with( 270( other( mayors( in( the( metropolitan( region,( Chicago(initiates(“Clean(Air(Counts,”(as(a(public>private(initiative(to(voluntarily(improve(air(quality( in( the(region(by(reducing(the(amount(of(ground>level(ozone((smog).(Amongst( the( many( strategies( introduced( to( achieve( this( goal( was( the( use( of(natural(landscaping((Clean(Air(Counts,(n.d.).(2001:(( The(Chicago(City(Hall(green(roof(officially(opens.(The(green(roof(covers(38,000(square(feet,(encompassing(one(square(block.(Measurements(of(the(roof(find(that(this(substantially(reduces(ambient(temperatures,(as(well(as(the(building’s(energy(
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consumption(and(stormwater(runoff(from(the(roof((Green(Roofs(North(America,(n.d.;(US(EPA,(2002).(2001:(( The( O’Hare( Modernisation( Program( is( introduced( to( improve( the( airport’s(facilities.(A(Sustainable(Design(Manual( is(created,(which(includes(provisions(for(many(measures(to(improve(the(sustainability(of(the(airport,(including(the(use(of(green(roofs.(The(air( traffic(control( tower( is( the( first( in( the(USA(to(have(a(green(roof,( in( addition( to( the( 10,000( square( feet( of( green( roof( installed( and( an(estimated( 100,000( square( feet( of( green( roof( is( planned( for( subsequent(installation( (Omson,( 2010).( Later,( in( 2010( the( FedEx( Corporation( installs( a(174,442( square( foot( green( roof( at( its( O’Hare( facility,( creating( the( largest(freestanding(green(roof( in( the(Chicago(metro(area(and(the( largest(at(an(airport(worldwide( (Green(Roofs(North(America,( FedEx( Cargo(Relocation( Project,(Main(Sort( Building).( The( airport( is( now( also( the( first( in( the( world( to( include( an(aeroponic( vertical( garden,( which( provides( food( year>round( for( an( estimated(10,000(travellers(each(year((O’Dell,(2012).(2002:(( The(Chicago(Center( for(Green(Technology(opens,(and(remains( free(and(open(to(the( public( as( a( green( design( educational( facility.( The( building( is( the( first(municipal( renovation( LEED( Platinum( building( in( the(world( and( has( become( a(national(model(for(sustainable(design(and(technology((Chicago(Centre(for(Green(Technology,(n.d.).((2003:(( The(Chicago(Water(Agenda( is( introduced,( and(makes( provisions( for( expanding(the(amount(of(green(infrastructure(throughout(the(city(to(reduce(the(percentage(of( impervious( cover,( and( the( strain(on(Chicago’s( combined( sewer( system.(This(includes( green( roofs,( permeable( pavements,( rain( gardens( and( a( downspout(disconnection(program((City(of(Chicago,(2003).(2003:(( Chicago(signs(on(to(become(a(charter(member(of(the(Chicago(Climate(Exchange,(and(committed( to( reduce( the(city’s(greenhouse(gas(emissions(by(6(per( cent(by(2010.(2004:(( Millennium( Park( is( opened.( The( 24.5( acre( landscaped( park( is( built( over( two(underground( parking( garages( and( active( commuter( rail( lines,( making( it(Chicago’s,( and( one( of( the( world’s,( biggest( green( roof.( Millennium( Park(incorporates(facilities(for(art,(culture,(music(and(recreation,(and(is(located(in(the(heart(of(downtown(Chicago((O’Dell,(2012).(2004:( The(Chicago(Standard( is(adopted,(with(a(set(of(construction(standards( to(guide(the( design,( construction( and( renovation( of( municipal( facilities.( The( Standard(commits( the( city( to( achieve( LEED( certification( on( all( such( facilities,( which( is(estimated(to(result( in(15(to(20(per(cent(cost(savings(in(energy((City(of(Chicago,(2002;(Johnston,(2006).(2006:(( Chicago( Conservation( Corps( is( launched,( which( trains( members( of( the(community( to( run( projects( in( their( communities( to( improve( the( environment.(These( foster( the( introduction( of( nature( into( the( urban( environment( (City( of(Chicago,(2012a,(n.d.>d).(2007:(( The( Chicago( Stormwater( Management( Ordinance( is( passed,( requiring(developments(that(are(over(a(certain(size(and(density(to(manage(the(stormwater(falling(on(the(site.(This(encouraged(green(roofs(and(other(green(infrastructure(to(be(included(in(developments((City(of(Chicago,(2012b).(2007:(( The( Department( of( Transport( initiated( the( Chicago( Green( Alley( Program( to(better( manage( stormwater( in( alleys.( The( alleys( don’t( necessarily( incorporate(nature,( however(promote( the(use(of( permeable(pavements( and(good(drainage,(
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and( the( protection( of( receiving(waterbodies.( Since( the( initial( pilot( program( in(which( 6( alleys( were( retrofitted,( more( than( 80( of( Chicago’s( alleys( have( been(retrofitted( as( part( of( the( program( (Cassidy,( Newell,( &( Wolch,( 2008;( City( of(Chicago(Department(of(Transport,(2010;(Hoyer,(2009).(2008:(The(Chicago(Climate(Action(Plan(was(introduced,(with(26(mitigation(actions(and(9(adaptation(actions(for(the(City(to(take(to(reduce(greenhouse(gases(by(25(per(cent(below( 1990( levels( by( 2020,( and( minimise( the( impact( of( unavoidable( climate(change.(Many(of(these(measures(involve(the(addition(of(natural(elements(to(the(city,( such( as( to( reduce( the( urban( heat( island( effect,( reduce( building( energy(consumption,( to( manage( stormwater( flows,( and( to( sequester( carbon( (City( of(Chicago,(2008b,(n.d.>c).(2008:(( The(Adding(Urban(Green(to(Urban(Design(Plan(was(adopted(and( is(expected(to(guide( city( departments( in( decisions( about( public( investment( and( the( built(environment.(The(Plan(identifies(strategies(to(marry(compact,(mixed>use,(dense(urban(design(with( tools( to(mitigate( the(negative(environmental( impacts(of( this(compact(urban(form,(such(as(the(urban(heat(island(effect,(increased(stormwater(runoff( and( air( pollution,( through( the( use( of( natural( elements.( The( Plan( was(developed( over( 2( years,( in( consultation( with( over( 50( professionals( (City( of(Chicago,(2008a).(
Findings%from%the%research%questions%
Principal%drivers%Strong(leadership:(The(urban(greening(agenda(began,(and(continued(to(be(driven,(by(the(former(Mayor( Richard(M.( Daley.( Urban( decline( in( Chicago,( a( perception( of( the( city( as(falling(behind(other(comparable(cities,(and(a(national(review(of(urban(open(space(that(showed(Chicago(as(being(deficient(compared(to(many(other(cities(created(the(context(in(which(the(former(Mayor(Richard(Daley(established(an(urban(greening(agenda(to(address(these( issues( (Daley,(2001;(Kass,(1996;(Schneider,(2005;(Wiedel,(2012).(Daley(was( first(elected(in(1989,(and(served(a(total(of(22(years(as(Chicago’s(mayor.(He(is(considered(to(have(wielded(unprecedented(power(with(strong(popular(support(and(limited(opposition(to( his( budgets( (Gibbs,( 2005;( Young,( 2010).( In( a( keynote( address( to( the( Great(Parks/Great( Cities( Conference( in( 2011,( Daley( noted( that( the( financial( and( political(circumstances( in(Chicago(provided( the( context( for( the(programs(he( implemented,( and(that(he(took(a(new(approach(to(the(management(of(government((Daley,(2001).(Much(of(Daley’s(vision(is(said(to(have(come(from(visits(to(Europe,(during(which(the(use(of( landscaped( medians( in( Paris,( and( green( roofs( in( Germany,( inspired( Daley( to(spearhead(efforts( to(develop(around(150(kilometers(of(city(streets( in(Chicago,(and( the(City(Hall( green( roof( (Cawthon,( 1999;( Johnston,( 2006;(Ramsey,( 2008).( The(Democratic(National( Convention( was( held( in( Chicago( in( 1996,( and( Mayor( Daley( invested( in( a(citywide(beautification(campaign(that(was(strongly( focused(on(urban(nature,( including(flowers( and( potplants( on( street( infrastructure,( neighbourhood( gardens( and( bush( and(flower(plantings((Kass,(1996;(Schneider,(2005).(Publicity(from(the(Convention(amplified(the( attention( given( to,( and( approval( of,( Chicago’s( changed( landscape,( and( appears( to(have(cemented(the(urban(greening(agenda((Cawthon,(1999;(Schneider,(2005).((Daley’s(leadership(was(fundamental(to(overcoming(barriers(around(a(lack(of(evidence(to(support(initial(pilot(programs((Durnbaugh,(2012),(and(siloed(government(departments((Wiedel,( 2012).( The( support( and( direction( provided( from( this( high>level( enabled(policies( and(programs( to( be( introduced(without( the( kind( of( rigorous( justification( that(may(have(otherwise(been(necessary.(Daley’s(rationale(for(driving(urban(greening(appear(to( have( been( primarily( around( making( make( the( city( more( liveable,( attractive( and(internationally(competitive,(to(attract(visitors(and(business((Daley,(2001).(
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Combined(Sewer(Overflows:(Chicago’s(100>year>old(combined(sewers(cover(98(per(cent(of( the( city,( and( were( becoming( increasingly( inadequate( as( the( city( developed( and(impervious(cover(increased.(60(per(cent(of(urban(surfaces(were(estimated(to(be(sealed,(causing(the(sewers(to(overflow(with(as(little(as(170cm(of(rain(in(24(hours((Henderson,(Cmar,(&(Hobbs,(2010).(The(resultant(flooding(of(basements,(release(of(untreated(sewage(to(the(Chicago(river(system,(and(surface(ponding(throughout(the(city(was(a(health(risk,(a(political( risk,(and(a( significant( financial( cost( to( the(city(–(especially(due( to( the(Federal(National( Pollutant( Discharge( Elimination( System( (NPDES)( permit( program,( which(requires( cities( to( obtain( permit( coverage( for( their( stormwater( discharges( (City( of(Chicago,(2008a).(A(significant(rainfall(event(in(July(1996(resulted(in(flooding(that(killed(6(people,( damaged( 35,000( homes( and( cost( the( City( US$645( million( (Chagnon,( 1999).(These( concerns( are( more( recently( exacerbated( by( climate( change( modelling,( which(suggests(that(the(frequency(of(intense(downpours(that(cause(flash(flooding(will(increase(by( 50>150( per( cent( (Kazmierczak( &( Carter,( 2010a),( providing( strong( motivations( to(increase(the(capacity(to(capture(stormwater.((The(City’s(existing(focus(on(integrated(urban(nature(to(improve(the(aesthetic(and(access(to(open(space(provided(an(opportunity(to(investigate(the(use(of(green(infrastructure(for(stormwater(management.(Through(a(number(of(trial(and(demonstration(projects(at(the(municipal,( residential,( commercial/industrial( and( public( infrastructure( scale( (Malec,(n.d.),( it( could( be( demonstrated( that( these(were( cost>effective( solutions( to( stormwater(management.(This( led(to(the(inclusion(of(urban(nature(in( local(ordinances(and(policies(for(stormwater(management,(and(also(was(a(basis( for(public(education(efforts((Foster,(Lowe,(&(Winkelman,(2011;(Garrison(&(Hobbs,(2011a;(The(Civic(Foundation,(2007).(High>level( policy( requirements:( The( NPDES( legislation( at( a( national( level( was( a( key(driver( for( Chicago,( as( for( other( cities( in( the( US,( to( improve( their( stormwater(management( by( internalising( the( costs( of( pollutant( discharge( into( receiving( water(bodies.(This(built(on(existing(community(concern(for(combined(sewer(overflows,(which(affected(low(lying(houses,(the(Chicago(River(and(Lake(Michigan((Hill,(2000).(Urban( heat( island( effect:( Summer( temperatures( in( Chicago( typically( exceed( 32oC( on(around(17(days(each(year.(During(a(heat(wave(in(1995,(temperatures(reached(41oC(and,(along(with(the(associated(high(humidity,(led(to(approximately(600(deaths.(Temperatures(were(found(to(have(been(exacerbated(by(the(urban(heat( island((UHI)(effect,( increasing(night>time( temperatures( by( over( 2oC( (Kazmierczak( &( Carter,( 2010b).( Power( outages(during( this( heat( wave( led( to( the( City( seeking( damages( from( the( electricity( utility,(Commonwealth( Edison,( that( subsequently( funded( many( of( Chicago’s( urban( greening(initiatives( as( part( of( energy( demand( reduction( and( urban( heat( island( mitigation(initiatives( (Loder,(2007b).(This(also(provided(as(basis( for( linking(urban(greening(with(public(health,(to(gain(support(for(such(initiatives((Loder,(2007b).(Urban( air( pollution:( Chicago( was( involved( in( “Clean( Air( Counts,”( as( a( public>private(initiative(begun(in(1998(to(voluntarily(improve(air(quality(in(the(region(by(reducing(the(amount( of( ground>level( ozone( (smog).( Amongst( the( many( strategies( introduced( to(achieve(this(goal,(the(City(encourages(the(use(of(natural(landscaping((Clean(Air(Counts,(n.d.).(
Challenges%or%barriers%Lack( of( performance( data:( When( Chicago( first( began( investigating( the( use( of( green(infrastructure,( there( was( a( lack( of( existing( evidence( of( their( performance,( costs( and(benefits.( The( Centre( for( Neighbourhood( Technology( highlights( this( in( their(Managing&
Urban&Stormwater&with&Green&Infrastructure&report,(saying(that(the(“principal(barriers(to(implementation( of( green( infrastructure( include( a( lack( of( performance( data,( cost,( and(decentralization”,(and(also(highlights(the(issue(of(small>scale(systems(needing(to(reach(a(certain(threshold(of(implementation(to(be(effective((The(Civic(Foundation,(2007).(Many(
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early( initiatives( had( to( be( introduced( without( economic( justification,( and(many(were(pilot( studies( to( trial( and( demonstrate( the( technology.( This( lack( of( experience( was( a(barrier( for( many( cities( in( the( US,( however,( as( Sean( Wiedel( suggested,( there( was( a(willingness(in(Chicago(to(be(a(world(leader(in(this(respect(due(to(a(deep(seated(desire(to(maintain(relevance,(likely(stemming(from(a(long>standing(perception(of(Chicago(as(being(‘the( second( city’,( overshadowed( by( New( York( City( or( Los( Angeles.( In( addition,( those(interviewed( unanimously( agreed( that( the( personal( drive( and( conviction( of( the(mayor(enabled(these(policies(and(initiatives(to(be(introduced(largely(without(contest.((Wiedel,(2012).(This(same(conclusion(was(reached(by(the(Centre(for(Neighbourhood(Technology(in(reviewing(Chicago’s(green(infrastructure(for(stormwater(management(initiatives((The(Civic( Foundation,( 2007).( Aaron( Durnbaugh( considered( that( Chicago’s( urban( greening(was(the(fortunate(result(of(the(city(mayors’(inherent(understanding(of(the(importance(of(open(space,(and(in(particular(functioning(open(space,(to(the(quality(of(life(in(the(city.(The(mayors( were( willing( to( champion( the( benefits( of( open( space( to( various( government(agencies,( interest( groups,( the( public( and( to( the( private( sector.( Despite( strong( public(support( for( the(Mayor,(Daley(was( initially(criticised( for( the(cost(of( the(urban(greening(programs,( and( that( more( of( this( money( wasn’t( being( spent( to( assist( disadvantaged(communities(in(Chicago((Loder,(2007b).(However,(as(the(social(and(economic(benefits(of(the( urban( greening( initiative( were( demonstrated,( much( of( this( criticism( disappeared((Durnbaugh,(2012).(Lack( of( funding:( The( cost( of( urban( greening( projects,( combined( with( Chicago’s(significant(debt((Speilman,(2011),(and(the(financial(downturn(in(the(US((Wiedel,(2012)(have(resulted(in(urban(greening(programs(being(less(of(a(city(priority,(and(programs(not(seen(to(contribute(directly(to( jobs,(economic(development,(education(and(public(safety(are(being(put(on(hold(or(downsized((Wiedel,(2012).(Some(programs(have(been(lost(due(to(staff(and(funding(shortages,(whilst(others(have(been(transferred(to(other(departments(or(organisations,( including(NGOs.(For(example,( the(Chicago(Trees( Initiative(and(Urban(Forest(Agenda(were(adopted(by(the(Morton(Arboretum,(a(regional(organisation,(and(the(Chicago(Park(District(is(interested(in(adopting(the(Bird(Agenda(Group((Wiedel,(2012).(Lack(of(space:(Chicago’s(urban(greening(efforts(came(at(a(time(when(the(city(was(already(fully( developed.( A( study( that( showed( that( there( was( less( open( space( in( Chicago( per(capita( relative( to( most( big( US( cities( highlighted( the( need( to( create( more( open( green(space( for( people,( however( the( City( has( had( to( be( creative( in( achieving( this( (City( of(Chicago,( 1998).( In( 1998,( the( CitySpace( program( outlined( the( City’s( strategy( for(increasing(park( space( given( these( space( constraints,( including(by( removing( asphalt( in(school( grounds( to( create( greened( areas( for( use( by( the( public( in( evenings( and( on(weekends,( by( purchasing( and( converting( vacant( lots( of( parkland,( and( by( converting(obsolete(and(derelict(infrastructure(and(sights(to(parkland((City(of(Chicago,(1998).(Given(the( added( maintenance( burden( of( managing( smaller,( distributed( spaces,( the( City(partners( with( the( community( and( not>for>profits( to( help( manage( and( maintain( such(spaces((Daley,(2001).((Government( silos:( Influence( from( the( Mayor’s( office( contributed( significantly( in(overcoming( the( ‘silo’( effect( of( council( departments( operating( independently( with(minimal(collaboration((Daley,(2001;(Wiedel,(2012;(Young,(2010).(The(Mayor(provided(a(consistent( and( central( vision( and( direction,( as( well( as( a( strong( directive( that(departments( had( to( collaborate( on( various( policies( and( programs.( The( newly( created(role( of( Chief( Sustainability( Officer( now( also( plays( a( similar,( unifying( role.( Wiedel(explained( that( in( some( cases,( government( departments( had( little( choice( over(collaborating,(and(that(the(requirement(to(do(so(has(over(time(created(communication(channels( and( structures( and( a( culture( of( interdepartmental( collaboration( (Wiedel,(2012).(
Enabling%factors%
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Strong,(high>level(leadership(and(support(for(urban(greening:(The(Mayor’s(support(was(a( key( driver,( and( ongoing( factor( enabling( the( mainstreaming( of( urban( greening( in(Chicago.( Daley( was( first( elected( in( 1989,( and( served( a( total( of( 22( years( as( Chicago’s(mayor.( Daley( is( considered( to( have( wielded( significant( power( with( strong( popular(support( and( limited(opposition( to(his(budgets( (Gibbs,( 2005;(Wiedel,( 2012).(Both(Sean(Wiedel( and(Aaron(Durnbaugh(noted( that(Mayor’s( influence,( and(personal(belief( in( the(value(of(urban(nature,(was(one(of(the(key(factors(that(enabled(the(programs(and(policies(to(be(implemented((Uhlir,(2012;(Wiedel,(2012).(The(City(greening(programs(that(were(introduced(in(Chicago(spanned(across(at(least(12(City(departments,(and(Daley(considered(that(it(was(his(responsibility(to(provide(strong(leadership( to(ensure( they(remained(aligned.(Daley( removed( long(standing(department(heads,( and( hired( replacements( who( didn’t( necessarily( have( a( background( in( the(department( of( concern,( but( rather(with( an( ability( to(manage( transformational( change(and( think(beyond( the(status(quo.(Daley(considered( that( this( fresh(perspective(enabled(departments(to(see(beyond(‘what(can’t(be(done,(because(it(hasn’t(been(done(before’,(to(be(willing(to(adopt(transformational(ideas(and(programs((Daley,(2001).(Federal( funding(for(the(City(Hall(green(roof:( In(1998,(Chicago( joined(the(Federal(EPA’s(Urban( Heat( Island( Pilot( Project,( and( developed( the( Chicago( City( Hall( green( roof( to(determine( the( amount( by( which( it( could( reduce( the( City( Hall’s( cooling( load,( and(surrounding( temperatures( (US( EPA,( 2002).( This( demonstrated( that( significant( energy(savings(are(possible.( (On(a(typical(summer(day(in(August((32oC>35oC),(the(green(roof(is(cooler(than(ambient(air(temperatures,(whilst(the(section(of(the(City(Hall(roof(without(a(green(roof(covering(reached(66oC.(The(roof(also(demonstrated(stormwater(management(benefits((Kazmierczak(&(Carter,(2010a).(A(wide(variety(of(vegetation(types(were(tested(to( research( the(viability(of( various( species( (American(Society(of(Landscape(Architects,(2002).(These(findings(formed(the(basis(of(future(initiatives(to(encourage(green(roofs(in(Chicago,( and( the( city( also( introduced(mechanisms( to( encourage( other( forms( of( urban(nature(to(mitigate(the(UHI(effect,(including(the(Landscape(Ordinance((revised(in(1999(to(enhance( the( impact( on( the(UHI( effect),( the( Energy( Code,( the(Rooftop(Garden( Scheme,(Opens( Space( Impact( Fee( Ordinance,( and( several( urban( greening( programs,( as(well( as(other(initiatives(to(resurface(parking(lots(and(asphalt(alleys((US(EPA,(2002).(Derelict( inner>city( infrastructure:( A( disused( rail( yard( within( the( Loop( in( Chicago(provided(the(opportunity( to(create(a(showpiece( inner>city(park,(which( is( in(reality( the(world’s( biggest( green( roof.( This( created( a( rare( opportunity( to( develop( a( large>scale(urban( green( space( in( an( already( developed( city.( Millennium( Park(was( funded( almost(entirely(through(philanthropists(and(government(bonds(to(be(repaid(with(earnings(from(the( underground( carpark( that( sits( beneath( the( Park( (Uhlir,( 2012).( Today,(Millennium(Park( is( credited( with( providing( substantial( economic( returns( through( increased(property(value(and(tourism((Goodman(Williams(Group(&(URS(Corporation,(2005).(Strong( vision( and( identity:( One( interviewee( reflected( on( how( Chicago’s( image( and(reputation(of(being(a(national(leader(in(green(and(innovative(design(has(underpinned(a(willingness(to(develop(innovate(policies(and(programs((Wiedel,(2012).(They(considered(that( there(was( a(mentality( and( expectation( that( the( city( would( take( on( challenges( of(global( significance( and( to( demonstrate( new( technologies( and( ideas.( This( may( have(arisen( from( a( deep( seated( desire( to( maintain( relevance,( as( there( had( been( a( long>standing(perception(of(Chicago(as(‘the(second(city’,(overshadowed(by(New(York(and(Los(Angeles((Wiedel,(2012).(A(culture(of(philanthropy:(There(is(a(strong(culture(of(philanthropy(in(Chicago((Coffee,(2012;( Uhlir,( 2012).( Millennium( Park( was( the( first( opportunity( in( Chicago( for(philanthropists( to(donate( to( a(park(or(open( space(project,(which(appeared( to( intrigue(potential( donors( (Uhlir,( 2012).( Donations( totalled( US$220( million,( with( a( minimum(
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donation( limit( of(US$1(million( to( reduce( the(workload(of( those( seeking( the(donations(and( to( give( the( donations( a( certain( prestige( (Uhlir,( 2012).( This( financial( arrangement(enabled(the(City(to(develop(iconic(sculptures(and(infrastructure(in(the(Park(that(would(have( been( inappropriate( if( funded(with( public( money( (Uhlir,( 2012).( These( have( now(become(renowned(world>wide(as(symbols(of(Chicago.(This(was(considered(to(contrast(to(conventional( municipal( tendering( processes,( which( tend( to( deliver( lowest( cost(outcomes,(with(minimal(design(intent(or(accoutrements((Uhlir,(2012).(As(outlined(in(the(Quadruple(Net(Value(Report,(it(was(precisely(these(accoutrements(and(uniqueness(of(the(elements(in(Millennium(Park(that(have(provided(the(multiple(benefits(to(the(City((Jerke,(Mikulenka,(Conti,(Nabavi,(&(Budz,(2011).(Demonstration(and(communication:(Chicago(gained(support(for(urban(greening(policies(by( demonstrating( and( widely( communicating( the( benefits( and( performance((Durnbaugh,(2012;(Wiedel,(2012).(This(was(particularly(important(where(evidence(was(not(available(elsewhere.(Through(the(piloting(process,(the(city(refined(techniques,(built(technical( knowledge,( and( provided( insight( to( government( agencies( about( logistics( for(implementing(policies(and(programs.(One(key(example(of(this(was(the(Chicago(City(Hall,(which( had( a( green( roof( installed( as( part( of( a( Federal( EPA( Urban( Heat( Island(investigation( program( (United( States( Environmental( Protection( Agency,( 2002).( The(green(roof(has(become(a(well(known(and(often(cited(project(demonstrating(the(benefits(of( green( roofs.( Interviewees( highlighted( the( importance( of( this( process( in( providing(personal( experiences( of( biophilic( elements( to( the( public( (Durnbaugh,( 2012;( Wiedel,(2012).(Grants( for( pilot( projects:( In( 2005,( the( City( of( Chicago( offered( grants( for( green( roof(projects(as(part(of(a(pilot(program.(This( led(to(over(20(green(roof(projects( throughout(Chicago.( Due( to( the( success( of( this( pilot,( the( City( again( offered( grants( through( the(Department(of(Environment(to(provide(up(to(US$5,000(to(forty(selected(residential(and(small( commercial( green( roof( projects.( This( was( also( considered( to( have( been( highly(successful,(and(hence(in(2007(an(addition(12(grants(were(offered((City(of(Chicago,(n.d.>g).(These(projects(have(led(to(a(suite(of(policies(to(encourage(green(roofs.(Accessing( multiple( budgets:( Aaron( Durnbaugh( attributed( much( of( the( success( of( the(various(initiatives(to(their(ability(to(access(several(funding(pools,(many(of(which(are(not(reliant( on( City( budgets.( These( include( the( Open( Space( Land( Acquisition( and(Development( program( (an( Illinois( state( program( that( uses( federal( funds( for( land(acquisition( and( conservation);( the( Chicago( Park( District,( which( levies( taxes(independently( of( the( City( Council;( The( Department( of( the( Environment,( which( until(recently( was( funded( by( a( legal( settlement( with( Commonwealth( Edison,( a( private(electricity( utility;( private( philanthropists,( and( community( organizations( such( as(NeighborSpace,(which(provide(capacity(and(support(for(maintaining(urban(green(space.(The(availability(of(a(number(of(funding(pools(is(underpinned(by(an(explicit(recognition(of( the( wide( range( of( benefits( of( the( urban( greening( programs,( enabling( a( variety( of(departments(and(organizations(to(contribute(to(their(development((Durnbaugh,(2012).(Further,( responsibilities( for( encouraging( and(managing( green( infrastructure( sit( across(several(government(departments,(each(with(their(own(budgets(to(manage.(For(example,(the(DoE(offered( rebates( and( incentives( to(households( to( capture(more( stormwater(on(their( properties( through( the( Sustainable( Backyard( Program,( and( the( Department( of(Housing( and( Economic(Development(managed( the( pilot( tax( increment( financing( (TIF)(and( the( Green( Roof( Improvement( Fund( (GRIF).( The( Department( of( Buildings( is(responsible( for( the( Green( Permit( program,(which( incentivises( developers( to( integrate(green( infrastructure( and( other( sustainable( measures( into( buildings,( by( offering(expedited( permit( processing,( reduced( fees( and( density( bonuses( (Garrison( &( Hobbs,(2011a).( The( Chicago( Department( of( Transport( (CDOT)( manages( the( green( alley( and(green( streetscapes( projects,( and( incorporated( green( alleys( into( contracts( for( alley(
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reconstruction.( Due( to( increased( experience( and( economies( of( scale,( green( alleys( are(now(cost(competitive(with(conventional(alley(construction((Garrison(&(Hobbs,(2011a).(The(Bureau(of(Forestry,(Chicago(Park(District(and(CDOT(manage(tree(plantings,(and(are(funded( largely( through( Capital( Improvements( Funds( and( neighbourhood( capital(improvement( bonds( and( vehicle( taxes.( The( Chicago( Park( District( levies( taxes(independently( of( the( City,( and( purchases( significant( tracts( of( land( for( parkland( and(conservation( while( also( assisting( in( maintaining( and( managing( existing( greenspace((Illinois(General(Assembly,(1934).((
Policy%tools,%planning%frameworks%and%legislative%measures%%
Regulatory. requirements:. Mandatory( requirements( for( urban( nature( have( been(integrated( into( several( policies( and( plans( in( Chicago,( creating( a(mosaic( of( supportive(policies( and( programs( that( ensure( new( developments( are( developed( in>line( with( the(City’s(overall(agenda.((The( Landscape( Ordinance( (1991):( requires( developers( of( new( or( substantially(renovated( commercial( or( large( residential( buildings( to( integrate( landscaping( into( the(development.(This(was(initially(intended(to(help(beautify(Chicago(and(increase(property(values,(however(the(amendment(in(1999(required(the(use(of(internal(landscape(islands(and(trees(to(mitigate(the(urban(heat(island(effect((City(of(Chicago,(n.d.>j).(The(Open(Space( Impact(Fee(Ordinance( (1998):( requires(developers(of(new(residential(properties(to(contribute(a(proportionate(share(of(open(space(and(recreational(facilities,(or( to( pay( the( Open( Space( Impact( Fee,( the( funds( from(which( are( used( for( open( space(acquisition(and(improvements((City(of(Chicago,(n.d.>k).((Stormwater( Management( Ordinance( (2007):( requires( developments( that( are( over( a(certain(size(and(density(capture(the(first(½(inch(of(rainwater(onsite,(and(to(control(both(the(volume(and(speed(of(the(water(leaving(the(site((City(of(Chicago,(n.d.>c).((The(Policy(is(designed( to( be( in( alignment(with( the( Chicago(Water( Agenda( (City( of( Chicago,( 2012c),(and( provides( developers( and( designers( with( flexibility( in( devising( solutions( to( meet(these( requirements.( This( ordinance( has( encouraged( the( use( of( green( roofs( as( a( key(measure(to(manage(stormwater(onsite((Kazmierczak(&(Carter,(2010b).((Sustainable(Development(Policy:(New(municipal(buildings(must(have(a(green(roof,(and(private( projects( that( receive( city( funding( or( zoning( assistance( from( the( City( have( to(include(either(a(cool(roof(or(green(roof((City(of(Chicago,(2007).(
City.policies. for.urban.greening:.A(number(of(non>statutory(policies(prioritise(urban(greening(in(Chicago,(and(outline’s(the(city’s(commitment(to(this..Adding( Green( to( Urban( Design( Plan( (AGUD)( (2008):( addresses( the( balance( between(maintaining(a(compact(urban(form,(and(having(nature( in(the(city(to(provide(functional(benefits( and( enhance( liveability.( The( Plan( advocates( for( nature( to( be( integrated( into(roofs,( facades,( yards,( landscapes,( open( spaces,( parkways,( driveways,( sidewalks,( alleys(and(roadways.(This(was(the(result(of(collaboration(between(eight(city(departments(and(public(agencies,(and(with(over(50(professionals,(to(review(the(City’s(existing(ordinances(and( practices( that( influence( urban( design,( to( optimize( these( for( more( synergistic,(strategic(urban(greening.(Previous(to(this,( the(policies(and(measures(addressing(urban(greening( spanned( multiple( departments,( and( added( complexity( and( time( to(development( approvals.( The( AGUD( provided( a( mechanism( to( consolidate( these(requirements(and(processes(and(ensure(these(were(standardized.(AGUD(demonstrates(a(process(of(evolving(learning(and(improvement(of(the(City’s(strategy(for(urban(greening,(in(particular(highlighting(the(expanding(number(of(drivers(for(urban(greening,(and(the(range(of(ways(that(urban(nature(can(be(increased.(For(instance,(the(important(role(that(urban( backyards( play( in( providing( ecosystem( services( is( recognised,( and( that( if( not(protected( in( development( guidelines,( can( be( lost( as( areas( become( redeveloped( and(
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denser( (City(of(Chicago,(2008a).(The(plan(calls( for(greater(accountability( in(measuring(the( city’s(progress( in(urban(greening( and( for(measures( to( ensure( that(urban(greening(becomes( a( mainstream( practice( unaffected( by( political( and( economic( swings( (City( of(Chicago,(2008a).(The(Climate(Change(Action(Plan((2008)(and(Sustainable(Chicago(2015((2012)(recognise(the(importance(of(urban(nature(in(climate(change(adaptation(and(mitigation(and(overall(sustainability(of(the(city,(integrating(urban(greening(goals(as(key(targets(in(these(plans.(The( inclusion( of( these( urban( greening( targets( was( largely( due( to( the( City’s( existing(history( in( trialling( and( demonstrating( the( effectiveness( of( these( measures( (City( of(Chicago,(2008b,(2012d;(Coffee,(2012).(Urban(Forest(Agenda((City(of(Chicago,(2009)(links(the(planting(and(maintenance(of(trees(to(stormwater(management,(and(sets(goals(of(achieving(citywide( tree(canopy( levels(of(20(per(cent(by(2020(through(the(combined(public/private(Chicago(Trees(Initiative.(The( Streetscape( and( Sustainable(Design( Program:( integrates( a( range( of( infrastructure(and(improvements(into(public(rights(of(way(throughout(the(city(to(create(public,(multi>functional( spaces( that( have( better( environmental( and( social( outcomes( and( support(densification(of(the(city.(Projects(implemented(under(the(program(include(green(alleys,(sustainable( streets,( rails( to( trails,( river(walks,( bicycle( stations,( highway( beautification(programs,(master(plans(and(public(plazas.(Public(rights(of(way(make(up(23(per(cent(of(the(total(city(area,(and(thus(improving(these(areas(can(significantly(benefit(the(city(as(a(whole.(Implemented(projects(have(been(piloted,(monitored(and(evaluated(with(respect(to( the(multifunctional( goals.( Community( involvement( is( considered( vital( to( successful(projects,( with( the( early( engagement( in( the( design( process( whenever( possible( and(involvement( in( the( decision>making( process.( This( partnership( has( resulted( in( unique(community( branding,( through( elements( such( as( community>specific( identifiers,(landscaped(planters,(and(historical(kiosks(that(accentuate(a(sense(of(place.((The(personal(involvement( is( also( found( to( lead( to( improved( community( consensus( and( satisfaction,(and(reduced(incidences(of(vandalism(or(neglect((City(of(Chicago,(2013b).(
Incentives:.To(overcome(cost(barriers(to(the(use(of(biophilic(elements,(several(financial(instruments(were(introduced,(many(of(which(are(cost>neutral,(or(of(minimal(cost,(to(the(City.((Expedited(building(permit>process(applications:(The(Green(Permit(Program(offers( fast(tracked(approval(of(building(permits,( and(possible( reduction(of( approval( fees(of(up( to(US$25,000,( for( buildings( that( integrate( a( number( of( sustainable( measures( (City( of(Chicago,(n.d.>f).(The(City(of(Chicago(provides(a(list(of(both(required(inclusions,(including(green(roofs(and(rainwater(harvesting(technologies((City(of(Chicago,(n.d.>i,(n.d.>l).(Density(Bonuses:(A(density(bonus( is( offered( to(downtown(developments( that( install( a(green(roof,(allowing(developers(to(increase(the(number(of(units(on(a(piece(of(property.(This(provides(significant( financial( incentive(to(developers,(at(minimal(to(no(cost(to(the(City.(The(Chicago(Sustainability(Section(also(provides(technical(assistance(to(developers(looking(to(add,(incorporate(or(expand(a(green(roof(and(to(enable(these(projects(to(meet(the(City’s(sustainability(standards(so(that(they(can(access(the(Density(Bonus(as(well(as(the(Green(Permitting(Program((City(of(Chicago,(n.d.>m).(In(Tax(Increment(Financing((TIF)(zones,(development(applications(seeking(TIF(funding(must( include( certain( features,( including( green( roofs.( Applicants( must( refer( to( the(Chicago(Green(Policy(Matrix,( also(used( for(Green(Permitting(Program(and( the(Density(Bonus,(which(details(what(features(a(development(needs(to(include(to(be(eligible(for(TIF(funding( and( for( assistance( and( bonuses( under( these( other( programs( (City( of( Chicago,(2011).(
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Green( roof( grants:(Within( the( Central( Loop( TIF( Zone,( the( City( provided( a( 50%( grant(match(for(the(cost(of(retrofitting(a(green(roof(onto(existing(buildings(up(to(a(maximum(of(US$100,000((Johnston(&(Coffee,(2008).(
Use%of%economic%arguments%%In( most( cases,( a( financial( argument( wasn’t( developed( prior( to( implementing( green(infrastructure(programs,(as(there(was(limited(evidence(or(research(elsewhere(to(inform(this((Coffee,(2012).(Many(urban(greening(decisions(were(made(on(the(assumption(that(they(provided(financial(benefits,(although(they(couldn’t(be(quantified,(as(articulated(by(former(Mayor(Daley:(“We(believe(our(efforts(to(make(Chicago(attractive(and(livable(are(generating(a(big(return(on(investment.(That(return(can’t(always(be(measured(in(dollars(and(cents,(but(in(community(pride,(spirit(and(confidence.“(Daley,(2001).(Having(mayors(who(understood(the(importance(of(green(space(and(biodiversity(to(the(quality(of(life(in(the( city,( and( personally( championed( these( policies( and( programs,( was( considered( to(have(enabled(these(urban(greening(initiatives(to(take(place((Durnbaugh,(2012).(Chicago(is( a( city( in( which( the( mayor( holds( significant( influence( amongst( the( people( and( the(government,( and( this( enabled( the( current( and( previous( mayors( to( implement( these(initiatives( without( the( need( for( the( kind( of( justification( that( might( be( required(elsewhere((Durnbaugh,(2012;(Loder,(2007a).(Many( initiatives( served( as( demonstration( projects,( which( then( enabled( research( and(quantification( of( some( benefits.( In( many( cases,( such( as( for( the( use( of( green(infrastructure( for( stormwater( management,( this( has( justified( these( initiatives(retrospectively,( and( has( enabled( their( use( in( cities( elsewhere.( For( example,( recent(estimates(suggest(Millennium(Park(adds(tourism(revenue(that(in(2010(alone(equated(to(US$1.29(billion.(Recognition(of(the(value(of(Millennium(Park(to(the(City(is(evidenced(in(their( commitment( to( the( ongoing( maintenance( of( the( Park( and( facilities,( which( is(estimated( to(cost( the(city(approximately(US$6million(each(year,(even(with( the(current(fiscal(constraints((Uhlir,(2012).(Costs( and( benefits( of( the( Urban( Forest( were( evaluated,( at( least( with( respect( to( air(quality,( carbon( sequestration( and( residential( heating( and( cooling( (including( reduced(energy( demand)( benefits( (McPherson,( et( al.,( 1994).( The( degree( to( which( these( have(influenced( Chicago’s( mainstreaming( journey( is( not( clear( within( the( broader( data,(however,(and(this(research(was(reported(to(have(been(conducted(in(response(to(Mayor(Daley’s( efforts( to( plant( trees( in( Chicago( and( to( support( such( efforts( going( forward((Nowak(&(McPherson,(1993).(
Financing%mechanisms%Innovative(funding(structures(have(been(used(in(Chicago(to(minimise(the(costs(of(urban(greening(to(city(rate(payers.(Some(of(these(are(discussed(in(the(following(paragraphs.(Tax(Increment(Financing((TIF)(is(a(funding(mechanism(for(undervalued(areas(of(the(city(with( ‘numerous( blighting( factors’,( such( as( age,( obsolescence,( excessive( vacancies,(overcrowding,(inadequate(facilities,(dilapidated(or(deteriorated,(or(a(lack(of(community(planning( and( physical( maintenance( (among( other( factors).( Urban( revitalisation(measures,( including(urban(greening,( increase(property(values(and(hence(property( tax,(and( this( anticipated( increased( revenue( is( leveraged( to( access( capital( to( fund( the(improvements((City(of(Chicago,(n.d.>n).(TIF(financing(is(used(extensively(in(Chicago,(with(158(zones,(covering(29(per(cent(of(the(city(and(13(per(cent(of(City’s(property(value((The(Economist,(2009).((Within(the(TIF(zones,(the(City(creates(a(TIF(Redevelopment(Plan,(and(mandates( the( use( of( certain( building( features.( Development( applications( seeking( TIF(funding(must(include(required(features,(such(as(green(roofs.(Applicants(must(refer(to(the(Chicago(Green(Policy(Matrix,( also(used( for(Green(Permitting(Program(and( the(Density(Bonus,(which(details(what(features(a(development(needs(to(include(to(be(eligible(for(TIF(
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funding( and( for( assistance( and( bonuses( under( these( other( programs( (City( of( Chicago,(2011).(Whilst( widely( used( in( Chicago,( TIF( is( criticised( for( a( number( of( reasons,( with(some( suggesting( that( it( is( actually( not( effective( at( stimulating( investment( and(development( and( has( negative( repercussions( on( the( wider( community( (Benefield,(2003).(Philanthropic( donations:( Chicago’s( long( history( of( philanthropy( and( unionism,( which(create( a( culture( of(wealthy( individuals( and( companies( giving( back( to( the( community,(underpinned( private( contributions( to( Chicago’s( urban( greening( (Coffee,( 2012),( most(significantly( including( Millennium( Park.( Private( sector( financing( allowed( for(accoutrements( that(would(otherwise(be( inappropriate,(which( in( turn(provided(greater(financial(returns(through(value>adding(to(the(development((Groos(&(Dages,(2008).(The(Park( was( funded( at( virtually( no( cost( to( the( tax>payer,( and( has( provided( significant(economic(and(cultural(benefits(to(the(community((Uhlir,(2012).(Government(grants(and(settlement(payouts:(The(DoE(was(largely(funded(through(State(and(Federal(grants,(and(a(substantial( legal(settlement(payout(from(an(electricity(utility((Durnbaugh,( 2012).( These( sources( of( funding( largely( insulated( the( DoE( from( political(and( financial( swings( and( resulted( in( fewer( constraints( for( the( policies( and( programs(they(ran((Wiedel,(2012).(The(DoE(in(turn(provided(rebates(and(incentives(to(households(to( capture( more( stormwater( on( their( properties( through( the( Sustainable( Backyard(Program,(and(the(Department(of(Housing(and(Economic(Development(managed(the(pilot(tax(increment(financing((TIF)(Green(Roof(Improvement(Fund((GRIF).((Spreading( costs( across( budgets:( The( Department( of( Buildings( is( responsible( for( the(Green(Permit(program,(which(incentivises(developers(to( integrate(green(infrastructure(and(other(sustainable(measures(into(buildings,(by(offering(expedited(permit(processing,(reduced(fees(and(density(bonuses((Garrison(&(Hobbs,(2011a).(The(Chicago(Department(of( Transport( (CDOT)( manages( the( green( alley( and( green( streetscapes( projects,( and(incorporated( green( alleys( into( contracts( for( alley( reconstruction( (Garrison( &( Hobbs,(2011a).(The(Bureau(of(Forestry,(Chicago(Park(District(and(CDOT(manage(tree(plantings,(and(are(funded(largely(through(Capital(Improvements(Funds(and(neighbourhood(capital(improvement( bonds( and( vehicle( taxes.( The( Chicago( Park( District( levies( taxes(independently( of( the( City,( and( purchases( significant( tracts( of( land( for( parkland( and(conservation( while( also( assisting( in( maintaining( and( managing( existing( green( space((Illinois(General(Assembly,(1934).((In>kind(support:(As(Chicago(was(a(national( leader( in(developing(many(of( their(policies(and(programs,(corporations(were(motivated(to(provide(in>kind(support(in(research(and(development((such(as(for(the(CCAP)(even(during(economic(downturn,(as(this(was(seen(as(a(business(opportunity( for( the( corporation( to(develop(expertise( in( that(area,(which(they(could(then(market(as(other(cities(followed(suit(in(developing(similar(programs(and(policies.(Further,(they(receive(tax(credits(for(the(work,(enabling(them(to(retain(top>talent((Coffee,(2012).(Shifting(costs(to(the(private(sector:(Costs(of(urban(nature(are(also(shifted(to(the(private(sector( through( regulatory( mechanisms.( The( requires( developers( of( new( residential(properties(to(contribute(open(space(and(recreational(facilities,(or(to(pay(the(Open(Space(Impact(Fee( to( fund(open(space(acquisition(and( improvements( (City(of(Chicago,(n.d.>k).(The(Landscape(Ordinance(also(requires(new(or(substantially(renovated(commercial(or(large( residential( buildings( to( integrate( landscaping( into( the( development.( (City( of(Chicago,( 2008a).( The( City( of( Chicago( Stormwater( Management( Ordinance( requires(developments( that( are( over( a( certain( size( and( density( capture( the( first( ½( inch( of(rainwater(onsite,(and(to(control(both(the(volume(and(speed(of(the(water(leaving(the(site((City(of(Chicago,(2012c).(The(Policy(provides(developers(and(designers(with(flexibility(in(devising(solutions(to(meet(these(requirements.(This(ordinance(has(encouraged(the(use(
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of(green(roofs(as(a(key(measure( to(manage(stormwater(onsite( (Kazmierczak(&(Carter,(2010a).(
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Case% Study% Site% ,% Freiburg% and% the% Vauban% development,%
Germany%The( following( sub>sections( consider( how( a( range( of( policies( directing( urban(development( ( has( emerged( in( Freiburg( and( how( these( create( conditions( conducive( to(the(protection(and(creation(of(urban(nature.(In(particular,(this(case(study(considers(the(development(of(the(Vauban(district,(which(began(in(the(1990s,(and(provides(insight(into(how(development(processes,(transportation(policies,(and(citizen(involvement(can(enable(dense(urban(development(with(high(levels(of(urban(nature.(
Key$contextual$information$
Climate:( Freiburg( is( one( of( the( sunniest( cities( in( Germany( (Freiburg( im( Breisgau,(2011b).( It( is( located( in( the( south>west( of( Germany,( with( a( relatively( mild,( almost(Mediterranean(climate.(Under(the(Köppen(climate(classification(system,(Freiburg(has(an(oceanic(climate((Cfb)((Kottek,(Grieser,(Beck,(Rudolf,(&(F.(Rubel),(with(around(956(mm(of(rain(per(year((WDR,(2003).(
Population:(224,191( in(Freiburg(City( (DB>City,(n.d.),( and(5000( ( in( the(Vauban(district((Forum(Vauban(e.V.,(2002).(
City.size,.and.size.of.relevance.to.biophilic.element:(Freiburg(City(covers(153.06(km²((Deutschland( Statistisches( Bundesamt,( 2013);( and( the( Vauban( district( 38( hectares(Vauban((Sustainability(Victoria,(2011).(
Governance. overview:( In( the( German( Basic( Law,( municipalities( have( primary(responsibility( for(urban(development(and(planning.(The(Federal(Government(provides(the( framework(within(which( local( governments( execute( their( authority.( The( principle(piece( of( Federal( legislation( directing( urban( planning( and( development( is( the( Federal(Building( Code,( which( sets( out( legally( binding( requirements( that(must( be( observed( in(planning(and(construction,(and(are(based(on(concepts(of(general(public(good.(The(Code(also( includes( provisions( directing( the( development( of( sustainable( urban( areas( and(requires( municipalities( to( consider( divergent( goals.( For( example,( it( requires(consideration(of(issues(such(as(how(spatial(planning(influences(people’s(access(to(work;(issues( of( health( and( safety;( how( the( various( needs( of( different( age( and( demographic(groups(are(met;(and(the(management(of(environmental(issues((among(others).(Beyond(these(overarching(principles,( the(Lander((states)(and( local(municipalities(develop( land(use(plans(and(more(specific(building(code(and(development(requirements((OECD,(1999).(
Economy:( The(City( of( Freiburg(has( become(a( hub( for( renewable( energy(development(and(environmental(management.(Nearly(12,000(people(are(employed(in(environmental(management( and( science( in( Freiburg,( including( 2,000( business( entities.( A( key( part( of(this(is(the(solar(energy(industry.(The(City(began(funding(solar(energy(projects(in(1986(to(support(an(expansion(of(the(industry,(and(today(is(a(leader(in(technology(development(and( manufacture( with( the( industry( employing( over( 2000( people( in( the( City.( The(Fraunhofer( Institute( for( Solar( Energy( Systems( is( based( in( Frieburg,( and( is( Europe’s(largest( solar( research( institute,( whilst( the( International( Solar( Energy( Society( is( an(international( umbrella( organisation( for( solar( institutions( and( is( also( based( in( the( City((Freiburg(im(Breisgau,(2011b).(
Timeline$of$urban$greening$in$Freiburg$1944:( An(air(raid(destroys(over(80%(of(Freiburg((Buehler(&(Pucher,(2011).(1948:( The(Reconstruction(Plan(determines( that( the(old( town(will(be(rebuilt(as( it(was(before,(with(a(compact( form.(This( lays( the(basis( for( the(city(centre(becoming(a(
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pedestrian(area(in(future(years,(and(a(focus(on(sustainable(transport((Buehler(&(Pucher,(2011).(1955:(( The( first( Land( Use( Plan( is( developed,( with( a( focus( on( growth( and( geographic(expansion((Buehler(&(Pucher,(2011).(1969:( The( first( Transport( Plan( is( developed,( which( has( a( strong( focus( on(accommodating(car(use,(however(also(recommends(to(preserve(and(potentially(expand( the( streetcar( system( (Buehler( &( Pucher,( 2011;( Building( and( Social(Housing(Foundation,(2013).(1970:(( The(first(Bike(Network(Plan(is(developed((Buehler(&(Pucher,(2011).(1972:(( A(decision( is(made( to(expand( the(streetcar( (tram)(network( (Buehler(&(Pucher,(2011).(1973>4:( The( oil( crises( affect( Europe,( and( public( opinion( shifted( from( automobile(centred>growth( to( walking( and( cycling,( and( integrated( planning( (Buehler( &(Pucher,(2011;(Daseking,(2013).(1973:(( The( city( centre( becomes( a( pedestrian( only( zone( (car( free)( (Buehler( &( Pucher,(2011).(1973>6:( Strong( opposition( to( a( proposal( to( build( a( nuclear( power(plant( in( the(nearby(town( of(Whyl( (Surrey( &( Huggett,( 1976)( catalysed( a( bipartisan( environmental(and(energy(conservation(ethic((Daseking,(2013)(1976:( The( German( Federal( Nature( Conservation( Act( is( established( to( regulate(development(in(order(to(conserve,(preserve(and(develop(nature(and(landscapes(throughout(Germany,(while(balancing(these(objectives(against(other(demands(of(the( community(on(nature(and( landscapes( (Federal(Republic(of(Germany,(1998,(2009).((1978:(( The( first( solar( powered( demonstration( building(was( developed( in( Freiburg( in((Scheurer(&(Newman,(2009).(1979:(( The(second(Transport(Plan(is(integrated(with(the(Land(Use(Plan,(and(emphasises(walking(and(cycling((Buehler(&(Pucher,(2011).(1981:( A(new(Land(Use(Plan(is(released,(which(is(coordinated(with(the(Transport(Plan,(and( focuses( development( around( public( transport( lines( (Buehler( &( Pucher,(2011)..1986:( The( Chernobyl( nuclear( power( accident( reinforces( the( emerging( environmental(ethic( in( the( city,( and( commitment( to( low>energy( living( and( development((Daseking,(2013)(1992:( Ownership( of( the( Vauban( site( reverted( to( the( German( Federal( Government(following(the(departure(of(the(French(troops.(The(Freiburg(City(Council(bought(the( 38>hectare( site( from( the( Federal( Government( for(DM(40( million( (Forum(Vauban,(2013;(The(Scottish(Government,(2011).(1992:(( The(Freiburg(City(Council(passes(a(resolution(such(that( land(sold(by(it(can(only(be(developed(with( low>energy( (use(no(more( than(65(kilowatt>hours(of(heating(energy( per( square( meter( per( year,( compared( to( the( national( standard( of( 75(kWh/m2/yr.)(buildings((Delleske,(2013;(Gregory,(2011).(1993:(( Planning(for(the(Vauban(district(begins((Sperling,(2002)(1994:( Forum( Vauban( is( founded( by( volunteers( as( a( non>government( organisation( to(work(on(the(design(and(development(of(the(district((Sperling,(2002)(1994–2010:(The(Rieselfeld(development(is(designed(and(developed.(
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1995:( (Forum(Vauban( is( given( seed( funding( to( partner(with( the( City( in( planning( and(developing( Vauban,( and( Forum( Vauban( was( given( a( seat( in( the( City's( official(Vauban(committee(1997:( The(building(co>operative(Vauban,(Genova(eG,(is(founded((Delleske,(2013)(1999:(( The( City( of( Freiburg( begins( the( sale( of( properties( in( the( second( development(section((Delleske,(2013)(2000:( Development(begins(in(the(second(section(of(Vauban((Delleske,(2013)(2002:( The( national( Sustainability( Strategy( is( established,( requiring( a( minimisation( of(land(consumption(for(development((Freiburg(im(Breisgau,(2011a).(2003:(( The(Biotope(Network(Plan(is(commissioned(for(Freiburg((Freiburg(im(Breisgau,(2011a).(2004:( The( state( level( Saving( Space( in( Baden>Württemberg( initiative( also( requires( a(minimisation( of( land( consumption( for( development( (Freiburg( im( Breisgau,(2011a).(2006:(The(City(of(Freiburg(releases(a(Land(Use(Plan(that(reduces(total(land(consumption(for(development(((Freiburg(im(Breisgau,(2011a).(
Case$study$overview$A( suite( of( policies( implemented( in( Freiburg( since( the( 1970s( has( contributed( to(innovative(urban(design(that(supports(higher(density(living,(with(extensive(green(space.(These(include(a(decision(to(retain(and(expand(the(city’s(tram(network;(a(spatial(land(use(plan(that(preserved( ‘five( fingers’(of(green(wedges(that(clearly(delineate(the(city’s(open(space(from(urban(development;(policies(that(concentrate(development(along(the(axis(of(the( public( transport( network;( and( political( priorities( for( reducing( natural( resource(consumption(in(urban(design(in(order(to(limit(demand(for(electricity(and(vulnerability(to(resource(shortages((Salomon,(Daseking,(Köhler,(&(Kemnitz,(2010).((These(policies(have(their(roots(in(a(series(of(events(that(occurred(during(the(1970s(and(1980s.(A(proposal(to(build(a(nuclear(power(plan(nearby(to(Freiburg(in(the(town(of(Whyl(in( 1973( led( to( prolonged( and( nationally( significant( protests( and( demonstrations( that(ultimately( resulted( in( the( proposal( being( overturned( (Scheurer( &( Newman,( 2009;(Surrey(&(Huggett,( 1976).(These(protests( galvanised( the(Freiburg( community,( bringing(together( people( from( different( political( backgrounds,( professions( and( demographics(with(a(unified(stance(against(nuclear(power(and(consequently(also(to(reduce(the(City’s(energy(dependency.(This(built(on(sentiments(that(had(begun(during(the(1973>4(oil(crisis,(and(which(were(later(reinforced(by(the(oil(shocks(of(the(early(1980s((Buehler(&(Pucher,(2011;( Daseking,( 2013)( and( the( Chernobyl( nuclear( accident( in( 1986( (Daseking,( 2013;(Scheurer(&(Newman,(2009).(Today,(Freiburg(is(recognised(nationally(and(internationally(for(being(an(environmental(leader,( including( in( sustainable( urban( development,( sustainable( transport( initiatives,(renewable(energy(development(and(climate(protection( (Freiburg( im(Breisgau,(2011b),(and(the(Freiburg(Charter(was(developed(to(help(guide(cities(towards(sustainable(urban(development( based( on( the( example( of( their( experiences( (Salomon,( et( al.,( 2010).( Key(principles( discussed( in( the( Charter( as( being( necessary( for( the( broader( goal( of(sustainable( development( include( the( expansion( of( public( transport,( development( to(reduce( resource( demands,( the( preservation( and( interconnection( of( green( spaces( and(networks,( to( ensure( social( harmony( and( functional( interaction,( to( create( long>term(partnerships( and( a( culture( of( discourse( between( the( community,( public( and( private(sectors;(to(safeguard(jobs(and(foster(innovation(for(new(employment;(and(to(encourage(participation(in(life>long(learning(and(seeing(urban(life(in(its(wider(context((Salomon,(et(
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al.,( 2010)( Whilst( only( some( of( these( principles( appear( to( directly( relate( to( urban(greening,( in( reality( this( provides( insight( into( the( broader( picture( of( policies( and(strategies( that( contribute( to( –( and( are( in( many( cases( necessary( –( to( support( the(development(of(a(dense,(function,(vibrant(city(with(integrated(nature(throughout.(These(principles(address(the(tensions(that(often(arise(between(land(use(demands,(and(ensure(as(the(city(grows(in(population(and(economically,(that(the(quality(of(life(is(also(enhanced.(Urban(planning( is(seen(as(a(key(mechanism(for(addressing(the(challenges(faced(by(the(city((Salomon,(et(al.,(2010).(Policies(and(strategies( that(have( facilitated( the(achievement(of( the(compact,(dense(yet(highly(green(city(of(Freiburg(today,(include:((
! The( various( Integrated( Transport( Plans( (since( 1969),( which( recognised( and( later(prioritised(active(and(public(transport,((
! The(Land(Use(Plan,(which( strongly(preferences( inner>development( in( the( city,( and(restricts( the( consumption(of( land(on( the( city’s( outskirts( and(has( reduced( land(use(requirements(for(development(over(time((despite(a(growing(population),(and((
! The(Landscape(Plan,(which( includes(measures( for(strategic(nature(conservation,( to(expand(the(viable(habitat(and(living(space(for(both(humans(and(animals(in(Freiburg,(creating(links(between(green(spaces(to(provide(a(network(of(habitat(across(the(city((
! (Freiburg(im(Breisgau,(2011b).(Collectively,( these( policies( reduce( personal( car( usage( and( support(mixed>use,( vibrant(and(viable(urban(areas;(limiting(ex>urban(development;(active(citizen(engagement(in(the(planning( and( development( process;( fostering( research( and( innovation( in( energy(efficiency,( renewable( energy( and( housing( design;( and( preservation( of( the( city’s(integrated(nature(and(extensive(greenspace((Freiburg(im(Breisgau,(2011b).((Within( Freiburg,( there( have( been( several( sizeable( urban( redevelopment( projects( that(have(incorporated(a(range(of(sustainable(development(principles,(which(in(many(cases(have( supported( the( inclusion( of( substantial( green( space( despite( high>density(development.(This(case(study(considers(in(particular(the(relatively(recent(development(of(the(Vauban(district.(Vauban(is(a(mixed>used(development,(3km(from(the(city(centre,(built(on(land(formerly(occupied(by(the(French(military.(Planning(for(the(district(began(in(1992( with( extensive( citizen( engagement.( A( ‘learning) while) planning’( philosophy(provided(a(context(for(testing(new(ideas,(and(the(district(was(developed(in(stages(from(1993( to( 2008.( The( 38>hectare( site( is( home( to( over( 5000( residents,( 600( jobs,( and( has(relatively( high( density( with( approximately( 130( people( per( hectare.( Despite( this( high(density,(the(district(has(extensive(integrated(nature(and(green(space(throughout(due(to(a(range(of(features(including(the(mobility(concept(that(restricts(parking(at(the(house(and(thus( reduces( road( requirements,( the( extensive( use( of( shared( facilities( in( residential(buildings,( integrating( nature( into( buildings,( tram( lines( and( public( spaces,( and( the(protection(of(mature(trees(and(open(space(in(the(Master(Plan.(These(features(emerged(in(part(due( to(existing(experience( in(Freiburg(with( sustainable(urban(design,( and( in(part(due(to(the(extensive(citizen(involvement(through(the(NGO(Forum(Vauban.((The(district(of(Vauban(was(designed(and(developed( through(strong(collaboration(with(the( community,( via( Forum(Vauban,( a( community( association( contracted(by( the( city( to(coordinate(community(participation.(Over(50(workshops(were(held,( involving(citizens,(architects,( Forum( Vauban,( engineers,( financial( experts( and( managers( of( co>building(projects( to( develop( a( plan( for( the( district( that( built( on( the( experiences( of( the( earlier(development(of(Rieselfeld( in(Freiburg,(creating(a(high>density,(sustainable(district( that(met( the(needs(of( the(people(who(would( live( there.(The(City( of( Freiburg(had( the(prior(objective( of( developing( a( dense( urban( area( for( young( families( to( prevent( additional(suburbanisation( in( the( City,( with( a( high( standard( of( energy( efficiency,( ample( green(spaces,( good( public( transport( access,( and( infrastructure( including( a( school( and(
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kindergardens.( The( Forum( Vauban( provided( additional( suggestions( and( direction,(including( that( the( district( be( car>free( (this( concept( incorporated( many( of( the( traffic(concepts(now(seen(in(Vauban),(to(promote(and(support(the(Baugruppen,(or(co>building(groups,(to(design(special(areas(for(passive>houses,(and(to(develop(a(central(market(place(and( community( centre.( In( particular,( the( Forum(Vauban(was( focused( on( enabling( the(development( of( a( sustainable(district( in( a( participatory(way,( and( for( this( to( become(a(model(for(future(initiatives((Forum(Vauban(e.V.,(2002).(
Findings$from$the$research$questions$
Principal$drivers$Strong( environmental( ethic( and( citizen( demand:( A( strong,( bipartisan( environmental(ethic( in( Freiburg( was( catalysed( by( a( proposal( to( build( a( nuclear( power( station( near(Freiburg( in( the( 1970s.( This( galvanized( the( local( community( in( successful( protests(against( the( plant,( and( marked( the( beginning( of( anti>nuclear( lobbying( throughout(Germany(and(consolidated(Freiburg’s(position(as(a(centre(for(grassroots(environmental(activism( (Scheurer( &( Newman,( 2009;( Surrey( &( Huggett,( 1976).( This( also( drove(widespread(awareness(and( interest( in(energy(policies,(which(was( further(consolidated(during(the(oil(crashes.(The(first(solar(powered(demonstration(building(was(developed(in(Freiburg(in(1978,(and(from(the(1970s(the(city(began(to(implement(initiatives(to(reduce(car( usage( and( prioritise( pedestrians( and( trams( throughout( the( city.( This( all( provided(important(precedents(for(the(Vauban(project,(with(a(relatively(supportive(and(informed(public( and( existing( businesses( and( local( knowledge( for( sustainable( urban( design( and(development( (Scheurer( &( Newman,( 2009).( Today,( this( environmental( ethic( remains(strong.(In(the(2011(federal(election,(43(per(cent(of(the(Freiburg(electorate(voted(for(the(Green( party( candidate,( the( strongest( vote( for( the( Greens( in( all( cities( throughout(Germany((Freiburg(im(Breisgau,(2011b;(Röderer,(2011).(Historical( factors( and( decisions:( Freiburg(was( extensively( bombed( during( the( Second(World(War(and(when(rebuilt,(the(historic(layout(of(the(city,(including(the(narrow(streets,(was(retained.(Whilst( this(was(much(criticised(at( the( time,( it(has(since(been(recognised(that( this( provided( the( foundations( for( a( sustainable( city,( by( providing( a( walkable,(human>scale( city( centre( that( has( since( become( a( pedestrian( zone( (Buehler( &( Pucher,(2011).( ( In( the(1960s,( it(was(decided( to(preserve(and(enhance( the( local( tram(network,(and(for(this(to(become(the(backbone(of(future(development(in(the(city.(A(concept(for(the(city(structure(was(also(developed(at(this(time(of(‘five(fingers’,(with(wedges(of(developed(areas( separated( by( green( open( spaces.( Together,( the( tram( lines( and( the( ‘five( finger’(concept(provided(direction(for(Freiburg’s(future(development(and(ensured(that(it(had(a(foundation( of( sustainability( and( biophilic( urbanism( (Building( and( Social( Housing(Foundation,(2013).(The(oil(crash(of(the(1970s,(the(resistance(to(the(nuclear(power(plant(in(the(1970s,(and(then(the(Chernobyl(catastrophe(in(1986(were(all(pivotal(events(that( further(reinforced(Freiburg’s(trajectory(towards(sustainable(urban(development.(From(1986(onwards,(the(conservation(of(natural(resources(was(the(key(priority(in(the(future(planning(of(the(city,(further( reinforcing( the( prioritisation( of( public( and( active( transport( over( private( car(usage,(and(in(limiting(greenfield(development(as(much(as(possible.(It(also(drove(interest(and(investment(in(highly(water(and(energy(efficiency(building(and(urban(design,(and(in(alternative( processes( for( development( that( could( help( achieve( these( goals( (Buehler(&(Pucher,(2011;(Daseking,(2013;(Scheurer(&(Newman,(2009).((Empowered( citizen( champions:( In( Freiburg,( citizen( leadership( drove( the( agenda( to(include( a( range( of( innovative,( and( somewhat( experimental,( aspects( into( the( Vauban(development.(This(was(enabled(by(a(government(that(was(supportive(of(such(extensive(citizen(engagement,(and(created(a(context( in(which(citizens( felt(empowered(and(had(a(process(by(which(they(could(express(and(implement(their(ideas.(Prior(to(this,(there(was(
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also( a( ‘group( of( five’( citizens( that( had( pushed( for( forward( thinking,( sustainable(development(principles(in(Freiburg.(Whilst(they(were(initially(dismissed,(the(persistence(of( these( individuals( and( several( key( global( events( (such( as( the( Chernobyl( and( Exxon(Valdez(accidents(and(increased(evidence(of(climate(change)(resulted(in(their(ideas(being(adopted.( Professor(Daseking,(who(was( the( Chief( Planner( at( that( time,( considered( that(the(ongoing(and(vocal(advocacy(of(this(Group(of(Five(were(essential(in(driving(Freiburg’s(adoption(of(sustainable(urban(design(principles((Daseking,(2013).(Citizens(played(a(pivotal(role(in(the(development(of(Vauban,(including(the(inclusion(of(a(range( of( features( (including( reduced>car( living,( extensive( use( of( Baugruppen( and(exceeding( legal( energy( efficiency( requirements( for( buildings,( as(well( as( the( extensive(inclusion(of(green(and(open(space).(Population( growth:( Rapid( population( growth( from( the( 1950s,( enduring( until( today((Beim(&(Haag,(2010),( in( large(part(due(to(migration( from(Eastern(European(countries,(drove( efforts( to( develop( high( density( housing.( The( city( was( eager( to( ensure( these(developments(did(not(encounter( the(social(problems(often(associated(with( large(scale,(high>density( housing( developments,( as( seen( in( other( parts( of( Freiburg( (such( as(Weingarten),( where( a( combination( of( poor( planning( principles,( ‘absence( of( urban(texture,(and(ghettoization(of(lower(income(families’(led(to(marginalized(neighbourhoods(with(social(problems((International(Making(Cities(Liveable(Council,(n.d.).(Culture(of(leadership:(Whilst(there(is(no(individual(‘champion’(discussed(in(the(literature(for( the( promotion( of( sustainable( and( urban( greening( initiatives( in( Freiburg,( the(important( role( of( strong( leadership( is( clearly( evident( in( the( forward( thinking( and(innovative(policies(and(programs(introduced,(that(were(at(the(time(innovative(and(went(beyond(what(was( the(norm( in(Germany(and(elsewhere( (Freiburg( im(Breisgau,(2011b)(Linked(with(the(concept(of(strong(leadership,(is(creating(a(strong(vision(for(the(city.(The(Freiburg( Charter( notes( how( a( long>term( vision,( which( references( the( city’s( past( and(provides(a(strong(sense(of(where(the(city(is(going(has(been(vital(for(ensuring(consistent(urban( development( and( planning( that( has( persisted( through( political( and( economic(changes( and( ensured( a( continuity( of( development( that( is( sustainable( and( future>orientated((Salomon,(et(al.,(2010).(High(levels(policies:(Whilst(they(don’t(appear(to(be(primary(drivers,(there(are(a(number(of(high>level(policies(that(have(contributed(to(urban(greening(in(Freiburg.(The(national(Sustainability(Strategy((2002),(and(the(state(level((Baden>Württemberg)(Saving(Space(in(Baden>Württemberg(initiative((2004)(both(require(a(minimisation(of(land(consumption(for( development,( and( contributed( to( the( City( of( Freiburg’s( efforts( to( reduce( land( use(requirements( in( the( Land( Use( Plan( 2020( (2006)( (Freiburg( im( Breisgau,( 2011a).( The(Federal( Nature( Conservation( Act( –( includes( the( Biotopverbund( (2002),( which( is( a(federal(policy(that( is(concerned(with(the(preservation,(restoration(and(development(of(functional,( ecological( interactions( in( the( landscape.( This( requires( 10( per( cent( of(Germany( to( be( a( habitat( network( (Budesamt( fuer( Naturshutz,( n.d.).( This( drove( the(commissioning(of(a(Biotope(Network(Plan( in(Freiburg( in(2003,(which(served(as(one(of(the( foundations( of( the( Landscape(Plan(2020,( and( results( in( both(protection( of( habitat(areas(and(connections(between(them((Freiburg(im(Breisgau,(2011a).(
Challenges$or$barriers$Social(resistance(to(change:(Freelance(journalist,(member(of(the(board(of(Vauban(Actuel,(and(resident(of(Vauban(Petra(Völzing(considered(one(of(the(most(persistent(barriers(to(developments(like(Vauban(to(be a(fundamentally(resistance(to,(and(even(fear(of(change.(Urban( planners( are( thus( often( confronted( by( a( ‘devil’s( loop’( of( self>perpetuating(circumstances,( in( which( the( government( is( unwilling( to( set( standards( for( these( new(developments(that(they(feared(wouldn’t(have(widespread(citizen(support,(yet(until(they(set(such(standards,(those(who(would(support(them(have(not(option(to(demonstrate(their(
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support.( Völzing( felt( that( Vauban( emerged( in( the( confluence( of( several( important(factors,( including( most( significantly( the( city( government( supporting( and( enabling(innovative(urban(design(and(concepts( for(urban( living,(and(passionate(citizens(coming(forward(as(partners(of(the(city(to(support(and(help(develop(the(district.(A(summary(of(key(factors(includes:(> A(group(of(passionate(and(willing(‘pioneers’(willing(to(take(on(the(challenge(and(risk(of(testing(the(limits(of(urban(sustainability;((> A( local( government( that(was(willing( to(work(with( this( group(and( actively( support(them(in(such(efforts;((> Historical( precedents( in( Freiburg( which( provided( a( foundation( of( environmental(concern,( as( well( as( existing( industries( and( expertise( in( sustainable( energy( design(and(development,(reduced>car(living,(and(passive>house(design;((> The( availability( of( land( in( such( proximity( to( the( city( centre,( due( to( the( exit( of( the(French(troops,(that(was(bought(by(the(City(of(Freiburg;(> Existing(public( transport( and( cycling( facilities( throughout( the( city( and(30( years(of(efforts(to(pedestrianise(Freiburg;(> The(earlier(recent(development(of( the(Rieselfeld(district,(which(gave(experience( in(reduced>car(living(and(innovative(sustainable(urbanism.(Vauban(was(intended(to(go(beyond(what(was( achieved( in(Rieselfeld( and(build( on( the( lessons( and( experiences(gained(there((Völzing,(2012).(State( level(planning( requirements:(Higher( level(plans( and(policies(have(both(provided(opportunities(and(barriers(to(urban(greening(in(Freiburg.(The(Baden>Württemberg(State(planning( requirements’( had( minimum( parking( requirements( for( residential( areas,(posing(a(barrier(to(the(proposed(mobility(concept(in(Vauban.(As(the(push(for(reduced>car(living(came(from(the(future(residents(rather(than(the(city,(Forum(Vauban(undertook(extended( negotiations( with( the( State( and( reached( a( compromise,( in( which( a( parking(ratio(of(less(than(0.5(spaces(per(housing(unit(was(allowed,(with(these(spaces(located(in(the(peripheral(multi>storey(car(park,(and(an(association(established(to(manage(land(for(the( future( development( of( additional( car( parking,( if( necessary.( A( legal( framework(developed(with(the(City(of(Freiburg(required(households(to(sign(a(declaration(indicating(whether(or(not(they(owned(a(car,(and(if(so(to(purchase(a(car(parking(space(in(the(multi>storey(garage((Buehler(&(Pucher,(2011;(Foletta(&(Field,(2011).(
Enabling$factors$Urban( climate( research( and( mapping:( The( urban( climate( in( Freiburg( has( been(researched(and(mapped(for(close(to(50(years,(identifying(the(extent(of(the(UHI(effect(and(other(impacts(of(urbanisation.(The(findings(from(this(research(inform(the(Land(Use(Plan(2020,(which(ensures(that(sufficient(numbers(of(networked(green(spaces(exist(to(cool(the(city,(an(that(there(are(air(movement(aisles(preserved((Freiburg(im(Breisgau,(2011a).(Special(planning(process:(A(special(planning(process(was(applied(to(the(development(of(the( Vauban( district.( This( included( extended( citizen( participation( in( the( planning( and(development( process( that( went( beyond( the( legal( requirements,( and( a( ‘learning(while(planning’(approach(that(allowed(greater(flexibility(and(responsiveness(in(incorporating(new(and( emerging( ideas( into( the(development.( This( ‘learning(while( planning’( concept((sometimes(also(called( ‘learning(while(doing’)(enabled(people(to(participate( in(Vauban(who(were(potentially(more(cautious(and(less(‘pioneering’(than(those(who(were(involved(in( the( first( phase( of( the( development.( As( they( were( able( to( see( the( various( ideas(implemented,( before( designing( and( building( their( own( residences( in( the( successive(phases(of(Vauban,(there(were(fewer(unknowns(and(great(certainty(about(the(end(result(
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(Sperling( &( Delleske,( 2013).( Vauban( was( developed( in( stages( over( 10( years( (1998( –(2008),(following(an(extensive(design(process((1994>1998)((Delleske,(2013).(Active( citizen( engagement( and( involvement( in( urban( planning( and( development:( The(early(participation(of(citizens(is(considered(vital(in(Freiburg(to(ensuring(that(the(city(is(development( in(a(positive,(sustainable(way.(This( is(explicitly(discussed( in( the(Freiburg(Charter,(as(entailing(continuous(communication(about(the(city’s(vision((to(develop(this,(and(how(to(manifest(it(in(reality),(in(the(planning(process(and(all(phases(of(development(from(the( initial(visioning(through(to(detailed(planning,(delivery(and(management.(This(should( include( all( parts( of( the( city’s( population,( and( employ( a( range( of( techniques( to(facilitate(access(to(all((Salomon,(et(al.,(2010).(In(Vauban,(structures(were(established(to(facilitate(extensive(citizen(engagement.(Forum(Vauban( was( given( seed( funding( in( 1995( to( partner( with( the( City( in( planning( and(developing( Vauban,( and( Forum( Vauban(was( given( a( seat( in( the( City's( official( Vauban(committee.( This( arrangement( is( considered( responsible( for( enabling( many( of( the(district’s( innovative( concepts,( including( reduced>car( living,( extensive( use( of(Baugemeinschaften,(and(exceeding(legal(energy(efficiency(requirements(for(buildings,(as(well(as( the(extensive( inclusion(of(green(and(open(space.(Giving(the(community(a(voice(ensured( that( public( benefits(were( recognised( in( the( development( process,( even(when(they( couldn’t( be( economically( quantified.( Forum( Vauban( facilitated( much( of( the(community(engagement(with(the(wider(group(of(citizens(and(future(residents(of(Vauban,(and( assisted( the( City( in( marketing( Vauban( (Lutz( &( Schepers,( 2012).( From( the( early(stages( of( Vauban’s( development,( it( was( recognised( that( green( spaces( throughout( the(area( played( an( important( role( in( the( health( and( wellbeing( of( residents.( The(neighbourhood( plan( was( designed( with( three( main( green( belts( running( through( it,( a(creek(through(the(southern(part(of(the(development,(and(with(the(preservation(of(many(of(the(pre>existing(trees((Brocks).(Public(ownership(of(the(low>cost,(inner>city(land(parcel:(The(city(of(Freiburg(bought(the(Vauban(district(from(the(federal(government(for(a(low(cost,(following(the(withdrawal(of(the(French(troops.(As(such,(they(were(able(to(plan(the(entire(development(of(Vauban,(in(collaboration(with(citizens,(and(weren’t(dependent(on(private(developers(as(is(the(case(elsewhere.(This(created(an(entirely(different(dynamic(in(the(planning(and(development(process,(and(is(credited(with(having(enabled(many(of(the(innovative(aspects(of(Vauban(to( emerge,( including( the( car>free( provisions( and( the( diversity( of( housing(available(Sustainability(Victoria,(2011)((Forum(Vauban,(2013;(The(Scottish(Government,(2011).((Enabling(citizen(innovation(and(demonstration(–(the(Baugruppen(building(model:(Much(of( Vauban( was( developed( by( citizen( building( collectives,( or( Baugruppen.( This( model(overcame(the(issue(of(split(incentives(that(can(be(a(barrier(to(sustainable(development,(as( the( multi>residence( buildings( were( design,( funded( and( developed( by( the( future(owners( (with( guidance( and( assistance( from( trained( architects( and( facilitators).(Consequently,( these( are( highly( energy( and(water( efficient,( including( some( of( the( first(multi>residence( passive( houses( in( Germany( (Forum( Vauban,( 2013;( Little,( 2006).(Experience( with( Baugruppen( had( been( developed( in( Freiburg( already( in( other(developments,(allowing(this(to(be(used(more(extensively(in(Vauban.(Several(key(factors(contribute(to(the(building(model,(including:(> The(city(owns( the( land,( and(sells( this( in(parcels( smaller( than(would(be(normal( for(most(property(development(companies(to(utilise;(> The(price(of(the(land(is(fixed,(and(tenders(for(the(land(must(compete(over(the(design(and(outcomes(of(their(proposal(rather(than(in(the(price(they(propose.(Preference(is(given( to( proposals( with( mixed( demographics,( and( to( Freiburg( residents.( This(provides(certainty(to(citizen(groups(regarding(the(cost(of(the(land;(
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> The(city(provides(support(with(the(creation(and(management(of(Baugruppen,(and(in(accessing(capital((at(a(substantially(lower(cost(than(would(otherwise(be(available(to(property(developers)((Little,(2006;(The(Scottish(Government,(2011).(The( absence( of( property( developers( requiring( profits,( ability( to( access( lower>cost(capital,(and(the(needs>based(approach(to(development(resulted( in(substantially( lower>cost(residences,(estimated(to(be(between(18(and(43(per(cent(cheaper(per(square(meter(than( developer>led( properties( in( Vauban( (Little,( 2006).( The( requirements( for( high(energy(efficiency(added(to(upfront(costs,(however(residents(report(that(the(ongoing(cost(savings( are( such( that( they( never( regretted( the( decision( to( design( such( buildings((Völzing,( 2012).( Residents( and( Forum( Vauban( members( suggested( that( within( any(population,( there( are( always( a( proportion( of( the( people(who( are( natural( leaders( and(innovators.( These( people( can( often( be( restrained( by( legislation( and( standards( that(favour( the( majority.( In( their( perspective,( Vauban( in( the( manifestation( of( a( local(government( that( was( willing( to( allow( such( pioneers( to( express( and( implement( new(ideas,( and(work(with( them( to( overcome( potential( barriers( and( limitations( in( existing(legislation(or(norms((Sperling(&(Delleske,(2013;(Völzing,(2012).(Effective(communication(of(outcomes:(Communication(of(the(right(kind(was(considered(an( important( factor( in( the( mainstreaming( of( new( ideas.( Workshops( run( by( Forum(Vauban(helped(educate(future(residents(about(the(benefits(of(the(proposed(design,(and(the( outcomes( of( the( early( stages( of( development( (Sperling( &( Delleske,( 2013).( By(contrast,(sensationalist(coverage(of(Vauban(in(the(popular(media(that(often(presents(this(as( an( ‘environmentally( extreme’( lifestyle( has( marginalised( the( District.( The( failure( of(such( reporting( to( capture( the( holistic( benefits( the( Vauban( model( provides( has(potentially( limited( the( broader( application( of( many( of( the( features( of( the( District((Schuster,(2012).(Generally(speaking,(many(residents(living(in(Vauban(advocate(a(softer(path,(in(which(the(urban(design(concepts(are(not(forced(on(others,(but(the(benefits(are(widely(celebrated.(Some(consider(that(the(conversation(is(too(frequently(dominated(by(a(discussion(of( ‘how(do(people(live(with(reduced(access(to(cars’,(rather(than(highlighting(how( children( have( more( freedom( to( move( around( the( district,( that( they( have( more(greenspace(and(fewer(roads,(and(that(such(a(high(proportion(of(residents(cycle,(walk(or(take(public( transport( to(work.(The(cost( savings(of( car>free( living,(or(even(parking>free(living,( are( often( obscured( by( an( interest( in( the( cost( of( purchasing( a( car>parking( spot,(despite(equivalent(costs(being(integrated(into(the(cost(of(at>home(parking(in(other(areas((Schuster,(2012;(Völzing,(2012).(
Policy$tools,$planning$frameworks$and$legislative$measures$$The(Land(Use(Plan(for(Freiburg(strongly(preferences(inner>development(in(the(city,(and(restricts( the( consumption( of( land( on( the( city’s( outskirts( and( the( consequential(development( of( suburbs.( This( policy( builds( on( similar( urban( development( priorities(developed( at( a( federal( level,( including( the( national( Sustainability( Strategy( (2002)((Federal(Republic(of(Germany,(2002,(n.d.),(and(at(a(state(level(with(the(‘Saving(Space(in(Baden>Württemberg’( initiative( (2004)( (Freiburg( im( Breisgau,( 2011a).]( This( suite( of(initiatives(and(policies(recognises(the( impacts(of(suburbanisation,( including(the( loss(of(viable(agricultural(and(forestry( land;( the( impact(on( local(climate,(water,(resources(and(biodiversity;(the(increased(dependency(on(cars(and(increase(in(traffic(volumes;(and(the(loss(of(recreational( land(in(the(area.(Land(use(evaluations(as(part(of(the(Land(Use(Plan(identified( inner( city( redevelopment( opportunities,( which( enabled( this( plan( to( reduce(total( land(use(consumption(by(34(hectares( from(the(previous(plan.(The(Land(Use(Plan(required( that( building( plots( be( released( only( as( needed,( in( contrast( to( the( previous(practice( of( allocating( land( ‘just( in( case’( it(was( needed.( The( strategy( of(minimising( the(expansion(of(the(footprint(of(Freiburg(was(overwhelmingly(supported(by(the(citizens(of(Freiburg,( who( voted( for( this( principle( before( the( Land( Use( Plan( was( implemented((Freiburg(im(Breisgau,(2011a).((
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The(Landscape(Plan(2020(outlines( the( city’s( vision( for( the(development(of(nature(and(landscape,( the( environment( and( recreational( space( in( Freiburg( until( 2020.( It( includes(measures(for(strategic(nature(conservation,(to(expand(the(viable(habitat(and(living(space(for( both( humans( and( animals( in( Freiburg,( creating( links( between( green( spaces( to(provide(a(network(of(habitat(across(the(city.(The(Landscape(Plan(and(Land(Use(Plan(are(highly(integrated,(ensuring(a(consistent(approach(to(urban(planning(throughout(the(city((Freiburg(im(Breisgau,(2011b).(The( Biotope( Network( Plan( (2003)( serves( as( the( foundation( of( the( Landscape( Plan.( It(ensures( that( development( within( Freiburg( considers( the( needs( of( the( many( urban(species(present,( and( recognises( the(value(of( the(ecosystem(services.( In(particular,( this(includes( urban( heat( island( effect( mitigation( benefits,( and( urban( air( quality(improvements.( At( the( same( time,( the( negative( impacts( of( suburbanisation( are( well(recognised( in( Freiburg,( and( the( City’s( Land( Use( Plan( sets( as( a( prime( directive( to(minimise(the(development(of(the(city’s(outskirts((Freiburg(im(Breisgau,(2011b).(The(Federal(Building(Code((Baugesetzbuch)(is(the(fundamental(basis(for(building(law(in(Germany,( and( sets( ‘sustainable( urban( development’( as( the( overarching( directive( for(building’.( It( requires( attention( to( be( paid,( in( particular,( to( ‘the( requirements( of(environmental( protection…( and( through( the( use( of( renewable( energy( sources,( nature(protection(and(the(preservation(of(the(countryside(in(particular(of(the(ecological(balance(in( nature,( and( of( water,( the( air,( the( ground( including( its( mineral( deposits,( and( the(climate( …’( (Federal( Republic( of( Germany,( cited( in( Ngan,( 2004)( ( This( effectively(establishes( the(basis( for(minimising( impervious(soil( to(protect(groundwater(and(allow(stormwater( infiltration,( and( has( led( to( efforts( to( integrate( nature( into( the( built(environment(in(cities(throughout(Germany.(The( German( Federal( Nature( Conservation( Act( regulates( development( throughout(Germany( in( order( to( conserve,( preserve( and( develop( nature( and( landscapes.( Any(impairment(to(the(’efficiency(of(the(balance(of(nature’,(to(the(fertility(of(soil,(the(amenity(of( landscapes,( the( local( climate( (along(with( a( range(of( other( considerations)( are( to(be(avoided( as( the( first( priority,( and( compensated( for( if( not( avoidable.( This( provides( the(basis( for( the( protection( of( undeveloped( land( throughout( Germany,( and( the( use( of(integrated( nature( to( mitigate( the( loss( of( ecological( function,( soil( sealing,( and( other(impacts( on( the( local( environment( and( amenity.( This( also( provides( the( basis( for(compensatory(measures,( which( are( often( used( to( develop( parks( and( natural( features((Federal(Republic(of(Germany,(2009).(
Use$of$economic$arguments$$An(economic(argument(wasn’t(evident(as(a(basis(for(the(policies(or(initiatives(developed(in( Freiburg,( or( Vauban.( Strong( federal( and( state( legislation,( and( an( environmentally(conscious(public(and(local(government,(have(meant(that(efforts(to(protect(and(develop(urban( nature( have( not( required( extensive( justification.( In( addition,( extensive( citizen(engagement( in( the( development( process( in( Vauban( appeared( to( result( in( ‘public’(benefits(being(prioritised,(even(when(they(couldn’t(be(economically(quantified,(such(as(the(importance(of(green(space(to(the(health(and(wellbeing(of(residents,(or(the(value(of(‘streets(for(living’.((Economic(considerations(were(present(in(some(forms,(however.(For(instance,(members(of( Forum( Vauban( recall( that( the( city( wanted( to( sell( and( develop( what( is( now( Alfred(Dobbin( Platz,( to( allow( for( more( housing( in( the( district( and( to( recoup( more( of( their(investment( in( the( land.( The( residents( and( Forum( Vauban( resisted( and( were( able( to(preserve( this( space( as( community( space.( However,( other( areas( –( such( as( the( former(barracks(–(were(sold((albeit(to(Baugruppen)(despite(some(pressure(from(certain(groups((Schuster,(2012).(
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The(Freiburg(City(policy(of(fixing(the(price(of(land(sold(by(the(City,(such(that(tenders(are(assessed( on( the( basis( of( the( overall( value( they( provide( to( the( City,( means( that( some(externalities( of( urban( development( are( considered( and( ‘valued’( in( the( urban(development(process((Little,(2006).(The(Baugemeinschaft(development(model(overcame(the( issue( of( split( incentives( in( building( development,( as( future( residents( design( and(build( their( own( apartment( and( could( prioritise( the( long>term( performance( of( the(building(rather(than(short>term(profits.(This(furthermore(allowed(for(greater(innovation(and(‘risk>taking’( in.design,(trying(new(ideas(that(a(developer(may(not,( for(fear(that(the(concept(may(not(attract(buyers$Separately(and(realistically(pricing(the(costs(of(car(parking(in(Vauban(ensures(residents(make(clear(and( informed(decisions(about(personal(car(usage(and(whether(the(benefits(they(receive( from(this(outweigh(the(costs.(Pricing( this(externality(contributes( to( lower(car(usage,(and(lower(housing(costs(for(those(who(chose(to(be(car>free((Little,(2006Little,(2006).((
Financing$mechanisms$There( was( limited( evidence( on( mechanisms( used( to( fund( the( development( and(maintenance(of(biophilic(elements(in(Freiburg,(other(than(isolated(comments(regarding(financial(aspects(of(urban(nature,(from(which(inferences(might(be(made.(44(per(cent(of(the( city’s( extensive( urban( forest( is( managed( as( sustainable( forestry,( certified( by( the(Forestry(Stewardship(Council,(providing(financial(income(as(part(of(the(maintenance(of(this( green( space.( Lawns( in( public( parks( are( now(mown( only( twice( a( year( to( increase(biodiversity,( and( this( may( reduce( costs( for( maintenance( also( (Freiburg( im( Breisgau,(2011b).(Property(owners(are(charged(a(stormwater(fee(based(on(the(percentage(of(the(land(that( is( impervious((International(Making(Cities(Liveable(Council,(n.d.),(which(may(fund( some(urban( greening(measures( as( stormwater(management( devices,( such( as( the(swales(in(the(Vauban(district((however(this(is(not(noted(in(the(literature(or(interviews).(
References$(Beim,(M.,( &( Haag,(M.( (2010,( 18>20(May).( Freiburg’s( way( to( sustainability:( the( role( of( integrated( urban( and( transport(planning.(In(Real(Corp.(Brocks,(S.(e.(a.,((1999)(A(Journey(through(the(Model(District(Vauban,(Forum(Vauban,(Germany.(Budesamt( fuer( Naturshutz.( (n.d.).( Biotope.( Retrieved( 15( December( 2013,( from(http://www.bfn.de/0311_biotopverbund.html(Buehler,( R.,( &( Pucher,( J.( (2011).( Sustainable( Transport( in( Freiburg:( Lessons( from( Germany’s( Environmental( Capital.(International(Journal(of(Sustainable(Transportation,(4,(43–70.(Building(and(Social(Housing(Foundation.( (2013).(30(Years(of(Planning(Continuity( in(Freiburg,(Germany,(World(Habitat(Awards.( Retrieved( 10( December( 2013,( from( http://www.worldhabitatawards.org/winners>and>finalists/project>details.cfm?lang=00&theProjectID=9E884441>15C5>F4C0>9987741664F777CC(Daseking,(W.((2013,(21(December).([Head(of(the(Urban(Planning(Department(of(the(City(of(Freiburg(from(1984(–(2012;(Honorary(Professor(at(the(University(of(Freiburg].(DB>City.( (n.d.).( Freiburg( im( Breisgau.( Retrieved( 23( October( 2013,( from( http://en.db>city.com/Germany>>Baden>W%C3%BCrttemberg>>Freiburg>im>Breisgau>>Freiburg>im>Breisgau(Delleske,( A.( (2013).( An( introduction( to( Vauban( district.( Retrieved( 10( December( 2013,( from(http://www.vauban.de/en/topics/history(Deutschland(Statistisches(Bundesamt.((2013).(Gemeinden(in(Deutschland(nach(Fläche,(Bevölkerung(und(Postleitzahl(am(30.09.2013( ( (3.( Quartal).( Retrieved( 03( January( 2014,( from(http://www.destatis.de/DE/ZahlenFakten/LaenderRegionen/Regionales/Gemeindeverzeichnis/Administrativ/Archiv/GVAuszugQ/AuszugGV3QAktuell.xls?__blob=publicationFile(Federal( Republic( of( Germany.( (1998).( Federal( Nature( Conservation( Act( ( –( Bundesnaturschutzgesetz.( ( Retrieved( from(http://www.iuscomp.org/gla/statutes/BNatSchG.htm.(Federal(Republic( of( Germany.( (2002).( Perspectives( for(Germany,(Our( Strategy( for( Sustainable(Development.( Germany:((Retrieved( from(http://www.bundesregierung.de/Content/EN/StatischeSeiten/Schwerpunkte/Nachhaltigkeit/nachhaltigkeit>2006>07>27>die>nationale>nachhaltigkeitsstrategie.html.(Federal( Republic( of( Germany.( (2009).( Act( on( Nature( Conservation( and( Landscape( Management( (Federal( Nature(Conservation( Act( –( BNatSchG)( of( 29( July( 2009( >( unofficial( translation( >.( ( Retrieved( from(http://www.eui.eu/Projects/InternationalArtHeritageLaw/Documents/NationalLegislation/Germany/federalnatureconservationact.pdf.(
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Federal( Republic( of( Germany.( (n.d.).( Sustianability,( the( Strategy.( Retrieved( 11( January( 2014,( from(http://www.bundesregierung.de/Content/EN/StatischeSeiten/Schwerpunkte/Nachhaltigkeit/nachhaltigkeit>2006>07>27>die>nationale>nachhaltigkeitsstrategie.html(Foletta,(N.,(&(Field,(S.((2011).(Vauban,(Freiburg,(Germany’(in(Europe’s(Vibrant(New(Low(Car(bon)(Communities.(Retrieved(from(http://www.itdp.org/documents/092611_ITDP_NED_Desktop_Print.pdf(Forum( Vauban.( (2013).( An( introduction( to( Vauban( district.( Retrieved( 3( January( 2014,( from(http://www.vauban.de/en/topics/history(Forum( Vauban( e.V.( (2002).( Sustainable( Urban( District( Freiburg>Vauban.( Retrieved( 27( November( 2012,( from(http://www.forum>vauban.de/overview.shtml(Freiburg( im( Breisgau.( (2011a).( Environmental( Policy( in( Freiburg.( Freiburg,( Germany:( ( Retrieved( from(http://www.freiburg.de/pb/site/Freiburg/get/340683/Umweltpolitik_engl.pdf.(Freiburg( im( Breisgau.( (2011b).( Green( City( Freiburg,( Freiburg.( Freiburg,( Germany:( ( Retrieved( from(http://www.greencity.freiburg.de/servlet/PB/show/1199617_l2/GreenCity_E.pdf.(Gregory,(R.((2011).(Germany(>(Freiburg(>(Green(City.(Retrieved(4(April(2014,(from(http://www.ecotippingpoints.org/our>stories/indepth/germany>freiburg>sustainability>transportation>energy>green>economy.html(International( Making( Cities( Liveable( Council.( (n.d.).( Freiburg:( City( of( Vision.( Retrieved( 14( December( 2013,( from(http://www.livablecities.org/articles/freiburg>city>vision(Kottek,(M.,(Grieser,(J.,(Beck,(C.,(Rudolf,(B.,(&(F.(Rubel,(W.(M.(o.(t.(K.>G.(c.(c.(u.(Meteorologische(Zeitschrift,(15,(259>263.(Little,( J.( (2006).( Lessons( from( Freiburg( on( Creating( a( Sustainable( Urban( Community.( Retrieved( from(http://www.feasta.org/forum/files/baugruppe_essay_rev_270508_199.pdf((Lutz,(e.,(&(Schepers,(R.((2012,(29(November).([Former(Forum(Vauban(e.V(board(members,(Freiburg(residents].(Ngan,( G.( (2004).( Green( Roof( Policies:( Tools( for( Encouraging( Sustainable( Design,( Landscape( Architecture( Canada(Foundation.(Retrieved(29(August(2012,(from(http://www.gnla.ca/assets/Policy(report.pdf(OECD.( (1999).( Urban( policy( in( Germany( :( towards( sustainable( urban( development.( Organisation( for( Economic( Co>operation( and( Development( Retrieved( from( http://www.oecd>ilibrary.org.ezp01.library.qut.edu.au/docserver/download/0499011e.pdf?expires=1396652219&id=id&accname=ocid195112&checksum=82EE5F91A3334AED9606A387ECD627CD.(Röderer,( J.( (2011,( 28( March).( Freiburg( bleibt( die( grünste( Stadt( im( Land,( Badische( Zeitung.( Retrieved( from(http://www.badische>zeitung.de/suedwest>1/freiburg>bleibt>die>gruenste>stadt>im>land>>43424267.html(Salomon,(D.,(Daseking,(W.,(Köhler,(B.,(&(Kemnitz,(G.( (2010).(Freiburg(Charter( for(Sustainable(Urbanism.(Retrieved(from(http://www.academyofurbanism.org.uk/freiburg>charter/(Scheurer,(J.,(&(Newman,(P.((2009).(Vauban:(A(European(model(bridging(the(green(and(brown(agendas.(Unpublished(case(study(prepared(for(the(Global(Report(on(Human(Settlements.(Schuster,(A.((2012,(21(December).([Forum(Vauban,(Stadtteilverein(Vauban(e.V.(and(Vauban(resident].(Sperling,(C.( (2002).(Sustainable(Urban(District(Freiburg>Vauban,(except(of(submission( for( the(2002(Dubai( International(Award( for( Best( Practices( to( Improve( the( Living( Environment.( Retrieved( from(http://www.carstensperling.de/pdf/dubai>submission.pdf(Sperling,(C.,(&(Delleske,(A.((2013,(23rd(April(2013).(Surrey,( J.,(&(Huggett,(C.((1976).(Opposition(to(nuclear(power:(A(review(of( international(experience.(Energy(Policy,(4(4),(286>307.(Sustainability(Victoria.((2011).(Vauban,(Germany,(Community(leadership(delivering(sustainable(urban(renewal.(Retrieved(from( http://www.sustainability.vic.gov.au/~/media/resources/documents/publications( and(research/knowledge( archive/business( models( for( sustainable( precincts/archive( building( the( business( case(vauban.pdf(The(Scottish(Government.((2011).(Delivering(Better(Places(in(Scotland:(A(guide(to(learning(from(broader(experience,(Case(Study( 8:( Vauban,( Freiburg,( Germany.( Retrieved( 12( March( 2014,( from(http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Publications/2010/12/31110906/19(Völzing,(P.((2012,(28(November).([Vauban(resident,(freelance(journalist,(member(of(the(board(of(Vauban(Actuel].(WDR.( (2003).( Regen( in( Deutschland.( Retrieved( 14( January( 2014,( from(http://www.wdr.de/tv/quarks//sendungsbeitraege/2003/0408/001_regen_noflash.jsp;jsessionid=E3E2FE34243E17BCB6C271FE45E0B088(((
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1 Case&Study&Site&-&Portland,&USA&The(following(sub>sections(describe(the(process(by(which(the(use(of(green(infrastructure(for(stormwater(management(became(a(mainstream(approach(in(Portland,(Oregon.(At(the(time(at(which(these(efforts(were(begun,(Portland(was(amongst( the( first(of(cities( in( the(United( States( to( trial( the( use( of( green( infrastructure( for( stormwater( management.(Today,(Portland(has(amongst(the(most(comprehensive(urban(greening(programs(in(the(U.S.A.(
Case%study%overview%The( city( of( Portland,( Oregon( has( one( of( the( most( comprehensive( urban( greening(programs( in( the( United( States.( Their( green( infrastructure( portfolio( today( includes(ecoroofs,(green(streets,(trees,(daylit(streams(and(restored(creeks,(and(larger(green(space(areas((Bureau(of(Environmental(Services,(n.d.>c;(Entrix,(2010).(The(integration(of(these(features( into( Portland’s( urban( environment( has( become( a( mainstream( practice(following(a(20>year(journey(of(trialling,(demonstrating(and(refining(green(infrastructure(systems.(This(was(largely(driven(by(stormwater(management(concerns(from(the(1990s,(although( aligned( with( park( and( greenspace( provision( concerns( that( were(simultaneously( yet( separately( driving( urban( nature( efforts( (Burlin,( Hauth,( &( Dobson,(2012).(Since(then,(urban(nature(has(been(shown(to(provide(a(wide(range(of(benefits.(The(use(of(green(infrastructure(for(stormwater(management(is(now(an(established(practice,(and(efforts(are(increasingly(expended(to(ensure(these(maximise(the(co>benefits((Burlin,(et(al.,(2012).((The(City(has(used(a(combination(of(demonstration,(public(education(and(policy(to(drive(the( increased( use( of( green( infrastructure( throughout( the( city,( and( has( increasingly(sought(to(quantify(and(publicise(the(performance(and(benefits(of(these.(The(City(is(now(moving(towards(increasingly(holistic(use(of(green(infrastructure(such(that(these(provide(multiple( functional( benefits( in( terms( of( stormwater( management,( air( quality(improvement(and(habitat(provision,(while(being(aesthetically(integrated(into(the(urban(landscape(to(provide(maximum(benefits(to(urban(liveability(and(attractiveness((Burlin,(et(al.,(2012;(Foster,(Lowe,(&(Winkelman,(2011).((This( case( study( demonstrates( a( strategic,( methodological( approach( to( developing(technical( expertise,( performance( data( and( acceptance( of( biophilic( elements,( and(developing( these( as( a( mainstream( component( of( the( urban( environment( through( a(focused( economic( assessment.( The( documentation( of( this( process( highlights( the(importance( of( high>level( leadership( and( support( to( overcome( risk( factors( associated(with(piloting(and(demonstrating(new(technologies,(an(awareness(of(existing(municipal(costs(for(stormwater(management,(community(engagement(for(increased(acceptance(of(new( biophilic( elements( as( well( as( to( assist( in( the( ongoing( maintenance( of( these(distributed( systems,( and( the( potential( for( ongoing( innovation( and( development( to(enhance(co>benefits(of(green(infrastructure.(
Key%contextual%information%
Climate:( Humid( continental( Climate( (Koeppen:( Dfa).( During( the( summer,( the( July(average(is(24.3oC;(with(extremes(of(41oC(reached(in(July.(Most(rain(occurs(in(summer,(averaging(306mm(for(June>August.(Mild(winter(snowfall((City(of(Toronto,(n.d.)(
Population:(588,000(In(Portland(city((Portland(State(University,(2010)(and(2.3(million((Metropolitan( region)( (U.S.( Census( Bureau,( 2013).( The( population( is( growing,( with( a(10.3%( increase( in( the( Portland( City( population( between( 2000>2010( (Portland( State(University,(2010).(
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The( average( density( within( Portland( City( is( 1690( persons( per( km2( (Portland( State(University,(2010).(
City.size,.and.size.of.relevance.to.biophilic.element:(Portland(City(covers(an(area(of(345(km2((Portland(State(University,(2010).(Currently,(tree(canopy(covers(26(per(cent(of(the( city,( with( 1.2( million( park( trees( and( 236,000( street( trees( (Marthens,( n.d.).( The(principle( biophilic( elements( considered( within( this( case( study( include( green( street(facilities,( and( ecoroofs,( both( of( which( are( promoted( using( a( range( of(mechanisms,( as(discussed(within(the(case(study.(
Governance.overview:(Portland(has(a(commission(form(of(government,(with(5(council(members( elected( for( staggered( 4>year( terms.( There( is( also( an( elected( regional(government(that(controls(land(use,(transportation(and(environment((City(Data,(n.d.>b).(
Economy:( Major( industries( include( high>technology( and( electronics,( shipping( and(freight(industry,(and(manufacturing((City(Data,(n.d.>a).(
Timeline%of%urban%greening%in%Portland%1972:(( The( federal( Clean(Water(Act( is( expanded,(making( it( unlawful( to( discharge( any(pollutant(from(a(point(source(into(navigable(waters(in(the(USA(without(a(permit,(issued(under(the(EPA’s(National(Pollutant(Discharge(Elimination(System((United(States(Environmental(Protection(Agency,(2013b).(1977:(( Portland(introduced(a(stormwater(utility(fee(based(on(the(amount(of(impervious(area(on(the(site((Garrison(&(Hobbs,(2011).(1991:(( Local( environmental( organisations( filed( a( lawsuit( against( the( city( for( violating(the( Clean(Water( Act,( which( forced( the( city( to( commit(with( the( State( to( invest(US$1.4(billion(over(20(years( in( infrastructure( to(prevent(sewage( from(entering(the(Willamette(River((Foster,(et(al.,(2011;(Lang,(2011),(1990s:(A(range(of(pilot(green(stormwater(management(systems((‘Early(Action(Projects’)(were( developed( on( predominately( public( land( in( response( to( NPDES( permit(requirements,( to( gather( performance( data( and( refine( designs.( The( information(and( experience( gained( underpins( Portland’s( green( infrastructure( programs(today((Lukes(&(Kloss,(2008;(Water(Environment(Research(Foundation,(2009b).(1990s:(Portland( undertook( a( strategic( evaluating( their( obligations( for( stormwater(management( under( the( Federal( Clean( Water( Act,( to( highlight( where( existing(practices( and( procedures( met,( exceeded( or( failed( to( meet( regulation.( In(collaboration( with( other( departments,( the( Bureau( of( Environmental( Services(could( then( developed( a( priority( action( plan( for( becoming( compliant.( Data(collected( from( Early( Action( Projects,( which( were( a( requirement( of( Portland’s(NPDES(municipal( stormwater( permit,( informed( this( plan( (Water( Environment(Research(Foundation,(2009b).((1996:(( An(employee(in(the(BES,(Tom(Lipton,(built(a(green(roof(over(his(garage(and(took(performance(data(that(he(provided(to(the(city((note,(another(source(suggests(this(was(1994((Carter(&(Fowler,(2008))((Liptan(&(Strecker,(2003;(Taylor,(2007).(1996:(( The( Stormwater( Policy( Advisory( Committee( (SPAC),( which( included( a(stakeholders( from( landscape( architecture,( architecture,( engineering,(institutional(organisations,(and(the(stormwater(treatment(industry,(was(formed(to(review(the(city’s(existing(policies(and(programs(and(evaluate(the(options(for(encouraging(and(mandating(stormwater(management(on(private(properties.(The(SPAC( developed( policy( and( code( statements( over( several( years,( which( were(developed(into(the(City’s(stormwater(management(manual((Water(Environment(Research(Foundation,(2009b).(
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1997:( The( BES( and( the( Portland( General( Electric( (PGE)( provided( assistance( to( the(Portland(State(University(planning(students(to(develop(a(report(on(roof(gardens((Liptan(&(Strecker,(2003).(1998:( The(BES( and(PGE(providing( grant( funding( for( a( 300( square( foot( ecoroof( to( be(installed(on(an(apartment(building(in(Portland((Liptan(&(Strecker,(2003).(1999:( The( Stormwater( Management( Manual( is( introduced,( providing( city>wide,(regulatory( requirements( for( stormwater( management,( including( design(guidelines( for( different( approaches.(Amongst(many( green( features,( the(manual(recommends( the( use( of( ecoroofs( (Adams(&(Marriott,( 2008;( Liptan(&( Strecker,(2003).( The(manual( is( updated( every( two( years( to( incorporate( new(knowledge(from(the(monitoring(of(stormwater(facilities.(2001:(( The(Green(Building(Policy(was(developed(that(requires(green(building(principles(and( practices( be( incorporated( into( new( city( facilities( and( city>funded( projects.((City(of(Portland,(2009).(2001:(( An(ordinance(is(passed,(changing(the(zoning(code(such(that(a(Floor(Area(Bonus(can(be(granted(for(the(inclusion(of(an(ecoroof(in(property(developments((Adams(&(Marriott,(2008;(Liptan(&(Strecker,(2003).((2001:(( The( Sustainable( Infrastructure( Committee( is( created( to( coordinate( efforts(between( bureaus( and( investigate( of( sustainable( stormwater( management(options.(This(led(to(the(development(of(the(Sustainable(Stormwater(Management(Program( within( the( BES,( which( liaises( with( other( government( departments,(other( levels( of( government( and( the( community( in( the( design,( implementation,(monitoring( and( communication( regarding( stormwater( best( management(practices((BMPs),(as(well(as(providing(assistance(and(developing(policies((Water(Environment(Research(Foundation,(2009b).(2003:( A(second(set(of(design(drawings(and(costings(incorporating(green(infrastructure(are(developed(for(the(Tabor(to(the(River(Project(Area,( following(on(from(initial(drawings( developed( in( 2001( that( used( conventional,( grey( infrastructure( only.(Substantial,( up( front( cost( savings( are( found( by( including( green( infrastructure((Burlin,(et(al.,(2012).(2003>2007:( Green( street( pilots( tested( the( effectiveness( of( project( designs,( refined(techniques(and(provided(data(to(estimate(costs(and(other(considerations.(These(were( jointly( funded( by( BES,( Portland( Department( of( Transportation,( U.S.( EPA,(and( an( Innovative( Wet( Weather( Fund,( and( included( a( wide( range( of( project(types.((Lukes(&(Kloss,(2008)(2004:(( 50(combined(sewer(overflow(events(discharged(2.8(million(gallons(of(untreated(storm(and(wastewater( into(waterways( (Foster,( et( al.,( 2011;(Garrison(&(Hobbs,(2011)(2005:(( The(Green(Building(Policy(is(amended(to(require(new(city>owned(buildings,(and(those(requiring(a(new(roof,(to(install(an(ecoroof(on(at(least(70(per(cent(of(the(roof(area((City(of(Portland,(2009).(2005:( The( Portland( Watershed( Management( Plan( is( adopted,( establishing( a( holistic(approach( to( watershed( health( with( goals( and( objectives( for( enhancing( and(protecting(watershed(health((Adams(&(Marriott,(2008)(2006:(( Clean( River( Rewards( is( introduced,( offering( stormwater( management( fee(discounts( to( property( owners( that( manage( stormwater( onsite( (Foster,( et( al.,(2011)(
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2007:(( The(Green( Streets( Policy( is( introduced,( requiring( that( green( street( facilities( be(incorporated( into( all( City( of( Portland( funded( development,( redevelopment( or(enhancement( projects,( as( was( previously( required( by( the( Stormwater(Management(Manual,(and(to(maintain(the(facilities(according(to(the(2006(Green(Streets(Maintenance(Policy((City(of(Portland,(2007).((2008:(( The( Stormwater( Management( Manual( is( revised,( specifying( that( new(developments( and( redevelopments( with( over( 500( square( feet( of( impervious(surface(must(meet(pollution(reduction(and(flow(control(requirements,(and(for(all(projects( to( include( a( hierarchical( system( of( onsite( stormwater( management,(which( replicates( as( much( as( possible( the( pre>development( hydrological(conditions((City(of(Portland,(n.d.>b).(2008:( A(cost>benefit(analysis(of(ecoroof(is(released,(estimating(a(net(benefit(to(private(property( owners( of( $404,000( over( a( 40>year( lifespan( of( a( 40,000( square( foot(green( roof( (3716(m2)(on(a(new( five>story( commercial(building,( and(benefits(of($101,660( to( the( public( at( year( five,( and( $191,421( over( 40( years( (Adams( &(Marriott,(2008).(2008:(( Grey( to(Grey(program( is( launched,(with(US$50(million( for(green( infrastructure(projects( over( 5( years( (Bureau( of( Environmental( Services,( 2011;( Foster,( et( al.,(2011).(This(encourages(the(planting(of(street(and(yard(trees,(the(construction(of(green( streets,( the( acquisition( and(protection(of( open( spaces,( the( restoration(of(natural( vegetation( and( the( construction( of( ecoroofs( (Bureau( of( Environmental(Services,(n.d.>b;(Garrison(&(Hobbs,(2011).(2009:(( The( Climate( Action( Plan( is( approved( by( the( Portland( City( Council( and( the(Multnomah( County( Board,( calling( for( a( 40( per( cent( reduction( in( carbon(emissions(by(2030(and(an(80(per(cent(reduction(by(2050,(and(an(increase(in(tree(canopy( from( 26( percent( to( 33( percent( by( 2030.( Green( infrastructure( is( a( key(strategy( in( the( plan( to( achieve( the( goals,( along(with( an( education( program( to(raise(awareness(about(the(benefits(of(trees(and(green(infrastructure((Bureau(of(Planning(and(Sustainability,(2009;(Garrison(&(Hobbs,(2011).(2010:(( A( report( quantifying( the( health,( energy( and( community( liveability( benefits( of(Portland’s(green(infrastructure(is(released((Entrix,(2010).(2012:(( Requirements( under( the( Climate( Action( Plan( for( the( city( must( evaluate( both(green( and( grey( alternatives( for(public( infrastructure(projects( begin( (Bureau(of(Planning(and(Sustainability,(2009;(Garrison(&(Hobbs,(2011)(
Findings%from%the%research%questions%
Principal%drivers%Stormwater(management( and( CSO:( Portland( receives( on( average( 38( inches( of( rainfall(each( year( (National( Weather( Service,( 2012)( that( generates( approximately( 40( million(kilolitres(of( stormwater( runoff.(This( rainfall( frequently(overloaded( the(city’s( sewerage(capacity( as( the( urban( area( became( increasingly( impervious( (Entrix,( 2010;( Kloss( &(Calarusse,( 2006).( The( evident( pollution( in( the( rivers,( along( with( frequent( combined(sewer( overflows( (CSOs)( that( flooded( low>lying( properties( led( to( public( pressure( to(address( the( issue.( This( compounded( requirements( of( the( Federal( Clean( Water( Act((1972)( to( manage( discharges( to( the( river( systems.( In( Portland,( local( environmental(organisations( filed(a( lawsuit(against( the(city( in(1991(for(violating(the(Clean(Water(Act,(which(forced(the(city(to(commit(with(the(State(to(invest(over(one(billion(dollars(over(20(years( in( infrastructure( to( dramatically( reduce( CSO( events( and( prevent( sewage( from(entering( the( Willamette( River( (Lang,( 2011).( The( Big( Pipe( Projects( were( enormous(engineered( sewer( tunnels( developed( over( twenty( years( as( a( result( of( this( agreement,(
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with( an( estimated( cost( of( US$1.4( billion( (Bureau( of( Environmental( Services,( n.d.>a;(Slovic,(2011).(These(costs,(along(with(public(pressure(and(legal(requirements(from(the(federal( government( drove( Portland( city( to( investigate( the( potential( of( green(infrastructure( to( cost>effectively( mitigate( stormwater( runoff( (Water( Environment(Research(Foundation,(2009a).(Providing( parks( and( green( space:( A( significant( park( and( green( space( movement( was(evident( in( Portland,( primarily( focused( on( preserving( open( space,( protect( floodplain(areas( and( forested( cover.( This( was( managed( by( a( different( government( agency( to(stormwater(management,(and(synergies(between(these(policy(agendas(were(still(early(in(the( development( stage.( As( these( agendas( broadened( and( deepened,( the( potential( to(provide(other(multi>objective(solutions(emerged((Burlin,(et(al.,(2012;(Entrix,(2010).((
Challenges%or%barriers%Competing( priorities:( Additional( uses( for( streets( was( a( design( and( policy( challenge,(including( vehicular( circulation,( parking,( pedestrians,( bicycles,( transit,( street( trees,(stormwater,( utility( locations,( and( liveability( amenities( (City( of( Portland,( 2006).(Portland’s(urban(nature(agenda(was(also(constrained(by(competing(policy(agendas(and(priorities,( including( a( need( for( higher( density( development,( and( to( reduce( kilometres(being(driven.(These(policies(result(in(high(demand(for(inner(city(land(in(particular,(with(concern( that( planning( objectives( that( protected( too(much( greenspace(would( limit( the(amount(of( land( that( could(be(built( on( in( the( region’s(Urban(Growth(Boundary( (Wang,(2011).(Restrictive(codes(and(standards:(Existing(codes(and(standards(in(Portland(restricted(or(even( prohibited( green( street( strategies.( The( Green( Streets( Team(was( established( as( a(cross(agency(and(interdisciplinary(body(mandated(to(enable(the(use(of(green(streets(in(Portland.(They(worked(with(stakeholders( that(already(were,(and(would(potentially(be,(involved( in( the( design,( management,( and( maintenance( of( the( city( streets( to( address(these( restrictive( policies( and( other( challenges( (Water( Environment( Research(Foundation,(2009a).(A( lack( of( long>term( performance( data( and( uncertainty( around( maintenance(responsibilities:(A(lack(of(long>term(performance(data(made(it(difficult(to(do(long>range(cost( planning( and( budgeting( for( operations( and( maintenance.( In( addition,( limited(funding( resources(were( available( to( implement( and(maintain( green( streets( (Hammitt,(2010).( The( Green( Streets( Team( identified( cost>sharing( opportunities( with( a( traffic>calming( program( (City( of( Portland,( 2006),( and( pilot( projects( helped( the( city( obtain(performance(data(and(maintenance(requirement(estimates((Garrison(&(Hobbs,(2011).(In(addition,( the(City(established(community(outreach(programs(to(partner(with(residents(in(the(care(for(green(street(facilities((Bureau(of(Environmental(Services,(2012b).((Utilities( and( infrastructure:( Ensuring( green( street( facilities( did( not( interfere( with(utilities(and(infrastructure(was(a(design(challenge((City(of(Portland,(2006).(Pilot(projects(enabled( the( city( to( test( and( refine( designs( to( develop( technical( guidance( and(infrastructure( and(maintenance( plans,(which(were( then( synthesised( into( the( citywide(Green(Streets(Policy((Water(Environment(Research(Foundation,(2009a).(
Enabling%factors%Land(within(municipal( jurisdiction:( Around( two( thirds( of( the( total( stormwater( runoff(came(from(streets(and(rights(of(way((Water(Environment(Research(Foundation,(2009a).(As(the(rights(of(way(are(within(the(Portland’s(control,(they(could(be(greened(directly(by(the( City( (Burlin,( et( al.,( 2012).( This( was( a( key( opportunity( for( the( City( to( develop(demonstration( green( street( projects( and( to( work( towards( a( broader( strategy( of(addressing(rights(of(way(throughout(Portland,(with(minimal(complexity(associated(with(involving(additional(stakeholders((Burlin,(et(al.,(2012).(
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NPDES( permit( provisions:( When( applying( for( their( original( NPDES( permit,( the( BES(included( provisions( that( required( the( City( to( undertake( research( and( evaluation( of(alternative( ways( of( managing( stormwater( in( Portland.( Consequently,( the( City( began(implementing(and(monitoring(BMPs(in(the(early(1990s(to(evaluate(whether(they(would(be( effective( and( feasible( to( use( throughout( Portland.( These(were( termed(Early(Action(Projects,( and( were( largely( implemented( on( public( land.( They( have( since( informed(Portland’s( ongoing( use( of( green( infrastructure( in( projects( around( the( city,( and( the(policies( and( programs( developed( to( require( these( be( used( in( private( developments((Water(Environment(Research(Foundation,(2009b).(Interdisciplinary(and( interdepartmental(collaboration:(The(City(of(Portland(recognised(that( green( infrastructure( could( provide( many( benefits( and( as( such( policies( and(implementation(could(straddle(jurisdictional(boundaries((Water(Environment(Research(Foundation,( 2009a).( By( ensuring( that( all( relevant( parties( and( stakeholders( were(involved( in( policy( development( as( well( as( project( design( and( delivery,( the( City( has(overcome(many( of( the( institutional( barriers( to( green( infrastructure( development( and(ensured( green( street( policy( is( integrated( into( relevant( departments( and( policies.( This(was( achieved( through( several( mechanisms,( including( the( Green( Streets( Team,( which(was(an(interdisciplinary(and(cross(agency(team(that(developed(the(green(streets(policy(and( agenda.( They( worked( with( multiple( departments( as( well( as( key( stakeholders( to(identify( barriers,( benefits( and( factors( that( would( contribute( to( the( success( of( green(streets,(and( then(worked(to(address( the(barriers(and(to(develop(a(strategy( that(would(provide(the(sought>after(benefits((Office(of(the(City(Auditor,(2007;(Water(Environment(Research(Foundation,(2009a).(BES(staff( involved( in( the(Program(were(also( involved( in(other( initiatives(or(regulatory(programs(run(by(the(City,( including(among(others(those(addressing( sewer(backups,(CSO(control,( and( the(NPDES(municipal( stormwater(permit,(all(of(which(were(linked(to(the(City’s( larger(objectives(in(watershed(management.(Staff(drew( from(a(wide( range( of( disciplines,( including( engineers,( environmental( specialists,(and( landscape( architects,( who( provided( unique( perspectives( and( input( to( managing(stormwater( from( their( perspective,( and( who( could( foster( communication( between(stakeholders( involved( in( project( design( and( implementation( (Water( Environment(Research( Foundation,( 2009b).( ( The( involvement( of( multiple( departments( and(stakeholders(also(provided(additional(avenues(for(project(funding((Water(Environment(Research(Foundation,(2009b).((Developing( pilot( projects:( Portland( began(with( small,( pilot( demonstration( projects( to(overcome( a( lack( of( experience( and( research( at( a( national( and( local( level.( By(demonstrating( these( systems,( monitoring( their( performance( and( refining( techniques,(the(City(was(able(to(incrementally(gain(support(and(understanding(for(the(use(of(green(infrastructure(and(justify(their(inclusion(in(project(designs,(and(to(modify(and(improve(the( designs( before( using( them( throughout( Portland( (Garrison( &( Hobbs,( 2011;( Water(Environment(Research(Foundation,(2009b).(Developing(an(economic(argument:(The(availability(of(local(performance(data((obtained(from(pilot(projects)(allowed(for(comparisons(of(stormwater(management(plans,(where(green( infrastructure(was( included(as(a(runoff(mitigation(measure(and(where( it(wasn’t.(This( demonstrated( direct,( upfront( cost>savings( from( the( inclusion( of( green(infrastructure( due( to( reduced( grey( infrastructure( capacity( requirements.( This(demonstrated(that(green(infrastructure(is(an(economically(justified(proposition,(without(the( consideration( of( additional( co>benefits( provided,( and( resulted( in( the( use( of( green(infrastructure(being(a(standard(inclusion(in(stormwater(management(plans(in(Portland((Bureau(of(Environmental(Services,(n.d.>d;(Burlin,(et(al.,(2012).(A(long>term(cost(benefit(analysis(was(also(conduced(for(ecoroofs,( the(outcome(of(which(convinced(the(Portland(City( Council( to( adopt( the( Green( Building( Policy,( which( requires( construction( of( an(
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ecoroof( for( all( new( city>owned( facilities( and( roof( replacement( projects( if( technically(feasible((United(States(Environmental(Protection(Agency,(2013a).(Community( partnership:( The( City( has( emphasised( partnerships( and( engagement(with(the( community,( and( this( has( been( a( key( feature( of( Portland’s( numerous( policies( and(programs( for( green( infrastructure( and( to(manage( their( stormwater.(The(City(partners(with( a( wide( range( of( community( organisations( associated( with( various( aspects( of(sustainable( stormwater(management,( such( as( tree( advocacy,(wildlife,( and(green( space(groups.( The( advocacy( in( the( community( is( considered( essential( both( in( terms( of(volunteer(work(and(in(pushing(a(community(agenda.(Community(opinion(is(not(always(universally( positive( and( often( this( has( stemmed( from( a( misunderstanding( or( not(knowing( the( full( costs( and( benefits.( Within( the( current( economic( climate( in( the( US,(politicians( and( citizens( alike( are( concerned( over( the( cost( to( implement( and(maintain(infrastructure(whether(it(be(green(or(grey.((When(it(can(be(demonstrated(that(in(fact(the(City(can(save(money(and(achieve(additional(benefits(from(finding(the(right(mix(of(green(and( grey( infrastructure( a( solid( case( can( be(made( and( support( achieved( (Burlin,( et( al.,(2012).(Identifying( synergies:( The( primary( driver( for( many( of( Portland’s( urban( greening(initiatives( was( to( manage( stormwater( runoff( to( meet( regulatory( requirements( and(minimise(the(impact(on(the(Willamette(River.(In(assessing(how(to(best(address(this(issue(of(stormwater(runoff,( the(City(realised(that(around(two(thirds(of( the(City’s( total(runoff(was(collected(from(streets(and(right>of>ways((i.e.(driveways,(access(roads,(etc).(The(City(realised( that( by( minimising( stormwater( runoff( from( these( streets( and( right>of>ways,(they(had(the(opportunity(to(also(meet(other(municipal(objectives(at(the(same(time.(For(example,( Portland( had( goals( to( increase( neighbourhood( liveability,( sustainable(development,(increase(green(space(throughout(the(city,(manage(stormwater(and(protect(groundwater.(The(use(of(green(infrastructure(for(stormwater(management(was(could(be(a(no(regrets(policy( that(provided(multiple(co>benefits(of( interest( to( the(City((Burlin,(et(al.,(2012).(
Policy%tools,%planning%frameworks%and%legislative%measures%A( combination( of( mandatory( requirements( for( new( and( significant( redeveloped(properties,( incentives( for( existing( properties,( and( City>led( direct( action( initiatives(underpin(Portland’s(urban(greening.((Stormwater(Management(Manual:(From(2014(all(new(and(redevelopment(projects(with(over(500(square(feet(of(impervious(area(must(include(management(practices(that(target(natural( surface( or( pre>development( hydrological( functions( under( the( Stormwater(Management( Manual.( The( manual( specifies( a( system( of( stormwater( management,(including( both( surface( techniques( for( capturing( and( infiltrating( stormwater( (such( as(vegetated(swales,(rain(gardens,(and(rain(barrels)(and(sub>surface(systems(for(disposing(of(stormwater((City(of(Portland;(Garrison(&(Hobbs,(2011).(Green( Streets( Policy:( The( Green( Streets( Policy( requires( that( green( street( facilities( be(incorporated( into( all( City( of( Portland( funded( development,( redevelopment( or(enhancement( projects,( as( was( previously( required( by( the( Stormwater( Management(Manual,(and(to(maintain(the(facilities(according(to(the(2006(Green(Streets(Maintenance(Policy( (City( of( Portland,( 2007).( The( Policy( includes( requirements( for( inter>bureau(communication( to( enhance( coordination( of( urban( greening( and( stormwater(management( efforts,( to( find( opportunities( for( project( and( program( funding( by(leveraging(work(across(work(plans(of(bureaus,(to(integrate(community(outreach(as(well(as(program(evaluation(into(projects,(and(to(achieve(co>benefits(such(as(pedestrian(and(cycle(enhancements((City(of(Portland,(2007).(
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%( for( Green:( Right( of(Way( projects( that( do( not( trigger( the( Stormwater( Management(Manual( requirements( to(manage(water( onsite,( or( private( property( developments( that(cannot(meet(these(requirements(due(to(site(constraints,(must(contribute(a(percentage(of(the( total( project( budget( to( help( fund( green( infrastructure( projects( elsewhere( in(Portland.( Projects( developed(using( these( funds(must( be( additional( to( requirements( of(the( Stormwater( Management( Manual,( must( provide( co>benefits( in( addition( to(stormwater( management,( and( is( preferably( innovative( and( provides( training( and(education(opportunities((City(of(Portland,(2013).(Clean( River( Rewards:( Residents( and( businesses( in( Portland( have( paid( a( separate(stormwater( tax( since( 1977,( which( increased( awareness( of( the( costs( of( stormwater(management,( and( later( provided( a( dedicated( funding( source( for( green( infrastructure(initiatives( that( contributed( to( stormwater( management.( Further( to( this,( the( City(introduced( the( Clean(River( Rewards( program,(whereby( residents( and( businesses( that(reduced(their(contribution(to(stormwater(runoff(receive(a(commensurate(reduction(on(their(stormwater(payments.(The(discount(is(only(available(on(the(on>site(proportion(of(the( charge,( which( accounts( for( approximately( 35( per( cent( of( the( total( stormwater(charge.( As( the( city( has( to(maintain( the( sewer( system( throughout( Portland( and( cover(costs(for(programs(to(manage(stormwater(runoff( from(around(the(city,(a(charge(is(still(applied( for( these( costs( (Bureau(of( Environmental( Services,( 2012a).( Eligible(mitigation(measures( include( tree( coverage,( disconnecting( downspouts( from( the( sewer( system,(installing( rain( gardens( or( drywells,( or( including( other( best( management( practices((BMPs)( in( a( development.( Credits( are( offered( on( a( sliding( scale,( depending( on( the(portion( of( stormwater( runoff( that( is( managed( onsite.( Applications( are( processed(without( site( visits,( however( spot( checks( are( conducted( to( ensure( that(measures( exist,(and( are( maintained.( The( BES( provides( online( technical( assistance,( and( also( offers(workshops( for( residents( and( commercial( customers( to( provide( assistance( in(understanding( and( applying( stormwater( retrofit( options( (Bureau( of( Environmental(Services,(2012c).(Grey(to(Green(program:(Portland(launched(a(5>year,(US$50(million(program(in(2008(to(accelerate( the( implementation( of( best( management( practices( (BMPs),( such( as( green(roofs( and( green( streets,( street( trees,( removing( invasive( species( and( revegetating,(removing( culverts,( and( retaining( undeveloped( land,( for( stormwater( management( in(Portland((Bureau(of(Environmental(Services,(n.d.>c).(Between(2008(and(2011,(the(Grey(to(Green(program(was(responsible(for(projects(that(added(6.5(acres(of(green(roof(space(to(the(city,(with(approvals(given(for(a(further(90(projects(that(will(add(an(additional(8.4(acres(of(green(roof.(13,000(trees(have(been(planted(in(yards,(over(8,500(of(which(were(directly(due(to(the(Grey(to(Green(program,(and(13,400(street(trees,(with(close(to(9,000(of(these(from(the(Green(to(Grey(program.(In(addition,(schools(and(areas(lacking(vegetation(have(been(targeted(for(tree(planting,(and(representatives(visited(over(40,000(homes(to(inventory(available(planting(space(in(residential(homes,(and(signed(residents(up(for(new(tree( plantings( (Bureau( of( Environmental( Services,( n.d.>c).( Several( culvert( replacement(projects( throughout( Portland(have( replaced( concrete(with( vegetation.( Throughout( the(city,( 546( new( green( street( projects( have( been( developed,( and( the( Green( Street(Stewardship( program( has( been( expanded( with( 21( volunteers( throughout( the( city(partnering(with(the(city(to(maintain(and(manage(the(green(streets(in(their(area((Bureau(of(Environmental(Services,(n.d.>c).(The(BES(purchased(261(acres(of(land(for(conservation(and(open(space,(and(undertaken(restoration(work(on(much(of(this.(Restoration(of(2,800(acres( of( natural( area( in( the( Portland( area( has( begun,( including( removing( ivy( and(planting(trees((Bureau(of(Environmental(Services,(n.d.>c).(EcoRoof( Incentive(Program:(The(City(offered(an( incentive(as(part(of( the(Grey( to(Green(program(for(existing(and(new(buildings(of(up(to(US$5(per(square(foot(for(an(approved(ecoroof.(In(addition,(technical(assistance(is(offered(to(property(owners,(businesses(and(
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professionals( about(ecoroof(design,(performance,( and(plant( selection,( as(well( as( about(the( city’s( policies( and( programs( and( where( to( find( ecoroof( professionals( (Bureau( of(Environmental( Services,( n.d.>c).( The( incentive( is( currently( not( available( in( the( 2013>2014(fiscal(year((Bureau(of(Environmental(Services,(2013).(Floor( Area( Bonus:( The( Central( City( Plan( District( allows( larger( scale( development(projects,( such( as( industrial,( commercial( and(multi>family( residential( units,( to( increase(the( floor( area( ratio( of( the( development( if( they( include( an( ecoroof.( The( bonus( is(determined(on(a(square>foot(to(percentage(ratio,(with(a(greater(proportion(of(green(roof(coverage( allowing( a( development( to( have( a( larger( bonus.( Portland( has( targeted( the(inner>city( area(with( this( bonus,( as( the( density( of( the( district( results( in( greater( issues(with(the(UHI(effect(and(CSO(events.((Green( Building( Policy:( Since( 2001,( green( building( principles( and( practices( have( been(required( to( be( incorporated( into( new( city( facilities( and( city>funded( projects( (City( of(Portland,(2001).( In(2005,( this(was(amended( to( require(new(city>owned(buildings,( and(those(requiring(a(new(roof,(to(install(an(ecoroof(on(at(least(70(per(cent(of(the(roof(area((City( of( Portland,( 2001;( United( States( Government,( n.d.).( Further,( since( 2012( the( city(must( evaluation( both( green( and( grey( infrastructure( alternatives( for( all( public(infrastructure(projects((Garrison(&(Hobbs,(2011).((
Use%of%economic%arguments%%A( comparison( of( stormwater(management( options( in( the( Tabor( to( the( River( Program(Area( (a( district( in( Portland)( demonstrated( immediate,( upfront( cost( savings( of( US$60(million(when(green(infrastructure(was(included,(due(to(reduced(requirements(for(grey(infrastructure((Bureau(of(Environmental(Services,(n.d.>d;(Burlin,(et(al.,(2012).(This(led(to(the( default( inclusion( of( green( infrastructure( in( Portland’s( stormwater( management(plans,(as( this(was(shown(to(be(the(economically(rational(option( in( infrastructure(costs(alone,( without( considering( co>benefits( of( the( integrated( nature( (Burlin,( et( al.,( 2012).(Performance( data( from( pilot( green( stormwater( systems( provided( data( to( inform( the(economic(evaluation((Burlin,(et(al.,(2012).(Similarly,(in(comparing(the(average(insurance(claim( for( flooded( basements( from( CSO( events( (US$3000( >( $5000),( green( street(stormwater(management(were(justified(where(they(prevented(at(least(3(basements(from(flooding((Foster,(et(al.,(2011).( It( is(estimated(that(an(US$8(million(dollar( investment( in(green( infrastructure( in(Portland(has( saved(over(US$250(million( in(hard( infrastructure(costs((Foster,(et(al.,(2011).((Economic( assessments( have( also( underpinned( the( development( of( incentives( for(ecoroofs.( Performance( data( from( demonstration( ecoroof( projects,( combined( with(international( research( data,( informed( the( 2008( Cost% Benefit% Evaluation% of% Ecoroofs%report( (Adams( &(Marriott,( 2008).( This( found( that( there(was( an( approximate( 20>year(pay>back( period( to( property( owners( on( ecoroof( investments,( taking( into( account(stormwater(management(fees,(avoided(stormwater(management(facility(costs,(reduced(cooling( and( heating( costs,( avoided( roof( replacement( costs,( and( reduced( HVAC(equipment( sizing( costs( (Adams( &( Marriott,( 2008).( Based( on( an( assumed( 5>year(timeframe(considered(by(most(developers(for(investment(decisions,(this(demonstrated(a(need( for( financial( incentives( to( encourage( ecoroof( use.( In( support( of( this,( the( report(found( an( immediate( and( long>term( public( benefits( from( ecoroofs,( taking( into( account(reduced( stormwater( management( system( improvements( and( operation( and(maintenance(costs,(carbon(reduction,(improved(air(quality,(and(habitat(creation.(On(this(basis,(the(City(determined(the(size(of(the(benefit(that(could(be(paid((Adams(&(Marriott,(2008).(
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Stormwater( management( systems( are( funded( through( a( number( of( mechanisms,(including(through(the(City(budget;(stormwater(rates;(property(developer(contributions(and(debt,(which(is(repaid(through(public(utility(fees(on(developed(property((Garrison(&(Hobbs,(2011).(Stormwater( charges( in( Portland( are( among( the( highest( such( charges( in( the( United(States,(with( average(monthly( charges( having( increased( from(US$30( in( 2003( to( $53( in(2011,(and(predicted( to(continue( to( increase( to($69(by(2016((Garrison(&(Hobbs,(2011;(Lukes(&(Kloss,(2008).(These(rates(are(levied(on(a(fixed(rate,(based(on(the(assumption(of(2,400( square( feet( of( impervious( area( for( a( single>family( residence( or( duplex,( 1,000(square(feet(per(unit(in(a(complex(with(5(or(fewer(dwellings,(and(with(all(other(property(types( assessed( on( a( case>by>case( basis.( Property( owners( can( reduce( their( liability( by(integrating(nature(or(impervious(surface(onto(their(property((Bureau(of(Environmental(Services,(2012c;(Garrison(&(Hobbs,(2011).(The(One(Percent(for(Green(fund(requires(any(City(funded(development,(redevelopment(or( enhancement( project( that( doesn’t( trigger( the( Stormwater(Manual( requirement,( but(requires(a(street(opening(permit(or(occurs( in(the(right(of(way,( to(contribute(1%(of(the(construction(costs(for(green(measures((City(of(Portland,(2007).(Portland(allocates(a(substantial(budget(to(stormwater(management(in(order(to(meet(the(NPDES(regulatory(requirements.(Measures(to(expand(the(existing(sewer(system(capacity(require( large( budgets,( such( as( the( Big( Pipe( Project( which( cost( approximately( US$1.4(billion(over(20(years((Slovic,(2011).(Within(this(context,(funding(for(green(infrastructure(–(which(is(shown(to(provide(overall(cost(savings(–(seen(as(good(value(for(money((Burlin,(et(al.,(2012).(In(the(2010>2011(financial(year,(the(BES(budget(included(US$1.5(million(to(fund(innovative(capital(improvement(projects(for(watershed(enhancement,(and(another($20( million( from( 2010>11( to( 2012>13( to( construct( green( street( facilities( along( high>priority( bicycle( boulevards( (Garrison( &( Hobbs,( 2011).( In( addition,( the( Grey( to( Green(initiative( had( funding( of( nearly( US$50( million( over( 5( years( for( green( infrastructure(projects(to(enhance(stormwater(management,(including(ecoroofs,(green(street(facilities,(tree(plantings,(and(preservation(of(high>priority(natural(areas.((Garrison(&(Hobbs,(2011)((Property( owners( can( elect( to( form( a( Local( Improvement( District,( which( will( fund(improvements( including( enhanced( stormwater( management( facilities( including(vegetated(swales(and(street(trees.(Property(owners(jointly(fund(these(improvements(in(such( cases,( often( with( support( of( the( City( through( Tax( Increment( Financing( (City( of(Portland,(n.d.>a;(Detwiler,(2013).(
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Case%Study%Site%,%Singapore%The(following(sub>sections(consider(the(processes(by(which(Singapore(has(become(what(is(potentially(the(best(international(example(of(a(‘biophilic(city’(today.(Despite(significant(population(growth,(canopy(cover(has(dramatically(increased(throughout(Singapore.(This(case(study(describes(the(evolution(of(an(agenda(for(urban(greening,(leading(to(a(suite(of(policies( and( programs( that( direct( the( integration( of( nature( throughout( the( urban(environment(in(Singapore(from(1965(when(Singapore(gained(independence.((
Key$contextual$information$
Climate:( Singapore( is( a( small( tropical( island( located( just( over(1°(north(of( the( equator((Yuen,(1996).( Singapore(has( a( tropical( or( equatorial( climate,(which(under( the(Köppen(climate(classification(system,(is(Af((Kottek,(Grieser,(Beck,(Rudolf,(&(F.(Rubel).(There(are(thunderstorms(on(40(per( cent( of( all( days( and(heavy( rainfall( throughout( the( year,( and(two(‘monsoonal’(seasons((Janus(Corporate(Solutions,(n.d.).(
Biophilic- elements:( Most( of( Singapore’s( native( vegetation( had( been( removed( by( the(time( the( city>state( gained( independence( in( 1965.( Tree( canopy( cover( is( conservatively(estimated(to(be(31%,(and(overall(vegetative(cover(56%.(Urban(green(space(accounts(for(around( half( of( all( green( spaces( in( Singapore( (Tan,( Wang,( &( Sia,( 2013).( Much( of(Singapore’s( urban( greenery( is( highly( integrated,( including( vegetated( roadside( verges,(vegetated(buffers(alongside(buildings(and(skyrise(greenery.(
Population:(The(population(of(Singapore(was(approximately(5.3(million(in(2012,(which(was(an(increase(of(2.5(per(cent(from(2011.(Long(term(population(predictions(are(for(6.5(million( (Government( of( Singapore,( 2008).( The( density( is( 7422( persons( per( hectare((Department(of(Statistics,(2013).(
City- size,- and- size- of- relevance- to- biophilic- element:( Singapore(covers(716(square(kilometers,((the(city>state)((Department(of(Statistics,(2013).(After(gaining(independence(in(1965,(the(proportion(of(forest,(swamp(and(agriculture(cover(decreased(by(30>40(per(cent,(whilst( land( allocated( to( other( purposes( increased,( namely( for( industry( (359( per(cent(increase),(transport((181(per(cent),(public(utilities(and(telecommunication((129(per(cent),(housing((17(per(cent)(and(commerce((13(per(cent)((Yuen,(1996).(However,(during(the(same(period,(other(forms(of(nature(integrated(into(the(built(environment(increased,(such( as( parks,( roadside( trees( and( shrubs,( children’s( playgrounds,( and( building>integrated(nature((Yuen,(1996).(
Governance- overview:(Singapore( is(a( relatively(small( city>state,(with(a(single( level(of(government.( After( gaining( independence( from( Great( Britain( in( 1963( (and( following( a(short(merger(with(Malaysia),(Singapore(became(an(independent(republic(in(1965((Yuen,(1996).( The( People’s( Action( Party( (PAP)( has( ruled( the( country( since( 1959( (when(Singapore( was( granted( internal( self( governance,( however( the( British( still( controlled(external(relations(and(some(key( internal(policies)(with(an(absolute(majority(of(usually(between( 92( and( 97( per( cent( of( the( vote.( Despite( having( provisions( for( multi>party(elections,( the( political( system( under( the( PAP( has( effectively( formed( a( one>party>dominant( system.( Singapore( has( been( ranked( as( one( of( the( most( corruption( free(countries( in( the( world,( with( the( administration( being( efficient( and( the( economy(becoming(highly(competitive((Haque,(2004).((Since(1959,(Singapore(has(been(a(“developmental(state”,(with(a(very(strong(emphasis(on(national( economic( development( with( state( ownership( and( economic( control.( The(economic(progress(in(Singapore(since(then(has(been(called(an(“economic(miracle”,(with(the( county( now( having( one( of( the( highest( per( capita( incomes( in( the( world( (Haque,(
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2004).( The( relative( weakness( of( the( private( sector( in( Singapore( has( resulted( in( the(government( becoming( a( central( actor( in( the( development( of( Singapore,( often( through(establishing( government( owned,( managed( or( supervised( institutions( and( enterprises(such(as(the(Housing(Development(Board,(Public(Utilities(Board,(Economic(Development(Board(and(many(others.(As(a(consequence,( for(example,(public(housing(today(provides(for( over( 85( per( cent( of( the( population( (Yuen,( 1996).( Recommendations( of( the( Public(Divestment( Committee( in( 1987( led( to( the( privatisation( of( state( enterprises( and(companies(to(enhance(economic(development(through(market(competition.(This(was(in(large(part( to(create(conditions(conducive(to(private(sector( investment( in(Singapore,(as(well(as(to(enhance(cost>effectiveness.(The(divestment(strategy(did(not(always(proceed(as(intended,(however,(with(the(government(purchasing(the(majority(of(shares(in(the(newly(listed(public(companies((Haque,(2004).(The( Singapore( Government( consolidated( the( multi>level( system( established( by( the(British( into( a( single( level( government( in( the( 1960s.( This( has( led( to( coordination( and(integration(among(agencies,(which(has(facilitated(its(comprehensive(planning(approach(such( that( all( agencies( involved( in( economic,( social,( environmental( and( infrastructure(development( would( collectively( resolve( competing( needs( and( trade>offs( through( the(framework(of(the(Concept(Plan((Yuen,(2011).(
Economy:(The(service(sector(dominates(the(Singaporean(economy,(including(wholesale(and(retail( trade;(business(and(services;(and( finance(and( insurance(as(key(components,(and( manufacturing( also( contributes( significantly( outsides( the( services( sector((Department(of(Statistics,(2013).((Singapore(was( established( as( a( British( trading( post( in( 1819,( and( has( rapidly( evolved(from(a(rural,(agricultural(economy(into(an(increasingly(modern(state((Yuen,(1996)(
Timeline$of$urban$greening$in$Singapore$1955:(( The( British( Colonial( Government( developed( the( Master( Plan( as( a( long>range(development(plan(for(Singapore,(in(response(to(rapid(population(growth(on(the(island.( The( Plan( introduced( zoning( as( an( instrument( to( regulate( land( use,( and(designation(new( towns,( housing,( schools,( open( spaces,( industrial( facilities,( and(established( boundaries( for( urban( containment.( The( Plan( also( stipulated( that(approval(was(needed( for(developments( to(proceed.(The(Plan( also( included( the(ambitious(goal(of(resettling(two(thirds(of(the(squatter(population(in(permanent(housing(over(the(next(two(decades((Yuen,(2011).(1958:(( The(Master(Plan(is(officially(approved((Yuen,(2011)(1959:(( Singapore(is(granted(self(government(by(the(British((Yuen,(1996)(1960:(( The( Housing( and( Development( Board( is( established,( replacing( the( Singapore(Improvement(Trust,(with(powers(to(build(housing.(This(marked(the(beginning(of(Singapore’s( large>scale( public( housing( endeavours,( which( today( are( home( to(around(80(per(cent(of(the(population((Yuen,(2011)(1963:(( Singapore(declares(independence(from(the(British((1963:(( Prime(Minister(Lee(Kuan(Yew(launches(a(tree>planting(day,(which(subsequently(became(an(annual(event(in(Singapore((Er(&(Chiew,(2013;(Yuen,(1996)(1965:( The( temporary(merger(with(Malaysia(disintegrates,( and(Singapore(becomes(an(independent(state((1965:( The(new(Singapore(Government(declared(it(would(clear(all(squatter(settlements((Yuen,(2011)(
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1967:( The(Parks(and(Trees(Unit( is( established(within( the(Roads(Branch(of( the(Public(Works(Department(in(the(Ministry(for(National(Development((Gwee,(2012).(This(placement(of( the(urban(greening(agency(within(the(department(responsible( for(infrastructure(development( is( a( relatively(unique(arrangement,( and( is( credited(with( enabled( close( coordination(between( these(areas( and( led( to( the(Parks( and(Trees(Act(that(directed(roadside(planting(in(Singapore((Er(&(Chiew,(2013).(1968:(( The(Garden(in(a(City(campaign(was(formalised(during(the(second(reading(of(the(Environmental(Public(Health(Bill,(stating(“the(improvement(in(the(quality(of(our(urban( environment( and( the( transformation( of( Singapore( into( a( garden( city( >( a(clean(and(green(city( >( is( the(declared(objective(of( the(Government."( (Singapore(Government,(cited(in(Wong,(Yuen,(&(Goldblum,(2008,(p187)(1971:( Singapore(hosts(the(Commonwealth(Prime(Ministers’(Conference,(and(Lee(Kuan(Yew(allocates(S$1.2(million(to(expedite(the(planting(of(roadside(trees(and(shrubs((Er(&(Chiew,(2013)(1971:( The( Garden( City( Action( Committee( is( established( to( oversee( urban( greening(efforts( for( the( Commonwealth( Prime( Ministers’( Conference.( The( Committee(comprised(high>level(civil(servants,(and(continued(to(coordinate(urban(greening(efforts(after(the(conference(amongst(public(sectors.(This(coordination(is(pivotal(to(overcoming(government(silos(and(enabling(a(whole>of>government(approach(to(developing(urban(nature((Er(&(Chiew,(2013;(Yuen,(2011)(1972:( The(Concept(Plan( is( finalised(and(accepted(by( the(Government.(The(Plan( is( the(first(comprehensive(plan(for(Singapore(as(an(independent(nation,(and(provides(a(non>statutory,( goal>orientated( strategic( planning( framework( focused( on(establishing(a(vision(for(Singapore,(to(complement(the(Master(Plan.(The(Concept(Plan( provides( greater( flexibility,( which( became( necessary( due( to( the( rapidly(changing(circumstances( in(Singapore((population(growth,( increased( land(value,(high( rise( buildings)( that( had( not( been( predicted( when( the( Master( Plan( was(developed( (Yuen,( 1996,( 2011).( Parks( are( viewed( as( an( essential( element( of( a(well>balanced( city,( and( this( marks( the( transition( from( the( ad# hoc# creation( of(parks(in(left>over(spaces(of(the(city,(to(strategic(and(intentional(development(of(parks(and(recreational(facilities((Yuen,(1996).((1973:( The( Parks( and( Trees( Division( merges( with( the( Singapore( Botanic( Gardens,(forming(the(Parks(and(Recreation(Division(within(the(Public(Works(Department((Neo,(Gwee,(&(Mak,(2012a).(1975:( The(Parks(and(Trees(Act(is(introduced.(Under(the(Act,(roads(had(to(be(built(with(verge( strip( planting,( and( mature( trees( preserved( in( tree( conservation( areas(around( Bukit( Timah( and( Changi( (Er( &( Chiew,( 2013;( Singapore( Government,(2006a).((1975:( The( Parks( and( Recreation( Department( becomes( an( independent( department(under( the( Ministry( of( National( Development( (Kong( &( Yeoh,( 1996;( Neo,( et( al.,(2012a),(and(is(charged(with(the(administration(of(the(Act,(including(planting(and(maintaining( roadside( trees( and( developing( parks( and( recreational( facilities( in(Singapore((Yuen,(1996).(Development(applications(with(the(potential(to( impact(on(parks(or(trees(are(referred(to(the(Department(for(consultation((Yuen,(1996).(1981:( A(5>year(plan(is(announced(to(improve(the(recreational(facilities(in(a(number(of(regional( parks( in( Singapore,( including( for( example( swimming( lagoons,( sandy(beaches,( windsurfing( facilities( camping( facilities,( fishing( jetties( and( barbeque(areas( in( the( 206>ha( East( Coast( Park( –( These( improvements( were( seen( as(investments(to(enhance(the(economic(potential(of(the(parks(in(boosting(tourism((Yuen,(1996)(
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1988:( In( collaboration( with( the( NGO( Nature( Society( Singapore( (NSS),( the( Singapore(Government( sets( aside( 85( hectares( of(mangrove(wetland( at( Sungei( Buloh( as( a(bird(sanctuary.(This(later(becomes(a(nature(reserve(in(2000((Er(&(Chiew,(2013).(1989:( The(Singapore(government(proposes(to(spend(half(a(billion(Singapore(dollars(on(parks(and(gardens(over(a(5>8(year(timeframe((Yuen,(1996)(1989:( The(Parks(and(Recreation(Department(begins(work(on(an( island>wide(network(of(parks((the(Park(Linkage(Programme),(incorporating(300ha(of(new(parks(and(open( spaces.( The( plan( emphasises( creating( a( diversity( of( park( areas( and( uses,(and( linking( these( together.(A( focus(on( linear(greenways(and(blueways( that(use(natural(and(human>made(landforms(such(as(rivers,(creeks(and(pathways,(seeks(to( create( conduits( for( people( to( move( through( Singapore( in( a( playful( and(enjoyable(way((Yuen,(1996).(This(became(the(Park(Connector(Network(in(1991((Neo,(et(al.,(2012a).(1991:( The( Concept( Plan( is( revised( with( (for( the( first( time)( extensive( public(consultation((Dale,(2008).(The(new(Plan(focuses(on(both(economic(performance(and(quality(of(life((Yuen,(2011).(Compared(to(the(first(Concept(Plan(in(1971,(the(growth(imperative(that(marked(Singapore’s(earlier(years(has(now(evolved(into(a(vision( to( transform(Singapore( into( a( “tropical( city( of( excellence”( (Yuen,( 2011).(The(emerging(influence(of(globalisation(underpins(the(key(drivers(of(the(Concept(Plan,( which( include( a( desire( to( become( a( global( city;( maintain( economic(competitiveness;( and( attract( and( retain( investment,( tourists( and( workers.(Expanding(urban(greenery( is(a(key(strategy( in( the(Plan( (Yuen,(2011).(The(Plan(focuses( on( urban( nature( for( leisure,( pleasure( and( relaxation( and( to( give( a(heightened(impression(of(a(garden(city((Yuen,(1996).(1992:( The( first( Singapore( Green( Plan( is( released,( providing( the( country's( first( formal(plan( to( balance( environmental( and( developmental( needs.( This( is( periodically(reviewed( and( revised,( (2002,( 2006)( and( provides( a( blueprint( for( realising(Singapore’s(vision(for(a(green,(environmentally(sustainable(city.(Key(components(of( the( Plan( are( to( replace( any( natural( areas( distributed( by( development,(educating( locals( and( visitors( on( the( local( nature,( and( creating( new( parks( and(park( connectors( (Ministry( of( the( Environment( and( Water( Resources,( 2013;(Singapore(Government,(2006b)((Yuen,(1996).(1996:( The(Parks(and(Recreation(Department(and(NParks(merge.(These(jointly(become(NParks,(and(have(a(new(goal(of(managing(the(parks(and(greenery(in(a(way(that(met(the(changing(expectations(of(Singaporeans((Neo,(Gwee,(&(Mak,(2012b)(2005:(( The( Communities( in( Bloom( begins,( encouraging( residents( to( form( groups( and(develop( gardening( projects( in( their( district.( Various( government( agencies(facilitate(these(efforts(by(providing(training(and(support,(and(allocating( land(to(gardening(projects((Neo,(et(al.,(2012a;(NParks,(2013a)(2001:( The(Concept(Plan(is(revised(for(population(estimates(of(5.5(million(–(the(focus(is(on(creating(a(world(class(city(that(is(dynamic,(distinctive(and(delightful,(and(the(challenges( is( to( do( so( with( the( island>state’s( land( constraints( in( a( way( that(continues(to(provide(a(good(living(environment((Yuen,(2011).(This(Plan(aimed(to(double(green(spaces(from(2,500(to(4,500(hectares((Er(&(Chiew,(2013)(2001:( The(Parks(and(Waterbodies(Plan(is(developed(to(guide(parks(development(over(10>15(years.(This(stems(from(the(Concept(Plan,(and(aims(to(enhance(Singapore’s(natural( beauty,( to( develop(more(waterfront( space,( to( create( new(parks( and( to(enlarge( and( link( existing( parks( (Gwee,( 2013).( The( Plan( emphasises( bringing(people( closer( to( the( parks,( and( also( advocates( the( use( of( skyrise( greenery.( An(additional(1200(hectares(of(land(is(set(aside(for(green(space((Gwee,(2013).(
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2002:( The( Streetscape(Greenery(Master(Plan( is( launched.(This( expanded(on( roadside(planting(conducted(under(the(Parks(and(Trees(Act(by(establishing(principles(to(increase(the(diversity(and(visual(amenity(of(these(plantings((Neo,(et(al.,(2012a).(2002:(( The(Singapore(Green(Plan(2012(is(revised(and(relaunched,(providing(a(blueprint(for( achieving( Singapore’s( vision( to( be( environmentally( sustainable.( This( new(plan( sought( to( go( beyond( ‘clean( and( green’,( towards( environmental(sustainability((Singapore(Government,(2013b).(2003:(( The(Master(Plan( is( revised,(adding(an(additional(1,200(hectares(of(green(space(and(120(kilometers(of(park(connectors.(These(add(to(a(total(of(18(nature(areas(and(four(nature(reserves(set(aside(in(the(spatial(land(use(plan.(2005:( The( Communities( in( Bloom( programme( is( launched,( seeking( to( engage(Singaporeans(in(the(creation(and(maintenance(of(the(City’s(gardens(and(greenery((Er(&(Chiew,(2013;(NParks,(2013a).(2005:( The( Building( and( Construction( Authority( launch( the( Green( Mark( Scheme( to(direct(the(construction(industry(towards(sustainable(construction(practices(and(outcomes,( including( the( integration(of(natural( features( into(buildings(and( sites((Newman,(2013).(2007:( The( Centre( for( Urban( Greenery( and( Ecology( (CUGE)( is( established( as( a(government>industry(partnership(focused(on(continued(innovation(and(capacity(building(in(urban(greenery(and(ecology((Centre(for(Urban(Greenery(and(Ecology,(2013a,(2013b;(Er(&(Chiew,(2013).(2008:( The(1.6(kilometre(elevated(walkway(at(forest(walk,(including(the(Alexandra(Arch(is( completed.( The( S$13( million( project( was( funded( by( NParks( and( master(planned(by(the(Urban(Redevelopment(Authority,(and(links(Singapore’s(Southern(Ridges(with(other(parts(of(the(City((Lee,(2010).(2011:( NParks( announces( a( transition( from( “Garden( City”( to( “City( in( a( Garden”( as( a(central,( guiding( vision( for( Singapore.( This( vision( comprises( three( key( aspects,(including( a( “verdant( metropolis( rising( out( of( a( pervasive( landscape( matrix( of(tropical(greenery;(a(vibrant(urban(ecosystem(thriving(with(biodiversity(within(a(seamless(network(of( streetscape(greenery,(parks,(gardens,(nature(reserves(and(skyrise(greenery;(and(a(strong(sense(of( community(ownership(within(a(quality(living( environment”( (Er( &( Chiew,( 2013,( p111;( NParks,( 2012a).( This( marks( a(transition( from( beautifying( the( city( through( the( addition( of( greenery( and(developing( separate( nature( reserves,( to( an( ecological,( integrated( approach( to(fostering( biodiversity( and( nature( reserves( throughout( the( city( (Er( &( Chiew,(2013).(2012:( The( Gardens( by( the( Bay( development( opens,( showcasing( innovative( and(surprising( forms( of( nature,( and( is( a( key( component( of( Singapore’s( strategy( to(become(a(world(class(city(and(premier(destination((Er,(Lim,(&(Grant,(2010).(The(development(is(situated(on(ocean(front(reclaimed(land,(and(the(dedication(of(this(prime( real( estate( to( public( rather( than( commercial( space( reinforces( the( value(that(is(ascribed(to(urban(parks(and(showcase(developments(in(Singapore((Er,(et(al.,(2010).((2013:( The(revised(Concept(Plan(is(released(as(the(Land(Use(Plan,(in(conjunction(with(a(Population( White( Paper.( The( Land( Use( Plan( articulates( the( government’s(proposed( land( and( infrastructure( development( strategy( to( accommodate( the(predicted(population(of(6.5( to(6.9(billion(people(by(2030( (Ministry(of(National(Development,(2013).(
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Case$study$overview$The(population(nearly(doubled(in(25(years(from(2.7(million(in(1986(to(over(5(million(in(2010,(yet(the(city(has(simultaneously(managed(to(increase(the(green(cover(from(36%(to(47%.(Dense(vegetation(covers(14%(of(Singapore’s(land(mass,(including(the(9.2%(that(is(forests( (Ng,( Corlett,( &( Tan,( 2011).( This( is( impressive( by( international( standards,( and(largely(reflects( the( leadership(provided(by(Singapore’s(prime(ministers,( the(vision(and(understanding(of( the( importance(of(urban(nature( in( the(economic(development(of( the(city,(and(the(innovative(and(effective(policies(and(programs(developed.(The(greening(of(Singapore(has(its(roots(in(the(1960s,(well(before(international(interest(in(the(benefits(of(urban(nature(was(piqued.(Then(Prime(Minister(Lee(Kuan(Yew(initiated(a( city>wide( campaign( to(make( Singapore( a( ‘Garden( City’(with( the( intention( of(making(Singapore(attractive(to(foreign(investment(and(skilled(labour.(Singapore(has(no(natural(resources,(and(is(economically(reliant(on(being(an(attractive(place(for(top(talent(to(live(and(work,(and(for(companies(to(base(their(operations.(Yew(recognised(that(urban(parks(and(greenery(contribute(to(the(quality(of(life(in(the(City,(and(can(be(a(decisive(factor(in(a(city’s(global( competitiveness.(Amidst( the( rush(of(development(and(urbanisation(of( the(newly(independent(country,(there(was(keen(interest(in(fostering(a(reputation(of(being(a(well( run,( well( tended,( and( stable( country.( As( Yew( reflected( in( 1996,( "In( wooing(investors,(even(the(trees(matter"((Lian,(2000,(p40).(The( incremental( development( of( techniques( to( integrate( nature( into( the( built(environment,( as(well( as( policies( and( programs( to( ensure( this( happens,( has( sought( to(balance( land( use( needs( and( ensure( maximum( benefit( to( all( stakeholders.( This( has(generally(focused(on(nature(that(is(highly(visible,(generally(accessible,(and(which(shields(the( built( environment.( As( a( consequence,( even( though( Singapore( does( not( have(significantly(more(urban(nature(or(canopy(cover(than(other(cities(considered(here,( the(city( is( palpably( green(and(verdant.(Key(mechanism(have( included( requiring(vegetated(strips(to(be(developed(alongside(roads,(and(in(front(of(buildings(that(face(a(roadway,(for(vegetated( planters( to( be( integrated( into( bridges( and( overpasses,( and( increasingly( for(skyrises( to( include( vegetated(walls,( roofs( and( platforms.( Ground( level( nature( is(made(accessible( to( the( public( through( elevated( walkways( that( provide( an( alternative(perspective(on(this(nature,(with(educational(signage(drawing(attention(to(the(multitude(of(species(living(there(and(the(roles(they(play(in(that(ecosystem.(The(recently(developed(Gardens( by( the( Bay( epitomises( a( philosophy( of(making( nature( visible,( accessible( and(engaging,( with( the( showcase( developing( presenting( unconventional( and( surprising(perspectives( of( nature( for( people( to( explore.( Public( infrastructure,( including( hospitals(and(schools,(are(also(greened(with(recognition(of(the(benefits(provided(to(human(health,(wellbeing(and(cognitive(performance.(
Findings$from$the$research$questions$
Principal$drivers$Economic(development(and(improved(environmental(conditions:(At(the(time(of(gaining(independence( in( 1965,( Singapore( faced( high( unemployment( rates( (10>12( per( cent),(housing( shortages,( low( standard( of( living,( a( lack( of( resources( and( land,( significant(poverty,( economic( instability,( a( lack( of( sanitary( sewers( and( a( heavily( impacted(environment.( As( a( small,( developing( nation( with( no( natural( resources,( there( was( an(urgent( need( to( consider( the( nation’s( economic( development( (Tan,( Lee,( &( Tan,( 2009).(The( Singapore( government( began( to( invest( heavily( in( measures( to( promote( export(orientated( industrialisation( and( to( attract( foreign( investment( (Tan,( et( al.,( 2009),(including(heavy( investment( in(urban(greening(and(environmental( improvement(based(on( a( philosophy( that( a( ‘clean( and( green’( environment( would( differentiate( Singapore(from(other(Asian(cities,(attract(investment,(retain(talent,(and(was(essential(to(an(ongoing(high(quality(of(life.(The(government(had(to(borrow(heavily(from(the(World(Bank(to(fund(
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these( improvements,(and( their(commitment( is(notable(given( the( long( timeframes(over(which(the(benefits(and(outcomes(of(this(expenditure(would(become(evident.(Even(from(these(early(days(in(the(nation’s(history(there(was(a(perspective(on(economic(growth(that(this( was( best( achieved( in( conjunction( with( environmental( improvement,( rather( than(compromising(the(environment(and(cleaning(it(up(later((Tan,(et(al.,(2009).((Government( leadership:( Strong( government( leadership,( from( in( particular( the( then(prime(minister( Lee( Kuan( Yew(was( fundamental( to( urban( nature( being( proposed,( and(continually( driven,( as( a( potential( solution( to( the( city’s( many( challenges.( Lee( set( the(‘Garden( City’( vision,( and( personally( championed( measures( to( integrate( nature(throughout( the( urban( landscape( as( a(way( of( attractive( foreign( investment( and( skilled(labour((by(differentiating(Singapore(from(other(cities(through(a(visible(manifestation(of(a(functional(government),(of(mitigating(a(range(of(environmental(issues(and(to(enhance(the(quality(of(life(in(the(city((Geh(&(Sharp,(2008;(Guillot,(2008).(This(leadership(was(vital(in( linking( the( greening( of( Singapore( to( the( city’s( future( economic( prosperity,( and( to(prioritise(urban(greening(efforts(at(a(time(where(there(were(few(resources(available(and(limited(awareness(of( the(benefits( that( such(urban(nature( could(provide( (Geh(&(Sharp,(2008).( This( leadership( ensured( these(measures( proceeded,( even( in( the( face( of( public(complaints( about( leaf( litter,( clogged( up( drains,( mosquito( breeding,( and( that( money(would( be( better( spent( addressing( housing,( job( and( food( shortages.( Once( the( urban(greening(measures(had(been(demonstrated,(the(public(have(become(fervent(supporters(of(urban(nature(and(now(protest(any(proposals(to(reduce(this((Centre(for(Liveable(Cities,(2013).(
Challenges$or$barriers$Lack(of(space:(Singapore’s(greatest(challenge(in(many(respects( is( the( lack(of(space(and(competing( demands( for( this( (Centre( for( Liveable( Cities,( 2013;( Ministry( of( National(Development,(2013).(The(Urban(Development(Authority((URA)(is(tasked(with(balancing(these(needs,(and(a(culture(of( innovation(exists( to( find(ways( in(which(development(can(occur( to( meet( the( needs( of( a( growing( population( and( economy,( that( concurrently(increases( urban( nature( (Centre( for( Liveable( Cities,( 2013;( Singapore( Government,(2013a).( Extensive( land( reclamation( has( added( around( 100( square( kilometres( of( land,(and( an( additional( 100( square( km(planned( by( 2030( (Resource(Renewal( Institute,( n.d.)(and( there( is( a( strong( focus( on( greening( buildings,( verge( strips( and( other( high>impact(areas(that(minimise(land>use(demands((Guillot,(2008).(Lack( of( funding:(NParks( and( its( predecessors(was,( and( remains( very( under>resourced((Centre(for(Liveable(Cities,(2013)((although(others(suggest(that(this(was(significant(for(a(developing( nation,( over( S$700( million( between( 1975( and( 1993( (equivalent( US$59(million(in(2008(terms)((Geh(&(Sharp,(2008)).(The(urban(greening(that(has(been(achieved(is( largely( the( result( of( strategic( leveraging( of( budgets( and( community( support.( Urban(greening(has(been( largely( funded(from(the(budgets(responsible( for(roads(and(housing,(due(to(requirements(that(roadside(verges(be(vegetated(and(for(buildings(to(replace(any(trees( removed(and( to( similarly( include(vegetated(verge(strips(on( land( facing( the( road.(These(departments(were(relatively(well(funded.(Later,(as(the(maintenance(requirements(of( these( trees( became( evident,( the(Ministry( of( Finance( provided( additional( budget( to(Parks(and(Recreation((Centre(for(Liveable(Cities,(2013).(Strong(community(involvement(has( also(meant( that(much(urban( greening(work( and(maintenance( is( conducted(by( the(community,( such( as( through( the( Communities( in( Bloom( programme,( which( is(coordinated(by(NParks(and(has(over(600(groups((Centre(for(Liveable(Cities,(2013).((Problematic(species(and(fruit(trees:(In(the(mid>1980s,(the(Singapore(Government(began(a( fruit>tree( planting( programme( that( responded( to( fears( that( children( growing( up( in(Singapore(were(disconnected( from(the( fruit( that(naturally(grows( in( the( tropics.( It(was(hoped( that( citizens(would( take( ownership( of( fruit( trees( in( their( district,( and( through(
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harvesting( these,( they(would(cultivate(a(sense(of(discipline(and(social( responsibility.(A(target(of(planting(87,000(of(such(trees(was(set,(and(by(1987(80,000(had(been(planted.(Citizens(did(not(engage(with(the(maintenance(and(harvesting(as(had(been(hoped.(Young(residents(did(not(enjoy(this(as(an(activity,(and(found(that(it(was(easier(to(purchase(fruit(from( the( well>supplied( markets( (Neo,( et( al.,( 2012a).( Residence( Committees( spent(numerous(hours(tending(to(the(trees,(and(consequently(the(planting(of(such(fruit(trees(was(largely(discontinued.((Some(species(of(trees(were(also(found(to(attract(large(flocks(of(crows(and(mynahs(that(were( problematic( due( to( the( noise( they( made( and( their( droppings.( Studies( were(conducted(to(identify(the(trees(that(these(birds(preferred,(and(planting(programs(were(amended( so( that( these(weren’t( planted( in( the( vicinity( of( residential( areas( (Neo,( et( al.,(2012a).(
Enabling$factors$A(culture(of(‘getting(it(done’:(A(strong(culture(of(‘getting(things(done’(in(Singapore,(and(being(willing( to( test( and( refine( ideas( as( “pragmatic,( purposeful( experimentation”((Neo(Boon(Siong,(cited(in(Centre(for(Liveable(Cities,(2013)(enabled(Singapore(to(move(ahead(quickly( with( their( urban( greening( agenda( and( to( innovate( new( ways( of( integrating(nature( into( the(built( environment(despite( a( lack(of( experience.(This(was( considered( a(valuable( culture( that( has( contributed( to( Singapore’s( being( a( leader( in( urban( greening((Centre(for(Liveable(Cities,(2013).(Research,( development( and( intentional( capacity( building:( Singapore’s( urban( greening(was(supported(by(capacity(building,(research(and(development(to(ensure(greenery(was(viable,( functional( and( suited( to( the(environment.(Research( teams(were( sent( abroad( to(learn( from( international( experience,( and( ongoing( research( and( development( is(conducted( in( Singapore( to( test( and( demonstrate( new( and( refined( forms( of( urban(greenery.(HortPark(and(the(Centre(for(Urban(Greenery(and(Ecology((CUGE)(develop(and(share( industry( expertise( and( provide( horticultural( training( to( meet( internally(benchmarked( standards( for( best( practice( (Centre( for( Urban( Greenery( and( Ecology,(2013a;(NParks,(2013c).(Structure(of(government(departments:$The(department(responsible(for(managing(urban(nature(resided(within(the(Ministry(responsible(for(infrastructure(development(since(the(1960s,(rather(than(within(an(environment(ministry((Er(&(Chiew,(2013).( (Consequently,(mandatory(urban(greening(measures(were( integrated( into( infrastructure(development(plans,(such(as(requirements(that(roads(be(built(with(verge(strips(planted(with(trees,(and(buildings( facing( roads( have( an( additional( buffer( zone(with( trees( (Er( &( Chiew,( 2013).(Later,( the(Parks(and(Recreation(Department,(which(merged(with(NParks( in(1996,(was(more( closely( aligned(with( the( Urban( Redevelopment( Authority( (URA).( This(marked( a(paradigm( shift,( in( which( the( focus( of( urban( greenery( development( was( for( social(wellbeing(and(lifestyle(for(residents(and(visitors.(By(being(within(the(same(ministry,(the(vision( for( urban( greening( was( aligned( with( those( of( preserving( and( enhancing(Singapore’s( heritage( and( creating( a( distinctive( and( liveable( city.( This(was( reflected( in(key(plans( for( Singapore’s( development,( including( the(Concept(Plan( (first( developed( in(1971,(and( is( reviewed(every(10(years),(which(set(a(goal(of(doubling(green(space( from(2500ha(to(4500(ha,(and(was(further(enhanced(in(the(Master(Plan(2003,(which(set(aside(an(additional(1200(ha(of(green(spaces(and(120(kilometres(of(park(connectors,(along(with(18(nature(areas(and(4(nature(reserves((Er(&(Chiew,(2013).(Pilot(projects:(An(informal(pilot(process(in(Singapore(reflected(the(‘getting(things(done’(culture( (Poon(Hong(Yuen,( cited( in(Centre( for(Liveable(Cities,(2013).(NParks(developed(pilot( urban( greening( projects,(monitored( these,( and( refined( their( designs( and( process(based(on(the(findings.(This(process(wasn’t(formalised(as(a(piloting(program,(however(in(effect( this(was(the(case.(Singapore’s(success( in(greening(so(rapidly( is(attributed(to(this(
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mentality(of( ‘learning(by(doing’(and(pragmatic,(purposeful(experimentation((Neo(Boon(Siong,(cited(in(Centre(for(Liveable(Cities,(2013).((Community( support:( The( Communities( in( Bloom( program,( run( by( NParks,( provides(training( and( support( to( community( leaders( in( the( development( and( maintenance( of(urban( nature.( These( leaders( in( turn( work( with( community( groups,( with( groups(managing(a(wide(array(of(gardens(and(features(throughout(Singapore((NParks,(2013a).((The(program(has(grown(to(around(600(groups,(however(the(size(of(the(NParks(team(that(manages( these( volunteers( has( remained( as( the( government( acts( as( a( facilitator( and(trainer,( and( groups( acting( autonomously.( The( city( identifies( good( gardeners( to( act( as(ambassadors,( to( link( groups( and( promote( the( programme( (Centre( for( Liveable( Cities,(2013).( The( city( faces( the( challenge( of( encouraging( these( volunteers( to( also( get( their(hands(dirty(in(the(planting(and(maintenance(of(nature(features,(and(not(just(in(running(guided(tours(and(educational(outreach.(They(are(experimenting(in(some(areas(on(ways(of(doing(this((Centre(for(Liveable(Cities,(2013).((
Policy$tools,$planning$frameworks$and$legislative$measures$$Singapore(currently(uses(four(sets(of(instruments(to(direct(the(integration(of(nature(into(the(urban(area,( including(regulatory(measures,(planning(controls,(economic(incentives;(and(encouragement(of(public(awareness(and(participation.(This(results(in(a(broad(cross>section( of( measures( that( have( progressively( influences( both( new( and( existing(infrastructure(in(Singapore(such(that(today(there(is(a(wide(range(of(forms(of(nature(seen(across( all( scales( of( the( city( (building( level,( street/neighbourhood( level( and( city>level).(Ongoing(innovation,(driven(by(recognition(of(the(benefits(provided(by(integrated(nature,(enables( new( ‘niches’( to( emerge( for( forms( of( urban( nature( that( have( previously( been(more( difficult( to( achieve,( such( as( green( walls.( In( Singapore,( a( post>independence(philosophy(of( the(government(being(actively( involved( in(many(sectors(of( the(economy(and(society(can(be(seen(in(the(relatively(strong(role(of(the(government(in(greening(the(city,(and(less(reliance(on(market(forces(and(the(private(sector((United(Nations(Economic(and(Social(Commission(for(Asia(and(the(Pacific,(2011).(Environmental(Public(Health(Bill:(The(Garden(in(a(City(campaign(was(formalised(in(1968(during( the( second( reading( of( the( Environmental( Public( Health( Bill,( stating( “the(improvement( in( the( quality( of( our( urban( environment( and( the( transformation( of(Singapore( into( a( garden( city( >( a( clean( and(green( city( >( is( the(declared(objective(of( the(Government."((Singapore(Government,(cited(in(Wong,(et(al.,(2008,(p187)((Singapore( Green( Plan( (1992):( The( Green( Plan( was( the( country's( first( formal( plan( to(balance( environmental( and( developmental( needs.( This( is( periodically( reviewed( and(revised,( (2002,( 2006)( and( provides( a( blueprint( for( realising( Singapore’s( vision( for( a(green,(environmentally(sustainable(city.(Key(components(of(the(Plan(are(to(replace(any(natural( areas( distributed( by( development,( educating( locals( and( visitors( on( the( local(nature,(and(creating(new(parks(and(park(connectors.(There(were(multiple(drivers(for(the(Green( Plan,( including( to( improve( biodiversity,( reduce( the( urban( heat( island( effect,(improve(urban(liveability,(mitigate(stormwater(surges(in(the(city,(and(to(reduce(building(energy( demand( (Ministry( of( the( Environment( and(Water( Resources,( 2013;( Singapore(Government,(2006b).(Parks( and( Trees( Act( (1975):( A( 2>4m( vegetated( verge( strip( ( (depending( on( the( road(category)(is(required(alongside(any(roads(developed(under(the(Parks(and(Trees(Act((Er(&( Chiew,( 2013).( The( species( that( should( be( used,( where( these( should( be( planted( on(verges(of(various(widths,(and(where(drainage(and(other(underground(services(should(be(located( relative( to( these( trees( are( all( specified.( Requirements( are( also( included( for(greenery( on( pedestrian( overhead( bridges,( with( continuous( planting( troughs( required(along( the( span( of( both( sides( of( such( bridges,( with( fitted( irrigation( systems( (NParks,(2013b).( Buildings( that( have( a( boundary(with( a( public( road(were( also( required( to( set(
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aside( a( 3( to( 5(meter( verge( for( tree( planting,( to( buffer( the( development( visually( from(passers>by( until( the( 2005( revision( of( the( Act( (Tan,( et( al.,( 2013).(( These( requirements(have(resulted(in(an(increase(in(roadside(greenery(since(the(policy(was(introduced(in(the(1970s,( with( urban( greenery( integrated( into( the( city( at( a( commensurate( pace( to( road(development((Tan,(et(al.,(2013).((The( Sustainable( Development( Blueprint( sets( the( national( framework( and( strategy( for(Singapore’s(sustainable(development(until(2030,(and(includes(specific(targets(including:(Provide(0.8(ha(of(park(land(per(1000(persons(by(2030;(In(the(shorter(term,(increase(the(amount(of(green(park(space(by(900(ha(by(2020;(Increase(the(length(of(park(connectors(from(100(to(360(km(by(2020;(develop(new(leisure(options(around(green(spaces;(Add(30(ha(and(50(ha(of(skyrise(greenery(by(2020(and(2030(respectively,(including(9(ha(of(green(roofs(on(multi>storey(carparks(in(public(housing(estates((Inter>Ministerial(Committee(on(Sustainable(Development,(2009).(The( Concept( Plan( is( the( strategic( land( use( and( transportation( plan,( which( guides(development( in( Singapore( over( a( 40>50( year( timeframe( (Urban( Redevelopment(Authority,( 2013b).( The( Concept( Plan( is( non>statutory,( and( instead( sets( the( long>term(vision( for( the( development( of( Singapore( with( the( flexibility( to( adapt( to( changing(circumstances( (Yuen,( 1996,( 2011).( From( the( first( Concept( Plan( in( 1971,( parks( were(viewed(as(an(essential(element(of(a(well>balanced(city.(The(prioritisation(of(parks(in(the(Concept(Plan(marked(the(transition(from(the(ad#hoc#creation(of(parks(in(left>over(spaces(of(the(city,(to(strategic(and(intentional(development(of(parks(and(recreational( facilities((Yuen,( 1996).( The( 1991( revision( of( the( Plan( had( a( stronger( focus( on( both( economic(performance( and( quality( of( life,( and( transforming( Singapore( into( a( “tropical( city( of(excellence”((Yuen,(2011).(The(emerging(influence(of(globalisation(underpinned(the(1991(Plan,( which( demonstrated( a( desire( to( become( a( global( city;( maintain( economic(competitiveness;( and( attract( and( retain( investment,( tourists( and( workers.( Expanding(urban(greenery( is( a( key( strategy( in( the(Plan( (Yuen,( 2011).(The(Plan( focuses(on(urban(nature( for( leisure,( pleasure( and( relaxation( and( to( give( a( heightened( impression( of( a(garden( city( (Yuen,( 1996).( The( 2001( Concept( Plan( sets( development( goals( for( an(estimated(population( of( 5.5(million.( The( focus( is( on( creating( a(world( class( city( that( is(dynamic,(distinctive(and(delightful,(and(the(challenges(is(to(do(so(with(the(island>state’s(land( constraints( in( a(way( that( continues( to( provide( a( good( living( environment( (Yuen,(2011).( This( Plan( aimed( to( double( green( spaces( from( 2,500( to( 4,500( hectares( (Er( &(Chiew,(2013).(The(2013(Concept(Plan(was(released(as( the(Land(Use(Plan,(and(outlines(the( government’s( strategy( for( accommodating( the( predicted( population( of( 6.5( to( 6.9(million( by( 2030(whilst(maintaining( a( high( quality( of( life.( The( City( in( a( Garden( vision(remains(a(key(tenet(of(this(Plan((Ministry(of(National(Development,(2013).(The( Master( Plan( translates( the( Concept( Plan’s( broad( and( long>term( strategies( into(detailed( plans(with( a( 10>15( years( planning( horizon( (Urban(Redevelopment(Authority,(2013a).( The( City( in( a( Garden( vision( is( a( key( priority,( and( these( make( provisions( for(green(space,(park(connectors(and(building>integrated(greenery(in(Singapore((Ministry(of(National(Development,(2013).((Streetscape(Greenery(Master(Plan:(A(blueprint(for(optimising(integrated(urban(greenery(to( achieve( the( City( in( a( Garden( vision.( It( provides( overarching( direction( to( various(initiatives,(such(as(roadside(verge(greening,(to(enhance(their(continuity,(scenic(quality,(ecological(value(and(contribution(to(local(identity((NParks,(2002).(The( Landscape( Replacement( Policy( for( Strategic( Areas:( requires( developments( in( the(densest( parts( of( the( city,( including( the( CBD( and(Orchard( Road( district,( to( replace( the(whole( footprint( or( floor( plate( coverage( of( the( building( with( green( space( (Landscape(Replacement( Areas),( including( through( green( roofs,( facades( and( balconies( (Urban(Redevelopment(Authority,(2009).(
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Active,(Clean,(Beautiful((ABC)(Waters(Programme:(Singapore(is(a(water>scarce(country,(that( was( previously( reliant( on( imports( from( Malaysia.( Singapore( is( now( largely( self>reliant,( and( the( ABC( Programme( represents( a( significant( shift( in( the( focus( on( water(infrastructure( management,( from( water( harnessing,( conservation( and( supply,( to(recognition(of(the(value(that(water(infrastructure(can(add(to(the(community.(This(is(seen(most(clearly(in(a(shift(in(philosophy(from(protection(waterways(by(keeping(people(away,(to( encouraging( people( to( use( and( enjoy( Singapore’s( waterways( and( ensuring( water(infrastructure( is( attractive( and( engaging.( Encapsulated( within( this( is( a( shift( in(perspective(of(water(infrastructure(from(a(cost(burden(to(a(valuable(asset;(a(shift(from(single>function(infrastructure(to(multiple>function(infrastructure;(and(from(considering(water( infrastructure( as( an( economically( necessary,( engineered( aspect( of( the( urban(environment(to(an(important(component(of(the(social(fabric(of(the(city.(The(ABC(Programme(is(aimed(at(the(holistic(management(of(Singapore’s(catchment(and(water(supply,(with(a(primary(focus(on(ensuring(rainwater(is(treated(as(close(as(possible(to(where( it( falls( through( vegetated( and( natural( features.( Individual( developments( are(encouraged( to( include(design( features( to(enhance(permeability(and(onsite(stormwater(management((Public(Utilities(Board,(2011).(Park(Connector(Programme:(In(1989(the(Parks(and(Recreation(Department(began(work(on(the(Park(Linkage(Programme,(creating(an(island>wide(network(of(parks(by(vegetating(under( utilised( spaces( such( as( canals,( stormwater( drains,( river( and( creeks( to( link(parkland(through(the(City.(The(vision(was(to(create(conduits(for(people(to(move(through(Singapore( in( a( playful( and( enjoyable( way( (Neo,( et( al.,( 2012a;( Yuen,( 1996).( The(Programme(was( approved( by( the( Garden( City( Action( Committee( in( 1991( and( became(known(as(the(Park(Connector(Programme,(and(was(subsequently(incorporated(into(the(1991(Concept(Plan((Neo,(et(al.,(2012a).(Skyrise(Greenery:(Early(examples(of( skyrise(greenery(emerged( in( the(1990s,( including(sky(terraces,(roof(gardens(and(green(walls.(A(series(of(exhibitions(were(held(by(NParks(and(the(Parks(and(Recreation(Department(between(1992(and(1998(to(encourage(these(forms(of(urban(nature,(and(released(a(number(of(publications(that(provided(guidance(for(the( design( and(maintenance( of( such( features( (Neo,( et( al.,( 2012a).( In( 2009( the( Urban(Redevelopment(Authority( introduced( the(Landscaping( for(Urban(Spaces(and(Highrises((LUSH)( initiative,(which(encourages(developers( to( introduce( skyrise(greenery( through(several(key(initiatives(including:(> The( Landscape( Replacement( Policy( for( Strategic( Areas,( which( requires(developments(in(the(densest(parts(of(the(city,( including(the(CBD(and(Orchard(Road(district,( to( replace( the(whole( footprint(or( floor(plate( coverage(of( the(building(with(green(space((Landscape(Replacement(Areas),(including(through(green(roofs,(facades(and(balconies((Urban(Redevelopment(Authority,(2009).(> Gross( Floor( Area( (GFA)( incentives,( for( buildings( that( include( a( sky( terrace( that( is(open( to( the(public(or(building(occupants,(which( include( lush,(permanent(greenery,(and(which(are(visible(from(the(street.(A(GFA(incentive(is(also(offered(for(additional(buffer(vegetation(between(the(building(and(road((Urban(Redevelopment(Authority,(2012).((> Skyrise( Greenery( Rebates( of( 50( per( cent( of( the( costs( of( installation( of( skyrise(greenery(on(existing(buildings.,(which(are(capped(at(S$75(per(square(planted(metre(of( green( roofs,( and( S$750( per( square( meter( of( vertical( greenery,( with( indoor(installations(excluded((NParks,(2012b).(Green( Mark:( A( building( rating( scheme( that( provides( assistance( and( assessment(throughout( the( design( phase,(with( on>site( verification.( The( scheme(was( introduced( in(2005( to( drive( the( construction( industry( towards( more( environmentally( friendly(
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buildings(through(raising(awareness(amongst(developers,(designers(and(builders(when(they( start( project( conceptualisation( and( design,( as( well( as( during( construction.( The(scheme(assists(in(market(valuation(of(green(buildings(by(providing(a(comparable(rating((Building(and(Construction(Authority,(2014). Financial(incentives(are(offered(as(part(of(the(Green(Mark(program(for(existing(buildings(to(become(compliant(and(improve(the(building(performance((Building(and(Construction(Authority,(2013b).(
Use$of$economic$arguments$This( urban( greening( agenda(was( promoted(without( evidence( or( quantification( by( the(then( Prime(Minister( Lee(Kuan( Yew.(He( publically( began( a( tree>planting( program,( and(soon(after(launched(the(Garden(City(campaign.(These(initiatives(were(positioned(as(tools(to(guarantee(Singapore’s(economic(future(and(liveability,(however(this(is(considered(to(have( been( a( justification( for( what( Lee( felt( was( a( good( and( necessary( strategy( for( a(variety(of(reasons((Centre(for(Liveable(Cities,(2013).(This( type( of( economic( rationalisation(of( urban( greening( is( evident( in(many( aspects( of(Singapore’s(efforts(to(integrate(nature(into(the(city,(notwithstanding(the(limited(amount(of( actual( economic( data.( For( instance,( the( KTP( hospital( ‘biophilic’( components( were(included,( and( a( budget( for( their( ongoing( maintenance( and( enhancement( is( provided,(largely( on( the( basis( of( an( awareness( that( this( contributes( to( a( healing( environment,(while( also( providing( environmental( benefits( (NParks,( 2013d;( Tan,( 2013).( The( lack( of(data(to(support(this(is(conspicuous,(however(the(chief(gardener(reported(that(the(budget(was(provided(for(this(without(contention,(due(to(widespread(recognition(of(the(value(of(these(gardens(to(the(hospital,(patients(and(the(environment.(It(must(be(noted,(however,(that( very( efficient( practices( have( been( developed( for( the( ongoing( maintenance( and(garden( development,( such( that( only( six( staff( are( needed( for( the( whole( hospital.( A(combination( of( gardening( technologies( that( reduce( labour( requirements,( volunteers,(and(solid(experience(in(the(work(they(do(enables(this((Tan,(2013).(With(regards(to(skyrise(greenery,(and(other(building>integrated(nature,(an(interviewee(from(NParks( reported(a( range(of(motivations(amongst(building(owners( and(managers(that( led( to( their( investing( in( urban( nature.( This( included,( for( instance,( the( use( of(integrated(nature(as(featured(showpieces(in(commercial(buildings,(and(to(create(a(more(aesthetic,( conducive( environment( for( building( tenants.( In( some( hotels,( integrated(greenery( is( used( for( food( production( to( supply( the( hotel( kitchen,( and( in( shopping(centres(rooftop(gardens(are(frequently(used(to(provide(space(for(the(public(to(relax(and(socialise(or(for(children(to(play.(In(industrial(buildings,(motivations(included(to(provide(a(rooftop(garden(for(staff(where(meetings(could(be(held,(and(for(breaks(and(relaxation,(as(well(as(to(reduce(cooling(costs.(In(schools,(green(roofs(were(seen(as(opportunities(for(experiential(learning(experiences(in(science,(biology(and(other(areas,(as(well(as(a(way(to(keep(the(buildings(cool(and(beauty(the(study(environment((NParks,(2013d).((
Financing$mechanisms$Urban( greening( is( financed( in( Singapore( through( a( number( of(mechanisms,( including(direct( funding( through(various(government(departments,( including(as( a( component(of(road( construction( projects( and( building( developments,( and( by( passing( costs( fully( or(partially( on( to( private( developers( through( regulatory( requirements( and( incentive(programs.( Within( certain( high>density( areas,( developments( are( required( to( provide(building>integrated((skyrise)(greenery(equivalent(to(the(footprint(of(the(building((Urban(Redevelopment( Authority,( 2009).( In( other( areas,( the( government( provides( capped(rebates(of(50%(of(the(costs(of( installation(of(skyrise(greenery(on(existing,(thus(sharing(the(cost(with(property(owners((NParks,(2012b).(Other(incentives(are(offered(as(part(of(the( Green( Mark( program( (Building( and( Construction( Authority,( 2013a),( and( through(
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programs(such(as( the(national( tree(planting(campaign,(whereby(the(Botanical(Gardens(provides(subsidised(trees(to(private(property(owners(to(vegetate(their(properties((Neo,(et(al.,(2012b).(Costs( are( greatly( reduced( for( the( development( and( maintenance( of( green( features(throughout(Singapore(through(the(active(engagement(of(the(community.(Programs(such(as(Communities( in(Bloom(are( structured( to(pass( responsibilities(on( to( the( community(and( community( leaders.( Training( and( accreditation( is( provided( to( community( leaders(who(in(turn(run(community(groups,(which(run( largely(autonomously.(The(government(acts( as( a( facilitator( only,( which( has( enabled( strong( growth( in( urban( greening( and(community( participation( with( virtually( no( increase( in( NParks( staff( to( manage( this((Centre( for( Liveable( Cities,( 2013).( This( reduces( government( budgets,( and( that( of(facilities( such( as( the( KTP( Hospital,( whilst( providing( great( benefit( to( communities(through( increased(physical(activity,( a( sense(of(purpose,(experience(with(urban(nature,(and(in(some(cases(fresh(food((Tan,(2013).((
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Case%Study%Site%,%Toronto,%Canada%The( following( sub>sections( outline( the( process( of( developing( a( green( roof( bylaw( in(Toronto,( including( the( drivers( for( encouraging( green( roofs,( the( process( of( developing(and( implementing( the( Bylaw,( and( the( key( lessons( learned.( The( Bylaw( sits( within( a(broader(context(of(urban(greening,(with(a(range(of(other(biophilic(elements(encouraged(and(used.(The(well(documented(journey(towards(the(mainstream(use(of(green(roofs,(and(the(pioneering(role(of(Toronto(took(in(this(regard(in(North(America,(is(such(that(a(focus(on(green(roofs(alone(has(potential(to(provide(insights(into(how(cities(in(Australia(could(similarly( work( towards( the( mainstream( use( of( a( non>conventional( biophilic( element(which(had(limited(prior(application(in(Australia.(
Case%study%overview%Toronto( was( the( first( city( in( North( America( to( introduce( legislation( requiring( green(roofs( to( be( installed( on( new( and( redeveloped( buildings.( The( Green( Roof( Bylaw( was(introduced( in( May( 2009,( and( incrementally( required( new( residential,( commercial,(institutional(and( industrial(developments( to( include(a(green(roof(on(20>60(per(cent(of(the( roof( space,( depending( on( the( building( type( and( floor( area( (City( of( Toronto).(The(Bylaw( is(part(of( the(broader(Climate(Change,(Clean(Air(and(Sustainable(Energy(Action(Plan,( which( outlines( an( environmental( framework( that( sets( the( goal( of( reducing(Toronto’s(greenhouse(gas(emissions(by(2050((City(of(Toronto,(n.d.>e).(The(process( of( developing( the(Green(Roof(Bylaw(was( strategic,(well( documented,( and(demonstrably(successful(and(has(consequently(provided(guidance(to(many(cities(around(the(world(seeking(to(similarly(introduce(measures(to(encourage(or(mandate(green(roofs.(The( promotion( of( green( roofs( in( Toronto( began( informally( in( the( 1990s(with( several(community(groups(and(volunteers,(such(as(the(Rooftop(Garden(Resource(Group,(Green(Roofs(for(Healthy(Cities((GRHC)((Green(Roofs(for(Healthy(Cities,(n.d.>a)(and(the(Toronto(Food(Policy(Council((City(of(Toronto,(n.d.>h).(A(number(of(green(roofs(were(voluntarily(installed(by(businesses(and(community(groups.(In(addition,(GRHC(collaborated(with(the(National( Research( Council( Canada( to( develop( two( green( roof( demonstration( projects((the( Toronto( City( Hall( and( Eastview( Community( Centre).( Ongoing( advocacy( by(individuals(within(GRHC(to(Toronto(City(Council(is(credited(with(having(put(green(roofs(onto(the(agenda(as(part(of(Toronto’s(Environmental(Roundtable,(which(in(turn(catalysed(the(city’s(policy(development(process((Miller,(2008).(Consequently,(the(green(roofs(were(first( formally(called( for( in( the(2000(Environment(Plan(as(part(of(a(broader(strategy( to(produce(a( cleaner,(greener,(healthier(and(more(sustainable( future( for(Toronto( (City(of(Toronto,(2000),(and(subsequently( in(the(2003(Wet(Weather(Flow(Management(Master(Plan,(which(listed(green(roofs(as(a(mechanism(to(prevent(and(reduce(stormwater(runoff((City(of(Toronto,(n.d.>f,(n.d.>o)(and(established(a(green( roof( incentive(pilot(program(as(part( of( this( (City( of( Toronto,( n.d.>o).( Both( of( these( plans( demonstrate( a( holistic,(beginning>of>pipe( approach( to( environmental(management,( and( one( that( incorporates(community( and( multiple( government( departments( in( the( development( and(implementation(of(the(plans((City(of(Toronto,(2003).(The(city(established(a(Green(Roof(Task(Force( in(2003(to( investigate(and(then(promote(the(benefits(of(green(roofs.(A(study(was(commissioned(with(a(grant(from(the(Federation(of(Canadian(Municipalities’(Green(Municipal(Funds,(and(in(partnership(with(the(Ontario(Centres( for( Excellence( (Canada(Green(Building( Council,( n.d.)( by(Ryerson(University( in(2004(to(estimate(the(potential(use(of(green(roofs(in(Toronto,(including(the(proportion(of(roof( spaces( that( were( suitable,( and( the( net( benefits( that( greening( these( roofs( would(provide(to(the(city.(The(study(was(released(in(July(2005,(and(estimated(that(roofs(made(up(approximately(21(per(cent(of( the(urban(area,(and(of( this,(approximately(8(per(cent(
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would(be(suitable(for(green(roofs,(or(a(total(of(5,000(hectares.(The(study(quantified(some(of(the(municipal(level(benefits(that(would(result(from(the(greening(of(these(roof(spaces,(including( both( upfront( cost( savings( from( offset( capital( costs( as( well( as( ongoing( cost(savings,( including( in(principle( stormwater( flow( reduction,( improvement( in( air(quality,(reduction(in(direct(energy(use(and(reduction(in(urban(heat(island(effect.(Other(benefits(were( recognised,(but(not(quantified.(This( found( initial(upfront( cost( savings(of(CA$313(million(($320(million(AUD1)(and(annually(savings(of(CA$37(million(($38(million(AUD2)((Banting( et( al.,( 2005).( The( study( also( determined( minimum( considerations( for( green(roofs( to( ensure( they( provided( these( benefits,( including( that( they( cover( a( significant(proportion(of(the(roof,(that(they(use(an(‘extensive’(green(roofs(system(with(a(minimum(depth(of(150mm((structural(loading(permitting),(and(have(a(maximum(runoff(coefficient(of(50(per(cent.(The(study(recognised(that(the(majority(of( the(costs(of(green(roof( installation(would(be(borne(by(property(owners,( and(whilst( these(property(owners(would( share( in( the( cost(savings(identified,(the(study(did(not(explicitly(consider(the(economic(benefit(that(would(flow(directly(to(the(property(owners(nor(what(kind(of(return(on(investment(this(might(provide((Banting,(et(al.,(2005).( In( this(regard,(Hitesh(Doshi,(one(of( the(study’s(authors,(noted( that( the( study( had( explicit( aims( of( determining( whether( there( was( sufficient(public( good( to(warrant( the( City( pursuing(measures( to( encourage( and(mandate( green(roofs,( hence( in( this( regard( it( was( not( intended( to( determine( the( business( case( for(property(owners(nor(to(necessarily(quantify(all(benefits((Doshi,(2012).(Public( consultation( workshops( were( held( in( September( 2005( to( discuss( options( for(encouraging( green( roofs( in( Toronto,( on( the( basis( of( the( findings( from( the( Ryerson(University(investigation((City(of(Toronto,(2005).(This(led(to(a(series(of(recommendations(that( were( subsequently( presented( to( the( Toronto( City( Council( for( consideration.( The(Green(Roof(Strategy(was(then(developed(in(2006(to(encourage(green(roof(construction(in(the(City.(The(strategy(included(four(main(components:((1.(Installation(of(green(roofs(on(City(buildings,((2.(A(pilot(incentive(program(to(encourage(green(roof(construction,((3.(Use(of(the(development(approval(process(to(encourage(green(roofs,(and((4.(Publicity(and(education.((The(pilot(incentive(program(run(in(2006(and(2007(resulted(in(about(7000(square(metres(of( new( green( roof( construction.( The( success( of( this( led( to( the( Eco>roof( incentive(program,( which( was( launched( in( 2009.( In( order( to( develop( the( Bylaw,( the( City( of(Toronto( had( to( gain( an( exemption( from( the( Ontario( Building( Code,( which( otherwise(prevented(city>level(policies(from(exceeding(those(of(the(state.(This(was(granted(in(the(City(of(Toronto(Act,(and(the(Green(Roof(Bylaw(was(subsequently(passed(and(went(into(effect( from( January( 31,( 2010,( and( incrementally( applied( to( various( types( of( new( and(significantly( redeveloped( properties( (City( of( Toronto,( n.d.>e,( n.d.>f,( n.d.>i;( Mitrovic,(2010).(
(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( (((((((((((((((((((((
1 "As" of" 12" January" 2014:" XE" Currency" Converter" (2014)" CAD" –" AUD."
www.xe.com/currencyconverter/convert/?Amount=313&From=CAD&To=AUD," accessed" 12" January"
2014."
2 "As" of" 12" January" 2014:" XE" Currency" Converter" (2014)" CAD" –" AUD."
www.xe.com/currencyconverter/convert/?Amount=313&From=CAD&To=AUD," accessed" 12" January"
2014."
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Key%contextual%information%
Climate:(The(climate(in(Toronto(is(moderated(by(Lake(Ontario,(such(that(the(city(does(not(experience(the(extremes(of(other(Canadian(cities.(Spring(and(summer(temperatures(generally( range( from( 15oC( to( 25oC,( and( winter( temperatures( usually( sit( just( below(freezing(during(the(day,(with(minimums(of(around(>8oC.(It(is(not(usual(to(have(over(10cm(of(snowfall(during(winter((City(of(Toronto,(n.d.>m).(
Population:( The(population(of(Toronto( is( approximately(2.8(million(people( (Statistics(Canada,( 2012).( The( population( is( highly( educated,( with( 64( per( cent( of( working>age(residents( having( post>secondary( education( (City( of( Toronto,( 2013b).( The( city( has( the(second(largest(public(transit(system(in(North(America(and(the(highest(per>capita(usage.(Toronto(also(has(the(highest(rate(of(new(large(scale(development(of(all(North(American(municipalities,( with( 185( high>rise( buildings( currently( under( construction( (City( of(Toronto,(n.d.>a).(
City. size,. and. size. of. relevance. to. biophilic. element:( Toronto( covers( 641( square(kilometres,(with(a(43(kilometre(span(from(east(to(west(and(21(kilometres(from(north(to(south.( The( city( sits( on( the( shore( of( Lake( Ontario,( with( 307( km( of( rivers( and( creeks(running(through(the(city(and(into(the(Lake((City(of(Toronto,(n.d.>n).(
Governance.overview:(The(Toronto(City(Council((TCC)(includes(44(elected(councillors(and(a(Mayor,(with(elections(every(4(years.(The(municipal(government(was(restructured(in( 1998( to( combine( seven( large( municipalities( and( revise( municipal( and( provincial(responsibilities( and( the( property( tax( system.( The( TCC( is( now( the( sixth( largest(government(in(Canada((City(of(Toronto,(2013f).(Similar(to(Australian(local(government,(Canadian( local(municipalities( are( not( recognised( in( the( federal( constitution( and( their(power( comes( through( the( states( or( provinces( (for( Toronto,( the( Province( of( Ontario).(Thus,( the( Province( of( Ontario( regulates( the( governance( of( Toronto( (Government( of(Ontario,(2013).((The(City(of(Toronto(Act(2006(established(the(Toronto(City(Council(and( its(governance,(including( outlining( decision( making( processes( and( defining( the( City’s( powers( and(responsibilities.( This( included( several( important( land( use( planning( and( development(controls,( including( the( authority( to( regulate( the( appearance( and( design( features( of(buildings( in( the( city,( including(green( roofs,( to( regulate(density( in( the( city,( and( to(pass(zoning( by>laws( with( conditions( attached( to( meet( the( city’s( goals( (City( of( Toronto,(2013a).(
Economy:(Toronto(produces(11(per(cent(of(Canada’s(GDP,(with(CA$144(billion(in(2011(including( over(CA$70(billion( in( exported( goods( and( services( and( $62(billion( in( retails(sales.( Overall( average( business( costs( are( lower( in( Toronto( than( 22( large( US( cities(considered(in(the(KPMG(Competitive(Alternatives(2010(report((City(of(Toronto,(n.d.>a).((The( economy( is( diverse( with( 11( key( sectors,( including( over( 1700( companies( that(provide( alternative( energy( and( clean>tech( products( and( services( and( employ( over(16,000( people,( a( strong( tourism( sector,( and( a( world( leading( focus( on( services( and(technology((City(of(Toronto,(2013d).(Toronto( is( the(financial(capital(of(Canada(and(the(largest(growing(financial(centre(in(North(America.(The(City(has(also(been(named(as(one(of( the( top( seven( ‘intelligent( communities’( in( the( world( in( 2013,( for( improving( the(economy(by( integrating(broadband(and( information( technology( throughout( the( city( to(attract( business,( build( skills,( stimulate( economic( growth( and( improve( the( delivery( of(government(services((City(of(Toronto,(2013c).(
Timeline%of%urban%greening%in%Toronto%1990s:(((Community(groups(and(volunteers,(such(as(the(Rooftop(Garden(Resource(Group,(Green( Roofs( for( Healthy( Cities( (GRHC)( (Green( Roofs( for( Healthy( Cities,( n.d.>a)(
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and( the( Toronto( Food( Policy( Council( (City( of( Toronto,( n.d.>h)( promote( green(roofs( and( develop( several( pilot( roofs.( These( groups( appear( to( have( multiple(motivations( in( encouraging( green( roofs,( including( urban( food( production( and(food( security( (Smith,(1998),( and( to( address( a( range(of(urban( challenges( (Peck,(Callahan,(Kuhn,(&(Bass,(1999).(2000:(( The( Environmental( Plan( states( that( there( is( a( need( to( develop( a( strategy( to(encourage( green( roofs( and( rooftop( gardens( (Banting,( et( al.,( 2005;( City( of(Toronto,(2000).(2000:(( Green( Roofs( for( Healthy( Cities,( the( Toronto( Atmospheric( Fund,( the( Canadian(Government( and( the( City( of( Toronto( partner( to( develop( demonstration( green(roof( projects,( including( eight( green( roof( plots( that( covered( over( 300( square(metres( on( the( podium( roof( of( Toronto’s( City( Hall( building;( and( a( 465( square(metre(green(roof(on( the(Eastview(Neighbourhood(Community(Centre( (Banting,(et(al.,(2005).(2002:(( The( Natural( Environment( Policy( within( the( City’s( Official( Plan( calls( for( the(development( of( innovative( green( spaces( in( the( City( to( reduce( the( urban( heat(island(effect((City(of(Toronto,(2005).(2003(( Wet(Weather(Flow(Management(Master(Plan(lists(green(roofs(as(a(mechanism(to(prevent(and(reduce(stormwater(runoff((City(of(Toronto,(n.d.>f,(n.d.>o)(and(a(green(roof( incentive(pilot(program(is(established(as(part(of(this((City(of(Toronto,(n.d.>o).((2003:( The( City( establishes( a( Green( Roof( Task( Force( to( investigate( and( subsequently(promote(the(benefits(of(green(roofs((Banting,(et(al.,(2005;(City(of(Toronto,(n.d.>f).((2005:( A(cost(benefit(assessment(of(green(roofs(is(developed(for(Toronto,(estimating(the(potential( impact( of( installing( green( roofs( on( all( eligible( roofs( in( the( city.( This(finds( substantial( upfront( cost( benefits( to( the( city,( particularly( through( cost(savings( in( stormwater( management,( reduced( urban( heat( island( effect,( and(energy(consumption(for(building(cooling((Banting,(et(al.,(2005).(2006:( The(Green(Roof( Strategy( is( developed( to( encourage( green( roof( construction( in(the(City,(with(four(main(components,(including:(1)(installation(of(green(roofs(on(City( buildings;( 2)( a( pilot( incentive( program( to( encourage( green( roof(construction;( 3)( use( of( the( development( approval( process( to( encourage( green(roofs;(and(4)(publicity(and(education.((2006:(( The(City(of(Toronto(Act(grants(an(exemption(from(the(Ontario(Building(Code(Act,(which(otherwise(prohibits(municipal(bylaws(from(exceeding(the(requirements(of(the(Ontario(Building(Code.((2007:(( A(Toronto(Water( launched(a(green( roof( incentive(program,(offering(CA$20(per(square( meter( of( green( roof( for( single>family( residential( developments,( and($50.00(per(square(meter(for(industrial,(commercial(and(multi>family(residential(developments((City(of(Toronto,(n.d.>c).((2007:(The(City(of(Toronto(wins( the(Federation(of(Canadian(Municipalities’(FCM>CH2M(Hill(Sustainable(Community(Award(for( its(green(roof(strategy,( in(recognition(of(Toronto’s(leadership(in(sustainable(community(development.(This(gives(national(recognition(to(the(Green(Roof(Strategy((Currie(&(Bass,(2010).(2008:( The( City( adopts( a( policy( for( all( City>owned( buildings( (including( any( of( its(agencies,(boards,(commissions,(corporations(or(divisions)(to(install(a(green(roof(on(new(buildings,(or(when(the(roof(is(being(replaced,(where(technically(practical.(Under(the(Policy,(the(green(roof(must(be(equivalent(to(50(per(cent(of(the(building(footprint,(unless(the(building((City(of(Toronto,(2013e).((
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2009:(( The(Toronto(City(Council(implements(the(Eco>Roof(Incentive(Program(as(part(of(the( City’s( Climate( Change( Action( Plan( (City( of( Toronto,( n.d.>b;( Griffiths,( 2011).(The( CA$2.4( million( program( provides( funds( for( green( or( cool( roof( retrofit(projects( on( existing( commercial,( industrial( and( institutional( buildings( (City( of(Toronto,(2011b).(2009:(( The(Green(Roof(Bylaw(is(adopted(by(the(Toronto(City(Council,(which(applied(to(new( building( permit( applications( for( residential,( commercial( and( institutional(development( made( after( January( 31,( 2010( and( will( apply( to( new( industrial(development(as(of(April(30,(2012.(Under(the(Bylaw,(green(roof(coverage(of(20>60%( on( all( new( development( above( 2,000( m2( of( gross( floor( area( (City( of(Toronto,(n.d.>e,(n.d.>i).(2010:(( The(Green(Roof(Bylaw(applies( to(new(residential,( commercial(and( institutional(developments(from(January(31((City(of(Toronto,(n.d.>e,(n.d.>i).(2010:(( The(Eco>Roof( Incentive( Program(begins( funding( green( roofs( on(new( industrial(buildings(with(a(Gross(Floor(Area(of(2,000(m2(or(greater(and(new( institutional(and( commercial( buildings( of( less( than( 2,000( m2( (City( of( Toronto,( n.d.>b).( A(maximum(grant(of($100,000(is(available(towards(the(installation(of(a(green(roof(($50/m2)( and( $50,000( for( cool( roofs( ($2>5/m2)( (City( of( Toronto,( n.d.>b);( of(which,(the(City(grant(only(represents(a(portion(of(the(cost(with(the(balance(being(borne(by(the(building(owner((City(of(Toronto,(2011a).(2012:(( The( Green( Roof( Bylaw( applies( to( new( industrial( development( from( April( 30,(2012((City(of(Toronto,(n.d.>e,(n.d.>i).(2010:( A( discussion( paper( considering( the( biodiversity( benefits( of( green( roofs( is(released((Currie(&(Bass,(2010)(
Findings%from%the%research%questions%
Principal%drivers%Banting,(et(al.((2005)(note(several(key(drivers(that(catalysed(efforts(to(develop(a(green(roof(strategy(in(Toronto,(including:((
- Community(and(NGO(advocacy;(
- The(Environmental(Plan((2001),(which(formally(identified(the(need(for(a(strategy(for(green( roofs( to( help( produce( a( “cleaner,( greener,( healthier( and( more( sustainable(future(for(Toronto”(City(of(Toronto,(2000);(
- The( Natural( Environment( Policy( within( the( City’s( Official( Plan,( which( identified(green(roofs(as(an(UHI(mitigation(measure;(
- The(Wet(Weather(Flow(Management(Master(Plan((2000),(which(saw(green(roofs(as(a(measure( for(mitigating( the( impact(of( stormwater( runoff(on(Lake(Ontario(and( local(rivers.(Within( this( list( of( drivers,( stormwater( management( and( reducing( combined( sewer(overflows(appears(to(have(been(the(primary(driver(and(consideration(for(the(Green(Roof(Strategy( and( Bylaw( (City( of( Toronto,( n.d.>f;( Peck,( personal( communications,( 22nd(February,( 2012)( One( interviewee( reflected( on( this,( noting( that( ‘piggybacking’( green(roofs(onto(stormwater(concerns(facilitated(the(acceptance(of(efforts(to(encourage(green(roofs,(as(well(as(ensure(that(the(policies(and(programs(for(green(roofs(are(supportive(of(related(policies(and(programs((Peck,(personal(communications,(22nd(February,(2012).(Having( a( primary( focus( helped( simplify( discussions( around( green( roofs,( reduce( the(perception( that( they(were( ‘too(good( to(be( true’,( and(ensure( that( the(way( in(which( the(biophilic( element( is( implemented( throughout( the( city( optimises( the( outcomes( of(particular( concern( to( that( city( (Peck,( 2012).( The( co>benefits( were( still( recognised,(however,(within( initial(and(subsequent(discussions,(and(were( included( in(an(economic(
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assessment( of( green( roofs.( This( inclusion( of( co>benefits( an( appreciation( of( how( to(enhance( these( benefits,( has( assisted( policies( and( programs( to( provide( the( greatest(benefits(to(the(city((Doshi,(personal(communications,(24(February,(2012).((
Challenges%or%barriers%%Lack( of( knowledge( and( data:( There( were( large( information( gaps( about( appropriate(green(roof(technologies(and(systems(for(the(city’s(climate(and(location,(about(the(costs(and(benefits,(how(to(encourage(their(use,(and(the(possible(extent(to(which(they(could(be(used( in( Toronto( (Peck,( et( al.,( 1999).( Consequently,( GRHC,( the( Toronto( Atmospheric(Fund,(the(Federal(Government(and(the(City(of(Toronto(partnered(to(develop(green(roof(demonstration(projects,( including(eight( green( roof(plots( that( collectively( covered(over(300(square(metres(on(the(podium(roof(of(Toronto’s(City(Hall(building;(and(a(465(square(metre( green( roof( on( the( Eastview( Neighbourhood( Community( Centre( (Banting,( et( al.,(2005).( Data( was( collected( from( the( green( roofs( on( energy( demand( reductions,(stormwater( retention,( roof(membrane(protection(and(plant( survival;( city>wide( cooling(potential;( and( the( costs( and( benefits.( The( projects( were( also( working( demonstration(sites(for(the(public(that(raised(awareness(and(appreciation(of(green(roofs((Banting,(et(al.,(2005).( Further( to( this,( Ryerson( University( was( contracted( in( 2004( to( investigate( the(city>wide(environmental(benefits(and(costs(of(green(roofs.(The(findings(of(this(provided(a(basis(for(the(Green(Roof(Strategy(and(Policy(by(demonstrating(sufficient(public(returns(to(justify(municipal(efforts((Banting,(et(al.,(2005;(City(of(Toronto,(n.d.>f).((Inability(to(quantify(many(benefits(of(green(roofs:(Many(benefits(of(green(roofs(couldn’t(be(quantified(with(existing(knowledge,(including(in(particular(aesthetic(improvement(of(the(urban(landscape,(increase(in(property(values,(increased(amenity(space,(use(of(green(roofs(for(food(production,(and(increased(biodiversity.(This(limited(the(scope(of(the(cost>benefit(analysis.(However,(by(framing(the(investigation(around(the(question(of(whether(there( was( sufficient( public( good( to( pursue( a( policy( to( encourage( green( roofs,( these(limitations( did( not( affect( the( ability( of( decision(makers( to( use( the( analysis.( The( study(provided(a(starting(point(for(discussions(by(considering(high(level(questions(around(the(societal(benefits(of(green(roofs,(the(city>wide(benefits,(the(benefits(to(individual(building(owners,(and(green(roofs(could(be(retrofitted( into(existing(buildings( in(Toronto( (Doshi,(personal(communications,(24(February,(2012).(Restrictive( policy:( The( Ontario( Building( Code( Act,( 1992,( prohibits( municipal( bylaws(from( exceeding( the( requirements( of( the( Building( Code.( The( green( roof( bylaw( thus(required(an(exemption(from(this(provision,(and(was(granted(by(the(City(of(Toronto(Act(of( 2006,(which(was( specific( in( allowing( the( City( to( set( standards( only( for( green( roofs((Mitrovic,( 2010).(As(part( of( developing( the(Green(Roof(Bylaw,( the(City( also(needed( to(develop( a( Construction( Standard.( Such( building( construction( standards( are( otherwise(developed( at( a( province( or( federal( level,( and( the( City( was( required( to( demonstrate(equivalent(due(diligence(in(the(development(of(the(Green(Roof(Construction(Standard.(A(Technical(Advisory(Group((TAG)(was(developed(by(the(Chief(Building(Official(in(Toronto(to( review( the( proposed( Standard,( consider( consultation( comments( and( to( consider( in(particular(technical(aspects(of(the(proposed(Bylaw.(The(TAG(was(comprised(of(members(with( expertise( in( engineering,( building( science,( architectural( design( and( green( roof(research(and(development,(with(representatives(from(a(number(of(stakeholder(groups.(The(TAG(met( four( times(between(December(2008(and(March(2009( to( revise( the(draft(Standard( (City( of( Toronto,( 2009).( The( Construction( Standard( specifies( the( minimum(design( requirements( that( green( roofs(must( comply(with( in( order( to( obtain( a( building(permit((City(of(Toronto,(2009).((
Enabling%factors%Baseline(data:(Research(identified(the(approximate(number,(and(distribution(of(roofs(in(Toronto( that(were( suitable( for( a( green( roof.( This(was( considered( fundamental( to( the(
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success(of(the(Green(Roof(Strategy(as(it(enabled(policy(makers(to(determine(whether(a(policy(was(likely(to(have(a(significant(impact(on(the(city,(what(sectors(of(the(community(needed( to( be( targeted,( and( the( potential( uptake( of( incentives( (Doshi,( personal(communications,(24(February,(2012).( It( furthermore(highlights(were(exceptions( to( the(policy(might(be(needed((City(of(Toronto,(2005).((Aligning( the( green( roof( strategy( with( existing( areas( of( importance:( The( green( roof(strategy( was( aligned( with( stormwater(management( concerns( in( Toronto,( building( on(existing( political( and( public( will( to( address( this( issue.( This( also( provided( additional(opportunities( for( accessing( finance( from( government( departments( and( utilities( (Peck,(personal(communications,(22nd(February,(2012).((Developing( pilot( demonstration( projects:( A( range( of( pilot( projects( were( develop( in(Toronto( that( provided( vital( performance( data,( allowed( design( options( to( be( refined,(informed( technical( standards,( and( provided( community( and( industry( experience(with(green(roofs.(These(include(green(roofs(developed(by(citizen(groups(that(served(as(early(demonstration( projects( (Banting,( et( al.,( 2005;( Cooperative,( n.d.);( green( roof(demonstration( projects( developed( through( a( collaboration( between( Green( Roofs( for(Healthy(Cities,(the(Toronto(Atmospheric(Fund,(the(Federal(Government(and(the(City(of(Toronto( that( provided( cost( and(performance(data( (Banting,( et( al.,( 2005);( and( a(Green(Roof( Incentive(Pilot(Program,(which( led( to( the(development(of(prominent(and(diverse(green(roofs(throughout(Toronto((City(of(Toronto,(2006).(Strong( leadership:( Strong,(high>level( leadership,( and(efforts( to(build(on(existing( cross>departmental( collaborative( initiatives( helped( overcome( the( silo( effect( between(government(departments.(This(directed(the(inclusion(of(green(roofs(as(a(strategy(within(pre>existing(policies,(responsibilities(and(programs(run(by(individual(departments((such(as(the(Wet(Weather(Flow(Management(Master(Plan(and(the(City’s(Climate(Change(Action(Plan),(creating(consistency(in(the(support(for(green(roofs(across(all(of(these(areas((Peck,(personal(communications,(22nd(February,(2012).(Extensive(community(and(stakeholder(engagement:(Extensive(community(and(industry(consultation( was( conducted( to( refine( the( proposed( Bylaw( prior( to( it( being( adopted.(Initial(stakeholder(engagement(was(held(in(2005(to(review(the(findings(of(the(Ryerson(University(feasibility(assessment(of(green(roofs((Banting,(et(al.,(2005),(and(this(produced(a( set( of( recommendations( for( strategies( to( encourage( green( roofs( in( Toronto( (City( of(Toronto,(2005).(A(draft(Bylaw(was(developed(on( the(basis(of( these( recommendations.(Stakeholder(workshops(held(in(November(and(December(2008(provided(initial(feedback(on(the(draft(proposal,(and(overwhelmingly(identified(the(need(for(further(consultation.(Consequently( a( second( round( of( workshops( were( help( in( February( 2009( (City( of(Toronto,(2009).(Collectively,(over(150(participants(including(building(owners,(architects,(landscape( architects,( developers,( green( roof( designers,( installers( and( manufacturers,(roofing(contractors(and(manufacturers,( industry(associations,(and( interested(members(of(the(public(and(business(community.( In(addition,(meetings(were(held(with(individual(stakeholders( including(the(Toronto(District(School(Board,(the(Toronto(Catholic(District(School(Board(and(roofing(contractors(to(explore(in(more(detail(issues(raised(during(the(public( consultation( (City( of( Toronto,( 2009).( 149( written( submissions( from( individual(who( attended( the(workshops(were( received,( as(well( as( 14(written( submission( on( the(draft(proposals(for(the(Bylaw.(These(were(generally(supportive(of(the(proposed(Bylaw,(and( made( comments( regarding( the( detail( of( the( Bylaw( to( ensure( these( met( the(sustainability(objectives(of(the(City((City(of(Toronto,(2009).((During(this(engagement,(concerns(regarding(the(economic( impact(of( the(Bylaw(as(well(as(technical(and(practical(concerns(were(addressed,(and(the(proposed(Bylaw(amended.(This(included(a(reduction(in(the(proposed(percentage(of(the(roof(that(had(to(be(covered(by(a(green(roof(from(75(per(cent(to(a(graduated(requirement(that(minimised(the(impact(
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on( smaller(developments( (where( the( cost(of( the(green( roof( is( spread(across( a( smaller(number(of(units),(while(ensuring(larger(developments(have(a(larger(green(roof.(Low>rise(residential(developments((less(than(6(storeys(or(20(meters(in(height)(are(excluded(from(the( Bylaw( due( to( the( high( cost( implications( for( individual( property( owners( (City( of(Toronto,(2009,(n.d.>i).(Green(roof( requirements(were(estimated( to(potentially( increase(construction(costs(for(industrial(developments(by(50(to(70(per(cent,(which(could(restrict(development( (City( of( Toronto,( 2009).( Consequently,( the( introduction( of( requirements(for( industrial( developments( was( given( a( longer( lead>time,( with( these( only( being(required( from( 2012( (City( of( Toronto,( n.d.>i).( Other( changes( resulting( from( the(stakeholder( engagement( included( focusing(on( roofs(with( a( slope(of(up( to(10(per( cent,(rather( than( just( less( than( 2( per( cent;( and( requirements( for( having( green( roofs( over(heated(spaces,(rather( than(spaces( that(were(heated(and(cooled((City(of(Toronto,(2009,(n.d.>i).(An(economic(argument:(The(cost(benefit(analysis(undertaken(by(researchers(at(Ryerson(University( demonstrated( sufficient( upfront( cost( savings( to( the(municipality( (including(initial( cost( savings( due( to( reduced( requirements( for( grey( stormwater( infrastructure,(avoided(costs(of(stormwater(pollution,(avoided(costs(of(erosion(control,(avoided(costs(of(additional(peak>power(generating(stations)(of(CA$313(million,(and(ongoing(annual(cost(savings((due(to(reduced(beach(closures,(perceived(cost>savings(from(the(impacts(of(air(pollution(on(health(and( the(environment,( reduced(energy(demand3,( and(reduced(costs(associated(with(carbon(emissions)(of(CA$37(million( from(the(widespread(use(of(green(roofs(to(warrant(the(city(investing(in(strategies(to(encourage(these.(The(analysis(found(that( the( direct,( quantifiable( benefits( to( the( property( owner(were( likely( insufficient( to(encourage( them( to( install( green( roofs( of( their( own( accord.( This( provided( a( basis( for(developing(financial( incentives(to(encourage(existing(property(owners,(and(to(leverage(the( development( approval( process( to( require( new( and( redeveloped( properties( to(include( green( roofs( (Banting,( et( al.,( 2005).!During( this( process,( the( City( established(firstly(whether( there(were( likely( to(be( sufficient(benefits( from(green( roofs( to(warrant(city( support.( From( this( basis,( the( city( has( then( progressively( established( a( number( of(demonstration(roofs(that(have(assisted(in(measuring(and(establishing(the(performance(of( green( roofs( and( informed( the( development( of( a( construction( standard( (City( of(Toronto).((This( economic( analysis(was( possible( due( to( data( collected( from( demonstration( green(roofs(in(Toronto(enabled(the(city(to(gather(local(data(that(was(critical(to(informing(the(green(roof(strategy,(as(well(as(guidelines(and(the(construction(standard(for(green(roofs((City(of(Toronto).((
Policies,%strategies,%programs%planning%frameworks%and%legislative%measures%%Toronto(Official(Plan:(The(Official(Plan(guides(development( in( the( city(and(aligns(with(the(City’s(Environment(Plan( to(ensure( this(happens( in(an(environmentally( sustainable(way.(The(Official(Plan(explicitly(calls(for(the(use(of(green(roofs(as(part(of(green(building(design(and(construction(practices(to(reduce(the(urban(heat(island(effect((City(of(Toronto,(2010b).(Green(Roof(Bylaw:(The(Green(Roof(Bylaw(was( introduced(in(May(2009,(and(applied(to(new( building( permit( applications( for( residential,( commercial( and( institutional(development(made(after(January(31,(2010(and(to(new(industrial(development(as(of(April((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( (((((((((((((((((((((
3"The" study" recognized" that" energy" savings" are" generally" considered" to" be" accrued" by" the" building"
owner." However," there" are" a" range" of" societal" benefits" that" result" from" reduced" energy" demand,"
including"reduced"carbon"dioxide"production,"and"reduced"depletion"of"resources."The"study"took"the"
monetary" savings" in" the" use" of" energy" at" the" building" level" to" provide" a" measure" of" the" societal"
benefit."
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30,( 2012(City( of( Toronto,( n.d.>e).( The( Bylaw( has( a( graduated( scale( to( determine( the(percentage(of(a(building’s(available(roof(space(that(must(been(greened,(ranging(from(20(to( 60( per( cent.( This( excludes( areas( with( renewable( energy,( private( terraces( and(residential( outdoor( amenity( space( (to( a(maximum(of(2m2(per(unit),( and(also( excludes(residential( buildings( with( fewer( than( 6( stories,( or( lower( than( 20( meters( in( height.(Initially,( the(City( planned( to( require( roofs( to( have(75%(green( roof( coverage,( however(stakeholder( feedback( suggested( this( could( discourage( development( (City( of( Toronto,(2005).( The( Bylaw( is( part( of( the( broader( Climate( Change,( Clean( Air( and( Sustainable(Energy(Action( Plan,(which( outlines( an( environmental( framework( that( sets( the( goal( of(reducing(Toronto’s(greenhouse(gas(emissions(by(2050((City(of(Toronto,(n.d.>e).(The(Toronto(Green(Roof(Construction(Standard(forms(part(of(the(Bylaw,(and(this(details(the( minimum( design( requirements( for( green( roofs( in( order( for( these( to( receive( a(building(permit.(The(Standard(was(developed(with(technical(input,(and(refined(based(on(stakeholder(feedback(and(revisions(from(the(Technical(Advisory(Group.(The(number(of(prescriptive(requirements(initially(proposed(for(inclusion(in(the(Standard(were(reduced(following(stakeholder(feedback(that(this(would(limit(innovation,(while(still(ensuring(that(green( roofs(met( safety( and(other( standards( (City( of(Toronto,( 2009).(A( Supplementary(Guide( to( the( Standard( provides( best( practice( evidence( and( explanatory( materials( to(assist(in(design(and(construction((City(of(Toronto,(2009).(Policy( for( municipal( buildings:( The( City( of( Toronto( adopted( a( policy( in( 2008( for( all(buildings( owned( by( the( City( of( Toronto( or( any( of( its( agencies,( boards,( commissions,(corporations(or(divisions(that(all(roofs(on(new(buildings,(or(roofs(being(replaced,(install(a( green( roof( where( technically( practical.( Under( the( Policy,( the( green( roof( must( be(equivalent(to(50(per(cent(of(the(building(footprint.(This(is(less(stringent(than(the(Green(Roof(Bylaw(for(the( largest(building(class,(which(requires(a(green(roof(equivalent(to(60(per( cent( of( the( footprint,( and( in( these( cases( the( Green( Roof( Bylaw( applies( (City( of(Toronto,(2010a,(n.d.>d).(Toronto(Green(Standard:(The(Toronto(Green(Standard(is(a(two>tired(set(of(performance(measures( for( sustainable( development( and( building( design.( New( developments( must(meet( the( Tier( 1( standard,( and( incentives( are( offered( for( Tier( 2( compliance( (City( of(Toronto,( n.d.>k).( The( use( of( various( integrated( natural( features( are( suggested( as(strategies(to(achieve(compliance(in(categories(of(energy(efficiency,(mitigated(urban(heat(island( effect,(minimised( greenhouse( gas( emissions,( and(minimised( stormwater( runoff((City(of(Toronto,(n.d.>l).(Incentives:( A( pilot( incentive( program( ran( in( 2006/2007( to( encourage( green( roofs,(resulting( in( about( 7000( square( meters( of( new( green( roof( construction.( In( 2006,( 16(projects( were( funded( with( an( incentive( of( $10( per( square( meter.( This( incentive( was(increased( in(2007( to($20(per(square(meter( for(single>family(residential(developments,(and( $50.00( per( square( meter( for( commercial,( industrial( and( multi>family( residential(developments.( Toronto( Water( funded( the( incentive( due( to( the( benefit( green( roofs(provide(as(a(stormwater(management(tool((City(of(Toronto,(n.d.>c).(Incentives(are(currently(offered(through(LiveGreen(Toronto((City(of(Toronto,(n.d.>b)(for(existing( buildings( that( install( a( green( roof.( Eligible( green( roof( projects( will( receive(CA$75( per( square( metre( up( to( a( maximum( of( CA$100,000.( Existing( residential,(industrial,(commercial,(and(institutional(buildings,(as(well(as(new(residential,(industrial,(commercial,(and(institutional(buildings(with(a(gross(floor(area(of(less(than(of(2,000(m2(and(new(and(existing(Toronto(Public(and(Separate(School(Board(buildings(of(any(size((as(these(are(not(otherwise(required(to(install(a(green(roof(under(the(Bylaw)(are(eligible(for(the( incentive.( Roofs( must( be( designed( and( constructed( in( conformance( with( the(requirements( of( the(Toronto( Green( Roof( Construction( Standard,( and( meet( minimum(coverage(requirements(of(the(roof(space((City(of(Toronto,(n.d.>b).(
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Use%of%economic%arguments%%A( partial( economic( argument( (Banting,( et( al.,( 2005)( demonstrated( that( there( was(sufficient( public( good( to( warrant( a( green( roof( strategy,( as( it( gave( some( basis( for(understanding( the( extent( to( which( green( roofs( will( reduce( their( existing( financial(liabilities( (for( instance,( for( stormwater(management)(and( to(develop(an( incentive( that(reflects( this.( Hitesh( Doshi,( co>author( of( the( cost>benefit( study,( noted( that( in( Canada(there( is( a( “show( me( the( money”( approach( to( governance( and( investment,( and( such(initiatives( would( not( have( been( possible( without( some( economic( justification( (Doshi,(personal(communications,(24(February,(2012).(The( study( highlighted( a( number( of( issues( with( developing( a( cost>benefit( analysis( of(green(roofs,(including(the(variability(in(the(value(assigned(to(the(benefits(of(green(roofs(in( the( literature,( in( large( part( due( to( the( dependence( on( local( climatic( conditions,(economies(of(scale,(the(type(of(green(roof(being(considered,(the(type(of(building(that(has(the(green(roof,( as(well(as(a( range(of(assumptions(such(as( the(degree( to(which(various(benefits(are(attributed(to(the(green(roof,(the(discount(rate(used,(time(periods,(and(which(costs( and( benefits( are( taken( into( consideration.( There( were( also( many( benefits( that(could( not( be( quantified.( These( limitations(were( addressed( by( framing( the( aims( of( the(study( by( the( need( to( provide( sufficient( information( to( inform(municipal( initiatives( to(encourage( green( roofs,( rather( than( to( provide( a( fully( comprehensive( cost>benefit(analysis((Doshi,(personal(communications,(24(February,(2012).(
Financing%mechanisms%%Incentives(for(green(roofs(were(funded(through(a(number(of(departments(and(utilities.(Toronto( Water( provided( funding( for( the( green( roof( incentive( program( to( enhance(municipal(stormwater(management(and(water(quality((City(of(Toronto,(n.d.>c).(Similarly,(the(Toronto(Hydro(Conservation(and(Demand(Management(program(offered(green(roof(incentives(as(a(way(of(reducing(electricity(demand((City(of(Toronto,(n.d.>g).(The(Toronto(Atmospheric( Fund( helping( fund( green( roof( research( and( demonstration( projects,( as(green(roofs(are(shown(to(reduce(atmospheric(pollution((Green(Roofs(for(Healthy(Cities,(n.d.>b).(This( range(of( funding(opportunities(was(possible(due( to( the( recognition(of( the(wide(range(of(benefits(that(green(roofs(provide,(and(hence(the(suite(of(departments(and(utilities(that(could(benefit(from(their(wider(use.((The(cost(of(implementing(the(2003(Wet(Weather(Master(Plan(was(slated(to(exceed(CA$1(billion(over(25(years.(Within(this(context,(green(infrastructure(including(green(roofs(are(seen(as(cost(reduction(measures,(particularly(when(costs(can(be(passed(onto(property(owners( (Peck,( personal( communications,( 22nd( February,( 2012).( The( Green(Development( Standard( applies( to( all( development( applications,( and( requires( that(properties( install( a( green( roof.( This( is( likely( to( result( in( 6( per( cent( of( Toronto’s( roofs(being(greened(by(2018.(The(estimated(cost(of(CA$36(million(is(largely(borne(by(private(property(owners(and(developers,(and(would(provide(annual(savings(of(CA$100(million(in(stormwater(costs(and($40(million(in(CSO(capital(costs((Garrison(&(Hobbs,(2011).((
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